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This doctoral thesis situates the Mediterranean island of Sicily as a magnet of competing 
political desires in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries: for the Kingdom of Aragón, 
the island provides a stepping stone towards recovering the Holy Lands and recuperating 
a Norman legacy; for the Angevins at Naples, a strategically-placed military asset; and, 
according to the Papacy, a treasure stolen and tumbling to perdition. Locally, Sicilian 
nobility negotiated each of these claims in a variety of ways. My focus on the 
Chiaramonte family and their patronage of art and architecture, especially at the Palazzo 
Chiaramonte-Steri, demonstrates how commissions operated as a key tactic of gaining 
visibility and legitimacy in the face of continual upheaval. The dissertation unfolds in two 
sections proceeded by a comprehensive introduction to the monument and the 
Chiaramonte family: in the first section, composed of three chapters, I focus on the 
tradition of painted ceilings in Sicily and treat at length the painted beamed ceiling of the 
Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri’s reception room, the so-called Sala Magna. The second part 
of the project, divided into two chapters, investigates the Chiaramonte family's 
involvement in rehabilitating Sicily’s reputation in light of its challenged religious status.
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INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER GUIDE 
I. Palermo        1 
II. The structure of the painted ceiling of the Sala Magna  4 
III. The Chiaramonte of Sicily      13 
IV. Reading the Steri in light of restoration & conservation projects 23 
 Patching holes between 1967 and 1973    23 
 Making space for a new administration: 1972 and 1998  29 
V. Overview of Previous Scholarship      30 
VI. A guide to the case-studies      39 
VII. Conclusion       46 
 

I. PALERMO 

 In 1422, the coastal city of Palermo became the temporary home of Juan de 

Valladolid or Juan Poeta, a performer of verses, songs, and witticisms a profession also 

known by the name juglar.1 The poet came from an impoverished background and was 

lambasted often by fellow wandering poets for being a converso, that is, a Jewish man 

converted to Christianity in the context of the Iberian Peninsula; Juan de Valladolid, 

however, incorporated these barbs and dealt his own in his craft as he played an 

important role within the colorful realm of courtly entertainment: "He recited his own 

and other people's compositions, lived off his trade, begged for donations or privileges, 

and exercised various skills. He even dressed strikingly, adorned with colorful clothes that 

provoked the ridicule and sarcasm of his rivals."2 It widely accepted that archival records 

show this very Juan de Valladolid playing an administrative role in 1422 as scriptor atque 

																																																								
1 Concepción Villanueva Morte, "Ciudades, cortes y diplomacia: circulación de hombres de letras entre el 
ducado de Milán y la Península Ibérica en el siglo XV," in Identidades urbanas Corona de Aragón-Italia: Redes 
económicas, estructuras institucionales, funciones políticas (siglos XIV-XV), ed. Paulino Iradiel, Germán Navarro, 
David Igual, and Concepción Villanueva Morte (Zaragoza: Prensas de la Universidad di Zaragoza, 2016), 
232. 
2 Lorenzo González Rubio, "Juan de Valladolid: un poeta de juglaría en el siglo XV," Estudios de literatura 6-7 
(1983-84): 101-112. 
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officialis in regia dohana eius urbis atque fidelis regius for the viceroy of Sicily, don Pedro de 

Aragón,3 which he must have performed admirably since King Alfonso el Magnánimo 

raised his wages in 1444 to fourteen ounces (he earned only five gold ounces in 1425). In 

addition to his work as an official of confector liborum,4 Ezio Levi has suggested that Juan 

Poeta initiated a restoration project within the viceroy's main administrative building in 

Palermo, the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri.5 In particular, Levi ties the poet's tenure to 

contemporary efforts to restore the spectacular painted ceiling of the Sala Magna, 

commissioned between 1377 and 180 at the behest of the Grand Admiral of Trinacria 

(Sicily), Manfredi III Chiaramonte. Ferdinando Bologna explains that from at least 1438 

artists and carpenters were paid to keep the painted panels that cover each exposed side 

of the beams in good condition: "In that year [1438] Francesco da Castellammare 

recieved a payment pro reparandis tribus trabibus tecti dipinti sale magne regii hospicii.6 Bologna 

further explains that a Spanish minaturist, Giovanni da Valladolid was commissioned pro 

colorando et figurato...telam certis figuris necessariis statui nostri in camera hospicii magni, again 

identifying the Steri by its function as a residence (from the Latin hospicium also referred to 

as hosterium).7 Together these surviving records bear witness to the coordinated efforts 

between carpenters and artists that were required in the late-fourteenth century to prepare 

																																																								
3 Ibid., Lorenzo Rubio González, 103. 
4 Ibid., 103-104. 
5 The spectacular space of the Sala Magna gained the attention of the juglar Juan de Valladolid, whose 
fifteenth-century restoration project was the subject of an article by Ezio Levi in a festshrift for Ramón 
Menéndez Pidal.“Un Juglar español en Sicilia, Juan de Valladolid” in Homenaje ofrecido a Menéndez Pidal: 
Miscelánea de estudios lingüísticos, literarios e históricos: tomo tercero (Madrid: Libería y casa editorial hernando, 
1925), 419-439. 
6 Ferdinando Bologna, Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo e la cultura feudale siciliana nell'autunno del 
Medioevo (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1975 [re: 2002]), 4. 
7 Ibid. Bologna situates the restoration within a constellation of other interventions at Monreale and the 
Cappella Palatina in the Palazzzo dei Normanni. 
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and install this monumental work within the a space that continued to function as a great 

hall in the Cinquecento. 

 Levi provides several documents in the Palermitan archives written between 1422 

and 1444 that illustrate Juan’s mid-career developed at the Steri in the service of the 

Spanish court. The stipend that he secured from the king for himself at an annual rate 

would continue until his death and then pass on to his daughter.8 In his official capacity, 

Juan participated in a profession that, according to Levi, " is more appropriate than any 

other for a poet of the fifteenth century and which is very common among the poets of 

the los Cancioneros.”9 Reflecting on the poet's encounter with the ceiling of the Sala 

Magna's ceiling, Levi wonders how many hours Juan passed studying the painted tales 

and what role Juan may have played in the maintenance of the colorful romances and 

decorative motives that unfurl along every face of the beamed ceiling. In his volume on 

the painted ceiling, Ferdinando Bologna wonders the same, suggesting a collaboration 

between the juglar and the miniaturist Giuseppe da Valladolid on several panels.  

 While the exact circumstances of the Vallisoletano interventions were not 

recorded, we can appreciate the relationship that Juan Poeta nurtured in his study and 

improvization of legends and canciones as an itinerant member of many courts where he 

recited and toyed with such stories for a living.10 The themes of many fifteenth-century 

																																																								
8 Levi, “Un Juglar español en Sicilia, Juan de Valladolid,” 428-432. 
9 Ibid., 428. Levi cites Marcelino Menéndez Pelayo (Antología de poeta líricos), who described Juan de 
Valladolid as a "reliquary of good fables" (relicario de las invenciones buenas) “sabía todoas las antiguas leyendas 
de memoria), see p. 431. 
10 Following his employment in Palermo, Concepción Villanueva Morte  explains that Juan la Poeta would 
have carried these paintings in his memory as he moved between the most illustrious courts of Spain and 
Italy: in 1453 to the court of Juan II de Castilla; shortly followed by a tour of Italy at the d'Este family in 
Ferrara, to the court of Luis Gonzaga in Mantua in 1458, and to Milan and the Sforza family; journeying to 
Valencia in 1470; settling in Naples in 1473; returning to Spain in the court of Isabel the Catholic; and 
finally in Pavia, where documents in the Archivio di Stato confirm that he was a professor at the University 
of Pavia; see " Ciudades, cortes y diplomacia," 232-233. 
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canciones, as demonstrated by Ramón Menéndez Pidal and Ezio Levi, are brought to life by 

the hands of three Sicilian artists on the ceiling, and to the credit of the miniaturist, 

Francesco da Castellammare, and quite possibly Juan Poeta, the painted ceiling of the 

Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri has survived in remarkable condition.11 

 Today, the palace, known colloquially at the Steri, continues to be celebrated for 

the painted ceiling of the grand reception room, the Sala Magna, as well as for the 

prisoners' paintings in the Sala delle Armi on the ground floor of the palace and in the 

prison cells built during the Inquisition. Excavations in the past decades, especially those 

under the direction of Francesca Spatafora and Emanuele Canzonieri, have uncovered a 

glass factory dated to the tenth and eleventh centuries, the period of Arab rule on the 

island.12 Thus, the site of the Steri complex presents a remarkable concentration of 

important cultural monuments throughout the complex history of Palermo between the 

tenth and eighteenth centuries at the close of the Inquisition. This dissertation especially 

focuses on the Steri during the second half of the fourteenth century, when Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte installed three Sicilian artists on the piano nobile to coat every facet of the 

ceiling and its wooden supports with stories and ornaments. 

 

II. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PAINTED CEILING OF THE SALA MAGNA 

Adultery, beheadings, vendetta—the collection of imagery unfolding 8.7 meters 

above viewers' heads captures a noble family’s education and sensibilities in full color. 

																																																								
11 Bologna addresses the later history of the Steri in the first chapter of Il Soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di 
Palermo, esp. 4-8. 
12 Francesca Spatafora and Emanuele Canzonieri, "Un impianto artigianale per la produzione del vetro nella 
Palermo di età islamica e normanna," in Il vetro in Italia: testimonianze, produzioni, commerci in età basso medievale 
(Cosenza: Università della Calabria, 2012), 259-270. 
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Each surface of the twenty-four beams and the coffering between them are adorned with 

a stunning array of narratives and decorative marginalia painted in tempera (Figs. 1-3).13 A 

cooperative effort of planning, carpentry, and painting brought forth the translation of 

classical tales, legends of Arthur and Charlemagne, and apocryphal gospel stories to the 

exposed beams of the Sala Magna ceiling, where they were carefully edited and arranged.14 

The encyclopedic material selected by the architect and artists of the program 

demonstrate intimate knowledge of both portable venues of artistic production and oral 

traditions, such as book arts and monumental programs. And offering a rare example of 

signed work in medieval Sicily, three painting masters identify themselves in two coffers 

of the ceiling using large Gothic letters: MASTRU SIMUNI PINTURI DI CURIGLU 

(Corleone); MASTRU CHICU PINTURI DI NARU (Naro); and MASTRU DARENU 

PIGITURI DI PALERMU (Palermo).15  

The artists and their workshops present dynamic characters that use violent 

																																																								
13 See Ettore Gabrici and Ezio Levi, Lo Steri e le sue pitture (Palermo: L'Epos, 2003 [re: 1932]); Giuseppe 
Spatrisano, Lo Steri di Palermo e l'architettura siciliana del Trecento (Palermo: Flaccovio Editore, 1972); 
Ferdinando Bologna, Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo:e la cultura feudale siciliana nell’autunno del 
Medioevo (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1975); Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo Novecento: dagli studi di Giuseppe Spatrisano al 
progetto di Roberto Calandra con la consulenza di Carlo Scarpa, ed. by Antonietta Iolanda Lima (Palermo: 
Flaccovio, 2006); Licia Buttà, "Storie per governare: iconografia giuridica e del potere nel soffitto dipinto 
della Sala Magna del Palazzo Chiaromonte Steri di Palermo," in Narrazione, Exempla, Retorica: studi 
sull'iconografia dei soffitti dipinti nel Medioevo Mediterraneo, ed. Licia Buttà (Palermo: Caracol, 2013), 69-126. For a 
complete survey of high quality photographs of the ceiling, see Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello 
Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale (Palermo/Firenze: CRICD/IGM, 2009). 
14 Buttà makes a similar point in her detailed study, stressing the fluidity by which a narrative may be 
transmitted via manuscript, novella, word of mouth, or other means; " Storie per governare," 72. I also 
encourage readers to see Eva Hoffman's excellent article regarding the transmission and circulation of 
objects and narratives in the Mediterranean and beyond: “Pathways of portability: Islamic and Christian 
interchange from the tenth to the twelfth century,” Art History 24.1 (2001): 17-90. 
15 The Chiaramonte family’s feudal power was bolstered by cities taken from Muslims during the thirteenth 
century and especially following the War of the Sicilian Vespers, evident in onomastics. We see this looking 
at the artists’ signatures on the ceiling, as well, where each artist makes reference to his home and each 
comes from a feudal territory belonging to the Chiaramonte: Naro, Palermo, and Corleone. Laura Sciascia 
explains: “the spread of last names formed from castle names that are not part of the feudal patrimony of 
the family and the sign of a tendency to identify oneself with what was the main instrument of conquest 
and possession of the conquered land,” Le donne e i cavalier, gli affanni e gli agi: famiglia e potere in Sicilia tra XII e 
XIV secolo (Messina: Sicania, 1993). 
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gestures to express speech, demonstrate action, or direct the viewer’s attention. Figures 

are heavily outlined and filled with bold colors. Gold or black lines divide these scenes 

into frames, much like a comic book or graphic novel. Several central beams flanked with 

low-relief star patterns split the ceiling into two longitudinal sections and dramatically 

highlight the geometric frame in which the narratives and painted ornaments are 

positioned. In addition to narratives, hundreds of decorative motifs, representing farcical 

creatures, family crests, vegetation, and courtly figures occupy every surface. Coats of 

arms and the names of contemporary families adorn the richly carved brackets or mensole 

that support the ensemble.16 Marginalia fills the five supportive structures in each coffer 

and swells in every nook and cranny of the ceiling beams absent the narrative sequences: 

these themes shed their peripheral label. Patterns, single figures, and mini-dramas line the 

edges of the beams, but play a central role in the organization of the myths, legends, and 

medieval realities on the ceiling.  Much of these devices are taken from the vocabulary of 

marginalia and romances, and they will be treated throughout the project.  

Although the room now lacks its sumptuous carpets, tapestries, lighting, and 

furniture, it is not difficult to imagine how striking this space appeared in its fourteenth-

century context. Commissioned by the Grand Admiral, the ceiling covered one of the 

most important spaces in the palace, a multi-purpose hall that would have been used by 

all members of the family, guests of great importance, and fellow noble acquaintances. 

																																																								
16 Giovanni Travagliato, "Un Armorial a tre dimensioni: ricognizione sul soffitto dipinto della Sala dei 
Baroni nello Steri chiaromontano di Palermo," in Ottant'anni di un Maestro: omaggio a Ferdinando Bologna, ed. 
Francesco Abbate (Napoli: Pozzuoli, 2006), 119-136. In 1651, Agostino Inveges identified all of the stemmi 
(baronial heraldry) represented on the ceiling, “insieme ai titoli di antichità che ne legittimavano il 
prestigio,” and since that date, “baronial” seems to be the primary label applied by scholars; see Chapter 1 
of Bologna Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, “Analisi della storia critica e individuazione dei 
problemi,” 3-33.  Ettore Gabrici, writing in the mid-twentieth century, called the ceiling a “reliquia araldica 
di gran pregio,” Ettore Gabrici and Ezio Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 6 and 19. Coats of arms are 
only one part of an ensemble of narrative sequences and fantastic ornament covering the ceiling. 
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Situated on the piano nobile, the floor dedicated to the everyday needs of the family, the 

floor plan suggests that the paintings were viewed regularly by Manfredi and his large 

family: nearly all of the rooms on the floor were connected, allowing people to pass 

through the hall on their way to other spaces; the room had access to the internal loggia 

that overlooked the courtyard; and a staircase led from the ground floor to the edge of 

the main entrance of the hall. It stands to reason that the Sala Magna was a frequently 

visited and viewed space, and while little documentation exists to explain its exact 

purpose, similar structures of the time period are known to have adopted a 

multifunctional use. 

As the seat of Manfredi III's political stronghold in Sicily and the heart of the 

family's home, the Sala Magna presents a microcosm of medieval intellectual and spiritual 

concerns. Manfredi III, as Ferdinando Bologna has illustrated, styled himself as a ruler 

within his own carefully constructed baronial court.17 Taking this further, it can be argued 

that the Steri’s space serves as a physical Gedankenwohnungen, where the vibrant scenes 

overhead manifest a world circumscribed by moral action– judicial decisions, courtly 

debate, and strategic military operations. The images were not solely consumed by the 

Grand Admiral, but by his extensive family, as well, one composed almost entirely of 

women, including five daughters. As discussed above, the painted polychrome brilliance 

of the hall did not fail to capture the attention of subsequent occupants of the Steri 

following Manfredi's death in 1391; multiple campaigns from the fifteenth century to the 

present day have preserved and repaired the ceiling.18 

																																																								
17 Ferdinando Bologna, Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 48. 
18 For a review of the ceiling's restoration, which has undergone much intervention since its completion in 
1380, see S. Costanzo, et al., "Preservation of the artistic heritage within the seat of the Chancellorship of 
the University of Palermo: A proposal on a methodology regarding an environmental investigation 
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The survival of the Palazzo Steri and the fantastic painted ceiling remains a unicum 

of enormous importance for the history of domestic architecture, romance, material 

culture, and painting. The patronage of peer families remains visible in scarce and 

precious examples: glazed pottery fragments, tapestries of Tristan and Iseut, hastily 

painted crests in Norman palaces, rare inventories of libraries. On account of the palace's 

temporal position—straddling the boundaries Medieval and Early Renaissance art—and 

its location in southern Italy, the Steri remains practically unknown to historians of Italian 

art. It is my hope that this project will contribute to a growing number of volumes in 

English that address the south, among them: Jill Caskey, Art and Patronage in the Medieval 

Mediterranean: Merchant Culture in the Region of Amalfi (2006); and Nino Zchomelidse's Art, 

Ritual, and Civic Identity in Medieval Southern Italy (2014); and Linda Safran, The medieval 

Salento: art and identity in Southern Italy (2014). This project moves well beyond insular 

confines to address the circulation of literature in late-medieval Europe and examine the 

socio-political significance of 'popular' painting, so often maligned in comparison to the 

religious or classically-inspired commissions that grace Trecento churches and communal 

structures. My work is thus heavily indebted to C. Jean Campbell's volume, The Game of 

Courting and the Art of the Commune of San Gimignano, 1290-1320 (1997). 

III. Crafting Nobility in Trecento Sicily 

 The following dissertation unfolds as a series of case-studies that center on the 

paintings and narratives of the Sala Magna's unique ceiling. Across six chapters, I situate 

																																																								
according to Italian standards," in Building and Environment 41 (2006): 1847–185; Ezio Levi, "Un juglar 
español en Sicilia: Juan de Valladolid; Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri e le sue pitture, 23-50. Licia Buttà presents an 
excellent summary of more recent campaigns from the late nineteenth century to the present; see "Storie 
per governare," 69. Maintenance of this important Trecento monument is ongoing. During my research 
season (September 2013-May 2014), for example, the entire courtyard and the stunning windows of the Sala 
Magna overlooking the courtyard had been cleaned and restored. 
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Sicily as a magnet of competing political desires in the thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries: for the Kingdom of Aragón, the island provides a stepping stone towards 

recovering the Holy Lands and recuperating a Norman legacy; for the Angevins at 

Naples, a strategically-placed military asset; and, according to the papacy, a treasure stolen 

and tumbling to perdition. Locally, Sicilian nobility negotiated each of these claims in a 

variety of ways. My focus on the Chiaramonte family and their patronage of art and 

architecture, especially at the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, demonstrates how commissions 

operated as a key tactic of gaining visibility and legitimacy in the face of continual 

upheaval.  

 I examine the program's relationship with the legal and social practices of 

Palermo and greater Italy with special attention paid to the representation of women, 

weak governments, and claims of baronial superiority. A clear challenger of the 

Aragonese crown within the Kingdom of Trinacria, the ceiling's patron Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte– together with a cadre of Sicilian barons– sought to disrupt royal authority, 

dismantle protective judiciary structures, and dispel papal and 'Catalan' pressure. Sicilian 

baronial society did not exercise autonomy in the same way as northern communes or 

Angevin Naples: it was the ruling families of the island, especially the Chiaramonte, that 

became increasingly interested in manipulating the ever-weakening Aragonese rule 

nominally at the helm. Sicily in the fourteenth century was ruled nominally by the 

Aragonese, but its destiny was largely shaped by the machinations of the Chiaramonte 

family until their violent end and diaspora in the last decade of the century. As the 

kingdom’s admiral, Manfredi aggressively sought to expand a growing personal empire 

beyond the island, and a significant part of this agenda included patronizing an artistic 
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program that mythologized and stabilized the Chiaramonte legacy within the island's 

history, particularly its earlier Norman era.19 

 The largest room on the piano nobile, the Sala Magna is a concentrated showpiece 

of the wealth, education, and the worldliness of the baronial family, and as such the site 

has been the subject of a number of investigations. Some scholars have studied the 

monument from an iconographic and generic point of view, pulling the materia troiana 

from diverse scenes of the ceiling and bundling them together. Others have focused on 

the potential for an overall program that celebrates the marriage of Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte to Eufemia Ventimiglia in 1377 (Ferdinando Bologna) or as a painted 

armorial (Giovanni Travagliato) that served to codify the family formally within an 

international network of families. The danger of focusing only on the painted ceiling, 

however, is that we lose sight of the monument as a complex that developed over the 

course of a century, from the purchase of the land by Federico Chiaramonte in first years 

of the Trecento to the monument's construction in the early decades by Manfredi I 

Chiaramonte. I approach the painted ceiling with much concern for its dynastic 

importance, and I consider the multiple renovations and restorations that took place 

throughout the later medieval period at the palace, as well as within the rapidly changing 

neighborhood, the Kalsa, in which it developed. 

 Surprisingly, the painted ceiling has only warranted a sentence or two in textbooks 

and articles on Italian art and architecture of the later medieval period. Marginalization of 

																																																								
19 Laura Sciascia, Le donne e i cavalier, gli affanni e gli agi: Famiglia e potere in Sicilia tra XII e XIV (Messina: 
Sicania, 1992) and Laura Sciascia, Il seme nero: Storia e memoria in Sicilia (Centro regionale per lo studio della 
cultura siciliana) (Messina: Sicania, 1996). Laura Sciascia connects the construction of this palace with other 
city-dwelling barons, such as Enrico Rosso in Messina and the other brothers Chiaramonte in Agrigento- 
“quasi a rendere tangibile il potere e prestigio che construisce per la sua stripe il grande palazzo familiare;” Il 
seme nero, 75. 
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the ceiling may be related to an art historical interest in categorizing styles. The art and 

architecture of medieval Sicily responded to the diverse aesthetic, political, religious, 

social and other desires of complex groups of people, who primary interest in Sicily lay in 

its strategic maritime position: the Byzantines, North African regimes, Normans, 

Hohenstaufens, etc.  To capture the diversity and intersection of these groups, many art 

historians have dissected and documented monuments and works of art by their discrete 

elements, rather than uncover the motivation for including different artistic or 

architectonic features and their local significance. Furthermore, the Palazzo Chiaramonte-

Steri’s temporal position on the cusp of the Renaissance and its geographic location in 

southern Italy have contributed to its marginalization within the scope the history of art. 

 The confluence and juxtaposition of multiple genres coating the ceiling's wooden 

beams—for example, a depiction of the Judgment of Solomon merges with a full-tilt 

joust— has led to confusion about the purpose of the decorative program. Scholars 

surveying the broad “encyclopedic” subject matter of the paintings have long attempted 

to categorize and explicate the ceiling’s narratives, ornament, and inscriptions. Ezio Levi, 

for example, explains that the ceiling represents “an example little explicable in Sicilian 

art.” In fact, no similar fourteenth-century monument exists on the island to which it may 

be compared, encouraging a search for comparanda outside Sicily and Italy. As a means 

of solving this mystery, Ettore Gabrici looks to Spain for analogous ceilings, deciding that 

“the Steri is the only mudéjar monument that Italy possesses,” that is, a work 

commissioned by a Christian artist that seems 'Islamic-looking'.20 

																																																								
20 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 147-151. For a discussion of the "Mudéjar" question, 
see especially Juan Carlos Ruiz Souza, “Architectural languages, functions, and spaces: the crown of Castile 
and al-Andalus,” trans. by Deborah Roldán and Cynthia Robinson, Medieval Encounters 12. 3 (2006): 360-
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Aragón’s presence in Sicily from the late thirteenth century does require scholars 

to assess the artistic relationship between the island and its mainland rulers. Early 

scholarship on the ceiling has claimed a direct influence from Iberian art on Manfredi III 

Chiarmonte’s commission without fully considering the complex historical situation of 

Palermitan practices. When Levi and Gabrici determined in the 1920s that the Steri's 

painted ceiling represented Sicilian "Mudéjar" art, they scrutinized the work according to 

an entirely different set of rules from those used in contemporary projects of Lazio, 

Apulia, or Tuscany, as a means of understanding and incorporating the island's Islamic 

and Aragonese artistic impact. 

 Free of the constructed aesthetic label “Mudéjar,” Sicilian art already faces 

complex methodological and categorical problems. In the Cappella Palatina, for 

examples, Latin and Orthodox rites were performed in Greek, Arabic, and Latin and 

inscriptions in Greek, Arabic, and Latin covered its walls. Architectural devices, such as 

stucco reliefs, variegated brickwork, domes, and squinches, are often stripped of their 

local context in favor of assigning a confessional label without regard to how 

communities used these spaces. Scholars of southern Italian art are quick to point to 

North African architecture, such as the site of Banu Hamid or Cairo, to explain the 

complex aesthetics of Le Puy, Salerno, Malta, and Naples, and they do so claiming that 

art forms carry with them a confessional attachment, namely Islam. Thus, it has been 

suggested that art produced during the comital period of Sicily, circa 1061-1130, the time 

from when the Normans conquered Sicily until the coronation of Roger II of Sicily, be 

																																																								
387; and Robinson, “Towers, birds and divine light: The contested territory of Nasrid and mudéjar 
ornament," Medieval Encounters 17. 1-2 (2011): 27-79. 
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known as '"Islamic" art.' 21 Islamic art (without quotations)— itself a problematic term on 

account of its monolithic approach to a global phenomenon— is further pushed into a 

theoretical space. It would be more fruitful to study this important transitional time in its 

own terms. Otherwise, we risk concretizing a myopic approach to Sicilian art that 

deprives scholars of appreciating the full spectrum of aesthetic, ritual, and imperial 

practices evident in the space.22 

 

III. THE CHIARAMONTE IN SICILY 

The seafront palace of the Chiaramonte family in Palermo features the most 

intact program of late-medieval paintings in Sicily and serves as the primary point of 

departure for each avenue of inquiry in my project. Above-door paintings in the main 

entrances, devotional imagery in niches, an expansive (but damaged) apse fresco in the 

internal chapel— each of these fragmented remains, of varying dates, and varying quality 

has attracted little attention in Italian scholarship. A number of these works may be dated 

broadly within the fourteenth century; only the ceiling is firmly dated to 1377-1380 on 

																																																								
21 I refer especially to Jill Caskey's categorization of eleventh-century stuccos found in the Val Demone and 
Calabria: "This study examines a few examples of what might be defined loosely as 'Islamic' art that were 
made in the wake of the arrival of the Normans. In this case, I use 'Islamic' to refer to objects that used 
materials and techniques that were widespread in Islamic art and that were likely crafted by Muslim artists, 
in collaboration with others well versed in Latin or Western ideas…" See "Stuccoes from the Early Norman 
Period in Sicily: Figuration, Fabrication and Integration," Medieval Encounters 17, 1-2 (2011): 80-119. Also 
see, Linda Safran, "'Byzantine' Art in Post-Byzantine South Italy?: Notes on a Fuzzy Concept," Common 
Knowledge 18.3 (2012): 487-504. Safran also deals with issues that arise when scholars use the label Byzantine 
to describe paintings and objects produced in regions of Italy that look Byzantine at a time when that 
empire no longer ruled the peninsula or island. Both scholars are grappling with the contemporary 
limitations placed on artistic productions and stylistic motifs that enjoyed widespread use, assuming new 
meanings and subverting existing ones in new contexts. 
22 This issue becomes increasingly interesting in the late-thirteenth and fourteenth centuries on account of 
Aragón's role in Sicily, bringing with it traditions not only from the Aragón, but surrounding regions, like 
al-Andalus, that undoubtedly impressed Sicilian facets of cultural creativity. Among these are the artesonados, 
large painted ceilings, as well as portable objects, such as pottery, caskets, tapestries, etc. 
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account of Manfredi's inscription, which runs as a frieze between the supportive wooden 

brackets. 

According to the earliest scholars of the Chiaramonte, they originated in 

Clermont, a French town near Lyon, and arrived in southern Italy with the Normans. The 

earliest traceable Chiaramonte, Verelando, was purportedly a relative of Charlemagne; 

another, Ugone, who reportedly witnessed the coronation of King Roger II. Archival 

sources mention Federico I, living in Palermo in 1219 during the reign of the Holy 

Roman Emperor Frederick II, whose brother Atanasio or Atanagio was the patriarch of 

Alexandria. Much of the family's early patronage of art and architecture developed in the 

region of Agrigento, rather than Palermo. Federico I, for example, knighted by Pope 

Honorius in 1220, fought in the crusade and settled there, marrying the wealthy 

Marchesia Prefoglio and raising with her three sons, Manfredi, Giovanni23, and Federico 

II. From the enormous personal wealth of Marchesia, the family began to construct a 

constellation of residences in the region at Naro, Palma di Montechiaro, Favara, Siculiana, 

and, of course, their main residence in Agrigento, directly across from the cathedral 

dedicated to San Gerlando. The family invested diversely in city projects: Federico II 

Chiaramonte (d. 1311), the third son of Federico I and Marchesia, for example, 

constructed the Convento di San Francesco d'Assisi and Convento di San Domenico in 

the city and most likely built the castle in Favara. 

 When War of the Sicilian Vespers brought about the violent expulsion of the 

Angevins from the island and the people’s installation of the Aragonese crown, and the 

																																																								
23 Giovanni II (d. 1342), the son of Manfredi I, died without male heirs, and so his territorial wealth, 
including Caccamo, Modica, Favara and elsewhere, movde to Manfredi II, the first-born son of Giovanni I 
il Vecchio. After Manfredi II dies in October 1352, as well as his son, Simone, these territories and the 
barony of Muxaro (Agrigento) are consolidated in the hands of Federico III Chiaramotne. 
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Chiaramonte family profited handsomely from the chaos.24 The papacy, together with 

Angevin and Aragonese representatives, set the terms of the Treaty of Caltabellota, 

signed in 1302, which effectively split the Kingdom of Sicily into the mainland (usually 

referred to as the Kingdom of Naples) and the semi-independent Aragonese Kingdom of 

Trinacria, an adoption of the island’s ancient name. In 1314, only a decade after the 

treaty’s signing, Giovanni Chiaramonte led the Sicilian fleet as admiral against the 

Angevins, who targeted Palermo’s walls and set the coastal orange groves ablaze. It is 

around this time, too, that Giovanni built the Steri, in the Kalsa quarter of the ‘lower city’ 

to the west of the port.25 

Over the course of the Trecento, however, the Chiaramonte initiated multiple 

rebellions and vendette, which led to their expulsion from the island or, at the very least, a 

temporary striping of lands and titles. In 1315, for example, Giovanni II’s sister, 

Costanza, married Francesco Ventimiglia, a wealthy baron in control of Gerace. 

Ventimiglia kept a mistress with whom he had a number of children and asked the pope 

for an annulment of the union, which was granted in 1318. Giovanni Chiaramonte asked 

King Frederick III to intervene on the Chiaramonte family’s behalf, but the king did not 

																																																								
24 Following the death of the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II in 1250 and the deaths of his descendants, 
the Papal States and Neapolitan Angevins, who questioned Frederick's right to rule, initiated a tug-of-war 
with the Crown of Aragón, on account of Queen Constance's Norman lineage. A major shift occurred at 
the end of the thirteenth century, when the War of the Sicilian Vespers saw the expulsion of Angevin rule 
from Sicily and the installation of Aragonese rulers. The war placed a significant spiritual and financial 
strain on the everyday lives of Sicilians, who suffered interdicts, excommunications, and endless hearth 
taxes and papal taxes. Within the first decade of the Trecento, the Kingdom of Sicily, which had 
encompassed the near entirety of the southern peninsula and the island, was divided: the Aragonese now 
managed a significant outpost, the Kingdom of Trinacria, Sicily’s ancient name, while the Angevins and 
papacy managed an impressive southern territory. Near constant attacks brought about crop destruction as 
great forces battled for power over the lucrative ports and natural bounty of the island, and from this 
momentous turmoil emerged several well-positioned baronial families on the island, who claimed a local 
Norman heritage, among them the Chiaramonte. 
25 See Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte: Splendore e tramonto di una signoria: Potere nobilare, ceti dirigenti e società tra 
XIV e XV secolo (Caltanissetta: S. Sciascia: 2003). 
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wish involve himself in the issue. Giovanni traveled to the court of Louis IV the Bavarian 

(1282-1347), where he remained for some time, executing a plan that not only highlighted 

his anti-papal sentiment and the weakness of the Sicilian court under baronial pressure, 

but pragmatically aligned his family with a strong contender for the title of Holy Roman 

Emperor (Louis was crowned in Milan 1327). His time in the court of Bavaria is not well 

studied, but there he came into contact with a court culture that celebrated the emperor-

elect, despite his excommunication by Pope John XXII in 1324. Giovanni eventually 

turned to the Angevins and the court of King Robert of Naples, who by 1335 was 

prepared to war again with the Aragonese crown and gave Giovanni an armada with 

which to devastate the coastline of Sicily. With a band of Bavarian mercenaries, he also 

attempted, unsuccessfully, to assassinate Ventimiglia. In Historica sicula, Nicola Speciale, 

captured the drama in detail, describing continual baronial warfare against the violent 

backdrop of one of the worst volcanic explosion in the history of Sicily in 1329, which 

spewed ash across the island, destroying crops and livestock. 

Scholars generally agree that the great baronial residence in Palermo was founded 

in the first decade of the fourteenth century. On 2 February 1306, Giovanni Chiaramonte 

'il Vecchio' (d. 1338/9?) purchased land from Friar Cirino, the priory of the convent of 

St. Mary of Ustica and St. Onofrio. The plot (tenimentum unum terrae vacue) included the 

territory "between the sea; the walls of the city; the street that from the Porta Maris, 

within the walls of the Kalsa, lead to the church of San Nicolò dei Latini (today 

destroyed, but located near the Porta Felice) and the plain of the Marina, that [Giovanni] 

Chiaramonte pledged to bonificare et meliorare."26 Manfredi II Chiaramonte (d. 1352), 

																																																								
26 Spatrisano, Lo Steri di Palermo e l’architettura siciliana del Trecento, 39. 
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Giovanni’s son, advanced construction of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri (today, simply 

called the Steri), a fortress-like edifice of three stories with a square plan of 40-meter walls 

surrounding a central courtyard. Throughout the century the Steri was the subject of 

various campaigns of additions and renovations, although the top floor never reached 

completion (Fig. 1-2). 

 Since the palace does not appear in documentary sources until 1344, Laura 

Sciascia proposes that in the first decades of the Trecento it was a relatively modest 

construction, although the plan itself was unlike the majority of palatial homes in the city. 

The closest 'relative' of the residence is the contemporary palace of Matteo Sclafani, built 

between 1329-1330 in the Albergheria neighborhood, which shares a square plan with a 

central garden and fountain. Like the Steri, Palazzo Sclafani has undergone enormous 

structural and functional changes, including conversion to a hospital in the fifteenth 

century and military barracks in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Figs. 5-6). The 

exterior retains its little tabernacle, sculpted by Pisan artist, Bonaiuto Pisano, and much of 

the inlaid decoration: bi-furcated windows sit within a larger arch of variegated stone on 

the second register of the. Intertwining arches spring from engaged pilaster strips and 

playfully invoke the apses of the cathedrals at Monreale and Palermo, the latter of which 

is only steps from the palace. 

The construction of a new palace following the War of the Sicilian Vespers 

shifted the orientation of the city, as the very siting was novel: the Kalsa quarter,27 a 

																																																								
27 The name Kalsa is derived from al-Khāliṣa (the Pure) named for a Fāṭimid citadel built in 326/937-8. 
When Ibn Ḥawḳal visited in 361/972, the area was outfit with a Friday mosque, an arsenal, prison and 
baths. A. de Simone, “al-Khāliṣa,” Encyclopaedia of Islam, Second Edition. Brill Online, 2012. Reference. 
Cornell University Library. 13 August 2012 <http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/entries/encyclopaedia-
of-islam-2/al-khalisa-SIM_4173>. 
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vibrant and rapidly growing commercial district along the waterfront, distant to the 

shadow of the palace, had been the administrative hub of the Kalbids in the tenth 

century. Their investment in the Kalsa meant that family had new and important 

neighbors, namely merchants. Orthodox Greeks still celebrated services at S. Nicola dei 

Greci through the fifteenth century, only steps away from S. Nicola dei Latini, while the 

Pisan and Florentine bankers and merchants lived around the church of San Francesco— 

itself patronized by the Chiaramonte—along the Ruga di Pisa (Figs. 7-8). Nothing 

monumental had been constructed in the neighborhood, however, since the Norman 

conquest; however, evidence of Byzantine, Islamic, and Norman strata exist, for example, 

in the number of spoliated columns and capitals used in the construction of in the palace, 

visible in the courtyard, loggia, Sala delle Armi, and the embedded exterior corners. 

The location of the palace complex is important for several reasons: The site 

creates a dramatic longitudinal axis along the major thoroughfare of the city, leading past 

the Prenotario and Corte, where documents and records were stored, along the Via 

Marmorea to the Cathedral of Palermo and the Palazzo dei Normanni, which served as 

the residence of notably absent Aragonese royalty. As seen from the overview of Peter of 

Eboli’s famous drawing of the city, the Kalsa neighborhood sat adjacent to the Cala (the 

harbor), opposite the Castellammare. Together, these monuments create a typological 

conversation within the urban fabric. They represent the strength of the maritime city by 

way of their architecture, function, and location, and they oriented map makers for 

centuries. The decision to further develop a traditionally mercantile neighborhood –far 

from the Cassaro and Albergheria— had dramatic repercussions for the fifteenth century 

in which the Kalsa attracted a bevy of new builders and wealthy families wishing to make 
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their mark on the Piazza Marina. From the unfinished terrace of the Steri’s second floor, 

a visitor in the fourteenth century could see the city’s infrastructure and clustered 

neighborhoods quite clearly— in addition to a stunning panoramic view of the sea to the 

north, promontory of Capo Zaffarano to the east, and the vast spread of the luscious 

Conca d’Oro, which wrapped from the south to the sea along the mountain chain in the 

east (Fig. 9). Within the city, such a privileged view was rivaled only by the Norman 

pleasure palaces, the bell and civic towers, and the palace of Matteo Sclafani. The 

Chiaramonte, who put themselves at the service of the Aragonese kings of the island, 

created an ideal diplomatic situation for themselves, having secured easy access to and 

from the port for important visitors from the sea, as well as potentially create a sense of 

pomposity in that to reach the new estate of the Grand Admiral from the palace or the 

Albergheria, one had to travel the length of the city along the main corridor. There is, in 

short, a clear plan to distinguish themselves by means of a novel residential footprint in a 

section of the city traditionally eschewed by the city's elite, despite the risk of attacks from 

the sea. Indeed, harbor access may have been the most critical factor in the decision, so 

that the Grand Admiral could summoned immediately to defend the city.  

A new study of the patronage practices of Manfredi III Chiaramonte at the 

moment in which the Sala Magna was decorated offers scholars the opportunity to 

reconstruct and extrapolate the subject matter and materials enjoyed by this and other 

Trecento Sicilian families, despite many of palaces, castles, and churches in Palermo and 

elsewhere having been dismantled or reused over the course of centuries. The Palazzo 

Cefala in Palermo, for example, bore significant damage during the second world war and 

its fragmented halls are partially inhabited today (Fig. 10). Most of what remains from of 
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its medieval decoration is observed only on the Via Allora facade (an early medieval street 

in the Kalsa district) and on a lateral aspect leading to the former stables. The medieval 

residence in Via Protonotario (not far from the cathedral) is even more difficult to read 

architecturally, a Trecento shadow of the wealthy Albergheria neighborhood: its arched 

windows have been filled, cornices all but destroyed, and variegated stonework cleanly 

sheared from the building (Fig. 11-12). It, too, like much of the medieval city of Palermo 

and Naples, suffered heavy bombing during the second world war.  

Similar to the Palazzo Cefala and Via Protonotario palace, a number of urban and 

mountaintop palaces founded or maintained by the Chiaramonte in the fourteenth 

century are currently occupied. In fact, most of their property fell into the hands of the 

Moncada and other royalist families following the disgrace of the family at the end of the 

fourteenth century. Evidence appears throughout the island: the Moncada stemma is 

inserted into the Favara chapel in the fifteenth century; elsewhere, such as on the island 

of Ortigia in Syracuse the Chiaramonte palace has been butchered to accommodate 

current residents— telltale dogtooth reveals its former surface articulation. Nonetheless, 

the remains of these palaces, and others like it, contribute to an expansive vocabulary of 

late medieval domestic architecture in Sicily. Giuseppe Spatrisano’s 1972 volume, Lo Steri 

di Palermo e l’architettura siciliana del Trecento, surveys many of these sites, and served as a 

roadmap for my own travels and studies. 

The Steri would not be the Chiaramonte's only monumental domestic 

commission. The family constructed houses and palaces at Mazara, Agrigento, Favara, 

Enna, Syracuse; and castles at Palma Montechiaro, Chiaramonte Gulfi, Racalmuto, Vicari, 

and Misilmeri. In addition, they restored older residences for their own use at Mussomeli, 
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Carini, and Caccamo. Some of these sprang from needle-like rock formations, dominating 

the modest city or town below; the castles of Caccamo, Modica, and Musomeli, for 

example, marry together monumental domestic architecture with the landscape, creating 

harmony with the environment that would not betray its defensive structure until the last 

possible moment. The family created a network of insular connections—what Laura 

Sciascia calls articulate acquisizioni di beni immobili 28 — and left behind a concrete reminder 

of the family’s military and civic ambition (Figs. 13-17). Residences in Palermo and 

Syracuse supported the family's interest in occupying not only remote places of high 

altitudes and vast tracts of land, but shaping local trade, policy, and government. It is 

from Palermo, however, that several heads of the family administered their service as the 

Grand Admiral in the fourteenth century, and it at the Steri that an unrivaled vernacular 

architecture developed. 

Additionally, throughout the fourteenth century, the Chiaramonte and peer 

baronial families updated, embraced, and reconstituted the great monuments of the 

twelfth century in Palermo and Monreale, such as La Zisa, the Cappella Palatina, the La 

Cuba (Figs. 18-20). In eastern Sicily, the littoral fortresses founded by Frederick II (d. 

1250) at Augusta, Catania, and Syracuse, among others, introduced new architectural 

vocabulary to domestic construction that permeated Trecento structures. A large number 

of extant Trecento palaces, for example, dot the island of Ortigia, including Palazzo dei 

Mergolesi (now Montalto), Palazzo Rizza, Palazzo dei Chiaramonte, and Palazzo Lanza-

Bucceri. The Chiaramonte's palace has been converted over the centuries into multiple 

residential units, its walls dramatically pinched between modern walls. The courtyard, 

																																																								
28 Sciascia, Il seme nero, 74. 
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external walls, interior tower, and restored arches help modern eyes, however, to piece 

together the medieval fabrication.29 Built a mere eighteen meters from the Duomo of 

Syracuse, a stunning church that incorporates a Greek temple in its footprint, the 

Chiaramonte’s residence snuggly fits into a dense urban plan. A single bifora window, that 

is, an arched opening divided with a colonnette or pilaster, remains on the facade of piano 

nobile, sitting above a string course of pointed diamonds. The entranceway is pointed and 

outlined in a thick arch with a decorative corbel above the keystone and two finials 

capping the architrave. This, however, may be a recent restoration: traces of an earlier 

rounded door have left their shadow above the entrance.30 

The grand furnishings and tapestries that certainly embellished Ortigian estates 

are few and scattered. And while the palaces of the Palizzi, Sclafani, Rossi, Aragona, and 

other mighty Sicilian families are available for architectural scrutiny in modest numbers, 

they have been stripped of any artistic programs and decorative accouterment. Survivals, 

such as elaborate thirteenth-century silk hangings, now in the Museo di San Francesco 

(Assissi), and the Tristan/Guicciardini quilts, split between the Bargello and Victoria and 

																																																								
29 Today, the building serves in part as the seat of the faculty of archeology for the University of Catania. 
30 Evidence of reconstruction abounds beyond the entrance; next to nothing has been recorded, however, 
regarding the use of this building in stark contrast to excavations and restorations at Palazzo Bellomo: "Lo 
spazio museale ha sede nel prestigioso edificio di palazzo Bellomo, esempio pregevole dell’architettura 
federiciana del XII secolo, unico per il suo stato di conservazione. Di questo secolo rimangono la facciata 
esterna con la sua severa struttura continua a piccoli conci e con alto basamento, il pianterreno con vani 
quadrangolari con maestose volte a crociera di cui, quella costolonata del vestibolo nella sala III, mostra 
ancora l’aquila imperiale sveva. Ampliato e sopraelevato già nel XIV secolo, ha subito importanti 
rimaneggiamenti nel secolo successivo, quando il palazzo viene acquisito dai Bellomo, potente e ricca 
famiglia della Siracusa di quel periodo, che lo adattano alle nuove esigenze abitative ed al coevo gusto 
architettonico catalano (portale d’ingresso, scala, loggia, bifore e trifore). Nel Settecento, venduto alle suore 
del Monastero di S. Benedetto, è unito all’attiguo palazzo Parisio del 1365. Di questo restano una porta 
ogivale ed alcuni robusti archi del portico, attuale accesso all’area museale. Espropriato dal Demanio nel 
1866, il palazzo veniva infine ceduto nel 1901 all’Amministrazione delle Antichità e Belle Arti per destinarlo 
a Museo. Il complesso architettonico ha subito diversi interventi di restauro e riqualificazione, gli ultimi 
negli anni 2004-2009, che hanno coinvolto anche il percorso museale." Accessed 3 January 2015, 
http://www.regione.sicilia.it/beniculturali/palazzobellomo/storia.html. 
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Albert Musuem, offer only a hint of the artistic industries present on the island. The 

preservation of a painted wooden ceiling and several frescos at the Palazzo Chiaramonte-

Steri, therefore, provide the only well from which to draw a sense of the monumental 

domestic programs that inspired late-medieval Sicilians. 

 

 

V. READING THE STERI IN LIGHT OF RESTORATION AND CONSERVATIONAL PROJECTS 

Patching holes between 1967 and 1973 

 At the turn of the twentieth century, Giuseppe Patricolo and Francesco Valenti, 

two prominent architectural historians embedded in a restoration movement that swept 

Palermo, undertook the first attempts to restore the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri. From 

1939-1972, another architectural historian, Giuseppe Spatrisano, advocated for further 

documentary and conservation efforts, as well as produced a seminal study of Trecento 

Sicilian architecture, which remains a key text. These early enterprises remain important 

points of reference for the palace's restoration; however, as Antoinetta Iolanda Lima has 

demonstrated in her collection of textual and photo essays, Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo 

Novecento dagli studi di Giuseppe Spatrisano al progetto di Roberto Calandra con la consulenza di 

Carlo Scarpa, the reconstruction and conservation initiatives in the second half of the 

twentieth century introduced the most profound and lasting changes to the layout and 

presentation of the estate. 

 The restoration between 1967 and 1973, under the direction of the 

Soprintendenza's new head, Francesco Sanguinetti, initiated the first serious discussions 

of responsible restoration of the Trecento monument following the second world war. 
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The plans of structure, drawn by Nino Vicari, show the many walls that divided the grand 

salons into smaller office spaces over previous centuries, as well as the two mezzanine 

levels added to the ground floor and an additional mezzanine splitting the first floor (Fig. 

21-22). Privileging the first iteration of the structure– a medieval private residence– the 

restoration proceeded with three conditions established by the Consiglio Superiore delle 

Antichità e Belle Arti, which required workers to not interfere with the parameters of the 

external walls; to restore the Sala Magna ceiling in situ, rather than remove it; and to 

refrain from opening new windows on the base level.31  

 Drawings and photographs of the monument in that period, as well as several 

surviving paintings and drawings from the sixteenth-nineteenth centuries, present the 

western facade that overlooks Piazza Marina, peppered with added windows of varying 

sizes, especially in the northwest corner, and three portals (Fig. 23). The four bifore and 

two trifore windows on the first and incomplete second floor remain intact, divided by 

slender twisted columns of white stone. This is one of the key motifs of the so-called 

chiaramontana style, which describes a coherent architectural vocabulary seen on the island 

since the late-thirteenth century. It does not necessarily encompass all Chiaramonte 

architecture, nor do all monuments from the period adhere to the particular kind of 

sculptured doors and window often present in chiaramontana monuments. The appellation 

is a useful one, however, to describe many Trecento buildings in Sicily (Figs. 24-25).32 The 

sculpted stringcourses, which run at the bottom of the windows and at the springing of 

																																																								
31 Lima, Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo Novecento, 113. 
32 Spatrisano admits that “...it can not be critically accepted the idea of the noble family's desire to establish 
a form of heraldic architecture, representing the power and prestige of [the family], especially as the study 
of some monuments demonstrates the improbability of a single 'Chiraramontan' architectonic style,” Lo 
Steri di Palermo e l’architettura siciliana del Trecento, 18. 
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the windows' arches, maintained much of their black volcanic inlay, as did the inlayed 

archivolts and pediments (Figs. 26-27). Workers filled the lower and upper registers of 

windows on ground floor and most of the added windows to the southwest, where the 

two smaller doors were also filled in and dated to record the construction project. The 

massive marble portal installed by the Dogana was left intact. 

 Along the south and east walls similar issues were confronted, although the 

interference of balconies and the desire for rectangular shuttered windows created graver 

problems: one bifora window has been completed destroyed, while the arches, inlay, and 

sculpted stringcourse had compromised. Each window and its inlay was reconstructed 

based on the second window from the left; all balconies were removed and the unoriginal 

windows filled. In addition, multiple doors the south façade had been cut into the wall; 

these corresponded to new interior spaces: all except the large ogival arch were filled, and 

it is through this portal that most visitors enter the palace today. The resulting surface, 

devoid of the overhanging spaces, scaffolding holes, and general permeability, is smooth 

and stark, a significant contrast. The eastern facade, which communicates with the little 

chapel of Sant'Antonio Abbate across a massive pointed arch, was similarly punctuated 

with little windows, several of which were restored; the added portals, however, were 

filled (Figs. 28-29). 

 A growth of buildings and structures cropped up around the northern face, 

requiring a great deal of demolition (Figs. 30-31) Workers removed the covered corridor 

of the external sixteenth-century staircase, which leads from the ground to the Sala 

Magna, leaving a significant section of the stairs themselves in place attached to the wall. 

Furthermore, workers pulled down a section of wall that connected the palace to the 
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Inquisition-era cell block and they freed an embedded column from obstruction; the 

demolition enables a visitor to walk entirely around the palace, assuming the entry gates 

on the north and south ends of the building are open. 

 The interior spaces, including the courtyard and loggia, the Sala Magna and Sala 

dei Armi, and the interior staircase, were all subject of extensive restoration. Precarious 

wooden ceilings were removed and replaced with new durable ones, floors were laid in 

period-style materials, and walls were consolidated and plastered. Before the intervention, 

expansive glazed windows filled the interstitial spaces of the loggia's arches, including 

those on the ground floor: the tympanae were inset with windows, allowing air to 

circulate the added mezzanine levels (Figs. 32-33). Those levels and the windows were 

removed, and the loggia on the ground and first floor are completely open. 

On the piano nobile, a large trifurcated window punctuates the wall space, 

ornamented with three dog-toothed arches spanning four columns encompassed within a 

larger dog-toothed and pointed arch (Fig. 34). This window separates the arcade from the 

Sala Magna, the entrance of which is located to the left of the window.33 The Sala Magna 

was multipurpose, as were many spaces of similar dimensions in private residences during 

the Trecento: an audience chamber, feasting hall, and reception and leisure space. In the 

history of late medieval Italian art, there is no extant monument so important as the 

Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri in Palermo, Sicily. In the reception hall on the piano nobile, a 

marvel of workmanship hangs overhead: a colorful explosion of storytelling spread across 

																																																								
33 Laura Sciascia, “Vita cittadina a Palermo tra il 1320 e il 1340” in Il seme nero: storia e memoria in Sicilia 
(Messina: Sicania, 1996), 67-104. For a discussion of the residential palace in Sicily, see Enrico Mazzarese 
Fardella, “L’aristocrazia siciliana nel secolo XIV e i suoi rapporti con le città demaniali: alla ricerca del 
potere” in Aristocrazia cittadina e ceti popolari nel tardo medioevo in Italia e in Germania, edited by Reinhard Elze 
and Gina Fasoli (Bologna: Mulino, 1984), 177-193. 
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twenty-four beams. A window into the literary and artistic patronage of a significantly 

landed family in Sicily, the painted ceiling of the palace's Sala Magna embraces a broad 

range of narrative threads and decorative motifs. Crusaders and Muslims, saints and 

dragons, Wild Men, Aristotle, Dido, the Woman of the Apocalypse – the list of players is 

extensive, spanning centuries of oral and written traditions and sculpting history 

overhead. 

Rooms on the piano nobile were arranged in a chain, constructed in a nearly 

identical manner to the floor below. According to the plan suggested by Giuseppe 

Spatrisano (1972), almost all of the eight rooms on the first floor connected to the room 

next door in addition to offering access from the portico. This creates almost a 

boustrophedon-like rhythm of access between rooms. For example, the single-apse 

chapel on the southeastern connects to the portico from its southeast corner, as well as to 

a room on the north side of the apse, which leads to a small, narrow room. At the 

northern side of the portico, two handsomely pierced windows with knotted and ‘woven’ 

stone work provide an indulgent gaze into the Sala Magna, which occupies nearly the 

entire length of the northern side of the palace. An entrance at the northwest corner of 

the portico provides the main ingress to the room; a small opening in the at the eastern 

wall of the Sala Magna leads to a small corner chamber, from which one can access either 

another smaller room or the portico. In addition to multiple doorways, four large 

windows – either bifurcated or trifurcated – provide additional opportunities for 

ventilation and temperature control.34 

																																																								
34 Architects under the Norman King William II conquered the hot winds of the scirocco with impressive 
hydraulic and engineering skill, as well as a creative eye for aesthetic pleasure at La Zisa. 
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 Directly beneath the Sala Magna, the Sala Terrena, or the Sala delle Armi, had 

been divided into three stories to house prisoners, who painted the walls with religious 

imagery, such as the Crucifixion, the Virgin Mary, and saints (Fig. 35). The floors were 

torn down to reveal three large arches that span the length of the hall, supported on two 

ancient columns and capitals– similar to those embedded in the exterior corners of the 

palace. Several of the paintings from the destroyed walls were detached and remounted in 

the hall, which conformed to standard recovery practices in Italy at the time. A visitor to 

the cell blocks east of the palace can see the heartbreaking palimpsest of paintings, 

poems, and players left by prisoners from the same period of time. It is possible that the 

central mezzanine level was added during the Chiaramonte period: carved mensole 

featuring the Chiaramonte crest are visible in the archive of Nino Vicari and in 

Spatrisano's records.35 Dozens of detached mensole remained in the Sala delle Armi, resting 

on the ground until their organization and installation in 2015. The exact function of the 

room is unknown. Laura Sciascia has suggested its possible use as a kitchen, based on the 

recovery of ceramic fragments from bowls and plates; however, medieval palaces of this 

typologies generally viewed spaces of such dimensions as all-purpose. 

 A third spacious hall stands above the Sala Magna on the second floor. Although 

the floor remains unfinished, its semi-completion indicates the family’s continued 

investment in the city until their spectacular fall in the later part of the century. Two 

registers of repeating dogtooth archivolts, part of Sicily's architectural vocabulary since 

the Norman period, frame the arched entrance to the Sala delle Capriate, named for the 

broad unpainted ceiling structure covering the hall (Figs. 36-37).36 This portal structure 

																																																								
35 Lima, Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo Novecento, 140. 
36 I discuss types of constructions, such as coffered and a capriate ceilings in detail in Chapter One. 
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renders a number of trecentesco monuments on the island instantly recognizable within a 

Chiaramontan context, as Giuseppe Spatrisano (Palermo, 1899-1985) demonstrated in the 

volume, Lo Steri di Palermo e l'architettura siciliana del Trecento. 

In addition to the palace, the property included extensive gardens and a chiesetta 

dedicated to Sant’Antonio Abate, built sometime in the middle of the century, discussed 

above. Laura Sciascia proposes that the Chiaramonte constructed the free-standing 

chapel, San’Antonio Abbate, as an ex-voto during the plague years, based on the linguistic 

similarities between the inscription on tomb of Lucca Palizzi, wife of Giovanni I 

Chiaramonte (d. 1339) and the leonine verses surrounding the façade’s windows; 

however, much work remains to be done of the development and use of the chapel. 

 

Making space for a new administration: 1972 and 1998 

 Roberto Calandra, with the assistance of Camillo Filangeri and Nino Vicari, and 

with the consultation of Carlo Scarpa, oversaw the rebirth of the Chiaramontan palace as 

the seat of the Rector of the Univerità degli Studi di Palermo. Between 1972 and 1998 

each floor and two mezzanine zones were adapted for either office or exhibition use. 

Desks and office furniture would fill the chapel on the piano nobile and the vast hall on the 

unfinished second floor would become a pinacoteca.  Plans show conference tables and the 

administrative offices of the director. The Sala Magna was destined to become a stunning 

conference room, a role it continues to play today. In addition, the group focused on 

internal surfaces, such as pavements textures and materials: in the Sala delle Armi, 

textured concrete slabs were juxtaposed with marble slabs extracted from Monte Billiemi 

to the northwest of Palermo. In the courtyard, concrete with chunky aggregate creates a 
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rusticated checkerboard pattern, further defined by slabs of Billiemi marble. Iron grills 

were placed between spaces requiring security, and freestanding wood and iron staircases 

to reach mezzanine offices. In the entrance vestibule, where two trecentsco portals 

remain in use, they installed an elevator to reach the upper floors. 

 On the facades, the team completed the bottom half of the fifteenth-century 

staircase leading to the Sala Magna and thoroughly restored the northeast corner of the 

palace, which had been freed from Inquisition-era buildings during the Sanguinetti's 

campaigns. Newly planted palm trees shine in the black and white photos Contrasting 

with the solid concrete base of the staircase and landing, palm trees and other green 

plants shine in deep beds, offering a slim hint of the splendor of the Chiaramonte's 

walled garden and pet peacocks. 

 

V. OVERVIEW OF PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP 

There are few foundational works investigating the Steri and the Chiaramonte 

family, beginning with Ettore Gabrici and Ezio Levi’s Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture 

(1932). Responding to this earliest scholarly work are Ferdinando Bologna’s Il Soffitto della 

Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo: e la cultura feudale siciliana nell’autunno del Medioevo (1975); and 

Giuseppe Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e l’architettura siciliana del Trecento (1972). The best 

source for a history of the Chiaramonte family and neighboring nobility is Patrizia 

Sardina's Palermo e i Chiaromonte splendore e tramonto di una signoria: Potere nobilare, ceti dirigenti e 

società tra XIV e XV secolo (2003).37 

																																																								
37 See fn. 13. 
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Italian historians and archivists have produced essential studies of medieval Sicily. 

Gaetana Maria Rinaldi’s collection of documents recorded in Sicilian, mostly from the 

Corte Pretoriana and the Atti del Senato, but also from collections in Spain, demonstrates the 

richness and variety of diplomacy projects between these regions.38 Maria Rita Lo Forte 

Scirpo’s edited volume of the transactions between Aragón and Sicily, enables further 

study of the complex relationship between the crown, barons, and villain, the latter of 

whose voices may be mediated in the courts and via the notaries, but, nevertheless, 

furnish us with an idea of how labor, taxes, and land were managed.39 Laura Sciascia has 

produced a corpus of articles and volumes analyzing particular themes in fourteenth-

century southern Italy (e.g. role of women, power through topography, the relationship 

between the city and the Black Death).40 

 Ettore Gabrici and Ezio Levi's volume identified most narratives on the painted 

ceiling and provided a brief historical review to describe the time in which the family 

lived. They situate the palazzo within an international framework, as an art object that 

would have suited the cosmopolitan tastes of many wealthy, educated families of the 

fourteenth century. In the first half of Lo Steri di Palermo, Gabrici presents the social 

conditions in which the Steri and its ancillary structures, such as the freestanding chapel 

																																																								
38 Testi d'archivio del trecento, 2 vols., ed. Gaetana Maria Rinaldi (Collezione di testi siciliani dei secoli XIV e 
XV, 24-25) (Palermo: Centro di studi filologici e linguistici siciliani, 2005).	
39 Registro di lettere 1327-1328, ed. Maria Rita Lo Forte Scirpo (Acta curie felicis urbis Panormi, 4; Collana di 
atti medievali della città di Palermo) (Palermo: Municipio di Palermo, 1985); Documenti sulle relazioni tra la 
Sicilia e l’Aragona, 1379-1392. (Documenti per servire alla storia di Sicilia. Prima serie, Diplomatica, v. 35). 
(Palermo: Società siciliana per la storia patria, 2006). 
40 Laura Sciascia, “Lo Steri dei Chiaramonte, Lo Steri dei Re: Una metamorfosi incompleta/ The Steri 
under the Chiaromontes, the Steri under the Kings: an Unfinished Metamorphosis,” in Lo Steri di Palermo tra 
XIV e XVI Secolo/ Palermo’s Steri Between the 14th and 16th Centuries, ed. Marco Rosario Nobile, trans. 
Giuseppe Caliò (Palermo: Caracol 2015), 21-63; ibid., Il seme nero: Storia e memoria in Sicilia (Messina: Sicania, 
1996); and ibid., Le donne e i cavalier, gli affanni e gli agi: Famiglia e potere in Sicilia tra XII e XIV (Messina: 
Sicania, 1993). 
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dedicate to San Antonio Abbate, could be built in the fourteenth century. Focusing on 

elements of dogtooth arches, volcanic inlay, and robustly sculpted cornices, he sets the 

palace within the fourteenth-century explosion of private palaces and houses on the 

island, emphasizing the work of a local, ‘Gothic’ school of architecture.41 His chapters 

focus on the local production and work on the island, a feature that his co-author 

expands upon to reveal the deep and abiding interest in and study of ‘tradizione 

populare’42 that began in the late-nineteenth century, exemplified in the works of 

Giuseppe Pitrè. 

 Ezio Levi is not a historian of art, but a scholar of Italian literature. His 

methodology is one of organization and genre: he arranges the ceiling's paintings into 

manageable units of narratives. This categorical organization of the ceiling may be read as 

a means of smoothing over the perceived chaos of content and color. In the early 

twentieth century, the perceived low quality and subject matter of medieval wall paintings 

was studied in contradistinction to Renaissance works or Classicizing works.43 Levi, too, 

approached the ceiling in order to render it ordered and provide the iconographic 

significance of each tale by making comparisons with portable decorative arts, such as 

ivory combs, mirror backs, caskets, and, especially, Spanish coffered ceilings or artesonados. 

Perhaps the most enduring claim that he makes for the ceiling is that it is the only 

																																																								
41 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 43. 
42 “Conserviamolo gelosamente, e cerchiamo di essere interpreti fedeli del linguaggio col quale gli antichi 
artefici vogliono parlare alla nostra fantasia. Nello Steri di Palermo gli artefici siciliani hanno racchiuso non 
soltano il ricordo di un’arte raffinata, della quale rari sono i documenti sopravissuti sino a noi (l’arte 
mude’jar), ma anche quello di tradizioni populare, che da secoli forse perduravano inconscie nelle officine 
dell’isola, e che nell’opera loro trovarono istintivamente la loro voce e la coscienza del loro valore d’arte,” 
ibid., 151. 
43 C. Jean Campbell explains that scholars would write apologies for such works and argue for their merits 
based on their reorganization into orderly, legible units, The Game of Courting and the Art of the Commune of San 
Gimignano, 1290-1320 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), see the Introduction. 
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example of ‘Mudéjar’ art in Sicily, a reference to a category of Iberian art made by Muslim 

artisans for Christian patrons.44 

 Ferdinando Bologna offers a deeper historical and structural analysis of the 

painted ceiling, surveying a broader geographic range, such as extant fragments from 

Egypt and the Levant. He positions himself against Vittorio Lanza's categorization of 

Sicilian ceilings and claim of a "spirito siciliano" or "anima del popolo" that forged the 

ceiling into being; rather, he emphasizes the specific cultural-artistic reality of the island to 

explain the novelty of the Sala Magna's ceiling.45 Bologna, in fact, passionately defends the 

originality of the ceiling's design and the workshop's skill, an assertion from which I built 

my own argument in Chapter One; he resists, however, the nationalist strain of Lanza's 

reading and seeks, instead, to understand the particular environment in which the ceiling 

was commissioned by Manfredi III Chiaramonte. According to Bologna: 

It would be, in fact, absurd to suppose that the structure of the ceiling was conceived 
entirely irrespective of the type of pictorial ornament it would have supported. On the 
contrary, since the project could not foresee from the outset the extraordinary richness 
of the decorative and iconographic program that it was intended to achieve, it is hard to 
admit that it was this program that influenced the design of the structure, requiring it to 
prepare portions of surfaces in number such as to keep the unusual development 
easy...[The] Steri was not born of the simple and almost automatic perpetuation of 
tradition; but, having to correspond to a particular request, it was thought 'ex novo' 
according to this request, articulating an already known structural and typological 
elements, but to bring them to an aesthetic result that was so new, so much that it arose 
from the extension of the function to which the architectural warp was intended.46 

 
He follows a historiographic section with two additional chapters, "The Historic-Artistic 

Aspects" and "Iconographic and Iconologic Interpretations," which situate many stories 

																																																								
44 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 147-151. 
45 Bologna, Il Soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 23-24, and esp. 28: "In fine bisognerà valutare 
globalmente le risultanze dei singoli settori d'esame sotto un più preciso rispetto socio-ideologico, 
procurando di connotare l'opera storicamente, come momento del clima particolare stabilitosi nel tardo 
Trecento e in rapporto dinamica sociale da cui sorse. Solo a questo punt potrà esser ripresso in esame il 
problema del soffitto dello Steri come arte 'popolare', e occorrevà saggiarne a fondo il grado di resistenz, 
non perdendo di vista che esso fu eseguito per un 'barone' e che nei suoi stemmi...contiene una delle più 
sorprendenti celebrazioni del 'baronaggio,' 28. 
46 Ibid, 39. 
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represented on the Steri ceiling within a literary framework. In the final chapter, "The 

Historical, Social, and Ideological Origins," Bologna closes the volume with a suggestive 

hypothesis in which he rejects Levi's suggestion of a 'Mudéjar' link and determines, 

instead, that Manfredi commissioned the ceiling to celebrate his marriage to Eufemia 

Ventamiglia. As evidence, he points to the great number of women on the ceiling as 

evidence that the focus of the moralizing tales was directed at the newly married couple, 

but to which he also acknowledges a particular Sicilian devotion to female saints and the 

role of women "an essential ingredient of the ideology of the court and of feudal vision of 

the world."47 

 Licia Buttà explicitly overturns the thesis of Ferdinando Bologna, and she argues 

that the high frequency of women does not necessarily mean that the intended audience 

must be female.48 Figures, such as the biblical Susanna or Judith, represent, instead, an 

exempla virtutis, and so the tales guide the public mission of Manfredi, a baron and 

custodian of Sicily, as he rules from his Hall of Justice.49 No surviving archival documents 

support a judiciary function for the Sala Magna, however, and Laura Sciascia cautions 

against the conflation of public seats of judgment with a private residence, as seductive as 

such a reading seems to contemporary eyes searching for a single, coherent program.50 

Furthermore, she remains a proponent of the 'Mudéjar' origin theory, one that I argue 

against in Chapter One. 

																																																								
47 Ibid., 244-46.  
48 Licia Buttà, "Storie per governare: iconografia giuridica e del potere nel soffitto dipinto della Sala Magna 
del Palazzo Chiaromonte Steri di Palermo," in Narrazione, Exempla, Retorica: studi sull'iconografia dei soffitti 
dipinti nel Medioevo Mediterraneo, ed. Licia Buttà (Palermo: Caracol, 2013), 69-126. 
49 Ibid., 73. 
50 See fn. 40. 
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 Patrizia Sardina's monograph on the Chiaramonte family is the richest resource 

on dynastic and civic relationships in urban Palermo, as well as the predatory nature of 

the barons in the face of weakening Spanish authority on the island. I have benefitted 

greatly from her detailed archival work and the compelling narrative that she recreates in 

Palermo e i Chiaromonte, splendore e tramonto di una signoria: potere nobiliare, ceti dirigenti e società tra 

XIV e XV secolo. 

 The most recent volume on the history of the Steri was published in 2015 as an 

edited collection of more than forty essays that address the structure, use, and decoration 

of the palace during several distinct periods: the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, the 

Inquisition, the earthquake of 1726, the restorations of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

century. Within the constraint of approximately ten pages, each author is restricted to one 

or two main arguments; the volume is valuable for the variety of concerns and expertise 

that simply cannot be described by an individual scholar. In particular, the first section of 

the book is most germane to the study of the painted ceiling. The introductory essays of 

Patrizia Sardina and Antonietta Iolanda Lima address the social structure of the 

Chiaramonte family across the island and the construction of a network of insular 

palaces, respectively. In addition, several essays have been useful for my study.  

 Maurizio Carta, for example, revives an earlier argument by Cecilia Waern that the 

ceiling is a visual embodiment of the encyclopedic tradition and projects the works of the 

Physiologus, classical rhetoric, etc.51 Above all he emphasizes the role of memory exercised 

by those looking at the ceiling: for Carta, the ceiling is a theatrum mundi, and he reads the 

																																																								
51 Maurizio Carta, "La città come narrazione e il soffitto dello Steri come dispositivo mnemonico," Lo Steri 
dei Chiaromonte a Palermo. Vol. 1: Significato e valore di una presenza di lunga durata, ed. Antonietta Iolanda 
Lima (Bagheria, Palermo: “Plumelia” edizioni, 2015), 150-153. 
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paintings as recognizable cities, namely Palermo, and he envisions the city as a place of 

memory, an iconologia urbana. The emphasis on the city as a place of constructive and 

positive memory, however, causes him to overlook or at least not critically consider the 

events actually taking place in the city. Cities, entrances, symbols of social life—these 

present themselves as a kind of parade to the viewer—he says that the painting are not a 

passive reflection, but an active mirror that shapes the city, but he neglects to advance 

what this shaping looks like. 

 In another essay, Angela Bellia, isolates musical instruments illustrated on the 

ceiling and investigates the significance of music in the Sala Magna; she draws attention to 

the function and human aspect of the space, connecting the paintings with the viewers or 

family using the space. The ceiling, she argues, is full of noise, sounds, speaking—this 

boisterous atmosphere has been given short shrift; like many of the essays in the 

collection, however, the authors struggle to incorporate a fully-fleshed argument in so few 

pages. While Bellia offers the reader a catalogue of the instances where instruments and 

singers appear on the ceiling—in friezes, in coats of arms, in the tale of the Trojan War, 

etc.—there is very little space – a single paragraph—devoted to the significance of these 

instruments, which she explains are accurate renderings of instruments, many of North 

African or eastern provenance (lute, portable organ, oud) or the evidence for their use in 

domestic spaces of Sicilian nobility.52 

 Rather than place emphasis on the patron’s seemingly “international” taste in 

terms of literature and art, established by Gabrici and Levi and to some extent Buttà, my 

																																																								
52  Angela Bellia, "La raffigurazione della musica attraverso i suoi strumenti," Lo Steri dei Chiaromonte a 
Palermo. Vol. 1: Significato e valore di una presenza di lunga durata, ed. Antonietta Iolanda Lima (Bagheria, 
Palermo: “Plumelia” edizioni, 2015), 156. 
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study locates a dialogue between the diverse subject matter on the ceiling and the 

contemporary events and the political agenda of the patron’s family. This approach is 

informed largely by the works of art historians, such as Anne Dunlop and Marilyn 

Aronberg Lavin, who have made compelling cases for analyzing large programs as 

cohesive units, rather than scattered images of pleasure.53 I hope to shift a conversation in 

Trecento art from privately patronized ecclesiastic monuments to private residences. 

Admittedly the former are more accessible on account of having undergone less dramatic 

changes than Sicilian palaces,54 which have been butchered by wars, subjected to shifting 

ownership and changing tastes, and divided according to a contemporary need for 

housing.55  

 Above all, I wish to reassemble late medieval patronage in Sicily, which has long 

been neglected by scholars outside Italy. A stylistic analysis of these works in the vein of 

Gombrich, Krautheimer, Warberg, Panofsky, and others of the so-called Sunday Circle 

(during what Jennifer Cooke has called the Hungaro-English moment) would greatly aid 

our appreciation of the much-maligned Sicilian art of the late-medieval period, which has 

been castigated for its 'naïve' treatment and 'popular' subject matter in respect to the well-

known schools of Siena, Florence, and Venice, for example. I, thus, turn to these works 

																																																								
53 Anne Dunlop, Painted Palaces: The Rise of Secular Art in Early Renaissance Italy (University Park: The 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2009); Marilyn Aronberg Lavin, The Place Of Narrative: Mural Decoration 
In Italian Churches, 431-1600 (The University of Chicago Press, 1990, 2nd ed., paper, 1994; updated by the 
author, 2014). 
54 A number of edited volumes of notary texts allude to the kinds of furniture and luxury goods present in 
baronial homes, such as Matteo Camera’s Memorie storico-diplomatiche dell' antica città e ducato di Amalfi (Salerno, 
Stabilimento Tip. Nazionale, 1876-81).	
55 I am interested particularly in contemporary scholarship that addresses the organization of multiple 
narratives within a single space and the manner in which Late Medieval and Early Renaissance societies 
responded to, restored, and altered such works.  To this end, the research of Marilyn Aronberg Lavin, Ernst 
J. Grube, Jeremy Johns, Cristelle L. Baskins, C. Jean Campell, Jill Caskey, and Anne Dunlop has proved 
useful as a means of accessing historic and contemporary interpretations of Italian secular and sacred 
spaces.  
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not to present a positivistic recuperation of “Sicilian” art, but to render clear a social 

history of medieval Sicilian patronage. Answering “What is style?” and “Why does style 

exist?” does not concern this project so much as “How are different styles deployed?” 

and “By what means does art reach its audience and to what effect?” 

 Such questions have deep roots in the projects of art historians from the early 

twentieth centuries when the discipline looked beyond the formal characteristics of a 

work to understand the multitude of frameworks that the work of art is both ordered by 

and promotes. If we turn to the Anglo-Franco discussion of “culture” versus 

“civilization,” recently summarized the introduction by Peter N. Miller in Cultural Histories 

of the Material World, then the question takes over a century-old problem of just to what 

end is art created?56 The Nachleben of such an investigation has seen the promulgation of a 

number of theories and entry points into the history of art, such as gender and sexuality 

studies, transcultural studies, Mediterranean studies, among others, each seeking to reveal 

a new aspect of a work and the human or environmental circumstances in which it was 

instantiated.  

 In addition to those works that focus exclusively on the Chiaramonte family, my 

research is indebted to a long list of international scholars in the fields of art, economic 

and social history, especially, whose contributions are too numerous to name here, but 

are cited throughout the dissertation. I build upon these studies by providing a socio-

political frame to our understanding of the particular moment in which Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte commissioned three local artists to paint the ceiling. The seafront palace of 

the Chiaramonte family, which features the most intact cycle of late-medieval paintings in 

																																																								
56 Cultural Histories of the Material World. The Bard Graduate Center Cultural Histories of the Material World, 
ed. Peter N. Miller (Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 2013). 
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Sicily on the reception room’s ceiling, serves as a case study through which I articulate a 

larger plan to recast Sicily's alleged moral deviance in architectural and painted programs. 

In this wide-ranging analysis of Sicilian art, I formulate the ways in which the family’s 

multipronged effort sought to glorify the island's early Norman crusading legacy and to 

sanitize papal-Angevin allegations of heresy with the aim of expanding Chiaramontan 

hegemony on the island. 

 
 

VI. A GUIDE TO THE CASE-STUDIES 

The dissertation unfolds in two sections: the first section, composed of three 

chapters, focuses on the tradition of painted ceilings in Sicily and treats at length the 

painted beam-and-coffer ceiling of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri’s reception room, the 

so-called Sala Magna, commissioned by Grand Admiral Manfredi III Chiaramonte 

between 1377 and 1380 by three Sicilian artists, Cecco of Naro, Pellegrino d’Arena of 

Palermo, and Simone of Corleone. The ceiling provides the framework for dozens of 

classical, biblical, and chivalric tales, accompanied with inscriptions written in Latin, 

pseudo-Arabic, and other pseudo-scripts. The work, thus, ‘speaks’ in a variety of registers, 

each designed to promote the family within Aragonese rule. Readers are informed early in 

the Introduction that Sicily, strategically located between the dar al-Islam and 

Christendom, suffered a long history of excommunication, interdict, and, most 

devastatingly, crusades launched against it by the papacy and the Angevins between the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. I argue that the dynastic admirals of Aragón-ruled 

Sicily, the Chiaramonte, acknowledged and reframed Sicily's morally perilous position in 

their artistic commissions, especially within their seafront baronial palace, the Palazzo 
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Chiaramonte-Steri in Palermo. 

In Chapter One, I demonstrate that the fourteenth-century painted ceiling of the 

Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri is not simply derivative or influenced by these neighboring 

forms, but presents a radically new vehicle for storytelling on the island. Before diving 

into the decoration of painted ceilings, I deconstruct medieval ceilings into their 

individual parts in order to demonstrate the complexity of this kind of artwork and to 

emphasize the importance of workshop culture in their creation. Coffered ceilings, such 

as the lozenge type in the side aisles of the Cappella Palatina and Castello Carini, or 

trussed ones, like that covering the naves of the cathedrals of Cefalù or Agrigento, 

demonstrate collaboration between carpenters, artists, and patrons. Two resources in 

particular shaped this chapter, the most helpful of which was the Association 

internationale de Recherche sur les Charpentes et les Plafonds Peints Médiévaux 

(RCPPM). Their association’s website includes a treasure trove of resources, including a 

thorough dictionary of terms, a small selection of animations, a “best practices guide” to 

photographing painted ceilings, —and even a FAQ on what one should do if a medieval 

ceiling is discovered in the home. 

Frequently, as in the case of the Steri, the Cathedral of Nicosia, and the Cathedral 

of Palermo, medieval wooden ceilings are covered by later, lower ceilings and subjected 

to termite and mold infestations, humidity damage, and abrasive contact with the newer 

false ceiling. Each new discovery, therefore, invites innovation for restoration and 

preservation and also permits insight into construction practices. In addition to natural 

damage, painted medieval ceilings were subjected to wholesale removal and 

deconstruction, especially in the 20th century. One of the ironies of my research has been 
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the discovery of Arthur Byne and Mildred Stapley’s thoroughly illustrated and annotated 

Decorated wooden ceilings in Spain, informed no doubt by their organization the removal and 

sale of dozens of medieval Spanish ceilings to the US. Their initiatives, as well as those by 

wealthy buyers like William Randolph Hearst, our own Myron C. Taylor, and other 

American families, will be the subject of a later article. I wrote this chapter to ease the 

reader into an upwardly gazing perspective and to point out the significant differences 

between ceiling models and practices in the 12th century into the early Renaissance, 

especially in Italy, but also in southern France and Spain. This chapter will undergo 

considerable revision (terms will probably be set in a glossary rather than defined by 

paragraph sections), but it was for me a helpful exercise: until the parts are distinguished 

and named, their functions seem similar or, for example, misleadingly supportive, rather 

than structurally decorative. 

Chapters Two, Three, and Four examine specific stories on the ceiling through 

formal analysis, comparative literature and material culture approaches, and the study of 

local history. Chapter Two reviews the channels by which Tristan and Iseult arrived and 

flourished in Italy, and I investigate the three episodes of Tristano on the ceiling, the only 

representation that remains in situ in Sicily. Three other textual artifacts provide a series 

of case studies against which I compare the ceiling's paintings: 1) the Guiccardini quilt 

fragments, a bed covering made in Sicily for export to Tuscany in the last decades of the 

late fourteenth century; 2) the Pianetti or Azzolino quilt fragment, featuring a single scene 

of Tristan and Iseult that was most likely constructed in the same workshop as larger 

Guicciardini work; and 3) the Italian vernacular traditions, especially the Tristano 

Ricciardiano, one of the best known versions of the romance in Italy, composed in a 
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kaleidoscope of Tuscan dialects in the late Dugento-early Trecento. I offer a critique of 

scholarship, especially that of Levi, Gabrici, and Buttà, who tend to see the ceiling as an 

inventory of popular, mundane tales and neglect to consideration the dialogues that take 

place across tales. The chapter is structured to trace the circulation of source material and 

its distribution through Sicily and southern Italy – from the fantastic pavement at the 

cathedral of Otranto to the carved portal della Pescheria of the Cathedral of Modena to 

the account of Richard the Lionheart’s gift to King Arthur’s sword to Tancred of Sicily. 

Furthermore, I uncover the artists' manipulation of multiple Tristan traditions for its 

inclusion on the ceiling, addressing their creation of a communicative style to suit their 

patron's needs—much like the author of the Tuscan Tristano Panchiatichano and Venetian 

Tristano Corsiniano in Italy or the expansive efforts of the hall in the castle of Saint-Floret 

in Auvergne. 

In Chapter Three, I investigate the Troy cycle, based upon Sicilian notary Guido 

delle Colonne's text, and I focus on a particular textual addition included in an 

inscription, an accusation of stuprum, a form of sexual assault with an evolving history in 

Roman and Canon law. This chapter, thus, is framed with contemporary legal theory and 

behaviors prescriptions for Sicilian women. Chapter Four examines a different facet of 

violence visualized in punishments orchestrated by women, such as the biblical Judith and 

Madonna Elena of Narbonne, whose earliest mention occurs on the ceiling. Highlighting 

the intertextuality of the painted narratives, I read these highly performative executions 

against vernacular and Latin editions of ethical-moralist Giles of Rome's De regimine 

principum and Sicilian Franciscan Andreas de Pace's Viridarium principum to reveal local 

anxieties regarding righteous violence and sexual control in urban communities of the 
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later medieval period. 

In Chapter Three, I investigate the Troy cycle on the ceiling, based on Sicilian 

notary Guido delle Colonne's text, and I provide a contextual and formal analysis of the 

paintings within a framing discussion of contemporary theories of magnificence. I focus 

on the function of the Sala Magna, and other similar spaces, to record and analyze the 

artistic and structural methods used to impress “power” upon the viewer, even though 

the true power of the Chiaramonte was given (and frequently withheld) by the Aragonese 

crown. The work of Randolph Starn and Loren Partridge, as well as Hiroshi Takayama's 

theoretical framework in The Medieval Mediterranean and the Kingdom of Sicily (1993) helped 

me interpret the relentless violence deployed by the family to achieve and maintain 

hegemony. Calling the “power” argument into question is not an attempt to see the 

Chiaramonte's veritable reign as a parabolic arc or set the event of the late fourteenth 

century within a teleological framework. Like many late medieval families caught up in 

the tumultuous fracturing of Ghibelline and Guelf camps, the Chiaramonte found 

themselves performing multiple volte-face, seeking peace with the Angevins in the 1350s, 

accepting numerous pardons from King Federico IV in the 1360s, and maintaining 

communication with popes, such as Gregory XI in the 1370s. This chapter also includes a 

micro-study of a single scene in the Troy cycle as depicted on the ceiling: a particular 

textual addition included in an inscription (nos. 25 and 174), the accusation of stuprum, a 

form of sexual assault with an evolving history in Roman and Canon law (and a word 

adapted into Italian (stupro, strupratore, etc). I engage with medieval legal theory in Italy 

(including Sicily, but also Bologna, Florence, Genoa) and behavioral prescriptions for 

Sicilian women, as demonstrated by the scholarship of Trevor Dean and Carol Lansing. 
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Chapter Four examines a violence inflicted by women, such as the biblical Judith 

and Madonna Elena of Narbonne, whose earliest mention occurs on the ceiling (nos. 19 

and 168). Highlighting the intertextuality of the painted narratives, I read these executions 

against vernacular and Latin editions of ethical-moralist Giles of Rome's De regimine 

principum and Sicilian Franciscan Andreas de Pace's Viridarium principum to reveal local 

anxieties regarding righteous violence and sexual control in urban communities of the 

later medieval period. Giles inspired many Latin and vernacular translations and spin-offs, 

such as Viridarium principum (The Garden of Princes), by the provincial minister of the 

Frati Minoria of Sicily, Andreas de Pace, who write his mirror for the benefit of a local 

nobleman, Nicolò Peralta, the count of Caltabellota, in the last quarter of the fourteenth 

century. 

This critical assessment of violence enacted by and against women on the ceiling 

not only calls into question recent assertions that Sicily did not nurture an interest in 

literature under early Aragonese rule, but it contributes to earlier iconographic studies 

(like Bendellini Predelli) in its argument of the ethical implications of the ceiling’s stories: 

Scholars agree that in their selection of narratives, the artists, Cecco di Naro, Pellegrino 

d'Arena, and Simone di Corleone— together with the patron, Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte—painted a work which largely served as a commentary on virtuous 

comportment and moral rectitude. The element that has not been fully discussed, 

however, is the repertoire of bold punishments: It is clear that in order to practice virtue, 

one must practice strategic and just violence. 

The second half of the project begins with Chapter Five, which traces the tug-of-

war over Sicily following the death of Frederick II in 1250 until the arrival of "the 
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Martins" at the end of the 14th century. I focused on St. George on account of his 

multifaceted representations in Sicily and the different pathways that he leads on the 

island: from the vision of him among the Normans, to his association in the thirteenth 

century with the tunnies, and his appearance in the castle in Favara and the Steri. I tie the 

Norman's appreciation for St. George and dragon-slaying (alongside Eustace and 

Theodore), as documented in the Cappella Palatina by Jeremy Johns, to Fra Simone da 

Lentini’s vernacular translation of Gregory of Malaterra’s Deeds of Count Roger and Duke 

Robert, one of several heroic histories written in the 14th c in Sicily (others include those 

written with a pro-Catalan or pro-Angevin slant such as the Catalan Chronicle of Raymond 

Muntaner). 

Framing the chapter around St. George and the crusading saints allowed me to 

deeply consider the complexity of crusader rhetoric and the ways in which Sicilians 

attempted to prove orthodoxy— including images of Peter Martyr, maintaining an open 

channel with the papacy (the Chiaramonte collected the taxes for relief of interdict). Sicily 

was plundered constantly by the papacy for financial, bodily, and agricultural resources, a 

phenomenon well-documented by historians Sylvia Schein, Norman Housley, and 

Jonathan Riley-Smith. I was intrigued with the arrival of the new Norman-Aragonese 

Queen Constance via the little church of St. George during the War of the Sicilian 

Vespers, and her promise to fight heresy; likewise, I was struck by the Chiaramonte's 

adoption of the emblematic crusader saint and their vow to serve the crown, protected by 

the Virgin herself, bearer of light and God:  

O PATRIS ET PROLIS CONCORDIA NEXUS AMORQUE HUIUS 
AB AUCTORE SALE MALA CUNTA RETORQUE [JESU]S MARIA 
[SPONSA TUA PROLIS O VIRGO PUERPERA SOLIS 
PRO CUNCTIS ORA SE]D PLUS PRO REGE LABORA: JHESUS M[ARIA 
 JOSEPH]. 
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(O Harmony of father and son, connecting tie and love of Him, 
turn away all evils by your authority, Mary,   
Spouse of your offspring. O Virgin, great with the Sun 
pray for all, but labor for the King: Jesus, Mary, Joseph.) 
 

I contend that the frescoed saints and crusading figures of the Steri, including 

George, together with the sopraporta figures of John and Peter Martyr, offer to the 

Chiaramonte an example of steadfast faith and heroism in the face of persecution and 

tribulation and accomplish multiple and parallel purposes: 1) they prioritize Sicily’s past 

victory over its Muslim rulers, glossing over the irrecoverable losses of Jerusalem and the 

Holy Land following Frederick II’s intervention, 2) they shift attention away from the 

devastating crusade against Sicilians during the War of the Vespers, and 3) they advocate 

for the eradication of heretics sheltering within Christendom.  

Delving into the performance of word and image in Chapter Six, I identify a shift 

in the use of Arabic in Sicily from a language of administrative and artistic rhetoric in the 

late-eleventh and twelfth centuries to a mystical, apotropaic sign as pseudo-Arabic in the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. I begin with a small bowl with a Judeo-Arabic 

inscription “katib” found in the layer of the complex in the early 14th century from an 

excavation in the 1970s. I map the pseudo-Arabic inscriptions of the ceiling, as well as 

other pertinent inscriptions in the Sala Magna— words painted in retrograde and curving 

around brackets two interrelated issues are brought to the fore: 1) the interweave of 

magic and prayer without conflict on the ceiling and 2) the certainty that the artists and 

patron conceive of ‘secular’ and ‘sacred’ texts and images as complementary and 

appropriate for the reception space. I conclude based on the range of inscriptions that 

distinctions between these two binary fields – magic/prayer and secular/sacred – ought 

to remain fuzzy rather than fixed. In sum, the enigmatic words and phrases, spread 
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throughout the decorative program, implicate the work within a well-established practice 

in the medieval period to locate the divine, the magical, the supernatural in a variety of 

fashions. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

A primary aim of studying the magnificent ceiling of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-

Steri is to advance further a growing body of scholarship that acknowledges, not only that 

the three artists of the ceiling are not guilty of “forcibly condensing narratives” or of 

“miscalculation,” but that a legible work of art graces the ceiling.57 It is only in the past 

fifteen years that multiple, conflicting, collaborative and competing theories have been 

put forth. The broad “encyclopedic” subject matter presents a number of difficulties in 

respect to how the ceiling’s narratives and ornament may be analyzed and organized, e.g. 

biblical scenes share space with chivalric jousts.58 As a result early scholars, specifically 

Ezio Levi and Ettore Gabrici, struggled to fit the ceiling within the wider stylistic groups 

of Italy and Mediterranean. They settled on the term 'Mudéjar,'59 other labels over the 

decades include 'Siculo-Hispanic,' or 'Hispano-Islamic'— a label that has remained in 

																																																								
57 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 97-104. Bologna casts doubt on this idea in the third 
chapter of his monograph; see Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 159-229. 
58 Stylistic hang-ups may be attributable to the manner in which medieval Sicilian has been studied– 
architecturally dissected to account for the religious diversity of the island (eg. the Byzantines, Muslims, 
Latin Christians, and Jews. The Cappella Palatina, for example, is repeatedly celebrated for its Byzantine 
naos and mosaics, carved North African ceilings, and its Latin nave.At the Sala magna of the Chiaramonter-
Steri, the seemingly disparate elements of muqarnas-style brackets; pseudo-Arabic, Arabic, Latin, and Italian 
inscriptions, maghribi-inspired woodwork, and excerpts from popular romances function successfully as a 
whole program, requiring us to consider a distinctly Sicilian artistic narrative colored by its Mediterranean 
context. By the coronation of Roger II, Arabic became the diplomatic language of the diwan, which has 
been thoroughly documented by Jeremy Johns and other, while Greek occupied in the church, and Latin 
largely serviced chroniclers. 
59 For a discussion of the problems with mudéjar, see Juan Carlos Ruiz Souza, “Architectural languages, 
functions, and spaces: the crown of Castile and al-Andalus,” trans. by Deborah Roldán and Cynthia 
Robinson, Medieval Encounters 12.3 (2006): 360-387; Cynthia Robinson, “Towers, Birds and Divine Light: 
The Contested Territory of Nasrid and ‘Mudéjar’ Ornament,” Medieval Encounters 17 (2011): 27-79. 
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use.60 Such provocative labels, I believe, can serve as a starting point for an inquiry, but 

the local significance of the work during the period of commission must first be 

understood before we investigate its larger participation on an international stage.61 

	
 
 
 
 

																																																								
60 Cecilia Wærn suggested in the early twentieth century: “All this is painted as fancy dictated on the boards 
casing the beams without any unity of conception or arrangement. Where all is gay with bright colours and 
exuberant youthful life none is needed in narrow panels like these,” Mediaeval Sicily: aspects of life and art in the 
middle ages (London, Duckworth & co.), 250. More intriguing, I think her positive reading of the ceiling at a 
time where scholars, Waern included, were swept up by Impressionism. In a latter study, I will consider her 
receptions of the work, as well as her access to the monument, especially since her book is published 
twenty years before Yale models the ceiling for its own Hall of Graduate Studies (see Chapter One). 
61 I am not the first to draw connections between the artistic decisions of the Norman kings and those of 
the Chiaramonte; however, I wish to more fully describe the impact of such an association and the manner 
in which the palace visually exercised power over the city. I do not believe that the Normans saw the use of 
muqarnas as a symbol of “Islamic” architecture or the horseshoe arch as a marker of Muslim hands.  The 
Chiaramonte patron and his artists do not seem ignorant of their decorative choices, but have consciously 
selected elements to send a highly articulated message: the mensole, the supportive consoles, bear a striking 
resemblance to those muqarnas utilized in a number of Norman palaces and on the ceiling of the spectacular 
Cappella Palatina, because of the high technical ability necessary for such a construction and for the 
blessings provided by the true and false Arabic words. Together with a collection of violent images on the 
Chiaramonte ceiling serves to document and refashion the family’s participation in the events that released 
Sicily from Islam, glorifying certain moments in the island’s Norman and Hohenstaufen past, while 
interestingly recognizing the contributions of the island’s artisan population. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
CEILINGS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AND THE “MUDÉJAR” QUESTION 

 
CHAPTER GUIDE 
I. Introduction        49 
II. Terminology of ceilings      53 
III. Early medieval ceilings of Sicily     63 
IV. Late medieval ceilings of the Italian Peninsula and Sicily  78 
V. Deconstructing “Mudéjar” as a stylistic category in Sicily  89 
VI. Conclusion        103 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

If pursuing graduate studies on the New Haven campus of Yale University 

toward the end of the Prohibition Era, a student would have resided with faculty in the 

Hall of Graduate Studies.1 In the short period between 1930 and 1932, the American 

architect James Gamble Rogers built the Hall following a design reflective of 

contemporary taste for neo-gothic architecture (or Collegiate Gothic); he incorporated 

stained glass windows, elaborate stone and wood carvings, handsome brickwork, and 

custom ironwork. Nestled at the heart of the building, the Common Room (now the 

McDougal Common Room) hosted scholars and students, who gathered for conversation 

and teatime around tables (“purposely chosen for their intimate scale”).2 The room was 

furnished with a grand piano, various social games, and leather chairs, all necessary for 

creating an ideal academic environment. Overhead, Rogers installed a beamed ceiling that 

was plastered and painted by Arnold Floegel in 1931-32 as a testament to the intellectual 

pursuits offered by the Graduate School (Fig. 1). The ceiling emulated that of the Sala 

																																																								
1 I am very grateful to Shawkat Toorawa for bringing this space to my attention. Described on the Hall's 
website as "a condensed medieval encyclopedia, a compendium of the knowledge of its time," the ceiling 
was restored in 1997 by John Canning & Co., Ltd. See http://gsas.yale.edu/life-yale/mcdougal-graduate-
center/hgs-home-graduate-school-1932-2015; accessed 30 January 2017. 
2 See http://gsas.yale.edu/life-yale/mcdougal-graduate-center/hgs-home-graduate-school-1932-2015; 
accessed 30 January 2017. Note that, as of the time of writing, graduate students continue to live in the 
HGS, although accommodations are not restricted by gender today. 
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Magna in the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, and Floegel depicted the thirty-one fields of 

study available to graduate students in a brilliant spectacle of detail and color. The 

structure of the ceiling at Yale exceptionally models the Palermitan ceiling and includes a 

central longitudinal beam with an inlay of eight-pointed stars, truncated pyramidal spaces 

inside the coffers, monumental alveolated mensole (brackets with cavities), and hundreds 

of captivating scenes:  

The program of the Common Room ceiling begins near the doors to the Dining Hall, 
with an academic procession in which robed faculty and graduates are followed by 
allegorical figures such as the Muses, the Fates, Justice, Athena, Pallas, and Flora. The 
rest of the decorative program is composed of brief, narrative vignettes on the major 
cross beams, drawn from famous works of ancient, medieval, and modern literature; 
illustrations of students and professors in the various disciplines going about their work; 
more abstract symbols representing various departments, and even scientific formulas. 
Medallions of major thinkers and writers, and seals of varied universities adorn the 
corbels or brackets. The major beam running the length of the room has astronomical 
symbols next to astrological ones...3 

 

Rogers and Floegel’s inspired work reflects a wider trend in the United States in 

the early-twentieth century to copy medieval ceilings in grand residences and scholarly 

spaces. Indeed, a modern desire for brightly colored and seemingly romantic art forms 

catalyzed the removal and importation of medieval and Renaissance ceilings from Europe 

to North America. In this chapter I consider the attractive character and intricate 

construction of painted wooden ceilings, particularly those made in the Mediterranean 

basin during the Middle Ages, and I pay special attention to the technical vocabulary used 

to describe them in order to dismantle previous suggestions of the derivative nature of 

the Steri's ceiling. In particular, I challenge the conclusions of Levi, Gabrici, and Buttà, 

who categorize Manfredi III's commission as a "Mudéjar" work, and I argue for that a 

close examination of coeval ceilings proves that the work in Palermo is a novel means of 

																																																								
3 Ibid.; website accessed 30 February 2017. 
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storytelling, one without compare in neither Italy, nor Spain.  

Most scholars of the paintings at the Steri have analyzed them in terms of 

medieval Spanish works, citing in particular the Alhambra, the cloister at the Abbey of 

Santo Domingo de Silos, and the cathedral of Teruel, three monuments from very 

different fourteenth-century contexts. In addition, the paintings of the Steri are still 

freighted with categorical definitions, such as hybrid and "Mudéjar" by Levi, Buttà, and 

others. 4 Cynthia Robinson summarizes "Mudéjar," noting its vague meaning, as "late-

medieval buildings, programs or ornament or ornamental motifs produced for Christian 

or Jewish patrons in areas of the Iberian peninsula no longer under Muslim rule, but 

which are deemed by scholars to evidence connections to 'Islamic' architectural, material, 

ornamental or aesthetic traditions."5 The label is overwhelmed with issues of identity and 

ethnicity, and, as it was only coined in 1859, it does not accurately reflect the realities of 

art production and consumption in the late-medieval period in Spain, and its adoption for 

Sicilian art is highly problematic for reasons outlined below.6   

Far from derivative of Iberian “Mudéjar” aesthetics, the painted ceiling of the 

Steri occupies a unique place in medieval ceiling design. Before proceeding with a 

discussion of Sicilian and Iberian ceilings that challenges of the stylistic and cultural term, 

																																																								
4 Ferdinando Bologna, for example, insists upon the Andalusi influence in Chiaramontan palace 
construction, and signals a direct relationship between palace construction and the use of lava intarsia as 
geometric decorations: “But we must consider, at the very least, whether in their tetragonal, prism-shapes, 
that the decorations do not affect, these palaces [Chiaramonte] have nothing to do with the equally square 
and closed constructions with which the exterior of many buildings present themselves, such as in the 
Maghreb or of Andalucía, Alhambra, and primarily, from the tower of Comares to high walls of the 
Alcazaba, in stark contrast to the richness of the interiors” (my translation); quoted from Il Soffitto della Sala 
Magna allo Steri di Palermo: e la cultura feudale siciliana nell’autunno del Medioevo (Palermo: Flaccovio Editore, 1975 
[repr. 2002]), 83. 
5 Cynthia Robinson, “Towers, Birds and Divine Light: The Contested Territory of Nasrid and ‘Mudéjar’ 
Ornament,” Medieval Encounters 17, no. 1-2 (2011): 29. 
6 The term was coined by José Amador de los Ríos on June 18, 1859 in a speech delivered to the Real 
Academia de las Bellas Artes de San Fernando on the occasion of his entry; ibid., 30. 
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“Mudéjar,” a straightforward breakdown of ceiling construction and illustrations of 

components, such as decorative and structural brackets (It. mensole) will familiarize the 

reader with different kinds of ceiling and demystify the installation process. An 

understanding of the ‘bones’ of painted ceilings will help reveal just how much foresight 

and planning were required in order to provide the patron and viewer with a pleasurable 

experience. 

While the paintings at the Steri do bear some stylistic resemblances to the painted 

ceilings of Spain, sharing scenes of lovers in the cloister and pseudo-Arabic at the 

cathedral, for example, there remain significant structural differences between all of these, 

which impact the style and function of the ceilings themselves. So, rather than study the 

phenomenon of late-medieval ceilings based on contemporary national divisions, I 

encounter painted ceilings in this chapter by identifying construction methods as a 

primary means of addressing concerns of style and function, arguing for its fundamental 

importance to patrons and for the work performed by painted ceilings.7 

The chapters to follow will build on this overview of terminology and stylistic 

methodology in order to set forth a holistic socio-cultural analysis of the Sala Magna as 

one among many elements that orchestrate the gravitas of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri 

and the represent the artistic patronage of the Chiaramonte family and other Sicilian 

nobility. While I do, in this chapter, consciously divorce the ceiling from its larger 

context, I do so in the hope of offering the reader a better appreciation of varying 

																																																								
7 This chapter deals with many of the problems brought about by simplistic and limiting labels, which have 
served as an end point in the study of an object, rather than, as Cynthia Robinson has suggested, a starting 
place for understanding the use of and meaning behind of shared symbols, motifs, architectural features. 
Discussing art in terms of 'style' has been much maligned in art historical scholarship in recent decades and 
in art history education; I turn to style, however, throughout the chapter as a means of reading technically 
complex ceiling structures and their decoration. 
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medieval attitudes and aesthetic desires as represented in the variety of wooden ceilings 

and their painted and sculpted decoration. 

 

II. TERMINOLOGY OF CEILINGS 

In his introduction to the proceedings of the Plafonds peints médiévaux en Languedoc, 

Philippe Bernardi laments that the scholars devoted to painted ceilings, which have 

enjoyed a long history of inquiry in French studies, have a problematic tendency to focus 

almost exclusively on the painted panels that usually sit between exposed or painted 

wooden beams, rather than study the construction of the ceiling as a whole unit.8 He 

worries that scholarship does not treat the painted ceiling, but, rather, the paintings that 

happen to be on the ceiling: “Plus que de plafonds peints il est souvent question de 

peintures sur plafonds.”9 Such concerns occupy Bernardi and his colleagues in the 

Association internationale de Recherche sur les Charpentes et les Plafonds Peints 

Médiévaux (RCPPM), which defines methodological approaches and procedures for 

conserving and photographing ceilings, produces educational documentaries and digital 

reconstructions, and organizes international conferences, primarily for works in France.10 

On account of recent scientific developments, however, such as dendrochronology and 

multidisciplinary research groups, especially the efforts of RCPPM, he argues for a more 

																																																								
8 Philippe Bernardi, “Décor et support: quelques éléments de terminologie relatifs aux charpentes peintes 
médiévales,” in Plafonds peints médiévaux en Languedoc, Actes du colloques de Capestang, Narbonne, Lagrasse, 21-23 
février 2008, ed. Monique Bourin and Philippe Bernardi (Perpignan: Presses Universitaires de Perpignan, 
2009), 53-65. 
9 Ibid., 55-56. 
10 The proceedings of the conference, and many supplementary materials, have been made free as offprints 
and sharable documents, for which I am grateful. See http://rcppm.org/blog/; accessed 15 February 2017. 
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robust study of painted ceilings, one that moves beyond iconographic and stylistic 

features, to understand how these works shaped space and [attitudes].11   

Making reference to the work of nineteenth-century scholar Louis Brugueir-

Roure, Bernardi acknowledges that architecture – at least in the case of painted ceilings— 

has been only “the accomplice of painting” (la complice de la peinture), an attitude shaped by 

more encounters with painted panels detached from their context for sale or museum 

display. This, tellingly, is the case in Palermo, where the trussed ceiling12 (a capriata) on the 

Steri's second floor, a system that creates a lofty space in which the complexity of the 

webbed carpentry itself serves as the focus the Sala delle Capriate, has received little 

attention (Fig. 2). Similarly, the mensole from the Sala delle Armi have only recently (ca. 

2016) been organized as a museum installation on the ground floor, having been torn 

down during the removal of early modern additions to the medieval structure and the 

restoration of the Inquisition-era frescos. It is important to note, therefore, that the 

palace's architect-builders used a number of different carpentry techniques available to 

them to cover the living spaces of the family: that of the Sala Magna, the unpainted a 

capriate ceiling of the Sala Capriate, and the ceiling supported on mensole— most likely 

another exposed beam ceiling. 

Even the word "ceiling" in Bernardi’s estimation should be reconsidered since the 

Principes d’analyse scientifique consacré à l’Architecture et édité par l’Inventaire général, a leading 

encyclopedia of architectural terminology, suggests that a ceiling comprises the “flat 

																																																								
11 Bernardi, “Décor et support: quelques éléments de terminologie relatifs aux charpentes peintes 
médiévales,” in Plafonds peints médiévaux en Languedoc, 55. 
12 A truss is a "rigid structural framework of timbers bridging a space, each end resting on supports at 
regular intervals (often defining bays), to provide support for the longitudinal timbers (e.g. purlins) that 
carry the common rafters and the roof-covering. Its stability, dependent on e.g. triangulation, also prevents 
the roof from spreading." See James Stevens Curl, A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture, 2nd 

ed. (Oxford University Press, 2006). Accessed 7 February 2017. 
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bottom face and free from a floor, a flat arch or of a depressed arch, forming a covering” 

([la] face inférieure plane et dégagée d’un plancher, d’une voûte plate ou d’une voûte déprimée, formant 

couvrement).13 The painted ceilings of the Middle Ages examined by the RCPPM and by 

myself do not neatly fit into this definition beyond their obvious function to provide a 

covering some distance above the floor.14 They defy the "one surface" definition of a 

ceiling; instead, they incorporate elaborate cornices, stretch across vast dimensions in 

impossibly intricate webs, and take pains to hide evidence of their construction. To 

rehabilitate this neglected area in the study of medieval art, especially in English 

scholarship, I describe and analyze a sample of Mediterranean ceilings with consideration 

of the carpentry practices and of proper terminology that best reflects their three-

dimensional form.15 

For the most part, scholars of the Sala Magna do not use a technical vocabulary to 

describe its ceiling, using instead widely accessible descriptive terms, such as mensola 

(bracket), trave (beam), and tavola dipinta (painted board) to discuss the ceiling's elements. 

This dramatically differs from other studies of Sicilian ceilings, such as the trussed ceiling 

of the Cathedral of Cefalù, for which a number of careful studies, measurements, and 

																																																								
13 Bernardi, “Décor et support: quelques éléments de terminologie relatifs aux charpentes peintes 
médiévales,” in Plafonds peints médiévaux en Languedoc, 56. 
14 "The very structure of the framework (whether it be a roof structure or a floor) occupies an important 
place in the analysis that one can make of its decor and, at the very least, reveals an obligatory discourse for 
any study of 'painted ceilings.' It does not limit itself to a passive role, as it were, as a mere support, but can, 
beyond that, fully participate in a complex ornamental game" (my translation); ibid. 
15 Girard's justification of precise vocabulary is worth repeating here: "The colloquium has thus far reached 
the goal of establishing a balance sheet of the most recent contributions, in order to draw together new 
avenues of investigation for the benefit of the cultural heritage and the public. The best proof of this is the 
choice of a vocabulary that has been enriched and clarified, a sign of a renewed and ongoing research. For 
example, the terms parclose or ais d’entrevous were rejected, preferring those of buget or closoir to designate 
painted panels inclined between the joists of a floor. The remark may seem trivial. It is not, however. Any 
mature discipline recognizes itself in a vocabulary of its own, as long as all members of the scientific 
community share in its use" (my translation). See Alain Girard, Preface in Plafonds peints médiévaux en 
Languedoc, 13. 
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theories have been produced. For this project, I have chosen to adopt a variety of 

technical terms the enjoy wide currency on account of their use in scholarship and every-

day construction practices. Some terms remain in their primary language, such as closoir, to 

best direct the reader to structurally-specific features of ceilings and their supports. Above 

all, I use these terms to enrich the experience of the ceilings by directing careful observers 

to elements not often considered.16 In the guide below, I begin by defining the most 

salient parts of the ceiling (e.g. beam and joist) and then address smaller components at end 

of the section. 

By no means meant to be an exhaustive list of ceiling terms, the terminology will 

clarify the discussion of painted ceilings of Mediterranean basin that follows. Since few 

painted wooden ceilings remain in situ in Sicily, evidence usually appears in the form of 

fragments, such as detached mensole and painted panels. Knowing the parts of the ceiling 

can aid those interested in reconstructing the original carpentry with the many available 

permutations of beams, joists, trim, panels, and friezes. In general carpentry practices are 

not addressed in textbooks on medieval art and architecture, leading to a general 

unawareness of the great medieval ceilings of the Mediterranean. When students learn 

about painted ceilings, they usually encounter the expansive di sotto in su works of the 

Renaissance and early modern periods that imagine delightful three-dimensional spaces to 

playfully expand architectural limits. The rarity of the Sala Magna’s survival is to be 

																																																								
16 I am thinking of Stephen Murray's conception of Villard de Honnecourt as the interlocutor of Reims 
Cathedral, who "engages the attention and piques the interest of the members of his audience first by telling 
them what they can see and then by inviting them to engage with what they cannot see;" Plotting Gothic (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2014), 106. Part of the magic of elaborately coffered ceilings is the small 
puzzle-like pieces, the suspension and cantilevering systems in place. Without defining these components, 
however, the scholar cannot fully appreciate them, although the mechanisms are usually meant to be hidden 
from the viewer. 
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celebrated, and, hopefully, bringing awareness to early painted ceilings as sites of artistic 

expression will encourage future searches still hidden under later false ceilings.  

Joist/Trave 

The English joist and the Italian trave (pl. travi ‘beam’) will be used interchangeably 

to describe “one of a series of horizontal timbers, spanning the space between walls, 

beams, etc., supporting a floor-finish and a ceiling” (Fig. 3).17 The word trave (beam) is 

most often by Italian scholars of the Steri to describe each substantial horizontal 

structural element without differentiation between supports. Considering for a moment 

the painted ceiling, joist defines the twenty-four horizontal beams on each half of the 

ceiling that stretch from the wall to the central support, but excludes the wide transverse 

support itself. Marco Rosario Nobile has suggested that the transverse beam that runs 

across the system of painted joists could be a way of disguising cogged joists, in which case 

each beam is “supported and held in a notch” to give the impression that monumental 

timbers have been installed.18 This could only be proven if the panels between the joists 

were removed, usually done by pulling up the floor above. It is also possible that the 

central beam is a hollow frame in which the joists rested and from which the painted 

panel could be slid, as is the case in Great Hall of Carcassonne (Fig. 4). Simply stated, we 

can look at the painted ceiling in the Sala Magna and say that its joists are clad in painted 

and attached panels along three exposed faces.  

 

																																																								
17 "Joist" as defined in Curl, A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. 
18 "Cogged joist" as defined in Curl, A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. I am grateful to 
Marco Rosario Nobile for our discussions about this possibility during the autumn of 2015 and for 
generously sharing so much of his work with me. For his interpretation of the Steri in the fifteenth century, 
see in Nobile, "La Seconda Vita dello Steri: 1458-1535," in Lo Steri di Palermo tra XIV e XVI Secolo/Palermo's 
Steri between the 14th and 16th Centuries, ed. Marco Rosario Nobile, trans. Giuseppe Caliò (Palermo: Caracol, 
2015), 65-89. 
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Coffers/ Lacunae  

For the purposes of this study, coffer and lacuna will be used interchangeably (Fig. 

5). On the ceiling of the Sala Magna, the carpenters have decorated the ceiling with coffers 

created in the negative spaces created between joists, a  

…caisson or lacuna, i.e. deep panel sunk in a ceiling, dome, soffit, or vault, often 
decorated in the centre with a stylized flower or similar embellishment, as on the 
undersides of Composite and Corinthian cornices. A ceiling, etc., with coffers is said to 
be coffered, and coffering is an arrangement of coffers. 

 
Coffers, as noted above, may also be referred to as lacuna (pl. lacunae), defined as  

…a gap, applied to a Classical coffer in a ceiling, cornice-soffit, or any flat, level 
horizontal underside, a coffer under a cupola being a caisson. Lacunae are often 
elaborately ornamented with egg-and-dart, bead-and-reel, etc., and lacquer is used to 
express the effect of mouldings separating the margins of panels in coffering.19  

 
As discussed in the Introduction, each joist of the Sala Magna spans from the 

hall's long walls to the central divider that longitudinally splits the ceiling into two series 

of twenty-four exposed beams. In the recessed spaces between the beams, the carpenters 

have decided to manipulate the space, creating two rectangular coffers. The great length 

of the reception hall is emphasized with another longitudinal divider that clearly defines 

—and functionally creates— a coffer on each side of it. These thin, sculpted pieces line 

up perfectly with each other, contributing the geometrically harmonious and complex 

matrix. This ligneous stringcourse briefly interrupted by each painted joist, contrasting 

with the broad central divider that decisively partitions the ceiling. Each coffer is recessed 

further with five pyramidal spaces, which are surrounded by a flat border, which provides 

																																																								
19 "Lacuna," "lacunarium," lacunaria," "caisson" are defined in Curl, A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape 
Architecture. Coffered ceilings were widely used in antiquity, and a precise language has sprung up to support 
different presentations of coffering. A lacunarium, for example, is a "system of lacunae or coffers" that could 
be used to describe the honeycomb of the deep coffers at the Basilica of Maxentius on the Roman Forum; 
whereas, its plural form, lacunaria, "is given to the coffered ceiling of an ambulatory or peridrome between 
the peristyle and the cell-walls of an Antique temple, as well as to the soffit of the main cornice, presumably 
because they had many lacunae." The word caisson, reserved for coffers in rounded ceilings, such as cupolas, 
soffits, and vaults, will not be used to discuss the ceilings in this chapter. 
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space for many inscriptions, figural and animal decoration, and an expansive vegetal 

program. At the apex of these truncated pyramids, a star-shaped window has been cut 

and "covered" with another wooden surface painted red.  Every element of the recessed 

spaces between each beam offers an available surface for bright colors and design— all 

five surfaces of the ten truncated pyramids (six including the painted "window"), all 

exposed sides of the sculpted "stringcourse." 

 

Trussed system/ "Capriata" 

 Scholars often compare the Steri's coffered ceiling to the painted beams 

decorating the Cathedral of Cefalù and Santa Maria Nuova in Monreale; however, the 

close-framed work present in the Sala Magna and Iberian artesonados greatly differ from 

the trussed systems in play on the second floor of the palace, the Sala delle Capriate, and 

other local examples. 

 Italian capriate or trussed ceilings are composed of a reticular system of beams in 

which horizontal tie-beams, the primary and longest element in the construct, known as a 

catena in Italian (pl. catene), support at each end two inclined beams or struts (pl. puntoni), 

creating a hollow triangle of timber (Fig. 6). A system of these triangles creates a roof 

with a downward slanting ceiling, in which the triangular form neutralizes the downward 

and horizontal thrusts. The thrust and flex of these elements are shared further by the 

king strut (It. monaco), knee principal (saette), and collar (It. contracatene). The king strut 

(monaco) is the major vertical support that maintains the rigidity of the structure from the 

apex of the triangle to the center of the horizontal support. Offering counter-support to 

the struts (It. puntoni) are the (It. saette), which limit vertical inflection, and collar brace or 
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collar tie (controcatene), which limit horizontal inflection. The arrangement of the elements 

differs depending on the dimensions of the ceiling and its decorative features, and Italian 

architecture hosts many variations on the basic truss supports even between regions— 

hence the tetto alla lombarda (Lombard ceiling), capriata francese (French truss system), and 

tripartite ceiling or ararecci (widely used in artesonado construction, as well). 

 

Corbel/Bracket/"Mensola" 

 Each joist that touches the wall in the Sala Magna is supported by a large 

decorated sculptural element, known as a corbel, a word borrowed from French, meaning a 

“projection from the face of a wall, consisting of a block built into the wall, supporting 

any superincumbent load such as an arch, beam, parapet, truss, etc., so essentially a 

cantilever” (Fig. 7).20 Together, these wooden supports form a corbel course, a “continuous 

uninterrupted course of corbels forming a projection or projecting moulding.” In a 

spectacular example, a corbel course at the L'impasse de la Notairie in Béziers, dated to 

the third quarter of the fourteenth century, supports painted beams that spring from the 

complex joists. The joists themselves, which span the width of the room, are articulated 

with two stepped registers of painted closoirs.21 Carpenters and artists exploit the 

pyramidal shape of the corbels, carving men with pointed beards or chins, above which a 

series of more slender beams project, parallel to the wall. A hellish group of guardians are 

fixed above the heads in the form of wooden appliques shaped like fearsome maws and 

																																																								
20 "Corbel" and "corbel course" are defined in Curl, A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. 
21 See RCPPM's video of the ceiling, digitally reconstructed by Joël Roure: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sooHWiIY_C4 (accessed 3 May 2017). 
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dragon’s heads. Mounted to the sides of each beam, the monster’s painted tongues extend 

among crops of green plants.  

 Two additional terms describe the same function: bracket, a “member (essentially a 

type of brace) projecting from the naked of a wall to support by means of leverage an 

element that overhang;” and the Italian mensola (pl. mensole), which most closely 

corresponds to bracket. Given the rich font of scholarship regarding mensole and their large 

number in museum deposits, I use it throughout the dissertation.  

 The wooden painted ceilings in Sicily at the Castello Grua at Carini, the Cathedral 

of Nicosia, and the Steri draw the eyes to the wooden beams forming either a truss or a 

coffer; however, in many examples coming primarily from southern France, carpenters 

use corbels to shift attention to mushrooming of corbel friezes that obscure the puzzle of 

workmanship at play. This is best seen in the digital reconstruction by Joél Roure of the 

covered cloister walkway of the Cathedral of Fréjus along the Côte d'Azur (Fig. 8).22 His 

short "tour" of the Google SketchUp worksite first dismantles the cloister and then, layer 

by layer, restores the supportive brackets that support a simple coffered ceiling. The 

whole system rests on a series of hooked brackets fixed into the wall. These hold a large 

girder and a narrower plank upon which the first corbel system between which painted 

panels (Fr. closoirs) are slid into place. Atop of each corbel, a decorated plank fits into a 

notch to form a frame of each painted panel, a kind of vertical coffer, and above the 

sculpted protrusion of each corbel another board is rested to give support to another 

																																																								
22 The reconstruction is not without flaws. The transition between the first and second zone of corbels 
suggests that the painted panels cut through the corbels, when they have been slid into grooves, thus 
preserving the integrity of the whole corbel. While the work shows grooves cut into the top face of the 
corbel into which fits a decorative plank, forming a kind of vertical coffer, the model misplaces it from the 
axonometric view. Overall, the reconstruction is a very useful tool for understanding different elements that 
come together to make the corbel course. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjY6QIEWlAI 
(accessed 25 April 2017). 
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course of corbels. The same arrangement is used for the second register; although the 

corbels are significantly longer than the row below to create the effect of a cascade of 

sculpted forms. Tie-beams span the walls of the cloister, offering yet another register in 

which to showcase a fantastic assembly of natural and hybrid animals and plants, religious 

and secular figures, and other imaginative creatures. Perhaps equal in their ability to 

overwhelm visitors, comparisons between the cloister walkway and the Grand Admiral’s 

palace need to be carefully made since the structural differences between these ceilings, 

their service to different communities and structures, and their decorative programs 

diverge considerable. 

 

Panel/ "Closoir" 

 Among terms to describe the decorative cladding of the ceilings,23 I adopt two 

terms: “panel,” a general word to describe any painted or plain plank of wood, and the 

more specific, closoir, to describe the panels— usually painted, but not always— that fit 

horizontally between joists, sometimes preventing buckling, and so serving a functional 

and decorative purpose (Fig. 9).24 Panel will be used as a convenient term for discussing 

the affixed paintings on wood that clad each joist on the ceiling, a “flat plane surface 

surrounded by mouldings or channels, or by other surfaces in different planes.”25 When 

discussing the Sala Magna, closoir describes the panels that comprise the border frieze 

																																																								
23  In the region of Provence, archival evidence from the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries reveals a 
number of terms and combinations of terms to designate the painted panels positioned between joists 
derived from the words buget (and Bernardi gives the variant forms buget, bouget, bosge, bujat, boetum") and 
feuille (as well as, per Bernardi, folium, fulha, feullis, foles, feulhe, fellette, and foeulhat). See Bernardi, “Décor et 
support: quelques éléments de terminologie relatifs aux charpentes peintes médiévales," in Plafonds peints 
médiévaux en Languedoc, 60. 
24 Ibid., 63-4. 
25 See Curl, A Dictionary of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. 
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along the walls, as well as those that decorate the longitudinal divider.26 In all cases, the 

panels on the Sala Magna ceiling are flush, that is “with the face in the same plane as the 

frame around it, often with a flush bead on the edges next to the panel to mask the joint.” 

The joints in the Sala Magna are not masked with any trim; rather beads, geometric 

designs, and foliage decorate the edges of the closoirs themselves, and along the walls of 

the hall they share a decorative pattern with the wooden brackets tracing an unbroken 

uniform design around the entire hall. 

 

III. EARLY MEDIEVAL CEILINGS OF SICILY 

 The vicissitudes of time and the constant transfer of the Steri between regnal and 

administrative hands presents an additional problem regarding the losses and accidental 

conservation of ceilings and paintings on site. 27 Of course, the loss of painted ceilings 

throughout the Mediterranean is not uncommon. In southern France, the wonders of the 

grand manors, halls, and castles are often discovered and studied only before their 

demolition. Girard notes that this is the case regarding the painted woodwork of the 

church of Roquemaure in Gard that "went to the dump to be burned."28 Demolition 

practices in Spain during the early-twentieth century, encouraged many small towns, 

																																																								
26 See Bologna, Il soffitto, 37. The central divider and its relationship to Castello La Grua at Carini is 
discussed later in this chapter. 
27 In the preface of Plafonds peints médiévaux en Languedoc, Alain Girard, one of the foremost conservators in 
France, confronts the most pressing concerns for those studying and conserving medieval ceilings, 
providing important insights into the ephemeral nature of wood. How exactly should we preserve these 
arboreal pleasures, left in a naked state or painted? How do we retain the authenticity of a medieval site 
when it becomes necessary to remove a rotten beam or an irreconcilably nibbled panel? He finds 
contemporary methodological problems akin to the Athenians' approach to the Ship of Theseus, as 
described by Plutarch in Parallel Lives, noting how when at last each rotting board had been replaced with a 
new board, some Athenians still considered it an original that preserved the idea or spirit, while others 
dismissed it as a copy without historical weight. See Alain Girard, "Preface," in Plafonds peints médiévaux en 
Languedoc, 9.  
28 Girard, “Une expérience pionnière: la maison des chevaliers de Pont-Saint-Esprit,” in Plafonds peints 
médiévaux en Languedoc, 22 (17-29). 
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never fully recovering from the enormous cost of military expeditions at the end of the 

nineteenth century (the collapse of the Spanish Empire), to sell their painted ceilings, 

liturgical furnishings, among other cultural treasures, to the highest bidder. Many of these 

items traveled to the expansive estates of Californian and New York. Elsewhere, such as 

at the Neapolitan Palazzo Caetani di Fondi, the painted ceilings from the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries were destroyed to allow building's conversion into apartments, and 

only two groups of mensole have been identified.29 In the Sala Magna in Palermo, the 

disparity in the quality of paintings between the north and south halves of the ceiling, of 

which the southern half suffers more loss. This occurred on account of the room's 

division during the early-modern period when the building was converted to a Palace of 

Justice and the hall was used for the purposes of the Appellate Court.30 New 'false' 

ceilings were set into place below the painted beams in the rooms, but their dissimilar 

placement and/or material trapped or encouraged destructive events at different rates 

(e.g. mites, humidity, etc.).31  

 On the island of Sicily— indeed, all around the Mediterranean— the potential for 

dozens of new ceilings to be discovered above Baroque or Neoclassical ceilings, as was 

the case in the Cathedral of Nicosia and Cathedral of Agrigento, is great. While the Sala 

Magna ceiling may seem like an artistic anomaly of the Trecento now, there will certainly 

be future opportunities to study and compare it with 'new' medieval painted ceilings 

																																																								
29 Fabio Betti, “Una recente scoperta: Il soffitto ligneo scolpito del Palazzo Caetani di Fondi”in Fondi e la 
committenza Caetani nel Rinascimento, ed. Alessandra Acconci (Rome: De Luca, 2013), 111-122. 
30 Licia Buttà, “La struttura, l’ordito e le sue fonti in relazione all’area mediterranea” in Lo Steri dei 
Chiaromonte a Palermo, Vol. 1: Significato e valore di una presenza di lunga durata, ed. Antonietta Iolanda 
Lima (Palermo: plumelia, 2015), 116-133. 
31 S. Costanzo, et al., “Preservation of the artistic heritage within the seat of the Chancellorship of the 
University of Palermo: A proposal on a methodology regarding an environmental investigation according to 
Italian Standards,” Building and Environment 41.12 (2006): 1847–1859. 
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should exploratory checks occur. For the time being, medieval Palermo has left behind a 

number of ceilings and panels that can give us a sense of the diversity in skill, placement, 

and function of ceilings, soffits, and eaves to examine in terms of their own merit and to 

compare to the Steri's coverings.32  

 Fortunately, a broad sample of medieval Palermitan fragments survives in 

deposits of Sicily's museums, especially the Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della 

Sicilia in Palermo, which shelters a trove of muqarnas hoods, beams, and mensole. Other in 

situ works from the island, like the muqarnas nave ceiling and side aisles in the Cappella 

Palatina and the painted trusses at Sta. Lucia in Syracuse,33 will provoke other stylistic and 

functional questions that nuance the discussion regarding the relationship between the 

Steri and Norman antecedents and, later in this chapter, the Sicilian and Iberian examples. 

Given the overall paucity of painted ceilings available for first-hand examination in Sicily, 

some illustrative examples from the peninsula, such as the Basilica di Santo Stefano in 

Bologna, will carve out a place for vibrant medieval tradition of painted ceilings in Italy 

and urge further consideration of the typology of ceilings, their placement, and their 

diverse messages. Furthermore, a good number of painted ceilings in France, especially 

Languedoc and Provence, figure strongly in this chapter, in part because they have been 

so well documented.34 

 

 

																																																								
32 See especially Vittoria Lanza, Saggio sui soffitti siciliani dal secolo XII al XVII (serie IV, vol. I- parte II) 
(Accademia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arte: Palermo 1940). 
33 Giovanni De Francisco, “Le capriate dipinte di S. Lucia a Siracusa,” Kalós 7.2 (1995): 20-25. 
34 I am not the first to note the connection between the Steri and the French material, but my analysis 
provides the first account that uses the structural frameworks shared by the ceilings as a means by which to 
understand the profoundly different installation and function of the Steri in comparison to other ceilings 
around the Mediterranean. 
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Palermo and surroundings 

 Before any thoughtful comparisons may be made with the Steri and coeval 

ceilings beyond Sicily, the extant works on the island need consideration on a structural, 

decorative, and functional level. The easiest and most-readily available comparisons 

between the Chiaramontan and Sicilian examples are the four gems of the Norman 

period: the Cathedral of Cefalù (c. 1134), the Cappella Palatina (c. 1132), and the 

Cathedral of Monreale (c. 1172), and the Cathedral of Palermo.35 They demonstrate 

among them great heterogeneity; however, each case has been linked to workshops 

composed of Muslim carpenters and artists from Sicily or Fatimid Egypt. I will not dive 

too deeply into the provenance of the craftsmen, as these works require deep 

contextualization beyond the scope of this project. Suffice to say that the diversity of 

ceiling constructions in these examples speaks to the patrons and architects' flexibility in 

creating unique and unprecedented monuments in the twelfth century. Painted wooden 

ceilings, stucco vaulting, and mosaic apses and vaulting all played an important role in 

providing visually captivating and structurally innovative solutions to covering the spaces 

below. The function of these monuments, of course, is vastly different from that of the 

Sala Magna, and their ceilings' structures and designs do not, in many ways, read 

consonantly with the Chiaramontan palace; however, this cannot be fully appreciated 

without a thorough review of each. 

 Around the time Roger II became king of the Normans on Christmas Day in 

1130 and consecrated the Cappella Palatina, he constructed a monumental cathedral 

church on the rocky head of ancient Cephaloedium, modern Cefalù, to give thanks to 

																																																								
35 For an overview of the early modern restoration efforts of medieval monuments, see Bologna, Il Soffitto 
della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 4-6.  
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God for allowing him and his men to land there following a storm after their defeat at a 

battle at Nocera (Calabria). The resulting votive church, dedicated to the Holy Savior and 

Peter and Paul, follows a Latin-cross plan with two side aisles and three apses of a large 

dimension of approximately 66.19 meters long and 27.30 meters wide. The nave measures 

just twice the width of the aisles, and the distance across the transept stretches 

approximately 37.95 meters, creating the footprint of a Gothic cathedral.36 

 The cathedral of Cefalù, its carved cloister37 and stunning mosaic program, have 

each been considered in detail in monographic studies produced by Thieme, Krönig, and 

others.38 Few authors, however, have discussed the painted ceiling that spans the central 

nave, discovered in a "state of absolute dilapidation" (lo stato di totale fatiscenza) on a 

Sunday in 1903 when "fell from a span of the roof in the central nave of the [church] a 

panel painted, original.”39 Nicolò Rutelli began restoring the beams, commissioning 

watercolors in May of 1905 under the aegis of the R. Soprintendenza dei Monumenti 

																																																								
36 Vincenzo Scuderi, "Problemi storico-artistico e di conservazione relativi al tetto della Cattedrale di Cefalù 
e alle sue pitture islamiche," Beni culturali e ambientali 2, no. 1-2 (1981): 118-131; George Hubbard, “The 
cathedral church of Cefalù, Sicily,” Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects 56, no. 1 (1908): 333-350. 
The 1908 article largely based on an earlier submission, "Notes on the cathedral church of Cefalù, Sicily," 
Archaeolgia, or, Miscellaneous tracts relating to antiquity 56, no. 2 (1898): 57-70.   
37 See Cenobium’s interactive platform, sponsored by the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz-Max-
Planck-Institut, Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione (ISTI-CNR), and the Chiostro 
Canonicale della Basilica Cattedrale di Cefalù at http://cenobium.isti.cnr.it/cefalu. Accessed 22 February 
2017. 
38 Guido Meli, Maurizio Rotolo, and Massimo Lo Verde, Claustrum significat paradisum: il chiostro della 
cattedrale di Cefalù. Un luogo tra la terra e il cielo. Riflessioni sul restauro (Palermo: Provincia regionale di Palermo, 
2006); Thomas Thieme and Ingamaj Beck, La cattedrale normanna di Cefalù: un frammento della civiltà socio-politica 
della Sicilia medioevale (Analecta Romana Instituti Danici Supplementum, 8) (Odense: Odense University 
Press, 1977); Wolfgang Krönig, Cefalù: der sizilische Normannendom (Druck der Arche, 41) (Kassel: Lometsch, 
1963); Giuseppe, Samonà, Il duomo di Cefalù (Monumenti italiani, fasc. 16.) (Roma, La Libreria dello Stato, 
1939). The great exception to this trend is Mirjam Gelfer-Jørgensen’s monographic study of the ceiling, 
Medieval Islamic symbolism and the paintings in the Cefalù cathedral (Leiden: Brill, 1986). 
39 “Infatti, ‘avvenne che in un giorno di domenica dell’anno 1903 si staccasse da una campata del tetto della 
navata centrale del Duomo di Cefalù una tavoletta dipinta, originaia,’” Scuderi, "Problemi storico-artistico e 
di conservazione relativi al tetto della Cattedrale di Cefalù e alle sue pitture islamiche," 118. 
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della Sicilia di Palermo. Praising the ceiling's exceptional quality, Rutelli enumerates the 

structural components of the trussed ceiling in a colorful inventory, remarking that  

All the parts —original still—that compose the structure of the spans, are painted with 
fresco-secco (colore a tempera), of admirable workmanship and were also painted to emerge 
together elegant and superior to other works of a similar genre. The joists (le catene), struts 
(i puntoni), brackets (le mensole), are each painted on their visible faces with an intense 
cinnabar that beautifully reduces the number of spans. There are still largely in the 
stellated panels of the time (le tavolature stellette), purlins (gli arcarecci), inclined boards (le 
tavolette inclinate), squaring bands and friezes (le fasce di riquadratura e le liste) in the fifth, 
sixth, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh incline (falda) facing north, in the ninth and 
tenth facing south two massive support brackets of the original period at the first truss, 
counting from the west, [and] one at the support of the eighth, tenth and twelfth...40 

 
 Writing nearly seventy years later during another campaign of restoration, 

Vincenzo Scuderi shares Rutelli's enthusiasm for the thoughtful relationship shared 

between the carpentry and the painted design; however, Scuderi's careful measurements 

and technical analysis form the basis of his most intriguing observations regarding the 

importance of the Norman ceiling. He reports that the surfaces painted with figures cover 

approximately 45 square meters or more than 135 linear meters of panels measuring 31 to 

34 cm wide (Fig. 10). Added to this are the approximately 70 square meters of damaged 

ornamental paintings. "A banal discourse," he concedes, "in our context, but a need that 

must be met, so that one might understand that one speaks not of 'remains' (resti), but of 

a precious patrimony in itself, and indeed [one that's] quantitatively conspicuous."41 

 The paintings on the ceiling fit along the confines of the beams, with figures, 

plants, and animals framed within vegetative roundels and decorative medallions a nastro 

(along a belt), a technique known in Late Antique, Classical, and Islamic art and used on 

																																																								
40 Ibid. 
41 “Quantificare la superficie di altri tipi di supporti con i dipinti di solo ornato (a palmette, girali…) è più 
problematico, data la loro frammentarietà, ma una stima approssimata per difetto, ci dà oltre 70 metri 
quadrati. Discorso banale, nel contesto nostro, ma che bisogna pur fare, perché si capisca come non si tratti 
di ‘resti’, ma di un patrimonio prezioso in sé, e ancora cospicuo quantitativamente,” ibid., 123. 
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similarly narrow surfaces, like the intrados of arches.42 An un-inventoried painted panel 

from the ceiling, recently on display at the British Museum, allowed an eye-level reading 

of an artist's contribution to the cathedral (Fig. 11). Although badly damaged and faded, a 

figure with darkly kohl-lined eyes dances; their loose white tunic is decorated with a thick 

dark purple or black band on the upper sleeves. Wearing an elaborate headdress, perhaps 

a crown, they are stood against a circular background of light blue studded with white 

dots. The connected panel, fixed with iron nails, depicts a stylized plant whose stark white 

highlighting remains dramatically offset from the faded and layered mandorla. The 

exhibition label states that "the Norman church contained Byzantine-style mosaics and a 

wooden ceiling painted in Fatimid style. Other panels show courtiers dancing, banqueting 

and hunting, imitating scenes from contemporary Islamic courts." It may be more helpful 

to re-read these paintings, available only to those with permission to access the catwalk 

and those involved in the restoration process, as imitating scenes from the contemporary 

court life enjoyed by Roger, even prior to his coronation. 

 During the first restoration campaign, the team discovered two inscriptions added 

to the massive tie beams, visible from the catwalk that divides the length of the nave. 

Both of them are dated to the year 1263, during the reign of King Manfred, and both 

speak of the restoration of the ceiling at that point. Antonio Salinas, an avid nineteenth-

century Islamicist, first recorded the inscriptions; however, it was only until George 

Hubbard's 1908 article that the heavily abbreviated words were expanded to reveal the 

Ventimiglia family's intervention in the upper realm of the cathedral (Fig. 12): 

1. REGNANTE ILLUSTRISSIMO DOMINO NOSTRO INCLITE REGE MANFREDO REGE 
SICILIAE ANNO V. MAGNIFICUS COMES HENRICUS DE VENTIMIGLIS REPARARI FECIT 
TECTUM HUIUS ECCLESIE PER HOC OPUS. 

																																																								
42 Ibid., 119. 
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(In the reign of our most illustrious Lord the renowned King Manfred, King of Sicily, in 
the fifth year, the magnificent Count Henry of Ventimiglia made the roof of this church 
be repaired by this work). 
 
2. ANNO DOMINI M.CC.L.X.III MENSE JUNII, VI INDICATIONIS REGNANTE 
ILLUSTRISSIMO DOMINO NOSTRO REGE MANFREDO ANNO V DOMINO (sic) HENRICO 
DE VENTIMIGLIA FECIT HOC OPUS  
 
(In the year of our Lord 1265, on the sixth of the Ides of the month of June (i.e. June 8), 
in the reign of our most illustrious Lord King Manfred, in the fifth year, the Lord Henry 
of Ventimiglia made this work).43 

 
 The catwalk also seems to have been painted around this time; its style and 

content diverge greatly from the painted medallions along the beams. Unfortunately, the 

inscriptions have not received much attention. In his monograph of the Palazzo 

Chiaramonte-Steri, Ferdinando Bologna mentions the discovery in passing, noting that 

Count Enrico Ventimiglia painted and made repairs to the ceiling, but he did not pursue 

this precious insight into the admiration and care given to earlier medieval ceilings. Such 

evidence points to the nobility's active investment in church architecture, as well as the 

acknowledgement of a kingship riddled with papal and Angevin attacks in the late 

thirteenth century. Furthermore, Hubbard suggests that the repairs were significant, 

effectively carving off rotted parts of beams and lowering the ceiling.44 This work brought 

the Ventimiglia magnate, who playfully signs his name "XX M," and carpenters into close 

contact with a work constructed during the 1130s and 1140s, and it indicates a keen 

interest in maintaining older sites and attaching one's reputation to the ceiling, regardless 

of the label assigned to it by contemporary scholars. 

 Moreover, the unique quality and organization of the ceiling allow us to fully 

appreciate the diversity of all of the ceilings of the Norman period in Sicily. Scuderi states 

																																																								
43 Hubbard, “The cathedral church of Cefalù, Sicily,” Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects 56.1 
(1908): 343-45. 
44 Ibid., 344. 
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that the ceiling's defining feature, the alternating absence of a truss' horizontal tie-beam, 

do not reflect the usual construction of Romanesque churches. The decision, instead, 

lightens the weight of the roof's support structure and avoids unnecessary crowding of 

the horizontal supports. It is worth sharing in detail Scuderi's technical explanation, which 

best illustrates the novelty of the ceiling:  

Its geometry, indeed, with perfect coherence, respecting the rhythms of the walls of the 
central nave upon which it is accommodated: the heavy roofing system with horizontal 
beams placed on the fullest part of the wall between the windows. To be able to 
understand this exceedingly refined game (gioco) that could satisfy both aesthetic 
exigencies as well as static requirements, the medieval carpenter, conscious of the 
pressures that the puntone (the two inclining beams of the truss) alone create, has crafted a 
system of links between all of the heads of the tie beams (catene), hooking to each the 
"simple truss" (le incavallature semplici). The entire roof of the central nave shows, thus, an 
unedited technological-structural study. It is not composed of single elements (e.g. 
trusses) contained in their own equilibrium that, in a general economy of the ceiling 
function statically like a beam, in an elementary game, nearly trilitic45; it adopts instead a 
system of parts that extend along the lowest register of the roof. In this system the 
absorption of thrust, guaranteed by the concatenation—by the linking and by the 
interaction of the parts— they arrive conceptually at the threshold of the Gothic world. 
No one can say that the construction of such a roof that covers a space of approximately 
14 x 36 meters to a height of more than 20 meters could have been a quickly fashioned 
operation. Quite the opposite, given the technical characteristics of which we have 
spoken, it is certain that it was thought of and executed by a new type of mastery 
(maestranze) and at a high technico-inventive level. Differing from the structures made by 
Muslim masters (maestranze islamiche) to cover the palatina, the Cathedral of Monreale and 
that of Palermo (to speak only of those in a documentable manner with the fantastic 
carpentry of the Islamic cultural ambit) in the case of the ceiling of the central nave of 
the Cathedral of Cefalù, we should speak of an apparently simple visual structure, that 
supports an Islamic pictorial decoration.46 

 
 To this poetic analysis of the ceiling's structural character and its difference from 

contemporary Norman ceilings, we may add Mirjam Gelfer-Jørgensen's firm distinction 

between the painted ceiling of the Steri and Cefalù's painted trusses despite their shared 

use of "elaborately decorated" wooden boards: “Whereas the numerous figures are in no 

way reminiscent of Islamic painting, the floral and ornamental motifs bear witness to a 

																																																								
45 Trilitic describes a portal-like shape composed of two vertical posts connected by a lintel, a form akin to a 
queen post system. 
46 Scuderi, "Problemi storico-artistico e di conservazione relativi al tetto della Cattedrale di Cefalù e alle sue 
pitture islamiche," 123. 
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continuation of the tradition of Islamic art. There is no direct connection here with the 

ceiling in Cefalù. But just like the remaining examples from the entire Western area, they 

relate to us today that there was a far more extensive activity of this kind than we are able 

to deduce from the few genuine Islamic ceilings which have been preserved."47 As far as I 

know this kind of truss ceiling, in which alternating open and closed trusses are painted a 

nastro, is not used elsewhere. Its survival speaks to the innovation of the patron and 

carpenters seeking to indelibly mark the rocky landscape, as well as to the significance it 

held for those concerned with preserving its painted surfaces in the following century. 

 A near contemporary of the Cathedral of Cefalù, the imperial chapel at the 

Palazzo dei Normanni, perhaps on account of its relatively low height in comparison with 

the immense dimension of Cefalù, eschewed a lofty trussed ceiling. The nave and side 

aisles of the Cappella Palatina are, instead, covered with two kinds of elaborate wooden 

ceilings, each presently belted with fifteenth-century inscriptions: a muqarnas ceiling over 

the central nave and coffered coverings over the north and south side aisles (Figs. 13-

14).48 All of these ceilings have been dated to the early-twelfth century during the reign of 

King Roger II (r. 1130-1154), although there are differing opinions related to the exact 

point in the chapel's construction that they were set into place. Like the trussed ceiling at 

Cefalù, the chapel's wooden ceilings have been attributed to Muslim artists working in the 

royal atelier, perhaps brought or captured from North Africa, and particularly adept in 

Coptic Cairene practices.49 Bright colors and gold tesserae carpet the chapel walls. Artists 

																																																								
47 Mirjam Gelfer-Jørgensen, Medieval Islamic symbolism and the paintings in the Cefalù Cathedral, 173-4. 
48 The bibliography of the Cappella Palatina is vast; I signal only two comprehensive volumes here: the 
German, Italian, and English essays of Die Cappella Palatina in Palermo: Geschichte, Kunst, Funktionen, ed. by 
Thomas Dittelbach (Künzelsau: Swiridoff, 2011); and William Tronzo, The Cultures of His Kingdom: Roger II 
and the Cappella Palatina in Palermo (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997). 
49 For more information about the muqarnas ceiling, see Ernst J. Grube and Jeremy Johns, The painted 
ceilings of the Cappella Palatina (Islamic art Supplement 1) (Genova: Bruschettini Foundation for Islamic and 
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painted the capitals, pillaged from the many ruins dotting the island, with a fine gold 

contrasting with the deep luster of serpentine breccia and porphyry columns that line the 

nave. The oblong coffers of the side aisles and the dripping muqarnas function as yet 

another means of pulling the viewer's attention from one luxurious item to the next. And 

yet, all of those eyes look toward the nave, the site of the royal entourage, mystical 

processions, and the king's own throne. 

 The muqarnas ceiling covers the entirety of the central nave, measuring 18.5 

meters long and just over 5 meters across, and its painting scheme has been subject of 

scores of scholarly studies: "The ceiling is remarkably difficult to interpret inasmuch as, in 

its construction, its design, and stylistically, but also in iconography and in the cyclical 

arrangement of its paintings, it partakes of neither the western mediaeval nor the 

Byzantine traditions that form the basis of the art and culture of Norman Sicily."50 

Paintings on carved wooden surfaces are fit into 'beehive' niches, which are organized 

around a field of stars-and-crosses divided into two rows along the length of the ceiling 

that cascade in four registers to ceiling's molding, resulting in more than 750 

individualized paintings.51 The ceiling has been securely dated to the rule of King Roger II 

(r. December 1130-February 1154), and Jeremy Johns has demonstrated through charters 

																																																								
Asian Art; New York: East-West Foundation, 2005). For the technical aspects of muqarnas construction, 
see Vincenza Garofalo, "A Methodology for Studying Muqarnas: The Extant Examples in Palermo," 
Muqarnas 27 (2010): 357-406; and Fabrizio Agnello, "The Painted Ceiling of the Nave of the Cappella 
Palatina in Palermo: An Essay on its Geometric and Constructive Features," Muqarnas 27 (2010): 407-447. 
For a general iconographic survey, see William Tronzo, The Cultures of His Kingdom: Roger II and the Cappella 
Palatina in Palermo, 54-62. 
50 Ernst J. Grube, "The painted ceilings of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo and their relation to the artistic 
traditions of the Muslim world and the Middle Ages" in Ernst J. Grube and Jeremy Johns, The painted ceilings 
of the Cappella Palatina (Islamic art Supplement 1) (Genova: Bruschettini Foundation for Islamic and Asian 
Art; New York: East-West Foundation, 2005), 15 (15-34). 
51 Jeremy Johns, “Arabic inscriptions in the Cappella Palatina: performativity, audience, legibility and 
illegibility” in Viewing inscriptions in the late antique and medieval world, ed. Antony Eastmond (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2015), 124-147; Ernst J. Grube and Jeremy Johns, The painted ceilings of the 
Cappella Palatina. 
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and other documents that the chapel's construction was mostly likely complete by 28 

April 1140.52 Windows placed beneath the cornice on the south side (what about north) 

allows enough light to enter the elevated space so that the visitor can see the coruscated 

surface of the stars which are outlined with the gold of inscriptions. 

 The side aisle ceilings, which have not been treated to nearly as much attention as 

the muqarnas ceiling, are composed of a flat ceiling from which dozens of attenuated 

horizontal lozenges have been cut out, measuring a total surface of 2.6 meters wide and 

18.6 meters long.53 They both pitch downwards toward the outer walls. Forty-two painted 

wooden panels have been placed atop this frame to create the distinct undulation of the 

ceiling: this technique is readily apparent when looking at the original wooden panels of 

which a few have warped leaving tell-tale signs of construction in comparison to the 

newer replacement panels. The paintings have been restored and in some places 

completely repainted; however, given the vast surface of the ceiling, the majority of the 

paintings may be read faithfully. Placed 8.3 meters above head, these ceilings are much 

easier to read from the group in comparison to the constellation of muqarnas hanging 

above the nave. Lev Arie Kapitaitin estimates that the north aisle preserves the majority 

of paintings (62%), while the south aisle shows evidence of many later intervention—only 

an estimated 17% are original.54 

																																																								
52 Jeremy Johns, "The date of the ceiling of the Cappella Palatina in Palermo," in The painted ceilings of the 
Cappella Palatina, 1-2. Johns notes that restoration efforts have made reading the Greek dedication 
inscription on the chapel's rotunda nearly impossible, a problem made infinitely more difficult by the 
tarnished silver ground on which black tesserae were imbedded. Otto Demus advanced a translation; 
however, Johns observes that the indictional year does not align, and that the reading is more likely "6651 
AM, indiction [VI], corresponding to 1143 AD, between 1 January and 31 August." A new reading of 
Philagathos Kerameōs's sermon and a close study of the structural features of the molding convince John 
that the muqarnas ceiling was completed before c. 1143-c. 1147. 
53 Lev Arie Kapitaitin, "The paintings of the aisle-ceilings of the cappella Palatina, Palermo," Römisches 
Jahrbuch der Bibliotheca Hertziana 35 (2003-2004): 115-148. 
54 Ibid., 117. 
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 Intricately carved fragments from another wooden panel in the Palazzo dei 

Normanni present a completely different approach to texture and depth within the realm 

of carved wooden decoration (Fig. 15).55 Unfortunately, the exact provenance of the 

section and its use in the palace is unclear, but the work must have received great 

admiration for the gentle curves of the depicted antelopes and the playfulness of the 

striding hares. Its large size (74 x 134 cm) suggest that it may have been originally 

constructed for furniture or as part of a larger ceiling. Inlaid with intricate wood carvings, 

a surviving rectangular panel is set within the complex geometric frame of stars, arrows, 

and triangular forms, an arrangement seen throughout North Africa and the Iberian 

Peninsula. The central motif alternates between an eight-pointed star and a six-pointed 

star. From the stars' salient corners, slightly sunken edging form part of the boundary of a 

set of overlapping squares, that emerge from each 90' angle of the star, creating a fan of 

eight overlapping squares designed in such a way as to frame the whole geometric design 

within a larger square bordered with arrow-shaped inlay. In the spaces between the raised 

geometric borders, delicate bas reliefs capture the eye: affronted birds perch on the 

branches of cascading greenery, lions hunt stags against a background of vine rinceaux, 

and peacocks pick their way through the woods, hares pause to sniff the air for danger. 

The rich combination of playful, but regular geometric forms enlivened with natural 

beauty, must have been a spectacular sight, when displayed at any height. The quality of 

the animals and vegetation carved recall the school that produced oliphants working in 

Sicily and southern Italy during the period with stylized curls of fur emphasizing the 

overworked joints of fleeing antelopes and fearsome lions and a flurry of v-notches in 

																																																								
55 Giovanna Ventrone Vassallo, "No. 86, Pannello ligneo," in Eredità dell'Islam: arte islamica in Italia, ed. by 
Giovanni Curatola (Milano: Silvana, 1993), 197-198. 
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bodies of birds who threaten to drop from their perches onto the viewer (Fig. 16).56 A 

variety of shallow and deeply carved borders trace each edge of the geometric base; the 

high-quality joinery disappears into the background. The skill and technique with which 

the carved figures are fit snuggly into their spaces is rendered visible in this example only 

on account of its missing pieces. 

 The examples discussed above comprise a particular set of royal commissions, 

whose painted wooden ceilings survive for many reasons, including the ecclesiastical 

significance of the site, the importance of their patron(s), and the interest, especially 

during the Baroque period, in covering medieval ceilings with contrasoffiti (counter-

ceilings). Fragmentary evidence does survive, however, from domestic spaces, which 

offer a glimpse into the significance of thresholds, a feature discussed in further detail in 

Chapters Five and Six, and into the availability of carpenters in the Mediterranean city for 

those with considerably less means that the kings. Installed on the ground floor of the 

Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della Sicilia, a coffered soffit juts from the wall (Fig. 

17). In its original context, however, it would have sat within the door frame of the 

church of Santa Maria dell'Ammiraglio, as does an original still in situ (Fig. 18). A short 

description will focus attention on the design and arrangement of its three surviving 

coffers, two long rectangular carvings and one smaller square at the center. The coffers 

have been carved to look as if they are panels that have been dropped into place from 

above or actually they have been fit into the larger panel. While the carved areas are flush 

																																																								
56 David MacKinnon Ebitz, "Two schools of ivory caring in Italy and their Mediterranean context in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries" (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 1979); Antonio Braca, Gli avori medievali del 
Museo Diocesano di Salerno (Salerno: P. Laveglia, 1994); Avinoam Shalem, Islam Christianized: Islamic portable 
objects in the medieval church treasuries of the Latin West (Frankfurt am Main/New York: Peter Lang, 1998; 
Mariam Rosser-Owen, "The Oliphant: A Call for a Shift of Perspective," in Romanesque and the Mediterranean 
points of contact across the Latin, Greek, and Islamic worlds, c. 1000 to c. 1250, ed. Rosa Maria Bacile and John 
McNeill (Leeds: British Archaeological Association, 2015), 15-58. 
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with the rest of the board, they emerge from a two-stepped border. At the center, a 

mirrored design of three vegetal intertwined loops around the frame, and on the two 

lateral carvings the central motif is repeated, but expanded: a cross pushes the groups of 

lush greenery apart and mirrors trefoils with thick leaves fill the far edges of the 

rectangular frame. 

 Two carved panels complete the threshold installation; however, they do not 

come from the church, but the Casa Martorana, a medieval home now swallowed in part 

by the complex of the Università degli Studi di Palermo and the Norman church of Santa 

Maria.57 The panels are deeply carved with thick, repeating vegetal motifs and intertwine 

along the entire length of the panels without any trace of paint (Fig. 17). The vines and 

leaves are absent of any beading or floral flourishes; rather the carpenter carved deep 

furrows in the center of each vine to create a medium depth in the design, adding more 

dimensionally to the greenery that climbs the panel. The vines never threaten to tumble 

from their frame, as a firmer transition zone stretches between the design and the frame 

along the vertical edges. 

 The nobility and royalty of the Kingdom of Trinacria were aware of each of these 

monuments, with the exception— as far as I know— of the Casa Martorana, and they 

were restored, defaced, sacked, and maintained throughout the thirteenth and fourteenth 

centuries. The Norman monuments were subjected to prolonged campaigns of 

restoration and manipulation, whose patrons left their names and intentions behind as 

evidence of their piety and generosity. Given the intervention of the Ventimiglia at Cefalù 

and the Chiaramonte's use of the royal palace in Palermo, I agree with scholars that these 

																																																								
57 Thanks to Dana Katz for visiting and discussing this site with me. 
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twelfth- and thirteenth-century monuments made an impact on the kingdom's Grand 

Admiral, Manfredi III Chiaramonte. In the chapters that follow, I trace a constellation of 

visual and textual evidence to show how the Chiaramonte strengthened their association 

with the Norman and Hohenstaufen regime in the face of external political pressures, 

namely the advent of the Angevins and Aragonese to the island, and I argue that the 

wooden ceiling of the Steri is not a mere copy of early medieval ceilings in Palermo, but a 

novel form of storytelling with deep roots in the painted ceiling covers extant on the 

island. 

 

IV. LATE MEDIEVAL CEILINGS OF THE ITALIAN PENINSULA AND SICILY 

 The painted ceiling at the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri represents a unicum in 

Sicilian art; however, one might go further to claim that it is unique with the whole of 

extant medieval art. Along its joists unravel, for example, the first known iteration of the 

tale of Madonna Elena of Narbonne, whose only known survivals appear in two 

unilluminated manuscripts from the fifteenth century.58 Contrary to the belief that the 

Speculum humanae salvationes did not circulate widely in southern Italy, a quotation of its 

established repertoire appears in the figure of Evilmerodac, who butchers his father into 

three-hundred parts. The ceiling's narrative component puts the ceiling at odds with 

contemporary coffered ceilings in France and Spain, which tend to offer vignettes of 

lovers, animals, fantastic beasts, and blossoming vegetation. Furthermore, the incredible 

range of ceiling morphologies in these regions ought to make one hesitate before 

pinpointing direct influence of one on another; rather, a symbiotic relationship between 

																																																								
58 This tale is the subject of Chapter Four of this dissertation. 
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the ceiling (and its joists, mensole, cornice, and larger supports) and the placement and 

content of its paintings. Many of the ceilings discussed below could have just as easily 

supported lengthy narrative paintings on its joists or layers cornices. What sets the Sala 

Magna apart from these examples is the patron and artist's decision to adopt a fairly 

simple arrangement of coffers and beams for elaborate storytelling placed a reasonable 

height from the floor for consumption. 

 The wooden ceiling in the so-called Salone delle Feste of the Castello La Grua at 

Carini has been treated as the closest contemporary of the Sala Magna's ceiling, and 

formally there are a great many similarities.59 A careful breakdown of the coffered ceiling 

in the neighboring town of Palermo (only 27.5 km away by car) reveals important 

differences that should temper any suggestion of a direct relationship between the two, as 

Bologna has argued, despite a suggested date of the fifteenth century or later (Fig. 19).60 

The fundamental elements shared between the two palaces include a long rectangular 

space lined on the two longest with carved 'stalactite' mensole that create a corbel course. A 

system of joists rests upon the corbels and either sits on cogs within the transverse 

support or continue through the support to rest entirely on corbels. At Carini, the closoirs 

along the walls emphasize the ceiling's coherence, forming an elaborate stepped and 

painted cornice that frames the coffered ceiling as a whole. The carpenters at Carini did 

not the solution to the corners used at the Steri in which the corner mensole have been 

																																																								
59 Giovanni Basile, Il castello di Carini (Palermo: La bottega di Hefesto, 1987). 
60 Bologna is referring here to the fact that Castello La Grua was part of the expansive network of Manfredi 
III Chiaramonte's palaces and castles that dotted the island, before it passed into the possession of the 
Pisan La Grua clan in 1391, that had been reserved for his fifth-born daughter, Margherita, and, 
furthermore, he suggests a formal artistic link between the two ceilings, "sia sotto il rispetto complessivo 
della struttura, sia in molte caratteristiche degli intagli e del criterio decorative, restano pochi dubbi che 
debba essere considerato una vera e propria derivazione di quello: una sua riduzione, contestualmente ad 
una omogeneità di preferenze storico-artistiche che indica una pari contestualità cronologica," Bologna  Il 
soffitto, 37. 
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butterflied to neatly obscure the entire corner. Below this another painted wooden border 

gives way to painted illusionistic 'coffers' that fit between the vertical shaft of the cornice. 

It is highly probably that the Sala Magna used a similar strategy to join the painted ceiling 

with the walls and create a fully decorated space; however, photos from the 1967-1973 

restoration campaign, undertaken by the Soprintendenza at the Steri reveal bare 

masonry.61  

 The coffers span the entire stretch of space from the wall to the central divider, 

and are divided into eight compartments defined by thick purlins that run parallel to the 

transverse support of the ceiling and by three lengths of trim that run perpendicular to 

the central support. Resulting from this rigid geometric frame are eight coffer 'bays' 

comprising of two deep panels and two lateral panels. From photographic evidence, it 

seems that only the lateral elements of the bays are painted with a repeating vegetal motif. 

The entire coffer is then trimmed with wooden lengths that are painted with an 

alternating dark and light. Absent of any narrative or figure design, the exposed joists 

highlight the monumentality of the room as they seem to pass utterly unencumbered by 

the transverse beam, itself a prize of craftsmanship. 

 Both ceilings share a single transverse support, although at Carini the support is 

outfit with a spectacular stalactite course, sometimes incorrectly referred to as muqarnas: 

it would be more accurate to see these as a careful repetition of Sicilian mensole design that 

frequently terminate in a carved pendant. A similarly carved transverse beam with traces 

of red paint against a grey-green ground is mounted on an iron bar at Palazzo Abatellis-

																																																								
61 Some traces of stucco or wall treatment are visible, but the photographs are not of sufficient quality to 
determine for certain. See Lo Steri di Palermo nel Secondo Novecento: Dagli Studi di Giuseppe Spatrisano al Progetto di 
Roberto Calandra con la Consulenza di Carlo Scarpa, ed. Antonietta Iolanda Lima (Palermo: Flaccovio, 2006). 
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Galleria Regionale della Sicilia. Unfortunately, on account of its position in the deposit it 

is difficult to see if the reverse of the carved beam shares the same pattern. If so, this 

could be another example of a carved central beam of the stalactite form, as seen, in the 

Castello La Grua at Carini. Otherwise, it may remain from a decorative border of a room. 

 Unlike the rare example of the Castello La Grua, the majority of the province’s 

medieval ceilings survive in discrete components, primarily the wooden mensole that either 

structurally or decoratively supported a wooden ceiling. In the Magazzino Marmi of the 

Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della Sicilia, a collection of carved wooden mensole 

(inv. nos. II574-11583) dated to the fourteenth century share a primary shape (83 x 26 x 

25 cm.). Towards the base of the mensola — the end that will be inserted into the wall— 

carved shields advertise a family crest or similar device (stemma), as seen in the Steri, 

vegetation, or other designs, indicated in the museum label: “three sloping white bars on 

red background,” “an eagle and castle,” “quartered with eagles,” and so on.62 One 

example, labelled “W96” in purple marker, features a stepped trefoil design that produces 

a deeply carved silhouette, similar to most of the mensole in the deposit, on which vegetal 

paintings with heavy low and highlighting fill two raised spaces: one depicts long leaves in 

olive tones against a red background, and the other a golden crop of vegetation against a 

dark blue background.63 

 Two particularly fine examples, which certainly shares its provenance with a 

bracket described above, displays pseudo-inscriptions and the pious cry A TE 

																																																								
62 According to a label dated 27 April 1963, the carvings are all from the fourteenth century except inv. no. 
11574, which has been dated to the nineteenth-century. 
63 These are representative of a collection of more than seventy detached mensole coming from private 
palaces and churches in the area of Palermo. Matching the mensole to their appropriate number was not 
possible during my visits, and it seems that there are many more wooden brackets than listed on the 
inventory list. 
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LEVAVIT ANIMA[M] on an unfurling banderole (Fig. 20).64 These three brackets were 

mostly likely rescued from a fifteenth-century ceiling at the Palazzo Vatticani, steps away 

from the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri in the Kalsa neighborhood. In these later examples, 

bright and red foliage stands out against a green background, and an intricate cut-away of 

a trefoil with rounded shoulders points to a shared vocabulary of mensole construction. 

The scalloped edges, for example, are outlined with a golden tone, and much of the 

smaller surfaces have delicately painted pink and white flowers or a leafy twisting ribbon. 

Ferdinando Bologna posits that this very element of the Steri's ceiling fixes it within the 

ambit of Sicily, rather than "Mudéjar" Spain as suggested by Levi and Gabrici. He quotes 

Spatrisano, who says "	a decidedly Sicilian factor ... characterizes the structure of 

Palermitan ceilings— both those with a coffered form (a lacunari) and those with trusses 

(a captriate)— and it is the bracket (mensola) in expanding the supporting surface of the 

joists (travi) or the tie beams of trusses (le catene della capriate), it constitutes a plastic joint, 

brightly highlighting the horizontal frame of the ceilings with the walls of the room."65 

 One of the more surprising elements detached from a ceiling, a wooden 

muqarnas hood (inv. no. 175) hangs in a custom made wooden frame in deposit at 

Palazzo Abatellis (Figs. 21-22). The piece, under the protection of the Soprintendenza dei 

Beni Culturali, has not, to my knowledge, been thoroughly studied through 

																																																								
64 This inscription comes from the incipit of a Gregorian chant, “Ad te levavi animam meam.” The use of 
inscriptions on ceilings is treated at length in Chapter Six. Andy Galloway made a wonderful suggestion that 
in this case the change made from levavi to levavit may give the ceiling its own voice. The change may 
indicate the ceiling's role in helping the viewer lift up their own soul, perhaps by gesturing to religious 
imagery and psalms painted elsewhere on the now-destroyed ceiling. Speaking architecture and elements, 
such as this interesting bracket, will feature in later work (personal correspondence, 25 August 2017). 
65 "...un elemento decisamente siciliano...caratterizza la struttura dei soffitti...palermitani, sia quelli piani a 
lacunari che quelli a capriate, ed è la mensola che, nell'ampliare la superficie di appoggio delle travi o delle 
catene delle capriate, costituisce un raccordo plastico vivacemente chiaroscurato della orditura orizzontale 
dei soffitti con le pareti dell'ambiente," Bologna, Il soffitto, 40. 
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dendrochronology for an approximation of its date and provenance. It is, however, an 

intriguing part of the unseen collection. Traces of plaster are still visible on the rounded 

alveoles of the structure, and its exposed iron nails give some sense of the complex 

carpentry required to create a design that subtly shifts from four zones of "honeycomb" 

work at the base to the transition zone that finalizes in a ribbed niche. One of the most 

rewarding means of understanding the diversity of carpentry in the Mediterranean comes 

with a look under the covering at the top of the niche: usually hidden from sight, the 

exposed vertical shafts tightly wedge together in arches and bands which translate to the 

neat geometric cascade of the hood.66 

 The plastered muqarnas hood bears some similarities with a slenderer piece, a 

soffito alveolo," dated to the fifteenth century, measuring 128 x 20cm.67 An undercoat and 

gold paint have given way to the bare wood, and its finely carved wedges have warped 

and separated slightly, especially at the heavy end of the piece. In its original context the 

muqarnas arrangement, and its missing companions, would have fit into the corners of a 

stately room, its 'tail' pushing downward into the corner, as seen in the delicately sculpted 

corner mensole in the Sala Magna. 

 The fragmentary evidence that survives in the form of detached painted panels 

and mensole speak to the long lives of medieval and Renaissance buildings that undergo 

enormous changes as the shift function from private palace to government offices or 

apartments. Occasionally, demolition and reconstruction bring to light long-hidden 

medieval structures for quick consultation before removal. Taken from the Palazzo 

Caetani di Fondi in the early-twentieth century, two sets of Neapolitan mensole produced 

																																																								
66 Without more scientific analysis; however, it is unclear from where these came. 
67  The inventory record dates the piece to the fifteenth century. 
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in different workshops— one from the fourteenth century and one from the fifteenth— 

offer a micro-history in decorative wood carving and speak to a varied vocabulary in the 

tradition of mensole that reaches beyond the Italian peninsula. Fabio Betti’s analysis of 

these works situates the supportive brackets within a larger scope of plastic carving in the 

late medieval period, and posits several suggestions as to why the particular themes were 

chosen for the Neapolitan site, whose ceilings unfortunately underwent a great deal of 

change, before their eventual destruction.68 While the painted ceilings no longer exist, the 

mensole fit into a larger practice of carving, including misericords, the small ‘seats’ that 

offered relief to those standing in choirs, and other choral carvings, as well as painted 

ceilings themselves. Betti’s survey of mensole from around the Mediterranean, including 

the eastern coast of Spain, Provence and Languedoc, northern Italy, and England show 

the diversity within the supposed universality of this small marginal medium of art. From 

the perspective of iconography, the mensole feature a range of figural and heraldic carvings. 

In the case of Naples, nude women and men, acrobats, and harpies, as well as the crest of 

the Caetani family have survived destruction. Two very different approaches are 

noticeable; however, their distinct frames situate them together and archival notes ensure 

that they at least came from the same site. The earlier set is deeply carved with a rich 

variety and focus on nude figures—which the author associates with a focus on sin and 

carnality warnings, while the other set demonstrates a very skillful and refined carving 

hand—putting it into conversation with the English carving schools that attended to 

choirs, etc. Their significance lies, according to Betti, in the range of moralizing texts, 

																																																								
68 Betti, “Una recente scoperta: Il soffitto ligneo scolpito del Palazzo Caetani di Fondi,” 111-122. 
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such as the Bestiaire d'Amour (c. 13th century), fabliaux, and the Physiologus (c. 2nd century 

C.E.).69 

 Additional detached components of Italian ceilings point to the widespread use of 

similar didactic and playful themes shared with supportive brackets, and, like the 

Neapolitan mensole, allow for a number of diverse readings (Fig. 23). Six wooden panels 

detached from the church of Sant'Agostino in Trapani are provided with no context 

related to their placement in the church or whether they even came from a ceiling; they 

may have formed part of a frieze, for example. Judging their narrow shape and mitered 

edge, however, it is most likely that they decorated part of a trussed ceiling. This may 

explain the upward pointing angle for the two smallest panels and the downward slant of 

the four largest is indecipherable. If they were used as braces for truss braces, it would 

also follow that they would not be visible from the floor. 

 Although the painted panels have been dated to the fourteenth century, it seems 

more accurate to move them to the fifteenth century based on stylistic reasons, and, 

especially, on account of their hairstyles. The ladies with hybrid torsos have their hair 

manipulated into elaborate side cauls, wrapped in mesh, which create a heart-shape high 

above the crown of the head, a fashion that gained prominence in the mid-fifteenth 

century. Each pair of creatures face off, their bodies forced to obey the narrow horizontal 

support. A dog with a bifurcated foliate tail wears a bowler hat and clutches a scorpion 

studded shield against a lady-headed dragon, a fish-tailed lady with revealed cleavage faces 

																																																								
69 Regarding the Steri, Betti suggests that the figures come directly from the margins of illuminated Gothic 
manuscripts: "Nel soffitto dipinto dello Steri vi è una commistione eterogenea di cicli figurativi tratti da 
diverse fonti iconografiche, in cui accanto a episodi biblici si rintracciano storie tratte dai poemi classici e 
dalla letteratura medievale e cavalleresca; a questi si frappongono forme figurative di carattere bizzarro, con 
immagini fantastiche e combinazioni mostruose, che sembrano derivare direttamente dalle analoghe 
figurazioni presenti sui margini dei manoscritti miniati di epoca gotica (drôlierie)," ibid., 118. 
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a bearded man with a bell on his can and a winded and finned body. With the exception 

of one beam, the figures on the right are set against a red background and the figures on 

the left against a blue background, a transition marked by a golden framed diamond filled 

with red, white, and blue geometric 'flowers.' 

 From northern Italy, a set of twenty thin wooden slats are hung together in the 

museum of Santo Stefano in Bologna, together with friezes of acorns and oak leaves and 

decorative borders (Fig. 24).70 Dated to the late fourteenth or early fifteen century, each 

board is painted with a green background and all share the ground line of a blooming 

springtime meadow with cornflower blue and red blossoms, variegated grasses, and 

breeze-blown stalks. Three inscriptions are written on unfurled banderoles: TIME 

DEUM, [T]IMITED DEV[M], VIRTUS OMNIA VIN[CIT]. The formal unity between 

the painted boards is remarkable, demonstrating a concern with legibility and coherency 

of the ceiling. Among the creatures represented are affronted birds and turtles that fight 

over a worm, crouching cats that toy with unlucky mice, leopards and lions, a griffin, and 

angels. Each panel has a centimeter or two around the edges left unpainted to show 

where and how they have been slid into place on the ceiling.  

 The lion, to take one example, leans downward on his forelegs with his tail 

extended nearly to the edge of the painting. His sleek form is outlined in a thin black line 

with impressionistic highlighting along his belly and the front and back legs closest to the 

viewer. Although his face has been damaged, his deeply furrowed brow, long wavy mane, 

and large open ears show the artist's sensitivity to texture and personality. The prostrate 

																																																								
70 According to the museum label, the fragments, dated to the fourteenth century or fifteenth century, were 
recovered and restored in 1999. They may have been removed from the Scriptorium, on the upper floor of 
the monastery. 
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lion is set in a beautiful and expansive landscape— dark leafy stalks and grasses spring up 

behind him and red-blossomed stalks bend in a cluster at his paws. Set below the lion in 

the exhibit, a rotund partridge ambles along the flowery ground, giving the viewer a more 

intimate peek at woodland life. The bird's chest wrinkles with the weight of his shoulders 

and tucked wings. He juts his head out straight ahead, unconcerned with the potential 

threat of big cats around him. Pushing the dating of the ceiling into the fifteenth 

century— along with the inscriptions— are the only anthropomorphized figures, the sets 

of winged putti who grasp the vase between them firmly at the rim and body. Kneeling on 

one leg they gaze out with heads tilted and clutch incense or candle burners suspended 

from their wrists. 

 Unfortunately, in Sicily only a small number of “storytelling” ceilings survive, and 

for the most part they date to the fifteenth century; an important exception, however, 

survives in the village of Nicosia in the mountainous province of Enna. 71 Built in the 

hilltop town, the cathedral of San Nicolò is a large basilica-style church outfit with a wide 

three-storied tower and long arched portico, and it presents the best example of what has 

been termed the “Lombard” period of Sicily (Fig. 25). Documents related to this structure 

are far and few between, so the dating and construction has been estimated to the best of 

Giovanni De Francisco’s with the help of contemporary ceramics, tapestries, and panel 

paintings. Hidden by a baroque stucco ceiling, the historiated late-Gothic ceiling a capriate 

was brought to light again in a 1917 article by Walther Leopold. Both V. Lanza and 

Ettore Gabrici assign the ceiling to the late-fourteenth century, citing similarities with the 

Steri's ceiling.  

																																																								
71 Giovanni De Francisco, Il soffitto dipinto della Cattedrale di Nicosia (Enna: Il lunario, 1997). 
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 In his preface to the cathedral’s monograph, Henri Bresc emphasizes the literary 

culture of Lombard intellectuals in the fourteenth century, crediting them with the 

importation of texts from England, Paris, northern Italian communes. He underscores 

the contributions of the local Jewish community in the study of medicine and 

administration of mercantile and commercial activities, “holders of a double culture, 

Islamic and Talmudic” (détenteurs d'une double culture, arabe et talmudique).72 Perhaps as a 

means of highlighting the exceptional character of the monument, Bresc describes the 

paintings in Nicosia’s cathedral, the product of such rich cultural exchange, as “Mudéjar” 

without much justification. His ekphrastic tone situates Nicosia and the cathedral’s 

paintings within an Orientalism romance:  

…preliminary reflection on the place of the roof and the ceiling in the anagogical 
approach to architecture, which foreshadows the sky and blends it with the exuberance 
of the earth, the artistic "bilingualism" of decorating, both heir of Iberian mudéjarisme, 
across the many contacts between Sicily and Valencia, and the many ways that unite in 
the Sicilian crucible. I shall confine myself to expressing my interest and my pleasure in 
seeing the history of a work firmly inserted in that of a city, an exuberant, sensual, 
flavorful land with a Lombard accent.73 

 

 

 

																																																								
72 "C'est dans les 'terres" lombardes de Sicile que s'est forgée la littérature en vulgaire sicilien illustre, et 
recrutée bonne parts des intellectuels du XIVe siècle, les Cremona, Ubertino de Corleone...Un monde 
urbain nullement isolé, ouvert sur la circulation du livre, par l'envoi d'étudiants en Italie et même à Paris ou 
dans les studia d'Angleterre, confronté aussi au savoir de la diaspora juive, solidement implantée à Nicosia 
en particulier, avec ses mèdecins, à la fois marchands drapiers, épiciers et rabbins, détenteurs d'une double 
culture, arabe et talmudique," Henri Bresc, "Prefazione," in Giovanni de Francesco, Il soffitto dipinto della 
cattedrale di Nicosia (Enna: Il Lunario, 1997), 7. For a recent analysis of the restauration of the ceiling, see 
Gaetano Renda, "Il restauro del tetto ligneo della cattedrale di San Nicolò a Nicosia," Kalos 21, no. 3 (2009): 
4-7. 
73 Ibid., 8. Similarly, Edvige Lugaro claims in that the workmanship reflects the Islamic influence of early 
Norman Sicily ("mudejar siciliano originato da modelli islamici affermatisi in età normanna);" see 
"Iconografia del tetto ligneo della cattedrale di Nicosia," in Argomenti di storia dell'arte 1 (1983): 48-75. In 
contrast, Ezio Gabrici goes so far as to draw a direct line between the Nicosian ceiling at S. Nicolò and the 
Cappella Palatina, as a derivation of Islamic artistic tradition, with a brutal assessment of quality “below the 
Chiaramontan ceiling on account of their poverty of innovation” (inferiori al soffitto chiaramontano a causa della 
loro povertà di invenzione). 
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V. DECONSTRUCTING “MUDÉJAR” AS A STYLISTIC CATEGORY IN SICILY 

 Given the unique character of church façades of Norman church complexes in 

Sicily, particularly at Cefalù, Monreale, and Palermo, the term "Mudéjar" offers scholars 

relief from rigorously investigating the employment of new forms of art and the 

continued use of trusted techniques.74 Façades and cloisters have received particular 

attention on account of the arcades, overlapping arches, muqarnas, and mosaics, in 

addition to the interplay of local materials, such as intricate lava carving and intarsia. It is 

clear from demographic evidence that in the Norman era that the make-up of ateliers in 

Sicily were overwhelmingly composed of waged or conscripted Muslims, and this is a 

valuable and needed branch of research that enriches the history of art. The Normans, 

however, used variety of construction techniques from North Africa, England, 

Normandy, Lombardy, Byzantium regions, and, rather than focus on assigning 

confessional affiliations to them, it would be more valuable to investigate how the upstart 

Normans of the southern Italian peninsula used their commissions to consolidate and 

display the power and ambitions of the region. 

 Understanding Sicilian art through Spain, rather than alongside Spain, has placed an 

unfortunate emphasis on its so-called "Mudéjar" aspects—aspects that have been ill-

defined— only making the project of understanding Sicilian artistic patronage more 

difficult.75 Most grievously, this term only perpetuates a fallacious Christian-Muslim 

																																																								
74 According to the Oxford Dictionary, muqarnas is defined as a "decorative device in Islamic architecture, 
like a small pointed niche, used in tiers projecting over those below, usually constructed of corbelled brick, 
stone, stucco, or wood. Muqarnas were applied to cornices, pendentives, squinches, and the soffits of 
arches and vaults: with their scalloped surfaces and pendants they present a very rich sight when seen from 
below, sometimes resembling an effect like stalactites. The most spectacular muqarnas may be found in C14 
rooms in the Alhambra, Granada, Spain, and in the C15 dome of the mausoleum of Sultan Qa'itbay, Cairo, 
Egypt." 
75 As María Judith Feliciano and Leyla Rouhi note, only a specific use of hybridity can reveal why diversely 
populated spaces look and move the way they do. Mari ́a Judith Feliciano and Leyla Rouhi, "Introduction: 
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binary in medieval Sicilian art, when, instead, we must illuminate the emergence of a new 

contribution to the region. The aim of the following section, therefore, attempts to 

balance an ongoing comparison of the Sicilian ceiling with artesonados in order to embrace 

the larger phenomenon of wooden ceilings. It is one of these examples that I have 

investigated throughout this work, and in this chapter I will consider the Spanish ceilings, 

as well as relevant ceilings of the Mediterranean is a vital component of the ceiling's 

study. The critical connection between Iberia and Sicily has been assumed in passing by a 

number of scholars on the Steri, all of whom unquestioningly attribute the style of the 

ceiling to "Mudéjar" influence and a general Islamic or "islamicizing" tendency of the 

fourteenth-century artists and patron.76 This chapter acknowledges the shared interest of 

the Iberian peninsula in decorated ceilings and a variety of romance and quotidian themes 

with Sicily, but does so in a way that removes the "Mudéjar" question, acknowledging, 

instead the local artistic vocabulary of these regions and the specific differences evoked to 

create a novel atmosphere in several extant ceilings of the island.77 Aragón would seem to 

have the closest tie to Sicily since it reigned the island from the late-thirteenth century, 

																																																								
Interrogating Iberian Frontiers," Medieval Encounters 12, no. 3 (2006): 317-328. They emphasize Homi 
Bhabha's "third space" and suggest reading Iberian "manifestations of cultural differences, performances, 
and negotiations as meditations between lived and imagined encounters," 325. 
76 César Domiguez, "Historiography and the geo-literary imagination. The Iberian Peninsula: Between 
Lebensraum and espace vécu" in A comparative history of literatures in the Iberian Peninsula, ed. Ferdinando Cabo 
Aseguinolaza (Comparative history of literatures in European languages, 24) (Philadelphia/Amsterdam: 
John Benjamins Publishing Co, 2010), 53-132.  
77 José F. Ràflos summarizes the pervasive sentiment of the twentieth century: "In the ornamental or 
decorative appearance we often see the penetration of Gothic art intertwined with Saracen origins under 
the same roof, and even the odd fusion of classical motifs of the Renaissance with distributional shapes that 
characterize Mudejar art," (En el aspecto ornamental o decorativo vemos a menudo la penetración del arte 
gótico con los entrelazados en origen sarraceno en la misma techumbre, y aun la extraña fusión de los 
clásicos motivos del Renacimiento con formas distributivas que caracterizan el arte mudéjar), Techumbres y 
artesonados españoles (Colección Labor. Sección IV: Artes plásticas, nos. 456-457 (Barcelona, Buenos Aires: 
Editorial Labor, S.A., 1926), 14. 
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following the War of the Sicilian Vespers, until the Treaty of Utrecht was signed in the 

early-eighteenth century.78 

 A number of painted ceilings in Spain remain in situ, and given Aragón's political 

intervention in Sicily from the start of the Vesper's War, it is wise to consider the extent 

of artistic and literary exchange between the Mediterranean regions. One cannot discuss 

the Steri’s painted ceiling without acknowledging contemporary artesonados, the painted 

ceilings of the Iberian Peninsula, in addition to the works of greater Italy and France, as 

discussed above.79 Artesonados were formidable cultural products available for adoption by 

a powerful baronial family of Sicily. In a handsomely produced book of plates published 

by the Hispanic Society of America in 1920, Arthur Byne and Mildred Stapley curate the 

abundant painted wooden ceilings or artesonados of Spain, asserting in the introduction 

that this type of decoration is “of remote origin,” but enjoyed popularity in Spain for over 

1500 years.80  They cite, for example, Prudencio’s description in the fourth century of a 

“gilded ceiling with painted coffers” and Saint Isodore of Seville’s admiration of a similar 

ceiling in the seventh century. These references are repeated in most accounts of painted 

ceilings in Spain, in which authors wind back to early Christian basilicas and their 

																																																								
78 For a brief history of Aragón and its artistic practices, see Carmen Orcástergui and Esteban Sarasa, "El 
Altoaragón en la época gótica (siglos XIII-XI)" in Signos: Arte y Cultura en al Alto Aragón Medieval, 26 Junio-26 
Septiembre 1993 (Jaca: Catedral de Jaca, Museo Diocesano, 1993): 46-55. 
79 Arthur Byne and Mildred Stapley, Decorated wooden ceilings in Spain: a collection of photographs and measured 
drawings with descriptive text (Hispanic notes & monographs. Peninsular series, 2) (New York/ London: G.P. 
Putnam’s Sons, 1920). Bologna includes a comprehensive study of potential sources for the Steri ceiling 
from around the Mediterranean region, as well as Germany and England, creating a rich survey of ceiling 
arts and examination of the motivation behind different construction methods; see Bologna, Il soffitto della 
Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 37-55. 
80 There are two volumes printed on this topic by the Hispanic Society of America, including a smaller 
manual. Interestingly, in the book of plates, Stapley notes that "To-day, even allowing for the many notable 
Spanish ceilings destroyed by fire and actual vandalism, also for the many sold entire out of the country, the 
number still to be seen is surprising. From hundreds of examples gathered by the authors the following 
have been selected as presenting the greatest variety of structural form and applied decoration. The exotic 
and strictly Moorish ceiling, as it existed in all its Eastern elaboration before the days of Christian contact, it 
not included among the plates of this collection," Byne and Stapley, Decorated Wooden Ceilings in Spain, iii. 
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coverings, although they claim that wide appreciation of the artesonados truly arrived with 

the advent of the North African Muslims to Spain, who especially developed the craft in 

al-Andalus. To this early study of ceilings, they add one more filament to the network, "a 

few Sicilian examples dating from the Saracenic occupation.”81 In the late medieval 

period, the so-called "story-telling" type reaches it apogee in the Sala Magna, and, 

although a strong tradition of painted wooden ceilings existed in Sicily prior to Aragonese 

intervention in the late thirteenth century, a Spanish provenance of the form created a 

particular impact. 

 A contemporary of Byne and Stapley and an architect, Josè F. Ráfols, suggests a 

second theory of the movement from Byzantium to Ravenna to Northern Italy to 

Cataluña, a migration that has remained firm in subsequent studies of painted Spanish 

ceilings.82 Setting these two theories aside, in which painted ceilings travel to the Iberian 

Peninsula from opposite sides of the Mediterreanean, I focus instead on the material 

evidence that remains. Ráfols' study continues to be an excellent and detailed architectural 

source on Iberian ceilings from the tenth through fourteenth century.  

Between the tenth and twelfth centuries pitched gable roofs thrived, especially in the 

Catalan Pyrenees. The triapsidal basilica of San Clemente de Tahull offers a good example 

of "rustic" system of interlocking beams.83 In castles, private residences, churches, and 

other structure, flat or planar ceilings came in vogue providing an excellent space for 

decoration and narrative: "They are formed by a grid of beams and crosspieces, and this 

extends the planking. Beams resting on the walls, and embedded in them, and leaning on 

																																																								
81 Ibid., v (small handbook). 
82 Josè F. Ráfols, Techumbres y artesonados españoles (Barcelona, Buenos Aires: Editorial Labor, S.A., 1926). 
83 Ibid. 
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brackets, provided that the surface of the room to cover is of small dimensions. 

Otherwise, it divides space evenly through beams that serve as a support to beams, 

making the terminal spaces on a girder and wall."84 In the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries, in places like Cataluña, Valencia, Murcia, Extremadura and Galicia, the flat 

ceiling became pitched. Beams resting on stone arches formed a rectangular border that 

supported the "bending" of the flat roof into an angle. In many cases at the apex, a third 

"knuckle" ceiling (techo de pares y nudillo) was introduced to reduce the thrust of 

construction.85 Overall, three major groups are identified in Spain: those of the Kingdom 

of Aragón (Cataluña, Aragón, Valencia, and Mallorca), those of the peninsula (Castilla, 

León, Extramadura, and those of al-Andalus.86 

 Enveloping the pitched heights of the nave, the painted ceiling at Santa María de 

Mediavilla, the cathedral of Teruel, deserves critical comparison to the Steri's paintings. 

While scholars frequently note their similarity, they have not addressed the significant 

stylistic and contextual differences between them, nor have they questioned the specific 

influence of Teruel's ceiling on the artists of the Steri. The cathedral of Teruel is a perfect 

example of the three-part ceiling structure. The framework's beams feature several 

continuous narratives and many framed individual portraits capture moments from 

everyday life. The artesonado construction is composed of a trestle-style roof, which 

provides optimal facets to design and narrate. Supports spring to life as carved animal and 

human protomes gaze downward to the congregation below. The vivid palate, heavy 

																																																								
84 "Estan formadas por un emparrillado de vigas y largueros, y sobre estos se extiende la tablazon. 
Descansan las vigas en las muros, ya empotradas en ellos, ya apoyandose sobre cartelas, siempre que la 
superficie de la estancia a cubrir sea de pequeñas dimensiones. En otro caso, dividíase el espacio en partes 
iguales por medio de jacenas que sirvieran de sosten a las vigas, haciendolo las de los espacios terminales 
sobre una jacena y el muro..." Ráfols, Techumbres y artesonados españoles, 10. 
85 Ibid., 11. 
86 Ráfols includes a comprehensive list of wooden ceilings; see Techumbres y artesonados españoles, 18-20. 
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outlining, and clear-cut drapery patterns have lead scholars to draw a direct line from the 

artists' conception of the Steri to the cathedral, whose date has never been settled (Figs. 

26-27). Most scholars agree that this enormous undertaking occurred in the first half of 

the fourteenth century, making it an excellent comparison in terms of construction 

practices, viewing requirements, and material content. While no extensive inscriptions 

occur, verses of prayers and even pseudo- Kūfic contribute to the spectacular and sacred 

space. 

 Teruel has undergone much restoration and reconstruction since the fourteenth 

century. Examining contemporary images of the site, it is easy to recognize that several 

panels have been misplaced during one reconstruction or another, leading scholars to 

lament that if a narrative program were initially imagined for the ceiling, it could never be 

recovered.87 Seven years after the study of the Hispanic Society of America's publication, 

Mildred Stapley Byne published a short paper on a number of the painted ceilings from 

Teruel sold to American and Spanish collectors, as discussed above. Ironically, Byne 

laments the separation of the structures from their original context, noting that they had 

only been removed between 1910 and 1927: 

 ...from 'the Jew's house,' sometimes mentioned as from La Juderia (The Ghetto), passed 
into the hands of a Madrid dealer, whose only recollection is that it was bought by un 
estranjero. Two other ceilings have emigrated to California: one to the collection of Mr. 
William Randolph Hearst, and the second to the home of Mr. George E. Steedman, at 
Santa Barbara. A fourth ceiling, composed of seventy-eight panels, which for several 
years hung in the entrance hall of the Count of Almenas at Madrid, is now in the 
collection of Mr. Myron C. Taylor, in New York City.88 

																																																								
87 In addition, other ceilings from the site, notably the side aisles, have been removed in the course of an 
ambitious collecting frenzy in the twentieth century, when wealthy Americans, such as Myron Taylor, 
William Randolph Hearst and others removed painted medieval ceilings for installation in their own 
residences. Questions of the collecting practices of Spanish and Sicilian, while fascinating and deserving of 
study, are not under the purview of the current investigation, but will be the subject of a later article. 
88 This last transaction is captured, in part, in the sale catalogue published by American Art Academy in 
1927 announcing the two-day estate sale of Count of Almenas at Madrid. Among hundreds of meticulously 
detailed entries– all written by Stapley and Byne– are several articles of interest to the study of medieval 
painted ceilings. 
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 A number of panels have been removed from their original frame at Teruel and 

arranged into a wall-lining bench for sale in the early twentieth century (Fig. 28). Another 

sale offers a section of ceiling: a pitched roof frame with its painted panels, but no 

mention of supportive brackets. Entries on both items provide some interesting insight 

into the building construction of the ceiling at Teruel, in which Byne and Stapley note 

that the painted panels could be punched from the surrounding woodwork, facilitating 

their easy arrangement and repositioning, as well as indicating an interest in preserving 

the whole ceiling by which the wood can contract and swell depending on the humidity 

and time of year. 

 In terms of content, the central section of Teruel Cathedral, as well as the panels 

divorced of their original context, is indeed strikingly similar to the paintings at Palermo. 

Figures are represented in a limited, but vibrant palate, with heavy outlines and garment 

folds, detailed jewelry, etc. Three outlines highlight each frame, the middle one again 

pearled; a crowning pearled boundary creates a continuous undulating line with a starred 

trefoil crowning the lozenges. Brilliant gold-foiled stars dot each corner of the six-sided 

lozenges, echoing the series of larger stars along the supportive ceiling beams. Some 

themes, like the grappling wrestlers, share vocabulary with contemporary Iberian tempera 

paintings on wooden panel, the most oft-cited of which is the Santo Domingo de Silos, in 

the Burgos province of ancient Castilla, where several painters' hands are identifiable 

between these extant examples. Three panels at Princeton's Museum of Art entered a 

private collection in Barcelona in 1934, and were sold to the University's Museum by the 

Collector's Corner in New York in 1958 (y1958-27, y1958-26, y1958-19), which will be 

discussed in further detail below (Fig. 29). While many scholars link these ceilings based 
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on stylistic content and use as ceiling decoration, their decoration and construction vary 

greatly, making any direct link between them difficult to establish beyond the term 

"Gothic" at first glance. The Spanish panels, however, overwhelmingly feature full-length 

portraits of individuals either standing with attributes (in the cases of saints like Denis 

with his head), engaged in every-day activities, or fantastic creatures, like sirens or 

chimeras of various sorts. They offer 'snapshots' from romances, as well as a record of 

the travels materials and oral narratives take with those heading on pilgrimage to Santiago 

de Compostela. 

 The construction of Manfredi’s ceiling does not seem to match that of early 

Spanish ceilings, but later ones. In earlier works, wooden beams were covered in canvas, 

coated in gesso and smoothed, and then painted with either tempera or oil paintings 

depending on the date of the works; later ceilings did not apply canvas, a technique used 

for later Teruel paintings, for example, and one the artists of the Sala Magna chose, as 

well. Decorative motifs exploited on the ceilings enjoyed articulation on other wooden 

surfaces, as well, such as ciboria or canopied chairs. The twelfth-century silla gestatoria 

from the Cathedral of Roda de Isábena in Huesca, features a network of golden vine 

scrolls animated against a red background along the interior and exterior of the arm rests 

and the wooden bases of the pillars supporting the domes canopy.89 While much of the 

decoration has been rubbed off with time and use, the silla offers many interesting surface 

areas upon which to grow painted gardens.  

 This technique is reserved for other wooden surfaces as well, such as the silla 

prioral of the prioress at Santa María de Sijena, commissioned by the Blanche of Naples, 

																																																								
89 Signos: Arte y Cultura en al Alto Aragón Medieval, 26 Junio-26 Septiembre 1993 (Jaca: Catedral de Jaca, Museo 
Diocesano, 1993). 
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the wife of James II of Aragón, around 1322 (Fig. 30).90 The vibrantly-painted chair 

features an enormous white Cross of Jerusalem, emblazoned with heraldic shields of 

Aragón and the Capetian House of Anjou on its face. On the exterior side of the arms, 

this motif is repeated. On the interior flanks of the pine armrests one register is extant, 

which presents four holy martyrs identified by inscriptions and palms or their respective 

symbols: Lucia, Catherine, Agnes, and an effaced female saint. Hooded faces and carved 

protomes cap the carved armrests and a deep-set series of carved pearls emphasizes the 

angle of their hoods. The arrangement creates the most striking visual relationship with 

the matrices of beamed ceilings most reflective of mensole. The Virgin, Christ, and Mary 

Magdalene stand together on rear face of the chair. As a unit, this piece of furniture 

becomes more than the sum of its parts. Constructed as a functional church item, the 

painted surfaces envelope the prioress, situating her at the helm of her order flanked with 

holy female representatives of Christianity as does the symbol of Christendom's attempt 

to repossess Jerusalem. 

 The best comparison to the Steri that emerges in late-fourteenth century painting 

comes not from Aragón or Castilla y León proper, but from the Nasrid court of the 

Alhambra.91 Within the fortress-palace complex, the Palace of the Lions (a modern name) 

houses a much-debated space, the so-called "Hall of Kings" or "Hall of Justice," thought 

by scholars to have performed a variety of functions, such as hosting celebrations, a 

madrasa, a library, or judicial proceedings. Its position adjacent to the Hall of Comares in 

the "Palace of the Myrtles" (also a modern name), where sat the throne of patron, Yusuf I 

																																																								
90 Ibid. 
91 See especially the articles in Courting the Alhambra, ed. Cynthia Robinson and Simone Pinet, a special issue 
of Medieval Encounters 14, no. 3-4 (2008) for a thorough re-contextualizing and theorizing about the so-called 
"Hall of Justice" in the Alhambra complex. 
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(r. 1333-1354), and his successor, Muhammad V (r. 1354-1391), architecturally and 

formally places the two palaces in conversation with each other, although their decorative 

programs have been teased apart quite extensively. Cynthia Robinson describes it as a 

cool haven, a patio paved in white marble and forested with columns and surrounded 

with sumptuously decorated rooms.92 

 The “Hall of Justice” has attracted conflicting scholarly opinions for many of the 

same reasons that the Steri and medieval Sicilian art in general has: scholars have 

attempted to assign origins and confessions to style, rather than pursue an understanding 

of the local, historic function of the space, its patrons, and the specific context.93 And so, 

scholars have looked up at the brightly painted ceilings of three large rectangular alcobas, 

or shallow rooms, of the “Hall of Justice” in puzzlement (Fig. 30). Three large paintings 

on leather are installed in an oblong dome, depicting a number of intertextual romances, 

such as Blanca y Blancaflor (a Spanish iteration of the French Fleur et Blanchefleur), Tristan 

and Isolde, and the Troy cycles. A prodigious amount of scholarship exists regarding the 

space and its painted program. How could a Muslim patron have commissioned and 

tolerated romantic scenes of Tristan and Isolde or Wildmen or clandestine love affairs? 

What are the lounging group of men discussing? Identifying them within the traditional 

parameters of art historical genres and time frames, such as “Gothic” and “Northern,” as 

well as “Mudéjar,” first suggested by Basilio Pavón Maldonado, and, thus, demonstrating 

the long acceptance this view.94 Robinson and Pinet, however, attribute such labeling as a 

																																																								
92 Robinson, “Towers, Birds and Divine Light: The Contested Territory of Nasrid and ‘Mudéjar’ 
Ornament,” Medieval Encounters 17 (2011): 27-79. 
93 Ibid. 
94  “Islamic art historians, for their part, have been of the unanimous opinion that the 'Gothic,' 'Northern,' 
or 'Western' aesthetic represented by the paintings is essentially 'foreign' or 'other' to the Alhambra’s 
quintessentially 'Islamic' program of ornamentation; some have even expressed the opinion that, were they 
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kind of knee-jerk responses to scholars' surprise that a wealthy ruler, one who professes 

Islam, would be at all interested in or capable of intellectually engaging with 

contemporary romances or infusing them with additional meanings to suit a new purpose. 

 The ceilings are not constructed of painted wooden beams; rather scenes are 

arranged as an outward-facing cycle and painted on stitches hides of leather that have 

been shaped into stretched ovals. The leather paintings have then been set into the 

domed ceiling of the alcoba around which stucco friezes of unpainted geometric and 

vegetal patterns wrap. The central ceiling, ten courtiers, elegantly dressed in forest green, 

cornelian, white, and light blue robes gather. A few sport harlequin style robes, creating a 

bright contrast in red and green or red and white dyes. They each raise a hand— usually 

the right—resting it on the top of the sword or raising it in a gesture of speech; the other 

rests on the sheath of their slender swords which each feature a large golden pommel. 

The artist or artists have elaborately decorated the long straps that cross the wearer's 

chest to secure their sword. A row of small stars divides the seated men, which terminate 

on each end with the coat of arms of the Nasrids (a device unique to Muslim royals of the 

Iberian Peninsula in the medieval period). Positioned against a golden background, the 

men sit on tufted cushions decorated with leaves or flowers. Some are clean shaven, while 

others have long red, chestnut, or grey beards; all of them wear different styles of turbans. 

This does not necessary mark them out as Muslim, but, instead, as accomplished and 

active members of the present court council, whose participants included Berbers, 

Christians, and Jews, in addition to Muslims. 

																																																								
to be removed altogether, the overall aesthetic of the spaces they presently adorn would remain unchanged; 
Robinson and Pinet, "Introduction," Courting the Alhambra (Special Issue) Medieval Encounters 14.3/4 (2008): 
155-56. 
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 On the ceilings of the north and south alcobas, the artists have taken a different 

approach to painting, and have densely packed the picture plane with narrative scenes set 

against a dark ground offset with long lozenge of gold stars set against a red background. 

On the northern ceiling, lovers consort near bubbling fountains, where ducks and geese 

flap and swim; a rider spears a lion; and date palms and cypresses give shelter to dozes of 

doves, falcons, parrots, and monkeys. The depiction of a towering and crenelated castle, 

where Tristan holds the tell-tale branch to signal his love to his lady, bears the coat of 

arms of the Nasrids— a horizontal gold band against a red field. In the scene of tribute, a 

nobleman and the lady, adorned with a fresh floral crown, point down to the slain boar. 

The detail of the scene is beautiful and striking: a hunting dog with a thick red collar 

lumbers up with a dangling rabbit, the lady's small dog waits patiently at her feet, and the 

man's horse shifts on his legs burdened with a variety of textiles and golden trappings. 

The southern ceiling is similarly designed with a star-studded central lozenge; however, 

the figures are less densely pack at the edges, allowing for a very clear reading of the epic 

battles that take place between key protagonists, such as that between a mounted knight 

and Wildman, who attempts to restrain a lady in possession of a leashed lion. Elsewhere, 

lovers play chess, hunting continues, and a lady watches duels from her window, while 

her maid patiently waits with an ivory comb. 

 The scale, detail, and depth of storytelling on these ceilings makes it easy to 

understand why they have so captivated art historians; however, the obsession with 

claiming a French provenance for the artists has, until recently, derailed the search for 

Yusef I or Muhammad V's motivations for including them in the large program of the 

complex, as well as an investigation of how these paintings contribute to our 
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understanding of late-medieval Iberian painting in general. Robinson shows that these are 

not just random scenes pulled from the broad scope of the "courtly" spectrum. And 

instead of seeing these scenes as scattered or in error, we must acknowledge the claim 

placed upon these tales by the patron, who has not only included them as a series of 

painting within the luxurious space of the Palace of the Lions itself, but has also 

personally tied himself to the tales by including the device of the family on all of the 

monumental architecture included (save the castle from which the Lady watching on the 

southern ceiling in which the golden band is missing, but was certainly there originally). 

 The majority of painted ceilings discussed in the previous sections are preserved 

either in situ or in museum collections in Europe. Important work still needs address 

another avenue by which medieval ceilings survived: their exportation and installation in 

private homes and collections. From the sculpted entranceway to the Casa del Herrero in 

Santa Barbara, California, eight figures peer at viewers, animatedly gesturing from frames 

towards the viewer and each other, accommodating garments accentuate their swaying 

movement. Traces of gold illuminate a few details of heavily-outlined clothing. A 

background of oxblood red against the dark wood creates a warm depth to the sunken 

panels set into a flat matrix; ribbons of indecipherable text identified or attempted to 

characters at one time. The ceiling comes not from an American atelier, but a [side aisle 

of the Teruel Cathedral] in southern Aragón, one of several paneled ceilings from the 

thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth century that made its way across the Atlantic to 

private wealthy estates and museum collections in the early twentieth century.  

 Frequent collusions between art historians and dealers provide an interesting trail 

of documentation, permitting the study of several of these translated ceilings. From La 
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Cuesta Encantada (the Enchanted Hill), overlooking the color saturated valleys of San 

Simeon, California, William Randolph Hearst's so-called Hearst Castle, showcases 

multiple fourteenth- and fifteenth-century paneled and beamed ceilings from Spain, 

particularly from Aragón in its salons, libraries, and halls. Now a public museum, the 

estate of the former newspaper mogul boast sumptuously outfitted spaces, such as the 

Gothic Study on the third floor of the 'Casa Grande,' where Hearst reviewed his papers in 

advance of printing. The architect, Julia Morgan, a graduate of the Parisian school at 

l'École nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts (the first woman to do so), constructed the 

study like an Aragonese hall, complete with floor-to-ceiling arches – in concrete rather 

than stone (Fig. 31). English landscape artist, muralist, and ceramicist Camille Solon 

painted the arches in 1934-35 to complement the ceiling that dates the late fourteenth to 

early fifteenth century. 95 Multiple examples of this kind of spatial arrangement exists in 

Spain. For example, the thirteenth-century sala capitular of the monastery of Santa María 

de Sijena, moved to the Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya in 1984– features thick ribs 

painted in vibrant colors, which would have divided the ceiling into a number of distinct 

panels, although the ceiling is no longer extant.96 Attractive for their content and fine 

construction, the ceilings brought medieval sensitivity to narrative, color, and 

craftsmanship to one of the finest private collections in the United States. 

																																																								
95 Housed at the California Polytechnic State University, "The Camille Solon Drawings Collection, 1900-
1952" contains over 225 landscape sketches by the muralist and ceramist. Unfortunately, the collection 
holds only one sketch from his time at San Simeon. See 
<http://www.oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/kt987037dh/>. Accessed 16 April 2015. 
96 Medieval Aragonese material is widely dispersed between a few large private collections (e.g. the 
Muntadas, Plandiura, Batlló, Bosch i Catarineu, and Fontana families); the antiquarian collections of Ciprià 
Pagés, Junyer Vidal; and sanjuanista establishments at Sijena and the Cathedral of Huesca. See Xavier Barral i 
Altet, "Arte medieval aragonés en Museu Nacional d'Art de Catalunya" in Signos: Arte y Cultura en al Alto 
Aragón Medieval, 26 Junio-26 Septiembre 1993 (Jaca: Catedral de Jaca, Museo Diocesano, 1993), 46-55. 
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Contemporaneous with Hearst, Myron C. Taylor, who rose to the head of U.S. Steel and 

served in various diplomatic positions between the U.S. and the papacy in the mid-

twentieth century, purchased a ceiling from Teruel, as well, for his estate on Long Island, 

NY called Killingsworth. Bands painted to imitate twine create a horizontal space in 

which ten individual frames showcase a variety of dynamic characters, such as saints, 

martyrs, and laborers, as well as scenes from fables and histories, for example mice 

hanging a cat and battling centaurs. Still reeling from a series of Restauración crises since 

the Spanish-American War in 1898, Spanish towns and bankrupt ecclesiastical institutions 

attempted to recuperate their standing. The American and European markets eagerly 

welcomed sculpture, furniture, carpeting, wall hangings, books, and whole architectural 

from the Iberian Peninsula.97 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 Three basic concerns, each molded by materiality, motivated the previous this 

chapter: 1) the importance of acknowledging the components that support truss or 

coffered ceilings, 2) the range of carpentry practices applied to ceilings, and 3) the history 

of preserving earlier ceilings, even if covered by a false ceiling. Applying these 

observations to ceilings fixed in palatial halls, cloisters, and churches along the northern 

coast of the sea, the chapter confronted the components and materiality of the ceiling to 

																																																								
97 Many of these works, including the painted medieval ceilings, made their transatlantic trip via Arthur 
Byne and Mildred Stapley Byne. Publishing studies and leading tours of Spanish monuments and cities, they 
formed strong alliances with Spanish and international dealers, buyers, and vulnerable Spanish dioceses and 
families. Material flew so quickly from the country, that concerned Spaniards passed a law prohibiting the 
sale of national treasures en masse to foreign buyers, and dealers hastened to curate estate sales that stressed 
urgent action in their catalogues and transactions. See, for example, Mildred Stapley Byne and Arthur Byne 
with Ercole Canessa, Important Mediaeval and early Renaissance works of art from Spain: sculptures, furniture, textiles, 
tapestries and rugs, collection of Conde de las Almenas, Madrid, Spain (New York: American Art Association, 1927). 
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ask viewers for a more complex understanding of painted ceilings. This might be 

compare to the experience of looking at a new piece of painted maiolica ceramic: one can 

admire the detail of a fruit garland, the brilliance of a white crystalline glaze, the surety of 

the brush. A deeper admiration and understanding comes, however, from knowing where 

the clay at Montelupo Fiorentino is sourced, practicing at the wheel, studying the errors 

of firing, playing with pigments, that is, essentially, the work, tools, and effort behind the 

final product.98 

 In the case of the Steri, such knowledge is typically left in conservation studies 

and rarely introduced into the reading of the ceiling itself. Attentive looking does not 

require a certification in carpentry; however, knowing more about the different practices 

of construction in the Middle Ages can only enrich our reading of ceilings and the spaces 

that they graced. Although, frequently overlooked in scholarship on the Steri, 

Ventimiglia's documentation of his conservation of the painted ceiling of Cefalù during 

King Manfredi's reign indicates the prestige associated with maintenance of historic 

frameworks. Furthermore, reflecting upon technical knowledge can create the pause 

necessary to avoid simplistic stylistic comparisons. While it can be agreed upon that the 

painted ceilings of Spain and Sicily share many features, such as depicting courtly themes 

and favoring heavily outlined figures, it is also true that "Mudéjar" cannot adequately 

explain the political situation of Sicily in the second half of the Trecento. There is neither 

documentary evidence that the three artists were Muslim, as the term "Mudéjar" implies 

in the Iberian context, nor do the ceiling paintings themselves indicate a desire to 

																																																								
98 I thank the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz-MPI, the Ph.D. Representitives, and Rachel Boyd for 
organizing a Certificate in Medieval Ceramics Production at the Scuola di Ceramica di Montelupo 
Fiorentino in February 2017. 
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replicate an Islamic reception hall. Corleone, instead, was a bastion of Lombard 

intellectual and artistic culture, as was Nicosia, where the cathedral's painted ceiling 

survives. This is not to say that the memory and objects of Muslim and Arabic-speaking 

residents and visitors to Sicily should not be considered as an important aspect of late-

medieval patronage. Extant visual material suggests that Palermitans of the noble class 

worked and prayed in social spaces that employed painted ceilings of a variety of types, 

including muqarnas, trussed, and paneled, that were decorated in multiple languages and 

styles. As discussed further in Chapter Six, Manfredi III's choice to use pseudo-Kūfic did 

not stem from the desire to "orientalize" the Sala Magna, but, more likely, to emulate the 

magnificent Norman edifices around him that were belted and stamped in Arabic, such as 

La Zisa, La Cuba, the Martorana, and the Cappella Palatina. This element in particular, I 

think, in addition to the lace roundels and geometric designs of the Steri's painted ceiling 

has convinced scholars of the "Mudéjar" connection; however, none of the Iberian 

examples approach the highly developed level of storytelling realized in the Sala Magna. 

This leads me to conclude that its program must be situated first within the local terms of 

production and significance before attempts are made to understand the ensemble’s 

participation on an international stage. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
DANGEROUS LOVE: IN WHICH TRISTAN AND ISEULT SAIL TO SICILY 

 
CHAPTER GUIDE 
I. Introduction        107 
II. Tristan and Iseult in the sources     116 
III. The Steri's love affairs      121 
 b. The "Tryst beneath the Tree”    132 
 c. Escape to the Woods of Morois    137 
IV. Narrative experience in the Sala Magna    141 
V. Conclusion: Tristan & Iseult between the (linen) sheets   145 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Sala Magna was not only reserved for the baronial family, but operated as a 

space that straddled the private and public spheres, its audience hall visited by those with 

grievances, those with gifts, those with letters. Visitors who could read the inscriptions on 

the ceiling, rendered in stark white, inky black, or glittering gold—colors selected for their 

eye-catching qualities— discovered fascinating texts in addition to the painted narratives, 

such as a long Latin prayer dedicated to the Virgin, pseudo-Arabic inscriptions, and Latin 

dedications. These competing voices and images are framed by the dedication inscriptions 

in which Manfredi III Chiaramonte identifies and celebrates both himself and the ceiling, 

a device familiar to anyone who wandered by public buildings or worshipped churches 

and chapels, such as La Martorana and the Cappella Palatina of the Palazzo dei 

Normanni. 

For the most part, the three named artists and their workshop did not provide 

didactic inscriptions for the majority of stories and the astounding variety of 'marginalia;' 

rather, iconic elements of a narrative quickly help one identify characters and narrative 

moments within one tale or shared across a body of romances and histories. While 

Chapters Three and Four will focus on two cycles of paintings narrated with 
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inscriptions— the destruction of Troy and the romance of Madonna Elena of Narbonne, 

respectively— this chapter focuses on the circulation of an Arthurian legend, Tristan and 

Iseult, in southern Italy and Sicily.1 In particular, I address the long-standing belief that 

Trecento Sicily did not act as a creative force, but rather passively consumed popular 

stories. To the contrary, the representation of Tristan and Iseut in Sicily are known to us, 

not through long narrative texts, but via surviving textiles and the ceiling's paintings (Figs. 

1-3). Together these demonstrate clearly the intervention of a variety of individuals in the 

popular legend in art, whose designing, planning, and manufacturing skills provide us 

with some of the most exquisite evidence of the love for Tristan's epic adventures in 

Italy. 

Appearing along three separate faces of the first three joists (nos. 23, 155, 167), 

the amorous adventure of Tristan and Iseult is painted by (at least) two different artists 

on the ceiling. Painted without super- or sub-titles, their identification rests upon their 

interactions with each other and the artists' adoption of a stable iconography that appears 

across media, such as ivory boxes and combs (Fig. 4). The paintings are scattered across 

the northern section of the ceiling and represent three episodes that stem from Tristan's 

early journeys to Ireland and his affair with Iseult the Blonde. Given the vastly different 

styles spread between them, it is easiest to conceive of the paintings as independent 

interpretations of the story. The so-called 'Master of the Judgment of Solomon' has 

painted two panels on the B-side of the ceiling. One shows Tristan slaying the dragon 

that ravages Ireland and King Anguin's kingdom; as a consequence, he wins Iseult for his 

																																																								
1 Marie-José Heijkant claims that “Tristan was the Arthurian romance most assiduously translated into and 
redacted in Italian;” see “From France to Italy: The Tristan Text,” in The Arthur of the Italians: the Arthurian 
legend in medieval Italian literature and culture, ed. Gloria Allaire and F. Regina Psaki (Chicago: The University of 
Chicago Press, 2014), 42 (41-68). 
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uncle, King Mark of Cornwall (panel no. 167). The master painter's second contribution 

spans the bottom face of the first beam on the B-side of the ceiling (panel no. 155), along 

which the lovers wander through a forest and share a humble picnic before arriving at a 

castle (Fig 5). This has been widely identified as their escape from King Mark to the 

Wood of Morois, following the king's attempted execution of the lovers. Between these 

narrative threads, another artist, responsible only for the paintings across the northern 

faces of the fourth joists, imagines a sylvan hunt (panel no. 172) and two popular scenes 

of the Tristan story: games of chess with Iseult and the "Tryst beneath the Tree" (panel 

no. 23) (Fig. 3).  

Treating the misadventures of Tristan and Iseult as a case study, this chapter 

explores the circulation of materia arturiana in Sicily in order to understand the 

performative aspects of the ceiling, such as narrative arrangement and gesture, as well as 

the viewer's complicity in the lovers' misadventures. The Tristan story, on account of the 

different presentations of the story by the two artists, also offers an excellent opportunity 

to discuss how amorous narratives function on the ceiling. Furthermore, the following 

pages examine Sicily's exportation of Tristan and Iseult to an international audience well-

versed in the political uses of such narratives. Overall, the chapter offers clarity in the 

circulation of source material and its distribution through Sicily and southern Italy and 

reflects on the artists' manipulation of multiple Tristan traditions on the ceiling. 

Following a review of the channels by which Tristan and Iseult arrived in Italy, I 

compare the ceiling's iteration of Tristano, the only one that remains in situ on the island, 

with three other textual artifacts of the tale in Italy: 1) the Guiccardini quilt fragments, a 

bed covering made in Sicily for export to Tuscany in the last decades of the late 
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fourteenth century; 2) the Pianetti or Azzolino quilt fragment, featuring a single scene of 

Tristan and Iseult that was most likely constructed in the same workshop as larger 

Guicciardini work; and 3) the Italian vernacular traditions, especially the Tristano 

Ricciardiano, one of the best known versions of the romance in Italy, composed in a 

kaleidoscope of Tuscan dialects in the late Dugento-early Trecento. These three 

manifestations of Tristan's tale in Italy, represented in vastly different media (i.e. linear 

paintings on wooden panels, a stitched and batted quilt, and a merchant's manuscript) 

each require different interactions from their audiences.2 It is clear that the representation 

on the Steri's ceiling evokes multiple textual traditions, including the German and French 

lyrical and prose interpretations.  

This inclusion, I argue, speaks to the performative function of the Sala Magna, 

whereby oral retellings of the tale figured largely in its consumption by the family and 

guests and solidified the relationship of the insular lovers with other narratives on the 

ceiling, such as the Romance of Alexander (nos. 65, 214 [across face of beam XI]) and the 

Aeneid (no. 109). The particular collection and juxtaposition of stories on the ceiling 

enjoyed a long oral history, and their explication by trained entertainers is one of many 

possible means by which the stories were used. William Robins recently discussed the 

self-conscious discourse surrounding the purpose and moral constitution of uomini di corte 

in the fourteenth century, traveling men who sought the generosity of the patron in 

exchange for different services, one of which was telling stories. Italian writers, who 

supported vernacular literature in the late thirteenth and fourteenth century, such as 

Dante, Boccaccio, and Sacchetti, entertained their own readers with a rhetorical moan 

																																																								
2 See George Edmonson’s Introduction in The Neighboring Text: Chaucer, Boccaccio, Henryson (Notre Dame: 
University of Notre Dame, 2011), 1-36. 
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about the degradation of this prized courtly role, as well as the men of means who 

permitted the debasement of courtly environments to occur.3 Turning to Novella 153 of 

Franco Sacchetti's (c 1335- c 1400) Trecentonovelle, Robins uncovers a chain of literary 

transmission whose task to create distance between a new group of vernacular writers and 

the itinerant uomini di corte: Sacchetti's tale "conjures up the vibrant practices of 

performative entertainers in its depiction of Dolcibene, the emerging genre of the written 

novella in its emulation of Boccaccio, and a coded conversation among Florentine writers 

about the complicated indebtedness of vernacular literature to performative traditions."4 

Robins' analysis of performance touches upon the role of speaking, engaged individuals 

and the crafted word; however, he does not gesture towards the role of vernacular art and 

architecture that also participates in the transmission of courtly tales.  

Exploring the place of 'courtly' programs in the Torre del Popolo, a small 

chamber in the bell tower of San Gimignano's communal palace, C. Jean Campbell in The 

Game of Courting and the Art of the Commune of San Gimignano, 1290-1320 reflects on the 

confusion caused by the room's slightly erotic subject matter, noting:  

...it is still very difficult to judge the products of communal art except 
through the two ideals that have become enshrined as successive 
interpreters have attempted to define the origins of Renaissance artistic 
and political culture in fourteenth-century art: the 'rationalized' naturalism 
of Giotto's artistic manner, on the one hand, and the 'republican' 
iconography of Ambrigio Lorenzetti's decorations for the Sala dei Nove, 
on the other.5 

																																																								
3 These were “men who performed a delicate balancing act: they drew upon verbal entertainments that were 
highly charged with popular and subversive energies, subtly transmuting them so that they could be 
proffered to aristocratic listeners for their recreation and diversion.” William Robins, “The Case of the 
Court Entertainer: Popular Culture, Intertextual Dialogue, and the Early Circulation of Boccaccio's 
Decameron,” Speculum 92.1 (2017): 3. 
4 Ibid., 19. 
5 Campbell, The Game of Courting and the Art of the Commune of San Gimignano, 9. 
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Painted between 1305-1315, the room's paintings of Aristotle ridden by Phyllis 

and other seductive women are usually discussed in terms of marriage or small decorative 

works; however, the rare survival of figures, who loom larger than life and bring the 

viewer face-to-face with a woman, for example, beating a weary-looking husband, require 

expectant to be set aside. Centering on the responsibilities of Tuscan podestà in the early-

fourteenth century, she frames the narrative and ornamental wall paintings in the Torre 

del Popole within courtliness (corteis), as understood as a communal idea expressed in 

contemporary works, such as Guido delle Colonne's Tractabilitas and Cicero's De amicitia.6 

In the following pages, I assess the performative aspect of the ceiling and the 

viewer's experience of the Sala Magna, framing the ceiling itself as a vernacular 

entertainer. As shown in Chapter One, the structure and function of the Sala Magna of 

the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri functioned quite differently from the religious spaces to 

which it has been frequently compared. Archaeological evidence presents a window into 

the lively household of the Grand Admiral, outfitted with a variety of ceramic wares of 

far-flung provenance, and from these subterranean finds, we may extrapolate the kind of 

entertainment provided by a noble family.7 In addition to consecrating religious spaces —

within the privacy of the palace's internal chapel or the lofty heights of the freestanding 

Gothic church on the palace's grounds— the Chiaramonte overwhelmed their guests 

with a space that juxtaposed and celebrated every kind of storytelling, allowing details, 

such as an inscribed love amulet, to spill onto the brackets that supported the ceiling 

																																																								
6 Ibid., 113. 
7 Vincenzo Tusa, "Scavi medioevali a Palermo," Sicilia archeologica 23 (1973): 57-61 (and plans); G. Falzone, 
"Gli scavi allo Steri" in Atti del Colloquio internazionale di archeologia medievale (Palermo-Erice, 1974), vol. 1 
(Palermo, 1976), 110-122. 
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itself.8 According to archival records, the city of Palermo, while not as wealthy in the 

fourteenth century as it was under the patronage of the Norman or Hohenstaufen 

regimes, participated in elaborate public rituals and engaged traveling jongleurs to enliven 

their spiritual and intellectual lives.9 

Unlike their development of the romance of Madonna Elena of Narbonne (see 

Chapter Four) and the Matter of Troy (see Chapter Three), the artists of the Tristan 

romance did not develop a unified narrative. The paintings show different styles, similar, 

in many ways to bas-de-page images that widely circulated in western Europe in the late 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Given their wide circulation, these tales and their 

well-known themes would be excellent candidates for subversive re-imagining or playful 

manipulation, changes that would strike a viewer based on their prior knowledge of the 

narrative.10 Unfortunately, scholars of Sicily tend to downplay the island's literary and 

artistic contributions in the Trecento.11 There is great value, however, in the novel 

																																																								
8 This inscription receives fuller treatment in Chapter Six. 
9 See especially, Laura Sciascia "Palermo as a Stage for, and a Mirror of, Political Developments from the 
12th to the 15th Century," 299-324; and Henri Bresc, "Religious Palermo: A Panorama between the 12th 
and the 15th Centuries," 349-382, both essays in A Companion to Medieval Palermo: The History of a 
Mediterranean City from 600-1500, ed. Annliese Nef, trans. Thom Martin (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2013). 
10 Cynthia Robinson argues this very point in her analysis of the Alhambra ceilings and the rhetorical 
manipulation of well-known Arthurian romances for the benefit of Nasrid patrons; see "Arthur in the 
Alhambra? Narrative and Nasrid Courtly Self-Fashioning in the Hall of Justice Ceiling Paintings" in Courting 
the Alhambra: Cross-Disciplinary Approaches to the Hall of Justice Ceilings, ed. Cynthia Robinson and Simone Pinet 
(Leiden: Brill, 2009), 18-52. 
11 Karla Mallette emphasizes that in Italy " vernacular revolution had begun in Sicily." She continues, noting 
a kind of literary desertedness on the island following Angevin rule: "But this local history seems not to 
have registered with the Sicilians of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries. We have almost no 
records of lyric poetry written during these years; later, when Sicilian authors did revive a local lyric 
tradition, they read Petrarch – a Tuscan – rather than their own Sicilian antecedents for inspiration;" Karla 
Mallette, "Palermo," in A Literary History of Europe, 1348-1418, ed. David Wallace (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, forthcoming). While we may not have the volume of materials extant in other regions of 
Italy, Licia Buttà demonstrates that the aural and written culture of Sicily remained vibrant despite the 
political and economic upheaval in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries during which the city archives, 
noble homes, and libraries were disrupted or destroyed. Studying the ceiling of the Cathedral of Nicosia, for 
example, Buttà has identified several tales in Aesop's Fables. This artistic and eclectic treatment of a church 
ceiling points a robust and creative use of literary traditions on the island; see Licia Buttà, "Immaginario 
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arrangement of medieval histories and romances on the ceiling and, in general, Sicily’s 

response to the romances and cantastorie — and other means by which entertaining and 

education stories are expressed in art.  

Depending on the tale and message envisioned, the artists adapt the 

communicative style and aesthetic of the paintings to suit that need. According to Buttà, 

some stories were simply so ubiquitous that the viewer did not need any textual guidance; 

rather the “artist used means of recourse to 'image synthesis' which invariably recalled 

complex memory narrative cycles. On account of their 'generic' character these images 

could be associated with moral or educational significance. In this light, the adventures of 

Tristan and Iseult evoked on the ceiling seem more than anything a florilegium of 

quotations from the salient moments of the romance.”12 However, the artists' and 

patron's decision to include the romances of Alexander the Great and Tristan and Iseut 

alongside the destruction of Troy and battling crusaders and Muslim warriors, points to a 

greater trend in Sicily to see these tales in conversation, and, as stated above, they 

promote a complex, local reading of the tales on account of their wide legibility. Perhaps 

the greatest evidence for a conversation between texts is found in a letter from the 

chevalier Beradus de Ferro, who commissioned Master Philippus de Nicolao, a Palermitan 

miniaturist, to illuminate four of his beloved volumes, as recorded on 18 April 1338: 

1. Libri Alexandri. 
2. Martiniane. 
3. Conqueste Sicilie 

																																																								
esopico e discorso etico-didattico sul soffitto dipinto della chiesa di S. Niccolò di Nicosia in Sicilia," Storia 
dell'Arte 130.30 (2011): 5-18. 
12 My translation; see Licia Buttà, “Storie per governare: iconografia giuridica e del potere nel soffitto 
dipinto della Sala Magna del Palazzo Chiaromonte Steri di Palermo,” in Narrazione, Exempla, Retorica: studi 
sull'iconografia dei soffitti dipinti nel Medioevo Mediterraneo, ed. Licia Buttà (Palermo: Caracol, 2013), 94 (69-126). 
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4. et Troyani seu Ystoriarum Troye.13 
 

The subject matter of at least two of these volumes were chosen to illuminate the 

Steri's ceiling, including the Romance of Alexander the Great, its opening scenes placed on 

Beams XIA and B (nos. 65 and 214); Guido delle Colonne's Historia destructionis Troiae, 

discussed at length in Chapter Three; and the Conqueste Sicilie, perhaps the Norman 

Conquest (arguably represented by the battling Muslims and Christians along the central 

dividing beam) or the rescue of Sicily by the Aragonese, both of which are the subject of 

Chapter Five.  

In a city that has lost a great deal of archival records, our introduction to Master 

Philippus de Nicolao is thrilling. Did he work in a large atelier or was he contracted on a 

case-by-case basis? Was he particularly well known for his lively renderings of heroics and 

romances? Importantly, this record of exchange tells us that these kinds of stories had a 

sustained place of honor in Sicily from at least the third decade of the fourteenth century, 

that they were the kinds of tales for which one might seek an illuminator to bring them to 

life. The collection of these volumes in the same library shows us that made good 

neighbors, and, illuminated by the same hand, they would have most likely shared some 

defining features (e.g. formal composition of action, dress, and physiognomy). This 

gentleman's library provides convincing evidence that, several decades later, Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte's selections would have been appropriate despite a total lack of similar 

ceiling paintings surviving on the island. Exemplifying the kinds of literature found on the 

island in the middle of the fourteenth century, the inventory gives us a clear date for the 

																																																								
13 ASP ND Salerno Pellegrino 4 f. 236. See Henri Bresc, Livre et Société en Sicile (1299-1499) (Bollettino del 
Centro di studi filologici e linguistici siciliani. Supplemento, no. 3) (Palermo: Centro di Studi Filologici e 
Linguistici Siciliani), 188.  
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circulation of the illuminated histories, and, furthermore, a sense that the history of Sicily 

— both in the time of Aeneas and at its later stages of conquest— were necessary reading 

for a man of education. 

 
 

II. TRISTAN AND ISEULT IN THE SOURCES 

Although the Steri is a unicum and many of its architectural elements cannot be 

traced or situated in archival records, we can use its visual program to offer another angle 

on its context and use. The importance of Sicilian interpretations of Tristan and Iseut—  

the Steri's ceiling paintings in Palermo, the Guicciardini bed covering, and the Pianetti or 

Azzolino quilt— to the scholarship on the Italian tradition of Tristan and Iseut cannot be 

overstated:14 they are among the most famous visual representations of the lovers in Italy 

from the Trecento, and both were manufactured in Sicily.15 While most scholars 

emphasize the prominence of the Tuscan and Veneto textual strains of the tale, it is 

significant that the earliest representations of King Arthur's world occur in artworks of 

Apulia, in Bari on the Portal of the Lions at San Nicola and on the famed pavement of 

the cathedral of Otranto, both of which date to the end of the eleventh century (Figs. 6-

7).16 To these must be added the sculpture at the Porta della Pescheria at the cathedral in 

																																																								
14 “Arthurian material was widely diffused in Italy as early as the second quarter of the twelfth century. Bas-
relief sculptures on the cathedral at Modena, archivolts in Modena and in the church of San Nicola in Bari, 
the mosaic pavement of the cathedral at Otranto, ceiling paintings at Palermo, ornamental bed coverings 
from Sicily, and the Pisanello frescoes at Mantua all included specific Arthurian characters and adventures 
in their iconographic programs,” in Italian literature. Tristano panciatichiano (Vol. 1), ed. and trans. Gloria 
Allaire (Cambridge, UK; Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 2002), 3. 
15  See Introduction, Italian literature. Tristano panciatichiano (Vol. 1), 3-12. 
16 For a good overview of the visual representations of Arthur in Italy, see Gloria Allaire, “Arthurian Art in 
Italy” in The Arthur of the Italians: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval Italian Literature and Culture, ed. Gloria 
Allaire and F. Regina Psaki (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), 205-232. She provides an 
excellent bibliographical review of studies of the varied pictorial cycles of the romance in Italian media, 
including the coperte, floor covering in Otranto, and the Modena archivolt. 
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Modena, which demonstrates a close formal relationship to the sculpture at Bari (Fig. 8a-

c).17 These southern iterations, however, are usually noted in passing, as a means of 

recognizing the early presence of the tale on the peninsula before turning to a discussion 

about the creative deluge of Tuscan and other northern texts. 

The tale of Tristan, perhaps based on the historical figure of the Pictish prince, 

Drust mac Seirb, traveled well beyond the confines of Cornwall, Ireland, and Brittany, 

where his journeys led him. Diverse authors in the British Isles and on the Continent 

sought to share his story in Latin and vernacular, in verse and prose: 

 Thomas (ca. 1160), Eilhart von Oberge (ca. 1170), Béroul (ca. 1190), Gottfried von 
Strassburg (ca. 1210), and the Old French Prose Tristan includes the story of the hero’s 
parent, Rivalen and Blanchefleur; the enfances of the hero; the combat with Morholt; the 
voyages to Ireland, Cornwall, and Brittany; the dragon slaying; the magic love potion 
which Tristan and Iseult share; the love triangle; the substitute bride; the tryst beneath 
the tree; the lover as hunter and harper; the cave idyll; the trial by ordeal; the hero’s 
madness; Tristan’s marriage with Iseult of the White Hands; and the black or white sails 
with which the poetic versions conclude.18 

 

From the perspective of the textual tradition in Italy, three main trends of the Arthurian 

romances occurred: 1) the original French texts circulated widely from the mid-thirteenth 

century; 2) French- and Italian-speaking copyists and writers elaborated upon the French 

manuscripts to create Franco-Italian texts, what Gloria Allaire compares to a "bilingual 

culture," and 3) vernacular Italian texts emerged, drawing upon, but significantly differing 

from the French tradition.19 

The Italian tradition stemmed from the French Tristan en prose of which there are 

two principal versions, known as the V.I ("shorter and slightly earlier") and the V.II (the 

																																																								
17 Ibid., 207-208. 
18 Muriel Whitaker, The Legends of King Arthur in Art (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 1990), 9. 
19 Italian literature. Tristano panciatichiano, 4. 
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Vulgate).20 In the second half of the fourteenth century, the Angevin court copied V.I, 

the most complete version is BnF, MSS fr. 756-757, although V.II seems to have been 

the favored version in France. Within this first group, Marie-José Heijkant observes that, 

so far, twenty-six fragments in Old French have been identified as Italian in origin, dated 

between c. 1275 and c. 1350, and range in provenance from Friuli in the northeast, to 

Pisa and Genoa (from where the majority come), to the Angevin court at Naples. In Italy, 

the Arthurian romance of Tristan and Iseut offered entertainment to every book-loving 

class, evidenced by surviving luxury volumes, such as a Paduan edition decorated with 

320 illuminations (London, British Library, MS Add. 23929) and in the inventories of the 

Visconti and Gonzaga families, as well as more modestly constructed volumes enjoyed by 

the burgeoning mercantile class.21 According to Heijkant, the major patron of the Tristan 

romance ("transalpine imaginative fictions") in the southern peninsula was the Angevin 

court of Naples, and she points to the sole survivor of Neapolitan Tristan, the illuminated 

BnF, MSS fr. 756-757, confident that despite the limited examples of Angevin Arthurian 

manuscripts it is "well documented that noble Neapolitan families were still reading 

Tristan in the fifteenth century."22 

To the second category of Tristan texts, those that closely translate the French 

versions into Italian, belongs the so-called Tristano Panchiatichano (Biblioteca Nazionale 

Centrale, Panciatichiano 33). Copied by a single scribe in the fourteenth century, this 

Tristano has been described as an "anthology" of five discrete tales that are clearly 

																																																								
20 The most helpful summary of the Italian textual tradition and its sources that I have found is Marie-José 
Heijkant, “From France to Italy: The Tristan Text,” in The Arthur of the Italians, 41-68. 
21 Heijkant notes that "at least one workshop has been identified— the Pisa-Genoa workshop — generic 
illustrations at the bottom or in the middle of each folio, has been variously assigned to Lombardy, Angevin 
Naples and more recently, Genoa." Ibid., 44. 
22 Ibid., 45. 
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identifiable with a French counterpart, although some of its contents have not been 

traced to any other work.23 According to multiple linguistic studies, the scribe's choices 

indicate a certain flexibility in that the text shows a wide range of Tuscan variations 

identifiable with Pistoia and Prato, as well as Arezzo and Siena. Far from being disjointed, 

or a " simplistic fragmentary collision of texts," as some scholars have lamented, Heijkant 

sees the two heroes, Tristan and Lancelot, in exhilarating competition, "creating a diptych 

which shows the new hero and the model he must equal or surpass, against a backdrop of 

similar experiences of forbidden love.”24 

In the third group, comprised of texts written from the mid-thirteenth through 

late fourteenth century, fall well-known prose editions, including the Tristano Corsiniano 

(Rome, Bibl. Corsiniana MS 55.K.5), possibly made in Veneto during the last quarter of 

the fourteenth century; the Tristano Riccardiano (Florence, Bibl. Riccardiana, MS Ricc. 

25430), made "in a mercantile Tuscan context;"25 and the expansive Tavola Rotonda, which 

survives in eight manuscripts. The Tristano Riccardiano represents the “earliest extant 

Arthurian romance translated into an Italian dialect,” although, unfortunately, the text is 

incomplete, dropping off before the death of Tristan. Dated between the years 1280-

1300, it is derived from the thirteenth-century French Tristan en prose26 and is 

contemporary with another vernacular edition, the Tristano Panchiatichiano. Scholars 

																																																								
23 Ibid., 51-2; and Italian literature. Tristano panciatichiano, 6. 
24 Heijkant, “From France to Italy: The Tristan Text,” in The Arthur of the Italians, 51. 
25 “In any case, paleographical and linguistic details place the text in a mercantile Tuscan context: its 
domestic, cursive appearance, typical of ‘saddle-bag’ books, suggests a non-aristocratic audience.” The 
manuscript's Italian vernacular has traits from different dialects—philological work has pinpointed Tuscan 
dialect markers near Cortona and Umbria “overlaid on an older stratum from Pisa-Lucca. Within this mix, 
many Gallicisms add a certain ‘exotic flavour’ to the text," Heijkant, “From France to Italy: The Tristan 
Text,” ibid, 49.  
26 See the Introduction, Italian literature. Tristano Riccardiano (Vol. 2), ed. F. Regina Psaki (Woodbridge, UK ; 
Rochester, NY: D.S. Brewer, 2006), ix-xx. 
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generally agree that the Riccardiano redaction also served as the source material for the first 

part of the early fourteenth-century Tavola Ritonda. Based on paleographic and linguistic 

evidence, the Tristano Riccardiano was commissioned in a merchant community in Tuscany, 

most likely around Pisa or Lucca, “consistent with the prominence of northwestern 

Tuscany as another major center (with Angevin Naples and the Veneto) of Arthurian 

composition and circulation in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.”27 On account of 

the repetition of conversational themes, descriptions, and encounters within Tristano’s 

world, the Italian translations of the tale have not been well-received by scholars, such as 

the text’s first editor, E.G. Parodi, who announced, “I do not discuss the artistic merits of 

the translation because it has none.”28 To their credit, however, F. Regina Psaki and 

Gloria Allaire, who edited the Tristano Riccardiano and Tristano Panchiatichiano, respectively, 

have reinvigorated Tristano studies, calling for readers to work harder to appreciate the 

range of meanings suggested by a limited pool of verbs and emotions used in the text.29 

In addition, cantari, vernacular stanze, and other textual rivulets, like Antonio Pucci's 

Zibaldone and the Venetian Zibaldone da Canal (New Haven, Beinecke Library, MS 327, 

																																																								
27 Ibid., xii. 
28 Ibid., xiii. 
29 “Critics have not been excessively indulgent with the Italian Arthurian material in general: whether it is 
compared with the Italian monuments of high medieval culture, or with the finest examples of French 
romance, it has typically been found wanting,” ibid., ix. Psaki uses the adjective allegro (happy) as an example 
of where the contemporary reader is required to open the word to other meanings, turning to the 
surrounding context and dialogue to understand the emotion of the moment. Reflecting on her task as 
translator, she states: “The failure of modern readers to recognize the breadth of signification implicit in the 
contexts of these frequently appearing words may make them treat the text more cavalierly than it deserves. 
If we hope to appreciate and enjoy these texts as their original audience did, we would do well to refine our 
appreciation of the expressive work done in them by structure and by context, as we comfortably do in film 
and graphic novel,” ibid., xviii-xix. 
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dated 1312), point to creative engagement30 with celebrated Italian Tristan legends, 

important in their own right, in addition to the earlier French V.I and V.II.31 

 

III. THE STERI'S LOVE AFFAIRS 

In the first decades of the fourteenth century, materia arturiana circulated broadly 

in western Europe and traveled with pilgrims to the Holy Lands32 to offer artists, writers, 

and dramatists the "potential for hermeneutic amplification of the story given the range 

of media used."33 Accompanied with narrative banderoles, like the woollen embroidered 

tapestries stitched between 1300 and 1480 at the convent in Wienhausen (Lower 

Saxony),34 or on quilts, like the Sicilian 'Guicciardini Quilt,' the visualized tale satisfied 

cravings for a morally-upright hero (whose amorous pursuits were easily justified by the 

love potion) and the recurring suspense of perilous woodland encounters (Figs. 9-10). 

Eduard Vilella pushes against the tendency in Italian scholarship to privilege the textual 

manifestations of the Tristan legend within the Arthurian cycle, inviting reflection upon 

two different, but intertwined aspects of the story's spread: 1) the role of images 

																																																								
30  Heijkant and others observe how the Tristen legends becomes heavily inflected with the vocabulary and 
political situations recognizable in medieval civic life: “The feudal conflict between the father of Iseut 
White Hands and his nephew, the count of Agippi, is seen as a fight between municipalities; the episode 
features Tristan in the unusual role of peacemaker, endowed with all the virtues required in a balanced 
leader as outlined in contemporary mirrors for princes,” Heijkant, “From France to Italy: The Tristan 
Text,” 50. 
31 Ibid., 47. 
32 Whitaker, The Legends of King Arthur in Art, 25. 
33 Eduard Vilella, “In ogni maniera che amore comanda: immagini nella ‘Tavola Ritonda,’ Letteratura & Arte 8 
(2010): 109-124. He departs significantly from Michael Curschmann’s belief (Images of Tristan in Gottfried von 
Strassburg and the Medieval Tristan Legend, 1990): “The text is the ultimate authority in the sense that it 
fashions the minimal consensus necessary to establish an iconographic tradition at all. But that tradition 
touches on other such traditions, reaches into other corners of literary and social consciousness, and in that 
way it helps shape the broader consensus that determines the meaning of the story. It is a dimension of 
literature which we as literary historians ignore at our peril,” 109. 
34 Consult the Kloster's website for more details regarding the convent's history and holdings: www.kloster-
wienhausen.de (accessed 2 May 2017). 
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described within the text and the outside world's response to descriptions of that imagery 

and 2) the role of oral performance in the diffusion of different versions of the tale. 

Portable objects, like the German tapestries, were mostly dependent upon texts for 

explication; however, visual representations of Tristan frequently do not match with 

identified surviving texts, and scholars have turned to other kinds of encounters, such as 

performance.  

Regarding the first point, Vilella draws attention to the fact that the texts 

themselves rely heavily on the reader's ability to draw upon his or her experiences with 

elaborate visual programs pursued in contemporary noble estates and civic spaces— and 

the reciprocal relationship between imagined spaces and increasingly elaborate fictional 

rooms. Anne Dunlop's formative study of such “painted palaces” delves in depth into 

such commissions, and she argues that immersive and ethically complex interiors were 

the product of a close and creative relationship between artists, poets, and patrons, for 

example, in the northern courts of Ferrara and Milan.35 Furthermore, she ties the 

elaborate hallways, main salons, petite bedrooms, and cloistered walkways to a late-

medieval interest marrying entertainment and science in automata, which exploit the 

friction between reality, magic, and intellect.36 This is taken to the extreme in the 

coronation ceremony of Alfonso XI of Castile, who, rather than be crowned by a 

representative of the church, accepted a ceremonial sword blow — an espaldarazo —by 

the patron of Castile, St. James: "Subsequently, he placed the royal crown upon his own 

																																																								
35 Anne Dunlop, Painted Palaces: The Rise of Secular Art in Early Renaissance Italy (University Park (PA): 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2009), 66-73. 
36 Ibid., 63-66. 
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head, refusing clerical interference and, thus, suggesting that his royal legitimacy resided 

more in his military prowess than in any sanction offered by the church."37 

Focusing on descriptions of palaces in Arthurian texts, Vilella looks especially at 

the description of the Palazzo del Gran Desio (cap. LIX) of the Tavola Rotonda, from 

which Tristan rescues Arthur from a fata morgana. During the escapade the hero comes 

upon a bedroom with sumptuous decorated bed and a textile or engraved partition 

(cortina) decorated with salacious content:  

There was a curtain (cortina), on which there were incised images (immagini intagliate) of 
dames and damsels and knights and squires, who really seemed alive of real human flesh, 
all naked; and some of them hugged and some of them kissed; and one was sat and one 
was stood; and so he was lying, and taking much pleasure and delight, and in such a way 
delighting in every manner that love commands. And seeing those figures, he would not 
be man so honest, that his will could have been reigned.38 

 
He posits that this kind of “ekphrastic narration,” found throughout the corpus of 

Arthurian material, including the works of Chrétien de Troyes and the anonymously 

written Tavola Ritonda, benefited greatly from conversation with the poetic tradition of the 

Sicilian School that flourished under the Hohenstaufen dynasty in Sicily and southern 

Italy.39 Frede Jensen makes quite clear the serious enterprise of the school, composed of 

local nobility and elite government functionaries: "This unique feature in the history of 

Italian literature bears witness to the existence of an entirely different political-cultural 

																																																								
37 Rosa María Rodríguez Porto, "Courtliness and its Trujamanes: Manufacturing Chivalric Imagery across the 
Castilian-Grenadine Frontier," Medieval Encounters 14 (2008): 238 (219-266). 
38 “V’era una cortina, nella quale v’erano immagini intagliate di dame e di damigelle, e di cavalieri e di 
donzelli, i quali veramente eglino parevano vivi di vera carne umana, tutti ignudi; e quale di loro abbracciava 
e quale baciava; e alcuna sedeva e alcuna stava ritta; e tale si giaceva, prendendo di piacere assai e diletto, e 
cosìe dilettandosi in ogni maniera che amore comanda. E vedendo quelle figure, non sarebbe stato uomo 
tanto onesto, che sua volontà avesse potuto rifrenare.” See Vilella, “In ogni maniera che amore comanda,” 
110. Garzanti linguistica online defines cortina as a kind of partition or screen that separates spaces, a kind of 
wall or tent that, for example, would encircle a bed: “grande tenda che separa ambienti o ne nasconde una 
parte | tenda che circonda i letti a baldacchino” (accessed 27 April 2017).   
39 The Poetry of the Sicilian School, ed. and trans. Frede Jensen (New York and London: Garland Publishing, 
Inc., 1986). 
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climate in Sicily from the one prevailing at the aristocratic courts in the South of 

France."40 

Giacomo da Lentini, for example, relies on ekphrasis to reveal the function and 

power of images that allows him to enjoy an erotic relationship with a lover, what Vilella 

describes as a “mechanism of desire.”41 In contrast to Tristan's voyeuristic encounter with 

amorous performing bodies in the decorated room, da Lentini discusses in the poem 

"Meravigliosamente" the image as a beloved and interactive likeness, a sweet substitute 

for a lady out of reach: 

Feeling great desire, 
I painted a picture, 
fair Lady, which has your likeness;  
and when I do not see you 
I look upon that image, 
and it seems that I have you before me: 
like the man who believes  
he can save himself through his faith, 
even if he does not see what's before his eyes. 
 
Avendo gran disio 
dipinsi una pintura 
bella, voi simigliante 
e quando voi non vio 
guardo’n quella figura 
e par ch’eo v’aggio davante 
sì com'om che si crede 
salvare per sua fede, 
ancor non veggia inante.42 
 
("Meravigliosamente," 3.19-27)  

 
The Sicilian School was critically important in the development of vernacular 

literature and, arguably, long-standing theories of optics and love. Anne Dunlop does not 

much address the Sicilian School in her seminal survey of late-medieval palaces, nor does 

																																																								
40 Ibid., xv. 
41 “Memoria e immagine sono ancora messe in rapporto. È su questa scia che va considerato un altro filone 
da contemplare in quest’analisi: nell’orizzonte culturale è importantissimo, a partire dal Duecento, un nuovo 
ambito di riflessione relative all’immaginare ed al rapporto con i meccanismi del desiderio; Vilella, “In ogni 
maniera che amore comanda,” 118. 
42 The Poetry of the Sicilian School, 10-14.  
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her exploration of “painted palaces” analyze the palace or church decoration in southern 

Italy or Sicily, apart from a brief mention of the Steri's ruinous state in the middle of the 

Quattrocento, as indicated by an inventory. Her assessment, however, credits the 

popularity of contemporary authors in the establishment of decorative norms, that would 

be later codified and debated during the Renaissance:  

What will be stressed here is precisely the artfulness of secular painting, and its role in 
the emergence of a new aesthetic category, first crystallized in Trecento discussions 
around vernacular poetry, always potentially a figure for painting and vice versa. The 
most influential writers in these debates, Dante, Boccaccio, and especially Petrarch and 
his circle, were also early commentators on painting, including in its secular forms. These 
early humanist writers adopted three classical categories as appropriate subject matter— 
exemplary figures, scenes of love, and tales of history and war.43 

 
The tension between these fictive pictorial worlds in the text and the real palaces, 

represented in glorious color and saucy inscriptions at La Manta in Piedmont 

(undocumented, dated between 1416-1420) and at the Steri, which reinforce visitor's and 

reader's recognition and mutual association of each requires further explication (Fig. 11).44 

It is not unusual for characters in Tristan (or One Thousand and One Nights, Le Roman de la 

Rose, The Alexander Romance, or a number of other medieval adventures) to come across 

rooms or walls with astounding decorative programs, usually cast in multiple natural 

materials— colored marbles, ivory, ebony, and brightly lit. Ekphrasic descriptions of art 

found in these texts, in which heroes confront epics etched on walls or find seductively 

styled spaces, allowed writers to imagine environments that exist beyond the limits of 

architecture and design: The reception hall at La Manta, for example, invites viewers to 

laugh at the absurdity of older people clamoring over each other to arrive at the Fountain 

of Youth, ensconced within the protective sphere of a magical forest (Figs. 12-13).45  

																																																								
43 Anne Dunlop, Painted Palaces, 8. 
44 Ibid., 1-5. 
45 Ibid. 
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Ekphrastic narrative and the phenomenon of art-within-art has long been the 

subject of its own study,46 and the actualization of these fantastic spaces may well have 

been inspired by passages built upon the collision of architecture and fantasy.47 Gabrici 

and Levi, in their discussion of the legend of the Trojan Wars, suggest this very idea quite 

early, looking at the Loggia dei Cavalieri in Treviso and comparing it to the nona rima 

poem, L'Intelligenza (c. late 13th-early 14th c.), a palace whose images, they suggest, may have 

described in part the Trojan stories. "And in forty-six stanze (240-286) summarized that 

legendary tale, drawing upon in part from the trovero [troubadour] Benoît de Sainte-Maure 

(or from another work that derived from a troubadour) and in part from the same 

Messinese judge [Guido delle Colonne]: 

From the other side there it was all incised 
with subtle cuts and fine colors 
as if the world was all assembled 
for war in Troy, between inside and from beyond; 
e all as if the hatred had begun 
between Lords Laomedon and Jason  
where died many king, duke, and count.48 

 

																																																								
46 Francesco Bennelli, "L'architettura dipinta nella pittura toscana medievale," in Architectura picta nell'arte 
italiana da Giotto a Veronese, ed. Sabine Frommel and Gerhard Wolf (Modena: Franco Cosimo Panini, 2016) 
21-41.  
47 See the publications of the collaborative research group, "Pompeji als Restaurierundsarchiv und 
Ausstellundslabor (von 1748 bus 2014: Eine natur- und geisteswissenschaftliche Untersuchung der 
Restaurierungs- und Musealisierungsgeschichte Pompejis verbunden mit dem Ziel der Entwichlung 
innovativer, nachhaltiger Restaurierungsmaterialien und Verfahren;" consult especially the publications of 
Pia Kastenmeier and Gabriella Cianciolo Cosentino regarding the development of steel as a means of 
recreating the fantastic architecture of Pompeii in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. I am very 
thankful to Drs. Kastenmeier and Cianciolo, Prof. Dr. Gerhard Wolf, and the Kunsthistorisches Institut in 
Florenz-Max Planck Institut for supporting a research excursion to Pompeii and Naples to learn more 
about the long history of restoration and preservation at Pompeii in January 2017.  
48 “Che il testo di Guido delle Colonne abbia suscitato oltre che l’interesse dei lettori anche l’ispirazione dei 
pittori, è dimostrato da un poema del secolo XIII, L’Intelligenza, il quale descrivendo le pitture che adornano 
un mirabile palazzo, immagina che di esse forse soggetto la leggenda di Troja. E in 46 stanze (240-286) 
sunteggia quel racconto leggendario, attingendo in parte al trovero Benoît de Sainte-More (o ad altra opera 
che derivasse dal trovero) e in parte al testo stesso del giudice messinese: Dall’altra parte v’è tutto 
‘ntagliato/ a propi intagli ed a fini colori/ sì come  ‘l mondo fue tutt’assembiato/ per guerra a Troia, tra 
dentr’e du fuori;/ e tutto com’fu l’odio incomiciato/ tra Lamedone e Giasonno signori/ onde morir re, 
duca e cont’assai…;" quoted in Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 106. The translation is my 
own. 
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An educated visitor to the Steri's painted chamber may have approached the 

space with the same sense of wonder as Tristan or the many kings snatched up by the 

fays and carried to architectural delights, where a timeless protective vacuum —usually in 

the form of a castle or fortress— ensconced them. Vilella notes that studies show that 

patrons recreated these rooms at a much higher rate than medieval remains suggest, and 

that "private rooms, often decorated with an Arthurian theme (the so-called camerae 

Lanzaloti and the like) which are connected in the first place to the enormous success of 

the matter, "an extraordinary cultural phenomenon," and its potential example."49 Patrons 

in Italy and abroad show interest in exploiting the tension of the 'other' world, populated 

with chivalric heroes and mischievous fays, responding to and entertaining within spaces 

that directly quote from romances and histories. In complex examples, such as a nearly-

360º world of Tristan at Saint-Floret in Auvergne, we might read these rooms as 

installations within baronial homes and palaces, where visitors and viewers could imagine 

themselves taking part in the story as they visually follow the tale or listen as it is read or 

performed.50 It is possible, too, based on the high administrative role of the admiral and 

his social responsibilities, that the Sala Magna accommodated storytellers. 

Recent studies demonstrate the importance of oral performance when 

considering the reception of romances by the medieval nobility. The persistence of the 

uomini di corte ("men of the court," also known as giullari or jongleur) culture in the Trecento 

																																																								
49 “Studi e scoperte, recente e meno recenti, attestano che stanze simile a quelle citate esistevano veramente 
nelle dimore signorili e in numero più elevato di quanto lascino supporre i resti conservati. Stanze private, 
spesso decorate a tematica arturiana (le cosiddette ‘camerae Lanzaloti’ e simile) che vanno collegate, in 
primo luogo, all’enorme successo della materia, “uno straordinario fenomeno di costume,” e al suo 
potenziale esemplare;” Eduard Vilella, “In ogni maniera che amore comanda,” 112. 
50 Ibid., 119. Consider, too, Marie-José Heijkant: “The long description of the tournament at Louvezerp 
shows the Tuscan merchant class’s fascination with tales of knightly games; this can be seen in the visual 
arts as well, such as a late thirteenth-century fresco painted in the San Gimignano town hall,” “From France 
to Italy: The Tristan Text,” in The Arthur of the Italians, 52. 
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points to a lively engagement with traveling entertainers, whose dramatically changed role 

(for the worse) was documented by the very authors who benefited from their 

performance and function within courtly society. In addition to brokering peace between 

households and providing witty conversation, the uomo di corte also retold and dramatized 

stories.51 In the late-thirteenth century Novellino, the anonymous writes about "Saladino, lo 

quale era homo di corte, essendo in Ciclia per mangiare ad una tavola con molti 

cavalieri..." (A uomo di corte named Saladino once visited Sicily to dine at a table where 

many knights were gathered...).52 According to William Robins, the Trecento authors 

Dante Alighieri (c. 1265-1321), Giovanni Boccaccio (c. 1313-75), Antonio Pucci (c. 1310-88), 

and Franco Sacchetti (c. 1335-1400) were primarily concerned with the debasement of the 

somewhat noble professional services provided by these wandering courtly man, although 

Pucci and Sacchetti also blamed the cheapening of the noble class itself to a change in 

role of the uomini di corte. Despite these writers' reservations, many sources support the 

vibrant presence of such performances in grand estates during private occasions and in 

the celebration of marriages and other festive occasions. 

 The literary and artistic culture of Trecento Sicily that is exhibited on the painted 

ceiling would have served such a performer very well. One of the defining features of the 

ceiling is the juxtaposition of multiple tales with little indication of when one tale ends 

and another begins, creating an overwhelming sense of activity that questions, 

contradicts, and expands one's sense of time and geography. Stories blend into each other 

and marginal figures constantly intervene in the tales, encouraging multiple readings of 

																																																								
51 William Robins, "The Case of the Court Entertainer: Popular Culture, Intertextual Dialogue, and the 
Early Circulation of Boccaccio's Decameron," Speculum 92.1 (2017): 1-35. 
52 Ibid., 3. 
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stories and inviting pointing fingers and conversations of clarification, meaning, and 

intention. Apart from the sea voyages of the Trojans and Greeks and the romance of 

Lady Elena of Narbonne, lovers and animals and hunters wander the ceiling without a 

word to identify from whose pen or mouth they have leapt. The mother, whose child 

suffocated and whose deceit was revealed by Solomon, stumbles from the comforts of 

the throne room, pushed by the sentinel directly into a full-tilt joust, where a 

Chiaramontan knight stretches forward to unseat his foe. She holds her hand to her 

mouth, bewildered by the scene before her (Fig. 14). 

In all likelihood, some of the popular tales on the ceiling may have been frescoed 

on the walls, as seen elsewhere at the Steri and in the Chiaramonte palace at Favara 

(Agrigento), where St. George tramples the dragon on the ground floor, or, more likely, 

on tapestries hung between the windows and near the portals (Figs. 15-16). Based on the 

single surviving painted niche in another room on the same floor, in which St. Margaret 

stands holding her dragon and the Virgin and Child look out across the room, the two 

niches in the Sala Magna that flank the window overlooking the piazza may have held 

colorful frescoes with religious figures (Figs. 17-18). Potentially surrounded by frescos 

and looming bodies of heroes brought to life on tapestry, Manfredi and that artists 

created a truly wondrous world suspended between the realm of fantasies that span 

dimensions, time, and geography and the urban reality of Palermo that lie beyond the 

sculpted windows. Reflection and discussion are built into the very architecture of the 

room, where beneath the window ledge, mirrors stone seats invite readers and 

interlocutors to rest and reflect upon the multiple thresholds presented between the busy 

world of the Piazza Marina below, the activities of the Admiral's palace, and the 
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panoramic multitude of worlds above. The survival of accompanying mural narratives in 

plastered or woven form, however, would have been threatened by the conversion of the 

palace into the formal offices and residence of the Viceroy and, subsequently, the seat of 

the Inquisition.53  

Of what remains in the Sala Magna, an extraordinary example of Trecento 

carpentry and artistry, we can identify a narrative correspondence with extant prose 

versions of Tristano. Heijkant observes a tendency within the Tristan romance to "form 

vast story cycles with a centrifugal structure, which attempted to combine the Aristotelian 

principle of cohesion with the need for multiplicity."54 The language of textual criticism, 

as well as that of performance and theatre criticism, can be applied to the ceiling on 

account of the "interlace narrative structure" of the Tristan tradition in Italian. The 

"typical jongleur fashion” in the Tristano Riccardiano, for example, is worth considering 

when reading the painted tales of the ceiling: The narrator, every so often, reminds the 

reader or listener, of their presence, breaking into the scene to dismiss the rest of a 

narrative thread, or announce the need to skip ahead in the tale— always making 

reference to another source (e.g. "at this point, the tale says...").55 Given the use of the 

Sala Magna as a reception hall and the continued tradition of jongleurs in search of 

																																																								
53 On the other hand, since the ceiling was restored in the early fifteenth century, it is a wonder that there 
was no mention of wall paintings; rather, moveable decoration may have brightened the palace walls. Still, it 
is worth remembering changing tastes and attitudes as one of many factors that dictate what survives and 
what does not: “When we scrutinize the monumental and narrative allegory of a political nature, properly 
speaking, it becomes obvious that the loss of monuments corresponds to the change of politics. Political 
statements not only lose their bias but even their right to survive.” See Hans Belting, “The new role of 
narrative in public painting of the Trecento: historia and allegory,” in “Pictorial Narrative in Antiquity and 
the Middle Ages,” ed. Herbert L. Kessler and Marianna Shreve Simpson, special issue, Studies in the history of 
art 16 (1985): 157 (151-168). 
54 Heijkant, “From France to Italy: The Tristan Text,” 41-42. In Chapter Four, I disucss the quality of 
cohesion within multiplicity in relation to Giles of Rome's ethical works, and I offer further evidence of 
broad literary cross-over and interplay between genres presented on the Sala Magna’s ceiling. 
55 Ibid., 49-50. 
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wealthy patrons, one can imagine a visiting uomo di corte or Manfredi Chiaramonte himself 

gesturing to Tristan and Isolde and the surrounding narrative threads.  

On the Steri's ceiling, the tale is without any inscriptions; however, the two artists 

responsible for its recording include tell-tale attributes of the lovers and particular 

sequences of events that help the viewer quickly narrow down the narrative possibilities 

and would guide those interested in sharing the story with an audience with helpful 

mnemonic cues. For example, within the German tradition (e.g. Gottfried von Strassburg, 

Eilhart von Obert, Ulrich von Türheim), Stephanie Cain Van D’Elden identifies six 

iconic scenes in the Tristan tale, although these have cross-over with the other versions, 

such as Béroul: 1) Tristan slices out the dragon's tongue, 2) Iseult uncovers the nick in 

Tristan's sword from having slaughtered her uncle, 3) Tristan and Iseult drink the love 

potion at sea, 4) the so-called "Tryst beneath the Tree" scene, 5) King Mark finds the 

lovers sleep in a grotto with Tristan's sword between them, 6) a rosebush and grapevine 

intertwined with the lovers' coffin(s).56 Her examples focus on northern examples, such 

as the extensive fresco cycles at Castle Runkelstein, just outside Bolzano, Italy; three 

multi-registered embroideries at Klosterverwaltung in Wienhausen; the "Guicciardini 

quilt" at the Victoria and Albert Museum; and the Erfurt tablecloth, all of which date to 

the fourteen and fifteenth centuries (Fig. 19).57   

 

*   *     *   * 

																																																								
56 Stephanie Cain Van D’Elden, “Specific and Generic Scenes in Verse Tristan Illustrations,” in Visually and 
Materiality in the Story of Tristan and Isolde, ed. Jutta Eming, Ann Marie Rasmussen, and Kathryn Starkey 
(Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2012), 280-282 (269-298). 
57 The so-called Wienhausen I embroidery in the Wienhausen, Klosterverwaltung depicts a linear story 
organized in three registers of narrative and four interlinear registers of coats of arms (also described as a 
kind of armorial); on the other hand, Wienhausen II embroidery is composed of four registers of 
inscriptions and tales set within architectural frames and towers that divide scenes. 
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The "Tryst beneath the Tree" 

Chronologically, the first part of the story occurs on the fourth joist of Side A 

(no. 23), on which an artist paints two chess matches and the "Tryst beneath the Tree," 

episodes firmly placed within the story of Tristan and Iseult (Figs 2-3). As the artist's 

distinctive hand is tied solely to these scenes and the decorative motives of the 

neighboring beam on Side B, it seems likely that the Master of Solomon passed the story 

to the artist for completion, perhaps he continued finishing the northern half of the 

ceiling for which he is overwhelmingly responsible. The artist of the chess games and the 

fountain scene clearly made references to other examples; the composition of the scenes 

falls within the realm of other Tristan paintings, some of the most well-circulated in the 

later medieval period. 

Queen Isolde sits, framed against a bright red curtain decorated with flowers and 

intricate interlocking shapes. A diaphanous veil wraps her head and neck, but leaves her 

face uncovered. Upon her head, a heavy gold crown sits, its pearls and gems now 

tarnished. She looks directly at Tristan while pointing, as he reaches for his knight. A 

knight himself, Tristan has exchanged his hauberk and helm for extravagantly pointed 

shoes, and the lack of a sword assures the viewer that they act within the confines of a 

court. They could be on the ship from Ireland to Cornwall, although the tell-tale bottle of 

love potion, given to Branwain by Iseult's mother to help her fall in love with her 

betrothed, King Mark, is absent. More likely, they are in one of the many seaside 

pavilions occasionally brought to the seaside by King Mark for festivities. 
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To my knowledge, no one has looked at the arrangement of pieces on the board 

that they use. The artist has carefully recreated a chess game: Tristan points to Isolde, 

whose king and queen remain on the board, while most of Tristan's pieces have been 

captured. The artist has been careful to recreate a scene of courtly pleasure, while 

maintaining a distinction of rank between Tristan, who stands without a chair, and Iseult, 

whose crown, seat, tippets, and surrounding squirrel fur curtain each bestow upon her the 

dignity of her office within the Kingdom of Cornwall. 

In the second scene, Tristan's knight is positioned to take the Queen Isolde's 

queen. For those that cannot see the game clearly from the floor of the hall, Isolde points 

to Tristan, indicating his win of the game, as well as her heart (Fig. 20). Subtle additions 

to the painting indicate the cheekiness of Tristan's behavior: he sits on a chair with his 

legs comfortably supported by a footrest, a piece of furniture reserved for the king and 

queen and one used by the ceiling's artists explicitly for the comfort of Charlemagne, 

Solomon, a generic presentation of a king and his court, and the Philip II and Olympias 

(Alexander Romance). Sitting as a king, playing chess with the queen, and making love to 

her under the patronage of King Mark — Tristan's troublesome behavior required, 

especially in the Italian tradition, multiple opportunities to clarify his inability to help 

himself, such as the weakness of the king and terrible mistake of sharing the love potion 

with Isolde. The Italian prose versions, such as the Tristano Ricciardiano, establishes within 

the first few lines the cowardice of Mark and his treachery against his brother and 

unwillingness to defend Cornwall from the burden of tribute. The reader is conditioned 

throughout the tale, massaged with redundant platitudes about Tristan's beauty and valor 

in such a way that Mark's rare appearance in textual and visual forms is one of a fool. 
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Chaperoning from a respectful distance, Governal (Governale) watches the chess 

games with his hands across his chest and Branwain (Branguina) stands with her hands at 

her side. Her hair, wrapped in a pearl-studded ribbon, and dress with scalloped sides 

clearly indicate her valued place at the queen's side. Formally speaking, the similarity in 

body type, hair, facial structure, and proximity further cements their devotion in the 

viewer’s eyes. The scene of surveillance, however, is a rouse, and one with which the 

reader and viewer were well familiar: throughout the adventure, Branwain and Governal 

serve their mistress and master, respectively, as go-betweens, lying and aiding and 

traveling with the lovers whenever plans go awry, and the lovers find themselves in a 

difficult position.  

The artist has conveniently abridged the tale, leaping from an afternoon of games 

and intimate conversation to the infamous "Tryst beneath the Tree." Meeting in the 

woods, they pause at a sarcophagus-shaped basin with a simple inlay. Tristan greets Isolde 

with a falcon in his right gloved hand and a purse swinging at his side; Isolde's little dog 

follows closely at her heels. A network of gazes illustrates the delicate nature of the 

meeting and the lovers' sudden awareness of King Mark, who perches in a tree that 

stands directly behind the spouting fish mouths at the top of the fountain.58 This 

arrangement is one familiar to most historians of medieval art, found on ivory coffers, 

delicately-carved combs and mirror backs, such as those in the Bargello, Florence (Fig. 

21). 

																																																								
58 Speaking of Ywain, but recognizing the universality of magical springs, Murial Whitaker notes that they 
are "the centre about which the forest adventures revolve. In the graphic arts, this kind of place with a 
fountain, a tree, and a challenging basin often functions as a meeting place for knights-errant, damsels and 
antagonists,” The Legends of King Arthur in Art, 15. 
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The movement of gazes begins from right to left, with Branwain's pointed finger, 

pushing against the left-right organization of the story; Iseult's confidante, thus, serves as 

a bookend, centering Mark in the formal composition, and leading the gaze leftward, 

toward Tristan (Fig. 22). As Mark, secure in the branches of the tree, spies upon Tristan, 

so does his three-dimensional "reflection" rise from the water to confront the knight. 

Iseult worriedly looks at the reflection of Mark, her right hand rushing to her throat in 

surprise. Branwain places a hand on her mistress and points to Mark in the tree, their 

vision forked between flesh and reflection. In this way, the artist dynamically 

demonstrates that the lovers are aware of the trick and highlights the cowardly and 

comical situation of the cuckholded King Mark, whose authority is undercut consistently 

throughout TR and the other versions.  

Focusing on the German Gottfried von Straßburg's Tristan (ca. 1210), Albrecht 

Classen touches upon the problem of Tristan within the Mark's court at Cornwall, issues 

that are shared with most versions of the romance, in which the young Tristan outshines 

everyone at court.59 This exceedingly handsome man, naturally gifted in every courtly 

endeavor, be it music, hunting, speaking, and lovemaking, eventually places him in a 

difficult place among the ordinary knights of the various courts he visits. In addition, the 

mutual love he shares with Isolde and his ability to protect Cornwall when no one else 

																																																								
59 Albrecht Classen turns his attention from a previous study of weak kings to "outsiders, challengers, and 
rebels," noting that it is through them that the fragility of court structures are revealed, rejecting Sharon 
Kinoshita and Peggy McCraken's notion that foreigners or court outsiders expose imbalance; rather, it is 
"considerably worse": "The outsiders expose inner rifts at court, deconstruct the false appearance of 
political harmony and unity, and challenge the inner circle of confidants. At the same time, whenever an 
opportunity arises, central members of the court embark on a quest for their own path through life, and 
thereby threaten to destroy the fabric of social cohesion presumptively guaranteed by the king, whose 
authority thus proves to be rather shaky and untrustworthy," quoted from “Outsiders, Challengers, and 
Rebels in Medieval Courtly Literature: The Problem with the Courts in Courtly Romances," 70; see, as well, 
Classen, ‘The Cry-Baby Kings in Courtly Romances: What is Wrong with Medieval Kingship?,’ Studi 
Medievali 39.2 (1998): 833–863. 
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dares, all at the expense of his uncle's authority, positions him precariously on the fringe 

of the court. As Classen observes, Tristan's "many triumphs, however, ultimately, catapult 

him out of this world and make him a tragic figure. However, in that process he also 

exposes the inner weaknesses of the entire court and deeply embarrasses both the barons 

and even the king himself."60 This aspect of humiliation and ridicule— touched with 

humor— is concentrated in the scene adjacent to the "Tryst beneath the Tree," based 

upon the French Lai d'Aristotle, composed in the early thirteenth century: Alexander, 

standing at a balcony, watches with bemusement as his great tutor, the philosopher 

Aristotle, crawls on all fours on the ground like a domesticated beast, while the beautiful 

Phyllis rides him (Fig. 23).  

Aristotle’s momentary lapse of judgment, however, adds more levity to the 

ceiling’s program than loss, since the artists do not record the tragic deaths of the lovers. 

The well-known misadventure makes, rather, for excellent entertainment, and a variety of 

media capture the episode. A bronze aquamanile from the southern Netherlands, dated to 

the late fourteenth or early fifteenth century, reduces Aristotle to a driveling fool: a spout 

emerges from his neck (Fig. 24). Phyllis wears a dress with a buckled and knotted belt and 

embellished sleeves, comparable to the styles of Madonna Elena of Narbonne and 

Susanna on nearby joists (Fig. 25). Phyllis's decision to ride her steed side-saddle with 

ankles crossed signals some sense of modesty, although the sculptor has some fun with 

Phyllis’s hands: one holds fast a thick section of Aristotle’s curled hair and the other is 

placed firmly on his rear. Vincent Moleta knots Guido's poem "Amor, che lungiamente" 

with the well-known tale of Phyllis riding Aristotle. In a surviving illuminated initial from 

																																																								
60 Albrecht Classen, “Outsiders, Challengers, and Rebels in Medieval Courtly Literature," 73. 
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Ms. Banco Rari 217, a Tuscan manuscript, which shows the poet-love galloping about 

with Cupid as that rider, riding crop in his hand; closely related to the imagery associated 

with the Lai d'Aristotle, and potentially shows the artist's understanding of the poem ("the 

layout of the MS suggests that the scribe and painter were the same person").61 

 

Escape to the Woods of Morois 

The ‘Master of the Judgment of Solomon’ painted the second set of scenes from 

the adventure on first joist on the B-side (no. 155). Responsible for the majority of 

paintings on the northern half of the ceiling, he painted the tale of Madonna Elena of 

Narbonne, Susanna and the Elders, and his work is easily recognizable by consistent 

physiognomy; particular fashion choices, such long rows of buttons on the arms; a deeply 

rocky landscape; among other details. In the first scene, Queen Iseult places a crown of 

roses on Tristan's head (Figs. 5 and 26). She wears a gold crown and stands in front of a 

castle, indicating to the viewer that the lovers are somewhere in the vicinity of Tintagel 

Castle in Cornwall. The far-left edge of the panel, which meets the ceiling's central 

divider, is covered with painted black and white trim to mask the joint; however, a tiny 

strip of architecture remains, allowing us to gain a bit more context for the scene: a 

crenelated wall or tower stands behind Iseult, and long walls lead to the castle door. This 

architecture type is mirrored on the opposite side of the panel, and is featured in most 

scenes that include a castle or palace setting.  

Taking cover in a corner of the curtain walls, the Queen Iseult stands wearing a 

rich garment of squirrel fur covered with a pleated skirt and belted with a long golden 

																																																								
61 Vincent Moleta, "Guido delle Colonne's 'Amor, che lungiamente m'hai menato': A Source for the 
Opening Metaphor," Italica 54.4 (1977): 468-484. 
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girdle. Her dress has wide slits along her torso to reveal a darker garment. Tippets wrap 

around her upper arms, displaying the recognizable grey triangle of squirrel fur, just barely 

visible in the painting's current state with the aid of a photograph or ladder. Between her 

hands Iseult holds above Tristan a crown of red and white roses, and she leans forward to 

place it on his head. Tristan kneels on his left knee to accept her gift and crosses his arms 

in a sign of deference and fealty to his lady. Tristan wears a dark green surcoat with a 

braided belt, red hose, stir-ups, and long pointed shoes, a gesture to his position as a 

favored courtier within the court of King Mark. Witnessing this promise of allegiance is 

Tristan's faithful squire, who sits on a grey dappled mount with his feet resting free of the 

stir-ups. Blossoming trees frame him, while no natural intervention interrupts the illicit, 

but unpreventable, courtship of Tristan and Iseult. 

In the next scene, a tree again separates the squire from the lovers' trance. The 

landscape has a red foundation with altitudes carved in lavender and white highlights 

showing the cliff edges (Fig. 27). Dismounted, the squire, Perinis, walks with a spear and 

a shield and watches as the lovers enjoy each other's company. Iseult's horse receives 

some extra attention: golden fittings stand in bright contrast against the black of the 

harness and lacey decoration crosses the horse's chest. Tristan and Iseult hold the reins, 

as their horses chomp at the bit and stride forward, and Tristan sits upright pulling his 

beloved close, wrapping his right arm around her shoulder. Held captive by the power of 

the love portion they shared on the ship from Ireland, Tristan and Iseult have escaped 

King Mark's death sentence to find themselves living a decidedly humbler life outside the 

walls of the castle. The artist leads them to pause for a picnic in the woods, generally 

recognized as the Wood of Morois from the French tradition. He looks direct at her face, 
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while she looks directly at the viewer, raising her left hand as they talk. Tristan no longer 

has his flower crown, but Iseult's is clearly visible, dotted abundantly to imitate, no doubt, 

many pearls and precious stones.  

The scene, however, exudes springtime exuberance. The dappled horses stamp 

and whinny, their reins held by the squire, who rides Iseult's palfrey and keeps watch over 

the lovers. Having found a hillside spot where water runs freely, they spread a picnic on a 

striped and fringed blanket. Here a tree blossoms at the summit of the little hill they have 

chosen for their repose. Its position here does not serve to separate the lovers, but, 

rather, recall the events that occurred earlier at the fountain— the so-called "Tryst 

beneath the Tree"— handled by a different artist. Having escaped their deaths at King 

Mark's command and come to the wooded haven beyond the king's reach, Iseult 

stretches towards Tristan with her left hand, holding her faithful dog securely in her lap 

with her left hand. She sits frontally; the viewer takes in the outlines of her knees from 

where the fabric of her dress cascades into a deep V. Her face, however, is painted in 

three-quarter view, catching Tristan's eye. Putting food to his lips, he sits and lets his legs 

dangle and cross over the rushing water. Throughout the Tristano Ricciardiano and the 

Tavola Ritonda, the woods seem like a magician's hat from which anything might spring. 

As Muriel Whitaker notes of forested spaces in Arthurian texts, “[its] power depends not 

on a particular botanical makeup but on its suggestion of limitless, uncultivated space, 

hidden menaces, and the kind of density that allows for the sudden appearance of white 

stags, lions, giants, dwarfs, distressed maidens, black knights, fees, and Loathly Ladies."62 

The painters include abundant evidence to corroborate her claim: Wild men battle with 

																																																								
62 Muriel Whitaker, The Legends of King Arthur in Art, 12. 
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massive clubs on a nearby beam and prowling lions and hybrid figures stalk through 

woodlands on panels surrounding the story of Tristan and Iseult.  

While much of the Tristan narrative is devoted to the correlation of his beauty 

and fighting prowess, the Tristan presented on the ceiling is a contented lover, 

unbothered by their exilic adventure and enjoying a meager meal with his well-coiffed 

beloved. Conspicuously missing from all of these scenes is Tristan's sword, nicked from 

his battle with Morholt. The scene could be one of dozens of romances that fall within 

the Matter of Britain; however, the position of these two lovers will be repeated in the 

game of chess, painted by a different artist. The formal repetition helps the viewer put 

these scenes together. Furthermore, as many scholars of the Tristano tradition have 

noted, Iseult's body— from the deep V-folds of the dress that cover it to her handling of 

the small dog— is represented similarly across media, such as ivory caskets and mirrors, 

as discussed above.  

In the final scene, Tristan and Iseult ride side by side, evidently conscious of their 

presentation to the two men, who ride from a castle to greet them (Fig. 28). The first 

figure has been widely identified as a vavasour, who offers his home to the couple during 

their escape from the castle. It would not make sense to re-identify them as King Mark 

and an attendant. The tufted turban worn by the rider is not consistent with kings and 

military rules, but to indicate noblemen: after she beheads Guarnarius, for example, 

Madonna Elena speaks with a bearded and capped man, who animatedly gestures in 

response to the gruesome scene. Wearing either ermine or squirrel, and long umber 

robes, his red turban and that of the man behind him are included to denote a certain 

status within the court of Charlemagne, who, of course, wears a crown. In the Tristan 
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narrative, the men seem enthusiastic to great Queen Isolde and her lover, who rides, as 

noted above, without his sword. His right-hand rests on the support of his saddle, rather 

than the pommel of his sword, as does, for example, the knight riding a horse covered 

with a caparison displaying large Chiaramontan roundels (Fig. 29). 

 

 IV. NARRATIVE EXPERIENCE 

Different ways of imaging time and narrative occur when considering the Tristan 

story in architectural contexts. Amanda Luyster's analysis of a monumentalized Tristan 

tale in the château of Saint-Floret in Auvergne (ca. 1350-60) shows that the artists 

depended on that viewer to provide the missing narrative in the 'space' between the 

scenes painted on three walls of the hall and the accompanying inscriptions written in 

Old French (Fig. 30). She identifies a bricolage of relevant texts to create the scenes, 

based primarily on Meliadus by Rusticien de Pise/Rusticiano da Pisa, itself a “compilation 

containing episodes from the French prose Tristan and the prose Palamedes as well as other 

accounts.” To understand these different strains of the tale, the viewer is responsible for 

moving through the space to engage in real time with the life-size figures on the walls and 

to question the concept of reality given of the progression of battles that surround the 

viewer.63 This is achieved earlier in the far north of Italy, at the Castel Rodengo near 

Bressanone (also known as Schloß Rodenegg or Redeneck) where a cycle of a secco frescos 

dated to c. 1140 bring to life the Yvain story, acclaimed by Allaire as an "extraordinary 

document without known precedent: the oldest surviving…representation in the 

																																																								
63 Amanda Luyster, “Time, Space, and Mind: Tristan in Three Dimensions in Fourteenth-Century France,” 
in Visuality and Materiality in the Story of Tristan and Isolde, ed. Jutta Eming, Ann Marie Rasmussen, and 
Kathryn Starkey (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2012), 154. 
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monumental arts of the High Middle Ages of a profane narrative subject in the context of 

profane architecture."64 

Like Hans Belting, upon whose work she bases her approach to the wall 

paintings, she sees the choice to paint secular scenes directly on the wall surface as an 

adaptation of religious painting.65  In his 1985 article, "Pictorial Narrative in Antiquity and 

the Middle Ages," Belting identified a shift in monumental painting, especially in Tuscany, 

from religious to secular themes form the second half of the thirteenth century, tying the 

development specifically to the rise of the communes and civic architecture and the need 

for allegorical narratives beyond that offered by Old and New Testament cycles: "This 

was conveyed through fictitious narrative, that is, narrative used as a device for carrying 

out arguments, or narrative as exemplum to illustrate a point made by a program of an 

abstract or theoretical nature….Narrative adopted an instrumental scope. It no longer 

told a story but served other ends: it became a way of arguing, of phrasing topics of 

general interest, a reading device. In this context, it always allowed an empirical 

verification of what otherwise was only a theory.”6667 

Luyster does not delve into the function of the "fictitious narrative" at château of 

Saint-Floret in Auvergne; rather, she focuses on the responsibilities of the reader to 

properly understand the paintings that cover every wall and window space in the hall. 

																																																								
64 Allaire, "Arthurian Art in Italy," fn. 45. 
65 Hans Belting, “The new role of narrative in public painting of the Trecento: historia and allegory,” in 
“Pictorial Narrative in Antiquity and the Middle Ages,” ed. Herbert L. Kessler and Marianna Shreve 
Simpson, special issue, Studies in the history of art 16 (1985): 150. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Turning briefly to the private chamber at the Palazzo del Podestà at San Gimignano, he notes that artists 
and patrons used poetry and French epic literature to bring “the dangers of carnal love” and other 
moralizing tales to life; ibid., 165. 
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Most striking is her identification of "slippage" between images and the inscriptions, 

because they do not always match: 

Therefore the relation is not one-to-one, whereby the text and image move in lockstep, 
but the mismatch generates a creative dissonance, a generative difference. Text and 
image rub against each other, they open up spaces in between, and another dimension is 
born…From the friction, from the slippage, a new space of narrative is born, neither 
linear like text nor two-dimensional like a flat picture, but looming large in three 
dimensions.68 

 
Similar slippage occurs in the Sala Magna where the amount of data fed to the 

viewer is so large and the impulse of the artists is such that a variety of tales is privileged 

over the explicit spelling out of a given narrative. It is the viewer's responsibility to work 

through the known examples, for example, of dragon-slayers made available in the 

palace— St. George, St. Margaret of Antioch, Tristan, Jason. While it is true that the 

artists of other domestic spaces, such as the small podestà's chamber in San Gimignano, 

exhibit a similar interest in providing a range of unlabeled narrative tales, none come 

close to the variety displayed on the Sala Magna's ceiling, and, furthermore, the experience 

of these spaces is fundamentally different.69 

As was also noted in the previous chapter, the painted ceiling of the palace 

presents an interesting problem as it is the only one of its kind on the island. It is, indeed, 

a unicum. The phenomenon of unique survivals, however, is prolific in Sicily: the 

acclaimed muqarnas ceiling of the Cappella Palatina continues to baffle scholars with its 

																																																								
68 Luyster, “Time, Space, and Mind," 154. 
69 “Having defined this fundamental character, evident whenever the ceiling is regarded as a whole, it 
becomes necessary to approach it in order to analyze – section by section— the individual components of 
the ornamental program. Investigated individually, these are based on a considerable variety of experiences, 
which, if never removed altogether from the overall impression and at certain times accentuate the extreme, 
truly they contribute to a great internal mobility” (Precisato questo carattere fondamentale, evidente ogni 
volta che il soffitto sia riguardato nel suo complesso, occorre però avvicinarsi ad analizzare parte per parte 
le singole componenti del programma ornamentale. Indagate individualmente, queste risultano fondate su 
di una considerevole varietà di esperienze, che, se non rimuovono mai del tutto l'impressione complessiva e 
in certi momenti l'accentuano all'estremo, pure gli attribuiscono una grande mobilità interna); Bologna, Il 
soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 55. 
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elusive dating, function, provenance, and construction. As the only complete medieval 

muqarnas ceiling in the Mediterranean, the chapel ceiling is used to reconstruct those lost 

to time and damage in North Africa; scholars have even discussed the possibility that the 

muqarnas form originated in Sicily.70 Studying unica can lead scholars fill major gaps in art 

and literary history, shattering closely held theories about artistic categories and the 

transmission of texts and ideas. For example, Cynthia Robinson examines the only 

surviving illuminated manuscript of al-Andalus that addresses courtly themes, a 

thirteenth-century iteration of Ḥadīth Bayāḍ wa Riyāḍ (Vat. Ar. Ris. 368), with an intention 

to "[reconstruct] an entire Andalusī culture of illustrated books on secular themes in 

Arabic." In effect, she places a somewhat pedestrian fuṣḥa text accompanied by half- and 

full-page images within the context of Iberian architecture and court culture, as well as 

popular literature circulating in Romance languages.71 Crafting a complex network of 

literary connections, Robinson demonstrates how the "building blocks," as she calls them, 

of beloved narratives span languages, seas, and kingdoms, thus turning assertions that 

Iberian unica, such as the tragicomic love story between Bayāḍ and Riyāḍ and the 

"Gothic" paintings on the Hall of Justice ceilings, are not strange or odd, but 

symptomatic of cultures where books, troubadours, prisoners, and tapestries crossed 

semipermeable borderlines with regularity.72 The problem with unica is that those wishing 

to recuperate lost facets of medieval cultures place a great deal of weight upon one object; 

																																																								
70 Maurizio Massaiu, “Asimilación y reinterpretación de los modelos islámicos en la arquitectura palatina 
normanda: una aproximación a las bóvedas de muqarnas en piedra,” delivered at Las cuestiones sicilianas: 
primer seminario internacional sobre la Sicilia árabe (10 June 2013), unpublished paper. 
71 Cynthia Robinson, Medieval Andalusian Courtly Culture in the Mediterranean: Ḥadīth Bayāḍ wa Riyāḍ, (New 
York: Routledge, 2007). 
72 For a full discussion of the relationship –both historical and methodological–between the so-called Hall 
of Justice ceilings at the Alhambra and the Sala Magna ceiling, see Chapter One. I do not believe that there 
is a direct connection between the Alhambra and the Sala Magna, although an analysis of the 
communication between Sicilian and Iberian arts is illuminating for other reasons. 
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however, analyzing a body of unica, one that transcends medieval and modern geopolitical 

boundaries, has the potential to provide critical and perhaps unexpected information 

about cultural expectations and free seemingly odd texts, objects, and monuments from 

relegation to footnotes. 

With this in mind, the uniqueness of the Sala Magna ceiling invites the viewer to 

pause. The level of planning and development demonstrated in this phenomenal work 

does assume that, even before the paintings were begun, a significant, mature artistic 

practice of creating and installing painted ceiling programs existed in the Trecento. 

Unfortunately, evidence of other monumental painted ceilings exists only in bits and 

pieces in Sicily during this time, although studies of fifteenth-century and subsequent 

painting in secular and sacred monuments and museum depositories reveal that this kind 

of painting enjoys a longstanding appreciation on the island. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, a large body of evidence for this kind of art form—brightly painted iconic 

ceilings—are found in Spain and France, where not only in situ ceilings may be still 

observed, but from where multiple fragments may also be studied, such as the panels 

from Santo Domingo in Silos now at the Princeton Art Museum (discussed in Chapter 

One). 

 

V. TRISTAN BETWEEN THE (LINEN) SHEETS 

Sicily and southern Italy have long been connected to Arthurian legends "even 

before Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia presented Arthur as a transalpine conqueror."73 

Muriel Whitaker and other scholars credit the movement of Breton soldiers and Normans 

																																																								
73 Muriel Whitaker, The Legends of King Arthur in Art, 53. 
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into the lower peninsula as a means of geographically extending the Arthur's realm, a 

relationship that translated into French romances, such as the Italian Floriant et Florete (c. 

1280).74 Further contributing to this account are histories and romances that position 

Sicily as an important Mediterranean mediator between Arthur’s kingdom and 

Constantinople. Rosanna Caterina Proto Pisani notes that in a thirteenth-century 

Florentine chronicle the anonymous author confirms that “…in that time [of William II], 

the kingdom of Apulia and Sicily of riches and happiness and joy and pleasure, more even 

that other worldly realm: because this King William held it in great peace, and they did 

not do otherwise than play music, and sing and dance. And they practically created a new, 

other Round Table.”75  

The legend of the Round Table took root quite early in Sicily's history, tied to the 

island's very soil. Proto Pisani traces the importance of Arthurian material in southern 

Italy, where on the historiated mosaic pavement of Otranto’s cathedral, Alexander the 

Great rides in a basket guided upwards by hungry griffins nearby King Arthur, who rides 

a horned goat.76 Gervase of Tilbury in the Otia Imperilia (“Recreation for an Emperor”) 

records that Arthur is not dead, but awaits his return in the very depths of Etna. 

Following the death of the Norman king William II (the Good), Tancred of Lecce, an 

																																																								
74 She also notes that Frederick II has also been “credited with ordering in Sicily Les Prophecies de Merlin 
(Venice, Marciana fr. App. XXIX [243]), though that manuscript has now been attributed to a Venetian. 
Nevertheless, these details suggest that French scribes were actively at work in Italy by the thirteenth 
century,” ibid., 53. In addition, a letter dated to 5 February 1240 registers his thanks to a Messinian for a 
copy of Palamede. 
75 “Nel costui tempo [di Guglielmo II], il regnio di Puglia e Ciclia crebbe e abondò di riccheççe e 
d’allegramento e di gaudio e letitia, più che nullo altro reame del mondo: ché questo re Guiglielmo li teneva 
in tanta pace, ch’elli non actendeano se none a sonare et ad cantare e dançare. E quasi elli fecero di nuovo 
un’altra Tavola Ritonda,” quoted in Proto Pisani, “La ‘coperta’ Guicciardini,” in La "coperta" Guicciardini: il 
restauro delle imprese di Tristano, ed. Rosanna Caterina Proto Pisani, et al. (Firenze: Edifir, 2010), 34. 
76 Rosanna Caterina Proto Pisani, “La ‘coperta’ Guicciardini: milieu culturale e fonti letterarie,” in La 
"coperta" Guicciardini: il restauro delle imprese di Tristano, 33-48. 
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illegitimate descent of Roger II, assumed the throne in opposition to Constance, wife of 

the Staufen emperor Henry VI, and imprisoned Queen Joanna, William’s widow. Richard 

the Lionheart, Joanna’s brother, demanded both her release and the return of her dowry 

to him, as well as “declared that a vast treasure in gold and ships had been deposited in 

Sicily for the use of the Crusaders and claimed it.”77 When a truce was finally negotiated, 

Richard and Tancred exchanged gifts, and, according to the accounts by Benedict of 

Peterborough and Roger of Hovendon, Richard refused most of Tancred’s offers, but 

presented the sword of King Arthur, Excalibur, to the Sicilian pretender. Following the 

reign of the Normans in Sicily, Frederick II (d. 1250) looked to these tales and in 1240 

requested the fifty-four quaternis scriptis of Magister Johannis Romanzor’s Guiron le Cortois 

or Palamèdes from the secretary of Messina, Symonem de Petramajore.78 

Enthusiasm for materia brittanica was filtered through a French lens and brought to 

the south via pilgrims, merchants, and jongleurs, who brought songs and manuscripts to 

the Kingdom of Sicily and, in the late thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, were 

commissioned in the kingdom of Naples. By the fourteenth century, Tristan and Iseult was 

ubiquitous, with key parts of the lovers' story carved on ivory mirror backs and caskets 

and painted on palace walls and manuscript pages. Besides the painted panels on the 

Steri's ceiling, two of most famous Italian example of the story are Sicilian: A 

reconfigured bed covering, the so-called coperte Guicciardini (or "di Usella"), is split 

between the Museo Nazionale del Bargello, Florence (246 cm x 205 cm) and the Victoria 

																																																								
77 Edith Margaret Robertson Ditmas, "The Cult of Arthurian Relics" in Folklore 75.1 (1964): 27 (19-33). 
78 Ibid. For the history and edited French transcription of the romance, consult Guiron le Courtois: Roman 
arthurien en prose du XIIIe siècle, edited by Venceslas Bubenicek (Berlin, Boston: De Gruyter, 2015). The 
primary manuscripts used for Bubenicek’s edition are Paris, Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, no. 3325; and 
Florence, Biblioteca Mediceo-Laurenziana, Ash. 123. 
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and Albert Museum, London (320 cm x 287 cm) (Figs. 31-32). Although the scenes have 

been divided, I adhere to the hypothesis of Sarah Randles, who argues that the works 

belong to one much larger quilt, the majority of which has been lost (Figs. 33).79 Second, 

the Pianetti or Azzolino quilt in a private collection presents a single scene of Tristan and 

Iseult, which is not thought to be part of the larger Guicciardini work, but was most likely 

made in same workshop.80 The oldest examples of quilting in Europe— by more than 

one hundred years— multiple sets of hands recreated a Tristan legend in trapunto or 

stuffed quilting; that is, a technique by which cotton batting was rolled and shaped before 

being sandwiched between strips of fine white linen and, finally, embroidered.81 Each 

figure, flower, and architectural detail is thus plumped with cotton to create vibrant 

molded scenes in monochrome and accompanied with short didactic phrases in Sicilian 

dialect, with each letter raised in relief (Fig. 34). 

Stylistic similarities — hair, clothing, gesture, setting— are shared between the 

painted scenes on the Steri’s ceiling and the reconstituted Guicciardini quilt; however, it is 

significant that Iseult does not appear on these two quilt fragments. What remains is the 

greatly expanded conflict arising at the start of the legend when Tristan abandons the 

kingdom of King Ferramonte, and joins King Mark, who knights him, thus, affording 

																																																								
79 See Sarah Randles, "One Quilt or Two? A reassessment of the Guicciardini Quilts," Medieval Clothing and 
Textiles 5 (2009): 128. 
80 Ibid., 93.  
81 For a review of the background and extensive restoration of the Bargello’s quilt, see La "coperta" 
Guicciardini: il restauro delle imprese di Tristano, ed. Rosanna Caterina Proto Pisani, et al. The most 
comprehensive article on the two “coperte” is by the linguist Pio Rajna, who has definitively places the quilts 
in late-fourteenth-century Sicily, based on the Sicilian inscriptions. The quilt fragment at the Bargello 
underwent extensive restoration between 2005-2010 in the textile department at the Opificio delle Pietro 
Dure (in the laboratory of the Fortezza di Basso under the direction of Marco Ciatti), and it was displayed 
in time for the centennial of the Museo Davanzati, inaugurated in 1910 by Elia Volpi. Today it is currently 
in special storage at the Bargello, while the other surviving part hangs on display in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. 
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him the privilege of battling with the giant Morholt to free Cornwall from the burden of 

tribute (Fig. 35). The largest part of the extant quilt cycle is devoted to the problem of the 

hefty tribute, due to the king of Ireland every seven years. Although they are divided 

between museums, scholars now agree that when the Bargello quilt is set to the left of the 

V&A quilt, they may be read together as a continuous story, most likely adapted from the 

vernacular versions of the legend told in the Tristano Ricciardino (Biblioteca Riccardiana, 

Firenze, ms. 2543), an anonymous Tosco-Umbrian vernacular text from the end of the 

thirteenth century, and a third anonymous, early fourteenth-century Tavola Ritonda, 

written in a Pisan dialect.82 

The Bargello section displays eight stitched episodes with inscriptions in Gothic 

lettering in Sicilian vernacular, while the V&A quilt, in much better condition, showcases 

fourteen scenes.83 Close needlework neatly defines each panel, the front nearly mirroring 

the verso, in which the artists carefully designed and defined the actions of each 

character, primarily Tristan, King Mark, Amoroldo, and Governale, come da un primordiale e 

raffinato “cartellone” da cantastorie o da teatro dei pupi, "like a primitive and refined 'backdrop' 

for a dramatic storytelling or a puppet theater," according to Cristina Acidini.84 The 

choice of rolled batting brings the story to life through the careful modeling of kneecaps, 

thighs, and hands giving the volume and dimensionality needed to allow the characters to 

bound across or navigate the waves roiling decorating the flat plane of the linen surface. 

																																																								
82 Maria Stragapede, “La ‘coperta’ Guicciardini e l’iconografia tristaniana,” in La "coperta" Guicciardini, 21-32. 
83 Ibid. A third, much larger quilt (3.8m x 4.15 m, including borders) found in the possession of the 
Guicciardini may be older than the two Tristan commissions. It belonged to the family of the marchesi 
Azzolini and was discovered by the Marchesa Lucrezia in Empoli Vecchio, a neighborhood of the Tuscan 
city of Empoli. Rajna describes the quilt in his article cited above. 
84 Cristina Acidini, “Introduzioni,” in La "coperta" Guicciardini, 9. 
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Commissioned by the Guicciardini family based in Florence, identifiable on 

account of the three guicciardi or horns represented on Tristan’s arms and horse, these 

quilts were crafted in Sicily in the second half of the fourteenth century, most likely 

during the 1370s or 80s, and found their way to the Val di Bisenzio, where they were re-

discovered in 1890 by the Contessa Maddalena, wife of Ferdinando Guicciardini, in the 

Villa di Usella near Prato.85 For nearly a century, these fabric works were thought to be 

individual coperte, bed coverings, and the quilt that remained in Tuscany played that role 

for thirty-five years, neatly draped over a bed in the Sala dei Pavoni in the Palazzo 

Davanzati, purchased by the State in 1956 and transformed into a museum in the heart of 

Florence; the cover was included in the 1955 inventory from the collection. In the 1948 

exhibition, La casa italiani nei secoli, at the Palazzo Strozzi, it was placed atop a stunning 

bed dated to 1337 from the Ospedale del Ceppo in Pistoia, its head- and footboard 

painted with the Virgin and Child.86 At the Palazzo Davanzati, the quilt’s place on the bed 

was meant to evoke the original aspect of a “typical noble Florentine home,” that of the 

powerful Davizzi clan.87 

As Randles shows, the first scholarship published on these quilts was written by 

literary historians, whose interests predominately focus on the linguistic provenance of 

the didiscalie (Rajna) and a textual dependency on Tristano Riccardiano and La Tavola Ritonda 

																																																								
85 According to Maria Grazia Vaccari, the Victoria and Albert tried to buy the second quilt from a 
Florentine antiquarian in 1910 in order to keep them together, but the city of Florence acquired it for the 
Bargello Museum on 10 June 1927 for 90.000 lire, where it complemented the medieval and Renaissance 
textiles donated by the Carrand family in 1889 and the Franchetti in 1906. Vaccari attributes a resurgence of 
public interest in the quilt to collaboration of feminist quilters and scholars in the 1970s, especially of Susan 
Young. The high request for contact with the quilt eventually led to fears of the fabric’s fragility, thus 
requiring the Opificio’s intervention in 2005. Vaccari goes so far as to call the fascination of Young and 
other American quilters “maniacal,” describing the quilt as a cult object; see Vaccari, “Vicende museali della 
‘coperta’ Guicciardini,” in La "coperta" Guicciardini, 18-19. 
86 Vaccari, “Vicende museali della ‘coperta’ Guicciardini,” 18. 
87 Ibid., 18. 
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(Loomis). Randles, however, turns the scenes themselves, noting that they do not always 

match exactly with the texts, and she posits that a re-examination of the images 

themselves may shed new light on the originality of the work or art that is not dependent 

upon but coeval with the enthusiasm for materia troiana in fourteenth-century Italy. In 

1913, Pia Rajna established the idea that the borders of both quilts were read before the 

central zones, but his reconstruction made it "unlikely that the original audience could 

have constructed Rajna's narrative from the quilts, even if they were displayed on separate 

beds in the same room, as Rajna suggested."88 Later, Roger Sherman Loomis put forth a 

different numbering of scenes, which also depends upon a cross-quilt reading: He follows 

Rajna's suggestion that the border scenes come first, but he introduces the Tristano 

Riccardiano and La Tavola Ritonda to justify a divergent reading of the ten central panels. 

Both Rajna's and Loomis's order of the scenes require the audience to move constantly 

between the quilts to digest the story in a sensible order. Sarah Randles' reconstruction, in 

contrast, accepts a linear reading of the border panels; the central panels, she maintains, 

are read from the bottom scenes upward, moving from right to left (Fig. x).89 

According to Randles, Rajna's conclusion, one that influenced nearly every 

scholar of the quilt after him, "implies a view of the construction of the quilt in which the 

designer, the embroiderers, and the compiler of the quilt did not communicate effectively 

with one another, or that the shape of the quilt and the distribution of the scenes were 

not thought out before the long strips were embroidered."90 Contrary to this assessment, 

she finds that the level of planning and the intricacy of stitching indicates "that each piece 

																																																								
88 Randles, “One Quilt or Two?." 107. 
89 Ibid., 109. 
90 Ibid., 101. 
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of the quilt had been carefully thought out and marked on the appropriate pieces of cloth 

before the quilting was started."91 

Even so, Pia Rajna’s foundational study of the quilts, which established on 

linguistic evidence the Sicilian provenance of the Bargello quilt, which has been 

confirmed in the V&A quilt. The majority of studies since his, such as Loomis's 

iconographic analysis, have assumed that the two quilts were designed as two discrete 

works that present a matching design of central scenes surrounded by a border of 

sequential narrative scenes. Sarah Randles, who examined both quilt fragments at length, 

has rejected the notion that their current arrangement, and has been the first scholar to 

provide a substantial argument supporting their original union. 

Not only must the quilts must be read together, since their central frames join 

together to finish the episode, although the Bargello quilt can only be suggestively 

reconstructed based on the narrative composition of the V&A quilt and likely scenes to 

fill the missing right and top borders (6 missing scenes in all). Here it is important to re-

emphasize that the V&A quilt, while not in the best condition, conserves the majority of 

surviving panels: a third register and both side borders with a totally of fourteen scenes, 

neither which have a top border.92 The scenes of the Bargello quilt, however, is in better 

condition, and the narrative begins with that set of panels, starting in the bottom right-

																																																								
91 Ibid., 103. 
92 Randles’s points to the re-stitching of the V&A quilt as a clear indication of its long use and adaptation to 
suit different needs, as well as a sustained interest on the part of patrons and conservators to maintain it: 
"The V&A quilt is in poorer condition than the Bargello quilt and, most significantly, in the V&A quilt the 
outlines of the figures have been entirely restitched in brown thread, as was noted at the time that Victoria 
and Albert Museum decided to purchase the quilt. It can clearly be seen that the replacement stitching 
deviates from the original outlines in places, since the placement of the original stitches can be ascertained 
by the presence of needle-holes and staining of the ground fabric from the original thread. There is also 
some evidence for re-stitching of the outlines in the Bargello quilt, although this is limited to isolated areas. 
It is clear, therefore, that the quilts have undergone different types or levels of use, with the V&A quilt 
having received considerably more wear;" ibid., 99. 
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hand corner up and flowing upwards around the border, then the reader must move to 

the V&A quilt, again, reading from the bottom right frame up and around the quilt to the 

large bottom panel at the center. The narrative then shifts from the two circular stories 

that follow both border of the quilts to a linear organization of the central panels, in 

which the story moves across both quilts —first the top four scenes of the quilts and 

then the bottom four scenes, moving from left to right. This reading is complicated, 

however, by the 2007 restoration of the V&A quilt during which the dismantling of 

certain sections in the early modern period was studied. Details, such as division of a 

herald's trumpet, for example, led conservators to entertain that the quilt was composed 

of "twelve panels, in six pairs, surrounded by a continuous border of the same width — 

only half of it remains with six centre panels and border on three sides."93 The 

corresponding organization of the two quilts does indicate an expansive program, 

however, and the intriguing possibility of more quilts to be uncovered or imagined, 

substantiated by the linear narratives of the central panels figuratively stitching the 

divided quilts together. Preceding the Bargello quilt, one expects the birth and 

introduction of Tristan by Merlin to Governale and the youthful adventures of Tristan, 

while the damaged inscription on the V&A quilt that indicates Tristan and Governale's 

journey to Ireland would prompt the viewer's eyes to look for Tristan's fateful encounter 

with Iseult, her discovery of the nick in Tristan's sword, and Tristan's escape back to 

Cornwall. 

Much of the Bargello quilt’s outer narrative is missing, however, it is possible to 

suggest some of the missing images. Given the messenger's arrival to Tristan and 

																																																								
93 “The Tristan quilt.” Visit http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O98183/the-tristan-quilt-bed-cover-
unknown/ (accessed 26 March 2017). 
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Governale in the upper left-hand corner, in combination of the subsequent scenes, it is 

reasonable to assume that the two riders are enjoying the freedom within the court of 

King Ferramonte. The messenger arrives to deliver Bellicies' suicide note and a sword for 

Tristan's use. The messenger, holding a small dog, presents the sword with a non-

threatening gesture to Tristan, and the inscription reads: COMV: LVMISAGERI 

EVINVTV: ATRISTIANV (How the messenger comes to Tristan). In the next panel, 

Governale and Tristen have met and they ride together from the court of King 

Ferramonte: COMV: TR. & GVIRNAL SIPARTERV DALVRRE FERAMONTI (How 

Tristan and Governal leave King Ferramonte). Seeking new patronage, the viewer 

watches Governal and Tristan meet with King Mark and do him homage in the lower 

left-hand corner: COMV: TR: & GVVIRNALI: SO VINUTI: ALLURRE MARCV 

(How Tristan and Governal are come to King Mark). The dramatic knighting ceremony 

of Tristan (COMV: LVRRE: MARCV: FECHIl: CAVALIERI: TRISTAINV, How King 

Mark makes Tristan a knight), in which he swears allegiance to Mark occupies a large 

panel at the bottom of the quilt, hinting at the valorous episodes that dominate the 

central panels of both the Bargello and V&A remnants of the quilt. This panel spans the 

width of the two scenes above and is spatially divided from the three scenes along the 

left-hand side of the hanging. Here ladies in waiting look out from a crenellation and 

towers of the castle of Tintagel in Cornwall. Two men blow horns from the atop the 

monumental gate. Noblemen, dressed in floral brocaded coats, gesture towards the 

central focus on the ground and watch as King Mark in a cape and trifoliate crown 

reaches toward Tristan, who kneels with his arms crossed. Behind the new knight, 

Governale stands as a witness with a hand around Tristan’s upper left arm. Two men 
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playing the citole and viol stand in the background adding joy to the springtime occasion, 

evident by bursts of wildflowers. 

In fourteen scenes on the sister "quilt" at the Victoria and Albert Museum, an 

epic battle takes place between Tristan and Morholt (Amoraldo), an Irish giant sent by 

King Languis to collect tribute from King Mark. These episodes together recount 

Tristan's emergence as a formidable knight following the revelation of King Mark of 

Cornwall's cowardice— he would rather pay the tribute than risk his life. Although green 

in battle, newly knighted Tristan returns wounded but triumphant from an encounter 

with Morholt on the Isola Sanza Aventura, a true champion of Cornwall. Amoroldo 

(Morholt) is grievously injured, and later dies, yet manages to stab Tristan with a poisoned 

arrow, which launches Tristan into his adventure to Ireland and encounter with Iseult the 

Blonde. The inscriptions, like those of the Bargello quilt, are short inscriptions "written" 

in rolled and raised cotton batting: 

1) COMU LU AMORODU FERIU: TRISTAINU A TRaDIMANTU  
How Morholt treacherously wounds Tristan94 
 
2) ...SITA: IN AIRLANDIA  
...in Ireland  
 
3) COMU: TRISTAINU FERIU LU AMOROLLDU In TESTA  
How Tristan wounds Morholt in the head 
 
4) COMU:LU InNA (?) DELU AMOROLDU: ASPECTTAUA LU PATRUNU  
How Morholt's page (?) awaited his master 
 
5) COMU TRISTAINU BUCTA: LA VARCA: ARRETU: INTU ALLU MARU  
How Tristan pushed his boat behind him into the sea 
 
6) COMU: TRISTAINU: ASPECTA: LU AMOROLDU: ALLA ISOLA DI LU MARU: 
SANSA UINTURA  
How Tristan awaits Morholt on the isle in the sea [called] Sanza Ventura 
 

																																																								
94 See http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O98183/the-tristan-quilt-bed-cover-unknown/ (accessed 25 April 
2017). I have based my translations of the embroidered text on the V&A's translations, making only minor 
changes for clarity. 
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7) COMU (li m) ISSAGIERI: SO UINNTI: AL (lu) RRE: MARGU: Per LU TRIBUTU 
DI SECTI ANNI  
How the ambassadors are come to King Mark for the tribute of seven years  
 
8) COMU: LU RRE: LANGUIs: MANDA: Per LU TRABUTU In CORNUALIA  
How King Languis sends for the tribute in Cornwall 
 
9) COMU: LU AMOROLDU: EUINUTU: IN CORNUALGIA: CUm XXXX GALS  
How Morholt is come to Cornwall with forty galleys 
 
10) COMU: Tristainu DAI: LU GUAnTU ALLU AMOROLDU DELA BACTAGLIA  
How Tristan gives the glove of battle to Morholt 
 
11) COMU: LU AMOROLDU: SULDARI: LA GENTI  
How Morholt makes the people pay 
 
12) COMU: LU AMOROLDU VAI: In CORNUALGIA  
How Morholt goes to Cornwall 
 
13) COMU: LURRE: LANGUIS: CUMANDA: CHI VAIA: LO OSTI: 
CORNUAGLIA  
How King Languis orders that the army should go to Cornwall 
 
14) COMO: LU AMOROLDU FAB ANDIRI: LU OSTI: In CORNUALGIA  
How Morholt made the army go to Cornwall 

 

According to the object's “History Note,” the narrative follows chapters 17-19 of 

the fourteenth-century Italian novella, La Tavola Rotonda o L'Istoria di Tristano. This source 

would account for the intertwining ivy and grapevines that outline most of the scenes on 

both quilts, which grew together on the lovers' tombs as reported in that account; 

although, a veritable wood grows alongside these, including oak trees and acorns and 

flowers (Fig. 38).95 Both Tristan and Morholt, as mentioned above, carry coats of arms 

identified with the Guicciardini family (three hunting horns) and Acciaiuoli (lilies), 

respectively, an inclusion thought, perhaps, to mark the marriage between Laodomia 

Acciaiuoli and Piero di Luigi Guicciardini in 1395.96 

*   *   •   *  * 

																																																								
95 See Randles, “One Quilt or Two?,” 98. 
96 See Victoria and Albert Musuem’s digital collection: http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O98183/the-
tristan-quilt-bed-cover-unknown/ (accessed 25 April 2017). 
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The thoughtful design and playful reading practices that the patron, artists, and 

embroiders embraced in the crafting of the Tristan bedcover offers an analogue to the 

viewer's experience of the Steri's ceiling. Created as an elaborate display of wealth and 

intellectual engagement with current literary and artistic trends, such as those expressed 

by Bernardus de Ferro's hire of Palermitan illuminator, Master Philippus de Nicolao, the 

quilt and the ceiling respond actively to popular myths and the island's enthusiasm for 

them. As Buttà observes, the representations of the Troy legends and the romance of 

Tristan and Iseult do not match perfectly with the surviving textual accounts available to 

us. Similarly, Randles acknowledges Loomis' observation that the inscriptions of the 

Guicciardini coperta neither matched perfectly with neither the depicted scenes nor extant 

sources. It is useful, therefore, to recognize the unique visual and textual authority of 

these works on their own account, as well as to resist the notion that southern Italy was 

not invested in re-imagining and producing novel works for local and distant 

consumption. 

The patron, Manfredi III Chiaramonte, and the carpenter-artists of the Steri's 

painted ceiling collaboratively endeavored to create a complex matrix that responded to 

the function of the space, using available traditional models, to create novel incorporation 

of stories on a ceiling. Their consideration of the vast promise of multiple paintable 

surfaces and the narrative potential of available romantic material in multiple languages 

and literary and visual forms resulted in a new visitor experience, completely different 

from that offered by the painted ceilings of the cathedral, for example, or the Cappella 

Palatina.97

																																																								
97 “...[The] ceiling of the Steri was not born from the simple and almost automatic perpetuation of tradition; 
but, having to correspond to a particular request, it was designed “from scratch” on the basis of this 
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request, articulating yes structural and typological already known elements, but to transform them to an 
aesthetic result that for the most part was new in that it also sprang from the extension of its function to 
which the architectural order was intended”(my translation), Bologna, Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di 
Palermo, 39. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
EMBATTLED LOVE AND DISMEMBERED KINGDOMS:  

QUESTIONING THE “POWER” PARADIGM ON THE SALA MAGNA’S 
CEILING 

 
CHAPTER GUIDE 
I. Introduction         159 
II. The Legend of the Trojan Wars on the Sala Magna's Ceiling  165 
 a. The Argo's maiden voyage      170 
 b. Medea's stuprum       173 
 c. The first destruction of Troy and raptus of Hesione   180 
d. The Judgment of Paris and Raptus of Elena     184 
 e. Helen's arrival and Calchas at Delphi    186 
III. Conclusion : Magnificence       191 
 

  
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The primary concern of this chapter is to deconstruct the Chiaramonte family's 

'mask'1 of authority and their claim to power as fabricated by Manfredi III on the Sala 

Magna's ceiling, and the investigation will be divided into two distinct, but related 

sections: 1) the circulation of Trojan War narratives and affiliated tales2 in the 

																																																								
1 I use here the term “mask” as a means of describing the cultural products produced for others, the efforts 
performed –on paper or in art—to project a particular message that may be significantly different from 
reality. This is somewhat related to the discussion of "opaque" and "transparent" masques adopted by an 
individual that either matches social expectations or prioritizes individuality, as discussed by Wolfram R. 
Keller, Selves & nations: the Troy story from Sicily to England in the Middle Ages (Heidelberg: 2008), 321. 
2 Alan Shepard and Stephen D. Powell describe the “competing Troy stories” and creative possibilities by 
which “master narratives are bent to serve modern cultural needs” from the medieval through the early 
modern period: “It is well known that the myths of Trojan origin were commonplace in many parts of 
Europe, that Brutus (great-grandson of Aeneas) was said to be the founder of Britain and Francion (son of 
Hector) the founder of France...By linking their pasts to Troy, medieval and early modern Europeans were 
surely also questioning their own futures” (1). One only needs to look at the Finger Lakes region in the 
Southern Tier of New York— Homer, Ithaca, Ulysses, Syracuse, Rome, Ovid (Troy is nearer to Albany— 
to understand the myths' contribution to identity-building and gesture towards a heroic past (lamentably, at 
the cost of indigenous communities). See “Introduction” in Fantasies of Troy: classical tales and the social 
imaginary in medieval and early modern Europe, ed. Alan Shepard and Stephen D. Powell (Toronto: Centre for 
Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 2004), 1-12. Hugo Buchthal offers a more skeptical reading of Italy's 
impulse to adopt Trojan ancestry, reflecting on Padua's (Patavium) claim that Antenor colonized northern 
Italy in addition to Rome: “Eventually, through a tour de force of unsurpassed absurdity, the same origin was 
also claimed for the Normans (as it was for the kings of France and England). The ancestry story was 
incorporated into the Historia Normannorum by William of Jumièges (before 1087), and, finally, into the 
vernacular Chronique des ducs de Normandie, written about 1175 for King Henry II by Benoît de Ste.-Maure,” 
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Mediterranean and on the ceiling of the Sala Magna and 2) the reinventio of Sicily within a 

Chiaramontean vision with a special emphasis on the construction of magnificence. The 

imagery of the Trojan Wars is, in fact, the largest continual narrative on the painted 

ceiling, covering the southeast faces of ten joists (five complete sets of beams). The story 

itself has been adapted from Guido delle Colonne’s Historia destructionis Troiae (HdT), 

written between 1270-1287.3 The rendered scenes expose in text and image a number of 

pertinent matters that the contracting Kingdom of Trinacria itself faced: issues of 

marriage, hereditary right to rule, diplomatic negotiations, and imperialist desire. Didactic 

inscriptions annotate the Sicilian story of Trojan and Greek battles, one of very few 

stories on the ceiling to receive such a treatment. These will be read in combination with 

the monumental dedication inscription to describe how the larger commission within a 

framework of magnificent leadership, a quality outlines in detail in circulating treatises on 

noble comportment and responsibilities, such as Giles of Rome's De regimine principum, as 

well as embedded throughout delle Colonne's HdT. 

																																																								
who also wrote the Roman de Troie, discussed below. See Historia Troiana: Studies in the history of mediaeval 
secular illustration (London: The Warburg Institute, University of London; Leiden: Brill, 1971), 3. 
3 James Simpson, “The Other Book of Troy: Guido delle Colonne’s Historia destructionis Troiae in 
Fourteenth- and Fifteenth-Century England,” Speculum 73.2 (1998): 397-423; Wolfram R. Keller, Selves & 
nations: the Troy story from Sicily to England in the Middle Ages (Heidelberg: 2008); Charles Taylor, Modern Social 
Imaginaries (Durham: Duke University Press, 2004). Alan Shepard and Stephen D. Powell, “Introduction” in 
Fantasies of Troy: classical tales and the social imaginary in medieval and early modern Europe, ed. Alan Shepard and 
Stephen D. Powell (Toronto: Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies, 2004), 1-12; James 
Carscallen, “How Troy Came to Spenser” in Fantasies of Troy: classical tales and the social imaginary in medieval and 
early modern Europe, 15-38. Sheila Das, “The Disappearance of the Trojan Legend in the Historiography of 
Venice,” in Fantasies of Troy: classical tales and the social imaginary in medieval and early modern Europe, 97-114; 
Giuseppe Giorgianni, La festa della Madonna Assunta a Messina: storia, macchine, architettura ed evangelismo 
Francesco Maurolico e altri interpreti: Guido delle Colonne, Bartolomeo da Neocastro, Nicolò Speciale, Matteo Caldo 
(Archivio storico messinese, III serie, no. 59) (Messina: Società Messinese di Storia Patria, 1995); Scot 
McKendrick, “The great history of Troy: a reassessment of the development of a secular theme in late 
medieval art,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 54 (1991): 43-82; Scot McKendrick, “’La vraye 
histoire de Troye la grant’ : truth and romance in the late medieval story of Troy in literature and art,” in 
Why fakes matter: essays on problems of authenticity, ed. Mark Jones (London: British Museum Press, 1992), 71-
80.  
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Within a larger discussion of the Trojan War, I engage, as well, with the social 

ramifications of the episode of Jason and Medea painted across the fourth joists (nos. 25 

and 174). To describe the first encounter between the two lovers, the artist includes the 

superscript struprum Medee, a corruption of stuprum. I argue that the decision to apply the 

legal term stuprum, which has roots in Roman law and covers a wide range of sexual 

crimes, serves the purpose of burdening both parties with dishonor and offers a legally-

grounded accusation against Jason. It is a fear that would have been of utmost concern to 

the Admiral, who sired five daughters and no sons, and who offered his daughters, as well 

as the daughter of defunct King Federico IV, to families near and far to expand his 

influence. The fate of Troy and its expelled inhabitants made a wide impact on those 

seeking a foundational myth for their families and cities, and its inclusion in both large 

and small format artistic productions in the Trecento allowed patrons and art consumers 

to participate and comment upon a heroic empire. For those in charge of the political 

direction of late-medieval Sicily, like the so-called Four Vicars, the message of aggressive 

expansion, strategic unions, and relentless refashioning—scenes of both Trojan 

reconstruction campaigns are figured on the ceiling—found a central position on Lo 

Steri’s ceiling.  

Throughouth the chapter, I focus on the patron's struggle to project and actively 

produce the semblance or reality of power.4 Architecture permits a three-dimensional 

shell upon which to elaborate such a plan. The power that architecture projects may be 

based on reality or a need to self-aggrandize, dupe, or inflate the worth of the patron. It is 

																																																								
4 See especially Chapter One of Patrizia Sardina, I Chiaramonte Sardina, Patrizia. Palermo e i Chiaromonte 
splendore e tramonto di una signoria: Potere nobilare, ceti dirigenti e società tra XIV e XV secolo (Caltanissetta: S. 
Sciascia, 2003), 13-111. 
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not a passive form, but one that sculpts meanings for the viewer.5 As I discussed in the 

Introduction, the palace in Palermo highlighted the Chiaramonte family's strength within 

the kingdom in multiple ways, as they carved out a new neighborhood by the waterfront 

and developed a new form of private residence, one that created a lasting and significant 

impact on subsequent private residential construction. Indeed, the Crown's decision to 

behead Andrea Chiaramonte in front of the Steri, this purported symbol of familial 

stability, was no accident, but a public undoing that acknowledged and fractured the bond 

between the palace and the family. The family had a long history of challenging the royal 

family's authority in Sicily and of having their titles and property stripped on multiple 

occasions. Given these events, I question the real 'power' of the patron's commission and 

I reject that claims of Licia Buttà and Patrizia Sardina who describe the painted ceiling as 

a form of power without considering the family's opportunism.6 

While clamorous debates among communal leaders, lawyers, informal councils, 

and nobility certainly occurred in the Sala Magna, the space was not designed with the 

same intentions as were the Halls of Justice and Halls of State found in communal 

palaces in central or northern Italy that served, for example, rotating podestà or elected 

councils. In its later life, after the disgrace of the family in the 1390s, the Sala Magna and 

greater palace complex would be adopted to accommodate offices of administration and 

judgment. In its fourteenth-century context, however, Lo Steri stood primarily as the 

																																																								
5 As Randolph Starn and Loren W. Partridge have concluded, “Art thus figures as an active agent of history 
rather than a passive reflection, and conventional distinctions that are usually taken for granted—content 
and form, real and ideal, depth and surface, reality and illusion—become contingent effects of 
representation, ideology, and artistic intention,” Arts of Power: three halls of state in Italy, 1300-1600 (The New 
Historicism 19) (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1992), 6. 
6 See especially Chapter One of Patrizia Sardina, I Chiaramonte Sardina, Patrizia. Palermo e i Chiaromonte 
splendore e tramonto di una signoria: Potere nobilare, ceti dirigenti e società tra XIV e XV secolo (Caltanissetta: S. 
Sciascia, 2003), 13-111. 
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residence of a powerful noble family adorned with gardens, internal and freestanding 

chapels, a monumental square-planned palace, and a central fountain. The Chiaramonte 

chose a palatial plan that set them apart from the residences in the Albergheria, but 

participated in an island-wide architectural trend, similar to that of the Palazzo Montalto 

in Siracusa, constructed in the 1390s, and sharing similar architectonic features, such as 

sculpted stringcourses, arched bifore windows, and heavy rectangular plans, as seen at the 

Palazzo del Duca di S. Stefano in Taormina (Figs. 1-3). Modeled perhaps on the Palazzo 

dei Nomanni on the ancient hill, and built in tandem with the Palazzo Sclafani, the 

Chiaramonte’s residence by the harbor rose as a clear sign of the territorial, financial, and 

administrative ambitions of the family. A significant program of ornament, art, and 

material was required to outwardly demonstrate such power and wealth, which manifests 

itself most clearly in the commission and maintenance of the painted ceiling of the Sala 

Magna. 

Dismantling the “power” question is not an attempt to see the Chiaramonte's 

veritable reign as a parabolic arc7 or to set the events of the late fourteenth century within 

a teleological framework. I do wish to re-examine the means by which Chiaramontan 

hegemony was established and maintained through the Trecento in Sicily. In the simplest 

terms, the fragility of the privilege upon which the Chiaramonte rested their might 

provides a more compelling key to understanding the kinds of stories included on the 

ceiling on the Sala Magna. Like many late medieval families caught up in the tumultuous 

fracturing of Ghibelline and Guelf camps, the Chiaramonte found themselves performing 

multiple volte-face, seeking peace with the Angevins in the 1350s, accepting numerous 

																																																								
7 This is expressed in the very title of Sardina's critical study of the Chiaramonte family, Palermo e i 
Chiaromonte splendore e tramonto di una signoria: Potere nobilare, ceti dirigenti e società tra XIV e XV secolo. 
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pardons from King Federico IV in the 1360s, and maintaining communication with 

popes, such as Gregory XI in the 1370s.8 And like many men within his clan, Manfredi 

III, the illegitimate son of Giovanni "il Giovane" come to Palermo from Noto, thought 

carefully about the most efficient and practical means by which to ensure that the family's 

roots stood firmly in Sicily and grew beyond its three promontories. The clan maintained 

their status in formal ways, such as titles earned through marriages, inheritances, royal 

appointments, and adopted sobriquets, as well as in formative and interventionist ways, in 

promoting architectural styles and intervening in urban planning, The accumulation of 

these possessions make it very difficult to tease apart “the trappings and the substance of 

authority” as the suturing of actual authority, e.g. participation in lawmaking, treaties, 

court policy, with the outward spectacle of wealth and success reinforce each other. The 

possessions and landholdings of the Chiaramonte had been confiscated on account of 

their treachery in the past, and the threat of such a reoccurrence perennially lingered. The 

maintenance of an authoritative 'mask,' therefore, was of crucial importance. 

 

II. THE LEGEND OF THE TROJAN WARS ON THE SALA MAGNA'S CEILING 

 A series of southeast-facing beams, viewed easily from the entrance to and from 

the internal loggia, are concerned with the Trojan War and its aftermath, widely 

recognized as an adaption of Historia destructionis Troiae (HdT) by a notary of Messina, 

																																																								
8 See Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte splendore e tramonto di una signoria, 45-46, 62. Additionally, Sciascia notes 
that Manfredi earned his diplomatic chops at the side of Simone when he was the Count of Modica, as well 
as his uncle Federico: "He [Manfredi] made several trips to Naples for diplomatic missions in the course o 
fthe complex relations between the Sicilian feudal lords and the Angevins, ultimately settling in Palermo, at 
the Steri in 1367, "Una ricera intricata e intrignate. Dai Chiaromonte ai re d'Aragona: Lo Steri di Palermo, 
identità e trasformazioni," in Lo Steri di Palermo tra XIV e XVI Secolo, (Palermo: Caracol, 2015), 35. 
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Guido delle Colonne (b. circa 1210).9 In Italy, interest in Greek and Trojan histories 

filtered largely through French literature (Figs. 4-5). According to Hugo Buchthal, the 

"main focus of French influence in Italy was the South, i.e., the kingdom of Naples, 

which up to 1282 also included Sicily. It was ruled by a French dynasty, but had cultivated 

French literature even before the rise to power of the Angevin kings. One result of the 

South Italian interest in French romances and in Trojan genealogy was a new full-length 

version of the story of Troy, the Historia destructionis Troiae..."10 Described by Dante as 

“one of the greatest poets in the two Sicilies," delle Colonne wrote an account of the 

Trojan War in Latin prose in 1287 under the patronage of the Bishop of Salerno, Matteo 

Della Porta.11 He adapted his work from Benoît de Sainte-Maure’s vernacular poem, 

Roman de Troie, a work of more than 30,000 lines— itself heavily indebted to French texts, 

Roman de Thèbes and Roman d’Enèas.  

																																																								
9 A prose version of the Troy legend appears in the middle of the thirteenth century, and in the early 
thirteenth century the first vernacular world chronicle appears, the Histoire ancienne jusqu’à César, which 
incorporates sources such as Orosius and Peter Comestor; see Butchthal, Historia Troiana: Studies in the 
history of mediaeval secular illustration, 5. 
10 Ibid. 
11 "Et primo de siciliano examinemus ingenium: nam videtur sicilianum vulgare sibi famam pre aliis 
asciscere, eo quod quicquid poetantur Ytali sicilianum vocantur, et eo quod preplures doctors indigenas 
inveniumus graviter cecinisse, puta in cantionibus illis ‘Anchor che l’aigua per lo foco lassi,’ et ‘Amor, che 
lungiamente m’hai menato.’ Sed hec fama trinacrie terre, si recte signum ad quod tendit inspiciamus, videtur 
tantum in obproprium ytalorum principum remanisse, qui non heroic more sed plebeio secuntur 
superbiam. Siquidem illustres heroes, Fredericus Cesar et benegenitus eius Manfredus, nobilitatem ac 
rectitudinem sue forme pandentes donex fortuna permisit, humana secuti sunt, brutalia dedignates” (First 
let us turn our attention to the language of Sicily, since the Sicilian vernacular seems to hold itself in higher 
regard than any other, first because all poetry written by Italians is called ‘Sicilian’ and then because we do 
indeed find that many learned native s of that island have written serious poetry, as for example, in the 
canzoni 'Anchor che l’aigua per lo foco lassi' and ' Amor, che lungiamente m’hai menato.' But this fame 
enjoyed by the Trinacrian isle, if we carefully consider the end to which it leads, seems rather to survive 
only as a reproof to the princes of Italy, who are so puffed up with pride that they live in a plebeian, not a 
heroic, fashion. Indeed, those illustrious heroes, the Emperor Frederick and his worthy son Manfred, knew 
how to reveal the nobility and integrity that were in their hearts; and, as long as fortune allowed, they lived 
in a manner befitting men, despising the bestial life). Dante, De vulgari eloquentia, I. xii. 2-4; quoted in 
Wolfram R. Keller, Selves & nations: the Troy story from Sicily to England in the Middle Ages (Heidelberg: 2008), 
244-45, fn. 197. 
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Delle Colonne claimed to furnish, more or less, a corrective intervention—a 

history— in which he prioritizes the eyewitness accounts of Dares the Phrygian (who 

claimed to follow Antenor and fight with the Trojans in his de excidio Troiae, a text 

translated into Latin around the sixth century); and Dictys Cretensis (writer of Ephemeris 

de bello Troiano, translated sometime in the fourth century).12 According to delle Colonne, 

his work needed to be done on account of the misleading tales of Homer, whom he 

describes in the Prologue as an “author of falsehoods” and a deceiver, “for he [Homer] 

maintained that the gods the ancient pagans worshipped fought against the Trojans and 

were vanquished with them just like mortal men.”13 Furthermore, he identifies himself 

within a community of translator-scholars, whose job it is to furnish to educated Latin 

readers a thorough and honest representation of Greek history, "just as it was found 

written": 

However, so that the true accounts of the reliable writers of this history may endure for 
all future time hereafter among western peoples, chiefly for the use of those who read 
Latin, so that they may know how to separate the true from the false among the things 
which were written of the said history in Latin books, those things which [were related] 
by Dictys the Greek and Dares the Phrygian, who were at the time of the Trojan War 
continually present in their armies and were the most trustworthy reporters of those 
things which they saw, will be read in the present little book, having been transcribed by 
me, Judge Guido delle Colonne of Messina, just as it was found written with an 
agreement as one voice in their two books in Athens.14 

 

																																																								
12 Butchthal traces the reception of Greek histories in trecento Italy, especially among the "Three Crowns." 
In 1354 Petrarch received a Greek manuscript of Homer's Illiad from Constantinople. Petrarch installed 
Leonitus Pilatus in Boccaccio's house in Florence, where he translated both Iliad and Odyssey into Latin: 
“Crude and imperfect as these translations were, they acquainted the Italian humanists for the first time 
with the world of Homer; and they greatly influenced all later translations for more than a hundred years to 
come,” Historia Troiana: Studies in the history of mediaeval secular illustration. 
13 A number of delle Colonne's interventions concern correcting and commenting upon mythical origins of 
cities and people, and he usually does so by carefully reframing geographies. In Book One, he takes pains to 
explore the mythic origins of Thessaly and correct past tales—the Mrymidons were not Abruzzans, not 
related to Italy (Magna Graecia)—and at the same time he shares his knowledge of the source of 
problematic myths, like the prayer of the king of Thessaly to make ants into men following a deadly plague 
recorded in Book VII of Metamorphoses. Guido delle Colonne, Historia Destructiones Troiae, ed. Mary Elizabeth 
Meek (Bloomington and London: Indiana University Press, 1974), Book One, ll. 1-27. 
14 Ibid., Prologue, ll. 35-46. 
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Some medieval readers thought that the Historia preceded the 30,000+ lines of 

Benoît Roman. Surviving in more than 150 manuscripts, delle Colonne's Latin text has 

been ignored by scholars, found “dry and technical” and “translated...into the ‘wrong’ 

language,” since delle Colonne does not fit into contemporary trends of translation theory 

that focused on vernacular efforts.15 The immense popularity of this Latin text in the 

fourteenth century precipitated an efflorescence of vernacular interpretations in 

Aragonese16 and Neapolitan,17 such as the Libro de la destructione de Troya as well as inspired 

new works, including Boccaccio's Filostrato (c. 1335)18 and Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde (c. 

1385).19 Furthermore, the history of Troy also served propagandistic ends for those 

																																																								
15 For Wolfram R. Keller, “…the Historia engages with questions of personal identity in terms of 
prosopagraphical selfhood...In fact, Guido suggests that the problematic political situation in contemporary 
Sicily can be solved by adopting the opaque, imperial mask that the Historia attributes to the Greeks rather 
than to the Trojans, with the consequence that the latter emerge as legitimate ‘losers’ and the former as 
model rulers.” Essentially, he argues that delle Colonne advocates the “repression of individuality” in favor 
of a “mythical and imperial mask.” Jason and Medea exemplify for Keller these different models of 
identification in which an emotive outpouring—a “transparent prosopagraphy” conflicts with the "opaque 
mask" used to advance a “collective identification.” Thus, Jason must decide between a “Virgilian quest for 
imperial fame” and the “Ovidian principle of cupiditas and changeability” embodied by Medea. See Selves & 
nations: the Troy story from Sicily to England in the Middle Ages, 134-136. 
16 The Aragonese version of Guido delle Colonne's Historia destructionis Troiae: critical text, ed. Evangeline V. Parker 
(Silver City (N.M.): Office of Research, Western New Mexico University, 1977). 
Silver City, N.M.: Office of Research, Western New Mexico University, 1977. 
17 Buchthal, Historia Troiana: Studies in the history of mediaeval secular illustration, 5. 
18 David Wallace, "Love-struck in Naples" in Boccaccio: A Critical Guide to the Complete Works, ed. Victoria 
Kirkham, Michael Sherberg, and Janet Levarie Smarr (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago 
Press, 2013), 77-85. 
19 Geoffrey Chaucer, Troilus and Criseyde, ed. Stephen A. Barney (New York: W. W. Norton and Company, 
2006); Kenneth Patrick Clarke, Chaucer and Italian Textuality (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011). James 
Simpson explores the phenomenon of narratives of mythical origins that “look aggressively sideways to 
each other and to the Aeneid” (399), and studies the translation of Guido’s book in English vernacular texts 
in the fourteenth and fifteenth century. For example, Gavin Douglas (1475-1522), a bishop exiled from 
England, asked Polidore Vergil (1470-1555) to include a history of the Scots within Greek past before an 
account of Brutus' arrival—a counternarrative to the mythology used by the English kings for their 
justification of attacks and claims to Scotland. Each of these texts are “freighted with real enough burdens.” 
For Douglas, who translated the Aeneid into English for the first time, treats the text as “an analogical 
model for the Scots,” James Simpson, “The Other Book of Troy: Guido delle Colonne’s Historia destructionis 
Troiae in Fourteenth- and Fifteenth-Century England,” Speculum 73.2 (1998): 397-423. 
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seeking an auspicious lineage, such as the Castilian King Alfonso XI, who commissioned 

the fantastic illuminated Cronica Troyana in 1350.20 

From the mid-thirteenth century, Italian communes sought to establish classical 

foundations for themselves.21 Delle Colonne acknowledges this phenomenon, describing 

at length the great implications of the Trojan diaspora for western Europe, and in 

particular, Sicily, which was doubly touched by Trojan patronage: 

Afterward certain other provinces received from among the Trojans an enduring 
settlement. Such is England, which we read was settled by the Trojan, Brutus, which is 
why it is called Britain. Likewise such is France, which after the fall of Troy is said to 
have been settled by King Francus, a companion of Aeneas, who founded near the Rhine 
a great city which, as well as the whole province, he called France, from his own name. 
The city of the Venetians was settled by the Trojan Antenor. We read that Sicily also did 
not lack their colonizing; it is said to have been been settled first by King Sicanus, who 
arrived in Sicily from Troy, which is why it was called Sicania. Later, having departed 
from Sicily, leaving in Sicily his brother Siculus, which is why it was later named Sicily, he 
went into Tuscany, which he filled with a colony of many people. We read that the above 
mentioned Aeneas founded many cities along the sea coast in the kingdom of Sicily. 
Such is the great city of Naples, and Gaeta, land of an ungovernable people. Even 
Diomedes, who by himself accomplished so many marvelous deeds in the Trojan War, 
when Troy was destroyed, settled in Calabria, although he was Greek in origin a t least 
until he could be received in his own kingdom. Ovid writes that Circe, daughter of the 
sun, transformed his companions into birds which were brought by Diomedes into 
Calabria. Isidore of Seville says that many birds were produced from the race of these 
which are called Diomedian and which had the ability to know how to distinguish a Latin 
man from a Greek. For this reason they cherish the Greek inhabitants of Calabria and 
flee the Latin, if there are any (Book II, ll. 28-53). 

 
Many of the surviving manuscript versions are accompanied with fairly inventive 

illumination schemes, and it is widely agreed that these were used as a guide for the three 

artists of the Sala Magna. Scholars have also acknowledged that, like the tale of Tristan and 

Iseut discussed in Chapter Two, multiple sources contributed to Lo Steri's recounting of 

materia troiana. On the ceiling, the wars and their aftermath are broken into scores of 

scenes spread across the southeastern-facing facets of ten beams, recreating scenes of: 

																																																								
20 Rosa María Rodríguez Porto, "Troy-Upon-Guadalquiver": Imagining Ancient Architecture at King 
Alfonso XI's Court," Troianalexandrina 5 (2005): 9-35; and "Courtliness and its Trujamanes: Manufacturing 
Chivalric Imagery across the Castilian-Grenadine Frontier," Medieval Encounters 14 (2008): 219-266. 
21 Carrie E. Beneš, Urban Legends: Civic Identity and the Classical Past in Northern Italy, 1250–1350 
(University Park: Penn State University Press, 2011). 
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Jason and the Golden Fleece (2 beams, nos. 25, 174); the first destruction of Troy, the 

capture of Hesione, and the reconstruction of Troy (2 beams, nos. 31, 180); a strategy 

session with Priam, the Judgment of Paris, and the capture of Helen (2 beams, nos. 49, 

198); Priam greeting Helen and Paris, Helen entering Troy, and Helen marrying Paris (2 

beams, nos. 55, 204); Priam’s invitation to Calchas to come to Delfi and Calchas advising 

Priam and the court (2 beams, nos. 61, 210).22 The next section discusses these images in 

detail, followed by an examination of the artists' depiction of Jason and Medea's tragic 

union. Closing the chapter, I turn to the relationship between these images and the 

Chiaramonte's intervention in the Sicilian political landscape.  

The legend of the Trojan Wars on Lo Steri's painted ceiling spans ten joists 

situated in the middle of the hall, and the heroes' adventures are highlighted by numerous 

didactic inscriptions that simply describe the actions taking place, inviting prolonged 

meditation as the viewer fills in the missing information. Rather than rely on "repetition-

with-difference" as discussed in Cynthia Hahn’s chapter on the Matthew of Paris’s Vitae 

duorum Offarum, each scene is notably different from its companion frames, creating a 

trajectory for dynamic storytelling.23 Based on the style of the paintings, the artist has 

been identified as the so-called “Master of the Judgment of Solomon,” who is responsible 

for painting two of the Tristan and Iseult adventures discussed in the previous chapter, in 

addition to much of the northern section of the ceiling. 

																																																								
22 See Chapter Three in Bologna, Il Soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 179-199; Chapter Five in 
Ettore Gabrici and Ezio Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture (Milan and Rome: Treves-Treccani-
Tumminelli, 1932 [repr. L’Epos, 2003], 105-112. Note that delle Colonne's authorship overlaps in part with 
the overthrow of the Angevin government during the Sicilian War of the Vespers (1282-1302), discussed at 
length in Chapter Five of this dissertation. 
23 Cynthia Hahn, “The limits of text and image? Matthew Paris’s final project, the Vitae duorum Offarum, as 
a historical romance,” in Excavating the Medieval Image— Manuscripts, Artists, Audiences: Essays in Honor of 
Sandra Hindman, ed. David S. Areford and Nina A. Rowe (Ashgate: Burlington, 2004), 97. 
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The Argo's Maiden Voyage 

The epic cycle begins on the fourth joist (n. 25), with the words: [RE]X PELLEUS 

SUADET JASONEM (VELL) AUREO VELLERE OPTINENDO (King Pelleus persuades Jason to 

steal the Golden Fleece by taking it). Surrounded by an ornamented pavilion with ermine 

details, the king suggests his plan to Jason, who stands in the company of other courtly 

notables. Knowing that Jason could hardly demur an opportunity to speed Fama to every 

ear, the king expects his nephew to die en route to Colchis or else be obliterated by the 

many obstacles installed to protect the Golden Fleece. In the first encounter, the viewer 

might reflect upon the similarity between the romance of Tristan and Iseult and HdT 

regarding the power and danger of avuncular jealousy (Fig. 6). This relationship is not so 

easily expressed in the painting of Jason and Pelleus, and the artists do not inject the 

inscription with judgment (as they do with Madonna Elena's foe, Guarnerius discussed in 

Chapter Four). Those familiar with the story, however, would have know that Jason 

represents an idealized masculine hero, one that delle Colonne continually uses to 

highlight King Peleus and his rage as a counter example. He tells us of the many charms 

of Jason, “who was brave and strong and young, extremely handsome, modest, generous, 

affable, tractable, dutiful, and splendidly endowed with all beauty of character. Him the 

princes and nobles of Thessaly, him the commoners embraced with a feeling of tender 

affection on account of his superior virtues, reverencing him no less than King Peleus 

himself” (Book I, ll.42-46). And, so, in the presence of the nobles, King Peleus with 

pleated beard and heavily draped vermillion robes, encourages Jason to volunteer for a 

dangerous mission (Book I, ll. 110-136).  
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 The paintings show evidence of splicing and refitting, visible in the repetition in 

the inscription, and, starker still, in the dramatic shift to the maiden voyage of Argus’s 

ship, according to delle Colonne, “the first ship which ever attempted to go to distant 

places by being rigged with sails” (Book I, ll. 159-160), upon which he sails accompanied 

by Hercules. Here, too, we can see a king of intertextual splicing of tales on the ceiling. 

Delle Colonne reminds us of Hercules' great feats of strength, as well as his impact on the 

typography and typonyms, which in turn connects the tale of the Argos to the glorious 

career of Alexander the Great: “[ is reported that Alexander the Great of Macedonia, son 

of Philip of Macedon who was himself a scion of the family of kings of Thessaly, which is 

also called Macedonia, reached these Pillars [of Hercules in Gades] by subjugating the 

world to himself by main force” (Book I, ll.184-187).24 The story of Alexander's mythical 

conception is told on the ninth joist (nos. 214 and 65); whereas, his later education by 

Aristotle (and his tutor's humiliation by the lovely Phyllis are painted on no. 23, discussed 

in the previous chapter). 

 These scenes closely follow HdT, and the next scene introduces Book Two, the 

adventure of the Argo after it lands on the Phrygian coast of the Trojan kingdom, in the 

port of Simois (Fig. 7). The artist includes no accompanying inscription, but relies on the 

prior one to sufficiently describe the scene: NAVIS ARGON RECEDIT DE THESALIA (The 

ship Argon departs from Thesaly). At Simois, the sailors gather spring water in barrels 

																																																								
24 Guido then provides interesting insight into the limits of the Mediterranean: “Beyond these Pillars there 
is no habitable place, because there is a great sea, that is, the ocean, which at this very place rushes in 
through the narrow channel right into the heart of our land and forms for us the Mediterranean Sea, over 
which we can sail to the inland regions of the world, as we see. Although it receives the inflow at this very 
place, the outflow is shut off by the shores of Syria, where the city of Acre especially welcomes our sailors. 
Our sailors today call this narrow place from which the Mediterranean Sea first flows away the Strait of 
Seville or Sebta, and that place in which the aforesaid Pillars of Hercules are located is called in the Saracen 
language Safi, a place which it is impossible to go beyond” (8, ll. 188-198). 
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and wander the shoreline, exploring the port in little boats: “As they landed, they heard 

fresh water from the springs and determined to linger for some days in order to refresh 

themselves better, not so that they might plan to offer injury to the inhabitants nor seek 

to harm them in any degree by wicked depredations” (Book II, ll. 3-7). Delle Colonne 

follows this passage with a reflection on the impending disasters to befall Troy and the 

effects of diaspora on the western half of the Mediterranean— including Sicily— and 

beyond, as quoted at length above (Book II, ll. 28-53). 

 When their landing is spotted, Laumedon sends messengers to Hercules and 

Jason, denying them a welcome and expelling them from the kingdom. The artists present 

a simple encounter, JASON ET HERCULES LICENCIATI RECED[UNT] (Jason and Hercules 

[are given] leave to withdraw); however, an astute viewer would recognize the insult (or 

look at the next beam and survey the damage). Jason and Hercules meet the messengers 

with swords at their sides, hands resting on them; Hercules places a hand on Jason’s 

shoulder. The damage is too severe, unfortunately, to read the messengers’ faces and 

body language, but the next scene and the inscription make the result of the encounter 

clear. As the ship's sail fills with a friendly wind to take them onward to Colchis, they also 

urge the viewer onward to find the next installment of the story: Jason’s fateful encounter 

with Medea and the quest for the Golden Fleece. In this first introduction to the 

Argonauts's mission, the maestro has carefully indicated each part of the journey in the 

treatment of the sail: jostled and spread as the sailors rig the ropes along the boom and 

gaff, sail folded for safe keeping when the ship lands on Laumedon's shores, and, finally, 

filled with the eastwardly blowing wind that extends the sail to capacity as Jason and 

Hercules reel from their poor reception at Simios. 
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 On the fifth beam (n. 178) the action is repeated by the hand of another artist 

“più minuzioso e meno ingenui del precedente.” Ezio and Levi do not comment on 

whether this series is a much later addition, although, based on the style and the dress, I 

believe that it most likely falls within the realm of the early fifteenth-century restorations 

(Fig. 8). Their observations are more concerned with the style presented: "These perhaps 

considered too much the pictorial story enclosed in the last scene of the beam that 

preceded it, and summarized it again to undermine it with more detailed development."25 

At the very least, the artist's hand is not repeated elsewhere on the ceiling. He does 

include a similar inscription to the earlier work of the Master of the Judgment of 

Solomon There is a similar inscription to the one prior: “TRES MISSI REGIS LAUMEDON. 

NAVIS ARGON RECEDIT DE THESSALIA CUM HERCULE ET JASONE. NUNCII REGIS 

LAUM[EDONTIS].”  

 

Medea's Stuprum 

 The following sequence on the fourth beam (n. 174) includes seven scenes that 

begin at a banquet beneath which King Aeëtes, Medea, and Jason are named: the viewer 

has been transported to the city of Jaconites on the island of Colchis, described by Guido 

delle Colonne as a perfect kingdom that has incorporates a deliciously outfitted 

environment with singing birds, wandering game, and fresh water (Book Two, ll. 128-

142). The figures' eye-shapes, drapery folds, hair styles, and gestures place them securely 

within a painted neighborhood on the northern half of the ceiling, leading not only to 

questions of atelier practices, but also encouraging intertextual readings of the paintings 

																																																								
25 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 108. 
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(Figs. 4, 9-12).26 A closer reading of the inscriptions reveals the larger crux of many of the 

ceiling’s tales. The majority of them are didactic—didiscalia—and this economy powerful 

directs the reader towards a particular interpretation of the text: “REX OETA, MEDEA ET 

JASO[N. COLLOQU]IUM ET STUPRUM MEDEE. JASON PUGNAT. JASON INCANTACION[ES]. 

HIC JASON DEBELLAVIT AUREUM VELL[US].27 

The king, wrapped in a simple red robe and an elaborate trifoliate crown sits at 

the head of the table in a high-backed chair with finials. He presides over lively 

conversation at a banquet organized for the arrival of new guests, after a gracious 

welcome in which he “embraced them warmly, receiving them with smiling face and 

joyful expression; he smiled in sign of greeting and in his first gentle words promised 

them peace and friendship.” The table is laden with root vegetables, copious amounts of 

wine, bread, and other comestibles—a clear contrast with their brutal dismissal on the 

part of Laomedon. 

As the heir of Cochlis, Medea, too, wears a crown and a dress with red buttoned 

sleeves, tippets, and fur details, consistent with the costume of other women— Judith, 

Elena of Narbonne, and marginal lovers (Fig. 11). The artist renders the volumes of her 

garment with white highlighting, which peek from beneath the tablecloth. Jason occupies 

the center of the table, and he gesticulates towards Medea with the body language of a 

courtly lover: he looks into her eyes, twisting his whole body to her (even his feet are 

																																																								
26 As Buchthal notes, “The Greek and Trojan heroes and heroines are transformed into barons and 
damsels, move in an entirely mediaeval environment, act in accordance with feudal customs and the 
mediaeval code of honour, worship like Christians, and wear mediaeval dress and armour. Apart from the 
proper names and the ultimate classical origin of the subject matter itself, there is little that reminds one of 
antiquity,” Historia Troiana, 4.  
27 Ezio Levi and Ettore Gabrici provided the word COLLOQUIUM, which may have been more visible at the 
time of their 1932 study, but it is impossible to read definitively without more high-resolution photography, 
as is the accompanying scene. The impact of modern restorations can be most easily seen in the body of 
tables, especially those of the victorious crusaders, see Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, tabs. 157-163.  
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pointed in her direction), and he crosses his right hand over his heart as he speaks with 

her. To their left, other guests enjoy themselves, but the sentiment shared between Medea 

and Jason remains the focal point of this scene. During this encounter, delle Colonne 

provides some insight into Medea's special skills, noting that she was the most learned 

individual to be found in that time, a scholar of the liberal arts. She was, however, also 

“extremely skillful in astrology and witchcraft” (Book II, ll. 233-234) and:   

...through powers and necromantic means of incantations, turned light into dark, 
suddenly raised up winds and storms, lightening and hail, and fearful earthquakes. She 
forced the course of rivers gliding through lower places to pour into higher parts and 
overflow. She also made trees, despoiled of their branches by the onslaughts of winter, 
bloom even in the season of storms, making the young grow old and recalling the aged 
to the glory of youth (Book II, ll. 183-190).28 

 
Hugo Buchthal’s study of illuminations of this episode, demonstrates its 

popularity with the Byzantine-inflected schools of Bologna (Fig. 13).29 At the banquet, a 

similar formal composition places Medea and Jason side by side with King Aeëtes at the 

head, oblivious to his poor decision. Jason’s elegant S-curved body leans away from her, 

but his three-quarter profile and direct gaze establish his interest in Medea, whose round 

face, elaborately jeweled neckline, and nearly iconic frontality demonstrate a clear interest 

in Byzantine models. Here, all eyes are on Medea and the viewer is given the opportunity 

to weight her appearance and etiquette against the descriptio feminae pulchritudinis provided 

by Benoît. Closer to the arrangement of the Sala Magna's ceiling is the so-called Guido 

Manuscript in the Bibliotheca Bodmeriana in Geneva, which also organizes itself, as 

																																																								
28 Guido adds that many pagans believed that she held sway over the sun and moon’s position, but he 
discredits such belief with the words of Dionysius the Areopagite and observed that only during the death 
of Jesus Christ did the heavenly bodies dismiss their usual plan (Book II, ll. 190-234). 
29 He claims that the ceiling paints demonstrate similarity with the "Old Testament Picture Book" in the 
Pierpont Morgan Library (M 638). This royal manuscript presents a possible connection to St. Louis, and 
was produced in Paris around 1250), and, according to Buchthal, shows a more convincing stylistic 
relationship than the early Benoît manuscripts from eastern France (Burgundy Lorraine?) commissioned 
around 1264, such as Paris, Bibl. Nat. fr. 1610, Historia Troiana: Studies in the History of Mediaeval Secular 
Illustration, 32-33. 
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Buchthal notes, as a biblical feast adapted from a Byzantine Bible. An elaborate 

architectural frame is further articulated by two delicate colonnettes that support a canopy 

over the diners, who are set against a curtain draping from rings across a rod (Fig. 14).  

The splendor of the architectural setting and the elaborate communal meal do not 

capture Medea’s attention, and Guido tells us: “She did not care to eat the delicious 

banquet nor taste the cups of sweet drinks. For the sweet face of Jason which she bore 

locked in her heart was food and drink to her then, and in her love for him her heart 

was completely filled with desire” (Book II, ll. 276-280). The overflowing bowls, full 

goblets of wine, heady heat of the Mediterranean, and allure of mysterious new guest, 

how could Medea avoid Cupid’s arrows? Guido upbraids King Aeëtes, rooting his 

critique in a well-known feminine flaw: the “dissolute desire of women…of an 

unfathomable depth”: 

Why… 0 King Aeëtes, were you so bold as to place a tender young woman side by side 
in intimacy with the foreign hero? If with trembling heart you had considered the frailty 
of the sex, you would not later have lamented that the only heir of your kingdom was 
carried away to a foreign realm in a disgraceful flight by sea, at such a great cost that you 
were deprived both at once and at the same time of your daughter and of an unheard of 
amount of treasure. 

 
In the case of Medea, the accusation indicates wrongdoing on her part; stuprum however, 

places her adventure in a clearer light. She is deflowered, but has consented to the act 

with vigor, an error discussed further below: “Tota nocte illa consumpta in jocundis solaciis 

voluptatis licet Medea sui voti satisfactionem impleverit per viriles amplexus…”30 

Following her rendezvous with Jason, Medea bestows him with invaluable 

knowledge and a protective unguent, as she promised, during his dangerous quest for the 

Golden Fleece. Her missteps are guided by youth and passion, made possible, as it so 

																																																								
30 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 109, fn. 18.  
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often is, by the unnamed “old woman,” who brought Jason along to her room, and who 

is depicted as dozing at the foot of Medea's chamber.31 Both Benoît and Guido comment 

on the greater loses that come with the sacrifice of her virginity, a loss of family and 

country. Benoît laments, “Medea acted recklessly; she had loved the vassal too much. She 

left her own family for him—her father, mother, and her kin” and “...he deceived her 

quite badly. For just as the author tells us he then abandoned her causing her great 

shame…”32 Delle Colonne goes to great lengths to make the blame fall squarely on 

Jason’s shoulders, detailing the many oaths and sweet words sworn by Jason, including 

the promise to marry her. Medea, as has been widely, discussed arranges and presides 

over her own impromptu wedding', described in detail by Keith Nickolaus.33 These 

reasons make the possibility of the second scene on the ceiling all the more compelling. 

The artist of the panel, as well as delle Colonne, castigate Jason for his transgression 

against his host, with whom he shared many meals, and his most un-courtly treatment of 

a woman devoted to him. 

The Master of the Judgment of Solomon presents the lovers' time together as 

scenes of promise – of Jason's oath to be true to Medea that he swears with a hand on a 

golden idol (Figs. 10 and 12). This moment, in addition to the banquet scene, captured 

the imagination of many illuminators of Benoit’s poem, the Histoire ancienne jusqu’à César 

(1213-1218), and HdT. It, additionally, provides the necessary link between the first 

																																																								
31 According to Levi, the woman is a "vigilant sentinel" of the lovers; however, the artists, in my option, 
offer a consistently negative reading of go-betweens, evident in the graphic burning of Madonna Elena's 
maid, the uselessness of Susanna's guard. In contrast, the fidelity of Branwain, Governal, Perinis in the case 
of Tristan's romance with Iseult contributes to a reading that washes the lovers' free of fault. See Gabrici 
and Levi, Lo Steri e le sue pittore, 109. 
32 "…Grant folie fist Medea:/ Trop ot le vassal aamé./ Por lui laisse son parenté,/ Son pere e sa mere e sa 
gent” (vv. 2030-33); see Keith Nickolaus, Marriage Fictions in Old French Secular Narrative, 1170-1250 
(London/ New York: Routledge, 2001), 67-73. 
33  "...assez ‘em prist puis malement;" ibid. 
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banquet and the lovers' union, which is labelled STRUPRUM MEDEE. A misspelling of 

stuprum, this accusation is one of originality, a concept not mentioned in Benoît and, 

surprisingly, absent in the judge’s history of events. Guido highlights the deception of Jason 

repeatedly, one traced through history (Sane te inuerecundum demum decepisse Medeam narrat 

ystoria), but he does not frame it within this specifically legal term.34 The inscription on the 

ceiling, however, clearly ties his wrongdoing to a sexual crime, obliquely accusing him of 

being a stuprator. 

 Stuprum35 — roughly translatable as an 'obscene act' or 'defilement'—in the 

medieval period was borrowed from Roman legal code to describe cases of illicit sex, 

developing alongside and sometimes intertwined with definitions of raptus (Fig. 12). As 

Katherine Gravdal, Carol Lansing, Trevor Dean and others have shown, raptus, in the 

continental understanding, over the course of the medieval period, came to focus on 

abduction and rape with sympathy gradually shifting from the victim to the victim’s 

family. In Italy, civic statues identified a variety of sex crimes as stuprum, which was 

committed against virgins, widows, women with a good reputation, and it may but did 

not have to involve coitus.36 Stuprum, was freighted with shame and dishonor on the part 

of both the stuprator and his victim, and its ambiguity allowed for the crime to occur 

																																																								
34 Compare this with Bologna’s reading of Hesione’s capture, in which he notes that the difference between 
Medea’s great pleasure and Esonia’s pain are rendered clear in the brief inscription, inclita virgo, see Il soffitto 
della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 184. 
35 Hieronymous Basilicus, Decisiones criminales Magnae Regiae Curiae Regni Siciliae: “Et ab Advocatis 
Actoris dicebatur gravissimum crime’ esse stuprum, cum ex eo virgineus flos, & virginitatis incomparabilis 
thesaurus, per summum scelus abripiatur, necnon, & fama, & bonum nomen, & viginis, & parentum 
faedentur, & ingenti dedecore deturpentur. Si enim furtim furcis punitur, quare, & qui bonum tam 
incomparabile eripit, morte non fit puniendus” 
[And by the advocate to the plaintiff it was said that “The most serious crime is stuprum, [and from this] the 
flower of the maiden, and the incomparable treasure of virginity, through their supreme wickedness or 
passion, as well as, reputatation [fama] and good name, and of maidens, and of the relatives [faedentur], and 
by a mighty dishonor is defiled... (Decision XV, on 3 December 1639), 193-206. 
36 Carol Lansing, “Conflicts Over Gender in Civic Courts,” in The Oxford Handbook of Women and Gender in 
Medieval Europe, ed. Judith Bennett and Ruth Karras (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 121. 
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between consenting or non-consensual individuals.37 Simply stated, Medea has always 

served as a warning. With her frailty and innocence at risk— held captive by her insatiable 

lust— she is blind to the devastation that will follow her, giving herself, her kingdom, her 

country over to Jason in exchange for satisfaction: 

And so, when they had passed the whole night in the delights of voluptuous pleasure, 
although Medea enjoyed the satisfaction of her wishes through the manly embraces and 
longed for acts of love by Jason, still the spark of lust did not die down in her; on the 
contrary, when the acts were finished, she conceived a more intense passion than she had 
before the thing was done. This is that sensation, seducing miserable lovers by such great 
enjoyment, which the more it is received by them, the more it is desired, and which the 
sated appetite is not able to hate, since the desires of the heart and greed for pleasure 
nurture continually a desire for it, while its sweet longing rages (Book II, ll. xx). 

 
While much scholarship has dismissed Guido’s Latin Historia as “dry and 

technical” – similar to critical responses to the Italian tradition of Tristan, discussed in 

Chapter Two— the account offers patrons and artists the opportunity to capture the 

dramatic opening scenes in scandalous detail. On the ceiling, Jason’s quest for the Golden 

Fleece is placed within a body of other narratives focused on proper comportment and 

the repercussions of disregarding normative behavior, such as the punishment (i.e. 

murder) of an adulteress. It is in the arrangement between Jason and Medea, however, in 

which a new discourse of blame and shame are revealed, which may be implicated in a 

larger discussion of statecraft, one that largely hinges on the circulation of women and the 

																																																								
37 In the city of Bologna, for example, “women had to testify on the steps of the town hall, rather than 
within the judge’s chamber.” Noble men, however, were accustomed to accusations of rape, according to 
Lansing: “Nobles were associated with rape, in contemporary discourse and also in practice. Dramatic 
evidence survives from mid-fourteenth-century Florence, in the form of anonymous denunciations of 
magnate violence to a special tribunal dedicated to enforcing the anti-magnate laws, the Executor of the 
Ordinances of Justice. The proportion of denunciations for rape to the Executor was four times higher 
than to the ordinary criminal court. Why? It may well be that nobles were more apt to commit rape. They 
were accustomed to high status and the exercise of power, and denunciations to the Florentine Executor 
certainly depict a noble culture of impunity. Some rapes surely were opportunistic, but many were 
demonstrably premeditated. One noble was denounced for going to a village house with a group of his 
men, carrying a ladder which he used to climb in through a window. He punched a married woman, 
threatened her with a knife at her throat to keep silent, “and in this way forced this good woman,” Lansing, 
"Conflicts Over Gender in Civic Courts," 122. 
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wealth, land, and influence that they may potentially bestow upon a given clan.38 My 

reading of Jason and Medea, supported with evidence from neighboring images and legal 

studies, recasts the ceiling as a studied warning not only against unchecked emotion, 

which plays not an insignificant role in the Fall of Troy, but as critical means by which we 

can study the “traffic of women” in the Mediterranean, both in the painted worlds on the 

ceiling and in reality. While Ezio Levi and Ettore Gabrici claim that the text and images 

on the ceiling come directly from the work of Guido delle Colonne, it is important to 

recognize the artists’ inventions and interventions in their effort to create an artwork that 

suits the spatial arrangement of the ceiling. This requires the excision of certain scenes 

and a certain economy in their didiscalia— the labels.39 An assessment of stuprum, followed 

by the lover’s secret escape— labelled RECEDUNT FURTIM MEDEA ET JASON – highlights 

the evolving readings of the tale, in this case opening Jason up to further scrutiny within 

the framework of stuprum, addressing Medea’s unchecked sexual desires and reflecting 

additional criticism on the misjudgment of King Aeëtes. 

 
The first destruction of Troy and of Hesione 

 
The painted ceiling of Sala Magna is peppered with crimes against women, such 

as the attempted executions of Elena of Narbonne and Susanna and the honor killing of 

																																																								
38 Bologna, Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 175. 
39 The overarching claim of Gabrici and Levi still stands— “the pictures of the Steri are in a respect an 
excellent document of the persistence and the continuation of the legendary tradition”— but the task they 
set out for themselves was to organize and identify imagery, leading to a rather general conclusion that the 
paintings archive “courtly” late-medieval imagery, ill-adapted from manuscript illuminations; see Lo Steri di 
Palermo e le sue pitture, 107-112. More recently, Licia Buttà recognizes that Guido delle Colonne should not 
receive all of the credit for the ceiling’s retelling of materia troiana. The work of Benoît, Dares’ De excidio 
Troiae, and the second redaction of the Histoire ancienne jusqu’à César (1213-1218) are all valuable in the 
iconographic details used at Lo Steri; see Licia Buttà, "Storie per governare: iconografia giuridica e del 
potere nel soffitto dipinto della Sala Magna del Palazzo Chiaromonte Steri di Palermo", in Narrazione, 
Exempla, Retorica: studi sull'iconografia dei soffitti dipinti nel Medioevo Mediterraneo, ed. Licia Buttà (Palermo 2013): 
125, fns. 92 and 93 (69-126). 
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adulteress (both discussed in the next chapter). Paintings depicting materia troiana, 

however, host the highest concentration of raptus: that of Medea; Hesione, who is 

identified as a captive virgin; and Helen, who has no associated label, and is presented, 

therefore, without a written value judgment. As Valentina Cresco observes:  

Mirroring values of kinship, the underlying gender ideology [behind rape and raptus] 
extolled the possession of women’s bodies and saw sexual violation and subtraction of 
women as unsettling acts that primarily damaged women’s kin. Rape and raptus 
threatened a women’s sexual purity, which was maintained through her virginity and 
chastity, to guard the purity of blood within the lineage.40 

 

Medea's deflowering or suspicion of it caused great harm and created a ripple 

effect through the community or kingdom, and this is put into direct confrontation with 

captured Hesione, whose chastity defines her identity.41 Guido delle Colonne’s emphasis 

on Medea's newly unlocked “treasury,” further highlights the financial impact that 

accompanies a woman separated from her virginity, again, a state provided with a 

counterexample in the kidnapping of a virgin princess of Troy. As easily ruffled and 

curmudgeonly as Guido’s voice may seem, the Sicilian bureaucrat is not without 

imagination, and neither are the artists of Manfredi’s painted ceiling. The spectrum of 

sexuality envisioned on the ceiling runs parallel to that of violence in which the viewer 

witnesses condoned vengeance—in retaliation against a cuckolding wife— to the raptus of 

women in an effort to forge new centers of power.4243  

																																																								
40 Valentina Cresco, "Rape and Raptus," in Women and Gender in Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia, ed. 
Margaret C. Schaus (Routledge, 2015), 694-696. 
41 James Carscallen, “How Troy Came to Spenser,” in Fantasies of Troy: classical tales and the social imaginary in 
medieval and early modern Europe, ed. Alan Shepard and Stephen D. Powell (Toronto: Centre for Reformation 
and Renaissance Studies, 2004), 15. 
42 He promotes a universal narrative in his retelling of Benoît's Roman; rather than provide a translation, and 
he corrects the circulating narratives, offering, instead, a Latin historia. Forfeiting a vernacular language, a 
newly available mode of textual transmission, and one in which he passionately participated in the Sicilian 
imperial court, delle Colonne shares history in Latin. 
43 In contrast to other scholars, who read the judge's pessimistic narrative as one of overarching criticism of 
the tale's kings, especially the Trojan king's decision-making skills, Wolfram R. Keller attributes Guido's 
motives to his interest in creating distinct individual characters and setting them within the backdrop of 
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On the fifth beam (n. 31), an inscription that summarizes the end of Book III and 

the entirely of Book IV reads: Recedunt furtim Medea et Jason. Jason et Hercules. Castor et Pollux. 

Classis Graecorum et Reges urbem Troye destruxeru[nt]. Medea and Jason embrace warmly on 

the ship, waves rolling violently beneath them (Figs. 5 and 15). If it were not for the 

inscription, the scene could easily have represented Tristan and Iseult’s voyage from 

Ireland. Fit into the sequence on its own, the artist presents an intimate portrayal of the 

lovers’ flight from King Aeëtes’s lovely city, and uses the natural edge of the wooden 

beam to shift to Jason and Hercules’s audience in Sparta with Castor and Pollux, whom 

they ask for assistance in their revenge against Laomedon.  The maestro merges this scene 

with the arrival of the “Greek fleet” to the city of Troy: a carpenter has cut into the board 

																																																								
current events in Sicily. The Angevin's struggle for control of Sicily, however, is rarely discussed in the Latin 
text. More useful is Keller's assessment of the work as a lesson-driven one, a Fürstenspiegel, noting that it is 
often found in manuscripts together with Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia regum Brittaniae, creating a 
"Fürstenspiegel-anthology" (145). Furthermore, he states that Historia destructiones Troiae "juxtaposes Trojan 
transparency and changeability with a Greek model advocating Virgilian veiling of individuality in favor of 
imperial grandeur" (321). He asks "what is the right balance between opacity and transparency, between 
archetypical adoption of circulated roles and individual inventio by means of deconstructing these roles" 
(321)? Absent, too, from Keller's analysis of delle Colonne's work is his active participation in the 
vernacular movement in southern Italy; consideration of Guido’s fluency with multiple registers of creative 
writing in Sicily— in Latin and Sicilian— would have forced Keller to confront how much of delle 
Colonne's invectives were a performative part of the genre and how the work fits within the larger scope of 
'Italian literature' in the mid-thirteenth century. Keller does, however, ask why, when so many writers were 
composing and translating epics into vernacular, that delle Colonne decided to "re-translate" a French work 
into Latin: “In the case of the new verse romances in English, choosing a different language meant 
primarily adapting a text for a different audience, whereby the Anglicization was concomitant with a 
silencing of aristocratic cultural references, for instance, classical references, psychological subtleties, and so 
one. If this is true for translations into English, it is tempting to assume that the reverse is true for the re-
translation of a romance into Latin. Like late medieval England, Sicily was a multilingual kingdom in which, 
besides Greek, Latin, and Italian, most learned readers would well have been capable of reading French. 
Therefore, Guido’s Historia is a translation of the Roman into a different cultural framework rather than an 
‘exotic’ language, since translations, especially of classical texts adapt their material for the present historical 
moment." Most troubling, however, is his psychological reading of the Guido delle Colonne: "The 
vernacular therefore also contributed to the creating of new native literary traditions, of national literatures, 
which Guido would probably not have preordained in late thirteenth-century Sicily. And yet, authority to a 
vernacular literature, would probably have been ill-received by a Sicilian judge, whose main work was 
written in Latin and whose allegiance was with an empire that was falling apart.” On the contrary, Guido 
was a promulgator of the vernacular movement. It may have been an issue of tone or tradition or 
marketing: composing a historical work in Latin would both increase his reading base and firmly set the 
work among serious Latin authors. See Wolfram R. Keller, Selves & nations. 
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to allow the sculpted wooden divider to fit snuggly. The ship’s wrapped sails wrapped, 

appears stripped behind the dozens of spears held by eager Greek soldiers who storm the 

seafront city, one of whom acrobatically leaps from the deck onto the ramp with a sword 

held upright. Bridging the gap between the landed ship and the crush of warriors outside 

the gate of Troy, a single soldier blows a long horn above the heads of his comrades. 

From the castle walls, women watch the slaughter, oblivious to the bands of men bursting 

through another gate, who “destroyed everything completely, and when they had looted 

all the temples of the city in the manner of pirates, and delivered to the cruelest death 

whomever they found fleeing from them, old men and children indiscriminately, and 

when they had delivered the buildings of the temples to ruin, they led away the young and 

beautiful girls they found as captive brides and conducted them to their ships, leading 

them into perpetual servitude” (Book IV, ll. 336-342). 

Moving across the ceiling’s central divider, the tale continues on three painted 

panels (no. 180), which the artists spliced —each scene sharply distinguished along the 

vertical edges— to juxtapose the capture of Hesione with the first reconstruction of Troy, 

which will pave the way for the raptus of Helen from the island of Cythera (Book 7): 

CAPTA TROYA CAPITUR VIRGO INCLITA ESONIA ET TRADITUR THALAMONI. TROYA 

R[UI]NA REPARATUR PER REGEM PRIAMUM. Wearing feathered helms, two warriors 

encircle the Princess Hesione, a daughter of Laomedon, who inclines her crowned head 

and raises a hand in protest (Fig. 4). They have removed her from a tower, after a long 

siege, and they have captured her as a precious prize, described by delle Colonne as a 

personification of beauty and castitass, who was abused by King Telemon, planting deep 

roots of hatred which spurred Trojans to action: 
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But, oh, the marvelous ingratitude of the victor if the palm of victory joined Hesione to 
you! Noble gratitude ought to have jointed her to you, so that you would have joined to 
you in the union of the marriage torch such a very noble maiden of such beauty, who 
was lovely of face and formed with all beauty of character, and you would not have 
wrongly dishonored her on account of the shameful passion of lust when you made her 
your concubine, she who did not deserve this and who could hardly have been given to 
you in lawful marriage. For from this Hesione proceeded the whole substance of the 
raging madness from which afterward the greatest causes of war proceeded, after they 
had been nourished for a long time, and from which irreparable losses followed (Book 
Four, ll. 349-360). 

 
Formally, the artists render her as a female martyr, humbly accepting her fate. A 

cavalcade of Greek riders fills the rest of the scene to the coffer divider, at which point 

the artists pull the viewer forward in time to Priam's efforts to rebuild the city. Although 

these panels have been heavily damages, the bustling activity is easy enough to see:  a 

worker builds up the salient corners of a tower, another leans over to receive a pallet of 

materials hoisted by two laborers below, others cling to ladders to hammer walls or lay 

brick. Priam, followed by a retinue of capped noblemen on horseback, points to the 

product of his initiative, unaware of the terrible fate of the Trojans. 

 

The Judgment of Paris and Raptus of Elena 

On the A Side of Beam VIII (no. 49) King Priam sits enthroned with a council of 

his sons, Hector, Paris, Deiphobus, and Helenus, and Troilus surrounding him (Book 

Six). As he decides the best course of action regarding the Greeks, Paris recounts a dream 

("a miraculous vision") he had while living in Minor India. Paris assures Priam and his 

brothers that the battle will go smoothly and the Trojans will return with a beautiful noble 

woman on account of his service to Mercury during the vision: he settled the question of 

which goddess was the most beautiful among Venus, Palas, and Juno, and so he was 

promised a lady even more beautiful that Venus (Figs. 16-17). This lady, according to 

Paris, could be used to negotiate the return of Hesione. Priam's pointed finger indicates 
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his discussion with Paris, but also shifts the viewer to glimpse of this divine meal with 

Mercury at the head of the banquet table and the three goddesses facing the viewer. They 

are imagined as crowned angels, with bust-length wings, the elbow flexed and slightly 

curved toward the head.  

At the center of the table, a golden orb sits, the inscribed Greek letters ("a certain 

wonderful apply of precious material, beautifully engraved...which contained an 

inscription on it in Greek letters that it was to be given to the most beautiful of them"), 

mentioned by delle Colonne are absent.44 Discordia, who throws the apple in other 

versions of the tale is not mentioned by delle Colonne, nor can we assume that she is 

shown here. Rather the artist follows Book Six very carefully, reminding the viewer that 

Paris had been hunting stag deep in an isolated forest of Venus: he props his bow up next 

to his foot, while he holds the apple and examines the goddess' naked bodies: "When the 

aforesaid three goddesses had put aside their clothes, and when each of them in turn had 

presented herself naked to my sight, it seemed to me, by following the judgment of truth, 

that Venus in her beauty clearly excelled those other two, and accordingly I decided that 

she was mistress of the apple" (ll. 240-244). The arguments of Deiphobus; the eerily 

precise vision of Euphorbus, reported by his son Panthus, and the harrowing wail of 

Cassandra fail to sway King Priam, who orders his sons to gather soldiers and sail to 

Greece. Although Levi and Gabrici, Bologna, and Buttà identify the wailing woman in the 

first scene on Beam VIII (no. 198), it seems more likely that Cassandra is depicted here, 

emitting her "loud wailing, as if she were mad, and shouting in a loud voice." From this 

scene, the artist offers a clear transition to the result of the king's deliberations: Paris, 

																																																								
44 Delle Colonne, HdT, ll. 167-253. 
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holding his bow, sails with Deiphobus and his brothers. Although, Levi and Gabrici state 

that he is holding the precious apple form the goddess's banquet, Paris is actually 

conversing with one of the many heroic Trojans sent to accompany him —Antenor, 

Aeneas, Polydamas, etc. — as they carefully row along the shoreline around the Cyclades. 

 It may seem that the artist/s have painted Book Seven, as a single continuous 

scene, using the boat as an anchoring device; however, just past the coffer divider, the 

action shifts: the folded sail and change in wind direction prove this, as a massive battle 

between the Trojans and Cypriots takes place before a temple dedicated to Venus, 

imagined as a Gothic church with three naves.45 Helen, tall and gracious is ushered by 

pointed sword onto the ship. In HdT, delle Colonne spends a great deal of time setting up 

the heady, springtime atmosphere in which Paris falls for Helen (ll 171-230), and it is easy 

to see the ways in which Chaucer models Troilus’s encounter with Cressida in a similar 

temple celebration. 

 

Helen's arrival and Calchas at Delphi 

 When Helen, captured, arrives in Tenedos, she is greeted with celebration and a 

formal welcome (no. 55). Clasping Paris's shoulders, she makes her way from the ship 

down the gangway before a massive fortified gate. A man, wearing a fur-lined red cape, 

reaches out to embrace Paris, who remains in full armor and helm. Passing through the 

gateway, Helen's party ride to meet Priam; both wearing their crowns they lean forward to 

embrace, a second formal —and public— display of well-meaning. Trojan citizens pour 

through white walls of their newly built city, a delicate series of stone arches and 

																																																								
45 Ezio and Levi, Lo Steri e le sue pittue, 111. 
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crenellated towers contrast with the rosy stone of the gothic structures protected within 

them (Figs. 16 and 18).46 

 Moving across the ceiling's central divider, the viewer is confronted with a 

continuation of the victory procession realized on the other panels, one that follows the 

text of Book 7 very closely; in fact, the entirety of the ninth joists are inspired by a mere 

three lines of text:  

When they had left Tenedos they proceeded to Troy at a slow pace, and as they came 
near that city, King Priam in a retinue of many nobles came out to meet them, and after 
he had greeted them and received them with a happy face, he went to Helen, welcoming 
her with deep affection and a joyous expression, and he humbly pledged himself to her 
in gentle words. As they arrived at the gate of the city, where a huge multitude of people 
poured forth, attending the celebrations and great dances with all kinds of music, King 
Priam dismounted his first from his horse, and on foot conducted Queen Helen by the 
golden bridle of her horse, and led her into her lofty palace...At daybreak on the 
following day, with the gracious consent of King Priam, Paris took Helen to be his wife 
in the temple of Pallas (Book 7, ll. 444-461). 

 
 Before an imaginative structure— the Temple of Pallas — Helen and Paris are 

married before a statue of the god of love “hoisted upon a processional pole" and a 

priest, dressed in the familiar clothes and miter of a Christian bishop, who joins their 

hands (Figure 19). Queen Hecuba and Hermoine stand behind them as witnesses. From 

the temple, Cassandra emerges with a book of prophesy with which she predicts the 

second destruction of Troy and the horrific loss of life, closing her speech with a warning: 

“Do you think Paris’ theft can be passed over without serious punishment and bitter 

revenge, through which your final destruction will come about? Ah, unhappy Helen, a 

terrible seductress indeed, how many griefs will you produce for us! Therefore, miserable 

citizens, drive away this wicked destruction from your homes, and while it is possible, 

shun death for life” (Book VIII, ll. 480-485). 

																																																								
46 "Pervenientibus enim eis ad civitatis portam, ubi multitudo populi infinita profluxerat gaudia celebrans et 
immensa tripudia omni genere musicorum, Rex Priamus primo descendit ab equo et reginam Helenam 
pede habenis aureis equi sui in multitudine majorum Trojae et multa veneratione deducit," ibid., 111. 
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  In the final series of painting from the Trojan and Greek history (n. 210), five 

paintings capture the oracular readings at Delphos, and Calchas's urgent call to appease 

the goddess Diana, as described in Book 10. It begins with Patricolus and Achilles, and 

from delle Colonne's text the viewer is transported to the careful private congress 

regarding the Greek's next step in response to the kidnapping of Queen Helen. Dressed 

as a bishop, Calchas predicts that the Greeks will prevail only after a ten-year engagement, 

which leads to a fourth scene, described as a "theatrical configuration" by Gabrici and 

Levi. Calchas is escorted by Achiles and Patrocolus for presentation at the court of 

Agamemnon (Fig, 19). Gabrici and Levi identify the crowd as Agamemnon, 

Clytemnestra, Menelaus, and perhaps Nestor, as assume that the Sacrifice of Iphigenia 

would follow the conversation. Since the cycle stops here, however, it is difficult to assess 

whether some panels might be missing, or if the artists simply turned their attention to 

the story of Aeneas and Dido. Given that the artist/s have recreated a close translation of 

Books 1-10 on the ceiling, I suggest that the missing scenes may have been painted and 

later discarded or have since been lost. Speculation aside, the decision to focus intensely 

on the initial destruction and rebuilding of Troy and the circulation of women deserves 

further consideration.  

 Rosa María Rodríguez Porto addresses this issue at length in two articles about 

the shared visual culture between Grenada, Castile, and al-Andalus.47 In particular, she 

focuses on the painted programs associated with Trojan material, especially in the Crónica 

Troyana (Escorial, h.I.6) of King Alfonso XI (d. 1350), a Castilian codex with seventy 

																																																								
47 Rosa María Rodríguez Porto, "Troy-Upon-Guadalquiver': Imagining Ancient Architecture at King 
Alfonso XI's Court," Troianalexandrina 5 (2005): 9-35; and "Courtliness and its Trujamanes: Manufacturing 
Chivalric Imagery across the Castilian-Grenadine Frontier," Medieval Encounters 14 (2008): 219-266. 
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brightly colored and extraordinarily executed illuminations.48 Finished in 1350, the royal 

commission contains a Castilian translation of Benôit de Sainte-Maure's Roman de Troie. 

Her methodology uses the medieval literary concept of translatio as a means of 

understanding why the artist, who signs his name, Nicolás González, chose different 

architectonic devices for cityscapes— horseshoe arches and pyramidal merlins for Priam's 

Troy, for example— that fill the entire field of so many of the illuminations and how 

these images functioned for its audience (Fig. 20). While she highlights the vernacular 

importance of the Castilian translation itself, it is important to remember that the 

illuminator had a very particular audience in mind, a king who “emphasized the secular 

side of [chivalric fiction] for his own purposes, those of creating strong bonds between 

the courtly nobility, the urban militias and the literate officials of his administration using 

chivalric imagery as a sort of social mortar.”49 Other architecture structures, described as 

"Italianate" and "Gothic," Rodríguez Porto attributes to the circulation of Italian codices 

and artists, and points to models, like the Neapolitan manuscripts commissioned at the 

Angevin court, such as the Histoire ancienne jusqu'à César (London, BL, Royal 20 D.I). 

 Working parallel to translatio, Rodríguez Porto also identifies the importance of 

anachronism, represented in the idealized and "archaeologically situated" city of Troy, 

distant in time and place, as a means by which the artist acknowledged the difference 

between the pagan Greeks and Romans, whose wisdom was renowned, and the Iberian 

present.50 That said, the king would have recognized in the scene of Paris and Helen's 

																																																								
48 Buchthal discusses the imagery of Alfonso XI of Castile’s copy largely within the early French tradition of 
imaging battle scenes, especially in regard to the enthusiasm with which artists litter the battleground with 
severed heads and limbs: “They are repeated quite schematically throughout the manuscript. With 
exasperating regularity and little individuality or variation…Many pictures may be said to accompany the 
text rather than to illustrate it; see Historia Troiana, 17. 
49 Ibid., "Courtliness and its Trujamanes," 237. 
50 Ibid., "Troy-Upon-Guadalquiver," 16. 
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entry into Troy, a distinctly Iberian element: the juego de bohordos, a spear-throwing game, 

popularized by Muslims, and adopted in chivalric courts "to the extent that it was one of 

the courtly amusements set up for the [sic] Alfonso XI's coronation in the monastery of 

Las Huelgas, at Burgos."51 

 Throughout her discussion of the translatio of "Islamic architectonic elements," in 

"Troy-upon-Gualalquiver," Rodríguez Porto registers hesitation in assigning a religious 

character to architectural devices, like the mural elements of Muslim cities.52 These were 

maintained and admired by Christians who conquered cities, like Toledo and Seville, on 

account of "their accomplished design and sturdy construction."53 In a later study, 

however, she best articulates the purpose of applying a theory of literary translation for 

the study of Grenadine and Castilian court imagery between 1340 and 1360, a justification 

worth reproducing in its entirety: 

On the one hand, this approach avoids a conceptualization of image-text relations in 
univocal terms, emphasizing not only the function performed by such works in the 
consolidation and diffusion of a chivalric imaginary, but also their contribution to the 
formulation of new meanings as well as the sanction or subversion of pre-existing ones 
in light of the interests of particular audiences. On the other hand, it invites the 
integration of texts and images into a sole framework whose ramifications extend beyond 
geographic frontiers and linguistic barriers. This analogy with translation processes 
allows us to consider not only the artists in charge of creating these visual texts, but also 
those courtiers involved in their design or articulation, as trujamanes (interpreters): as 
translators, interpreters or storytellers, they acted as intermediaries in the negotiation of 
the Iberian chivalric imaginary. 54 

 

																																																								
51 Ibid., 19. 
52 Rodríguez Porto notes that the patron of the manuscript, Alfonso XI, was also an artistically expressive 
architectural patron, and she identifies some of his projects as mudéjar, a concept that she addresses more 
critically in a later article, "Courtliness and its Trujamanes." 
53 Porto also argues that "Gothic" style of Troy's alcázar and Apollo's temple is a significant diversion from 
the usual aesthetic program, stating that "religious and political powers were visualized as detached from 
Islamic culture," however, it seems that a "Gothic" temple is quite conventional for Trojan representations, 
and, furthermore, I would hesitate to say that a Christian king would be eager to identify with a pagan 
temple; see "Troy-Upon-Guadalquiver," 20. 
54 Ibid, "Courtliness and its Trujamanes," 220. 
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Restored in the middle of the twentieth century, the painted walls in the castle of 

Alcañiz animates her theory, moving from manuscript page to a series of painted arches 

covered in battle scenes, dated to the first half of the fourteenth century. Home to the 

Order of Calatrava in Aragón, Rodríguez Porto places the fortress within a wider group 

of monuments, including the Hall of Justice paintings in the Alhambra, the figurative 

stuccoes in the Seminario Menor of Toledo, the Alcázar of Seville, and other mid-

fourteenth-century programs as indicative of the sudden emergence of a profane 

imaginary of literary inspiration," a novel development in comparison with similar trends 

with a longer tradition in neighboring France and Italy.55 She identifies the manuscript of 

Alfonso XI, the Crónica Troyana, as a key to the rapid dissemination of recognizable and 

iconographically similar programs throughout the peninsula, brilliantly taken to another 

realm in the painted leather ceilings at the Alhambra. While this newer artistic style may 

have taken root later in the medieval period, fruitful and violent exchanges between the 

Castilian-Leonese and Andalusi regions have been documented since the ninth century, 

evidenced by a flurry of exchanged and captured people and objects, including but not 

limited to "textiles, ivories, jewelry, furniture, ornamental repertoire, as well as, certainly, 

literary creations, customs, and a general courtly imaginary."56 

 

III. MAGNIFICENCE 

The central importance of battles between the Trojans and Greeks to Manfredi 

III Chiaramonte cannot be understated. Conceived as a visual epic, which follows the 

exploits of Jason, Hercules, Priam, and Paris and the translation of powerful women — 

																																																								
55 Ibid., 225. 
56 Ibid., 228. 
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Medea, Hesione, and Helen— from native kingdoms to new ones, the viewer is treated to 

a Mediterranean history lesson the swallows five sets of central beams, making it the most 

coherent and labor-intensive narrative project on the ceiling. In the fifteenth century, 

materia troiana would be ubiquitous in painted and sculptural programs of private homes, 

where wealthy patrons would begin a new tradition of excavating and collecting ancient 

Greek and Roman materials and making various dynastic claims to them. The palace 

would gain new status as the material focus of nobility's efforts to display, promote, and 

create histories and artifacts. In the fourteenth century in Palermo, however, Sicilian 

nobility had two different histories with which to contend: incredible evidence of Greek 

and Roman infrastructure and wealth, demonstrated by the adoption of Greek temples 

for churches and residences, and the more recent past, which yielded glorious structures 

like the Castello Maniace of Frederick II in Syracuse and the Palazzo dei Normanni in 

Palermo that rises significantly above the surrounding neighborhood. Determining 

Manfredi's exact motivations for the prominent display of the battles is difficult; no 

documents survive from the commission of the work, unlike the extensive archival 

records left by the Dattini family, for example, in Prato. The only document that does 

survive is the very ceiling itself, which includes the artists' signatures and Manfredi's 

dedicatory inscriptions. With artists pulled from diverse Chiaramontan territories on the 

island— Naro, Corleone, and Palermo— and a text from a Messinese judge, however, it 

is clear that Manfredi saw excellence in local creative output, and excellence, specifically, 

magnificence seems to have been a major contributor to the subject matter chosen.   

Along the thick carved cornice of the interior of the Sala Magna, an opening and a 

closing dedication announce the ceiling's construction, beginning on the northeastern wall 
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and wrapping around the southeastern wall: …[A]NNO D[OMI]NI MIL[LESIM]O 

TRECENTESIMO SEPTUAG[ESIMO] SEPTIMO INDICTIONE Q[U]INTADECIMA. MAGNI-FICUS 

D[OMI]N[U]S MA[N]FRED[US] DE CLAROMO[NS] PRESENS OP[US] FIERI MAN-DAVIT FELI-

CITER. AMEN ("In the year of our Lord 1377 in the fifteenth indiction the magnificent 

lord Manfred de Claromo[ns] ordered the present work to be fittingly made. Amen"). 

Painted in a gothic script used for all Latin inscriptions, white letters are finely outlined in 

red, and the proud pronouncement is adorned with additional flourishes, such as 

intertwining red and green leaves (Figs. 21-22).  

The transcription above expands intentionally abbreviated words within plain 

brackets; effaced or severed letters are bracketed in italics. I include dashes between the 

words mandavit and feliciter to indicate where a wooden bracket, or mensola, interrupts those 

words. The artists' decision of when and where to employ standard abbreviation markers, 

such as stylized dashes and slashes through characters, signals an undeniable planning 

process to ensure that the message easy to read in such as way that accommodates the 

complex arrangement of wooden elements on the ceiling and the spaces between them. A 

look at the corner of the ceiling, where word Magnificus is spilt at the second syllabus, 

provides a helpful example of the care in which the artists' present their patron's 

commission. Here, the –ni– finishes flush with the side of a decorative medallion, which 

has been sliced diagonally to fit a beautifully undulating corner bracket (Fig. 22). The 

delicacy of this arrangement shows how the text must have been measured in advance to 

allow the decollated dragon to mirror itself on the adjacent angle. The rest of the word –

ficus finishes at the edge of the first bracket on long southeastern wall, and so, Magnificus, 

may be read, unhindered by any intervening brackets, from across the room. These details 
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demonstrate another way in which the codified art of writing, of paleography, extends 

beyond book culture to other media and which demonstrates that the size, placement, 

and organization of letters and text are flexible in order to most clearly present a desired 

message.57 Individual words are adjusted to the irregularly shaped and divided inscription 

panel in a number of other ways.58 

The language used here demonstrates knowledge of notarial formulae embedded 

in Palermo’s archival culture, and the inscription becomes a kind of formal document. In 

this short phrase, one can unpack a great deal. A simple date opens Manfredi's 

declaration: [A]NNO D[OMI]NI MIL[LESIM]O TRECENTESIMO SEPTUAG[ESIMO] SEPTIMO 

INDICTIONE Q[U]INTADECIMA (“In the year of our Lord, one thousand three hundred 

seventy-seven, the fifteenth indiction”). The formula is ubiquitous in notarial writing in 

Palermo, in which each record of the Curia de Felicitas Urbs Panorama, for example, 

includes the proper year and tax bracket related to the king's year of reign (indictione). 

Including this stamp on the ceiling, Manfredi’s acknowledges his participation in and 

																																																								
57 For comparatives of cursive scripts in Sicily between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, see, for 
example, Il Codice dei disciplinati di San Luca di Burgio, ed. Mario Basile, Quaderni della Scuola di archivistica 
paleografia e diplomatica / Archivio di Stato di Palermo 2 (Palermo, 1997): 7-27; in Florence, see Irene Ceccherini, 
"Merchants and Notaries: Stylistic Movements in Italian Cursive Scripts" Manuscripta 53.2 (2009): 239–83. 
58 Taking advantage of all possible space, for example, the writer-artist squeezed the first “n” of 
Q[u]intadecima, the indicatione number under the small wooden piece separating two coffers. One imagines 
that the artists measured unpainted boards and tested them for fit on the wall to ensure that they joined 
comfortably with the coffers. [awkward sounding, I know. I’m working on standardizing terms] The end of the beveled 
piece was cut on a 45º angle to fit with the corner bracket and around the space where it would fit the central coffer divider. 
Words were then measured out and painted. When the paint was dry, the piece would be attached to the wall.] This did not 
always go smoothly, however. Edges and ends of some characters and words are necessarily sacrificed to fit 
properly. The “g” in a part of the commission’s date (Septuag[entisimo]) has been cut in half to allow the 
panel to fit an approximately 60º angle long the central beam; the enclitic of the word (–esimo) has been 
totally abbreviated. The meaning of the word, undoubtedly, was not lost on anyone; whereas, the truncation 
and separation of the patron’s name, may seem odd to us, but did not cause the artists to re-do the panels. 
Instead, the n and us of Manfredus are present: a stylized dash, twisted into attached diamonds above the M 
and a, substitutes the subtracted n, and a subtle abbreviation marker swirls from the line closing the d. 
These adjustments are not careless oversights, but indicators of an artist's engagement in the craft of 
writing, one who uses economy and beauty to produce a powerful message. 
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acceptance of the territory's royal organization, despite his consolidating plans to alter 

dramatically that social order. 

The second part of the inscription, focuses on Manfredi’s commission and the 

intention of this work: “MAGNI-FICUS D[OMI]N[U]S MA[N]FRED[US] DE CLAROMO[NS] 

PR[A]ESENS OP[US] FIERI MAN-DAVIT FELI-CITER AMEN.” Dozens of documents in the 

archival record acknowledge Admiral Manfredi III Chiaramonte as “magnificus” and 

“domini magnificus;” in fact, he is rarely mentioned without this honorific. For example, in a 

document dated 4 November 1349, which discusses the of Machono and payment of his 

tutor Francesco de Instricto after the death of Matteo de Bandi,59 a short declaration 

begins: “Regie curie magnifici et potentis domini domini comitis Manfredi de Claramonte 

Dei et regia gratia comitis Claramonte et Mohac ac regni Sicilie siniscalki una cum sociis 

vicarii generalis regie curie preture felicis urbis Panormi…” It is not difficult to 

understand why he would promote such a title within the heart of his Palermitan home. 

Analyzing the Lombard chronicles of Galvana Fiamma and Pietro Anzario, 

written on behalf of the Visconti family, Sharon Dale introduces the role of magnificence 

in the court life and public persona of the family. She observes that Anzario employs “the 

verb magnificare to describe Luchino’s (Azzo Visconti’s successor) architectural patronage, 

which subsidized the building of the church of San Giovanni in Conca, as well as a 

palatial house with many towers and a bridge of ten braccia connecting two buildings,” 

and he also used it to report on the kingdom of Lombardy – founded by Aeneas— in 

																																																								
59 Acta Curie Felicis Urbis Panormi, 8, c. 153r (1348-49) in Acta Curie Felicis Urbis Panormi, Registro di Lettere 
(1348-49 e 1350), Vol. 8F, ed. Cecilia Bilello and Anna Massa (Palermo: Municipio di Palermo, 1993), 322 
(#259).  
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magnificentia fuit erecta (built in magnificence).60 Louis Green recognized that quality in 

those serving as “benefactor of his community, whose generosity towards it served the 

Aristotelian notion of the common good.”61 In his seminal article the revival of the 

Classical idea of magnificence, A.D. Fraser Jenkins asserts that this attitude stems from a 

growing unease with spending large amounts of accumulated wealth on private 

architectural commissions. Jenkins cites a passage by Giovanni Dominici (d. 1420), who 

taught the Archbishop of Florence, St. Antonius, which guides potential commissioners: 

"Però che presuppongo, così faccendo tu fabbricherai in sull'altrui, e l'arme d'altri aranno 

fama; e così il nome del patronaggio rimarraipure ne'primi. E così non sapra la man manca quello far la 

diritta, perchè la limosina tua sarà in ascondito; e il Padre Eterno, che vede in ascondito, la ti renderà in 

cielo."62 

Manfredi’s dedication however is not directed to the “common good,” but to 

God, and, like magnificus, the choice of the word feliciter is not accidental, but the epithet of 

the Chiaramonte’s Palermo: felicita panoramus and urbs felix (Fig. 23). These inscriptions, 

while formulaic, offer an opportunity to examine how inscriptions and scribal culture 

permeate art and private commissions— and, importantly, serve to tie the city, Manfredi, 

and his fantastic commission together for the viewer. As such, the use of "magnificence" 

in the Sala Magna, betokens the start of a trend at least seventy years earlier than the 

magnificent proliferation of Renaissance patrons of architecture. The Palazzo Chiaramonte-

																																																								
60 Sharon Dale, "Fourteenth-Century Lombard Chronicles," in Chronicling history: chroniclers and historians in 
medieval and Renaissance Italy, eds. Sharon Dale, Alison Williams Lewin, and Duane J Osheim (University 
Park: Pennsylvania State Press, 2007), 178-80. 
61 Louis Green, “Galvano Fiamma, Azzo Visconi, and the Revival of the Classical Theory of 
Magnificence,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 53 (1990): 98-113. 
62 G. Dominici, Regola del governo di cura famigliare, quoted by A.D. Fraser Jenkins, “Cosimo de’ Medici’s 
Patronage of Architecture and the Theory of Magnificence,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 33 
(1970): 164. Emphasis mine. 
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Steri is one of nearly a dozen privately-owned palaces and fortifications built from scratch 

or renovated on the island that greatly extended the family's visibility and wealth, and they 

were not alone in this pursuit.63 Visiting any of the major cities of Sicily, one would come 

across a particular family unofficially governing there: the Abbate in Trapani, the 

Ventimiglia in Cefalú, the Rosso in Messina, the Alagona in Catania, etc. A multitude of 

urban homes were an integral part of baronial control of environment, resources, and 

economy.64 

Near the opening dedication one beam features the Prophets, who are self-

identified with scrolls; continuing across the central divider, a corresponding beam 

includes personifications of the Virtues. Ezio Levi derides this latter company, presented 

“with the most squalidly simple iconography;” that is, they are dressed as noble women 

holding scrolls that display, not their names (Fede, Speranza, Carità, Forza, Giustizia, 

Temperanza e Prudenza), but, rather their attributes: MAGNANIM(US), EGREGI(US), 

LARG(US), IUSTUS, and SAPIENS.65 These substantive nouns are not casually chosen; 

they pinpoint the most salient qualities of the Magnificent Manfredi III Chiaramonte, 

which are echoed in the public record. God’s will and the will of those laboring in the 

Palazzo Chiaramonte are envisioned as consonant and collaborative projects here and as 

part of a prayer adopted from William II’s cathedral in Monreale, which succinctly located 

the supposed mission of Manfredi III: plus pro Rege labora. I address the prayer further in 

Chapter Six; for the moment, however, one might consider the closing word, Amen, 

																																																								
63 Giuseppe Spatrisano, Lo Steri di Palermo e l’architettura siciliana del Trecento (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1972).   
64 This is nothing new to scholars of the Este, Visconti, Medici families; however, given the lack of 
scholarship on baronial families and their secular commissions in southern Italy (especially in English), the 
subject is worth a discussion. See Laura Sciascia, Le donne e i cavalier, gli affani e gli agi: Familia e potere in Sicilia 
tra XII e XIV secolo (Messina: Sicania, 1993). 
65 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 204. 
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which neatly closes the dedicatory inscription, as another kind of prayer embedded in an 

official document of the time spent laboring on the ceiling’s paintings. Manfredi offers 

"praesens opera" as a gift, gesturing towards himself as magnificent patron of the city.66 

Mirroring the placement of the opening inscription, a short acknowledgment 

along the frieze above the window overlooking Piazza Marina, commemorates the work’s 

completion on 1 July 1380: ANNO D[OMI]NI • MILL[ESIM]O • CCC•LXXX PRIMO IULII 

TERCIE IND[ICTIONE] OPUS COMP[LETUM] (Fig. 24).  Again the inclusion of the indictione 

is striking, although not completely unheard of: a tombstone from the twelfth century 

now housed at the Palazzo Abatellis features this number between inscriptions in Greek 

(above) and Arabic (below). Other trilingual stones and monuments include this, as well, 

creating a greater sense of the appropriate date in a given language, since Islam and the 

Greek churches operated on different calendars.  While examples of dated monuments in 

Sicily and elsewhere in the fourteenth century may include the formula Anno dni millo 

[Roman Numerals], the indicatione adds a more general understanding of the year in relation 

to its fiscal importance within a kingdom. 

Furthermore, the documentation of the date and indicatione mark the enormity of 

this undertaking: Laboring for three years, the artists mark finality without flourish in 

their inscription. The commission lionizes Manfredi’s “power,” because he has chosen 

those word— something bigger is at play. The dedicatory inscriptions speak to the larger 

tradition in which words are treated as a precious and curated medium. Choosing lead 

white on the ceiling, the artists manipulated artificial and natural light to highlight all of 

																																																								
66 This may be read as a verbal analogue to, say, commissioned altarpieces; that is, a donor’s portrait may be 
included in commission as a means of petitioning prayers on behalf of a holy intercessor or a faithful 
onlooker.  
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the inscriptions, not only the dedicatory one in order to create a glittering effect. Most 

importantly, Manfredi espouses an ideology that situates him as an architect of Palermo, 

as capofamiliare of the Chiaramonte’s grand Norman stirpe, and as a devoted participant in 

the Sicilian Aragonese project. We know, however, that these constructed identifies were 

threatened continuously by internal and external pressures. 

Given the popularity of Greek and Roman mythology in painted palaces, it is 

unsurprising that Manfredi selected the Trojan Wars, the Aeneid, and the Romance of 

Alexander as the primary source material for the Sala Magna’s ceiling. As the Grand 

Admiral of an island that had seen its fair share of Angevin incursions, papal interdicts, 

plagues, famines, fires, and earthquakes, the monumental efforts of the Greeks and 

Trojans presented a compelling speculum by which the Chiaramonte could appreciate the 

family’s legacy, one largely responsible for forging the political environment of the island 

in the Trecento. As Ferdinando Bologna observes, in 1377, Manfredi was at the apex of 

his fortune: invested as the Count of Modica in the southeast of the island; married to 

Eufemia Ventimiglia, joining two great seigneurial families; and witnessed the return of 

the papacy—a strange but frequent Chiaramonte ally— to Rome after years of exile in 

Avignon.  

In many ways, the Grand Admiral took the fate of a much-contested frontier into 

his own hands, frequently to the detriment of King Federico IV and Maria, and the 

commissions at his palace in Palermo confirm the vigor with which he ushered his family 

into a new era. Over the course of the fourteenth century, the family collected 

monumental residences in a variety of styles, built from scratch or rehabilitated: each a 

testament to their domination of Mussomeli, Agrigento, Caccamo and over a dozen 
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additional nodes of power, and each a contributor to their grip on agricultural production, 

gabelle (taxes), and familial alliances. Accompanying such joy and success, however, was a 

real threat of the unraveling of such power and the necessity of exercising might in a 

variety of offices and aspects of daily life, a continual need to legitimize themselves in the 

eyes of the king and the people. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
MADONNA ELENA OF NARBONNE AND THE ETHICS OF VIOLENCE 

 
CHAPTER GUIDE 
I. Introduction        201 
II. Madonna Elena, sword in hand     211 
III. Private Violation, Public Justice     230 
IV. The Strength of Widows      242 
 a. Dido        242 
 b. Judith       248 
V. Conclusion: Questioning Justice     255 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With a sword extended, Madonna Elena of Narbonne gallops along a rocky tilt to 

confront Guarnerius, whose slanderous words have led to an attempt on her life and the 

murder of her sons. The artist leaves no doubt that Guarnerius is pursued by a woman: 

although she has wrapped her tippets, small strips of decorative fabric or fur, around her 

upper arms to allow for freer movement, she still wears the same ochre dress seen in her 

disastrous confrontation with her husband, Sir Rogerius. Guarnerius, whose only 

honorific is proditor (traitor), desperately tries to escape retribution for the horrific acts 

that he set into motion. His punishment comes after the failure of a nearly perfect plan of 

indulgent boasting, false testimony, and ill-begotten evidence against Elena’s chastity, all 

of which he presented to Sir Rogerius in the court of Holy Roman Emperor 

Charlemagne. When Madonna Elena overcomes Guarnerius, she cleaves his face with the 

top third of her blade, sending his plumed fur cap flying, and frees a geyser of blood. The 

shock of her blow pulls his body flat against his horse, prompting his legs to extend and 

his shield and sword to jerk backward (Fig. 1). With her marvelous act, she forces 

Guarnerius both to confront the fact that he has been undone by a woman and to point 

with his own sword to his imminent demise revealed in a blunt supertitle: Nobilis d[omi]na 
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Helena interfecit Gua[rnerium] (Noble madonna Elena has killed Guarnerius). In the next 

and final scene, Elena has beheaded the traitor before a congress of elegant peers, again 

narrated: Nobilis Helena decollavit Guar[nerium] (Noble Elena has beheaded Guarnerius. 

Elena clutches the head in one hand and the sword in the other, her dress miraculously 

spotless as blood continues to stream from the neck (Fig. 2). In the background, her 

maid, the source of the false evidence, prays on her knees stripped to the waist as men 

stoke a fire to consume her. 

Many questions may be asked of the scenes that unfold along the entirety of the 

third beam (nos. 19 and 168). How has Madonna Elena found herself in the role of 

cavaliero and executioner? On whose authority does she execute a nobleman and guest of 

the court of Charlemagne? What function place does such a tale hold in the main hall of a 

noble family? Unsurprisingly, this tale has a long history in the scholarship of the ceiling. 

Ezio Levi includes it in his work on the medieval romances;1 although in his study of the 

Steri he makes reference to the plight of Madonna Elena almost exclusively within the 

realm of the fifteenth-century survivals.2 Since he divides the ceiling paintings by genre in 

Lo Steri— general medieval legends and romances, classical tales, biblical tales, bestiary 

figures and religious figures— he overlooks interplay between tales, like the Judith's 

beheading of Holofernes and that of Guarnerius by Madonna Elena. 

Maria Bendinelli Predelli focuses on the literary precedents, analogues, and latter 

transmission of the fifteenth-century texts, although she makes reference to the earlier 

																																																								
1 Ezio Levi, Fiore di Leggende (Bari, 1945); L'epopea medievale delle pitture del palazzo Chiaramonte a 
Palermo: La Storia di Elena "" Dedalo V: 133-147. 
2 Ibid, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 87-91. 
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painted version.3 She presents a studied appreciation of the role of literature in the 

Trecento and Quattrocento, but does not expand upon Sicily's role in circulation of 

knowledge, nor does she venture to read the tale within the socio-political context of 

Palermo; rather, Bendinelli Predelli and Levi treat the painted narrative as an isolated 

version of the tale to support their focus on the general popularity of romances and their 

influences, like the Roman de la violette and Comte de Poitiers in the work of Levi, or a means 

of understanding the authoritative textual versions, as demonstrated by Bendinelli 

Predelli.  

Offering a different aspect of the the tale of Madonna Elena, Licia Buttà posits 

that the relationship between communal Halls of Justice, like Siena’s Palazzo Pubblico, 

and the Sala Magna is closer than one previously assumed, and she imagines Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte as an arbiter of justice at the Steri. She uses the tale to discuss the ceiling's 

primary function as one of self-representation.4 In her article, "Storie per governare: 

iconografia giuridica e del potere nel soffitto dipinto della Sala Magna del Palazzo 

Chiaromonte Steri di Palermo," she divides the ceiling into three sections— the biblical 

“initial” section, the Trojan history in the center, and an apocalyptic “closing” near the 

courtyard entrance— in which she identifies the different registers of justice delivered in 

each. In doing so, she successfully counters the work of Levi and Gabrici, who essentially 

deny that the ceiling has a coherent program. She also calls into question Bologna’s 

conviction that the commission celebrated a union in 1377 between Manfredi and 

Eufemia Ventimiglia, whose family had strong ties to Palermo and Cefalù and controlled 

																																																								
3 Maria Bendinelli Predelli provides transcriptions of both redactions with few interventions, allowing 
readers the benefit of comparing the dialects and details; see Bendinelli Predelli “Il Cantare di Madonna Elena 
e l’elaborazione del poemetto cavalleresco in Italia,” Yearbook of Italian Studies 10 (1992): 53-110. 
4 Buttà, “Storie per governare,” 74-77. 
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large swaths of the northeastern part of the island. Her reading presents a number of 

problems and questions, however, primarily related to the lack of documentary evidence 

to support the claim that the Sala Magna of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri served a 

judiciary function. Furthermore, reflecting on the role of Madonna Elena on the ceiling, 

Licia Buttà rejects the notion that the tale be read within the framework of gender 

studies. She situates the tale within an overall program of power and self-representation 

of Manfredi III Chiaramonte, and she explicitly challenges Ferdinando Bologna's earlier 

claim that the presence of virtuous women indicates the patron's celebration of a marital 

union.  

It is through the lens of gender, however, that I read this narrative alongside those 

of other heroic women, specifically Judith and Susanna of the Bible and Dido of the 

Aenied on the ceiling in this chapter. I focus not only on the gender of these protagonists, 

but their violence in the service of achieving societal balance in a world turned topsy-

turvy by a lover, a community, or a treacherous individual. Furthermore, I analyze these 

tales with special attention to the events that affected the Chiaramonte family and their 

reputation at this time. Manfredi III, a father of five daughters, whose futures were 

defined by the cloister or an illustrious marriage, had a particular use and vision for 

women in his life. The paintings must be read in parallel to the kidnapping and 

negotiation of women that regularly occurred in Sicily, the notorious of which occurred in 

1377 when Manfredi III Chiaramonte,5 operating as one of the self-proclaimed “Vicars” 

of the island, kidnapped Maria of Aragon, heir to the throne.6 This way only one of many 

																																																								
5 Bologna notes that the year 1377 "seems to be a magical year for his carreer" (“sembra essere l’anno 
magico della sua carriere”), Il soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo, 234. 
6 While the ceiling’s fantastic contents are by no means a mirror of city life in Palermo, the artists Cecco di 
Naro, Simuni di Palermo, and Pellegrino d’Arenu permit a social and ethical reading of communal 
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ways by which the Chiaramonte sought to extend their powers both northward into the 

Kingdom of Naples and the territory of the Visconti family of Milan. With this event in 

mind, and similar negotiations made among the nobility, I cast doubt on previous 

assertions that a gendered reading of the ceiling cannot help us understand the roles that 

women played in dynastic construction, and I work towards further defining an aesthetic 

of desire and sexual control that serves as the primary means of destroying or celebrating 

social order in the Sala Magna. While I do not see the choice of material as a reflection of 

his view of women, I find the tools of gender, sexuality, and violence studies to be 

particularly useful in a new reading of the Romance of Madonna Elena of Narbonne. 

The powerful protagonist of a tale of deception, slaughter, and, ultimately, truth 

and justice, Elena is in good company in the Sala Magna, where a network of violent tales 

illuminates many beams. Situated at the eastern side of the ceiling, Elena’s tale is wedged 

between apocryphal and Old Testament narratives, which also feature a number of 

anomalous women: The Judgment of Solomon from the deuterocanonical Book of 

Wisdom (no. 6), Susanna and the Elders from the Book of Daniel (no. 12), and Judith 

and Holofernes from the deuterocanonical Book of Judith (no. 18) (Fig. 3).7 Additionally, 

this chapter takes into account Dido's plight on the opposite western end of the ceiling 

(no. 109A), who takes extreme action to rectify her lovesickness, running a blade through 

her chest. For a number of medieval authors, like Giovanni Villani and Giovanni 

Boccaccio, Dido represents an ideally loyal woman, and, although she is criticized for not 

																																																								
gatherings and bad behavior represented on the ceiling, primarily offering insight into attitudes and 
perceptions through tales centered around the table and within the realm of royal entertainment and 
hospitality. 
7 These are not the only biblical tales on the ceiling, and, apart from the apocalyptic vision of St. John 
appearing on the last beam of south end of the B-side series (nearly obscured on account of its proximity to 
the wall), the program includes exclusively Old Testament: including David staying Goliath (1 
Kings/Samuel 17), David and Bathsheba (2 Kings/Samuel 11). 
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controlling her passions, it is Aeneas who draws the most condemnation for his disloyalty 

and broken promises. In each of these tales, virtues are spectacularly embodied by 

women through violent corrective actions. Seen in the light of contemporary scholars, 

such as Thomas Aquinas, Giles of Rome, and Andreas de Pace, virtues may be described 

as an internal habit made external. In order to demonstrate these universal principles of 

virtuous self-governance, the artists of the Sala Magna have used violent actions, clear 

visual and rhetorical cues, to speak to the women’s virtues.  

A dependence upon female protagonists does not, however, indicate a 

Chiaramontan interest in ushering in a period of proto-feminism.8 In contrast to the 

luminous city of women imagined by Christine de Pizan, the women on the ceiling do not 

live in a world absent of men, but work to defend one in which men govern, and as 

guardians of diverse patriarchal systems, they flush out the weak or treacherous, while 

promoting ideals of beauty and fortitude. They do a great deal of work building and 

maintaining the communities, kingdoms, and families that they hold dear and they do so 

during great contests for ownership of their bodies. Elena, Susanna, Judith, and Dido are 

valued primarily for their sexuality throughout their respective stories until a pivotal shift 

in their respective narrative forces a transformation from which they emerge violent, 

																																																								
8 Proto-feminism is a varnish that scholars of the fourteenth century occassionally to apply to a variety of 
art works and literature, e.g. Dante and Boccaccio. While women do feature as vibrant protagonists on, for 
example, cassone and a variety of portable luxury objects, I think that it is important to make distinctions 
between contemporary labels, such as 'feminist,' and to look closely at the objects themselves to understand 
the motivations behind portrayals of women in medieval art and literature. Marilyn Migiel, for example, 
asks readers to re-examine supposedly 'authoritative' figures and narrators in Boccaccio's works, for 
example, to search for moments of rupture and conflict in narratives: “By adopting this approach, we set 
aside questions about ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ representations of women—a paradigm that threatens a 
fruitless calculation of misogyny quotients—and we focus instead on questions of what we find edifying, 
moving, credible, and persuasive;” see  “Boccaccio and Women,” in The Cambridge Companion to Boccaccio, 
eds. Guyda Armstrong, Rhiannon Daniels, and Stephen J. Milner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2015), 172. 
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victorious, and virtuous. Prior to this change, they participated in the “traffic in women,” 

in which they saw themselves shuffled between or within kin groups. On account of their 

intimacy with this system, however, they are able to dramatically subvert it and protect 

themselves and their virtue.9 Susanna argues eloquently before the elders, prepared to die 

rather than submit to them. Dido, realizing the deception behind Aeneas's vow, choses to 

take her own life after watching his ships fade from view (Fig. 4).10 What emerges from 

this body of paintings is an aesthetic of violence, a series of visual markers that joins the 

missions of these women, missions that return Elena, Judith, and Susanna to the 

sanctuary of the home and permit Aeneas and Jason to continue following their 

destinies.11 

The women populating the Steri’s ceiling act as agents of change and conduits of 

virtue in both private and public settings. They exemplify the virago, a married or widowed 

woman who demonstrates the failures of society and seeks to rectify those shortcomings 

																																																								
9 See Marilynn Desmond, Reading Dido: Gender, Textuality, and the Medieval Aeneid (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota press, 1994), especially Chapter 3, “Dido in Courtly Romance and the Structures of History,” 
99-127, in which she responds to the works of Gayle Rubin and Georges Duby. 
10 Desmond, Reading Dido. 
11 The flexibility of gender and sexuality as expressed in art and literature in the Middle Ages is well studied 
and increasingly nuanced. Over the course of several decades scholars have demonstrated that sexuality and 
gender practice in the Middle Ages operated as a complex system– much more so than many realize– and 
that people enacted or performed gender differently depending on a variety of factors including social 
status, economic situation, age, etc. This area of study greatly contributes to my efforts to shine light on the 
motivations for including examples of mighty women on the Steri’s ceiling during a period of 
Chiaramontan history that was interested in the explicit traffic of the kingdom’s heir, Maria of Sicily, 
following the death of her father, Frederick III in 1377. The scholarship for this subject is vast. I am largely 
informed by the work of Marilyn Migiel, Ruth Mazo Karras, Trevor Dean, Joan W. Scott, Judith Butler, 
Cynthia Robinson, and Katherine Smith in particular.  For a recent introduction to key concepts and 
arguments developed by gender studies, see Catherine R. Strimpson and Gilbert Herdt, "Introduction," in 
Critical Terms for the Study of Gender ed. Catherine R. Strimpson and Gilbert Herdt (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago, 2014), 178-206. For a sample of studies devoted to gender studies applied to the Middle Ages, 
see Ruth Mazo Karras, Unmarriages: Women, Men, and Sexual Unions in the Middle Ages (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2012), Pierre J. Payer, The Bridling of Desire: Views of Sex in the Later Middle 
Ages (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), and the essays in Representing Medieval Genders and 
Sexualities in Europe: Construction, Transformation, and Subversion, 600-1530, ed. Elizabeth L'Estrange and Alison 
More (Burlington: Ashgate, 2011). 
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through stupendous physical and rhetorical acts.12 Judith’s fortitude, Elena’s justice, and 

Medea’s fidelity, for example, bring the viewer into contact with exemplary women whose 

virtues were celebrated, not only in biblical commentaries, but in contemporary romances 

and the mirrors of princes. Ideally, Manfredi ought to have modeled the just, amicable, 

pious behavior outlined in handbooks available within Palermitan society. Regarding the 

ceiling, it is clear that in order to practice virtue, one must practice strategic and just 

violence. In their selection of narratives, the artists, Cecco di Naro, Pellegrino d'Arena, 

and Simone di Corleone, together with the patron Manfredi III Chiaramonte, painted a 

repertoire of bold punishments that largely serve as a commentary on virtuous 

comportment and moral rectitude.  

Manfredi, a wealthy and well-travelled diplomat and public servant of the 

kingdom, would have been intimately familiar with the rhetoric and contemporary 

sources in which virtues and ethical living are described in detail, such as De regimine 

principum by Augustinian theologian, Giles of Rome (alias Aegidius Romanus, Egidio 

																																																								
12 I am not suggesting that these women embody a third gender, like those ascetic women and men lauded 
by Byzantines, who in reserving their virginity and removing themselves from society more closely resemble 
angels than mortals. The women discussed in this chapter use their positions as married or widowed 
women of significant standing to correct wrongs and return their upturned worlds to the status-quo. It is a 
temporary position, rather than a permanent one in which women harness an extraordinary capacity for 
violence. See Kimberly A. LoPrete, “Gendering Viragos: Medieval Perceptions of Powerful Women,” 
Victims or Viragos?, ed. Christine Meek and Catherine Lawless. Studies on Medieval and Early Modern 
Women 4 (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005); 17-38. The complexity of the women’s justifications for 
violence in their abbreviated tales on the painted ceiling is not anomalous, but perhaps best reflected in 
some tales of the Virgin Mary. Alexa Sand notes the importance of her “violent agency” as a counterpoint 
to her clemency and humility in several thirteenth-century accounts, such as that of Caesarius of 
Heisterbach and in the Castilian Cantigas de Santa Maria of Alfonso X. These narratives treat the Virgin as a 
merciless teacher inhabiting neglected and old statues, as well as finely wrought ones, and punishing or 
rewarding devotees based in their appraisal of and devotion to her. A shabby Virgin, thus, commands a 
plague of demons, cannibalism, and poverty in response to harsh criticism; and she generally brutalizes 
those who look upon her incorrectly, which prompts better veneration practices; see "Vindictive virgins: 
animate images and theories of art in some thirteenth-century miracle stories," Word & Image 26:2 (2010): 
150-159.  
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Colonna; ca. 1243-1316). 13 Giles inspired many Latin and vernacular translations and 

spin-offs, such as Viridarium principum (The Garden of Princes), by the provincial minister 

of the Frati Minoria of Sicily, Andreas de Pace, who write his mirror for the benefit of a 

local nobleman, Nicolò Peralta, the count of Caltabellota, in the last quarter of the 

fourteenth century. The work of Andreas de Pace may have had more limited 

readership—it only survives in two manuscripts in comparison to more than 100 extant 

manuscripts of De regimine principum in Latin alone—but it did gain international cache, 

reaching Spain in the early fifteenth century.14 Andreas served as a bishop during a crucial 

transitional period of the island between the Vicariate and the arrival of “the Martins” in 

1392, as well as the turmoil of the Western Schism (1378-1417), positioning him as “an 

emblem of an era of divisiveness and conflict within civil society.”15 For Andreas the 

virtues are cultivated ornaments, beautiful flowers with which to adorn one’s soul, which 

he explains in dedication to Nicolò Peralta (Nicolao de Petralda): 

Considering your illustrious youth, that nature made lofty by the nobility of blood, so has 
[nature] adorned it with rare flowers of virture, already present in the people, and by such 
reason, by the grace of God, so that as it requires of noble blood, have increased, I have 
proposed to describe some ornaments of princes, because in the floral decorations 
composed of many virtues your illustrious lordship may delight in tranquility as in a 
garden full of such flowers of virtue. For this book, which for your honor and delight I 
intend to offer, is called the Garden of the Princes. In it, explaining how the prince 
should be adorned with virtue, I will not use the words of Sacred Scripture or of the 
doctrines of the Doctors, or seldom those things that in their books are quite obvious as 
facts and stories. But I will quote the words of Aristotle and other moral authors and the 

																																																								
13 Many thanks to Andrew Galloway for suggesting that I consider this rich area of medieval thinking. 
While an exhaustive list of texts circulating Sicily in the fourteenth century is beyond the scope of this 
project, the selection of Giles of Rome, who was widely read in Italy even in his own time, and the work of 
Andreas de Pace attests to the importance and intertextuality of the “mirror” genre. It is no coincidence, I 
think, that a detail of the Virtues from the painted ceiling of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri appears on the 
cover of Diego Ciccarelli’s transcription and Italian translation of Andreas’ text; see fn. 9. 
14 Ms. 29 Pl. XIX in the Biblioteca Mediceo-Laurenziana in Florence seems to be a partial translation of the 
work, which best survives in ms. Misc. 66 at the Cathedral of Sigüenza in the province of Guadalajara, and 
was used as the authoritative text in the transcription and translation by Diego Ciccarelli. A third trace of 
the text is entitled Pumar das virtudes que fez meestre Andre de Paz menistro dos frades Meores em Cezilia; see 
Andreas de Pace, Viridarium principum (Il giardino dei principi), ed. Diego Ciccarelli (Palermo: Officina di Studi 
Medievali- Biblioteca Francescana, 2003), 7-8. 
15 Ibid., 7. 
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persuasive narratives of great kings and ancient princes in order to procure the greatest 
delight at your lofty level and for the readers and because they are read more attentively. 
 
Considerans vestram iuventutem illustrem quam natura sicut altissimi sanguinis excelsa 
fecit, sic variis virtutum floribus adornavit, iam gentibus principantem, nec non indubie, 
divina favente clementia, ut ipsa celsitudo sanguinis postulat, maius recipiet 
incrementum, quendam ornatum principum curavi describere ut in eius ornamentorum 
liliis multiplici virtutum floribus pleno in otiis vestra illustris dominatio delectur. Ita ut 
libellus iste, quem ob vestri honorem solatium intendo componere, Viridarium principum 
nuncupetur. In quo loquens qualiter princeps debet esse virtutibus decoratus, non 
adducam dicta sacre Scripture vel theologorum doctorum aut raro que in suis libris gestis 
et ystoris satis patent, sed adducam dicta Aristotelis et aliorum auctorum moralium atque 
narrationes persuasorias exemplares magnorum regum et principum antiquorum ad hoc 
ut vestre celsitudini et legentibus maius prestent solatium curaque avidiori legantur. 
     
Viridarium principum, Proem, ll. 5-21.16 

 
In their works, Giles of Rome and the Sicilian Andreas de Pace provide logical 

arguments for their necessity of individual virtues in order to control various aspect of 

society, teasing apart and rigorously defining each of them. Both scholar, however, 

emphasize that the virtues are interwoven. In the first chapter of Viridarium principum, 

Andreas describes justice as the most important, following Aristotle’s argument that legal 

justice, in comparison with equitable justice, is simply all of the virtues:  

Legal justice is common and general and as such it is every virtue that in this way may be 
evident. In fact, to be just and lawful is to adhere to all the precepts of the law, because 
the law prescribes the acts of all the virtue, as it says in book one of Great Ethics and as 
Aristotle exemplifies in Book V of Ethics saying that the law commands: do not fight, do 
not strike (which are acts of gentleness); do not take up arms, do not flee, do not 
abandon the battlefield (which are acts of strength); do not fornicate (an act of 
temperance) and so forth regarding the others. And so it is clear that in such a way legal justice 
is every virtue. 
 
Legalis iusticia est quid commune et generale et sic est omnis virtus quod sic potest 
patere. Nam quempiam esse iustum et legalem est adimplere omnia precepta legis, quia 
lex precipit actus omnium virtutem, ut dicitur primo Magnorum moralium. Quod 
exemplificat Aristoteles V Ethicorum dicens quod lex precipit non contendere, non 
percutere, que sunt actus mansuetudinis, non deicere arma, non fugere, nec aciem 
dimittere, que sunt actus fortitudinis, non mechari, quod est actus temperancie et sic de 
aliis. Et sic apparet quod quoammodo iusticia legalis est omnis virtus. 

 
Viridarium principum, Ch. 1, ll. 12-18 (emphasis mine). 

 

																																																								
16 Ibid., 44. 
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The Steri’s ceiling supports this reading of lawful participation in society. A 

number of virtuous adjectives are inscribed on banners held by bejeweled and crowned 

women, individualized by colorful geometric frames (Figs. 5, 20-21). The women are not 

personified virtues themselves, rather they remind the viewer of the attributes of a good 

and ethical leader: MAGNANIM[US], EGRIGI[US], LARG[US], IUSTUS, and SAPIENS .17 I 

believe that, juxtaposed with prophets holding name scrolls, the women and their 

illustrious attributes forge a connection with the vast literary tradition of commentaries 

on ethics and virtues, as well as the patron Manfredi, who prefaces himself with a 

virtuous honorific, MAGNIFICUS DOMINUS. He explicitly including himself in the 

discourse of virtuous self-governance and leadership. The sanitized roll call, made 

appealing by ornamented women, is striking in that it is best represented by cantestorie 

depicting the struggles of women to overcome slanderous husbands, unfaithful lovers, 

and predatory community leaders. Justice and accompanying virtues are upheld and 

exercised through direct or indirect violence. Although Giles, interpreting Aristotle’s 

Ethics, defines legal justice as abiding the law –not fighting, striking, or taking up arms—it 

is clear to me that the paintings on the ceiling make clear that women engage in these 

very actions in the service of preserving virtues. 

 

II. MADONNA ELENA, SWORD IN HAND 

The painted ceiling features women inhabiting all strata of fourteenth-century 

society– queens and prostitutes, noblewomen and servants. The majority of them, 

																																																								
17 I am very grateful to Andrew Galloway for directing me to this important grammatical distinction (and 
for reading multiple drafts of this chapter): the women themselves painted on the ceiling are not 
personifications. It is a distinction not addressed in other works on the Sala Magna. 
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however, are well-dressed damsels, who together with beardless youths, populate the 

margins of the ceiling where they gaze at each other while holding falcons or clasping 

hands, doves, or flowers. Women hold elaborately woven lace roundels, stitched with the 

escutcheon of the Chiaramonte family, or they take part in other elegant delights, such as 

playing instruments surrounded by lush greenery or dancing (Figs. 6-7). They lean from 

towers to accept kisses and flowers from lusty suitors. On occasion, women are 

transformed or abstracted: beautiful feminine faces emerge from branches as decorative 

features sprouting variegated leaves. These sweet vignettes have been convincingly 

compared to luxury ivory carvings, centered upon production in the Ile-de-France, as well 

as hundreds of scenes of courtly love found on other portable objects, such as tapestries 

and caskets.18 On a French leather box (c. 1350-1400) at the Cleveland Museum of Art, 

for example, an elaborate lock divides a woman and man seated in an abbreviated, but 

naturalistic landscape. With her hand over her heart the lady accepts or offers three bright 

red flowers from/to a gentleman suitor, who holds out his heart for her (Fig. 8). His 

speech scroll in Old French reads, “Have it once more,” ending an exchange begun on 

the lid in which the lady commands her lover, “Hold my heart,” to which he replies, “But 

you already have it.” The artists of the Sala Magna clearly take advantage of such motifs, 

filling the ceiling with dozens of promises of love and portraits of feminine desire, similar 

to those imagined in Boccaccio’s famous proemio: 

Within their soft bosoms, betwixt fear and shame, they harbour secret fires of love, and 
how much of strength concealment adds to those fires, they know who have proved it. 
Moreover, restrained by the will, the caprice, the commandment of fathers, mothers, 
brothers, and husbands, confined most part of their time within the narrow compass of 
their chambers, they live, so to say, a life of vacant ease, and, yearning and renouncing in 
the same moment, meditate divers matters which cannot all be cheerful. If thereby a 
melancholy bred of amorous desire make entrance into their minds, it is like to tarry 
there to their sore distress, unless it be dispelled by a change of ideas. Besides which they 

																																																								
18 See Chapters Two and Three for further discussion of these elements. 
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have much less power to support such a weight than men. For, when men are 
enamoured, their case is very different, as we may readily perceive. 

 
In addition to these marginal snapshots of young and seemingly carefree 

romance, several women on the ceiling take action in developed stories along the beams. 

They have been pulled from the relative comforts of married life or widowhood— from 

the privacy of the rooms, towers, and intimate gardens that they expected to inhabit—  to 

defend their honor violently and repulse the predatory desires of men.19 They move to 

the center stage where they steal, not only the climatic action of their narrative, but, from 

time to time, the head of their antagonist. 

The most compelling series of images comes in the painted travails of Madonna 

Elena of Narbonne (nos. 19A and 168B), which spans two beams and so crosses the 

longitudinal division of the ceiling (Figs. 9-10). The tale on the Sala Magna’s ceiling, 

accompanied by Latin supertitles, constitutes the earliest surviving record of Cantari di 

Madonna Elena Imperatrice, which follows a storyline similar to forty other tale known 

collectively as the ciclo di scommessa, the boasting cycle, with narrative threads familiar to 

many Italian, French, and Celtic romances that circulated Europe and beyond from the 

twelfth through the nineteenth centuries.20 The cantari also survives in two quattrocento 

manuscripts of northern Italian provenance, one written in a Tuscan dialect now held in 

Perugia (Biblioteca Augusta, C43/160) and another related to the Padano region currently 

in Florence (Biblioteca Riccardiana, Codice Moreniano Bigazzi 213).21 Composed in 

																																																								
19 Decameron, trans. J. M. Rigg, 1903. Accessed on Decameron Web: 
http://www.brown.edu/Departments/Italian_Studies/dweb/texts/DecShowText.php?lang=eng&myID=
proem&expand=none. 
20 Maria Bendinelli Predelli attributes the organization and collection of tales under this rubric to the work 
of Gaston Paris; see “La situazione iniziale nel ‘Cantare di Madonna Elena,’ Medioevo romanzo 18 (1993): 90-
103. 
21 Reconsidering the scholarship of Gaston Paris and Ezio Levi, Bendinelli Predelli emends their dismissal 
of the Perugia redaction, written in a southern Padano dialect as scorrettissimo, providing a fresh look at this 
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vernacular heroic octaves (strophes with a rhyming pattern of abababcc), the two fifteenth-

century transmissions share a great deal of detail between them and provide important 

insight into fourteenth-century tradition on the ceiling, demonstrating the extent to which 

the narrative traveled and the tenor of key changes in the events.22 Although the climax of 

the Sala Magna’s Elena unravels very differently from the two manuscripts, four salient 

events unite all three versions: 1) a woman’s purity is lauded by a character, usually her 

brother or husband, 2) that praise is challenged by a seemingly-reputable baron, 3) the 

two men establish the terms of the bet, 4) the woman's innocence is proven and the guilty 

party is punished.23 Since no extant text survives in Palermo, we must cautiously use the 

later vernacular Renaissance texts to understand the sequence, erasure, and elision of 

events on the ceiling; however, the images themselves offer evidence of the tale's 

popularity on the island. 

The artists painted Elena’s story on wooden panels for attachment to the ceiling, 

later editing them at the expense of some text and extended action, to accommodate the 

matrix of the ceiling. This is consistent with the treatment of other painted narratives, 

seen, for example, at the beginning of Jason’s adventure with the Argonauts on the fourth 

beam (no. 174B).24 These edits do not seem to be the result of carelessness, but attentive 

																																																								
short, but vivid tale about a noble woman reclaiming, essentially, her reputation. The Perugian manuscript 
was disparaged on account of the scribe’s decision to skip seven stanzas which introduce the reader to the 
lineage of Elena (stanza 2), the ease with which her mother carried and delivered her (stanzas 3 and 4), how 
the community names her (5), her betrothal to Rogerius (6), and the birth of her two sons (7). Much of the 
following text remains similar— even verbatim in some places—to the Pisan manuscript in which we learn 
that Elena is the daughter of Arnaldo di Gironda, a wealthy noble. Seeking a suitable husband for her, he 
asks the advice of Charlemagne, and she is moved laterally to another noble family, that of Rogerius of 
Montpellier, the podestà of Paris. I thank the staff at the Biblioteca Riccardiana for kindly permitting me to 
consult this wonderful volume in 2016 during my stay at the Kunsthistorisches Instutit in Florenz-Max-
Plank-Institut. 
22 Bendinelli Predelli, “Il Cantare di Madonna Elena.” 
23 Ibid, "La situazione iniziale nel "Cantare di Madonna Elena," 91. 
24 Bendinelli Predelli observes Levi's distaste and surprise that the artists “have so crudely rendered the 
vibrant events of the popular tale” (ha così rudemente interpretato la vigorosa vicenda del cantare plebeo), but she 
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installation practices on the part of the artists to create a parallel arrangement between 

tales on the ceiling. When Helena decollavit Guar[nerium] in the last frame on the painted 

beam, holding a sword in her right hand and her foe’s head in her left, Jason on the next 

beam devellavit aurus vell[us]. This creates a visual and linguistic relationship between the 

two champions: Jason, too, stands with a sword in his right hand and the golden ram by 

the horns with his left (Fig. 11). In contrast to a rudemente interpretation by the artist and 

carpenters, as Levi claims, it seems that they reserved these two panels and excised other 

scenes, for the higher telos of creating a subtle relationship between word and image. The 

artists exhibit control of their project and an organic workflow that allows the viewer to 

shoulder responsibility for uncovering the links between narratives. 

The first extant tableau presents a well-dressed court (Fig. 12). Charlemagne rests 

with crossed legs on a throne and footrest, a fluttering drapery hangs behind him to mark 

his status. The bet has been placed on the table, and Guarnerius with a plumed cap kneels 

with his sons, offering them to Charlemagne as hostages to demonstrate commitment to 

his fanfaronade.25 With one hand on his son, he gestures with the other in the direction of 

Rogerius, who discusses the terms of the bet with surrounding barons. Rather than spell 

out the exchange between Rogerius and Guarnerius, the men are simply named: Karolus 

magn[us]: Guar[nerius]: D[o]m[inu]s Rogerius (Charlemagne, Guarnerius, Sir Rogerius).26 

																																																								
focuses on the source of the tale, rather than its artistic execution and suggests that prior to the 
construction of the ceiling, a Latin version of the tale most likely circulated in Sicily. She offers no 
comment on whether it would have been illuminated, but she agrees with Bologna's thesis that the material 
would have conveyed an appropriate message to a newly married couple. 
25 The trope of betting one's head has a number of literary precedents, and this overly confident wager 
occurs often in conjunction with questions regarding a woman's honor. In the Cantare di Madonna Elena 
Imperatrice, the betting of one's head as part of a boasting exercise meant to create a “game of the nobility,” 
to borrow Bendinelli Predelli's term, in which great stakes translate into devastating risks. 
26 The first Guarnerius indicates that a prior scene has been lost. In the Pisa manuscript, we are told that this 
dominus Rogerius is Rogerius of Montpellier the podestà of Paris. “Medieval Italian town governments were 
run by a form of hired city manager termed a podestà, typically an outsider who served a year's term and then 
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According to both fifteenth-century manuscripts, the nobility have been gathered to the 

court of Charlemagne to enjoy a springtime festival, and the king has called upon his 

barons to boast about their achievements, a contest designed to expose the most 

accomplished man. The missing first panel may have depicted the celebration itself during 

which the carousing nobility enlivened the court, and this would account for the 

repetition of Guarnerius’s name on first extant panel.27 The second scene, that is the first 

extant panel, thus presents the barons, who are deep into their cups and boast about their 

achievements in land, women, and wealth. According to the Firenze manuscript, in 

attendance were: 

 [Those] who boasted of good wives 
ones who bragged of a lovely sister, 
of having well-wrought arms and swift coursers 
or possession of cities and of castles, 
of goshawks or hunts or speeding greyhounds 
or as a lover having a stunning young thing; 
and those who bragged of gold and of silver 
and whose who were master in tournament.28 

 
In the following scene, Guarnerius rides to the walled estate of Elena and 

Rogerius accompanied by an attendant on horseback, and the artist highlights his iniquity 

in a brief supertitle: Guarnerius: mangn[us] (sic) proditor (Guarnerius, the great traitor). With 

																																																								
moved on. In Orvieto the podestà were often papal nominees, and brought with them to the town by the 
jurists who decided adultery cases,” see Carol Lansing, “Gender and Civic Authority: Sexual Control in a 
Medieval Italian Town,” Journal of Social History 31.1 (Autumn, 1997): 35. Podestà were not unheard of in 
southern France, either, so while the title to an Italian audience would have created a sense of familiarity, 
the title does not stretch the truth too far. 
27 Buttà, on the other hand, notes that the Palermitan version eschews the festivities, electing, instead, to 
show the severity of the court of Charlemagne though gesture, dress, and furnishings; Buttà “Storie per 
governare,” 89. 
28 Chi si vantava di belle moglieri/ qual si vantava di bella sorella,/ d'aver bel'arme e corrente destrieri/ o ricco di cittade e di 
castella,/ d'astori o bracchi o correnti levrieri/ o per amica aver bella domzella;/ e chi si vanta d'oro e d'arïento/ e chi d'esser 
prodomo in torniamento (Firenze, Strophe 10). Compare this with the Perugian manuscript: Chi se vantava di bela 
mugliera/ chi se vantava de bela sorela/ de arme de cavali e de destrieti/ de richeçe de çittade o de castela, /astori brachi 
falcuni e sparavieri/ o per amica o per bela damisela;/ chi se vantava d'oro e d'arïento/ o d'essere prodomo per fare 
torniamento (Those who boasted of good wives/ ones who bragged of a lovely sister,/ of arms, of horses, of 
war steeds,/ of possession of cities or of castles, goshawks, hunts, falcons and sparavieri/ or of a lover or of 
a stunning young thing;/ those who bragged of gold and of silver/ or of being prodomo to succeed in 
tournament; Perugia, Strophe 3, my translation). 
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his cape billowing luxuriously behind him and his hands clasped upon heart, he 

approaches the portal (Fig. 13).29 For the second time, the damning brand of “treason” is 

stamped on the ceiling: Colloq[u]ium proditionis (talk of treason). This time, however, 

Elena's maid is implicated in the plot, and the two of them stir trouble with conspiratorial 

language reinforced with gestures that echo those of wooing innocents, much in the way 

expected of fin amors poetry. On the contrary, their actions pervert the role of true lovers 

and in doing so throw order into absolute chaos, upsetting the expected repertoire of 

courtly love.30 

Setting the later texts aside, it is not immediately clear from the paintings that the 

bet between Sir Rogerius and Guarnerius hinges on the purity of Rogerius's wife, 

Madonna Elena. The viewer has not yet met her, but is treated instead to a lengthy study 

of Guarnerius's character, represented in gesture, costume, and supertitles. This latter 

feature leaves absolutely no doubt as to the malice of Guanerius’s schemes: Guarnerius: 

mangn[us] (sic) proditor: Colloq[i]um proditionis. The artist has both set the stage for the 

building drama and clearly indicated a major character flaw in the main protagonist until 

																																																								
29 Perhaps captivated by the promise of a new life Guarnerius’s lady, the maid hands over Elena’s 
undergarments for display at court. Nameless in all three accounts and without known parentage, the maid 
at best would be taken as a concubine by the baron, but this might be seen by the maid as a way up the 
social ladder; see Karras, Unmarriages. 
30 One might also argue that this is a clever twist on Ovid's Amores 11, in which Ovid describes himself 
begging Corinne’s maid to deliver a love letter on his behalf, forcing her into the position of a go-between. 
Guarnerius is not looking to win Elena’s heart, but her husband’s head. Ovid, on the other hand, entreats 
the maid: “Receive these lines, them to my Mistrisse carry, /Be sedulous, let no stay cause thee tarry./ Nor 
flint, nor iron, are in thy soft brest/ But pure simplicity in thee doth rest./ And tis suppos'd Loves bowe 
hath wounded thee,/ Defend the ensignes of thy warre in mee. If, what I do, she askes, say hope for night,/ 
The rest my hand doth in my letters write” 
 (Accipe et ad dominam peraratas mane tabellas/ Perfer et obstantes sedula pelle moras!/ Nec silicum venae nec durum in 
pectore ferrum,/Nec tibi simplicitas ordine maior adest. /Credibile est et te sensisse Cupidinis arcus — /In me militiae signa 
tuere tuae!/Si quaeret quid agam, spe noctis vivere dices;/Cetera fert blanda cera notata manu, ll. 7-14). For English, see 
P. Ovidius Naso, Amores, ed. Christopher Marlowe (1594-5?)); for Latin, Amores, Epistulae, Medicamina faciei 
femineae, Ars amatoria, Remedia amoris, ed. R. Ehwald (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1907). Both sources were 
accessed on Perseus Digital Library at perseus.tufts.edu (30 May 2016). 
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this point. The moment at the castle's entrance, where Guarnerius leads the maid into a 

grand conspiracy, represents the consolidation of two narrative themes, treason (della lesa 

maestà ) and the risk of the boasting contest (della gara di vanti) which, according to 

Bendinelli Predelli, “constitute representations of power relations and different social 

structures: relationships of ‘primitive’ powers, often brutal, between a sovereign and his 

subjects, in the first case, and a society in which appear prominent members of the 

aristocratic class, represented as prideful of their privileges and of the rivalry that pits 

them one against the other, in the second case.”31  The subsequent breakdown of pride 

and privileges as played out in the following events can only be repaired, as we shall see, 

by Elena, who represents a different kind of social rupture. “Talk of treason” cues the 

viewer for a potential disaster and cowardly crime and sets the tale within a relatable 

political and legal framework. In the realm of romance, as much as the “real world,” there 

exists simply no crime worse than treason. 

The crime of treason as realized on the ceiling is as multifaceted as the virtue of 

justice in that it manages to encompass a number of attributes under its umbrella: 

cowardice, deception, pride, avarice. Manfredi’s decision to highlight this particular crime 

and its appropriate punishment is one of particular interest given the family’s long history 

of treasonous behavior against the Crown of Aragon in Sicily. During one of the most 

troubling episodes in the mid-fourteenth century, when, taking advantage of revolts and 

famine, the Chiaramonte called upon Queen Joanna of Naples and Luigi of Taranto to 

																																																								
31 “La versione che chiameremo  ‘della lesa maestà’» e quella che chiameremo ‘della gara di vanti’ 
costituiscono evidentemente rappresentazioni di rapporti di potere e di strutture sociali diversi: rapporti di 
potere ‘primitivi’ e non di rado brutali fra un sovrano e i propri sudditi, nel primo caso, società in cui 
apparivano prominenti i membri della classe aristocratica, rappresentati nell'orgoglio dei propri privilegi e 
nelle rivalità che li opponevano gli uni agli altri, nel secondo,” Bendinelli Predelli, “La situazione iniziale nel 
‘Cantare di Madonna Elena,’ 91–103. 
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take control of the island, instigating several naval confrontations between the Naples and 

King Ludovico III (1342-1355). By 8 November 1353, Ludovico banned all of the 

Chiaramonte from the island, calling them publicos regios hostes et proditores.32 With these few 

words, he branded the entire clan traitors and enemies, a sentence that marks and uproots 

them from their loci of control. The Chiaramonte did not suffer physically, but were 

banished, fined, and suffered the confiscation of property meant to further alienate them 

and dismantle their baronial hegemony. Like so many of their contemporaries, the 

Chiaramonte did not appear for their court hearing and were charged furthermore with 

contumacy,33 providing additional evidence of their disregard for Ludovico’s position.34 It 

would not be until 6 January 1361, the Epiphany, when the Chiaramonte would be 

cleared of their crimes thanks to a strategic marriage alliance. Matteo, the son of the new 

Count of Modica, Federico, married Giovanna, the daughter of Francesco Ventimiglia, a 

strong supporter of Federico IV and the Catalan faction. Marking the peace between the 

two factions, the “Latins” and “Catalans” of Sicily, and the return of the Chiaramonte to 

the king’s good graces, a pardon was offered. Extraordinarily, the pardon includes even 

defunct family members, Simone, Manfredi, and Enrico, and it permitted the return of 

confiscated property. In a privilege of 20 February 1361, Federico IV clearly stated the 

crimes before pardoning them, listing the rapacious behavior of the Chiaramonte in 

which “they had usurped income and tax rights nec minus universitatum, terrarium et locorum 

from the Kingdom of Sicily and took furniture, money, jewelry, provisions and 

furnishings belonging to royal followers and Catalans, distributing them pro eorum libito 

																																																								
32 Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte, splendore e tramonto di una signoria, 39. 
33 Ibid., 47. 
34 Ibid., 36-42. 
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voluntatis, he decided to forgive even such clear violations, notwithstanding the law, 

constitutions, chapters and the edicts forte contrariis.”35 Despite the risk of dredging up a 

twenty-year-old court case, it is ultimately unsurprising that the family would attack 

treasonous behavior through a popular story.36 

Although the endearing postures of Guanerius and the maid echo those of 

wooing innocents, much in the way expected of fin amors imagery and poetry, they pervert 

the role of true lovers and in doing so throw order into absolute chaos. The visual 

language used to arrange the maid and Guarnerius corresponds to that of other scenes on 

the ceiling, as discussed above, in which women lean from windows to hear the seductive 

words of potential lovers or confront men in flowering gardens blossoming on the beams 

or the spaces between them. Dividing scenes of slaughter, for example, lovers lean 

towards each other, and the artists catalogue the demure dresses, colorful hose, and reams 

of fur in vogue in the late fourteenth century (Fig. 6). 

Guarnerius is not in the process of wooing the maid or Elena, however, but 

Charlemagne; and his efforts to prove the disloyalty of a fellow baron’s wife stem from a 

belief in his ability to elevate his status in his king’s eyes.37 Instead of employing the maid 

																																																								
35 “…avevano usurpato proventi e diritti fiscali nec minus universitatum, terrarium et locorum del Regno di Sicilia 
e preso beni mobile, denaro, gioielli, vettovaglie e suppellettili appartenenti a seguaci regi siciliani e catalane, 
distribuendoli pro eorum libito voluntatis, decise di perdonare anche tali palesi violazioni, in deroga alle leggi, 
alle costituzioni, ai capitoli ed agli editti forte contrariis;” ibid., 46-7. 
36 It is not unusual for a patron with a history of indefensible violence to commission religious works that 
punish the very crimes for which they are known, as did Lothar with his commission of the so-called 
Susanna Crystal in the ninth century. See Lynn Staley, “Susanna’s Voice,” in Sacred and profane in Chaucer and 
late medieval literature: essays in honour of John V. Fleming, ed. Robert Epstein and William Robins (Toronto; 
Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, 2010), 47-67.  
37 If, following the analysis of Marilynn Desmond, fin amors poetry centers on a man’s desire for a married 
woman, primarily through adultery, and Norman courtly romance hinges on idealized desire within 
marriage, then the tale of Elena springs from the immodest desire of an unbridled man brought to heel and 
conquered by the very women he sought, see Reading Dido, 100. This seems ubiquitous on the ceiling, in 
which Aristotle is bridled literally and ridden by Phyllis (no. 23) and Jason forgets his duty to his host in his 
pursuit of Medea (no. 174); see Chapters Two and Three of this dissertation. 
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as a go-between, a fundamental figure in romances, Guarnerius persuades the 

handmaiden to betray her mistress. Subverting her traditional medial role, in which she 

would bring two potential lovers together – regardless of either’s marital status—the 

handmaiden provides the damning evidence to ‘prove’ Elena's infidelity, as noted in the 

next scene with the words falsa et iniqua probacio.38 It is possible, too, that he feigns the role 

of the good lover, pretending that the handmaiden is the object of his love, and perhaps 

bartering his affections in exchange for Elena’s personal effects. Either way, the artists 

have used a familiar visual vocabulary of courtly love in combination with the superscript 

to signal the conspiracy forged between them against Elena. 

In the surviving textual traditions of the fifteenth century, Guarnerius presents 

Elena's jewelry to the court, including a special ring given to her by Rogerius. On the 

ceiling, however, Guarnerius humbly kneels before Charlemagne with his arms 

outstretched, displaying Elena’s undergarments, a white shift and a white skirt, as well as a 

single shoe (Fig. 14). Here, the supertitle again untangles the plot afoot and assists the 

viewer in shifting blame to Guarnerius for submitting false evidence: Karolus magn[us]: falsa 

et iniqua probacio Guarnerii (Charlemagne: the false and great trial of Guarnerius). 

Charlemagne sits upon his throne with his hands upon crossed knees, listening to the plea 

of Rogerius, who stands to lose his head, while three courtiers observe the scandalous 

proceedings. The presentation of salacious trophies permits Manfredi’s honored guests, 

as well as Charlemagne's, to revel in the spectacle and to imagine unspeakable events that 

																																																								
38 The figure of the go-between is especially well-studied in medieval Iberian literature. See Cynthia 
Robinson, “Going Between: The Hadîth Bayâd wa Riyâd and the Contested Identity of the `Ajouz in 13th-
Century Iberia,” 199-230; Luis M. Girón-Negrón, “How the Go-Between Cut Her Nose: Two Ibero-
Medieval Translations of a Kalilah Wa Dimnah Story,” 231-259; and Ana Echevarría, “Eschatology or 
Biography? Alfonso X, Muhammad’s Ladder and a Jewish Go-Between,” 133-152, all of which are gathered 
in Under the Influence: Questioning the Comparative in Medieval Castile, ed. Cynthia Robinson and Leyla Rouhi 
(Leiden: Brill, 2004). 
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supposedly passed between Elena and Guarnerius.39 At her own trial, Madonna Elena is 

not physically present, and although the viewer knows better than to suspect her of 

wrongdoing, having been reminded of Guarnerius’s lack of virtue in the two previous 

scenes, her alleged promiscuity and exposed body are conjured by courtiers and those 

standing in Sala Magna. Her private world is presented for judgment and ridicule without 

question. 

With his world torn asunder, Sir Rogerius gallops home to slay the beasts meant 

to guard the walls of the estate and his family (Fig. 15). Having failed their duties, a lion 

and a dragon lay decapitated at the walls, and a small white bear bleeds before the 

monumental gatehouse.40 In addition, Sir Rogerius has put his sons to the sword under 

the suspicion that they may be the products of illicit love affairs and, so, preventing them 

from inheriting the estate.41 His squire, with a hand to his face, holds the reins of his 

																																																								
39 As Kathryn Gravdal has shown, the plots of many medieval romances, especially Chrétien’s, move 
forward through “the violent transformation of sexual different into subordination and the 
sentimentalization of that violence,” see “Chrétien de Troyes, Gratian, and the Medieval Romance of 
Sexual Violence,” Signs (Spring 1992): 562. She presents the moments in his oeuvre when violence and 
humiliation are used as tools to eroticize scenes for the reader, for example: “When Erec brings his future 
bride to the royal court, he insists that she be (un)dressed…Erec points out the holes in the sides of her slip 
to the queen and the court: ‘Poverty wore this white slip so thin at the sides that both the sleeves have torn’ 
(Erec and Enide, lines 1548-50). The audience is left to imagine the spectacle that shows through the torn 
sides of the thin chemise. The subject of Enide's ‘sexiness’ is then set aside while the questions of Erec's 
chivalric prowess and responsibility to the feudal community are placed in the foreground,” ibid., 572. 
Furthermore, there are additional legal considerations. The medieval viewer would have known that a 
dowry would have been arranged for Elena, along with her husband's antefactum, as was customary. In fact, 
transforming the telltale piece of jewelry for undergarments is a curious detail signaling such a commitment. 
Both of the undergarments and the shoe may have been part of a dowry, offered by Rogerius to Elena in 
celebration of their wedding. It would be all the more insulting to see their broken contract fluttering in the 
form of undergarments for all to see, making a mockery of him in the court of Charlemagne. While the 
constraints of dowry depended on time and place, we can be certain that for the author of the Elena 
romance this injury gave Rogerius enough fuel to murder his sons, as well as his unfaithful. For an engaging 
discussion of dowry arrangements in the late medieval period, see Aysu Dincer, “Wills, Marriage and 
Business Contracts: Urban Women in Late-Medieval Cyprus,” Gender & History 24.2 (August 2012): 310–
332. 
40 Note two significant changes between the two paintings of the estate: the gatehouse window, for 
example, morphed from a single light from which the maid could converse with Guarnerius to a bifore; and 
the stone arcade has been ‘filled’ to make clearer the executions of the sons, dragon, and lion. 
41 This is clearly expressed in the Perugian manuscript: “Arnaldo [Elena’s father] said: ‘Since it would please 
you/ if you want that I should pardon him,/ for such condition I will extend peace to him/ that another 
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master’s horse and observes in horror. Standing below his label, his sword pointing to his 

name, Sir Rogerius confronts his wife on the parapets. The husband and wife are framed 

against the monumental architecture of their collective wealth: a chapel with a pitched 

roof is decorated with a rose window above the façade’s entrance and bifore windows 

along the upper register; a similar structure with a single bifore window stands in the 

background; the imposing entrance tower sports two stringcourses, two bifore windows, 

and an elaborate cornice; and crenellated walls ornamented with a recessed cornice. In the 

eyes of Sir Rogerius, all of these riches are cast in shadow by the betrayal of his wife, who 

pleads with him with upraised hands.  This is the first time the viewer encounters Elena, 

whose costume establishes her as a modest noblewoman. The pure white and deep black 

of her ermine tippets offset the rich color of her long-sleeved dress. Her hair and neck 

are free of any ornament; she wears only a simple plait. Her plea goes unheard, and, at the 

climax of his rampage, Sir Rogerius throws Elena from the balcony of their castle into the 

moat below (Fig. 15). The artist paints the upward flutter of her ermine tails as she falls.42 

Support for Sir Rogerius’s actions is corroborated elsewhere on the ceiling, in 

cases where the punishment for illicit sexual behavior initiated by women results in 

execution. Between cycles of decorative motifs on the fifth beam– flowers, stemma, female 

																																																								
time I will have you married;/ he is a good man and you are an honest woman,/ it is good that you come to 
be in one bed;/ such a lovely companion I've never seen;/ moreover, you both shall have many more 
children” (Arnaldo disse: “Dapo’ ch’el te piace/ se tu vo’ ch’io li deça perdonare,/ per tale conditione li darò paçe/ che 
un'altra volta io te farò sposare;/ elo è belo homo e tu e'  dona veraçe,/ bene ve convene in uno letto stare;/sì bela conpagnia io 
no vidi mai;/ ancora porì vui avere fioli asai; Strophe 59, translation my own). See Bendellini Predelli “Il Cantare 
di Madonna Elena e l’elaborazione del poemetto cavalleresco in Italia.” 
42 This reaction bears comparison to Decameron IV. 9, in which Messer Guiglielmo Rossiglione gives his wife 
her lover’s heart to eat. After the horrific revelation of her supper’s provenance, her husband watches as 
she lets herself fall from a window “that was very high from the ground, and so, when the woman fell, she 
did not simply die, but was completely shattered” (La finestra era molto alta da terra, per che, come la donna cadde, 
non solamente morí, ma quasi tutta si disfece). In her short speech, she acknowledges that it should have been 
herself, not Messer Guiglielmo Guardastagno, who deserved to die, as Rogerius thought of his wife Elena. 
Although the narrator claims that she has been a disleal femina, she defends herself, claiming that her 
husband is guilty of being a disleale e malvagio cavaliere (a disloyaly and villainous knight). 
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musicians, and geometric and vegetal patterns– a nightmarish diptych occupies panel no. 

35A (Fig. 16). Framed in an architectural cut-out, a woman sits on a puffed cushion, 

passionately embraced by a straddling lover. Outside, a dynamic figure outfit with an 

empty quiver and dangling purse, presumably the woman’s husband, leans hard upon the 

door and prepares to interrupt the rendezvous. In the second scene, which takes place 

outside in among trees, the husband grabs her and forces a sword blade through her 

neck; the lover has since slipped away. She stands with her mouth agape and uselessly 

grabs the blade with one hand and her attacker with the other.43 On the adjacent beam, 

the near-execution of Susanna, discussed in detail below, further validates extreme forms 

of punishment in cases of cuckoldry. Elena’s fall is not fatal, however, and she swims to 

safety and emerges from the water transformed by the experience. 

Elena's difficulties result from accusations and assumptions about women, which 

were rumored, refracted, and circulated not only in the fictional world that she inhabits, 

but in many other romances that explore the behavior of amorous women. These are not 

necessarily accurate reflections of real life, but the crafted characters and plot lines are 

built upon and contribute to a kind of communal ‘knowledge’ of women shared by men 

and women alike. The success of Guarnerius's manufactured liaison d’amour depends upon 

																																																								
43 Francesca Maria Corrao explores the numerous sources available in the Sicilian context in which women 
attempt to outwit their husbands in search of a good affair, see “The Arabian Nights in Sicily,” Fabula, 
45.3\4 (2004): 237-245. She speaks specifically about the circulation of Sindbad and the Seven Viziers, 
translated into Spanish in the thirteenth century as Sendebar o Libro de los engannos e los asayamientos de las 
mujeres, which warns against the  “trickery and unfaithfulness of women.” Two fables from the Panchatantra 
also gained popularity later in which a wife must hide her lover in a big box or else the husband catches her 
by hiding concealing himself in a box. Corrao also notes an interesting arrangement in the Sicilian story, Lu 
cuturieri, in which a woman uses a shawl, called a saracinesca, to cover a pumpkin as a distraction. Most of 
these are collected by Giovanni Francesco Straparola (1480-1558) Tredici piacevoli notti (The Thirteen 
Pleasant Nights) or Giambattista Basile's (1575-1632) Lo cunto de li cunti, overo Lo Trattenemiento de' peccerille 
(The Story of Stories, or the Pastime of the Little Ones), also called Pentamerone, is written in a Neapolitan 
dialect. 
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the viewer’s understanding of intertextual and –visual circumstances. One of the most apt 

comparisons, as noted by Bendinelli Predelli and Levi, is novella II.9 of the Decameron, in 

which Filomena tells of the adventures of Bernabò Lomellin of Genoa, Ambrogiuolo da 

Piacenza, and Madonna Zinevra/Sicurano. Providing an important representation of the 

vanto/scommessa della testa trope, Ambrogiuolo reaps the violence of his slander following 

the ingenious plot of Madonna Zinevra/Sicurano.44 Filomena introduces the bet between 

the merchants, in which Ambrogiuolo emerges as an armchair philosopher, happy to 

outline the grevious faults of women in terms of the temptations of flesh: 

I have always understood, that of all mortal beings created by God man is the most 
noble, and next after him woman: man, then, being, as is universally believed, and is 
indeed apparent by his works, more perfect than woman, must without doubt be 
endowed with more firmness and constancy, women being one and all more mobile, for 
reasons not a few and founded in nature, which I might adduce, but mean for the 
present to pass over. And yet, for all his greater firmness, man cannot withstand—I do 
not say a woman's supplications, but—the mere lust of the eye which she unwittingly 
excites, and that in such sort that he will do all that is in his power to induce her to 
pleasure him, not once, perhaps, in the course of a month, but a thousand times a day. 
How, then, shouldst thou expect a woman, mobile by nature, to resist the supplications, 
the flatteries, the gifts, and all the other modes of attack that an accomplished seducer 
will employ? Thou thinkest that she may hold out! Nay verily, affirm it as thou mayst, I 
doubt thou dost not really so think. Thou dost not deny that thy wife is a woman, a 
creature of flesh and blood like the rest; and if so, she must have the same cravings, the 
same natural propensities as they, and no more force to withstand them; wherefore 'tis at 
least possible, that, however honest she be, she will do as others do; and nought that is 
possible admits such peremptory denial or affirmation of its contrary as this of thine.45 

 
Ambrogiuolo’s devious scheme to win the bet is depicted on a cassone panel from 

the workshop of Giovanni di Toscano (1420-45), on display at the Scottish National 

Gallery, in which the three scenes chosen bear resemblance to the initial plot of Elena of 

Narbonne’s tale: on the right, merchants gather for lively discussion at a tavern and 

Bernabò da Genevra and Ambrogiuolo establish the term of their bet regarding the virtue 

and faithfulness of Bernabò’s wife (Fig. 17). In the central scenes, Bernabò arranges a 

																																																								
44 See Marilyn Migiel's chapter, “To Transvest Not to Transgress” in A Rhetoric of the Decameron (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 2003), 83-108. 
45 The English translation comes from Decameron Web. 
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plan with an old woman serving Madonna Zinevra to keep a cassone in her mistress’s 

bedroom, claiming that it is only a temporary arrangement. On the right of the panel, 

Ambrogiuolo has crept from the cassone and leans over Zinevra as she sleeps. After taking 

note of a mole on her right breast, he collects other sorts of ‘evidence’ of her infidelity to 

present to her husband. 

Boccaccio's Decameron does not make an appearance on the ceiling; however, the 

artists and patron have drawn their imagery from this and similar tales devoted to the 

theme of women seeking truth and justice. In both tales, a happily married woman of 

good reputation overcomes false accusations levied against her in a most spectacular way. 

There are crucial differences. Marilyn Migiel argues that the truth provided by Sicurano 

has come to light only after numerous complex deceptions;46 I am struck, however, by the 

artist's decision to emphasize Elena's femininity: she conspicuously dresses as a 

noblewoman. She is not rendered as outwardly changed in preparation for her new role, 

in contrast to Madonna Zinevra, who cuts her hair and builds an entirely new identity for 

herself as Sicurano in Boccaccio's tale. 

The artist, Cecco di Naro, organizes the scene to highlight this key moment in the 

narrative. The rocky landscape steps downward from the borders of the frame, creating a 

wide and open V-shape, and a tree on either side of the two riders further constrains 

them. At the center an inverted A-shape concentrates the force of the action, created by 

Elena and her horse’s legs on the left side and Guarnerius’s rear legs and pointing sword 

on the right. The blade of her sword connects these figures, the meaning of which is 

crystalized directly above them in the words Helena interfecit. Clearly recovered from her 

																																																								
46 Marilyn Migiel, A Rhetoric of the Decameron.  
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fall, Elena gallops full tilt, forgoing a lady’s saddle, in a fine empire-cut dress with a row 

of small bone-white buttons decorating the forearm. She has carefully wrapped the tails 

of her draping ermine sleeves around her upper arms to guard against blood splatter, as 

does Judith before she severs the head of Holofernes (Fig. 18).47 When Elena catches up 

to Guarnerius, she leans forward to deliver a blow that makes Guarnerius's forehead 

gush, cap fly, and sword point to his own demise announced in the supertitles: Nobilis 

domina Helena interfecit Guar[nerium]. With his dark hose, red tunic, and sumptuous cap, her 

foe looks distinctly unprepared for battle and much better suited for the comfortable halls 

of Charlemagne. The same might be said about Elena; however, her actions prove her 

more than capable of the engagement. To underscore this, Cecco depicts Guarnerius in 

the most cowardly of positions– speeding away in fear of a woman. The attempted escape 

lends a hint of humor to an otherwise dark tale and firmly establishes a total inversion of 

the power dynamic heretofore established. 

In the final scene on the third beam (no. 168B), Elena commands the viewer’s 

attention as she stands frontally and effortlessly manages a bloodied sword in one hand 

and the dripping head of Guarnierus in the other.48  His body crouches in a final position 

																																																								
47 Indeed her beauty and poise are repeatedly underlined in the textual tradition: “And never was there seen 
a woman/ that carries within her such gentility,/ and neither could one ever find white nor brown/ because 
upon her head she carried blonde tresses, and there was never a person/ that carried in themselves such 
pleasure;/ such adornment she carried on her face,/ well seeming that she were born in paradise” (E non si 
vide mai donna nessuna/ che in sé avesse tante gientileze,/ e non si trovò mai bianca né bruna/ che 'n testa porti così bionde 
treze,/ e non fu mai persona nessuna 
che tante avesse in sé piacievoleze;/ tant'adornessa porta nel suo visa,/ bem par che fosse nata im paradizo, Strophe 34, my 
translation). See Bendinelli Predelli, “Il Cantare di Madonna Elena e l’elaborazione del poemetto cavalleresco 
in Italia.” 
48 This atmosphere differs greatly other scenes of combating women, such as the full engagement shown by 
the Amazons and Alexander’s troops in the British Library’s Li Livre des Ansienes Estoires (Add. Ms. 15268, c. 
1275-1300, f. 123r), in which case both parties fully participate in their tasks. To help the viewer appreciate 
the uniqueness of the situation, the artist allows the Amazons to ride sans helmets, drawing attention to 
their queen’s long locks and her soldiers’ decapitated heads that litter the ground alongside severed helmets 
and other body parts. Conversely, in the Le Livre et la vraye hystoire du bon roy Alixandre (British Library Ms. 20 
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of supplication; blood powerfully ejects from his neck (Fig. 19). Elena’s unnamed maid 

kneels in a consuming fire as the consequence for betraying her mistress.49 Publically 

humiliated before her death, she kneels with her exposed breasts covered from view by 

her clasped and raised hands, a pose reminiscent of martyrdom imagery. Although the 

tasks of battle and execution are those typically consigned to the sphere of men, Elena 

assumes the role of cavaliero with gusto, simultaneously preforming as gendered 

individual.50 

Accounts of unusually strong women do not exist, of course, only within 

romances; rather women who break stereotypes in fictional realms as well as real women 

captured in historic accounts, including chronicles, political treaties, and, as discussed 

below, criminal proceedings, mutually reinforce the limitations and possibilities of 

womanly behavior. The flexibility of gender roles in late Medieval and Early Renaissance 

																																																								
B XX, c. 1400-1425, f. 47v) fantasizes about a different kind of Amazon tribe, who ride weaponless, poised, 
and finely clothed to Alexander, who approaches them with respect, his right hand across his heart. 
49 For what exactly which crime was the maid punished, and does she warrant such treatment? One is 
tempted to image Elena in that very position, if she were tried and convicted of adultery, rather than tossed 
from the winder. Nonetheless, the ceiling offers an important diversion from the textual tradition in which 
Guarnerius, recognizing his impending death when Elena bests him on the tilt, calls for notaries and the 
“book.” This is not the Bible, but the ledger in which the bet was recorded. Before his execution, he wishes 
to correct history and, essentially, he erases himself from the record; the notaries would have crossed out 
the bet, cancellato. In both the Pisa and Florence manuscripts, the reader is told that Guarnerius is executed 
without going to jail, without a trial; neither reports that Elena performed the final blow. In light of this, the 
Palermitan ceiling offers a new twist to the tale or else presents a contemporary written source. 
50 “...[Gender] in its several senses is largely to be constructed, negotiated, or, in the famous term of Judith 
Butler, 'performed' again and again until it seems ahistorical, primordial, stable, and given. In brief, to turn 
to another but compatible theory, we 'do' gender,” see Simpson and Herdt, “Introduction,” in Critical Terms 
for the Study of Gender, 16. Note that in the fifteenth century tradition of the tale, perhaps as a means of 
emphasizing Elena’s sex and reestablishing her ‘purpose,’ her father remarks on her ability to still yield 
more children, potentially replacing her two slaughtered sons, the heirs to the estate. Echoes of this emerge 
in Machiavelli’s works, in particular when he describes the bravery of Caterina Sforza, who, defending the 
Rocca after her husband’s assassination, screams to the conspirators that they can do their worst to her 
captive children. Pulling up her skirts to reveal her genitalia, she triumphantly indicates her ability to have 
more children. Contemporary accounts include variations of this moment. Many report that Caterina 
shouted that she was already pregnant to the mob, highlighting her capacity as a mother and producer of 
heirs. Machiavelli paints Caterina in a shadowy mother figure, one who throws her children to the wolves, 
treating her body's capacity for pregnancy as the surest way to shake the confidence of her family's 
detractors; see Julia L. Hairston, “Skirting the issue: Machiavelli's Caterina Sforza,” Renaissance Quarterly 53.3 
(Autumn 2000): 687-712. 
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is evident in a wide variety of Italian works. In chronicles, for example, when women 

receive praise it is frequently for their display of ‘virile’ characteristics and strength, 

although some capable women display that fortitude by explicitly referencing their 

sexuality.51 Machiavelli castigates Caterina Sforza’s calculated revelation of her genitalia in 

response to the kidnapping of her children in the Discourses, deftly sidestepping the issue 

in the Florentine Histories.52 Soldiers attacking her castle assumed that she would be moved 

by maternal instinct to capitulate; on the contrary, she lifts her skirts to as a military tool, 

demonstrating her capacity to bear more children if her captured offspring were 

slaughtered.53 One particular episode stands out in Cronaca Carrarese, written between 

1318-1407 by Galeazzo and Bartolomeo Gatari and redacted by Andrea Gatari, in which 

an unnamed woman undergoes an internal battle deciding whether or not to take up arms 

and punish her husband for his infidelity: 

And having found her husband with one of the servants breaking the vows of holy 
matrimony, and having seen such a disgraceful thing, she no longer observed the 
customs and manners proper to women, but, like her ancestors, decided to take up arms 
as a brave and virile knight, and, with great courage and strength, to reproach her 
husband who had broken [faith with] holy and chaste matrimony.  But, remembering 
that she was a woman, she restrained herself, and immediately swore never to lie with her 
husband for the rest of her life.  This vow she kept as long as she lived, which was for 
about 36 years, and she always observed a true, laudable and resolute charity.54 

 

																																																								
51 Holly S. Hurlburt observes that “Giovanni Sabadino degl’Arienti was not alone when he explained the 
deeds of many of the women he praised such as Matilda of Canossa, in terms of virility, a masculinizing 
concept used by many to foreground ‘extraordinary’ female leadership or intellectual prowess” and when 
Fabio Oliva writes about the life of Caterina Sforza, discussed above in note 44, he calls “virile” after the 
notorious skirt-lifting incident, see Hurlburt, “Women, Gender, and Rulership in Medieval Italy,” History 
Compass 4/3 (2006): 531-532 (528-535). 
52 Hairston, “Skirting the issue,” 704-5. 
53 See Hairston, “Skirting the issue,” 704-5; and Hurlburt, “Women, Gender, and Rulership in Medieval 
Italy.” 
54 In Women in Italy, 1350-1650: Ideals and Realities, ed. Mary Rodgers and Paola Tinagli (Manchester and New 
York: Manchester University Press, 2005), 162. For the Latin and the Italian, see Galeazzo, Bartolomeo, 
and Andrea Gatari, Cronica Carrarese, ed. Antonio Medin and Guido Tolomei, Vol. 1 (Città di Castello: S. 
Lapi, 1900). 
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The Gatari do not deny the wronged woman’s ability to inflict violence; on the 

contrary, her noble lineage suggests that she is suited for violence of the kind as “a brave 

and virile knight” armed “with great courage and strength. In the authors’ view, however, 

her nobility shines forth in her resolution to sustain a chaste life and devote herself to her 

marriage and husband. 

III. PRIVATE VIOLATION, PUBLIC JUSTICE 

The spectacle of violence offered by the Steri’s Elena operates in three different 

realms: in the royal palace where the barons bet their heads during their vanto, in a private 

confrontation during which Madonna Elena is tossed from the castle walls, and as a 

public display in the pursuit and beheading of Guarnerius and the burning of the 

treacherous handmaiden. In the condensed space of a few tavolette, the paintings confirm 

tacitly approved retribution for women who trespass on their marriage vows and for 

those who commit treasonous acts. In addition, Cecco of Naro encourages the viewer to 

question the collective judgment of both Sir Rogerius and Emperor Charlemagne by 

virtue of the tale’s juxtaposition with the Judgment of Solomon on the first beam and the 

guidance provided by the strong adjectives describing Guarnerius in the superscripts.55 

The tale as presented on the ceiling does not simply fall under that label of “good 

governance,” as Licia Buttà identifies it, but offers a complex reading of the intricacies of 

allegiance, marriage, confession, and conflict that swirl around Elena. Her virtues 

profoundly inform how she chooses to behave following her husband’s attempted 

murder. In fact, Elena herself illuminates the ineffectiveness of the ruler and the 

																																																								
55 In the manuscript tradition, Rogerius travels to Santiago de Compostela, weeping for his crimes, and 
Elena's father comments on her fertility, noting that she will soon bear more sons. This tends to be the 
“happy ending” of ciclo di scommesa tales: women, after defending their reputations, continue their duties as 
an honorable wife or shift their role to best bring honor to themselves. 
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problematic transmission of lethal power from one authority to another until 

administered in the most just and successful way by the least likely of individuals.56 It is 

Elena who must see the bet to its end, and she commanders the position of Sir Rogerius 

in order to restore her honor.57 To this end, she also oversees the public shaming, 

stripping, and brutal execution of her handmaiden, ensuring that the overall structure of 

the justice system is left in place. 

Between the Judgment of Solomon (no. 6) and Judith and Holofernes (no. 18), 

Cecco of Naro again takes the opportunity to illustrate the progression from private 

transgression to public shaming in his interpretation of Susanna and the Elders. Levi reads 

the tale of Judith and Susanna in light of medieval debates of the moral worth of women 

(valore morale delle donne), briefly acknowledging that the proof of Daniel proves allows later 

writers to "defend women from the accumulating accusations of misogynist education" 

(la difendeva dalle accuse accumulate dall'erudizione misogina).58 A historian of literature, Levi 

																																																								
56 I do not discuss ‘power’ here in a Marxist sense, that is, as an economic good or commodity that can be 
circulated from place to place, but as an attributive state shaped by cultural limitations placed upon the 
body by a particular patriarchal system, but within a gendered discourse in which power is transferred 
between male-dominated social structures: “Thus, rather than conceiving patriarchy as a coherent system, 
the powers that produce male dominance are articulated as having multiple sources and operating along 
multiple historical trajectories, coursing through a variety of social relations, and imprecated with 
historically specific discourses productive of sexuality, race, class, and other markers of subjectivity,” see 
Wendy Brown and Joan W. Scott, “Power,” in Critical Terms for the Study of Gender ed. Catherine R. Stimpson 
and Gilbert Herdt (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), 345 (335-357). 
57 Similarly, ‘justice,’ as an appeal for fair treatment, is complicated here, but ultimately prevails: Elena 
demonstrates her innocence through her martial prowess, something that she and the court of Charlemagne 
might attribute to her faith in God. Critically, Elena adopts the weapons, forum, and terms of engagement 
in which men of high status settled serious disagreements, at least in the fiction worlds created by medieval 
artists and authors. In her critique of various expressions of justice, Jane Mansbridge defines the two tasks 
that marginalized people must accomplish to secure ‘justice’: “First, they must try to preserve consensus on 
conceptions of justice that sustain attacks on the institutions that harm them. Second, they must achieve 
sufficient analytic distance to criticize the conceptions of justice that marginalize or exclude them. In the 
ensuing struggle over what justice mandates, subordinate groups must draw for justification on the existing 
dominant conceptual apparatus, on countercultural idea systems, and on their own experiences, for which 
they must often search to find new words,” Jane Mansbridge, “Power,” in Critical Terms for the Study of Gender 
ed. Catherine R. Stimpson and Gilbert Herdt (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2014), 179. 
58 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 119. 
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bases his reading of the Steri's paintings primarily upon available fifteenth-century sources 

in verse and prose that recount the trial of Susanna, and points to the importance of 

Tuscan-Venetian redactions of the Bible. He observes that while the Book of Daniel in the 

Bible does not include the violent stoning of the elders, fourteenth-century retellings do: 

"...e so all the people rose up against these two massai...and with rocks they stoned them 

to death"59 For examples of visual evidence, he also depends upon latter material, 

reaching far into the fifteenth century. Much more may be said, however, about the 

Trecento example painting in the Steri. 

On the ceiling, Susanna bathes in a finely carved marble basin with five trifoliate 

niches, suggestive of antique sarcophagi; she is naked, but modestly shields herself from 

the viewer (Figs. 5, 20-21). Enclosed in a walled garden protected with a tall portico, she 

cleanses herself in the shade of arboreal splendor.60 The two Jewish elders, graced with 

silver double-pointed beards crouch on their knees and peer at her from beyond the wall. 

Susanna’s shock resonates as she catches the eyes of the lurking men. Her guard, dressed 

in red, sits oscitant at the entrance to the palace, leaving her exposed to the advances of 

the older men.  

In the second scene, Susanna in the company of two guards appears before the 

elders, whose high status is confirmed by their high-backed chairs set upon a dais and 

their elegantly draping garments. The three of them engage in a heated dispute, as 

Susanna defends her innocence with emphatic gestures and points upwards, recalling her 

																																																								
59 Ibid., 121. 
60 Paintings of the plight and salvation of Susanna, aggravated in the private enclosure of her own home, 
became a very popular order amongst lawyers and notaries in Italy, fully emerging in the quattrocento; see 
Edward Olszewski, “Expanding the Litany for Susanna and the Elders,” Notes in the History of Art 26.3 (Spring 
2007): 42-48. 
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teary gaze: “She looked up to heaven through her tears, for she trusted the Lord” (Dan. 

13:35).61 The interplay between the ceiling’s narratives become, again, evident in the 

parallel relationship between the false elders and the justice conferred by King Solomon 

upon the truthful prostitute on the first beam. 

Found guilty of committing adultery with a lover conjured by the elders, Susanna 

stands in the third scene with her hands crossed and bound in front of the two guards 

seen in the previous scene; a third leads her onward through a craggy landscape complete 

devoid of the lush haven of the garden. She suffers the guards’ hands on her shoulders, a 

further trespass against her privacy and a gesture towards the biblical narrative in which 

the elders place their hands upon Susanna’s unveiled head.62 On the other side of the 

frame, Daniel administers his famous cross-examination which exculpates her and 

exposes the elders. Accommodating Daniel’s youth, one of the men leans toward him as 

they converse. Between the three protagonists a group of eight men wait with two sacks 

brimming with stones; one man waves a rock as he consults with his comrades (Fig. 21). 

These men are responsible for maintaining order in the community and punishing those, 

like Susanna, who ostensibly threaten it. In this instance, Susanna’s behavior is not dealt 

with at the home by her husband Joachim, nor is she quietly send away or killed within 

the confines of the secluded garden. Her punishment is contrived as a public spectacle 

during which the community, exemplified by the group of men, may reconfirm their 

shared values and acknowledge the justice system they have created and honored. 

																																																								
61 Quae flens suspexit ad caelum erat enim cor eius fiduciam habens in Domino. 
62 In a fourteenth-century alliterative poem, The Pistel of Susanna, an anonymous English author emphasizes 
the veiled or unveiled state of Susanna's head throughout the ordeal. When she appears beautifully arranged 
in court, she suffers the laying of hands by the judges– “Homliche on hir heued heor hondes þei leyed” 
(200)— a much discussed violation that receives only an oblique reference on Sala Magna ceiling. See Lynn 
Staley, “Susanna and English Communities,” Traditio 62 (2007): 50. 
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Susanna is conspicuously absent from the final scene. Daniel, standing upon a 

rocky perch, gestures with both hands toward the elders, who are completely surrounded 

by the enraged men. The crowd throws punches and stones, bloodying and dazing the 

older men, who writhe on the ground and display white patches of skin, stained in blood, 

where the stones have rent their clothing. Their long, grey beards remain clearly visible– a 

reminder to the viewers and stone-casters of the wisdom that they have betrayed.63 

Slaughtering their elders, the mob is represented in various gestures and positions of 

agitation, poised with rocks above their heads or with their arms fully extended for the 

next throw. Daniel, a mirror of Solomon, directs them, guided by the wisdom that God 

bestowed upon him. It is a gruesome punishment, but necessary, because it eradicates a 

source of great evil and uncovers the falsum testimonium levied against the women. The 

wicked judges, who were tasked with upholding the law and administering justice, fall 

mightily at the hand of the community that they wronged, as did Guarnerius and the 

maidservant. 

Contemporary imagery tends to stress the vulnerability of Susanna. In a 

manuscript illumination painted in 1377, and thus contemporary with the Sala Magna 

commission, Perugian miniaturist Matteo di Ser Cambio di Bettolo (active 1377-1424) 

represents the wide-open doors of the garden tower: the elders have already crossed the 

threshold to proposition her (Fig. 22). A private garden setting, elaborate ashlar walls, a 

crenelated watch tower – these architectural features and devices of surveillance offer 

only an illusion of safety and do functionally little to protect her from the men’s advances 

																																																								
63 Daniel 13:62-64. 
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or the reader’s prying eyes. Navigating the city from within, the elders easily bypass 

suspicion; defensive architecture cannot prevent this kind of attack. 

Preserving her modesty, Susanna sweeps her left arm across her abdomen to 

gather the folds of her garments tightly about her; she pleads with an open right palm. 

One elder threatens her with an accusatory finger, while the other attempts to coerce her, 

placing his hand on her upper arm, thus visually violating the barrier established by a tree 

trunk between them. The tree, a familiar organizing device in art, serves three important 

purposes: it highlights the distinction between hallowed Susanna from the corrupt elders, 

synecdochally represents the violated garden, and signals the eventual revelation of the 

elders’ plot during Daniel’s cross-examination. 

The themes of privacy and violation presented on the ceiling of the Steri and the 

open page of Matteo di Ser Cambio di Bettolo’s illumination are further developed in an 

ivory and inlay casket, loosely dated to the fifteenth century in the treasury of the 

Cathedral of San Secondiano in Chiusi, on which the scenes of Susanna’s false accusation 

and trial are organized in seventeen curved tablets of ivory set between a dog-tooth 

entablature (Fig. 23). Each tablet has a dentilated cornice and stepped plinth, creating the 

effect of an elaborate frieze ‘supported’ on each corner with ivory Corinthian pillars. Set 

between the truncated pyramidal lid and the plinth, the ivory scenes of Susanna’s tale 

physically conceal the inner contents of the coffer.64 Susanna raises her hands upon seeing 

the faces of the elders pinching themselves between two trees to peer over the wall. The 

artist of the casket carefully planned the organization of the tablets. For example, on the 

short ends of the box Susanna and elders confront each other; the death sentence shifts 

																																																								
64 Images of this object come from the Photothek of the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz-Max-Planck-
Institut (digital search number: fln0593529z_p); see accompanying images for more detail. 
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between them, offering a dialectic of accusation and punishment (Fig. 24). To the 

medieval viewer, Susanna represented the model wife, beautiful and faithful to God and 

Joachim. Like Elena and biblical Judith, Susanna is not a virgin and she is not destined for 

death or martyrdom, but she exemplifies purity from within the frame of marriage.65 She 

presides over a moment during which domestic equilibrium and community values are 

turned upside down, and this topsy-turvy world may only be corrected by unseating or 

eliminating abusers of virtue and power. 

Susanna’s innocence and virtue are elaborated upon further by bust portraits of 

bejeweled women on the perpendicular face of her beam (no. 13A). As mentioned above, 

they hold banners inscribed with adjectives used substantively, rather than, for example, 

MAGNANIMITAS: the magnanimous, the outstanding, the just, the wise (Figs. 5, 20-21).66 The 

questions of who exactly these adjectives modify is open to interpretation, purposefully 

ambiguous to capture a largely male audience given the context of the space and the 

masculine endings of each adjective.67 Each lauded virtue, however, is burnished further 

																																																								
65 The is a strong tradition of writing about Susanna’s plight in English literature. Lynn Staley, for example, 
argues that the lush garden of Joachim and Susanna, which is bright and bustling with important visitors 
milling around a veritable Eden, is informed by Cistercian vocabulary throughout the story. Susanna is not 
protected in the beautiful cloister, however, and corruption flows from outside in the guise of religious 
leaders. In a fourteenth-century alliterative poem, The Pistel of Susanna, the anonymous English author 
emphasizes the veiled or unveiled state of Susanna's head throughout the ordeal, as well as her rough 
treatment in a dungeon. When she appears beautifully arranged in court, she suffers the laying of hands by 
the judges– a much discussed violation: "Homliche on hir heued heor hondes þei leyed" (200). See also 
Nancy B. Black, Medieval narratives of Accused Queens (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003). 
66 Again, I thank Andrew Galloway for his commentary about this frequently overlooked aspect of the 
ceiling, and drawing my attention to the implications of painting magnanim[us] and Magnanimitas, where the 
masculine ending may be assumed given the gender of the other completely inscribed adjectives, Justus and 
Sapiens. 
67 Susanna’s exemplary chastity spurred literature that, like the female personifications of masculine virtues 
discussed above, specifically labeled her virtus as a masculine trait, and while I think a similar phenomenon 
applies here, I have not come across Italian literature confirming this. Tracing the textual tradition of 
Susanna in thirteenth-century England, Lynn Staley finds that Alan of Melsa's Latin interpretation of the 
story as one that “honors Susanna's ‘manliness’ and her skill (causa)”: Pretitulatur opus Susanne causa uirilis; 
/Femina que uicit scribitur arte senes (39-40).” Lynn Staley, "Susanna And English Communities," Traditio 62 
(2007): 35, 50. 
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by the actions of Susanna, who refuses to betray her honor. Had they carried out their 

wishes, they would not only have raped Susanna, but trespassed on the sanctity of the 

marriage contract and threatened the line of Joachim and Hilkiah– the very things of 

which they accuse the young woman.68 

In the painted narratives of Elena and Susanna, violent retribution is initiated 

against those who misrepresent the truth with an especial focus on the details of women’s 

sexual misdeeds. The deaths of these women were justified on account of testimonies 

provided by men of power—barons and religious leaders—on whose shoulders the 

wealth and success of their communities rested. Elena did not need to present herself to 

the court of Charlemagne: Guarnerius’s evidence and tale were enough to seal her fate. 

Despite the differing motivations of proditor Guarnerius and the elders, the outcome of 

the stories is the same: they are publically and violently executed for false testimony. 

Overcoming the safeties established by husbands Joachim and Rogerius to protect their 

chaste wives—gardens, towers, fierce animals, guards—the villains of these stories 

rupture communities from within the private spaces themselves.  

In practice, the severity of punishments against an adulteress or a liar in 

Mediterranean societies varied wildly. Daniel Lord Smail found that in late-medieval 

																																																								
68 “Now when the maids were gone forth, the two elders arose, and ran to her, and said: Behold the doors 
of the orchard are shut, and nobody seeth us, and we are in love with thee: wherefore consent to us, and lie 
with us. But if thou wilt not, we will bear witness against thee, that a young man was with thee, and 
therefore thou didst send away thy maids from thee. Susanna sighed, and said: I am straitened on every side: 
for if I do this thing, it is death to me: and if I do it not, I shall not escape your hands. But it is better for me 
to fall into your hands without doing it, than to sin in the sight of the Lord. With that Susanna cried out 
with a loud voice: and the elders also cried out against her” (Daniel 13: 19-24). The faithful crying out to 
God in the depths of their sorrow figures frequently on the ceiling; one coffer even features IN DESERTA 
VOX CLAMATIS, drawing attention to the suffering and abandonment felt by humanity, redeemed by 
trust and acknowledgement of God. For the importance of “crying out” in the medieval period, see Diane 
Wolfthal, “‘A Hue and a Cry’: Medieval Rape Imagery and Its Transformation,” The Art Bulletin 75.1 (March 
1993): 39-64. 
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Lucca and Marseille fining or predation, that is, the repossession of goods after default, 

were much more likely to be applied to such criminals.69 Fining Elena's treacherous maid 

and the shameless Guarnierus would not make for a vibrant or easily read painting; 

rather, they are burned at the stake and beheaded, respectively, visible and horrifically 

visceral injuries, lending credence to Smail's assertion that violence—in both romance 

and real life— is calculated and political. It is important to emphasize that Guarnerius and 

the elders are not punished for their attempts to sleep with Elena or Susanna since 

Rogerius encouraged the test, but for misleading the community by attacking a woman’s 

virtue. The suggestion of unsanctioned sexual relations, however, is a crucial in the 

revelation of the true natures of both the accusers and the accused. On the other hand, 

Elena and Susanna are condemned for their alleged sexual misadventures. Their alleged 

behavior was seen as a threat that the Italian communities took seriously and applied 

creative punishments to combat.  

In thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Orvieto, for example, lawmakers viewed 

adulterous couples as a threat since their union violated the marriage bond instituted by 

patriarchal authority and threatened to tear the fragile fabric already stressed by factional 

division.70 Carol Lansing argues that adultery cases are especially revealing about 

lawmakers' focus on passion as a salient source of disorder in the town, and she gestures 

towards the Allegory of Good and Bad Government, in which Lorenzetti personifies Tyranny 

as a lustful woman threatening to unseat reason.71 Men, too, suffered humiliation for 

sexual engagements outside the scope of heteronormative relations. In 1308, Orvieto’s 

																																																								
69 Daniel Lord Smail, “Violence and Predation in Late Medieval Mediterranean Europe,” Comparative Studies 
in Society and History 54.1 (2012): 7–34. 
70 Carol Lansing, "Gender and Civic Authority: Sexual Control in a Medieval Italian Town," 36. 
71 Ibid. 
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lawmakers decided that “a person convicted of sodomy was to be paraded around the city 

with trumpets sounding before him, holding a cord tied to his male member, ‘in such a 

way that the member was publically visible.’”72 

Regarding women’s exploits Italian lawmakers took a different tune, and her 

husband (or family) could execute her for engaging in extra-marital affairs without 

worrying about punitive repercussions. The legal documents that survive from medieval 

Italy offer a detailed narrative of the kinds of violent crimes against women that occur in 

response to the discovery and concealment of illicit affairs, efforts to escape abusive 

relationships, and regularity with which women received the brunt of abuse. 

Overwhelmingly, documents and narratives of crimes and individuals involved that were 

produced in and for the court record demonstrate gendered views of men and women. 

The nature of these crimes, studied in depth by Trevor Dean, are worth citing at length:  

The trial record from one year in Bologna, 1357, gives a good sense of range and 
frequency. Apart from two cases of wife murder and two of assault on wives using 
weapons, we find attacks on female servants, women raped in their own homes, men 
breaking into women’s houses and stabbing them to death, one prostitute attacked with a 
sword to the head and another knifed in the face, a woman grabbed in the street and 
insulted, apparently random attacks on women with bladed weapons, and soldiers 
approaching married women in a field and demanding sex (an incident that sparked off a 
riot in the locality as the husbands reacted violently). The point of placing domestic 
violence in this perspective is this: violence against women was not just a husband’s legal 
right of correction, but part of a pervasive culture of manly aggression towards all 
women, whether married or not, in both public and domestic space.73 

 
Studies examining, inter alia, trial documents, chronicles, laws, predation records, 

personal correspondence, and romances paint a vivid picture of a violent pre-modern era. 

																																																								
72 Ibid., 38-39. The public demonstration seems like a sinister subversion of the Triumph of the Phallus, an 
early-eighteenth century engraving after a drawing by Francesco Salviati, in which trumpets and other 
instruments wail while an enormous disembodied shaft and testes are carried on a wheeled palanquin 
toward curtains draped like vulva, a procession of puppet clerics and a bride are raised above the marching 
crowd, British Museum 2002,1027.55; see Linda Wolk-Simon, “No. 102. The Triumph of the Phallus,” in Art 
and Love in Renaissance Italy, ed. Andrea Bayer (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art; New Haven 
and London: Yale University Press, 2009), 209-210. 
73 Dean, "Domestic violence in late-medieval Bologna," Renaissance Studies 18.4 (2004), 530. 
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Within a larger discussion of disorder, narrower subjects emerge, such as domestic 

violence and uxoricide, the murder of one's wife. Among studies of domestic violence 

written in the last quarter of the twentieth century, Dean found that homicides tend to 

surround the “entrances” and “exits” of women’s time within contractual marriage, what 

Aysu Dincer calls the “bookends” of married life.74
 

Dean's study fills some gaps regarding 

this type of violence, finding that husbands killed a high percentage of wives in Italy, 

although his work also tracks a parallel phenomenon: reports of Bolognese woman 

accused of murdering male kin engaging in affairs. 

Violent crimes were ubiquitous in Palermo during the fourteenth century, 

although violence against women is not particularly forthcoming in the documentary 

evidence.75 Antonino Giuffrida's study of crimes and punishments following the War of 

the Sicilian Vespers (1282-1302) through the end of the fifteenth century fleshes out a 

judicial system designed for a society in continual revolt.76 Grievances of bloodshed 

brought before the Corte Pretoriana in Palermo, which dealt with civil suits, represent a 

significant number of recorded abuses. Antonino Giuffrida examined two fascicoletti from 

the Curia del Capitano in Palermo (A.S.P. CP, spez. 61, dated to 1340-50), one from the 

first half of the fourteenth century and the other from 1395. Analyzing a sample of fifty-

one cases from c. 1350, only one involved “insults and beatings with an effusion of 

																																																								
74 Trevor Dean, “Domestic violence in late-medieval Bologna”: 527-543; and Dincer, “Wills, Marriage and 
Business Contracts.” 
75 The fourteenth century was formative for northern communes as rival families and factions positioned 
themselves between and among Guelf and Ghibelline concerns. For a discussion of these developments 
and how communities shaped themselves against a backdrop of classical legends, see Carrie E. Beneš, Urban 
Legends: Civic Identity and the Classical Past in Northern Italy, 1250-1350 (University Park: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2011). 
76 Antonino Giuffrida identifies violence as a defining characteristic of the period: “Medieval Sicilian society 
is characterized by ever-present violence, in all of its manifestation, in a significant way” (La società medievale 
siciliana è caratterizzata dal fenomeno della violenza presente, con tutte sue manifestazioni, in modo rilevante), La giustizia 
nel medioevo siciliano (Palermo: U. Manfredi, 1975), 22. 
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blood” and there were only two homicides; on the other hand, thirty-nine cases of 

“insults and beatings” without blood were reported (all together representing approx. 

82% of cases). Almost fifty years later, in 1395, he calculates fifty-one cases of bloodless 

beatings, eleven beatings with bloodshed, and five homicides amongst a total of 81 cases. 

The number of cases grew; the percentage, however, remained stable.77 Beatings, to put it 

simply, were not necessarily meant to cause death. Significant data are missing, however, 

in the Sicilian context as “the most serious crimes jurisdiction was left to the Magna Curia 

Regia in the criminal whose papers for centuries in question do not survive.”78 The 

records of crimes that do inform us that verbal exchanges created plentiful opportunities 

for violence as reputations and honor were at stake. Missing from these recordings, 

however, are attacks and homicides that escape on account of their possible relation to 

faida, or private vendetta, settled between families, which went un-denounced to 

authorities.79 It is in this silent category in which we may file unfaithful women and those 

suspected of infidelity, or, conversely, women subjected to kidnapping, rape, or forced 

marriages. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
77 Ibid., 24. He attributes the seemingly low number of deaths to the use of swords and knives for injury 
rather than a firearm wound, which could lead to a more profound infection. 
78  Ibid. 
79 This is not a practice consigned to the past, but a present phenomenon not yet conquered in Sicily’s 
present. The fuitina, in which a man kidnaps a women or lovers plan a woman’s ‘kidnapping’ for the 
purposes of marriage still function as a legitimate means of securing a union, see Antonella Vitale, “Fiutina: 
Love, Sex and Rape in Modern Italy 1945 to present,” paper presented at Sicily: Language, Art, and Culture, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, February 11-12, 2016). 
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IV. THE STRENGTH OF WIDOWS 

Dido 

In addition to promoting the steadfastness and strength of married heroines, the 

Steri’s artists comment on the fortitude of two widows: Judith and Dido. The 

representation of the Aeneid on the Sala Magna ceiling is heavily damaged, revealing only 

an abbreviated scene from Book IV in which Aeneas is noticeably. Levi gives a brief 

overview of the composition, reading the tale from right to left, and understandably 

supports his reading of the faded images with Virgil's text.80 What remains is the 

centerpiece of the book: Dido's suicide by the sword left behind by her lover and the 

departure of Aeneas (Figs. 25-26). In the central image, she stands in a tower, the 

stonework of which is carved to highlight her dramatic death. The sword stands upright, 

stretching the entire vertical height of the frame. Dido’s arms dangle limply as she slumps 

grotesquely over the blade, which has skewered her utterly; she lifts and turns her head 

slightly to offer the viewer a glimpse of her pained expression. To the right, two women –

one possibly Dido, herself— watch and wave to the sailing ship that carries Aeneas away. 

The city, Carthage, labeled CAR-TA-GO in white paint, is represented by a simple tower 

and parapet, yet stands as a reminder of the urban decay caused by her relationship with 

Aeneas:  

Alone she mourned in the great empty hall 
And pressed her body on the couch he left: 
She heard him still, though absent—heard and saw him. 
Or she would hold Asanius in her lap, 
Enthralled by him, the image of his father, 
As though by this ruse to appease a love 
Beyond all telling. 
Towers, half-built, rose 
No farther; men no longer trained in arms 
Or toiled to make harbors and battlements 

																																																								
80 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 113-114. 
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Impregnable. Projects were broken off, 
Laid over, and the menacing huge walls 
With cranes unmoving stood against the sky. 
 
Aeneid Book 4, ll. 114-126 

 

With Dido impaled upon Aeneas’s sword, the viewer witnesses the death of the city's 

illustrious founder, one celebrated for her industriousness, generosity, and repeated 

refusal of Iarbas' offer of marriage. In the eyes of Boccaccio and other humanist authors, 

her virtue lies in her devotion and strength, gaining the sympathy of late medieval 

audiences, whose attitudes begin to shift against Aeneas’s uncourtly behavior in the 

thirteenth century.  

Ill-feeling towards Aeneas is captured in a number of Boccaccio’s works, which 

lends support for a charitable reading of Dido on the Steri’s ceiling.81 A chaste figure, 

Dido is heartbroken and devoted, displaying masculine strength; Boccaccio highlights this 

																																																								
81 The popularity of Guido's stern history is evident in its transmission beyond Sicily, informing several the 
narratives of several “martyrs” in Chaucer's The Legend of Good Women (c. 1380s). Sandwiched between the 
legend of Thisbe and those of Hypsipyle and Medea, Chaucer's Dido confronts Aeneas, who confesses his 
desire to leave for Italy, and she begs, as his wife, to slay her with his own sword, rather than leave her to 
suffer from her lost reputation on account of Aeneas's abandonment: Dischevele, with hir brighte gilte 
here,/ And seith, "Have mercy! Let me with yow ryde!/ These lordes which that wonen me beside/ Wil me 
destroyen only for your sake./ And so wil me now to wyfe take/ As ye han sworn, than wol I yeve yow 
leve/ To sleen me with your swerd now sone at eve,/ For than yet shal I dyen as your wyf.(vv. 1315-1322). 
Through the complaint of Dido, Chaucer paints Aeneas in the worst possible light, calling him a traitor– a 
derogatory term seen multiple times on the ceiling: “For on a night sleping he let hir lye,/And stal awey 
unto his companye,/And as a traitour fourth he gan to saile/ Toward the large contree of Italie (vv. 1326-
1329); “For as a traitour he is from hir go/ And with hir lafte his yonge children two,/ And falsely hath 
betrayed hir, allas!/ And ever in love a cheef traitour he was/ And wedded yet the thriddle wyf anon/ That 
was the doughter of the King Creon” (1656-1661). Similarly, Chaucer brands Jason a traitour twice for 
leaving Medea behind with his two children in the next legend. Proving his heart most cold, Dido awakens 
to find her husband gone, leaving a shirt for her to sob into and his sword with which to end her life. In 
Book I of The House of Fame, Chaucer fleshes out Dido's plight with even greater pathos...(43). While 
Chaucer's work slightly postdates the Steri's painted ceiling and is penned hundreds of miles away, his 
reading of the tale  must be taken in consideration to understand consideration to appreciate the 
innovations on the ceiling. See The Legend of Good Women in Geoffrey Chaucer's Dream Visions and Other 
Poems, ed. Katheryn L. Lynch (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2007), 117-189. See Riccardiano text 
in Florence, find Nicola F. McDonald, 
 “Chaucer's Legend of Good Women, Ladies at Court and the Female Reader” Chaucer Review 35.1 (2000): 22-42. 
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latter aspect especially in De claribus mulieribus, in which Dido represents a firm exemplum 

of wifely honor:  

O woman of manly strength! O glory of female modesty, worthy object of praise, now 
and forever!...By your effort, embarrass wives sunk in wantonness, so that those of us 
who recognize that your good name endures forever after so many centuries may be able 
to see the glory of matronly modesty increased still further. 
 
O mulieris virile robur! O foeminei pudoris decus laude perpetua 
celebrandum...Lascivientibus matronis opere tuo rubores iniice ut qui nomen tuum 
honorabile semper post tot saecula noscimus, honestatem etiam matronalis prudicitiae 
auctam videre possimus.82 

 
Boccaccio’s description of Dido in Chapter 7 expands well past the one- or two-

line comments on other betrayed and lovesick women, such as Myrrha, Candace, Thisbe, 

Hero. Highlighting the weight of her abandonment, Fiammetta, laments in the first 

person, couching her complaint in classical histories and contemporary narratives: 

Much more forcefully than any other, the grief of abandoned Dido comes next to mind, 
perhaps because I know it to be more like mine than any other. I imagine her presiding 
over the building of Carthage, most solemnly imparting laws to her people in the temple 
of Juno, kindly receiving the shipwrecked foreigner there, and enchanted with his 
appearance, placing herself and her possessions at the mercy of the Trojan leader, who, 
after having used the regal delights for his own pleasure and having inflamed her love 
more warmly day by day, abandons her and departs. How incomparably miserable she 
appears to me, as I see her looking at the sea crowded with the ships of her fleeing lover! 
But as I reflect on her death, I finally consider her to be more impatient than woeful. In 
my opinion, when Panfilo first left, I too of course experienced the same grief she did 
when Aeneas left; if only the gods had then willed me to kill myself immediately, when I 
was suffering little! At least, just like her, I would have been freed of my sorrows, which 
have since continually grown greater. 
 
Vienmi poi innanzi co[n] molta più forza, che alcuno altro, il dolore della abā[n]donata 
Dido percioche più al mio somigliante il conosco, che alcuno altro. Io imagino lei edifica 
Carthagine; & con somma pō[m]pa dar leggi nel Tempio di Giunone a' suoi popoli: & 
quivi benignamente ricevere il forestiere Enea naufrago, & esser presa della sua forma. & 
se, & le sue cose rimettere nell'arbitrio del Troiano Duca. Il quale havendo le reali delitie 

																																																								
82 See Craig Kallendorf, In Praise of Aeneas: Virgil and Epideictic Rhetoric in the Early Italian Renaissance (Hanover: 
University Press of New England, 1989), 58-76. Craig Kallendorf suggests that after Boccaccio's meetings 
with Petrarch, his Latin works shift, placing Dido in a less virtuous position, and essentially crafting two 
Didos with two Boccaccios: “And as we see Boccaccio struggling to integrate Virgil's story into the more 
appealing tradition of the historical Dido to which he refers repeatedly in his humanistic works, we realize 
that his literary theory has led him to distinguish between a Dido appropriate for his Latin works and a 
Dido appropriate for his works in volgare– two different Didos. He argues that this helps fit works like 
Virgil's Aeneas into an epideitic framework, that is, a text in which praise and blame are meted out. As such, 
Boccaccio transitions his reading of Dido from a discussion of lovesickness to a more ‘ambiguous space,’ 
71-2. This seems to help trecento readers, such as Boccaccio and Petrarch understand why Virgil diverges 
from the historic tales of Dido and “sacrifices Dido's chastity on the altar of Aeneas' virtue,” 73.  
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usate a suo piacere, & lei di giorno in giorno più accesa del suo amore, abā[n]donatala si 
dipartì. O qua[n]to se[n]za comparatione misi nostra miserevole mira[n]do lei riguardante 
il mare pieno de' legni del fuggē[n]te ama[n]te. Ma ultimatame[n]te più impatie[n]te, che 
dolorosa la tengo, co[n]siderando alla sua morte. Et certo io nel primo partir di Pa[n]filo 
sentì per mio aviso quel medesimo dolore, che ella nella partita de Enea. Cosi havessono 
alhora a gli Dii voluto, che io poco sofferente mi fosse subitame[n]te versa. Almeno, si 
come lei, sarei stato fuori delle mie pene, lequali poi co[n]tinousame[n]te sono dive[n]tate 
maggiori...83 

 
 
In Elegia di Madonna Fiammetta, Fiammetta folds the pain of Dido in with her own 

and expresses her own desire to die, a wish eventually quelled by the soothing words of 

her nurse. Throughout the work her voice is informed largely by the contemporary and 

Classical texts, an unsurprising occurrence given Boccaccio’s thoughts on women’s uses 

of books expressed in the proemo of the Decameron. The commentary of a fifteenth-century 

printing of Elegia di Madonna Fiammetta, reinforces the broad range of source material, in 

which the editor points to the list of deceived, but faithful women, observing that “le 

maggior parte di q[ue]ste favole si legge in Ovidio,” while in the second part of her account she 

turns to “i Franceschi Roma[n]zi,” acknowledging the role of the Roman d’Eneas, Roman de 

Troie, and Roman de Thèbes, three twelfth-century vernacular French epics based on antique 

accounts.84  

In these texts, which contributed to a Plantagenet dynastic narrative, especially 

under Eleanor of Aquitaine, Aeneas’s story offered Norman writers ample opportunity to 

shape Virgil’s account to suit their tastes. Marilynn Desmond posits that in the the Roman 

																																																								
83 Boccaccio, La Amorosa Fiammetta (Venice: Gerolamo Cavalcalupo, 1564), 202. The majority of Chapter 
Seven features a long list of lovers pained by their “lovesickness.” For the English translation, see 
Boccaccio, The Elegy of Lady Fiammetta, ed. Mariangela Causa-Steindler and Thomas Mauch (Chicago: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1990), 144-145. 
84 Ibid., 203. Bruckner's Speculum article has been a very useful source with which to corroborate evidence 
and a space for comparison between literary and visual memory. Her reading of violence in Benoît is 
expanded and corroborated on the Steri’s ceiling. Violence against women is depicted repeatedly: the raptus 
of Hesione and Elena, and betrayal of Dido, and the stuprum of Medea each require careful assessment. As 
Bruckner notes, “Violent acts require interpretation, justification, public proclamation;” see Matilda 
Tomaryn Bruckner, “Remembering the Trojan War: Violence Past, Present, and Future in Benoît de Sainte-
Maure's Roman de Troie,” Speculum 90.2 (2015): 378. 
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d’Eneas, and Histoire ancienne jusqua’a’ Cesar, for example, divine intervention is nearly 

erased, divulging contemporary attitudes about medicine and health. In particular, love 

sickness emerges as Dido’s fatal flaw, and she is imagined as a foil to Aeneas’s future 

wife, Lavinia, who expresses desire in a mode more acceptable to a Norman audience. 

Her affliction gained even the understanding Giovanni Villani in Nuova Cronica, who 

chronicled illustrious and disastrous Florentine events through the first half of the 

fourteenth century. After pausing over the death of Aeneas’s father, Anchises, in Sicily, 

he describes the events following the hero’s shipwreck: 

And after the great mourning made by Æneas over his dear father, they departed thence 
to go into Italy; and by stress of storm the said ships were divided, and part held one 
way, and part another. And one of the said ships, with all on board, was lost in the sea, 
and the others came to the shores of Africa (neither knowing ought of the other), where 
the noble city of Carthage was a-building by the powerful and beautiful Queen Dido 
which had come thither from Sidonia, which is now called Suri [Tyre]; and the said 
Æneas and Ascanius, his son, and all his following in the twenty-one ships which came 
to that port, were received by the said queen with great honour; above all, because the 
said queen was taken with great love for Æneas so soon as she beheld him, in such wise 
that Æneas for her sake abode there long time in such delight that he did not remember 
the commandment of the gods that he should go into Italy; and by a dream or vision, it 
was told him by the said gods that he should no longer abide in Africa. For the which 
thing suddenly with his following and ships he departed from Carthage; and therefore 
the said Queen Dido by reason of her passionate love slew herself with the sword of the 
said Æneas. And those who desire to know this story more fully may read it in the First 
and Second Books of the Æneid, written by the great poet Virgil. 
 
E dopo il grande corrotto fatto per Enea del caro padre, di là si partirono per arrivare in 
Italia: e per grande fortuna di mare si dipartirà la detta conserva delle navi, e l’una tenne 
una via, e l’altra un’altra. E l’una delle dette navi contutta la genta profondò in mare, 
l’altre arrivaro a li liti d’Africa, non sappiendo l’una dall’altra, là dove si facea la nobile 
città di Cartagine per la possente e bella reina Dido venuta là di Sidonia, che oggi si 
chiama Suri; la quale il detto Enea, e Ascanio suo figliuolo, e tutta sua gente delle XXI 
navi che a quello porto si ritrovaro la detta reina acolse con grande onore, e 
maggiormente perché la detta reina di grande amore fu presa di Enea incontanente che ’l 
vide, per modo che per lei vi dimorò Enea più tempo in tanto diletto, che non si 
ricordava del comandamento degli Dei che dovesse andare in Italia; e per sogno, overo 
visione, per gli detti Iddei gli fu comandato che più non dovesse dimorare in Africa. Per 
la qual cosa subitamente con sua gente e navilio si partì di Cartagine; e però la detta reina 
Dido per lo smaniante amore colla spada del detto Enea ella medesima sé uccise. E chi 
questa storia più pienamente vorrà trovare legga il primo e secondo libro dell’Eneida che 
fece il grande poeta Virgilio.85 

																																																								
85 Giovanni Villani, Cronica (Einaudi, Biblioteca della Letteratura Italiana), 27. This digital library realized as 
a collaboration between Pianetascuola and Einaudi offers hundreds of reliable Italian translations of critical 
Italian literature. See http://www.letteraturaitaliana.net/ (last accessed 10 October 2016). For the English 
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Artists in the medieval period found Dido’s tremendous angst to be a critical 

source of engagement between the reader and the story. Seeking to illuminate the journey 

of Aeneas (or Eneas depending on the tradition), they could combine the historic Dido 

with the poetic Dido, as did an illuminator of anonymous thirteenth-century author of 

the Roman d’Eneas, a vernacular translation of Virgil’s text. Dido’s two attempts at suicide 

are incorporated into the manuscript page: in an historiated initial, she tosses herself onto 

a pyre following her engagement to Iarbas, a king in North Africa, which was forced 

upon her by her people; and in a tableau above the text, Dido runs a sword through her 

breast as she stands in a tower watching Aeneas sail from Carthage to Sicily from where 

eventually travels to found Rome (Fig. 27-28). 

At the Steri, a combination of divine intervention and lovesickness take Dido’s 

reason hostage. To the left of the suicide scene, Dido kneels in a private room with her 

hands clasped and raised in a gesture of devotion. Flanking her are a pair of nude winged 

figures, who grasp her by the hands and shoulders. Lovesickness, in fact, roils the 

population of the southern half of the ceiling, sweeping its way along many of the painted 

beams to catch young men and women unaware and transform them into swooning 

lovers. Warnings of love and the dangers caused by Amor's careless shafts are found in 

abundance on the ceiling. Boldly painted in thick golden lettering on panel no. 112A, the 

word AMOR, surrounded by a floral frieze; these four letters spell Dido's doom, 

positioned along the central beam, perpendicular to her tale. Triumphing over her heart 

																																																								
translation, consult Giovanni Villani, Being Selections from the First Nine Books of the Croniche Fiorentine of 
Giovanni Villani, ed. Philip H. Wicksteed, trans. Rose E. Selfe (The Project Gutenburg eBook, 2010). This e-
book was made available free of charge by The Project Gutenberg; see 
http://archive.org/stream/villanischronicl33022gut/pg33022.txt (last accessed 10 October 2016). 
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and reason, her sense of loss leaves her only one means of escape worthy of honor (Fig. 

29). O Amor! cries a struck woman struck by Cupid’s arrow (no. 250B). His laden case and 

traditional attributes – lead arrows, golden shafts, deep wounds– have been damaged in 

repeated cleaning and restorations, but the drama of this particular hunt remains (Fig. 30). 

 

Judith 

A survey of violence on the ceiling requires a rich vocabulary: familicide (Madonna 

Elena of Narbonne); infanticide, filicide or prolicide (Judgment of Solomon); geronticide 

(Susanna); honor-killing (Madonna Elena of Narbonne, anonymous adulteress); nepoticide 

(Jason and the Argonauts); patricide (Evil-Merodach); uxoricide (Madonna Elena of 

Narbonne); suicide (Dido); homicide (Judith and Holofernes); etc. Simply stated, an 

abundance of murderous acts parade above spectator's head, and in more than one tale, 

multiple murders are attempted, achieved, or overlap the categories mentioned above. 

One might try to separate the violent worlds of Elena of Narbonne, Queen Dido of 

Carthage, and Susanna by genre—romance, classical, biblical, respectively— as did Ezio 

Levi in his assessment of the ceiling. Each of these heroines, however, operates in a 

sphere of rules crafted and redrafted by medieval writers and artists, and there is great 

value in appreciating their juxtaposition on the ceiling.86 The artists created noble worlds 

																																																								
86 For a discussion of “neighboring” texts, see George Edmonson's Introduction in The Neighboring Text: 
Chaucer, Boccaccio, Henryson (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 2011), 1-36, in which the author argues 
for an ethical reading of juxtaposed works within libraries and manuscripts: “In this scenario, neighboring 
becomes the very precondition of textual production, while texts themselves serve as a means of 
negotiating, contesting, and in some cases subverting the neighbor relation,” 3-4. The importance of 
reading the narratives on the ceiling, together with the many inscriptions, prayers, and marginalia, can and 
ought to be read within an ethical framework in which the viewer of the ceiling responds to and produces 
relationships between scenes, characters, and visual disruptions crafted by the three artists. 
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around dramatic confrontations, which are successfully resolved through an effort to 

salvage trampled virtues. 

The gore, horror, and redemption offered by Judith had a resounding impact on 

the medieval art and literature. Apocryphal descriptions of her offered artists a plethora 

of details upon which to focus in order to convey her transformation from humble 

widow, content to honor her deceased husband, Manassas, to a powerful warrior 

performing on behalf of her suffocating city, Bethulia. Sharing the third beam with Elena 

of Narbonne, Judith’s story (panel no. 18A) is framed by the city’s monumental 

architecture – compact towers, churches, and palaces. In the first of five scenes, not a 

single face is to be seen. A wall punctuated with arrow slits encloses the city, which offers 

a single entrance, similar to that seen at the estate of Madonna Elena and Susanna’s 

garden. Judith, frustrated by her city’s ever-shrinking faith and martial ability, finds herself 

wandering in search of the Assyrian camp that threatens the city. In the second scene, she 

raises a hand in surprise as a soldier springs from behind a rock to grab her right arm and 

shoulder; her effort to pull away creates a deep crease in her dress (Fig. 31). Here, the 

viewer confronts Judith after her transformation into a fourteenth-century lady, adorned 

with braided hair, diadem, buttons, and elaborate sleeves. Casting aside her simple 

lifestyle as a widow, she selects the most seductive of feminine wiles as a war tactic to 

save her people:87 

																																																								
87 Investigating the manner in which Judith dresses in these scenes in light of Italian sumptuary laws in the 
thirteenth through fifteenth centuries provides an interesting look at the manner in which authority is 
visualized here. Sumptuary laws regulated the kinds of materials, patterns, and amounts of embellishment 
women were permitted to display on clothing, leading to women to display amazing feats of sartorial 
mutability. For example, a woman was charged with wearing a scarf, but deftly transformed it into a 
headscarf in court, baffling the ufficiale delle donne as described by Franco Sacchetti in Trecentonovelle of 1384. 
On the other hand, men, according to Susan Mosher Stuard, were fairly unfettered in this regard, free to 
display their wealth as a means of establishing the standing in the community, see Chapter 4 in particular in 
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And it came to pass, when she had ceased to cry into the God of Israel, and had made an 
end of all these words, that she rose up where she had fallen down, and called her maid, 
and went down into the house, in which she was wont to abide on the Sabbath days and 
on her feast days, and pulled off the sackcloth which she had put on, and put off the 
garments of her widowhood, and washed her body over with water, and anointed herself 
with rich ointment, and braided the hair of her head, and put a tiara upon it, and put on 
her garments of gladness, wherewith she was wont to be clad in the days of the life of 
Manasses her husband.  And she took sandals for her feet, and put her chains about her, 
and her bracelets, and her rings, and her earrings, and all her ornaments, and decked 
herself bravely, to beguile the eyes of all men that should see her.88 

 
Accompanied by two soldiers on horseback, Elena makes her introduction to 

Holofernes, who rises from a handsomely carved stool. An attendant holds his shield and 

younger one stands with his sword, framed centrally within a white tent lined by a red 

textile studded with dark red stars, a reference to Holofernes’s “canopy of purple and 

gold studded with emeralds and precious stones.” At this initial meeting, the viewer is 

given every indication that the exchange between Holofernes and Elena is a courtly affair. 

She clasps his right hand, a sign of good faith, as she explains how she came with valuable 

information, and Holofernes offers her a warm reception in the presence of the two 

attendants. In their first interactions, the artist applies the same treatment used on dozens 

of handsome couples on the ceiling: Holofernes wears a red waistcoat lined with white 

buttons along the forearms and chest, a studded belt hangs low on the waist, and pointed 

shoes match the taupe of his hose. To indicate his importance, the artist outfits him with 

an elaborate multi-pointed crown, rather than a helmet. 

In the following scene, Holofernes offers Judith a golden goblet from which to 

drink as they sit together and talk. The artist takes advantage of the natural progression of 

the narrative from left to right, playing with the repetition of the tent, suggesting the 

reality of an impromptu meeting between the tents of a battle camp. Elena sits upright, 

																																																								
Gilding the Market: Luxury and Fashion in Fourteenth-Century Italy (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 2006). 
88 Judith 10:1-4. 
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her left hand still on her knee, as she accepts the wine. She presents every trick that 

Boccaccio moans about in De casibus virorum illustrium:  

They realize that their objectives are much aided by the bright rosy colour of their faces, 
their large, deep and blue eyes, their blond and curly hair, their red mouths, their straight 
noses, their white necks which rise straightway from their rounded shoulders, their breast 
riding with two full and solid swellings, their long straight arms, their delicate hands, their 
elongated fingers, their graceful bodies, and their small feet. They nevertheless strive to 
use every means to obtain what they want by supplementing what nature has given them 
with other means that they have acquired through their industriousness. 
 
Et si faciem roseo colore ac vivido fulgidam, oculos longos graves atque ceruleos, auream crispamque 
cesariem, os cinnameum, exstensum nasum, eburneum collum, recte ex rotundis surgens humeris, pectus 
duplici quadam duritie atque rotunda tumorositate levatum, extensa brachia, manus tenues, protensos 
digitos, et gracile corpus, parvumque pedem, plurimum in suum propositum posse cognoscant, tota tamen 
solertia in id vigilant, ut, his quodammodo a natura concessis aliis superadditis industria sua quesitis, 
habeant quod intendunt.89 
 
De casibus virorum illustrium, I. 1890 

 
Framed within the exposed interior of Holofernes’s tent, Judith, her hair perfectly 

gathered in her braid under her golden diadem, maintains her posturing as a perfumed 

coquette. The white field of Holofernes’s bedsheet serves as a visual divider between the 

active state of Judith and the passive stupor of Holofernes within this microcosm of 

challenged and transcended virility. Judith’s performance as a helpless woman, however, 

is betrayed by the Holofernes’s sword in her hand and her wrapped and pinned sleeves, a 

																																																								
89 Giovanni Boccaccio, De casibus virorum illustrem (Biblioteca Italiana, 2007). The Biblioteca Italiana is a free 
resource made available by the Università degli Studi di Roma “La Sapienza”: 
http://ww2.bibliotecaitaliana.it/xtf/view?docId=bibit001350/bibit001350.xml (last accessed: 10 October 
2016). 
90 Reflecting on this passage, Marilyn Migiel asks what motivates Boccaccio's narrator to make such claims 
against women, noting the friction between acknowledgement of women's collective ability to resculpt a 
woman's outwardly appearance to make her more appealing and an accusation of shameless deception and 
manipulation. This creates a kind of see-saw effect for the reader, requiring her to question repeatedly the 
presumed authority of the narrator. See “Boccaccio and Women,” in The Cambridge Companion to Boccaccio, 
eds. Guyda Armstrong, Rhiannon Daniels, and Stephen J. Milner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2015), 173-74. Applying this critique to Judith's relationship with Holofenes, I think that reading the 
Biblical tale and its pictorial form against contemporary works, like Corbaccio and de Casibus, leads to 
interesting questions about Judith's understanding of men and how to manipulate them for her ends, which, 
of course, are praised. Judith transvests herself, in a way, not across genders, but across time, shedding the 
garments of widowhood for those of a joyful, sensual woman, her past self. And she does this, knowing 
that the scents, sounds, and sights of her as she intentionally places herself within the gaze of Holofernes 
will produce the results that she seeks for herself, and by extension for her people. 
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trick used by Elena, as well. She leans over Holofernes as he sleeps to tilt back his head 

with her left hand and slice at his neck with her right. The artist indicates her exertion by 

showing a crease in her dress as she leans into her task. Spurting jets of blood rain to the 

floor, contrasting starkly against the neutral tones of the sword and the mattress. The red 

of the tent’s interior and Holofernes’s dress coat only magnify the violence at hand. 

In the final scene, a carnivalesque distortion of the first, two organized rows of 

soldiers issue forth from the open doors of Bethulia, transfixing the enemy with spears 

and create a rising heap of bodies. In the foreground, a Bethulian soldier lunges at an 

enemy, who, stabbed in the neck, sinks in the pile, while futilely grasping at the sword. 

Surveying the massacre below, Judith leans from the loggia of the entrance tower and 

grasps Holofernes’s sword with both hands. The artist eschews the textual tradition in 

which Judith hangs the head on the walls of the city. Instead she lodges it upon the tip of 

her sword, like a macabre puppet, and waves it over the Bethulia’s army as blood 

continues to gush forth from the horrific wound.91 On the coffers surrounding them, 

long-necked monsters with human heads mock in verdant whispers this monstrous new 

neck of Holofernes, struck down by the might of a widow. 

Judith’s surprising victory and her extraordinary might long attracted Christian 

artists and exegetes. In his short treatise, De viduis (Concerning Widows), Ambrose of Milan 

																																																								
91 Asa Mittman’s dark exploration of decapitation highlights the fundamental importance of capital 
integrity, and the function of “partibility” of bodies within medieval thought, especially in the cult of saints. 
Cephalophoric saints, those who hold their severed head in their hands, are not figured on the ceiling; 
however, decapitation serves as a salvific act in many scenes, including Elena of Narbonne and Judith and 
Holofernes. Mittman, responding to essays in the volume Decapitation in the Medieval and Early Modern 
Imagination, states: "There is, in short, no such thing as 'the role' of the severed head in medieval and early 
modern culture. Rather, there is a great diversity of roles (speaking and non-speaking parts, alike) played by 
severed heads; see Asa Simon Mittman, “Answering the Call of the Severed Head,” in Heads Will Roll: 
Decapitation in the Medieval and Early Modern Imagination, ed. Larissa Tracy and Jeff Massey (Leiden: Brill, 
2012), 312 (311-327). 
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outlines the traits of Judith that would characterize the virago  in the medieval period, that 

is, women who physically and intellectually surpass the expectations of men.92 Judith finds 

strength in her position as a widow, and Ambrose emphasizes her autonomous agency 

twice (who of herself alone, by her hand alone) to cast away any doubt of Judith’s ability to 

defeat her natural state of weakness as a woman and to chase away an army of men: 

§37 But bravery also is usually not wanting to a good widow. For this is true bravery, 
which surpasses the usual nature and the weakness of the sex by the devotion of the 
mind, such as was in her who was named Judith, who of herself alone was able to rouse 
up from utter prostration and defend from the enemy men broken down by the siege, 
smitten with fear, and pining with hunger. For she, as we read, when Holofernes, 
dreaded after his success in so many battles, had driven countless thousands of men 
within the walls; when the armed men were afraid, and were already treating about the 
final surrender, went forth outside the wall, both excelling that army which she delivered, 
and braver than that which she put to flight… 
 
And this was not so much a work of her hands, as much more a trophy of her wisdom. 
For having overcome Holofernes by her hand alone, she overcame the whole army of 
the enemies by her wisdom. For handing up the head of Holofernes, a deed which the 
wisdom of the men had been unable to plan, she raised the courage of her countrymen, 
and broke down that of the enemy. She stirred up her own friends by her modesty, and 
struck terror into the enemy so that they were put to flight and slain. And so the 
temperance and sobriety of one widow not only subdued her own nature, but, which is 
far more, even made men more brave. 
 
(Book I, Chapter VII: §§37, 41)93 
 
§37 Sed nec fortitudo bonae viduae deesse consuevit. Haec enim vera est fortitudo, quae 
naturae usum, sexus infirmitatem, mentis devotione transgreditur: qualis iu illa fuit, cui 
nomen Judith, quae viros obsidione fractos, perculsos metu, tabidos fame, sola potuit a 
colluvione revocare, ad hostae defeudere. Ea enim, ut legimus, cum Holophernes 
successu multorum terribilis praeliorum, intra muros innumera virorum millia coegisset, 
armatis paventibus, et de extrema jam sorte tractantibus, extra murum processit: et illo 
praestantior exercitu, quem liberavit; et eo fortior, quem fugavit. 
 
§41 Nec dexterae tantum hoc opus, sed multo major trophaea sapientiae. Nam cum 
manu solum Holophernem vicisset, consilio omnem hostium vicit exercitum. Suspenso 
enim Holophernis capite, quod virorum non potuit excogitari consili, suorum erexit 
animos, hostium fregit: suos pudore excitans, hostes quoque terrore percelleus; coque 
caesi sunt et fugati. Ita unius viduae temperantia atque sobrietas non solum naturam 
suam vicit, sed quod est amplius, fecit viros etiam fortiores.94 

 
																																																								
92 See Marcia L. Colish, “Ambrose of Milan on Chastity,” in Chastity: A Study in Perception, Ideals, Opposition, 
ed. Nancy Deusen (Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2008), 37-60. 
93 St. Ambrose of Milan, Concerning Widows, in A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian 
Church. Second Series. Vol. X (Oxford: James Parker and Company, New York: The Christian Literature 
Company, 1896), 397-398. 
94 JP Migne, Patrologia Latina (De ecclesiae patribus doctoribusque). Available gratis at 
documentacatholicaonmia.eu (accessed 2 May 2017). 
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The combination of Judith’s sartorial splendor and the fruit of her Herculean 

efforts offers her a privileged place centuries following Ambrose’s assessment among 

wise men on the north wall and the north arch gusset of the Sala di Udienza of the 

Palazzo Comunale in Lucignano (Arezzo).95 Judith wears an embroidered gown with a 

floral motif belted in an empire-style and billowing fabric pinned at the hips (Figs. 33-34). 

Below her a notary of the city announces his role in the town: Ser Laur[e]ntii Ria[n]nis 

Not[arius?] et Can[cellerius?] M CCCC LXIII. Judith’s large pointed shoes are reminiscent 

of soldier’s footwear more so than the dainty slippers of a Renaissance woman. In her 

right hand she holds a sword, still dripping in blood, and in her left she dangles the 

severed head of Holofernes, whose face features heavy lidded eyes and a deeply furrowed 

brow. His shaggy unkempt hair strikes the viewer as that of a Wildman. Labelled Judit 

ebrea, the widow stands to the right of Aristotle, who holds an open book. Below them 

sits the crowned figure of Solomon.  

Judith’s illustrious companions represent only a few of the many who hold 

council in the communal hall of Lucignano, and her presence there reminded the city’s 

leading men and women of their duty to overcome difficult tasks with fortitude and 

reserve. Dressed as a wealthy contemporary of the council, Judith intervenes in the future 

of Lucignano, as she did in Bethulia. The discourse of this space of governance is 

inscribed by the wisdom of millennia, and Judith’s place of honor among Solomon, 

Aristotle, Virgil, Constantine and other illustrious men point to extraordinary place in 

																																																								
95 L. B. T. Houghton, “A Fresco Portrait of Virgil at Lucignano,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 
66 (2003): 1-28; Ermengard Hlawitschka-Roth, Die ‘Uomini Famosi’ der Sala di Udienza im Palazzo Comunale zu 
Lucignano: Staatsverständnis und Tugendlehre im Spiegel einer toskanischen Freskenfolge des Quattrocento (Neuried: Ars 
Una, 1998). Christiane L. Joost-Gaugier, “Dante and the History of Art: The Case of a Tuscan Commune. 
Part II: The Sala del Consiglio at Lucignano,” Artibus et Historiae 11.22 (1990): 23-46. 
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history. The only other women represented is Lucretia, who has just begun to push the 

dagger into her breast. Like the other men and women of her cohort, she presents herself 

as a woman of high birth: a cluster of gems and a large pearl crown her veil and a 

bejeweled flower sits upon her collarbone.96 As the only women represented in the space, 

both occupying the sails of adjacent vaults, one cannot help but read this pair of 

extraordinary women as very particular reminders to the council to act justly and bravely. 

The Steri’s reception hall, however, does not include the careful arrangement of 

monumental noble figures, like Virgil, Cicero, and Boethius painted with ample didactic 

descriptions. The painted quattrocentesco program of the Sala delle Udienze of Lucignano 

reminded a specific audience of these figures’ contributions to society and admonished 

the council to listen to each other quietly in fellowship. Aristotle of the Steri, in 

comparison, is lampooned, ridden by Phyllis, while Alexander observes from a balcony 

(Fig. 35). David may slay Goliath on the fourteenth beam (no. 234B), but the viewer is 

also reminded of his misguided campaign to win Bathsheba, now barely legible on the 

sixteenth beam (no. 244B).97 

 

V. CONCLUSION: QUESTIONING JUSTICE 

The critical question of aesthetic and functional differences between Hall of 

Justice art and that presented in the Sala Magna also remains. Art historians of medieval 

Sicily must look to existent sites, such as those in Tuscany and Umbria, on account of 

																																																								
96 KHI, Nr. fln0382060z_p, Nummer des KHI Florenz: 382060 (s/w, 6x6) Signatur: Mal. Ren., Aufn. 
Artini, Luigi, Zugang: 1981.01.28 Fotoinhalt: Teilansicht: Lucrezia. 
97 As Roger J. Crum points out, although both David and Judith contribute great Jewish victories, one of 
many important distinctions between them is Judith’s eventual return to a quiet life as a widow, whereas 
David becomes a great king; see “Judith between the Private and Public Realms in Renaissance Florence,” 
in The Sword of Judith: Judith Studies Across Disciplines, ed. Kevin R. Brine, et al. (Cambridge: OpenBook 
Publishers, 2010), 291-306. 
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their fortunate survival with little alteration. Each scholar of the Steri has looked up 

Lorenzetti’s murals as a model for the work in Palermo, creating a misleading relationship 

between the function of the Sala dei Nove, a space specifically designed for the debates 

and tasks of the Sienese governing body, and the baronial residence of the Grand 

Admiral of Trinacria, whose hall most likely facilitated important diplomatic exchanges.98 

Lorenzetti documents the powerful commercial and social effects of a healthy 

government, witnessed in all aspects of the city and the countryside. Presenting city life in 

spectacular detail, he invites the viewer to enter an idealized urban center with its vital 

agricultural apparatus and confront the damage if the communal good is neglected. Such 

a unified mission does not resonate in the work produced by Masters Cecco, Simone, and 

Pellegrino. The distinction is important. 

By the late fourteenth century, medieval Palermo had developed a sophisticated 

juridical network in which the Corte Pretoria, the Corte Regia, the universitates, and others 

supported their respective notaries, themselves schooled at Bologna and abroad, to 

document court proceedings, protocols, and decrees.99 The practice of law and 

administration in the port city was a point of great pride, and the Chiaramonte, although 

determined, did not have complete control over it. Documentary evidence points, 

instead, to the ever-present tension between the powerful barons Chiaramonte and the 

																																																								
98 Gerhard Wolf,  “Die Frau in Weiß: visuelle Strategien und künstlerische Argumentation in Ambrogio 
Lorenzettis Fresken in der Sala dei Nove, ” Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz  55.1 (2013):  
27-53; Diana Norman, “‘Love justice, you who judge the earth’: the paintings of the Sala dei Nove in the 
Palazzo Pubblico, Siena,” in Siena, Florence and Padua, 2. Case studies (New Haven: Yale University Press: 
1995), 145-167; Diana Norman, “Pisa, Siena, and the Maremma: a neglected aspect of Ambrogio 
Lorenzetti’s paintings in the Sala dei Nove,” Renaissance Studies 11 (1997): 310-342.; Randolph Starn and 
Loren Partridge, Arts of power: three halls of state in Italy, 1300 - 1600 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1992); Uta Feldges, "The pictorial programme of the Sala Della Pace: a new interpretation," Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 35 (1972): 145-162. 
99 Fabrizio Titone, Governments of the universitates: urban communities of Sicily in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2009). 
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Universitas. Instead of placing themselves in the center of the kingdom’s judiciary, the 

Chiaramonte most likely used their impressive hall to conduct delicate diplomatic work 

much of which involved trafficking women to shore up alliances and strategically 

managing treasonous behavior.100 

The images may be an appropriate education for his five daughters, but would a 

program celebrating the marriage be appropriate in this semi-communal space? The kinds 

of arrangements that may have been made in the Sala Magna between the Admiral and 

the other barons make clear the striking distance between the celebration of inspired 

noblewomen and queens on the ceiling and the real treatment of women in positions of 

power in Sicily, especially following the death of Frederick IV in 1377,101  the year in 

which Manfredi married Eufemia Ventimiglia and the artists renovated the Steri. Each 

family carefully negotiated their position within each court to advance and secure their 

status, none so inconstantly than the Chiaramonte, who sent daughters into families of 

both the Catalan and Latin factions, Aragonese and Angevin courts to insinuate 

themselves into the intricacies of the courts.102 

Simone Chiaramonte, for example, tried to get an annulment oretenus and marry 

Bianca, another sister of Federico IV, but Luigi di Taranto rejected the proposal, and 

Simone died in Messina (possibly under suspicious means) on 16 March 1357. 103 The 

prestigious position of Count of Modica then passed to Simone’s uncle, Federico III. 

																																																								
100 I do not deny the moral overtones uniting many of the narratives; however, there are other 
programmatic considerations to consider that support a multi-valiant reading of this rich commission and 
resist the temptation to pin a fixed significance to each painting. 
101 The penalties themselves tell an interesting story regarding the monetary value of Sicilians based on 
creed and sex. Maria Rita Lo Forte Scirpo, C'era una volta una regina. Due donne per un regno: Maria d’Aragona e 
Bianca di Navarra (Naples: Liguori, 2013), 9-10. 
102 Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte, splendore e tramonto di una signoria, 46-7. 
103 Ibid., 42. 
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Soon after, Matteo, Federico’s son, married Giovanna, the daughter of Francesco 

Ventimiglia, a strong supporter of Federico IV and the Catalan faction, in general. 

Marking the peace between the two factions, this union enabled the return of the 

Chiaramonte to the king’s good graces, culminating in a pardon on 6 January, the 

Epiphany, that includes even defunct Chiaramonte figures Simone, Manfredi, and Enrico, 

as well as the return of confiscated property. Sardina explains that in a privilege of 20 

February 1361, Federico IV announced all of their offences before pardoning, recounting 

that “avevano usurpato proventi e diritti fiscali nec minus universitatum, terrarium et locorum 

del Regno di Sicilia e preso beni mobile, denaro, gioielli, vettovaglie e suppellettili 

appartenenti a seguaci regi siciliani e catalane, distribuendoli pro eorum libito voluntatis, 

decise di perdonare anche tali palesi violazioni, in deroga alle leggi, alle costituzioni, ai 

capitoli ed agli editti forte contrariis.”104 

The political landscape of Italy continued to cause distress for the Aragonese 

crown in the last half of the fourteenth century, especially for King Frederick IV of Sicily. 

In this moment of Sicilian history several elite women are the focus of a series of high-

stakes negotiations in an attempt to strengthen northern alliances and relieve papal stress. 

In 1372, pressure from the Papal States and Kingdom of Naples, together with frequent 

expensive wars, led the rex Trinacriae, the King of Sicily, to accept an agreement that 

dramatically changed the future of the island– at least on paper. Gregory XI, an Angevin 

pope and ally, demanded that Frederick swear fealty to Queen Giovanna I of Naples; link 

himself to that kingdom via a marriage with Antonia di Balza, a niece of Giovanna; and 

reject Salic law by naming his daughter, Maria, heir to the throne. In return, the pope 

																																																								
104 Ibid. 
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promised to remove an ongoing interdict against Sicily. As discussed in Chapter Five, a 

cycle of interdicts plagued the island, and relief from it on this occasion required, not only 

Federico's agreement to these terms, but a tax on each of his subjects. Manfredi, at the 

helm of the tax-gathering operation, appointed his own men to collect fees. When 

Antonia del Balzo died, Frederick sought a new alliance with the powerful Visconti family 

of Milan, and Pope Gregory approved a union with the fourth-born daughter of Bernabò 

Visconti in 1377, hoping that the marriage would distract the Visconti family from their 

activities in Florence.105 

When Frederick died before consummating the marriage, several enterprising 

barons took control of the island, while Maria was looked after by Artale Alagona, a 

baronial custodian arranged by Frederick. Taking advantage of the new law, which stated 

that in her majority she would be queen, the so-called Four Vicars, comprising of 

Manfredi III Chiaramonte, Francesco Ventimiglia, Artale Alagona, and Guglielmo 

Peralta, re-entered negotiations with the Milanese Visconti to establish a legitimate Siculo-

Milanese axis. The Vicars imprisoned Maria in various towers and arranged her marriage 

with Giangaleazzo Visconti, compelling the Aragonese to rescue her and the English king 

to condemn the Sicilian barons. Galleys from Barcelona were sent by King Peter IV of 

Aragon to rescue her in 1379; Guglielmo Raimondo III Moncada, the count of Augusta 

and Novara, took Maria on January 23, 1379 and deposited her at a fortress at Licata until 

																																																								
105 Sharon Dale, “Fourteenth-Century Lombard Chronicles,” in Chronicling history: chroniclers and historians in 
medieval and Renaissance Italy, eds. Sharon Dale, Alison Williams Lewin, and Duane J Osheim (University 
Park: Pennsylvania State Press, 2007), 171-195. Giangaleazzo Visconti (d. 1402) invested heavily in the 
development of a court of intellectuals at his castle in Pavia. In particular, he established two colleges to 
accommodate top legal scholars, and his father, Galeazzo II Visconti, founded a university in the same city 
in 1361. Sharon Dale describes the family's relationship with the Church as “tortured,” citing a variety of 
excommunication sentences: “[The Visconti] were imperial vicars yet wary of emperors, proud patrons of 
churches but at war against popes, and seeking marriages with French royalty while endeavoring to keep the 
French from annexing northern Italy as they had Naples,” 171. 
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she was taken to Aragon via Sardinia 1390, where she married Peter’s grandson, Martin 

“the Younger.”106 As heir of the Sicilian throne and vital connection to Aragonese 

sources, Maria offered a valuable opportunity for the enterprising barons and the 

Visconti, opening lucrative trade markets (eg. grain, saffron, cotton) and leading Sicily in a 

new direction, although the alliance potentially exposed the island anew to Bavarian 

pressure under the emperor, a close ally of the Visconti.107 Would the barons trade 

Aragonese-Angevin-papal pressure for Aragonese-Visconti-Bavarian intervention? And at 

what cost? Following her father's death, Maria becomes a pawn in an inter-regnal war, 

until she returned to Sicily with Martin the Younger, to whom she was wed, and Martin 

the Elder in 1392. The return of Aragonese power was devastating for the Chiaramonte 

family: Andrea Chiaramonte was beheaded in front of the Steri, and the remaining clan 

scattered to the mainland. 

As the newly invested Count of Modica, Manfredi III Chiaramonte, 

commissioned the sumptuous painted ceiling in his Palermitano palace, a site of 

residential splendor and bureaucratic glory. There Manfredi ruled as the mouthpiece and 

administrative hand of Frederick IV before his death and now entering a new chapter of 

his life. Scholars have thus described the ceiling as a manifestation of “power;” however, 

they have failed to set forth a convincing argument for the prevalence of violence 

performed by or against a woman. Distributive justice serves as an engaging narrative 

device, not necessary exclusively in the service of power, but in the service of ethical 

comportment. Given the variety of treasonous acts described above in which 

																																																								
106 Lo Forte Scirpo, C'era una volta una regina ...: due donne per un regno: Maria d'Aragona e Bianca di Navarra, 
(Napoli: Liguori, 2003), 20. 
107 Ibid. 
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Chiaramonte and the Vicars literally circulate the infanta Maria for political gain, a re-

examination of the women depicted on the ceiling is timely, as well as a more nuanced 

view of “good governance.”  

The narratives discussed above represent various ways in which virtue is 

challenged, leaving the fulfillment of justice to fall into the capable hands of women well-

positioned within nobility. Parsing imagery and contemporary texts, and the 

representations of just society as a means of exploring the urban environment of 

Palermo, a city with a defunct king and a distant court. Given that a powerful nobleman 

in the fourteenth century would concern himself with creative means of demonstrating 

his position, the present study examines why Manfredi III Chiaramonte did so through 

the stories of married or widowed women. In the process, attention is paid to the 

different social strata that women negotiate in the microcosm of the narrative ceiling. 

Collecting stories on the ceiling in which the most salient scenes are those that display the 

most violence deserves critical attention. The violence surrounding these women's stories 

not only facilitated long reflection upon the stories themselves, but challenged audiences 

to shape and reconstruct their understanding of virtue, association extremes of 

punishment with chastity, for example, and wisdom.108

																																																								
108 I take my cue from Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner's analysis of raptus and discrete events (achasion) as 
important narrative devices in which writers, readers, and listeners can access history and activate 
memories. She argues that the repeated raptus of women in the Trojan retelling of Benoit served, in 
particular, to trigger memories—even those not directly experiences; thus, “the more violent the image, the 
more likely we are to remember it;” see “Remembering the Trojan War," 370. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
 In the political and cartographic landscape of the medieval period, Sicily's position 

in the Mediterranean was geographically central, situated between Christendom and the 

dar al-Islam, but ideologically on the frontier. 2 After the death of Frederick II in 1250, the 

																																																								
1 Drafts of this chapter were presented at “Sicily: Language, Art, and Culture; University of Pennsylvania” 
(Philadelphia, February 2015), the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz (2016), and the Andrew Ladis 
Trecento Conference (New Orleans, 2016). I thank Jessica Richardson, Meredith Raucher Sisson, and 
Samuel Barber, in particular, for their many wonderful suggestions, as well as my colleagues at the KHI for 
their feedback during our Abteilungstreffen.  
2 According to Nora Berend, “…there is no consensus about the meaning of the term: ‘frontier’ can stand 
for boundaries; areas of open expansion; zones of contact where trade, ideas or religious unite rather than 
divide areas; sets of attitudes about other people; and ‘frontier societies’ which are said to have had certain 
characteristics of their own, such as an organization focused on war, and specific mechanisms of 
negotiation and mediation;” see Preface, Medieval Frontiers: Concepts and Practices, ed. David Abulafia and 
Nora Berend (Farnham, UK; Burlington, US: Ashgate, 2002), x (x-xv). My use of ‘frontier’ in this chapter 
focuses on the ways in which Sicilian society—on the edge of the Christian world and struggling against 
papal sanctions in the later Middle Ages—manipulated their history and attempted to secure a more 
normative position within Christendom. Numerous volumes of specially edited journals and books have 
brought together scholarship devoted to this theme. Robert Bartlett and Angus MacKay’s edited volume, 
Medieval Frontier Societies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1992) focuses particularly on the conflicts and 
communities in the British Isles, the Iberian Peninsula, Germany, and the Balkans; Medieval Frontiers: Concepts 
and Practices, ed. David Abulafia and Nora Berend (Farnham, UK; Burlington, US: Ashgate, 2002) 
contributes much-needed studies of the Mediterranean border regions. In particular this chapter addresses 
an issue broached by Jonathan Riley-Smith: How did contemporaries view religious wars against those 
deemed heretical Christians ‘close to home;’ that is, was the rhetoric and/or treatment of crusade against 
Christians in southern France, Sicily, Spain and other regions of Christendom fundamentally different from 
crusades aimed at reclaiming Jerusalem? See especially Norman Housley, The Italian Crusades: The Papal-
Angevin Alliance and the Crusades against Christian Lay Powers, 1254-1343 (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1982) and 
Jonathan Riley-Smith, “The Crusading Movement and Historians,” in The Oxford History of the Crusades, ed. 
Jonathan Riley-Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 1-14. An interesting counterpoint to 
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papacy devised plans to reclaim the island from Hohenstaufen rule, looking to England, 

Spain, and France to help resolve the 'Sicilian Question'. Charles I Anjou, the younger 

brother of King Louis IX, would eventually answer the papacy’s plea, pledging allegiance 

to the Holy See and establishing in the second half of the thirteenth century a court at 

Naples unrivaled on the peninsula. 

 The island, however, and many cities within the Kingdom of Sicily still considered 

the Hohenstaufen as the rightful heirs, although the House’s conquests against papal-

Angevin forces were short-lived: Conrad, the son of Frederick II, died in 1152; Manfred, 

an illegitimate son of Frederick, ruled from 1258 until his death at the Battle of 

Benevento against Charles I in 1266; and Enzo, another illegitimate son of Frederick II, 

died in captivity at Bologna for his Ghibelline activities.3 Conradin, the nephew of 

Manfred, gained Hohenstaufen support in Germany and raised an army of Luceran 

Muslims, Germans, and other supporters of the Hohenstaufen-Ghibelline project, but 

was captured at the Battle of Tagliacozzo on 23 August 1268. Charles I had him 

imprisoned at the Castel dell'Ovo in Naples and beheaded with his loyal friend, Frederick 

I, Margrave of Bavaria, in the Piazza del Mercato on 29 October 1268. The execution left 

a lasting impression on Bavarian artists and patrons alike well into the nineteenth 

centuries (Figs. 1-2). 

																																																								
‘frontier’ spaces, ‘liminal’ spaces also raises questions of belonging, identity, and exclusion—all of which 
will be addressed at various times over the course of this chapter. 
3 For an exhaustive study of the War of the Sicilian Vespers, see Michele Amari, La guerra del vespro siciliano 
(Milano: U. Hoepli, 1886 [reprint Palermo: Flaccovio, 1969]); Salvatore Tramontana, Gli anni del Vespro: 
l'immaginario, la cronaca, la storia (Bari: Dedalo, 1989); Steven Runciman, The Sicilian Vespers: A History of the 
Mediterranean World in the Later Thirteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); and James 
M. Powell, The Crusades, the Kingdom of Sicily, and the Mediterranean (Variorum Collected Studies Series) 
(Burlington: Ashgate, 2007). 
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 Much of the Kingdom of Sicily condemned the execution of Conradin, viewed as 

contrary to the rules of engagement and, especially on the island, contributed to a 

growing suspicion of and anger towards the Angevin kings and popes. A significant list of 

other complaints lodged against Charles I, such as high taxes, cronyism, and his absence 

from the island, fomented political unrest that exploded during the Vespers (evening) 

celebration on Easter Monday, 30 March 1282. The resulting War of the Sicilian Vespers 

witnessed the slaughter of French and pro-French supporters of the House of Anjou, 

including mendicant communities, women, and children.4 Wide spread violence and 

instability also led Sicilians –the Chiaramonte included— to travel to Aragón and plead 

with Queen Constance, the grand-daughter of Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II and 

the wife of Peter II of Aragon, to take the island from the Angevins. 

 During the War of the Sicilian Vespers (1282-1302), Sicily was seen as a major 

threat to the goals of Christian (i.e. papal and Angevin) expansion, as well as to the 

internal stability of Christendom. Throughout the conflict, the Spanish monarchs and 

Sicilian sympathizers were excommunicated from the Church, as well as placed under 

																																																								
4 Salvatore Salomone-Marino traces the sentimental view of the Vespers rebellion in Sicilian songs, which 
on account of their oral nature cannot be precisely dated, but bear witness in gruesome detail to the rancor 
that French rule cultivated. One verse, for example, boasts that the French were butchered and cut into 
small pieces, salted, and sent to various French supporters in barrels, like tuna: “E lu Francisi cu la sò putenza 
/’N Sicilia facia malacrianza:/Lu pani nni livava di la menza, / Francisi si vidainu ad ogni stanza;/Iddi fidannu nni la sò 
putenza/ E nu’, mischini, sutta la sò lanza; /’Nta un’ura fu distrutta dda simenza, (semenza) /Fu pri tunnina salata la 
Franza.”  The singer adopts the island’s prize of industry, the tunny, as a laborious instrument of revenge, 
and wittingly translates the rebellion and freedom into terms of production and consumption. Such 
imaginative violence, I would argue, serves as a memory cue, an opportunity to revisit this moment; it also 
highlights a trend of international dependence upon the Mediterranean island, and brutally subverts it. As 
Salomone-Marino describes: “L’ultimo verso, poi, accenna ad altra tradizione che vedremo più giù ripetuta 
in altri versi, e che non manca nel racconto in prosa del Vespro, quella cioè inverisimile barbarissima e per 
nulla credibile che i Siciliani, tolte ai cadaveri nemici le pudende, le spedissero in Francia in barili di tonno 
salato: onde non bisogna passar sotto silenzio come le frase salari pri tunnina a unu significhi ammazzarlo 
tagliandolo a pezzi, come appunto viene tagliuzzato il tonno che dee salarsi: per la qual cosa a me non pare 
improbabile che da questa frase possa aver tratto sua origine la favolosa e inumana leggenda, la quale non fu 
accolta, che io sappia, da nessuno de’ cronisi del tempo, che pur tante altre senza criterio ne diffusero,” 55. 
See Salvatore Salomone-Marino, “La storia nei canti popolari siciliani. Capitolo II. Il Vespro” Emporium: 44-
63. 
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interdict. These are not novel threats against Sicily, but rather part of a continuous 

recognition of the island's semi-outsider status: On several occasions, the Holy See dealt 

with the truculence of Sicily’s rulers and pretenders, such as Markward, Holy Roman 

Emperor Frederick II, and Aragonese kings Peter III and Frederick IV, by 

excommunicating them (in the case of Frederick II, more than once).5 A devastating 

blow, interdict ostensibly halted regular religious practice, spiritually and financially 

marginalizing affected regions; excommunication barred faithful Christians from the 

promise of redemption in the afterlife.6 In addition, numerous general, local interdicts 

were proclaimed against the island’s whole population. Such extreme censure on the part 

of the papacy served to highlight the insouciance of Sicilians and to radically undermine 

attempts to rip a valuable asset from papal hands. As Ibn Hawqal disparaged the strange 

faith of Muslim Sicilians in the tenth and eleventh centuries— out of touch, ignorant, 

possibly heretical—so too did the papacy question the misguided faith of its Christian 

population.7 

																																																								
5 James M. Powell, “Matthew Paris, the lives of Muhammad, and the Dominicans” in Dei Gesta per Francis: 
Etudes sur les croisades dédiées à Jean Richard, edited by M. Balard, B.Z. Kedar and J. Riley Smith (Aldershot: 
Ashgate Publishin Ltd., 2001), 65-59; and Powell., “Crusading by royal command: monarchy and crusade in 
the kingdom of Sicily (1187-1230)" in Potere, Società e Popolo tra età Normanna ed età Sveva (Bari: Edizioni 
Dedalo, 1983), 131-146. 
6 Interdicts and excommunication are closely related punishments to be levied against an individual, an 
institution, a state, or a larger body of individuals. Excommunication generally serves a restorative purpose, 
as a censure meant to bring the offending party back into the fold by "[depriving] the guilty Christian of all 
participation in the common blessings of ecclesiastical society." There is, however, no punishment more 
severe in the Catholic Church, see Auguste Boudinhon, "Excommunication," The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 5 
(New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1909). http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/05678a.htm (accessed 
7 November 2016). Inderdict is a penal measure taken against an individual or church. It can be applied as a 
local or personal punishment: "the former affect territories or sacred buildings directly, and persons indirectly; 
the latter directly affect persons." Further specification may be designated (e.g. general local interdict or total 
interdict). A general local interdict "is one affecting a whole territory, district, or town, etc. and this was the 
ordinary interdict of the Middle Ages." This requires a religious hiatus, "the almost complete suspension of 
liturgical and sacramental Christian life." Ibid., "Interdict," The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. 8 (New York: 
Robert Appleton Company, 1910). http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/08073a.htm (accessed 7 November 
2016).  
7 This sense of being ‘on the outside’ exists even today, seen most clearly in the works of contemporary 
Sicilian writers, such as Leonardo Sciascia and Vincenzo Consolo. The former famously (or infamously) 
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 The most extreme of punishments wrought against Sicily, however, came in the 

form of crusades, calls-to-war during which the island itself became a destination for 

pilgrim-warriors from elsewhere in Christendom. Promised remittance of sins and other 

privileges in exchange for reclaiming a 'lost' territory.8 In contrast to battles waged against 

various tribes and pagan communities, like the Wends in northeast Germany, or Muslim 

control of the eastern Mediterranean, the crusading campaigns against Sicily were 

designed to disenfranchise Christian political enemies.9 The frontier kingdom was, thus, 

compelled to simultaneously promote crusades in the eastern Mediterranean and, 

paradoxically, defend its own shores from crusaders, forcing the papacy to halt resources 

heading east. In the following chapter, I demonstrate how, in a response to aggressive 

papal policies from the late-thirteenth century, Sicilians strategized to solidify their 

position as defenders of the cross at a time when the unique difference and special 

																																																								
defined a Sicilian attitude—sicilitudine— as one shaped by a ‘legacy of defeat’ and he pointed to the 
annexation of the island to the Kingdom of Italy, for example, as yet another of many colonial assaults 
throughout the nineteenth century; Angelo Castagnino, “Sicilitudine and the Giallo: the Case of Sciascia 
and Savatteri” (paper presented at “Sicily: Language, Art, and Culture,” Philadelphia, February 11-12, 2016). 
The rhetoric of colonialism and nostalgic loss was pervasive even following the Second World War; see 
Chiara Mazzuccchelli, “Heart of my Race”: Sicily in Sicilian-American Literature” (paper presented at 
“Sicily: Language, Art, and Culture,” Philadelphia, February 11-12, 2016). A focus on ‘outsider’ status found 
its way even in the display of Sicilian objects: The curators of Sicily: Culture and Conquest at the British 
Museum (21 April-14 August 2016), Peter Higgs and Dirks Booms, focused specifically on early Greek rule 
and the Norman control, arguing that the contributions of these two groups were most stunning because 
they ruled on the island, rather than from abroad (as did the Byzantines, Angevins, Aragonese (on 
occasion), and Bourbons). See Mark Brown, “Sicily the superpower: British Museum revisits island's golden 
ages,” The Guardian (online). Accessed 28 January 2016. 
8 While most studies of the crusades focus on the maintenance of Crusader States in Jerusalem, Acre, 
Tripoli, etc., I focus here on how the rhetoric of crusade also justified violence against fellow Christians, 
such as the Albigensians, who were deemed a heretical tumor within Christian-ruled regions in Western 
Europe. These military assaults organized on behalf of the Holy See gained steam in the beginning of the 
thirteenth century when the Church was considering significant reforms, spurred by new mendicant orders, 
such as the Dominicans and Franciscans. See especially Norman Housley, The Italian Crusades: The Papal-
Angevin Alliance and the Crusades against Christian Lay Powers, 1254-1343 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982 and 
James M. Powell, “Matthew Paris, the lives of Muhammad, and the Dominicans." 
9 Robert Bartlett, The making of Europe: conquest, colonization, and cultural change, 950-1350 (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1993). 
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distance translated to a perceived resistance to political and behavioral norms set forth by 

the Church. 

 The brothers Chiaramonte— Manfredi, Federico, and Giovanni –greatly profited 

from wartime chaos. They made a trip to visit the pope in Avignon to secure the 

investiture of Peter II, and after the establishment of the Kingdom of Trinacria in the 

Treaty of Caltabellota in 1302, the Chiaramonte found high positions for themselves 

within the new kingdom's administration.10 The attenuated control of the Aragonese, who 

ruled from Spain and Messina, created space for robust mercantile exchange and a swiftly 

growing baronial class. Given the recently challenged morality of the island, mendicant 

groups flocked there. New kinds of architecture were needed for religious, state and 

private purposes, and the Chiaramonte played a significant part in the creation of forms 

and styles that merged and reinvigorated local traditions with those favored by the 

Catalan and Tuscan communities.11 Their pedigree worked in their favor: they claimed to 

have been present alongside il Guiscardo during the Norman conquest of Sicily; Federico I 

																																																								
10 Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 3. 
11 Problems stemming from questions of style have plagued studies of medieval Sicily from the late 
nineteenth century. As a means of describing the art and architecture created by religiously and ethnically 
plural workshops, contemporary scholarship, especially that of the monuments of Norman Sicily, 
frequently adopts botany-derived terms— ‘grafting,’ ‘hybrid,’ etc.—as well as negatively-charged ones, like 
‘mongrel’ and ‘confusion.’ The problems with these are many, a discussion recently taken up by William 
Tronzo, “The Artistic Culture of Twelfth-Century Sicily, with a Focus on Palermo” in Sicily and the 
Mediterranean: migration, exchange, reinvention, ed. Claudia Karagoz and Giovanna Summerfield (New York: 
Palgrave MacMillan, 2015), 61-76. This is not a problem unique to Sicily, but an issue in any contact zone in 
Italy, predominantly used in scholarship focused on coastal cities for obvious reason. Deborah Mauskoph 
Deliyannis briefly discusses this, asking how architectural historians should read, for example, the 
combination of architectural and engineering details in Ravennate churches that bring together diverse 
Mediterranean elements (tubi fittili, truncated pyramidal impost blocks, semi-circular interior apses 
surrounded with an exterior hexagonal apse, etc.): "Models and borrowings must then be understood in 
their specific historical context, either as symbolic of the aspirations of patrons and designers, or as 
evidence of trade and artistic practice of the past;" see Ravenna in Late Antiquity (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010), 16-18. More recently, Heather E. Grossman tackles the implications of using 
diverse building plans on memory formation and the “identity” of a building, see “On Memory, 
Transmission and the Practice of Building in the Crusader Mediterranean,” Mechanisms of Exchange: 
Transmission in Medieval Art and Architecture of the Mediterranean, Ca. 1000-1500, ed. Heather E. Grossman and 
Alicia Walker, Special Issue of Medieval Encounters 18 (2012): 484. 
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Chiaramonte fought in the Fifth Crusade, receiving a papal rose from Honorious III; and 

Federico II († 1311 or 1313) left money in his will for the maintenance of crusaders. 

 The political ascendency of the Chiaramonte in the early Trecento can neither be 

untangled from their personal piety, which has deep roots in the island’s religious history, 

nor their relationship with the Aragonese, with whom they share a patron saint in St. 

George, as well as a claim to Norman textual and material legacies. Over the course of the 

fourteenth century, however, the rapport between the Chiaramonte and Aragonese rulers 

deleteriously deteriorates, and he complexity of this phenomenon can be traced in the 

artistic commissions within the Steri, especially during a thirty-year period between 1350 

and 1380. These works demonstrate the Chiaramonte family’s especial commitment 

crusader ideology at a time when they and many other ‘Latin’ barons did their utmost to 

distance themselves from current Aragonese rule and negotiate with the ever-present 

threat of the Angevins and the papacy. 

 Two moments of transition in Sicilian history demonstrate best this shifting 

relationship and both involve the strategic deployment of St. George, the patron saint of 

the Chiaramonte and Aragón, in the spiritual defense of Sicily. The first occurs during the 

political and religious upheaval of the War of the Sicilian Vespers, when Sicilians were 

targeted by numerous crusades in response to their rejection of papal-Angevin control, 

their installation of the Aragonese, and the resulting creation of the Kingdom of 

Trinacria. The crusades against Sicily crippled papal authority, conflicted international 

allies, and diverted critical funds meant to aid the recovery of the Holy Lands. During 

these campaigns, the Aragonese deployed imagery of George, a universal symbol of 

crusade, as an apologia for their claim to the island, as they, along with the entire 
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population of Sicily, became caught in a cycle of excommunication and interdict. The 

second period of transition occurs during a period of roughly thirty years— between 

1250 and 1280— when a body of images is produced in the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri. I 

argue that the careful fashioning and strategic deployment of imagery of St. George at the 

palace— placed among warriors of la militia christiana on the Sala Magna's ceiling and 

nearby the Inquisition-martyr Peter of Verona— sought to rehabilitate and reconfirm the 

loyalty of the Chiaramonte and all Sicilians to the doctrine of papal supremacy. Visual and 

textual evidence demonstrates the complex role of George, especially during the second 

half of the Trecento, when the family’s invocation of the military saint concomitantly 

served to justify their disruption and subversion of Siculo-Aragonese authority and to 

bolster their efforts to expand hegemonic control of Sicily. A survey of the long-term 

effects of thirteenth-century papal policies and the growing support and fervor of 

mendicant groups, such as the Franciscans and Dominicans, in Sicily will open a 

discussion of private devotional practices. The works examined here demonstrate the 

Chiaramonte family’s commitment to crusader ideology as they and many other ‘Latin’ 

barons, did their utmost to distance themselves from current Aragonese rule and protect 

themselves from the ever-present threat of the Angevins and the papacy. Using the 

concepts of borderlands and frontiers as a point of departure, this chapter investigates 

how artistic and architectural commissions in Sicily were adapted to satisfy the needs of 

its predominantly Christian population that found itself frequently censured by the 

papacy.12 

																																																								
12 Joshua C. Birk, “From Borderlands to Borderlines: Narrating the Past of Twelfth-Century Sicily,” in 
Multicultural Europe and Cultural Exchange in the Middle Ages and Renaissance, ed. James P. Helfers (Turnhout: 
Brepols, 2005), 9-31. 
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 A popular crusader saint throughout Italy during the Trecento – used on seals, 

banners, and gates— devotion to St. George offers a window into the anxieties felt about 

the friability of and dangers lurking at regional and religious borders and boundaries. A 

close examination of the saint’s versatility in the Sicilian context over the course of the 

fourteenth century reveals how Christians of Sicily, who were continuously caught in a 

cycle of excommunication and interdict, refashioned themselves and subverted the very 

concepts and terms used against them as they sought more control of the island. The 

Aragonese, safeguarded by George, swept the island from papal-Angevin control in the 

early Trecento, envisioning their success as one along the long path to reclaim the Holy 

Lands. When George is called upon, again, it is to protect the island, he assists efforts to 

shift control back to the papacy via the intervention of the Chiaramonte. Weaving 

multiple iterations of St. George's legend with crusader imagery, the Chiaramonte 

heralded their family's historic commitment to crusading efforts, minimizing or even 

erasing recent papal hostility. George’s shifting political significance, thus, offers us the 

opportunity to look beyond shared iconographies in order to appreciate his strategic 

deployment in Sicily.13 

 

 

 

																																																								
13 Such a position would be fulfilled further when in August of 1388, Manfredi III, in his role as admiral led 
a naval battle against Muslim sailors of Jerba, a moment lauded by early historiographers of trecentesco Sicily: 
"Quando i Mori dalle coste africane si spinsero audacemente verso la Sicilia, Manfredi, nella sua qualità di 
ammiraglio, a capo di formidabile flotta, riportò una strepitosa vittoria, entro l'agosto del 1388, nelle acque 
dell'isola delle Gerbe, appartenuta sin dal 1364 a Giovanni Chiaramonte conte di Modica, ed in compenso 
divenne signore di quell'isola e di Cercina," Enrico Mauceri, "La reggia dei Chiaramonte in Palermo" 
Emporium 17 (1903): 467 (467-476). For a contextualization of Chiaramontan involvement in Jerba, see 
Henri Bresc, “Documents on Frederick IV of Sicily’s Intervention in Malta: 1372,” Papers of the British School 
at Rome 41 (1973): 180-200. 
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II. EARLY ARAGONESE RULE AND THE RECUPERATION OF NORMAN SICILY 

 The Chiaramonte’s special devotion to St. George in the early fourteenth century 

suggests, at first glance, a pragmatic effort to demonstrate their cooperation with the 

Aragonese, who long venerated George as a patron saint and translated that devotion to 

the Mediterranean island. During the early period of Aragonese rule, the Chiaramonte 

heroically served their new king. In 1325, for example, Giovanni Chiaramonte il Vecchio 

led the defensive against Angevin incursions in Palermo as the kingdom's admiral, a 

position that would be passed down for generations. 

 When, at the start of the War of the Sicilian Vespers in 1282, Queen Constance of 

Aragón arrived with her two sons, she first entered S. Giorgio la Tonnara (the Tunny) 

just outside Palermo’s walls to give thanks and receive the acclaim of the Palermitani 

(Map 1).14 The church was established by the Normans, located 600 passi – a little more 

than a kilometer—  outside an eponymous city gate, Porta S. Giorgio, and in the midst of 

a bustling tunny, the most enduring industry on the island. The church and portal were in 

use since at least 1194: Riccardo Ajello is documented as having donated a garden located 

infra moenia civitatis (Panormi) juxta portam Santi Georgi. 15 The tunny, the church, and the 

																																																								
14 Since the church and the tunny share their name, the distinction between them is difficult to discern in 
the sources and literature. It is highly probable that the tunny was a responsibility of the church, although 
both were formally under the aegis of royal regulation. Records show, for example, that the Aragonese king, 
Federico III (r. 1295-1337), gave to Santissima Trinità del Cancelliere of Palermo eight tuna from the 
Tonnara di San Giorgio, and from 1398-1568 the convent of S. Francesco received twelve casks—
“buttichelli dudichi”— of “tunnina salata” from the Tonnara di Solanto and S. Giorgio. See Filippo Rotolo, 
et al., La Basilica di San Francesco d'Assisi e le sue cappelle: un monumento unico della Palermo medievale (Palermo: 
Provincia di Sicilia dei Frati Minori Conventuali Ss. Agata e Lucia, 2010), 27. See Nino Basile’s essay “Due 
Marmi dei Benedettini” in Palermo felicissima: divagazioni d'arte e di storia (Palermo: Francesco Sanzo & Co., 
1929), 78. 
15 It seems that the church was located at the extreme northern limit of the port where the tunny was 
located: “This church, as recorded by G. Palermo, ‘rose where there is now a new wharf, where there stood 
a tunny formerly, named after S. Giorgio, destroyed to make space for the construction of the wharf’” 
(Questa chiesa, come ricorda G. Palermo, ‘sorse ove è il nuovo Molo, ove fu una tonnara, chiamate pur di S. Giorgio, distrutta 
per dar luogo alla fabbrica del Molo). The church did survive through the early modern period. In 1627, 
Vincenzo Di Giovanni confirmed that at the church, located along the street “delle Fiaccate,” was where 
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surrounding land all formed part of the royal demesne from at least the reign of Frederick 

II if not at the time of the Normans kings themselves. 

 Around 1222, the church was home to the city’s first Franciscans, whose 

provenance is uncertain. Given that their first sindaco/procuratore was called Groto from 

Pisa, and that the neighborhood itself was home to a wealthy community of Pisan 

merchants, it is probable that the brothers all came from Pisa. Frederick II’s relationship 

with the Franciscans of S. Giorgio la Tonnara was not easy: a letter indicates that by 1239 

(less than 20 years after their settlement) they were forced from the area.16 They began 

acquiring land in the city along the Ruga di Pisa in the Kalsa quarter to build a new 

church, S. Francesco, beginning construction in 1255 and dedicating the unfinished 

church in 1277. Construction was halted, however, at the start of the War of the Sicilian 

Vespers, when during Easter of 1282, Sicilians massacred thousands of Frenchmen, 

women, and children across the island in an effort to free themselves from papal-Angevin 

rule. The Franciscans were not only chased from the city, but those who spoke French—

notoriously tested according to Sicily legend with the pronunciation of ceci—were 

slaughtered within the churches they served.17 

 The seaside church near the tunny participated, as the entrepôt not only for the 

Franciscans into Palermo, but the new queen selected by the people. Recording the war in 

his Cronica, Aragonese soldier, Ramon Muntaner, writes that when the Palermitani heard 

that the Queen Constance had arrived with her two children—guided by the stars just as 

																																																								
victims of the Inquisition were ‘converted’ (si convertivano) in order to burn them” (ove era la chiesa di S. 
Giorgio, ove si convertivano li inquistiti della Inquisizione per bruciarli), see Rotolo. 
16 Fratres Minores reliquerunt ecclesiam Sanctii Georgii de Panormo quae spectat ad collationem nostram, see Rotolo, 26. 
17 Salomone-Marino, “La storia nei canti popolari siciliani.” 
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God guided Balthasar, Melchior, and Jasper18—that they all went to S. Giorgio to greet 

her, thus beginning a highly ritualized procession. Stepping from the ship and “placing 

her feet on the ground, [the queen] made the sign of the cross, raised her eyes to the 

heavens, and weeping kissed the earth, and then entered the church of San Giorgio. And 

there she prayed together with her two royal babes [James and Frederick].”19 Outside the 

church, all the people went to kiss her hands and feet, and those who could not get close 

kissed the earth crying: Ben vegna la signora Regina e li signori infanti!20 

 San Giorgio, located close to the sea, was not only a convenient place to venerate 

the Aragonese patron on alighting upon the island, but can also be interpreted as a 

political statement: as a part of the Angevin demesne, it was the first monument reclaimed 

in this new Norman conquest of the island. In this way, George – and his image – is 

pulled into a central position in the negotiation of political authority in the Trecento. Its 

place outside the walls, facilitated the agitated exodus of the populace from the city and 

stages a glorious mounted procession through the Porta S. Giorgio, back into the city, 

from where the queen and her sons rode up to the royal palace in the company of 500 

riding beasts, twenty ladies-in-waiting, and fifty Spanish horses and knights surrounded by 

the joyful noise and dancing of residents (Map 2).21 Before arriving at the palace, she 

																																																								
18 Raimondo Montaner, Cronaca catalana, in Cronache siciliane dei secoli XIII. XIV. XV, ed. Vincenzo di 
Giovanni (Bologna: G. Romagnoli, 1865), 282. 
19 Ibid., 283. 
20 Ibid., 284. 
21 After this time, very little is recorded of S. Giorgio la Tonnara. On 7 February 1400, Luisa Calvello 
donated the church and its surroundings to the Benedictines at San Martino delle Scale. Perhaps under 
Aragonese rule, the land was offered for public sale (not unsurprising given the penurious state of the 
crown for much of their early rule in Sicily); however, this is speculation. By 1590, according to Valerio 
Rosso, the church stood unused and without a roof. In 1658 padre Lorenzo Finicchiaro in Le glorie del gran 
martire di S. Chiesa S. Giorgio confirmed that the church was destroyed to make way for the molo, but that the 
Benedictines of San Martino delle Scale rescued a marble statue of Saint George (statua fatta di bellissimo 
marmo) from the church and moved it to the atrium of Santo Spirito, the gancia or ospizio of the Benedectines 
of San Martino delle Scale (n.b., that this Santo Spirito is not the church where the War of the Sicilian 
Vespers ignited, but a hospital complex located in the Capo neighborhood, a busy residential quarter of the 
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dismounted to pray at the cathedral and revere the Virgin Mary, and then made her way 

to the Cappella Palatina, which according to Muntaner “is the richest in all the world, and 

on account of this the queen and the children prayed.” For more than eight days, the 

queen and her company celebrated in the Palazzo dei Normanni “and no one did 

anything else except dance and enjoy himself as did all of Sicily.”22 When Peter II of 

Aragón accepted the nomination of the Sicilian people, however, Martin IV 

excommunicated him in February 1282; a few months later, on 7 May 1282, Martin 

excommunicated all of Sicily.23 Four years later in February 1286, Peter's son, James, was 

crowned King of Sicily. Pope Honorius IV, Martin’s successor, responded by 

excommunicating James, Constance, and, again, the entire population of Sicily.24 

 A connection between Aragón’s triumphant capture of Sicily and their larger 

crusading project is solidified in an illumination of the Old Testament prophet, Nahum, 

in the Book of Nahum, in a Bible (Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. G 60 f.485v) produced 

																																																								
old city in Palermo). Unfortunately, only one poor black and white image survives in Nino Basile’s Palermo 
Felicissima. The photo is made more difficult to date and to analyze given the devotional practices of 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century firefighters, who converted the hospital into a firehouse and painted and 
repainted the statue of George. At the time of its translation, however, the Benedictines at Santo Spirito, 
according to Nino Basile, also built a chapel for George and included a painting of him by Zoppo di Gangi, 
a contemporary of the famed family of stucco artists, the Serpotta, in the sixteenth century. Although Basile 
asserts that this very relief was taken from the church by the Benedictines in the fifteenth century, it is 
conceivable that the carving he identifies, based on stylistic evidence, dates much later, perhaps to the late 
sixteenth or seventeenth century: The rider’s helmet and puffed sleeves, for example, suggest a date beyond 
the trecento. George, whose plume has been chipped off, leans into the beast with a spear, while his sword 
remains at his side; the dragon’s tail threatens the stability of the whole image, knotting itself around and 
between the legs of St. George's horse and itself. As depicted in many media, the dragon’s body nearly 
touches the belly of the elegantly carved horse. A visit to Palermo, generously funded by the KHI, in 
October 2016, confirmed that the statue had been removed from the ex-hospital. I am grateful to the police 
officer, firefighters, and lawyer who helped my colleague, Maggie Bell, and me try to locate it, as well as the 
staff of the Museo Regionale A. Salinas, who encouraged my search. 
22 Che vi diró? La festa dura più di otto giorni che nessun uomo non fa niente, più che dansare e allegrarsi, e medesimanmente 
si facea per tutta Sicilia; Raimondo Montaner, Cronaca catalana, 284. 
23 Lawrence V. Mott, Sea power in the medieval Mediterranean: the Catalan-Aragonese fleet in the war of the Sicilian 
Vespers (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2003), 27. 
24 Ibid, 41. 
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in Palermo for the Siculo-Aragonese court of Frederick III (1295–1337) (Figs. 3-4).25 Text 

accompanying this rarely illustrated figure recounts the rescue of Jerusalem from the 

Assyrians, a common analogue to the Muslim threat espoused by Christian polemicists. 

Riding a war steed and leading the charge, the king wears western dress and carries a red 

cross on a silver (or an oxidized lead white) banner and a matching shield. Rebecca W. 

Corrie convincingly argues that the illumination has a direct relationship with Frederick’s 

personal vision of the crusades, in which the War of the Sicilian Vespers figured as a 

necessary step on the path to re-claiming Jerusalem.26 Visual justification for Aragón’s 

continued intervention in the ‘Sicilian Question’ proved critical, as punishment was 

unrelenting: Boniface VIII declared crusade against the rebellious Frederick III and 

Sicilians in 1296, 1299, and 1302, and throughout the Trecento the island continued to 

suffer the burden of interdicts. This did not deter Frederick and subsequent kings of 

Trinacria, however, from pursing attacks in the eastern Mediterranean, and they were, 

furthermore, driven by a specific desire for the relics of eastern saints: St. Barbara’s body 

in Egypt, St. Tecla’s remains in the Aegean, and St. Georges’s head in Armenia. 

 As an inheritor of the Eastern Mediterranean, Frederick patronized Byzantine 

artists who produced manuscript illuminations and texts in Palermo, Sicily following his 

captures of Constantinople and Jerusalem, albeit brief.27 Corrie affirms that a resulting 

																																																								
25 I follow Corrie’s identification, here; however, the figure could just as easily be identified as Hezekiah, 
who defended Jerusalem from many assaults and who commissioned the Siloam tunnel. Either way the 
iconographic choice to dress the king as a crusader, in a royally-commissioned Bible remains significant. 
Given the rider’s crown and the context of the book, however, I am more inclined to see the figure as 
Hezekiah. 
26 While the production of the royal ateliers of the Kingdom of Naples during this period have been 
addressed at length, especially scriptoria, that of Sicily has been underrepresented in scholarship, see 
Rebecca W. Corrie, “Sicilian Ambitions Renewed: Illuminated Manuscripts and Crusading Iconography,” 
Studies in Iconography 34 (2013): 48-102; Hugo Buchthal, Art of the Mediterranean world, A.D. 100-1400 
(Washington, D.C.: Decatur House Press, 1983). 
27 Rebecca W. Corrie, “Sicilian Ambitions Renewed;” Hugo Buchthal, Art of the Mediterranean world.  
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flow of artists, books, and objects could be expected, and, indeed, is evident in the 

manuscripts produced at the beginning of the fourteenth-century in the court, such as the 

Bible discussed above currently held in the Pierpont Morgan Library. Of particular 

interest is Corrie’s observation that, in addition to bringing new styles and techniques of 

Middle Byzantine artists to Sicily, those who traveled to Sicily made heavy use of extant 

artworks there. Exact quotations in their work of mosaics in Santa Maria Nuova in 

Monreale founded by William II built c. 1174. Local monuments and memories are 

thereby coopted for use by the new king, whose very namesake conjures the specter of 

Frederick II and whose reception of Norman monuments and materials actively 

contribute to his political policies.  

 Corrie does not suggest a continuation with the Byzantine mosaics and Sicilian 

art, but, rather, a revolutionary interpretation and use of Siculo-Noman commissions, as 

seen in the new one-volume Bible and contemporary histories commissioned by the 

Aragonese of Sicily. As the traditional categories – Byzantine, Norman, Islamic, Italian—

fail to capture the complexity of twelfth-century Sicilian, so to is the art of fourteenth-

century Sicily complicated by the wide-spread network of artists and techniques used in 

artistic productions on the island. The manuscripts described above, produced by 

Byzantine artists who copy twelfth-century mosaic technique and iconography for the 

Siculo-Aragonese court, give evidence of the kingdom’s investment in the 

Constantinopolitan claim carried on the historic imperative of Norman expansion 

towards the eastern Mediterranean.28  

																																																								
28 Corrie, “Sicilian Ambitions Renewed,” 70, 80-81. 
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 The artistic references to Monreale in the manuscript illuminations is important 

for several reasons, perhaps the most striking of which occurs between the Aragonese 

and Chiaramontan in their use of this and other Norman monuments in the second half 

of the Trecento. While the island sought a balance between its role as an Aragonese state 

and a relentless Angevin pursuit, the Chiaramonte themselves confirmed themselves as 

stewards of Norman and Hohenstaufen traditions and monuments, in particular Santa 

Maria Nuova in Monreale even as the site slowly decayed.29 

 To demonstrate his commitment to the Aragonese, Admiral Manfredi III 

Chiaramonte adopted verses nearly verbatim from the inscription on the lintel below the 

central interior soprapporta in which sits a mosaic icon of the Virgin hodegetria. The viewer 

in both the cathedral and on the painted ceiling of the Steri is petitioned to acknowledge 

the cosmic glory of the Virgin and to “pray and labor for the king.”30 Marian devotion 

filtered through a Norman lens provides yet another means by which the family draws 

upon the past to understand and redefine their present, and it indicated the family's ability 

to accumulate local visual culture in a semi-private spaces for their personal benefit, 

gaining the Virgin's guidance and protection while confirming their commitment to an 

heir of Norman glory. Heather Grossman's concept of the “cultural memory” of 

architectural forms works well here, defined as the process by which “both patron and 

mason processes past experience for a variety of political, social and aesthetic reasons and 

from these can create multiple meanings from visual forms.”31 She continues: “In the 

transmission of medieval architectural knowledge, ‘cultural memory,’…trades on the 

																																																								
29 Antonietta Iolanda Lima, Monreale (Palermo) (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1991), 13 (Italian) and 43 (English). 
30 See Chapter Six of this dissertation. 
31 Heather E. Grossman, “On Memory, Transmission and the Practice of Building in the Crusader 
Mediterranean,” Medieval Encounters 18 (2012): 482. 
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recognition of spaces and forms, grounding the maker/user—whether patron, designer, 

mason or viewer—in a particular environment, though one that can be transformed 

through the innovation of memory.”32 Praising the king—even one who may have been 

dead at the time of commission— centers the monument and family's function within his 

kingdom.33 In fact, the only inscriptions that truly compete with the prayer are the 

dedications that frame the entire ceiling. Recollection of Norman heroism and piety are 

not the only sources from which the Chiaramonte draw for their enormous bounty of 

ceiling imagery, and this has caused 'identity' issues for historians of the monument.34 

 

III. ST. GEORGE IN NORMAN SICILY 
 

 A tradition of devotion to St. George in Sicily, divorced from the arrival of the 

Aragonese, is unsurprising, and that the saint’s ability to intervene effectively during the 

later medieval period depended upon demonstrations of his past affection for the island, 

including his participation in the Norman conquest at the Battle of Cerami in 1063. From 

the late eleventh century, George proved to be a heroic guardian of the physical, religious, 

and political limits of the Mediterranean island; however, the role that he played during 

the Trecento, intimately tied to his earlier Norman history, has been neglected. In order 

to better understand why and how he bore such political weight in the later Middle Ages, 

																																																								
32 Ibid., 486. 
33 Frederick IV dies in the summer of 1377. 
34 Sicilian historian Enrico Mauceri, a contemporary of the island’s most ardent scholars and supporters in 
the late nineteenth-century— Paolo Orsi, Antonio Salinas, Gioacchino Di Marzo, Giuseppe Pitrè, Ernesto 
Basile, and others— recognized the family’s might manifested in their architecture, coloring their quasi-
reign with shades of romanticism and nationalism and calling upon someone to "render revived the noble 
architectonic forms of the Kingdom of the Chiaramonte, that, in a grim period of Sicilian live, expressed, 
for the last time the ancient art of the Normans and the pride of a nation of heroes”(…faccia rivivere le nobili 
forme architettoniche della Reggia dei Chiaramonte, che, in un fosco periodo di vita siciliana, espresse, per l'ultima volta, 
l'antica arte normanna e la fierezza di un popolo di eroi), see Enrico Mauceri, “La reggia dei Chiaramonte in 
Palermo” Emporium 17 (1903): 476. 
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I provide a brief study of his role in Anatolia and trace his arrival in the Sicilian kingdom 

below. It is from his early miraculous appearance on the island that his image became 

politically charged, and in moments of flux and transition continuing through the 

fourteenth century, George becomes a means by which new ideologies and identities were 

advertised and negotiated on the island.  

 Scholars generally agree that the iconography of St. George originated in Anatolia 

where he was revered alongside St. Theodore, whose iconography seems older having 

been documented in an eighth-century text and labeled in a tenth-century relief. In 

comparison, the earliest known iconographic reference to George dates from the tenth 

century.35 The popularity of the two saints occurred especially around frontier regions, 

such as Amasya along the Black Sea coast in the region of Pontos where Theodore 

suffered martyrdom. There, for example, they are depicted slaying a common enemy on a 

stone relief sculpture removed from the thirteenth-century church in Amasya (Fig. 5). In 

this example, rather the military saints’ faces are depicted frontally to meet the gaze of the 

onlooker; their spear tips meet to vanquish a man, identified as Diocletian.36 

 Similar iconography was used in Norman Sicily.37 Jeremy Johns describes four 

riders who slay dragons on the muqarnas ceiling in the Cappella Palatina of the Palazzo 

dei Normanni, built by Roger II in the early-twelfth century (Fig. 6). He suggests that the 

image of a dragon-slaying rider arrived in Sicily around the time of the Norman conquest 

in the late-eleventh century transmitted from the Eastern Mediterranean or from Fatimid 

																																																								
35 For an overview of the history and significance of the dragon-slaying saints, see Oya Pancaroğlu, “The 
Itinerant Dragon-Slayer: Forging Paths of Image and Identity in Medieval Anatolia,” Gesta 43.2 (2004): 151-
164. 
36 Ibid., 154. 
37 It is clear that in Sicily the dragon-slaying rider was an attractive figure for multiple communities. In 
future research I will consider Siculo-Greek hagiographies to get a clearer idea of these saints’ positions in 
the Byzantine theme of Sicily. 
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Egypt through Islamic artists. It is important to consider, however, the Byzantine 

population of the island, which developed after Belisarius' attack in the early sixth 

century; Byzantine presence remained strong during Muslim rule from the eight through 

mid-eleventh century, especially in the northeast, and continued to thrive in pockets 

through the fourteenth century.38 Early imagery of George in Sicily, therefore, could be 

attributed also to Orthodox communities that pre-dated the Norman arrival, although 

this is difficult to prove given the paucity of material evidence. Furthermore, the 

ambiguity inherent in these haloed riders also leaves space for identification within the 

world of luxury and courtly pleasures, where dragon-slaying presented the ultimate hunt. 

Consonant imagery was produced on ceramics and in epic tales of heroes, like Digena 

Akritis in the Greek tradition and the Sirat Dhat al-Himma in Arabic, although it remains 

to be known if these reached Sicily. In any case, a careful consideration of visual 

vocabularies and styles that traversed the Mediterranean must be taken into account when 

confronting early images of George in Sicily. 

 On the muqarnas ceiling, St. George slays a dragon or serpent, while his horse 

tramples upon this representation of evil. Additional treading is encouraged, furthermore, 

in the presbytery of the Cappella Palatina, where two serpents flank the altar, fitted in the 

opus sectile pavement and articulated with delicately feathered ‘scales’ (Fig. 7). Priests and 

others privileged to enter this sacred space, in imitatio Christi, stamp on evil and 

acknowledge Christ’s own thwarting of the devil in His resurrection from the dead and 

descent into Hell. These apotropaic images on the pavement of the presbytery resonate 

																																																								
38 Jeremy Johns, “Muslim Artists and Christian Models in the Painted Ceilings of the Cappella Palatina,” in 
Romanesque and the Mediterranean, ed. Rosa Maria Bacile and John McNeill (Leeds: British Archaeological 
Association, 2015), 59-90. 
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with those on the ceiling, where the haloed dragon-slayers stand guard on the surfaces of 

select muqarnas facets high above the heads of the faithful.39 

 Textual sources of the late eleventh and twelfth centuries provide even earlier 

accounts of devotion to the military saint on the island in which imaginative language and 

invocations of St. George were used to memorialize those who fell during the long 

occupation and eventual domination of Kalbid Sicily by Norman forces, orchestrated by 

two enterprising men, Robert Guiscard and his brother Roger.40 In a chrysobull of June 

1141, recently discovered in a Toledan archive, King Roger II confirms the privileges and 

territory of St. George of Tròccoli outside Sciacca, located along the southwestern coast 

of the island. He repeatedly emphasizes the fervor of his father, Count Roger who: 

“…devoted no ordinary effort to the construction of splendid, pious foundations or, 

better, to the building of monasteries destroyed by the Godless Hagarenes… Therefore, 

when he had built, along with others, the aforesaid church of the Saint and Great Martyr 

																																																								
39 Many media that were destined for both Christian and Muslim audiences, and common iconography 
naturally crossed regional boundaries, sparking connections and new meanings in new contexts. An 
abundance of publications addresses this issue within the Mediterranean. Particularly relevant for this study 
are Lamia Balafrej, “Saracen Or Pisan?,” Ars Orientalis 42 (2012): 31-40; Eva R. Hoffman, “Christian-
Islamic Encounters on Thirteenth-Century Ayyubid Metalwork: Local Culture, Authenticity, and Memory,” 
Gesta 43.2 (2004): 129-142; Alicia Walker, “Cross-Cultural Reception in the Absence of Texts: The Islamic 
Appropriation of a Middle Byzantine Rosette Casket,”Gesta 47.2 (2008): 99-122; Scott Redford, “How 
Islamic Is It? The Innsbruck Plate and Its Setting,” Muqarnas 7 (1990): 119-135. Issues of “cross-cultural” 
legibility are further addressed in Chapter Six of this dissertation. 
40 Their actions were approved by Pope Nicolas II after years of tension stemming from damage wreaked 
by Norman attacks across southern Italy, and the campaigns have been thought to set a blueprint for Urban 
III's rousing call in Clermont to oust the Muslims from Christendom nearly forty years later. After the fall 
of Sicily, Roger and Robert received new titles and benefited from massive new landholdings, booty, and a 
lucrative slave trade. It is in this period that the poet Ibn Hamdis recorded haunting verses lamenting the 
irrecoverable loss of Sicily. The bibliography on the Sicily during the Norman comital period, that is before 
Roger II established the Kingdom of Sicily in 1130, is vast. I include only a selection of significant 
contributions that address their early campaigns in the south: Paul Oldfield, City and community in Norman 
Italy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009); David Abulafia, The two Italies: economic relations between 
the Norman kingdom of Sicily and the northern communities (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005); G.A. 
Loud, The age of Robert Guiscard: southern Italy and the Norman conquest (Harlow, England; New York: Longman, 
2000); Donald Matthew, The Norman Kingdom of Sicily (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1992), John 
Julius Norwich, The Normans in the South, 1016-1130 (London: Longmans, 1967). 
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George in the district of Sciacca, and had established it as a monastery in memory of the 

Christians who had been killed there, he endowed it with sufficient lands and described 

their boundaries.”41 Together, St. George, the Normans, and the local Christians, acted as 

an extension of the papal hand to defend the southern limit of Christendom, a 

relationship under enormous strain in the late fourteenth century as Sicilians negotiated 

their commitment to fighting in the east with pressure from interdicts called against the 

island. 

 The legacy of Norman Sicily was reinvigorated in 1358 by Fra Simone da Lentini 

in his vernacular translation of Gregory of Malaterra’s The Deeds of Count Roger and Duke 

Robert Guiscard, which celebrates George’s miraculous intervention in the Battle of Cerami 

in 1063 against the Kalbid Sicilians and Zirid infantry.42  This moment is worth recalling in 

detail, when, hoping to rouse his exhausted and faltering comrades, Ursellu di Balirosi 

reminds them of their commitment to la militia Christiana. Da Lentini explains: “And 

saying these words there appeared among them a knight upon a horse outfit for battle 

who shone upon his white steed with a banner in his hand with the sign of the cross 

																																																								
41 Jeremy Johns generously shared this forthcoming work with me, which sheds light on a number of 
original documents in Arabic and Greek published issued in Norman Sicily, see Vera von Falkenhausen, 
Nadia Jamil, and Jeremy Johns, "The Twelfth-century Documents of St. George’s of Tròccoli Sicily," Journal 
of Arabic and Islamic Studies 16 (2016): 1–84b. The full quotation reads: “…[Count Roger] devoted no 
ordinary effort to the construction of splendid, pious foundations or, better, to the building of monasteries 
destroyed by the Godless Hagarenes, and to the care and provision of the monks who were serving there, 
so that they might pray more fervently for the knights who had died on the island delivering the Christians, 
for general peace among Christians, and for the remission of his sins. Therefore, when he had built, along 
with others, the aforesaid church of the Saint and Great Martyr George in the district of Sciacca, and had 
established it as a monastery in memory of the Christians who had been killed there, he endowed it with 
sufficient lands and described their boundaries,” 7. 
42 See Simone da Lentini, Lu Libru di La Conquesta di Sicilia per manu di lu Conti Rugeri di Normandia, in 
Cronache siciliane dei secoli XIII. XIV. XV, ed. by Vincenzo di Giovanni (Bologna: G. Romagnoli, 1865), 1-
111 and Goffredo Malaterra, The deeds of Count Roger of Calabria and Sicily and of his brother Duke Robert Guiscard 
(De rebus gestis Rogerii, Calabriae et Siciliae comitis, et Roberti Guiscardi ducis, fratris ejus), ed. Kenneth 
Baxter Wolf (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2005). I express great thanks to John Aspinwall for 
discussing this source with me during his visit to the KHI in 2016. 
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[upon it]...”43 Weeping with joy, the army cried out Deu, Deu, et Santu Georgi. The Battle of 

Cerami was the one of the most critical, clearing the way for the island’s capitulation and 

prompting Pope Alexander II (1061-1073) to send the papal banner in recognition of 

their success. Fra Simone da Lentini’s efforts in the mid-fourteenth century to provide a 

vernacular text indicates nostalgia for normanitas, and, moreover, a keen desire to 

demonstrate and disseminate Trinacria’s critical importance for the health of the Christian 

world in the mid-century. 

 In twelfth-century Italy, devotion to the rider saints was, in fact, widespread. The 

body of St. Theodore was translated with that of St. Nicolas in 1100 from Myrra to 

Venice; an Irish friar Simon Fitz mentions the body in an account from 1323 that he 

made on his way to the Holy Lands. Portable tokens of Theodore the dragon-slayer were 

made in both Byzantium and Venice, as seen in a number of small, identical glass paste 

roundels from the thirteenth century (Fig. 8). With his short military cape flowing behind 

him, the saint gallops over a petit dragon, perfectly framed by the legs of a powerful 

steed. The dragon’s upturned head makes contact with Theodore’s spear, freezing the 

dramatic moment of triumph realized in the crushing blow. 

 By the end of the twelfth century, sculptors take advantage of a host of warrior 

saints, presenting privileged viewers with iconic depictions of battles and miraculous 

																																																								
43 The extended text reads: “O Cavaleri fortissimo di la militia Christiana, che siti signati di lo signu di 
Cristu, confortativi, et aiati speranza in Deu onnipotenti, chi nullo chi appi speranza in Deo, fu mai 
confuse: arricordativi di Gedeon chi cu lo ayuto di Deo non dubiatao cu pocu agenti a cumbattiri cu milli 
milia agenti, et appindi la vittoria.” Et dichendo quisti paroli, apparsi intra di loro uno Cavaleri armato a 
cavallo chi splendia supra uno cavallo blancu, cu una bandera in manuu cu lo signu di la Cruchi, et apparsi 
chi nexissi di la agenti di li Normani. Zò videndo, foro multo allegri et gridaro: Deu, Deu, et Santu Georgi; per 
grandi gaudiu lacrimaro per devotioni; et andando comu aju ditto confortati, andaro contra l’hosti: fu visto 
supra la bandera di lo Conti in la asta uno pinnuni cu armi fatti a cruchi: et zò non potia esseri si no 
miracolo solamenti da Deu mandato,” Simone da Lentini, Lu Libru di La Conquesta di Sicilia in Cronache 
Siciliane dei Secoli XIII. XIV. XV., 36. 
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visions. George rides, for example, on an exquisitely carved cloister capital at Santa Maria 

Nuova in Monreale, located only a few kilometers outside Palermo, and the artist 

juxtaposes him, not with Theodore, but Eustace, identifiable by the small stag that 

appeared in his sacred vision (Figs. 9-10). These miniscule warriors contribute to a 

program of hundreds of sculptures commissioned by Roger II's grandson, William II, 

between 1174-1184 for a group of Benedictine monks sent from Cava dei Terreni near 

Salerno (Campania). Their proximity is by no means unique at this time: a late-twelfth-

century or early-thirteenth-century marble panel, now installed in the wall of the Cappella 

della Madonna del Principio at S. Restituta in Naples, most likely detached from liturgical 

furniture, features a group of military saints in individual frames below the story of 

Samson (Figs. 11-12).44 Their pairing also brings to mind Byzantine commissions, such as 

the tenth-century ivory Harbaville Triptych. 

 Sicilian toponomy and church titles further demonstrate widespread devotion to 

the military saint, such as the Palermitan church of San Giorgio la Tonnara, discussed 

above, with a terminus ante quem of 1194, the Cathedral of S. Giorgi de Mohac (Modica), 

which came under Chiaramontan control in the Trecento.  The cathedral was founded 

and dedicated to St. George by Pope Eugenius III, who issued a papal bull in 1150 and 

placed it in the care of the monastery of Mileto in Calabria.45 On the southeastern coast 

of the island, in Agrigento, the Chiaramonte restored and embellished another small 

																																																								
44 Nino Zchomelidse, Art, ritual, and civic identity in medieval southern Italy (University Park: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 2014), “The Saint and His City: Hagiography, Relics, and the Panels of Santa Restituta in 
Naples,” 170-203. 
45 The leaders of Sicily were ambivalent in their allegiance to the papacy. During the tenure of Eugenius III 
(1145-1153), who had much trouble securing peace in Rome, and yet managed to call the Second Crusade, 
the Normans provided aid and secured Eugenius' re-entry to the city. There reception there was much 
improved from an earlier visit, when the Norman's sacked of the city and pillaged its churches, such as San 
Clemente, in 1084. 
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church dedicated to the saint; S. Giorgio was one of many monuments to receive a 

Chiaramontana treatment, notable for the varied geometric and vegetal forms embellishing 

the portal (Fig. 13). 

 
IV. THE SOPRAPPORTA OF ST. GEORGE AT THE STERI 

 
 The importance of St. George for Sicilian Christians did not diminish over the 

centuries, and for the Chiaramonte family the saint's military prowess proved a 

particularly virile and reflective figure for veneration. While the name 'George' never 

became an onomastic tradition— the family continued to use Norman-Hohenstaufen 

('Ghibelline') names, like Manfredi, Federico, and Costanza— their devotional proclivities 

were a crucial component in the decorative scheme of the baronial palace in Palermo. 

 Modifications to St. George’s iconography within the Steri during the second half 

of the fourteenth century suggest a subversive use of the military saint that resisted 

Aragón's claim, a change from the first decades of the century related to increasing 

tension between the Aragonese crown and the Chiaramonte. The groups of images 

discussed below originate from a three-decade period— around 1350 to 1380— in which 

the family was in open conflict with the rulers of Sicily even as they served the crown as 

admirals and seneschals. As discussed in previous chapters, the Chiaramonte governed 

significant swathes of the Kingdom of Trinacria, including the counties of Modica, 

Caccamo, and Agrigento,46 and pursued various strategies for expanding hegemony on 

the island:47 throughout the 1350s they requested and facilitated the Angevin capture of 

																																																								
46 Control of Modica moved through a chain of Chiaramonte, to Simone (1353), Federico (1357), Matteo in 
(1369), and, finally, to Manfredi III Chiaramonte in 1377; see Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte: Splendore e 
tramonto di una signoria. 
47 Ibid, 13-111. 
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Palermo; they ransomed their own king, Frederick IV, in 1366 in exchange for (short-

lived) control of Gozo and Malta; and following Frederick’s death in 1377 they held the 

infanta Maria hostage and attempted to marry her to a Visconti heir. Despite power 

struggles between the Chiaramonte and the crown, however, the family arranged 

marriages with Catalan nobility and royalty, convinced popes to lift interdicts against 

Trinacria in 1339 and 1374, and merited a pardon from King Frederick IV in 1361—not 

only for living Chiaramonte offenders, but also disgraced dead relatives.48 

 The art commissioned despite the family's perilous position promoted their 

vibrant and martial Christian devotion, especially their participation in the crusades, 

evidence of which is abundant in the artistic commissions within the Palazzo 

Chiaramonte-Steri. Multiple representations of the dragon-slaying saint in fresco and 

tempera appear in interior spaces of the Steri in Palermo, the roccaforte of the baronial 

family in the Trecento, each inviting a distinct reaction from the viewer. Installed at the 

main egress the Steri, George rides within a frescoed soprapporta, bearing arms and a 

round shield marked with the Chiaramonte crest, announcing the family's explicit support 

of the saint to dignitaries and townspeople alike passing through the gates (Fig. 14). 

Twice George slays a dragon in the Sala Magna: once in an isolated forested locale (n. 

246), and, again, in a longer narrative adapted from The Golden Legend (nos. 34 and 97), 

positioning him within the large network of romances and histories painted on the ceiling 

as a chivalric hero (Figs. 15-16). At least one more image of the holy rider is missing: an 

inventory of 1427 mentions an image of George, no longer extant, within a private 

																																																								
48 Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte. 
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chapel, also dedicated to him, located across the courtyard from the Sala Magna.49 

Unfortunately, the cappella palatina has suffered significant loss, but within this intimate 

devotional space the family would have gathered to venerate the lost image of George 

and to seek protection from the Virgin, Peter Martyr, and John the Baptist, who gaze 

down from the damaged apse fresco (Figs. 17-18). These three figures are repeated on 

another soprapporta in the courtyard, creating a network of saints devoted to battling 

heresy, a plague spread, according to Dominican scholar, Matthew of Paris, by Holy 

Roman Emperor Frederick II (Figs. 19-20). 

 

The frescoed lunettes 

 The frescoed lunette, dated to the second half of the fourteenth century, sits on 

the interior of the palace’s threshold, from where the saint protects those coming and 

going from the Grand Admiral’s estate (Fig. 21). This space held great importance in the 

Middle Ages, as thresholds were capable of allowing or preventing evil to enter and icons 

placed above doors offered protection for those held within, whether within a home or a 

city. Given that there are few noble residences extant from fourteenth-century Sicily, the 

surviving frescos and ceiling panels gives us critical information about the placement and 

types of paintings deployed in the home. It is certainly possible that contemporary 

palaces, such as Palazzo Sclafani in Palermo and Palazzo Ventimiglia in Cefalù, for 

example, would have included these devices as part of the palatial program; however, 

paintings no longer survive. The fluency with which St. George is rendered suggests an 

																																																								
49 Laura Sciascia, “Lo Steri dei Chiaramonte, Lo Steri dei Re: Una metamorfosi incompleta/ The Steri 
under the Chiaromontes, the Steri under the Kings: an Unfinished Metamorphosis” in Lo Steri di Palermo tra 
XIV e XVI Secolo/ Palermo’s Steri Between the 14th and 16th Centuries, ed. Marco Rosario Nobile, trans. 
Giuseppe Caliò (Palermo: Caracol, 2015), 21-63, esp. 31. 
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artist familiar with soprapporta commissions; they are certainly not unique to Sicily in this 

period, and we can imagine that other residences and urban facilities featured these 

important devices.50 

 Both of the above-door frescos at the Steri have been heavily restored, but they 

retain enough detail to determine that they were painted by the same hand or workshop 

around the same time, most likely during the restoration and renovation of the palace and 

the Sala Magna in the late 1370s. Similarity is evident in the face shapes, repetition of 

sartorial details, color scheme, painterly habits, and the content. While some have 

attributed the frescos to Cecco of Naro, who autographed the painted ceiling, others have 

suggested based on stylistic choices that the sacra conversazione pre-dates the painting of 

George. Setting artist attributions for the moment, this question of style deserves brief 

consideration. Both soprapporte commissions, I believe, may be dated to the second part of 

Trecento around the time when Cecco, Pellegrino, Simone, and their workshops began 

work on the Sala Magna ceiling. I find the argument that on account of the soprapporta-

Madonna appearing 'more Byzantine' and, therefore, older to be much too simplistic.  

 In a stylistically complex context, such as Palermo, there is no reason why 

different styles could not occupy the same space; it is one of the features of its artistic 

production that have simultaneously repulsed and intrigued scholars. A close inspection 

of Peter Martyr, the Dominican prosecutor of heretics, reveals the same profile and 

palette as that of George. This same artist could also make a reference to long-established 

																																																								
50 In Florence at the Porta di San Georgio, for example, Andrea Pisano installed a stunning carved relief of 
the saint in action. Commissioned in the early fourteenth century, Pisano's George slays evil at the city 
walls, offering the city's inhabitants a glimmer of hope for their safe-keeping. The best evidence for the 
family's engagement with this specific kind of decoration, beyond the painting of George itself, is their 
adoption of the Marian prayer placed in the central soprapporta of Santa Maria Nuova in Monreale that they 
transpose onto the Sala Magna ceiling discussed above and in Chapter Six. 
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tradition of Madonna imagery of Palermo found in Norman commissions, for example 

the late-thirteenth-century niche painting at San Giovanni degli Eremiti and large 

enthroned Virgin and Child icon in the Lower Church of the Cappella Palatina (Figs. 22-

23). Dating Sicilian works based on arbitrary stylistic detail can lead to problematic 

assumptions about commissions and their meaning, and so each of these paintings of 

George will be assessed on its own terms to understand their importance in the larger 

Chiaramontan message. 

 Bands of red, white, and yellow frame St. George against a dark featureless 

ground in greyish-green and burgundy, a convention ubiquitous in frescos gracing 

churches, refectories, and dormitories on the island, such as the frescos in San Giovanni 

degli Eremiti, mentioned above.51 At the center of the Steri’s soprapporta, George wears red 

hose and a loose golden surcoat pinned at the elbow to reveal a red shirt with golden and 

beaded cuffs (Figs. 14 and 21). His cape flies and splits behind him, defined with think 

brown lines and white highlights, as he twists at the hips to pin the beast with his right 

arm, a striking formal change that affords the viewer an unobstructed view of the action. 

Thinly arched eyebrows outline the nose, a device used in the sacra conversazione lunette as 

well, and he has a small bow mouth, high and wide brow, and a contemporary hair style, 

which shows evidence of restoration in recent centuries. 

 Of the plague-ridden dragon, only flames, tongue, and pointed curving teeth have 

survived time. His eagle-like wings and tortoise shell back and waving tail differ greatly 

from the usual smooth backs and coiled tails seen in examples on the painted ceiling, 

leaving us with the possibility of a separate artist from the ceiling workshop. The shading 

																																																								
51 Giuseppe Bellafiore, Architettura in Sicilia nelle età islamica e normanna (827-1194), La civiltà siciliana, Vol. 1 
(Palermo: A. Lombardi, 1990), 140-41. 
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of the tail is accomplished with three juxtaposed swipes of green, grey, white, a 

combination also seen in the weapon that gives Peter Martyr his palm on the other 

soprapporta, and further supporting a coeval execution of the paintings. George's dappled 

steed rushes forward to trample the dragon; a heavy red saddle sits upon his back, 

decorated with a white pearlized border. A precious detail, the bridle rosette that connects 

the horse’s crown and brow band clearly identifies him as a Chiaramontan mount.  

 While the dynamic action of George is arresting, the most striking element of the 

fresco is not the saint, but the object with which he defends himself. His round shield 

does not depict the usual red cross on a white ground, and is, instead, emblazoned with 

the five white peaks of the Chiaramonte crest against red. This simple change, the swap 

of the red cross for the white monte, coupled with the horse's bridle rosette, collapses 

George's narrative of conversion and crusade with the family's own legacy of 

participation in the Norman conquest and centuries later in Honorious III's Fifth 

Crusade (1213–1221). The central position of the large shield on the soprapporta promises 

a reciprocal relationship between the Chiaramonte and George that toys with time’s 

plasticity and the importance of memories made sharp with violence: the family deftly 

insert themselves into the saint’s heroic quest in Sicily, where the saint rode among their 

ancestors.52 At the same time, George is pulled from the past into the complex issues 

surrounding their shifting allegiances between the papal-Angevin alliance and Aragonese 

rulers. Depicted within the Steri, George does not participate in the island’s battle against 

																																																								
52 Alexander Nagel and Christopher Wood’s work on representations of plural and non-linear time are 
particularly informative in this regard: “Historical style, the ‘look’ of a remote place or time, became one of 
the possible contents of the painting. From this point on, any painting that stages past events in modern 
garb and surroundings has to be suspected of sophistication, that is, knowing exactly what it is doing, 
before it is accused of negligence or indifference;” see Alexander Nagel and Christopher Wood, Anachronic 
Renaissance (New York: Zone Books, 2010), 35. 
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Angevins and crusaders sent by the papacy at the beginning of the Trecento, but he 

recalls early moments of shared jubilation. 

 Such memory crafting, embedded within the iconography of St. George, was part 

of a multipronged effort on the part of the Chiaramonte to represent themselves to the 

Aragonese, the Angevins, and the papacy as faithful warriors— crusaders and athletes of 

Christ— poised to defend the Sicilian frontier. Viewers are invited to recall particular 

Chiaramontan memories of religious conquests that could be celebrated by all parties 

involved in the ‘Sicilian Question.’53 Federico I Chiaramonte, for example, received a 

papal rose from Honorious III during the Fifth Crusade, a rare and precious honor given 

despite the imperiled state of Sicily’s ruler, Frederick II – excommunicated, an alleged 

heretic. The inclusion of Peter of Verona, martyred in 1252, supports an apologetic 

reading of Sicilian piety. Placed on the other side of the palace’s vestibule, facing the 

interior of the courtyard, Peter, an ardent preacher of crusade against heretics and a lead 

figure in the Albigensian Crusade, flanks the Virgin and Child with St. John the Baptist. 

 At the threshold of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, St. George is imagined as a 

Chiaramontan knight, a warrior of Sicilian frontiers, and thus the artist confirms Sicily as 

an active and fervent participant in the papal project, laboring with Christian armies, 

rather than against them, at it had in centuries past. Sicily, from the outbreak of the War 

of the Sicilian Vespers in 1282 throughout the fourteenth century, was indeed targeted by 

papal-Angevin aggression and suffered religious censorship and the violence resulting 

from repeated calls of crusade against it—often to the dismay of international community 

as funds meant to reconquer the east were slowly drained in crusading campaigns against 

																																																								
53 Steven Runciman, The Sicilian Vespers: a history of the Mediterranean world in the later thirteenth century 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1958). 
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Christians in Italy, a phenomenon well documented by Norman Housley, Sylvia Schein, 

Steven Runciman, and others.54 The set of martyrs composed of George, together with 

the soprapporta figures of John and Peter Martyr, offers to the Chiaramonte an example of 

steadfast faith and heroism in the face of persecution and tribulation and accomplish 

multiple and parallel purposes: 1) they prioritize Sicily’s past victory over its Muslim 

rulers, glossing over the irrecoverable losses of Jerusalem and the Holy Land following 

Frederick II’s intervention, 2) they shift attention away from the devastating  crusade 

against Sicilians during the War of the Vespers, and 3) they advocate for the eradication 

of heretics sheltering within Christendom. At the height of their power, however, in the 

1360s and 70s, the family's patronage of George especially reveals their concerns with 

self-promotion and participation within an on-going discourse of local versus interloper. 

George of the Chiaramonte fights against either the Angevins or Aragonese depending 

on personal needs that change over time. 

 

V. THE ROMANCE OF ST. GEORGE 
 

 In the fourteenth century, the Chiaramonte and other noble Sicilian families acted 

to rehabilitate their image and restore the relationship with Rome, resisting the anti-

Sicilian sentiment pervasive in contemporary religious and popular literature and staging 

elaborate schemes to promote their names beyond the island, sometimes at the expense 

of their Aragonese rulers. Rebecca Corrie has demonstrated Aragonese concerns to 

																																																								
54 I have found especially illuminating a series of works by Norman Housley on crusading in the later 
medieval period; see Norman Housley, The later Crusades, 1274-1580: from Lyons to Alcazar (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1992); ibid., The Avignon papacy and the Crusades, 1305-1378 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1986); ibid., The Italian crusades : the Papal-Angevin alliance and the crusades against Christian lay powers, 1254-1343 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press; New York: Oxford University Press, 1982). See also, Sylvia Schein, Fideles crucis: 
the Papacy, the West, and the recovery of the Holy Land, 1274-1314 (Oxford: Clarendon Press; New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1991). 
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trumpet their support of papal wars in the eastern Mediterranean, pointing to a group of 

manuscripts illuminated in Palermo in the early fourteenth century that emphasize the 

‘just war,’ 55 looking outward and eastward from Sicily, thereby refocusing attention on 

lands thought to be recoverable. Many of these developments are at play at the Palazzo 

Chiaramonte-Steri where it is possible to identify the family’s engagement with a project 

aimed to include Sicily within papal authority rather than oppose it. This is accomplished 

in several ways, such as acknowledging the value of the crusades and emphasizing their 

devotion to Saint George.56 It is worth remembering that works like Fra Simone da 

Lentini’s 1358 vernacular translation of The Deeds of Count Roger and Duke Robert Guiscard 

and other vernacular accounts of the War of the Sicilian Vespers sought to place Sicily 

within the trajectory of the ‘just wars.’ 57 During this time, too, the Chiaramonte family 

invited Queen Joanna of Naples and Luigi of Taranto to capture Palermo and place Sicily 

back under papal-Angevin control, and their relationship with George helped to frame 

their treason within terms of a spiritual requirement. 

 On the painted ceiling of the palace’s main reception room, commissioned by 

																																																								
55 It is important to stress that the violence depicted on the ceiling was justified by missionary practices and 
a deeply rooted belief in the ‘just war,’ as defined by St. Augustine; see Marcus Bull, “Origins,” in The 
Oxford History of the Crusades, ed. Jonathan Riley-Smith (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 18 (15-34). 
Crusading was a voluntary activity aimed at rehabilitating the soul and suturing the fragmented state of 
Christendom : “…[Crusades] had technically to be defensive—Christians could not fight wars of 
conversion—but at a grassroots level people perceived Christianity to be a muscular religious, and 
missionary elements again and again pervaded crusading thought and propaganda,” Jonathan Riley-Smith, 
“The Crusading Movement and Historians,” in The Oxford History of the Crusades, ed. Jonathan Riley-Smith 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 9. 
56 Ezio Levi briefly mentions the crusaders and the paintings of St. George on the ceiling, but he does not 
go into depth regarding their relationship to each other nor does he connect them to any larger political or 
pious message; see Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 77-78. 
57 According to an anonymous contemporary – and notably Ghibelline-leaning—cronica of the War of the 
Sicilian Vespers, Lu ribellamentu di Sicilia contra Re Carlu, written around 1290, Sicilians attempted to negotiate 
with Angevin king Robert the Wise for a return to the rules and regulations of Norman king, William II, a 
request scorned and rejected by the king, in Cronache Siciliane Dei Secoli XIII. XIV. XV, ed. Vincenzo di 
Giovanni (Bologna: G. Romagnoli, 1865), 136. 
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Admiral Manfredi III Chiaramonte between 1377 and 1380, the images of crusaders 

slaughtering Muslims vividly express the desired outcomes of earlier successful 

campaigns, one scrubbed clean of entanglements: When crusading is imagined, it is not a 

papal war ordered against Christian Sicily of which there were many in the thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries, but a victorious assault on non-Christian offenders (Figs. 24-25). 

This is made clear in textual evidence as well: Federico II Chiaramonte, at his death circa 

1311 or 1313, left money in his will to outfit four crusaders should the need arise. 

Federico had experienced the devastation brought by the Italian Crusades –

excommunication, interdict, and loss of life—however, his pious contribution looks 

forward to the ultimate recuperation of the Holy Lands. 

 The Chiaramonte, especially under the guidance of Manfredi III Chiaramonte in 

the 1360s and 1370s, promoted a carefully tailored view of crusader policy that 

encouraged reflection upon their inherited legacy and continued efforts to guide the 

kingdom. Along the central beam of the ceiling, the soprapporta on the ground floor is 

teased apart, and St. George become one of dozens of holy pilgrims wandering the 

ceiling, but the only saint representing in this grand reception space (Figs. 16 and 26). 

George halts in a verdant landscape (no. 34) framed by two fruit-bearing trees to pierce 

the mouth of the dragon, whose massive tail curls against the belly of St. George’s steed. 

This elegant rider dressed in red does not have a halo or military cloak, the usual 

attributes of St. George, as seen in a Pisan painting of the saint housed in S. Francesco 

and dated to the 1370s (Fig. 27). The family’s particular devotion lends a firm 

identification within a world of chivalric imagery in which courtly entertainment and ‘just 

wars’ collide. A nearby Chiaramontan knight (no. 28), for example, rides a horse 
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protected by a caparison decorated with the family’s heraldry fitted into roundels as seen 

on the soprapporta image, further blurring the line between saintly legend and a sanitized 

Trecento fantasty. Ready for either war or tournament—both events occur with regularity 

on the ceiling—the heraldic rider heads towards women holding a lacey roundel of the 

family’s coast of arms and a small woodland concert. Rendering the saint in 

contemporary courtly apparel speaks to an interest in bringing chivalric code to bear 

upon the tale: St. George is a perfect example of a courtly hero, who protects the Lady 

and saves the kingdom, converting thousands in the process, as shown on the southern 

part of the ceiling (Side A).58 

 Although heavily damaged, an expanded narrative of St. George occupies panels 

no. 97 and 246 on the ceiling, based on Legenda Sanctorum, in which the blessed Jacobus da 

Varagine (d. 1298-99) attests to the saint's role in the rescue of a princess and the slaying 

of a dragon in exchange for a kingdom's conversion to Christianity, as well as his 

miraculous assistance at the Siege of Jerusalem (Fig. 15).59 Viewers would have been 

familiar with the story: A dragon had been continuously threatening the kingdom, and 

after many failed attempts to slay it, the king ordered a lottery by which the unlucky 

‘winner’ would be sacrificed. The plan satisfied the king until his daughter drew her lot. In 

the first scene, soldiers defend the kingdom with sword and shield from a crenellated 

parapet, a banner of red and white waving from the walls (Figs. 28-29). The dragon flies 

towards them from its cave near a lake, its undulating body, highlighted with thin white 

																																																								
58 Anne Dunlop explores the overlap between chivalric masculinity and religious devotion, noting the use 
of such posturing to justify Ghibelline violence, see “Masculinity, Crusading, and Devotion: Francesco 
Casali's Fresco in the Trecento Perugian Contado,” Speculum 76.2 (2001): 315-336. 
59 Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend: Readings on the Saints, trans.  William Granger Ryan, Vol. 1 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), 238-242; Jacques Le Goff, In Search of Sacred Time: Jacobus de 
Voragine and the Golden Legend (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014). 
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brushstrokes that mirror the body of water gushing between two craggy outcrops. Small 

green plants spring up at the water’s edge. The artist has taken care to guide the dragon’s 

whipping tail above three trees, each of which are haloed in white blossoms. From the 

monster’s scaly chest it exhales venomous breath over the kingdom’s inhabitants. The 

second half of the story nearly copies the earlier scene—from the tail curling to the 

dragon’s right to the choppy water rushing from between the rocks. The princess’s 

parents watch in horror taking the same position from which the soldiers attempted to 

protect the kingdom. Their daughter kneels in a forest, surrounded by leaves painted in 

white, red, and green and awaits her demise; her hands are lifted in supplication, a nod to 

her imminent salvation and conversion. These three figures remain static: All eyes are 

directed toward George on his steed, who is romanticized, as seen in other dragon-slaying 

escapades on the ceiling, envisioned as a courtly figure in fine hose and a slender, pointed 

helmet, finding the princess exposed and roaming outside the walls.  An artist, different 

from the ones responsible for the soprapporta in the entrance vestibule and the small 

panels along the central beam, captures a sense of great energy expressed in the violent S-

curve of the dragon, George’s bent and raised arm, and the rearing horse, who reins fly 

(Fig. 30). Under the spear of George, who carried a white cross on his red shield, an error 

consistent with the first panel, the viewer witnesses the dragon’s utter collapse. 

 Da Varagine supplies the details excised from the ceiling: Managing to subdue the 

monster, George leads it about the kingdom like a docile puppy by an improvised leash of 

the princess’s girdle.60 This has been a motif since the beginning of George’s cult in the 

early 11th century, where in an over-door fresco in the Alaverdi Monastery in Georgia, 

																																																								
60 De Voragine, The golden legend: readings on the saints; and Pancaroğlu, “The Itinerant Dragon-Slayer: Forging 
Paths of Image and Identity in Medieval Anatolia.” 
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George dressed in the finest military garb spears the dragon and the princess leads it by a 

leash. According to Da Varagine’s legend, George promises the king that he will slay it by 

sword, but only on the condition that the kingdom converts to Christianity; the king 

agrees and fifteen thousand men are baptized. Although this scene is not present on the 

ceiling, an analogue image is located in the so-called Sala dei Caparezza, where a fresco of 

the Virgin lactans is flanked by a damaged image of Margaret. 

 The arrangement of St. George, the princess, and her city also finds consonance 

in commissions on the peninsula, where the rider saint similarly protected the threatened 

thresholds of cities, like Rome and Florence. A large painted and gilded banner of silk 

and leather (420 cm x 280 cm) crafted in the late-thirteenth century, the St. George 

Banner (inv. MOB 363), now housed in the Palazzo dei Conservatori in the Capitoline 

Museum in Rome (Fig. 31).61According to numerous contemporary sources, Cardinal 

Jacopo Caetani Stefaneschi62 commissioned the Banner in order to replace the relic of St. 

George’s standard, which was kept at San Giorgio al Velabro, a Roman basilica, from the 

eighth or ninth century. The standard flew alongside the city’s gonfalon, which sported 

the acronym S.P.Q.R. and a cross on a red ground, when Cola di Rienzo came to power 

in Rome. While the fabric is in a fragmentary state, the hero is identified by a label 

																																																								
61 See the museum website celebrating its restoration: 
http://www.museiincomuneroma.it/servizi/news/ai_musei_capitolini_nuovo_allestimento_della_sala_del
_medioevo_con_lo_stendardo_di_san_giorgio_e_l_affresco_staccato_della_madonna_con_bambino 
(accessed 20 January 2016), as well as the extended project analysis written by the Istituto Superiore per la 
Conservazione ed il Restauro: http://www.icr.beniculturali.it/pagina.cfm?usz=5&uid=182&idnew=166 
(accessed 20 January 2016). 
62 Cardinal Jacopo Stefaneschi (d. 1341), an insatiable patron of religious art in the Trecento, also 
commissioned one of the most well-known and ambitious programs of St. George imagery, the Saint George 
Codex, which demonstrates the perfect visual marriage of heroic masculinity and piety. The volume has 
been attributed to a variety of workshops—Italian artists in the court of Avignon, Florentine illuminators, 
French artists—and remains an important example of the limits of nationalist studies of art confined within 
the parameters of ‘France’ and ‘Italy.’ 
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stitched above, S[anctus] Geor[g]ius, who drives the lance into the dragon with both 

hands as his steed tramples it. The princess stands erect and the right of the scene, just 

outside the walls where two figures, her parents, are stood watching between towers 

along the parapet. Unfortunately, much of her is lost; only part of the patterned dress, 

lighter hemline, decorative bands, and dainty shoes remain. 

 For the Chiaramonte, George is an ideal chivalric crusader, a model defender of 

Christendom, and an especial protector of the admirals who protect the borders of 

Trinacria. This message, however, is legible in an Aragonese context as well, since the 

banner of St. George flown from the parapets of the Sala Magna's painting is one that 

would have resonated with Aragonese visitors: both the flag and seal of Aragón use the 

banner of St. George, modified with four severed ‘Saracen’ heads. The added violent 

imagery is absent in these particular scenes; however, the threads that suture St. George, 

the crusades, Sicily, and Aragón together are woven together in the palace through careful 

reading that includes circulating knowledge of George's hagiography.63 

 In the Golden Legend, the rider's adventure of resounding success is prefaced with 

an etymology of the name 'George' that firmly establishes the saint as a holy wandering 

warrior: “...George may be said of gerar, that is holy, and of gyon, that is a wrestler, that is a 

holy wrestler, for he wrestled with the dragon. Or George is said of gero, that is a 

pilgrim...”64 Concretizing George’s importance in a larger crusader narrative is his 

																																																								
63 The flag of Aragon with the four “blackamoors” –decapitated ‘Saracen’ heads— sitting in the arms of 
the St. George cross shares its imagery with the flag of Sardinia, which was also under Aragonese rule by 
the late thirteenth century. The heads have been included in the Aragonese shield since 1281 BCE and in 
the present form since 1499; they are “thus are an integral part of the culture and identity of the Aragonese 
people.” The relationship between the flag, the Muslims of Sardinia, St. George's appearances on the 
battlefields of the Iberian Peninsula, as well as contemporary debate surrounding the flag of Aragón, see 
Maribel Fierro, “Decapitation of Christians and Muslims in the medieval Iberian Peninsula: narratives, 
images, contemporary perceptions,” Comparative Literature Studies 45.2 (2008): 139. 
64 Jacobus de Voragine, The golden legend: readings on the saints, 238. 
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participation in military events following his martyrdom: a priest marching with a great 

host to conquer Jerusalem tells a young man to “bear with him a little of the relics of St. 

George,” and during the heat of the siege –Behold! –a vision of the saint appeared on the 

walls, bearing a red and white standard, and the Christian soldiers followed him and with 

George’s help took the city. It seems that the artist anticipates this event in the decision 

to show the soldiers battling the dragon as he attacks the city in the first panel. 

  
VI. PICTURING THE CRUSADES IN SICILY 

 
 Crusade, a phenomenon during which martial pilgrims (and many non-

combatants) went forth in seemingly endless campaigns to recapture purportedly 

Christian lands, found clear expression in a series of four paintings along the central beam 

of the painted ceiling. (Figs. 24-25). Along the northeast section of the ceiling’s central 

divider, a scene of battling Muslims and Christians spreads across panels nos. 151, 157, 

163, and 169, framed as discrete vignettes by perpendicular beams. Against a forest green 

background absent of any indication of location, environment, or chronology, two artists 

have delicately rendered twelve Christian knights whose slim bodies, articulated cuirasses, 

and cinched waists occupy the full vertical height of each plane. Again, we are confronted 

with idealized masculinity, performing the most pious of lay activities. At their feet lie 

twenty-one mortally wounded Muslim warriors, identifiable as such by their banners, 

dress, and weapons. Each crusader straddles or stands atop his foe, while opening his 

stance to the viewer to display the spectacle of slaughter. Nearly every Christian is 
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presented in profile, indicating his engagement in either conversation or battle and 

creating dynamism in a highly condensed space.65 

 On the left-hand side of the first panel (no. 169), a fallen Muslim soldier 

gesticulates with his mouth agape as a soldier thrusts his sword into his neck; on the far 

right, a knight prepares to administer a coup de grâce to an unarmed and wounded soldier, 

attempting to crawl away as blood issues from his wounds (Figs. 25 and 32). Between the 

three Muslim soldiers in red, a fourth dressed in green lies dead, his wound graphically 

accentuated by centuries of moth damage to the wooden panel.66 At center, a knight 

holds his kneeling foe in place, easing his sword from the chest cavity after delivering a 

deadly thrust from a high angle. As his entry and exit wounds erupt, the defeated man 

sticks out his tongue, a gesture of defiance and obscenity; he manages to grasp firmly his 

teardrop-shaped shield emblazoned with a crescent, an explicit symbol of his Muslim 

faith. To a great degree, this vignette mirrors the scene on a perpendicular panel (no. 167) 

in which Tristan raises his sword above his shoulder to attack a dragon. The visual 

symmetry is no accident, but emphasizes the potential danger of the task at hand and 

binds the two heroes in their quest to defeat evil. 

 Standing in the foreground, the Christian knights in the second panel (no. 163) 

wear brightly colored faulds and breastplates and hold unsheathed swords in varying 

																																																								
65 Meyer Schapiro’s discussion of the difference between a profile view and a frontal representation offers a 
useful means by which to analyze these dynamic battle scenes. Citing a stylistic shift in the early Middle 
Ages from frontal depictions of Moses to his profile, Schapiro claims that “…the heightened interest in 
action, whether in religious or secular scenes, as an objective engagement in which the actors move in a 
common space of their own and are attentive to each other without confronting the viewer of the image as 
in the theme of state,” see Schapiro, Words, script, and pictures: semiotics of visual language (New York: G. 
Braziller, 1996), 55. 
66 On the extent of the moth-damage to the ceiling, see Silvia Costanzo, et al., "Preservation of the artistic 
heritage within the seat of the Chancellorship of the University of Palermo," Building and Environment 41 
(2006): 1847-1859. 
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positions. Consistent with the other three panels, the artist presents the warriors as a 

cohesive unit demonstrated through their monumentality, shared palette, and frontality, 

but lends individuality to each through a sensitive treatment of facial hair, eyes, and 

gesture. Behind them, three slaughtered Muslims lie with arms crossed over their chests, 

blood pouring from wounds. A fourth kneels decapitated in the far-left corner, his head 

resting at the ground line below. 

  A second artist, distinguishable from the first by a flatter treatment of the figures, 

different fashion choices – belts and short tunics— and the inclusion of crutch crosses, 

handles the third and fourth panels (nos. 157, 151). In panel no. 157, no active violence is 

depicted; rather, we witness a moment after the delivery of fatal blows (Fig. 33). Along 

the ground line, the viewer encounters the horrific destruction and mutilation of bodies: 

one man curls into a ball, another is split in two from the crown of his head to his chest, a 

third receives a thrust to the face, and a fourth figure braces his body between two 

crusaders’ legs—his severed head floats in the air. A second decapitated head, perhaps 

intentionally mutilated by a restorer, has come to a rest along the extreme right of the 

ground line, its body nowhere to be seen. 

 The fourth frame of the battle sequence (panel no. 151) presents the aftermath of 

an ambush. As in the other panels, these three victorious Christians threaten to break 

through the vertical limit of the framed space as they stand atop a cluster of eight 

prostrated enemies. With crosses embellishing their shields and breastplates, their task is 

identified clearly within the realm of a pious military enterprise. Not a single Christian 

knight in this scene, nor in any of the other three panels, exhibits a single scratch or 

splatter of blood, while the contrast between the white turbans and red garments of the 
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Muslims only accentuates the gravity of their wounds. 

 While we cannot know whether the scenes make reference to a specific battle in 

Sicily or abroad, the presence of Christian crusaders decimating Muslim troops recalls and 

even rewrites moments of extraordinary importance for the Chiaramonte clan.67 Manfredi 

III’s decision to include valorous Christian crusaders may recall and justify the total 

expulsion of Muslims from Sicily and the mainland under Charles II in the early 

fourteenth century, which vilified Muslims and the practice of Islam categorically. 

Available documentary evidence points, furthermore, to the Chiaramonte’s sustained 

interest over the course of the fourteenth century to colonize important trading posts, 

such as Malta, Gozo, Jerba in order to expand their considerable financial strength 

beyond the island.68 

 Ezio Levi suggests that the crosses displayed on the soldiers’ chests and shields 

recall the order of Manfredi III’s great-great-grandfather, Federico I († before 1286), a 

recipient of a papal rose from Honorius III, tutor of Frederick II, during the Fifth 

Crusade (1213-1221) for his commitment to fighting “contra saracenos et infidels et scismaticos” 

(against Saracens and infidels and schismatics).69  These are the very terms in which 

																																																								
67 Jacqueline De Weever notes a similar phenomenon in the poem La Chanson de Roland (circa 1000) 
supposedly composed by Turolxdus: “Roland's story appears to be an example of the past remade to fit the 
realities of Turolxdus's present because the Basques, and not the Spanish Arabs, ambushed the French 
rearguard in the Pass of Roncesvalles in 778;” see De Weever, “Introduction: The Saracen as narrative 
knot,” Arthuriana 16.4 (2006): 6 (4-9). 
68 Henri Bresc, "Documents on Frederick IV of Sicily's Intervention in Malta: 1372," Papers of the Bristish 
School at Rome 41 (1973): 188-189 (180-200). 
69 See Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 77-78. According to The Oxford Dictionary of the 
Renaissance, a golden or papal rose is a “flowering ornamental rose made of gold, decorated with gems, and 
mounted in a vase. Golden Roses have for centuries been blessed by popes on Rose Sunday (the fourth 
Sunday in Lent) and then presented to rulers and communities who have served the Church. The origin of 
the practice is unknown, but in 1049 Pope Leo IX described it as an ancient institution,” see “Golden Rose 
or Papal Rose” in The Oxford Dictionary of the Renaissance, ed. Gordon Campbell (Oxford University Press, 
2005). Accessed 25 February 2016 via Cornell University.  This requires more investigation, as a papal rose 
is a rare honor, usually reserved for kings and princes, although occasionally awarded to communities as 
well. If a papal rose were bestowed upon the Chiaramonte family, one wonders where is has gone and 
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crusaders will be rallied to ‘retake’ Sicily. They may also make reference to the brother of 

Manfredi I, Federico II (†1311 or 1313), who left money in his will to outfit four 

crusaders should a need for them arise.70 The extraordinary honor of the blessed rose and 

the considerable cost of maintaining ready warriors in the thirteenth century situated the 

inheritors of the Chiaramonte name well within the realm of heroic lay piety. Forever 

fulfilling their vows and forever remitted from sin, the scenes remind viewers of the 

intense ritual developed around the institution of crusade well into the fourteenth 

century. In addition to identifying the warriors as Christian pilgrims, a cross sewn onto 

the right shoulder, back, or chest was believed to protect against expected peril, its 

efficacy frequently bolstered with portable amulets written on paper or carved in stones 

or gems.71 As discussed in Chapter Six, many of these known protective phrases were 

painted on the Sala Magna’s ceiling, testifying to their potency in a fixed architecture 

environment, as well. Perhaps the viewer did not know of the deeds of either of the 

Federico's, but they would not have missed the importance of the cross and the clear 

message of a ‘just war’ placed so closely to the dedicatory inscription.72  

 Again, ambiguity plays an important role. The very lack of inscriptions along this 

series of images encourages the viewer to penetrate the many layers available to map a 

																																																								
where it may have been displayed. I have not, as yet, been able to locate much information regarding its 
movement across the thirteenth or fourteenth centuries. 
70 In particular, see the first chapter of Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture. 
71 M. Cecilia Gaposchkin, “From pilgrimage to Crusade: The liturgy of departure, 1095-1300,” Speculum 88.1 
(2013): 44-91. 
72 The inscription with its missing letters supplied reads “…[a]nno d[omi]ni Mil[lesim]o Trecentesimo 
Septuag[esimo] Septimo Indictione Q[u]intadecima Magnificus d[omi]n[u]s Ma[n]fred[us] de Claromo[ns] 
presens op[us] fieri mandavit feliciter. Amen.” The project’s completion is indicated along the southeast 
wall (to the left of the entrance): “Anno d[omi]ni Mil[lesim]o CCC LXXX Primo iulii Tercie Indiction opus 
completum;” see Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 1932. 
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number of different scenarios to the paintings.73 Indeed, the paintings’ ambiguity lends 

them much force, pointing not only to a range of actions taken against the Muslim 

population of Sicily, but also the wider Kingdom of Sicily against Islamic Bari or the 

community at the mouth of the Gargano River, although these two aforementioned 

communities were dispersed before the crusades were engineered. 

 The violent summary of crusading adventures on the ceiling rewrites, indeed 

erases, the supposed disobedience of Sicily’s inhabitants, and even of the Chiaramonte 

themselves, as the papacy and Angevin kingdom launched repeated campaigns in order to 

reclaim the island.74 On April 17, 1339, for example, Teobaldo, the archbishop of 

Palermo, announced an interdict written by Pope Benedict XII, a strong supporter of the 

Angevins; it would not be lifted until Clement VI did so on July 13, 1347.75 Writing in the 

early fifteenth century, Niccolò Speciale di Noto, the viceroy of Aragonese Sicily, 

reported in the Historica sicula that in Palermo during the 1325-26 incursions Giovanni II 

Chiaramonte († 1342), the father of Manfredi III, “ordered the very paving of the stones 

of the city’s streets and squares be dug up, for use as projectiles against the Angevin 

besiegers.”76 Throughout the fourteenth century, Sicilians were subjected to multiple 

papal interdicts as the Angevin and Aragonese crowns, the Papal States, and the so-called 

																																																								
73 See Dario Gamboni, Potential Images: Ambiguity and Indeterminacy in Modern Art (London: Reaktion, 2002) 
and David Abulafia, “Introduction: Seven Types of Ambiguity, c. 1100-1500,” in Medieval Frontiers: Concepts 
and Practices, Ed. David Abulafia and Nora Berend (Farnham, UK; Burlington, US: Ashgate, 2002), 1-34. 
74 From its establishment in 1130, the kingdom of Sicily and the papacy had a fraught relationship. 
Interdicts plagued the island in the thirteenth and fourteen centuries. In 1227, Gregory IX excommunicated 
Frederick II for his unwillingness to participate in crusading efforts. The same year Frederick traveled to 
Acre to negotiate a truce with al-Kamil, and for doing so, he was again excommunicated; see Takayama, 
“Frederick II’s crusade: an example of Christian–Muslim diplomacy,” Mediterranean Historical Review 25.2 
(2010): 169–185. 
75 Patrizia Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte splendore e tramonto di una signoria, 2. 
76  The kind of rebellion sponsored by the Chiaramonte and other leading families, like the Ventimiglia, led 
to their expulsion from the island or, at the very least, a temporary striping of lands and titles; see Clifford 
R. Backman, The decline and fall of Sicily, 72-77; and Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture. 
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Latin families battled for control of the island.77 Furthermore, when Sicily suffered 

another bout of complete excommunication in the mid-fourteenth century, Manfredi III 

himself was tasked with organizing and leading a coalition responsible for collecting fees 

levied by the Holy See as the cost of removing the indict. 

 

VII: THE CRUSADE’S CLAIM TO SICILY 

 Sicily’s participation in the crusades provided the fuel for a rich tradition of 

romances and epic poetry circulating, such as the Chanson D’aspremont. Studies of medieval 

Iberian literature point to the widespread trope of Muslims regularly beheading other 

Muslims, and histories demonstrate that single-figure and mass beheadings developed as a 

means of spectacle, victory, and defiance given the circumstances, especially during the 

establishment of the Umayyad caliphs.78 Tales of brutality informed histories, romances, 

and epic poetry, and this particular kind of violence is found, not only in an Iberian 

context, but also in the chansons de geste and material produced on the island. 

 Among the most colorful representations of holy warfare in the late-fourteenth 

century, Canto XXVIII of Dante's Inferno imagines Muhammad’s injuries as an 

embodiment of his schismatic faith in the ninth pit of Hell. Henri Bresc’s survey of 

medieval library inventories reveals that the Commedia reached a high status in Palermo, 

"known from at least 1367, the Inferno was also part of the library of the Franciscan 

archbishop of Palermo, Matteo della Porta (d. 1377).79 The morbid wounds displayed by 

																																																								
77 On April 17, 1339, for example, Teobaldo, the archbishop of Palermo, announced an interdict written by 
Pope Benedict XII, a strong supporter of the Angevins; it would not be lifted until Clement VI did so on 
July 13, 1347; see Sardina, Palermo e i Chiaromonte, 13-19. 
78 Maribel Fierro, “Decapitation of Christians and Muslims in the medieval Iberian Peninsula: narratives, 
images, contemporary perceptions,” Comparative Literature Studies 45.2 (2008): 137-164. 
79 Henri Bresc’s survey of medieval library inventories reveals the intellectual interests of late medieval 
Sicilians—a complex social make-up of Aragonese, Angevins, Lombards, Christians, Jews, and Muslims. 
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Muhammad80 and Ali and their fellow residents in the ninth bolgia are described as battle 

wounds that they themselves reaped: disembowelment for challenging the authority of 

the Church’s teachings and misleading followers with false prophecy.81 

While I [Dante] was caught up in the sight of him, 
he looked at me and, with his hands, ripped open 
his chest, saying: ‘See how I rend myself, 
 
‘see how mangled is Mohammed! 
Ahead of me proceeds Ali, in tears, 
his face split open from chin to forelock. 
 
‘And all the others whom you see 
sowed scandal and schism while they lived, 
and that is why they here are hacked asunder.82 
 

Inferno, XXVIII: 28-36 

 The dramatic presentation of Muhammad's open chest is foreground in the canto 

with the recollection of four historic battles, two of which were driven by the desire to 

																																																								
Bresc warns, however, that notaries mostly recorded Latin texts and eschewed cataloguing many written in 
the vernacular. Manfredi’s decision to illustrate romances, classical tales, and the Old Testament, therefore, 
is particularly valuable, since the ceiling provides a view into books and objects in circulation that were not 
captured by inventories. Amongst medical treaties and an enormous consumption of Canon and Roman 
law books (53.9%), Dante enjoyed great popularity on the island. Bresc counts thirteen examples including 
one owned by Johannes de Abbatellis at the Palazzo Cefalà. The Abbatellis, who lived in the Kalsa district 
in the fifteenth century, owned one of few volumes of Boccaccio recorded in the Sicilian inventories. Dante 
was also recorded in the library of Archbishop Matteo della Porta in 1377; see Bresc, Livre et socieéteé en Sicile: 
1299-1499 (Palermo: Luxograph, 1971), 56-57. In the context of thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Sicily, a 
concern with being outside the Church was very real, as we have seen, and the extent to which Christian 
Sicilians reacted against practitioners of Judaism and Islam is documented not only in the expulsion of these 
people, but in their libraries. Bresc points out that Jewish merchants, doctors, lawyers were overwhelmingly 
invested in books related to law and ritual practice, indicating anxiety in response to pressures of 
assimilation and conversion. 
80 John Tolan, “Un cadavre-mutile le dechirement polemique de Mahomet,” Le Moyen Age 104 (1998): 53-
72. 
81 Rather than provide what would be an extensive bibliography on this canto here, I refer the reader to the 
work of Heather Coffey, in particular, “Encountering the body of Muhammad: Intersections between mi'raj 
narratives, the shaqq al-sadr, and Dante's Divina Commedia” in Constructing the image of Muhammad in Europe, ed. 
Avinoam Shalem (Berlin: De Gruyter 2013), 33-86. For a summary of Dante’s vision of Islam, see Shawkat 
M. Toorawa, “Muhammad, Muslims, and Islamophiles in Dante’s Commedia,” The Muslim World 82.1-2 
(1992): 133-144. 
82 “Mentre che tutto in lui veder m'attacco,/guardommi e con le man s'aperse il petto, /dicendo: «Or vedi 
com' io mi dilacco!/ vedi come storpiato è Mäometto!/ Dinanzi a me sen va piangendo Alì, /fesso nel 
volto dal mento al ciuffetto./ E tutti li altri che tu vedi qui,/seminator di scandalo e di scisma/fuor vivi, e 
però son fessi così,” Dante Alighieri, Inferno, trans. Robert and Jean Hollander (New York: Doubleday, 
2000). 
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control Sicily: the Norman invasion in the late-eleventh century and the celebration of 

Charles of Anjou over Manfred and Conradin in the late-twelfth century.83 Fourteenth-

century commentators, such as Jacopo della Lana, Guglielmo Maramauro, and Benvenuto 

da Imola, amongst others, document the moments in which Dante drew attention to the 

most noteworthy moments in the conquest of Sicily. Amongst a new vision of the “nine 

worthies,” Robert Guiscard earns a place in Paradiso (XVIII.48) for his efforts to release 

Sicily from Islamic rule.84 He and his cohort are described foremost as warriors on the 

frontlines in the war between Ecclesia and the infidels. 

 Briefly mentioned above, the heroic efforts of Robert Guiscard and Count Roger 

I of Sicily were already crystalized around 1099, when Robert himself patronized 

Geoffrey Malaterra’s account of their part in harrowing battles and skirmishes with 

"Greek" and "Saracen" Sicilians.85 In one episode, Malaterra narrates that while patrolling 

the countryside of Messina under moonlight, Roger encountered a Saracen. He writes: 

“Afraid that the Saracen might see him in the darkness and flee, [Roger] attacked, rushing 

at him with only his sword. Striking him in the middle with one blow, [Roger] cut him in half [my 

emphasis]. He then gave his opponent’s horse and spoils to one of his men (2.4).”86 It is 

																																																								
83  For a close reading of this episode and the art that emerged from it, see Heather Coffey in-depth 
analysis. Addressing the specific mutilation of Muhammad's body as explored in Dantean illuminations and 
fresco cycles, she identifies this moment as an inversion of the shaqq al-sadr (splitting of the chest), when the 
Prophet's heart was removed and purified for reception of the Qurʼān; see Coffey, “Encountering the body 
of Muhammad.” 
84 Each commentary is available gratis on the Dartmouth Dante Project, http://dante.dartmouth.edu 
(Accessed 30 March 2013). 
85 Malaterra, The Deeds of Count Roger. 
86 Kenneth Baxter Wolf suggests that this work was finished directly after “Urban II’s bull of July 5, 1098, 
in which the pope appointed Roger and his heirs legates of the Roman church,” see “Introduction” in 
Malaterra, The Deeds of Count Roger, 1-33. Such bloodlust is reflected, too, in the heroic language on 
Bohemond I Prince of Antioch’s mausoleum in Canosa, Apulia built between 1111-1118. Its bronze doors, 
crafted by Roger of Melfi around 1120, feature Latin poetry broadly outlining his deeds etched near animal 
protomes bordered with pseudo-Arabic: Qui vivens studuit ut pro Christo moretur,/Promeruit quod ei morienti vita 
daretur./ Hoc ergo Christi clementia conferat isti,/ Militet ut coelis suus hic atleta fidelis. The interest of the Steri’s 
artists in such graphic bodily partition may indicate, as well, an engagement with chansons de geste. In 
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by such might that the Norman Kingdom in Sicily imagined itself to be founded. Would 

the Chiaramonte have read works like these aloud below the crusaders of the ceiling? 

Although no record of their library survives, it is tempting to imagine that the Latin of 

Guido delle Colonne and the Latin or vernacular works of the Sicilian chronicles enjoyed 

in Sala Magna. 

 Many manuscript illuminations of Muslims in the Western tradition presented 

them as worthy and formidable enemies of Christian soldiers. Others include attributes 

and features, such as clubs or nudity similar to those given to the Monstrous Races, 

representing what Debra Strickland calls a “pictorial code of rejection.”87 In the Grandes 

Chroniques de France, updated between 1364 and 1380 by Charles V, visibly terrified 

soldiers of Charlemagne confront dismounted “Saracens” of Cordova, who wear masks 

of demonically contorted faces and horns. 88  These mighty warriors display the very 

language of monstrosity used by Christian polemicists (Fig. 34). Commenting on this 

martial theatricality, Jeffrey Jerome Cohen observes that: “Without reference to the 

surrounding text, a medieval observer of the minutely rendered scene might not guess 

																																																								
particular, one might locate the scenes within the twelfth-century lyrical work of the Chanson d’Aspremont set 
in Sicily. With Charlemagne as the leading hero, the narrative would serve an interesting pendent to the 
neighboring narrative of Madonna Elena of Narbonne in which he plays a minor role. Situating the king 
and his French knights on the limits of the kingdom and memorializing the moment of Sicily’s rescue from 
Muslim rule; see Chapter Four of this dissertation. 
87 Debra Higgs Strickland, Saracens, demons & Jews: making monsters in Medieval art (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2003), 159. See, too, John Victor Tolan, “Saracens and Ishmaelites in Latin 
Ethnographical Traditions, from Jerome to Bede” in Visions of Community in the Post-Roman World: The West, 
Byzantium and the Islamic World, 300-1100, ed. Walter Pohl, et al. (Farnham, UK; Burlington, US: Ashgate, 
2012), 513-530. 
88 See MS. FR. 2813, fol. 119r. I deploy the term “Saracen” here to maintain the register used in the writing 
of the fourteenth century. An enormous amount of scholarship is available on the use and misuse of this 
identifying label in the Middle Ages. For a brief introduction to the term, see De Weever, "Introduction: 
The Saracen as narrative knot;” and Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, “On Saracen enjoyment: Some fantasies of race 
in late medieval France and England,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 31.1 (2001): 113-146. 
Strickland acknowledges that “[t]he term ‘Saracen’ (saracenorum, Sarrasins, Sarazins), while sometimes applied 
to other non-Christian or ‘pagan’ groups, was used very consciously in literary, legal, and theological 
contexts to refer to followers of Islam,” Saracens, demons & Jews, 165. For a longer study of the ethnonym, 
see Tolan, “Saracens and Ishmaelites in Latin Ethnographical Traditions, from Jerome to Bede." 
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that the Saracens are wearing masks, for their caricatured corporeality is wholly consonant 

with other textual and pictorial representations of Muslims as a monstrous, racial other.”89 

The many depictions of Muslims in a positive light complicates any monolithic reading of 

‘Muslim’ in the fourteenth century. Boccaccio, for example, provides a proto-Orientalist 

narrative of Islamic hospitality, gift giving, and wealth, in addition to paying service to the 

formidable military strength and wisdom of twelfth-century Ayyubid sultan of Egypt and 

Syria Ṣalāḥ al-Dīn. 

  Antagonistic depictions of Muslims in the art and literature of the late-thirteenth 

and fourteenth centuries respond to the changing relationship that later rulers of southern 

Italy and Sicily cultivated with the Muslims of Italy in comparison with the eleventh or 

early-twelfth centuries.90 Muslims certainly were not absent from late-medieval Italy, but 

navigated a network of kingdoms, communes, and feudal territories as merchants, 

ambassadors, servants, and slaves.91 Indeed, Arabic was spoken among Jewish enclaves in 

																																																								
89 Cohen, “On Saracen enjoyment,” 122. Images elsewhere in the manuscript, such as those on folios 121 
and 118, present Muslim warriors in a less monstrous form. 
90 Investigating the Diplomatic Code of the Saracens and various registers from the time of Frederick II, Julie 
Anne Taylor presents an overview of the evermore-precarious status of Muslims at Lucera on the 
peninsula.  Frederick II established the colony in the early 1220s to control and contain his servi camerae 
(servants of the royal treasury), a status distinguishable from that of freemen and sclavi (slaves): “The 
establishment of the colony created a controlled resource. His treatment of the Sicilians did not jeopardize 
his relations with Muslim rulers, such as Sultan al-Kamil of Egypt with whom he negotiated the Christian 
possession of Jerusalem;” see Julie Anne Taylor, Muslims in Medieval Italy: The Colony at Lucera (Lanham, MD: 
Lexington Books, 2003), xv. For a condensed assessment, consult Taylor, “Freedom and bondage among 
Muslims in southern Italy during the thirteenth century,” Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs 27.1 (2007): 71-77. 
In medieval Italy, slavery was sustained in a variety of ways, including piratical raids of North Africa and 
Spain; markets in Naples, Genoa, and Florence each made the possibility of owning Muslim (or Jewish or 
Christian) slaves a possibility. Especially useful for this aspect of Palermo’s history is Jack K. Goodman Jr., 
“Slavery and Wage Labor in 14th-Century Palermo, Sicily” (Western Michigan University, unpublished 
doctoral dissertation). 
91 Under canon law, Muslims, like Jews, could live within Christendom, so long as they did not pose a 
threat; in fact, many Muslims were depended upon to fight for their overlords since the time of Roger and 
Robert Guiscard. The Lucerene Muslims maintained a mosque and a decidedly independent lifestyle as 
property of the king, responsible for paying taxes and subject to military conscription, although their 
mobility was restricted. On three occasions, they could have, but were not expelled: “…once when the 
Muslim rebels in Sicily were suppressed by Frederick, a second time when Charles of Anjou conquered the 
Kingdom of Sicily in 1266, and on a third occasion when an uprising by the colonists at Lucera was crushed 
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Sicily well into the thirteen century.92 In contrast, the artists of the Sala Magna’s ceiling do 

not situate their Muslim knights within a monstrous or mighty ‘Saracen’ framework. They 

do not depict the “spectacularly embodied otherness,” of which Cohen speaks. 93 Instead, 

the enemy is obliterated, and the paintings deliver rich commentary on the minimal threat 

of Islam. Violently silenced, these Muslims pass away in the manner of other enemies and 

traitors represented on the ceiling. 

 Forms of recreational violence also found their way onto medieval streets. During 

military brigades in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, mock tilts were constructed to 

encourage horsemen to test their skill against the quintain, or saraceno, as depicted in an 

anonymous fifteenth-century cassone panel from Florence (Fig. 35).94 Women lean out 

windows adorned with elaborate tapestries to watch a very elegant man launch at a dark-

skinned saraceno, a painted and dressed target that has received an unsettlingly fleshy and 

realistic painterly treatment. Similar activities were practiced in Spain, where staged battles 

between Christians and Muslims would punctuate religious celebrations.95 The saraceno of 

the tilt is a fragmented stand-in, a metonymic representation of the challengers of Church 

																																																								
by Charles in 1269,” see Taylor, Muslims in Medieval Italy, xvi. In another study, Taylor compares the 
administration of this special “property” to the dhimmi status used in Islamic states, such as Muslim Sicily. 
In the fourteenth century, however, the status of the Lucerene Muslims dramatically changed: Prior to the 
attack on the community launched in August 1300 by the Angevin king, Charles II, the Lucerines were not 
traded on the slave market as slaves were.  In fact, it was not until after Charles made the decision to 
destroy the Muslim settlement and sell its inhabitants into slavery that a monetary value was assigned to 
Lucera’s residents. After they had been sold, scribes began referring to them as sclavi because of the change 
in their legal status, and many were sent to Naples to be sold: women and children were worth one gold 
ounce, and men worth double; see Taylor, “Freedom and Bondage among Muslims in Southern Italy during 
the Thirteenth Century.” 
92 See Abulafia, “Introduction: Seven Types of Ambiguity, c. 1100-1500,” fn. 7. 
93 Cohen, “On Saracen enjoyment,” 114. 
94 Cristelle L. Baskins, “Scenes from a Marriage: Hospitality and Commerce in Boccaccio’s Tale of Saladin 
and Torello,” in The medieval marriage scene: Prudence, passion, policy, ed. by Sherry Roush and Cristelle L. Baskins 
(Tempe: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2005), 81-99. This is still a pastime in Italy, 
especially in Tuscany, where each June Arezzo hosts the Giostra del Saracino to commemorate battles 
between Christians and Muslims during the Middle Ages. 
95 Amanda Luyster, “Cross-cultural style in the Alhambra: Textiles, identity and origins,” Medieval Encounters 
14 (2008): 341-367. 
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authority. Attacking it provides an opportunity to display chivalric codes of behavior 

within a Christian society. The artists of the Steri’s painted ceiling, however, did not paint 

a tilt game, but a bloodbath; and the Norman, Hohenstaufen, and Angevin regimes in 

Sicily dealt, instead, with the real presence and eventual devastation of its Muslim 

population. 

 

VIII: CONCLUSION 

 In the late-thirteenth through the mid-fourteenth centuries, Sicilians found 

themselves at the receiving end of numerous crusades, a phenomenon that crippled papal 

authority, conflicted international allies, and diverted critical funds meant to aid the 

rescue of the Holy Lands. St. George, a universal symbol of crusade, became a key 

negotiator between external military forces and an island continuously at odds with 

Christian authority. The Chiaramonte’s identification with a crusader saint speaks to their 

own and the city’s warranted anxieties about Trinacria’s position at the fringes of 

Christianity as well as the permeability of the island’s borders –and who belongs within 

them. Contemporary sources present convenient binaries that continuously shift and 

redefine local authority on the island: we see this in the battle of Cerami, where the 

Normans reclaim from the ‘Saracens’ a territory has supposedly always belonged to 

Christendom; during the Vespers conflict when the Sicilians cry out “Mori, mori tutti 

Franchesi!;” and throughout the mid- and late fourteenth century as families who self-

identified as 'Latin' raged against the 'Catalans.' Imagery of and devotion to St. George 

accentuated the friability and dangers of borders and boundaries, granting permission and 

support to those who fight on behalf of Sicily, even the excommunicated islanders 
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themselves. 

 The repeated appearance of St. George at the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, 

especially his privileged position on the soprapporta, indicated the especial need of the 

Chiaramonte for his intervention in their daily affairs. As the Grand Admiral of Sicily, 

Manfredi Chiaramonte was responsible for steering the universitates in the best direction, 

although he was frequently at odds with them, and it is evident in the sources that he 

took his title seriously. When Frederick IV died in 1377, the very year when the ceiling 

was begun and when Manfredi's new marriage to Eufemia Ventimiglia was confirmed, 

motions were set in place to expand the role of Sicily in the Mediterranean. St. George 

was certainly called upon when the Chiaramonte took control of Jerba (briefly in January 

1376) and when they initiated commercial and military forays in Malta and Gozo: two 

places where the very language reflected its proximity to an ‘Arab’ past and the ominous 

possibility of the loss of the Mediterranean to an Islamic future. Adopting an active 

military saint required strength on the part of the Chiaramonte to determine the justice of 

their choice. Loudly advertising the family's piety in the form of St. George, not only links 

the family to the island's earlier history, but instills their actions with a particular purpose. 

The selective curation of images refocuses the viewer’s attention, encouraging them to 

associate the victorious warriors and St. George with the family, as well as to confirm 

Sicily’s full embrace of Christianity and a critical distance from its Islamic past. Particular 

devotion to him on the part of the Chiaramonte family becomes clear. 

 Sicilian history, therefore, is reshaped on the ceiling within a Chiaramontan 

worldview. The panorama of warfare signals the family's valorization of an athletic form 

of Christianity, whereby the crusaders champion God in the oaths they have sworn, the 
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crosses they display, and the bloodied swords and shields the bear. As seen in the next 

section, the adoption of St. George as a patron saint and his repeated appearance on the 

ceiling, as well as the donation of their escutcheon to his shield on the soprapporta above 

the main entrance, further emphasizes the Chiaramonte’s defensive reflex and their legacy 

of Christian military strength to those visiting the Steri. 

 Images of the crusades and St. George on the ceiling may gloss over the 

devastating and irrecoverable losses of Jerusalem and the Holy Land following Frederick 

II’s intervention.96 At the very least, the artists confirm the vigor with which the 

Chiaramonte desired to transport and re-imagine an earlier crusader narrative, one that 

elides the conversion of Sicily from Muslim leadership to legendary Norman rule with the 

larger Mediterranean project, for continuous reenactment on the ceiling. Omitting the 

Vatican’s condemnation of Sicily and its resistance to Angevin rule, the compact imagery 

on the ceiling offers a mnemonic device for the island’s crusading efforts, like those 

experienced by Manfredi’s great-great grandfather. The selective curation of images 

refocuses the viewer’s attention, encouraging them to associate the victorious warriors 

and St. George with the family, as well as to confirm Sicily’s full embrace of Christianity 

and a critical distance from its Islamic past. 

 The Chiaramonte heralded the family's historic commitment to crusading efforts, 

effectively minimizing or even erasing recent events when papal hostility was heaped 

upon the island itself. Investigating monastic patronage, manuscript production, and art 

commissions, another aspect of Sicilian piety will be revealed in the relationship between 

Aragonese models of devotion of St. George with that of the Chiaramonte and other 

																																																								
96 See the collection of James M. Powell’s work in the Variorum Collected Studies, The Crusades, the Kingdom 
of Sicily, and the Mediterranean (Burlington: Ashgate, 2007). 
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baronial families. The frontier kingdom carefully fashioned and strategically deployed 

crusader imagery, especially that of St. George, with the purpose of rehabilitating and 

reconfirming loyalty to the doctrine of papal supremacy and the proselytizing campaigns 

in the Holy Land. 

 The moments of dramatic transition, both the Siculo-Aragonese revolt against the 

papacy in the early Trecento and the later rejection of Aragonese rule on the part of the 

Chiaramonte and other barons, were framed within a purified vision of past Siculo-

Norman efforts to uproot the infidels and recapture lost Christian territories. The 

sincerity of Aragonese and Chiaramontan piety and devotion to St. George is not 

doubted here; however, another aspect of pious devotion is added to the warrior saint's 

profile: the manner in which he and crusaders are manipulated and imagined in Trecento 

commissions reveals delicate strategizing on the part of a traditionally problematic 

territory. The ways in which they manifested their faith, I argue, are bound within 

affirmations of Christian normative behaviors, and while their allegiances shifted between 

the Aragonese and the Angevins throughout the fourteenth century, their projected 

commitment to shared projects of Christian expansionism are imagined within 

architectural and artistic commissions that span the island.	
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CHAPTER SIX 
TABIMUROLLI MUIDEM REP:  

PSEUDO-KŪFIC AND RETROGRADE LATIN ON THE CEILING1 
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 I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 At the bottom of a small bowl, only 2.7 centimeters deep, short strokes of 

manganese oxide spell in Hebrew the tri-consonantal root, K-T-B. (Fig. 1).2 Spelling kātib, 

the bowl speaks not Hebrew, however, but Judeo-Arabic, and offers multiple meanings, 

including writing, writer, scribe, scrivener.3 This little majolica piece, fashioned from yellowish 

clay with pink tinges, still bears traces of its ivory glaze, incorporating it within a long 

tradition of ceramic production in Sicily. In addition to its enigmatic voice, the work is 

remarkable in its provenance as well, having been recovered during the excavation of the 

eastern part of the Steri palace during the 1970s. Dated to the early Trecento, during the 

first phase of the palace’s construction in the Kalsa neighborhood, one might ask what 

																																																								
1 A part of this chapter will be published in Winter 2018 as “The Question of Pseudo-Kūfic: 
Acknowledging Sicily’s Islamic Past on the Painted Ceiling of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri,” Special Issue 
of the Journal of Medieval Transcultural Studies 4 (Transcultural Sicily: New Trends in Islamic Arts, Architecture 
and Archaeology), ed. Giuseppe Mandalà and Matthais Martin Tischler. 
2 Gioacchino Falsone, “Ceramiche provenienti dallo scavo dello ‘Steri’ a Palermo” in Eredità dell’Islam: Arte 
islamica in Italia, ed. Giovanni Curatola (Comune di Venezia. Assessorato alla Cultura) (Milan: Silvana, 1993), 
208-212. 
3 Hans Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, 4th edition, ed. J Milton Cowan, (Urbana: Spoken 
Language Services, Inc., 1994), 952. 
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purpose could such an object served in the Chiaramonte household. Excavations have 

uncovered at the Steri in Palermo, and also at their other residences, a trove of ceramic 

wares, some with the stemma of the family on them. The bowl with legible Judeo-Arabic, 

however, presents a unique set of questions. Its status as a unicum, a recurring 

phenomenon in this project, deprives researchers of making pinpointed observations 

regarding its specific purpose; however, its place within the Chiaramonte household may 

not be such a surprise given the privileged placement of other non-Latin languages on the 

Sala Magna’s ceiling, as well as their larger interest in collecting ceramic pieces from a 

wide geographic span.4  

 The previous five chapters elaborated upon the storytelling aspects of the ceiling, 

examining the romantic intrigue of Tristan and Iseut, the vendetta of Madonna Elena of 

Narbonne, and other epic tales, in order to reflect upon the forces that shaped the 

Chiaramonte family and Palermo over the course of the long Trecento. This chapter 

turns, instead, from the manifold narratives to a corpus of inscriptions – single words, 

apotropaic phrases, and petitions— painted on individual panels and along the edges of 

coffers. Performing in different registers, the texts of the ceiling sometimes add to nearby 

tales and sometimes, speaking directly to the viewer and exercising their own agency.  

While Levi and Gabrici and Bologna only provide a general of the ceiling’s words, I go in 

to greater depth to focus on the variety of languages, placements, and functions and to 

acknowledge the plurality of intentions. Short phrases in Latin, I will argue, can offer 

protection, such as calling upon saints’ names, while a repetitive mantra in volgare 

acknowledges the desires of the heart. Evading satisfactory explanation in past studies, 

																																																								
4 Vincenzo Tusa, “Scavi medioevali a Palermo,” Sicilia Archaeologica 23 (1973): 57-61. 
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the pervasive use of pseudo-languages forms a significant part of area of investigation, 

and I argue that the occurrence of pseudo-Arabic marks a definitive shift in the 

language’s importance and function in Sicily. In this survey of the ceiling’s inscriptions, 

on which words scroll in retrograde and curving around brackets, two interrelated issues 

are brought to the fore: 1) the interweave of magic and prayer without conflict on the 

ceiling and 2) the certainty that the artists and patron conceive of ‘secular’ and ‘sacred’ 

texts and images as complementary and appropriate for the reception space. I conclude 

based on the range of inscriptions that distinctions between these two binary fields – 

magic/prayer and secular/sacred – ought to remain fuzzy rather than fixed. In sum, the 

enigmatic words and phrases, spread throughout the decorative program, implicate the 

work within a well-established practice in the medieval period to locate the divine, the 

magical, the supernatural in a variety of fashions (Figs. 2-3).5 

 Prophylactic texts, images, and objects had great currency in late-medieval period, 

and contemporary survivals usually appear in the form of small, portable items, many of 

which are of an unknown provenance and difficult to date.6 An important counterpoint 

																																																								
5 Ezio Levi dedicates Chapter 4 of his co-authored monograph (pp. 57-64) to the inscriptions and pseudo-
inscriptions of the Sala Magna, concluding that the texts are purely decorative and the artists were 
influenced by Iberian trends, an idea dismantled in Chapter One of this dissertation. He writes, “It is 
evident that the artist values a decorative intent over the expressive value of the word. Some inscriptions 
present twists and swirls of letters, such that they evoke the Arabic alphabet. The painters of the Steri, who 
had learned of Arab decorative arts, either directly or indirectly by way of Catalan or Spanish models, 
adopted this feature as a decorative element, and were drawn by this trend in their inspiration to bend even 
the most rigid and angular Gothic characters to the capricious sinuosity of the swirls of arabesques,” Lo 
Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 59 (my translation). Bologna briefly addresses the ceiling’s pseudo-Arabic and 
other short phrases, but generally dismisses the writing corpus as “pleonastic;” see Il Soffitto della Sala Magna 
allo Steri di Palermo, 96 and note 133. 
6 Gideon Bohak’s state-of-the-field article provides a fascinating account of scholars’ attitudes towards the 
study of Jewish magic and prophylactic practices from antiquity into the present, and he highlights the 
dangers associated with dismissing magical texts and objects as popular or insignificant; see “Prolegomena 
to the Study of the Jewish Magical Tradition,” Currents in Biblical Research 8.1 (2009): 107-150. Such 
resistance to popular magic has steadily crumbled in that field, as it has in Byzantine Studies, Medieval 
Studies, and other areas, demonstrated by the rise of published series, such as the Palgrave Historical 
Studies in Witchcraft and Magic and Penn State University Press’s Magic in History. The variety of special 
inscriptions on the Sala Magna’s ceiling signals to this author an active participation in practical magic 
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to general ambiguity, however, are excavated grave goods, where apotropaic objects, such 

as shells, papal bullae, and wooden staffs, have been sometimes included against or in the 

body (the mouth, for example), within the shroud, or in the coffin to protect the 

deceased’s soul in the journey to the afterlife and through purgatory.7 To safeguard the 

living, individuals of every social status bore precious or simple textually-based objects 

hidden on their person or easily visible— on clothing, hats, and bags— to safeguard them 

on their way. Held at The Walters Art Museum and dated to the thirteenth century, a 

small A-shaped brooch of gold, inlaid with malachite, sapphire, and semiprecious stones 

is inscribed with ‘AGLA,’ crafted as a precious adornment for all eyes (Fig. 4). Although 

the exact meaning of the ‘A’ is unknown, ‘AGLA’ was a widely-used abbreviated prayer, 

Atha Gebri Leilan Adonai (Thou art mighty forever, O Lord). Jews and Christians alike 

adopted it for protection. On the reverse, the object itself speaks in an affectionate 

French voice: � IO FAS AMER E DOZ DE AMER (I am love and a gift of love). What, 

then, does the ‘A’-shape of the broach signify? Amer? Ave? Atha? Or perhaps the initial of 

the giver or recipient?8  Amorous language sharing space with a prayer is not uncommon 

in the period. Mystical texts and sermons drew upon and contributed to the romantic 

																																																								
transmitted in texts, symbols, and oral practices that flourished on the Italian peninsula in the later Middle 
Ages. Skepticism and dismissal of magic— stemming from the belief that piety and magic are diametrically 
opposed, rather than complementary— has prevented such a study of the Sala Magna’s inscriptions from 
existing until now. Some work has been done on amulets and charms in Italy, and I thank Heather Coffey 
for pointing me specifically to Alexander Nagel’s article, “Twenty-five notes on pseudoscript in Italian art,” 
Res: Anthropology and Aesthetics 59/60 (2011): 228-248. Nagel does not address the role of Arabic and 
pseudo-Arabic in Sicily (or discuss southern Italy at all), but notes that in Italy “magical charms and amulets 
regularly maintained textual incantations in something approaching Greek or Hebrew, and often enough in 
mere gibberish, in the belief that the formulas lost efficacy in translation.” While ‘gibberish’ offers no sense 
of meaning, the use of pseudo-languages in Sicily offers a range of meanings explored in this chapter. 
7 Roberta Gilchrist, “Magic for the Dead? The Archaeology of Magic in Later Medieval Burials,” Medieval 
Archaeology 52 (2008): 119-158. 
8 Malcolm Jones, “Sacred and Profane: Reinforcement and amuletic ambiguity in the late medieval lead 
badge corpus,”in Erotik, aus dem Dreck gezogen, ed. Johan H. Winkelman and Gerhard Wolf (Leiden: Brill, 
2004), 111-137. 
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conventions courtly literature and poetry, and vice versa, and much has been written on 

this subject. A stigma of magic and prophylactics, however, still persists in the history of 

medieval art, religion, archaeology, and other fields.  

 With regard to the Sala Magna, misunderstandings and even total avoidance of 

the special texts that ornament the ceiling, especially those rendered in pseudo-kūfic, 

abound in scholarship.9 The following study begins from a place that recognizes the 

quotidian, pervasive use of biblical or extraordinary words for a variety of purposes, 

generally protective, but also occult, in the wider Mediterranean that passes between 

media and faith groups. As I hope to demonstrate, Manfredi III Chiaramonte and the 

artists’ selection of pseudo-kūfic for the adornment of one quarter of the ceiling’s 

coffered spaces does not come from an impulse to treat Arabic as foreign or exotic, 

adopting a “islamicizing taste” or an overwhelming proclivity towards things “oriental,” 

as has been previously thought (Fig. 5).10 Instead, their choices illustrate a carefully 

executed effort to situate the noble family further within a resurgent and cosmopolitan 

Sicilian present, triumphant after the Black Death. Deploying imaginative pseudo-

languages, in combination with protective Latin phrases, the painted decoration is 

embedded with a network of prophylactic material, and it presents itself in a very 

																																																								
9 Kūfic describes a particular style of Arabic calligraphy that adopts seventeen shapes without dots to 
represent the twenty-eight letters of the alphabet; see J. Sourdel-Thomine, e.a., “Kitābāt” in Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, Second Edition,  ed. P. Bearman, e.a. (Brill Online, 2015); and Alicia Walker, “Pseudo-Arabic 
‘Inscriptions’ and the Pilgrim’s Path at Hosios Loukas,” in Viewing Inscriptions in the Late Antique and Medieval 
World, ed. Antony Eastmond (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 99-123. On the painted 
ceiling, pseudo-scripts appear on the following panels: nos. 69, 111, 117, 165, 194, 200, 206, 224, 230, 242, 
and 272, as well as brackets nos. V-B and VI-B. 
10 Ettore Gabrici, like Levi, traces the “oriental” motifs to Spain: “But since all of the other decorative 
elements, which accompany these drôleries siciliane, are connected with orientalizing elements (elementi 
orientalizzanti), also those with similar Arab-Hispanic configurations must be juxtaposed” (Ma poichè tutti 
quanti gli altri elementi ornamentali, che accompagnano queste drôleries siciliane, si ricollegano con 
elementi orientalizzanti, vien fatto di riaccostare anche queste a consimili figurazioni arabo-ispane), 62.  
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different way from how other fourteenth-century Italian painters and sculptors included 

Arabic and Hebrew in art.11  

 Alexander Nagel notes that “magical charms and amulets regularly maintained 

textual incantations in something approaching Greek or Hebrew, and often enough in 

mere gibberish, in the belief that the formulas lost efficacy in translation.”12 “Gibberish,” 

however, has no sense, whereas, pseudo-languages (and languages that fell from common 

knowledge like Sicilian Arabic), had the capacity to exert great power. In the late medieval 

period, pseudo-languages provided a solution to diverse concerns, and they occupied a 

space where aspects of religion, divination, and esoteric knowledge came together. Their 

efficacy was supported by centuries of use in which the boundaries of magic and prayer 

were not fixed, although religious leaders attempted to control and refine or stop 

altogether particular practices. Precious materials carrying words in foreign languages or 

																																																								
11 Gabrici and Bologna grouped the pseudo-scripts with a number of other micro texts—short phases or 
words— on the ceiling.  Bologna suggests a relationship between these texts and the Kabbalah, which 
deserves to be pursued further. Kabbalistic practices in Sicily were employed, for example, by the self-
proclaimed prophet Abraham Abulafia, who traveled to Palermo in the late-thirteenth century.  The then-
substantial Jewish community expressed concern as he preached of the impending apocalypse on the city 
streets. In the wartime atmosphere of the Vespers conflict, Abulafia attracted unnecessary attention to a 
marginalized group; see Harvey J. Hames, “From Calabria Cometh the Law, and the Word of the Lord 
from Sicily: The Holy Land in the Thought of Joachim of Fiore and Abraham Abulafia,” Mediterranean 
Historical Review 20.2 (2005): 187-199. Kabbalistic interest did also extend, according to Thomas E. Burman, 
to “a number of Christian intellectuals [who] had begun to create a Christian Kabbalah, who saw in the 
theosophy of Jewish Kabbalah striking confirmation of Christian belief in the Trinity and Incarnation,” see 
Reading the Qur’an in Latin Christendom, 1140-1560 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2007), 15. 
See, as well, Harvey J. Hames, Like Angels on Jacob's Ladder: Abraham Abulafia, the Franciscans, and Joachimism 
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 2008); Robert J. Sagerman, The Serpent Kills or the Serpent Gives 
Life : The Kabbalist Abraham Abulafia’s Response to Christianity, Supplements to The Journal of Jewish Thought and 
Philosophy (Leiden: Brill, 2011). At the very least, it is safe to recognize the potential apotropaic properties of 
the pseudo-texts on the ceiling within a larger project of protection, especially in the post-Black Death 
climate of the late-fourteenth century in Sicily. Such a reading is supported further by the plentiful snippets 
of bible verses and prayers on the ceiling: “ET VIDIMUS GLORIAM,” “GRACIE ET VERITATIS 
ALUMNA SUI FILII UNIGENIT,” “QUI SEQUITUR ME,” “VOX CLAMANTIS IN DESERTO,” 
“VERBUM CARO FACTUM EST,” “LAUDAMUS DOMINIUM,” “STULTUS TACUERIT SAPIENS 
REPUTABITUR” discussed in detail below; see Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 59, note 
5.  
12 Nagel, “Twenty-five notes on pseudoscript in Italian art,” 232. 
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stylized pseudo-languages swathed holy relics and reliquaries in Christian churches. 

Illustrative examples of these objects fixed and circulating the Mediterranean will be 

examined in detail in this study. 

 Similarly, Latin could be adapted for protective purposes. Individuals carried 

proactive formulas on rings and necklaces or wove them into their clothing, as seen on 

the brooch with Hebrew transliterated into Latin. In addition to prophylactic purposes, 

magic formulas offered relief from suffering as curatives; medicine came into frequent 

contact with art and scribal practices. A doctor might prescribe a woman with menstrual 

cramps to place upon her forehead a piece of paper inscribed with St. Veronica’s, making 

reference to the widespread belief that she was the unnamed bleeding woman in Matthew 

9:20-22. For protection from fever or gout, prayers, as well as small holy paintings or 

chips of relics, could be crumbled up and added to water for medicinal purposes.13 

Protection could also be applied to the whole home. In addition to having a priest, rabbi, 

or imam offer blessings, new homeowners could place a protective scroll beneath their 

hearth or threshold to preserve those coming to and fro. Individuals of means could also 

commission protective paintings at the threshold of their homes. In Chapter Five, I argue 

that this is one of the many ‘jobs’ performed by St. George in the soprapporta on the 

interior of the Steri’s grand portal, and, here, I would go so far as to say that the 

Chiaramonte audacious placement of their crest upon George’s shield served the further 

to imbue the coat of arms –installed generously throughout the home – with an 

associated numinous quality. The creation and consumption of apotropaic images and 

																																																								
13 Kathryn Rudy, “Philip the Good and the Face of Christ” (paper presented at The European Fortune of 
the Roman Veronica in the Middle Ages, Cambridge, England, 4-6 April 2016); and The Holy Face and the 
paradox of representation: papers from a colloquium held at the Bibliotheca Hertziana, Rome and the Villa Spelman, 
Florence, 1996, ed. Herbert L. Kessler and Gerhard Wolf (Bologna: Nuova Alfa Editoriale, 1998). 
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words for everyday use was an ordinary, pragmatic, and necessary market in which 

individual and institutions of every level participated, including the Admiral of the 

Kingdom of Trinacria.  

 Adorning the ceiling with a comprehensive body of special texts in a variety of 

languages and forms ensured that those studying the valiant actions of Judith, the 

lamentable loss of Dido, the misadventures of Tristan and Iseult were also stood in a 

space that safeguarded them from the many perils that plagued them – including plague 

itself. The Marian prayer, occupying four beams could not make clearer the family’s 

efforts to protect themselves from every threat: “O Harmony of father and son, 

connecting tie and love of Him,/turn away all evils by your authority, Mary, / Spouse of 

your offspring. O Virgin, great with the Sun/ pray for all, but labor for the King: Jesus, 

Mary, Joseph” (Fig. 6). If the visitor were moved towards further devotion, they could 

leave the hall, walk along the portico, and arrive in the cappella palatina situated in the 

northeast corner of the floor, where the Virgin and Child are adored by Saints John the 

Baptist and Peter Martyr. 

 Within the Chiaramonte’s residence, these words and images performed together, 

straddling the boundary between prayer and magic, and, in the opinion of church leaders, 

licit and questionable praxis, carrying with them the ability to protect the home.14 As the 

heart of the Steri, the Sala Magna embodies a microcosm of medieval intellectual and 

spiritual concerns, which appear most dynamically in this little studied collection of 

ceiling texts. To best understand this feature of the palace, the chapter is split into two 

																																																								
14 Bohak, “Prolegomena to the Study of the Jewish Magical Tradition.” Indeed, while very few fourteenth-
century residences survive, a threshold on the piano nobile at the Palazzo Abatellis, built in the fifteenth 
century, shares a predilection for pseudo-texts: marking the transition between the exterior walkway and an 
interior hall, a simple band of pseudo-kūfic decorates the soffit of the arched doorway 
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sections, one focusing on the Latin texts and the other turning to pseudo-Arabic and its 

shift in Sicily from a functional language of administration and education to a visual and 

symbolic vehicle of erudition in the Trecento.  

 

II. TABIMURO| LLI MUIDEM REPS| NEISNART |METUASUSPI 

 The painters Cecco di Naro, Simone da Corleone, and Pellegrino Darenu da 

Palermo used didactic inscriptions (didascalia), that is, straightforward texts that describe 

the tale of Madonna Elena of Narbonne and the adventures of the Greeks and Trojans, 

adapted from Guido delle Colonne's Historia destructionis Troiae.15 Key points of each story 

are carefully articulated for the viewer in a refined Gothic script with recognizable 

ligatures and abbreviations. For the benefit of the viewer standing eight meters below the 

painted beams, each message is written in golden or white tempera and set against an 

olive or black background, or vice versa. Other kinds of Latin texts on the ceiling, 

however, require a different explanation as they are not positioned as super- or sub-titles 

accompanying an adjacent tale. Speaking to the viewer from decorated brackets, coffers, 

and bougets, these legible Latin words and phrases contribute additional meanings to the 

artists' labor. The different functions of mnemonic phrases, textual amulets, a love spell, a 

prayer, and single enigmatic words are teased apart, rather than lumped together as solely 

decorative or uniformly prophylactic. 

 My approach to these texts considers Roberta Gilchrist’s methodology of 

combining Audrey Meaney’s typology of magical items with known medieval practices of 

																																																								
15 Chapter Three explores the history of Troy and its destruction in detail, which the artists adapt from 
Guido delle Colonne's Historia destructionis Troiae; whereas. Madonna Elena and her heroic battle is the 
centerpiece of Chapter Four.  
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magic. According to Gilchrist, “four categories of potential ‘magical’ item occurred in 

medieval graves: healing charms and protective amulets; objects believed to possess 

occult natural power; ‘antique’ items; and possible demonic magic involving divination or 

sorcery.”16 I transpose these object categories to the realm of the living with the 

acknowledgement that the boundary between prayer and magic, especially when 

expressed with written words, is not defined in a way that might satisfy historians. The 

everyday practices and special rituals of protecting one's home, person, and city in the 

Middle Ages, however, should be studied openly, and I believe that the verbosity of the 

painted ceiling in the Palermitan residence manifests clearly the Chiaramonte's faith in the 

magical power of words. While the following study depends heavily upon the small, 

portable objects similar to those discussed by Gilchrist, such as lead talismans, it does so, 

not to understand the passage of the soul from one realm to the next in the context of 

burial rituals, but rather uses the textual survivals to understand ritual practices designed 

for those living within monumental spaces. 

 The protective potential of Latin words on the ceiling is best represented in coffer 

no. 224, which shares space with a thickly-painted pseudo-inscription. Written in 

retrograde, the text reads: TABIMURO| LLI MUIDEM REPS| NEISNART 

|METUASUSPI. Curiously, the verse as written is pronounceable in its backwards state, 

broken up into chunks of letters, a feature shared by magical texts across divisions of 

geography and religion. When the text is reversed and given appropriate spacing, Luke 

																																																								
16 Gilchrist’s study of amulets in burials combines Audrey Meaney’s classification of amulets, which I adopt 
in this section, with known rituals practiced in the Middle Ages. She also questions the field’s hesitance to 
engage with buried amulets, attributing it in part to the gendered practice of burial preparation and 
associated superstitions in comparison to the masculine world of learned rituals; see “Magic for the Dead? 
The Archaeology of Magic in Later Medieval Burials,” Medieval Archaeology 52 (2008): 123, 152. 
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4:30 is revealed: Ipsus autem transiens per medium illorum ibat (But he passing through the 

midst of them went his way) (Fig. 7). Although tabimurolli muidem reps neisnart metuasuspi 

seems meaningless, its retrograde order injects the biblical phrase with the mystery woven 

throughout the Book of Luke and beautifully bridges faith and magic. Although Gabrici 

reveals the meaning of this puzzling inscription in his section of Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue 

pitture and Bologna briefly addresses some inscriptions in his volume, not scholarship to 

my knowledge seeks to understand the visual interplay between inscriptions and the 

diverse — and often ambiguous— meanings that they present to the viewer. Together, 

the retrograde Latin text and the neighboring pseudo-kūfic reinforce each other. 

According to the rules of the ceiling, which presents legible inscriptions in golden or 

white paint, as seen in the Latin and pseudo-texts, the viewer ought to approach 

letterforms with the hope of reading them and decoding their meaning.17  

 The power of words is enshrined in Luke 4:30 itself, which concludes an episode 

in which Christ prophesizes in the synagogue in Nazareth regarding his subsequent 

miracles and the townspeople attempt to thrown him from a cliff (Luke: 23-29). Walking 

untouched through the crowd he proceeds to Capharnaum, where the crowds witness 

His rhetorical strength: "And he went down into Capharnaum, a city of Galilee: and there 

he taught them on the sabbath days. And they were astonished at his doctrine: for his 

																																																								
17 While the ceiling has been consistently described as a secular work, this distinction is not so clear when 
we examine the wide selection of religious imagery, including these inscriptions. Responding to the work of 
Julius von Schlosser, Bologna continues, insisting that: “…within the artistic realm desired by medieval 
Christianity inscriptions intervened always with a function of exorcism or mysticism. For a Christian of that 
time, images had the ability to serve as edification; but in themselves, and for the content that they brought 
with them, they remained ambiguous; and it happened that the written word intervened to decry them, and 
to fix upon them their precise theological meaning, historical or moral need” (my translation); see Il soffitto, 
96, note 133. 
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speech was with power."18 For the remainder of the book, Jesus heals fevers, exorcises 

demons, and preaches with words and/or the laying of hands: '“Be quiet!” Jesus said 

sternly. “Come out of him!” Then the demon threw the man down before them all and 

came out without injuring him" (Luke 4:35).19 The abundant miracles of Christ in 

Capharnaum leave astonished observers asking, “What word is this (quod est hoc verbum 

quia), for with authority and power he commandeth the unclean spirits, and they go 

out?”20 Layers of meaning are, thus, available for those able and willing to unravel the 

significance of the groups of syllables on the painted ceiling. Luke 4:30, whether painted 

on a coffer or stitched into a shirt, became a guarantee of safety in the Middle Ages. 

Sewn into the pockets of crusaders, engraved onto blades of swords, and etched into ring, 

the popularity of Luke 4:30 in the fourteenth century is evidenced by diverse media. 

Commenting on potency of the phrase “But he passing through the midst of them went 

his way,” Don C. Skemer explains that:  

Merchants, soldiers, and wayfarers were wont to wear these words while traveling, 
convinced that by doing so they too would be blessed with divine protection.  Liturgical 
formulas celebrating Christ's power, such a � christus vincit  � christus regnat  � christus 
imperat, were used in late medieval amulets, as they had been centuries earlier in 
apotropaic inscriptions during the Crusades. Textual amulets incorporated liturgical 
formulas, appeals for divine blessing, and fundamental prayers because it was natural for 
the faithful to wear powerful words heard in church and known by heart. 21 

 

 Critical for the preservation of its occupant, a complete suit of armor from one of 

the Vogts of Matsch, preserved in the Castle of Churburg in South Tyrol, features this 

verse, etched in miniscule on a hatched ground.22 The band of a gold ring at the Victoria 

																																																								
18 "...et descendit in Capharnaum civitatem Galilaeae ibique docebat illos sabbatis et stupebant in doctrina 
eius quia in potestate erat sermo ipsius" (Luke 4:31-32). 
19 "...et increpavit illi Iesus dicens obmutesce et exi ab illo et cum proiecisset illum daemonium in medium 
exiit ab illo nihilque illum nocuit" (Luke 4: 35). 
20 "Quod est hoc verbum quia in potestate et virtute imperat inmundis spiritibus et exeunt?" (Luke 4:36) 
21 Skemer, Binding Words, 90. 
22 Franco Cardini, “Il “breve” (secoli XIV-XV): tipologia e funzione,” La Ricerca Folklorica 5 (1982): 63-73; 
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and Albert Museum (inv. 88-1899) possibly made in Italy during this time, offered 

protection to Galgano d’Cicho, who engraved his name and merchant mark on the bezel 

and the verse on the ring’s hoop (Fig. 8). England furnishes additional amulets that 

employ this phrase in a prophylactic capacity: gold nobles with the verse were brought 

into battle from the reign of Edward III through the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries.23 In addition to these widely spread example, the decision to include the verse 

in its manipulated form in the Palermitan home offers intriguing evidence of its function 

in a static environment, as well. 

 Ipsus autem transiens per medium illorum ibat is usually discussed in literature in the 

context of textual amulets, created when words are written on a portable object to lend it 

magical potency; however, I argue that the retrograde phrase on the ceiling operates 

within a pool of single words and short phrases that might widen this definition. The 

majority are extracted from the Bible, such petitions and short exclamations, including 

VERBUM CARO FACTUM EST (coffer no. 212), QUI SEQUITUR ME (coffer no. 

260), and VOX CLAMANTIS (coffer no. 296). 24 Found on rings, such as a gold signet 

ring with an agate intaglio from the Trecento (Victoria and Albert Museum, inv. M.189-

1975), these scriptural additions to the coffers promote the shared benefit of bodily and 

spiritual preservation. In some cases, multiple prophylactic texts are used with a naturally 

occurring 'magical' stone, as is the case in a gold amulet-ring set with a 'toadstone' and the 

inscription +IEXVS AVTEM TRANSIENS PER MED/IUM ILLORUM IBAT ET 

VERBUM CARO on the band and FACTUM EST on the raised bezel. With regard to 

																																																								
James G. Mann, “The Influence Of Art On Instruments Of War,” Journal of the Royal Society of Arts  89.4599 
(1941): 740-784; Ellen Ettlinger, “British Amulets in London Museums,” Folklore 50.2 (1939): 148-175. 
23 Helen Farquhar is quoted by Ettlinger, “British Amulets in London Museums,” 161. 
24 See note 11. 
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the painted ceiling, so far, these fascinating inscriptions have been vaguely described as 

apotropaic. No further comment on the relationship between magic and prayer in the 

palace has been offered, perhaps on account of "the false assumption that these are 

mutually exclusive categories comprising marginal superstition on the one hand versus 

formalized religion on the other.”25 

 In addition to having a protective function, many of the inscriptions on the 

ceiling may have captured the viewer's tongue and imagination, acting as mnemonic 

devices that spurred the viewer's memory to recall longer prayers and Biblical passages.26 

On the bracket supporting the fourth beam (Side B), traces of a face and stemma are faint, 

but the inscription Stultus tacuerit, sapiens reputabitur remains legible, an abbreviation of 

Book of Proverbs 17:28: "Let him keep his own counsel, a fool may pass for a wise man; 

shut lips can claim discernment" (Stultus quoque, si tacuerit, sapiens reputabitur, et si compresserit 

labia sua, intelligens)27. Nearby, on the mensola of the sixth beam (Side B), Gabrici read 

LAUDAM[US] DOM[INUM]; and, although today it is hardly visible, these words initiate the 

Te Deum, a hymn credited to Ambrose, that roughly follows the Apostles' Creed. The 

mensole supporting either side of the eighth beam and eleventh beams had inscriptions on 

them, but they have also faded; on the twelfth beam, however, MATER DOMINI is paired 

with the Palizzi family crest. This was most likely a prompt for the viewer to finish with 

memento mei, as seen on numerous altars, rings, and other devotional objects. 

 In the 1932 monograph on the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, Ezio Levi mentions a 

																																																								
25 Roberta Gilchrist, “Magic for the Dead? The Archaeology of Magic in Later Medieval Burials,” Medieval 
Archaeology 52 (2008): 120. 
26 For a discussion of the use of mnemonic ceiling phrases, see Jonathan Bloom, “The Mosque of al-Hakim 
in Cairo,” Muqarnas 1 (1983): 15-36. 
27 See Book Two of Francesco Petrarca, Invective contra medium: Testo latino e volgarizzamento di Ser Domenico 
Silvestri (Storia e letteratura, racolta di studi e testi 32) ed. Pier Giorgio Ricci (Roma: Edizione di storia e 
letteratura, 1978).  
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significant number of painted panels and ceiling brackets inscribed with similar protective 

texts, which had been removed from the Steri and other Sicilian residences. Although he 

only discusses them in terms of their decorative purposes, they indicate, at the very least, 

that the phenomenon of including prophylactic texts on ceilings is not limited to the 

Chiaramonte’s commission.28 Two wooden ceiling brackets from the fifteenth-century 

Palazzo Vatticani, only 500 meters from the Steri, demonstrate a continued interest in the 

juxtaposition of Latin with a pseudo-language: in one niche, a thin inscription fills a scroll, 

and, on the other side, another unravels to read A TE LEVAVIT ANIMA[M] (Fig. 

10).29 Like the Te Deum, these words are an incipit, in this case to a Gregorian chant 

reserved for the first Sunday of Advent.  

 Even centuries later, petitioners found comfort in these snippets of text. On the 

wall in one of dozens of cells reserved for prisoners of the Palermitan inquisitors, vero caro 

factum est is painted alongside a dove holding an olive branch in its beak. It demonstrates a 

lasting belief in the efficacy of specific sets words that locate a central tenet of 

Christianity, reminding the writer and readers of the suffering and humanity of Christ. 

These words in particular elicit reflections on the Credo itself, in which the prisoner 

professed him or herself a witness to his faith, believing in Spiritum Sanctum, sanctam 

Ecclesiam catholicam, sanctorum communionem, remissionem peccatórum, carnis resurrectionem, vitam 

																																																								
28 From the late-nineteenth century, the pieces were housed in the Sala Araba of what is now the Museo 
Archeologico “Antonino Salinas” in Palermo. The Second World War forced the dismantling of the room, 
and much of its contents come to the depository at Palazzo Abatellis or have not yet been located. These 
remain in storage at the Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della Sicilia: twelve (inv. 11574-11583, 11609, 
and 11610) are located in the Magazzino Marmi, while others await cleaning in other deposits on site.  
29 See Chapter 1, fn. 64 of this dissertation for more information about this particular bracket, especially 
Andrew Galloway's suggestion that the bracket itself speaks, singing, "He [or it] has raised up the soul by 
you..." (personal correspondence, 25 August 2017).		
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æternam.30 

 Returning to Gilchrist's taxonomy of magical items, the above inscriptions might 

be classified within the group of “healing charms and protective amulets” since they 

belong to a tradition that encompasses merchants, crusaders, and expectant mothers, all 

known to have carried such words with them. Not all of the inscriptions fall under this 

rubric, however. On bracket no. V-B a string of repeated syllables has puzzled scholars: 

one side reads AMAMAMAM and the other MARMAMAMAR (Fig. 9). At first glance, one 

can easily appreciate the rhythmic, humming quality of sound produced by these two 

chains of letters, and known amulets deploy this kind of letter play. As studied by Don C. 

Skemer, the text of column 8 on the recto side of the Canterbury Amulet, for example, 

used repetition, although does so as a means of 'building' the textual content: ab/ abr/ 

abra/ abrac/ abraca/ abracal/ abracala/ abracalab/ abracala/ abracal/ abraca/ abrac/ 

abra/ abr/ ab.31 This is, then, some attempt to capture the speaker's attention with the 

striking visual quality of repeated syllables, and the whole text emphasizes power in the 

articulation of repeated sounds. Only Francesco Carapezza, to my knowledge, has put 

forth the reasonable suggestion that the text is neither nonsense nor Latin, but rather a 

playful admission of love: m’arma ama amar (“my soul desires to love”).32 

 

 

																																																								
30 "Credo in Spiritum Sanctum, sanctam Ecclesiam catholicam, sanctorum communionem, remissionem 
peccatorum, carnis resurrectionem, vitam aeternam. Amen" (I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic 
Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the resurrection of the body, and the life 
everlasting. Amen). 
31 Skemer, Binding words, 303. 
32 A simple explanation has been offered by Francesco Carapezza, who reads the ceiling as a document of 
sensuality and love. Given that multiple inscriptions on the ceiling directly reference love or lovesickness, 
such as Grant Mersi, a reading of the repetitive text as a kind of love amulet is convincing; see Carapezza, 
“Marmamamar sul tetto dipinto dello Steri,” 21 Arte cultura società 1 (2011): 59 (56-59). 
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III. A MARIAN PRAYER 

 The most direct appeal for protection against evil on the ceiling is oriented 

toward the Virgin (Fig. 6). A prayer in Latin greets the visitor at the far southern side of 

the hall, near the entrance, painted across the bottom faces of four beams in stark white 

and bordered with a pattern of blue and red dots outlined in white: 

O PATRIS ET PROLIS CONCORDIA NEXUS AMORQUE HUIUS 
AB AUCTORE SALE MALA CUNTA RETORQUE [JESU]S MARIA  
[SPONSA TUA PROLIS O VIRGO PUERPERA SOLIS 
PRO CUNCTIS ORA SE]D PLUS PRO REGE LABORA: JHESUS M[ARIA 
JOSEPH].  
 
(O Harmony of father and son, connecting tie and love of Him, 
turn away all evils by your authority, Mary,   
Spouse of your offspring. O Virgin, great with the Sun 
pray for all, but labor for the King: Jesus, Mary, Joseph.) 

 
Despite the damage caused to this half of the ceiling in the early modern period, the 

second verse of the prayer can be supplied from the place where they were most likely 

adopted, that is the interior of the central western portal of Santa Maria Nuova in 

Monreale, a Benedictine foundation established by King William II (r. 1166-89) located 

only a few kilometers from Palermo.33  

 Set in mosaic above Bonanno Pisano’s massive bronze doors (1185), the words 

emphasize the Virgin’s role as a sacred vessel through which God was made flesh: 

SPONSA SUE PROLIS, O STELLA PVERPERA SOLIS /PRO CUNCTIS ORA SED 

PLUS PRO REGE LABORA and they clarify the installation of the Virgin in the lunette 

above the text, in which she in her role as theotokos holds the Christ Child, who offers a 

benediction. At the threshold of the church, a worshipper espouses the Virgin’s selection 

																																																								
33 Levi and Gabrici, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 97; Borsook, Messages in mosaic, 57. The verse in the 
Cathedral is slightly different, explicitly labeling the Virgin in a cosmological terms: SPONSA SUE PROLIS 
O STELLA PUERPERA SOLIS PRO CUNCTIS ORA SED PLUS PRO REGE LABORA [Bride of her 
offspring, O star, bringer forth of the sun, pray for all, labor for the king]. 
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as the chosen woman through which God was made flesh (vero caro factum est). The 

decision to use nouns, like concordia and nexus, emphasize her role as a bridge and ladder 

between the earthly and heavenly realms, an aspect of her nature, lauded in the Byzantine 

Akathistos Hymn (also translated into Latin) and numerous treatises on the Virgin.34 

King William II’s decision to devote the church to the Virgin and install her image as the 

theotokos, the God-bearer, throughout the monument—above the threshold, in the apse, 

above the throne, and in the cloister— may be a way to send a message to those who 

worked under the direction of the new church. Alex Metcalfe and Jeremey Johns have 

translated and organized part of the registers of Monreale, which demonstrate that the 

majority of villeins were Muslims. From the late-eleventh through half of the thirteenth 

centuries, the Kingdom of Sicily was free to practice Islam. A program that includes a 

strong component of Mariology would have bolstered the monks and the church’s 

authority in the region, and may be read as a powerful statement on major difference 

between Christianity and the other book faiths practiced on the island. In fact, Matthew 

Paris accused Frederick II of heresy based on his denial of the delivery of God in human 

form through a virgin birth, as a means of further illustrating Frederick’s leniency towards 

Muslims of the kingdom and suggesting that he was a crypto-Muslim himself.35 

 By the fourteenth century, the cathedral suffered greatly, but still managed to 

capture the attention of the island’s Aragonese rulers and the Chiaramonte. According to 

the letters of Gregory XI written between 1371 and 1382, the great cathedral had fallen 

																																																								
34 “Rejoice, for you are the King's throne. Rejoice, you bear Him, Who bears the universe./ Rejoice, O Star 
revealing the Sun. Rejoice, O Womb of divine Incarnation./ Rejoice, you through whom creation is 
renewed. Rejoice, you through whom the Creator is born a Babe./ Rejoice, O Bride Ever-Virgin” (Ave quae 
es imperatoris solium. Ave quae portas portantem omnia. Ave stella demonstrans solem. Ave uterus divinae incarnationis. 
Ave per quam renovatur creatura. Ave cum qua adoratur plasmator. Ave sponsa insponsata.) 
35 This is discussed in detail in the previous chapter. 
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into disrepair and Gregory suggested that its monks be redistributed to other 

foundations. The Chiaramonte family contributed to the church’s decline, sacking 

Castello di San Benedetto in 1370, a defensive structure at the summit of Monte Caputo 

used primarily by the monks (now colloquially known as Castellaccio).36 According to 

Bellafiore, Pope Urban V prepared a bull addressed to Giovanni Chiaramonte demanding 

that he repair the damage committed by him and his soldiers.37 For their part, the family 

secured an ideal position overlooking Santa Maria and, indeed, the entire Conca d’Oro, 

the fertile territory between Monreale and Palermo.  

 In its translation from the lunette of Santa Maria Nuova to the grand hall of the 

Chiaramonte family, the prayer continues to petition the Virgin for her protection, while 

also directing her explicit attention to the preservation of the king and his work. Her role 

as a nexus and concordia, between God the Father and God the Son is, thus, extended 

between the great Norman kings and the Aragonese kings. Choosing to copy the words 

inscribed on royal foundation, one commissioned by the Virgin herself,38 the 

																																																								
36 Antonietta Iolanda Lima, Monreale (Palermo) (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1991). 
37 Giuseppe Bellafiore, Architettura in Sicilia nelle età islamica e normanna (827-1194), La civiltà siciliana, Vol. 1 
(Palermo: A. Lombardi, 1990), 159. He continues with a brief history of the castle, admitting the possibility 
of a fortress in place on the top of Mount Caputo from the Islamic period, although traces of previous 
structures are not apparent. From his observations, however, it seems that the fortress rose as a single 
monument, most likely established by William II to serve as a convalescence for the Benedictine monks 
serving in the new cathedral below. Fazello, writing in 1558, notes columns in the chapel that are no longer 
extant and describes an observatory and convent; by 1559, it was completely abandoned. Consult Bellafiore, 
n. 372: “…arx est vetustissima, natura quoque ac structura munitissima, quae arcis simul, et speculae, 
cenobiisque speciem habet. Aedem namque sacram et columnis suffulta, ac coeteras sacerdotum officinas 
licet antiquitate iam deformatas intus exibet,” cited from Fazello. Bellafore describes the building as 
“[comprising] an oblong parallelepiped mass from which protrudes seven towers of varying size. It 
occupies a surface area of 2295 meters following a rectangular plan of unequal angles, of approximately 
80m by approximately 30 meters. A courtyard separates the primary space, intended to accommodate the 
monks, and the church on the south-eastern side. This latter building had three naves with three apses 
formed in the bulk of the wall.” 
38 As many religious institutions in the medieval period claimed, miraculous circumstances prompted the 
building frenzy that established Santa Maria Nuova, which is dedicated to the Feast of the Assumption. 
One day, King William fell asleep while enjoying the royal hunting grounds a few miles outside of Palermo. 
In a dream, the Virgin appeared and told him of a great treasure beneath him, and she instructed William to 
use the gift to spread Christianity. These funds, ostensibly, covered the construction costs and sumptuous 
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Chiaramonte position themselves as humbled chaperoned by the king, despite the 

growing weakness of royal and religious authority in the region. Under the watchful eyes 

of the Virgin herself, the family also seek to protect themselves from the many threats 

that accompany their powerful position—even those lobbed by the king himself. 

 The verses, comprising the only completely formulated prayer, do not function as 

a total outlier in a program of Old Testament and Apocrypha, romances, and epics; 

rather, they point to the multi-purposefulness of the Sala Magna as a space of education, 

business, and prayer. Positioned at the far southern side of the ceiling, the prayer may 

have functioned in correspondence with additional Marian imagery, perhaps located in 

the niches that flank the window, similar to the nursing Madonna in a niche in the Sala 

Carapezza on the same floor. While the fragment on the A-side of the ceiling has been 

reinstalled on new beams, the B-side retains both original inscriptions oriented so as to be 

read from the north, that is toward the niches and the Piazza Marina. The Woman of the 

Apocalypse (panel no. 288), located on the beam painted with the initial vocative verse, 

supports this proposal, illuminating the solar imagery envisioned with the words, great with 

the Sun. The scenes are read from left to right, in which, supported by two angels, the 

Woman appears in a majestic mandorla with a hand on her abdomen to indicate her 

pregnancy; she and her newborn son behold a great dragon; and, finally, she defeats the 

seven-headed dragon.  Furthermore, this alignment of the Woman of the Apocalypse 

with the Virgin reflects discussions of the Virgin and new ways of depicting her in 

devotional imagery based primarily on Revelation 12:1-2: “And a great sign was seen in 

heaven; a woman arrayed with the sun and the moon under her feet, and upon her head a 

																																																								
embellishments of the church, royal palace, surrounding walls, bishop’s house and convent. See Lima, 
Monreale (Palermo). 
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crown of twelve stars, and she was with child.”39 In Trecento artistic traditions, the 

conflation of the Madonna with the Woman of the Apocalypse reached its height in 

Florence, and small devotional panels show the Virgin clothed in a celestial garments. In 

the Madonna del Parto by Nardo di Cione at the Museo Bandini in Fiesole, for example, 

she stands upon the moon floating in a dark sea of stars, as a nun kneels in left corner of 

the panel. Letters, stamped as a frieze, frame both figures and offers a point of departure 

for the nun and viewer’s prayers: Ave Regina Misericordia di me madre di piata che son misero 

servo Virgo Virginis. 

 Setting aside the incredible survival of the Sala Magna, few of the original 

paintings that decorated the palace’s niches and lunettes survive; however, the ones that 

do depict religious themes, including St. George’s slaughter of the dragon and the Saints 

John the Baptist and Peter of Verona in sacra conversazione with the Virgin and Child, both 

on the ground floor; St. Margaret with a chained dragon and a nursing Madonna within a 

niche in the Sala Carapezza on the first floor; and, finally, a monumental apse painting 

reversing the composition of the soprapporta painting of John, Peter of Verona, and the 

Virgin and Child in the palace chapel on the first floor. Although the niches in the Sala 

Magna are empty, it is not difficult to imagine that one, if not both, held an image of the 

Virgin and Child. In the absence of such evidence, however, the prayer and apocryphal 

imagery indicates reflection on eschatological concerns and the belief in the Virgin’s 

authority to intervene on the Chiaramonte’s behalf on the Judgment Day. 

 

 

																																																								
39 See the Introduction of Beth Williamson, The Madonna of Humility: Development, dissemination and reception 
circa 1340-1400 (Woodbridge: Boydell, 2009), 1-12. 
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IV. PSEUDO-WRITING ON THE CEILING 

 The potency of the Latin biblical prompts, repeating request for love, and Marian 

prayer painted on the ceiling is well documented by smaller portable objects, such as rings 

and textual amulet, carried with or on the person. Placing such words on the ceiling in a 

multi-purpose space, where they are visible and accessible, add another facet to our 

understanding of protective formulae and creative words in the late medieval period. To 

these inscriptions, we may add a body of pseudo-writing that also participated in the 

realm of quotidian magic and prayer, operating parallel to the legible inscriptions. Rather 

than treat pseudo-writing as a purely decorative feature on the ceiling, the second half of 

this chapter investigates the juxtaposition of retrograde Latin with pseudo-Hebrew and 

pseudo-Arabic as scribal devices that mutually bolster their collective productivity, 

delivering an efficacious means of protecting the ambitious Chiaramonte family.  

 Unseating ‘decorative’ and ‘arabicizing’ as the primary means of describing the 

ceiling’s pseudo-writing, this section recognizes that Arabic, Hebrew, and Greek were 

never completely erased from the architectural or religious landscape of Sicily, despite the 

best efforts of papal and Angevin campaigns in the thirteenth century. Indeed, the island 

would become an important site for Kabbalistic study and practice in the fifteenth 

century, and already in the twelfth-century Jewish magic and knowledge were widely 

recognized as a means of accessing deep historical— even otherworldly— truths, a 

prejudice from which Jewish occult specialists profited greatly during the early Aragonese 

rule. Following an analysis of the pseudo-writing on the ceiling—its location, possible 

reading, and structure, the section turns to the artistic and cultural prevalence of Arabic 

and Hebrew in Sicily and southern Italy, and finishes with the adoption of a king of 
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‘vocabulary’ of pseudo-writing in Christian commissions in the fourteenth and early 

fifteenth centuries. 

 

Pseudo-kūfic 

 Pseudo-Arabic is inscribed in golden paint outlined in red on thirteen coffers and 

one bracket. Each coffer is divided into two sections, resulting in the juxtaposition of two 

pseudo-inscriptions in several instances. Brushstrokes approximate kūfic script, which 

was used from the eighth century until the eleventh for writing the Qurʼān, later 

becoming popular for epigraphic use.40 The artists of the Sala Magna experiment with 

multiple types of pseudo-Arabic, suggesting their study of a different sources from which 

to copy. They render these glittering letterforms with floriated and foliated details and 

fluid handling; pseudo-words repeat and mirror each other, for the most part using legible 

Arabic letters and particles. For example, lammā (لما) is written with the medial mīm (م) in 

two positions, lā (ال) receives multiple embellishments, among other configurations (Fig. 

2-3). Several pseudo-kūfic phrases are punctuated with diacritical marks, confirming that 

this body of text was modeled from available examples of Arabic script, although the 

likely visitor to the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri could not read it. In some cases, the words 

follow a pattern that Richard Ettinghausen identifies as the “tall-short-tall syndrome,” in 

which two extenders are connected with a low medial letter, usually in the form of lām-

																																																								
40 Venetia Porter, “The Arabic inscriptions on the Maître Alpais and British Museum Ciboria," in The 
heritage of 'Maître Alpais': An international and interdisciplinary examination of medieval Limoges enamel and associated 
objects, ed. Susan La Niece, e.a. (London 2010), 17-20; Venetia Porter, “The use of the Arabic script in 
magic,” in The development of Arabic as a written language: papers from the special ¨session of the seminar for Arabian 
studies held on 24 July, 2009, ed. M.C.A. Macdonald (London: British Museum Press, 2010), 131-140; Richard 
Ettinghausen, "Kufesque in Byzantine Greece, the Latin West and the Muslim world," in A Colloquium in 
Memory of George Carpenter Miles (1904-1975) (New York: American Numismatic Society, 1976), 28-47. 
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mīm-alīf (لما). This device was widely used in the Mediterranean from the eleventh century 

onwards, and, thus, sets the Steri’s inscriptions within a broader tradition of pseudo-

writing.41  

 The finest example of pseudo- kūfic appears in coffer no. 242, in which the five 

central pyramidal dividers are visually extended by the foliate details on both short ends, 

leaving the long sides available for foliatated pseudo-kūfic inscriptions, the center of 

which most likely hosted additional Chiaramonte crests. Here, the alliterative and 

calligraphically repetition of long alīfs, lāms, and their combinations suggest the first part 

of the shahada, the profession of faith: ال إلھ إال هللا (lā ʾilāha ʾillā-llāh). This prayer, There is no 

god but God, was a favorite phrase for recopying among Christian artists throughout the 

medieval period, and became a standard formulae in administrative documents in the 

Norman era, adopted from the Fatimid dīwan and in place throughout the reign of Holy 

Roman Emperor Frederick II. 

 

Pseudo-Hebrew? 

In addition to the elegant kūfic and stockier “tall-short-tall” letters, a third and distinct 

pseudo-script occupies medallions on coffers n. 69A, 111A, 117A, 135A, and 272B (Fig. 

2). Twisted and molded like metalwork, these inscriptions are painted gold and outlined 

with a dark pigment and they often share a coffer with another pseudo-script; the ‘letters’ 

are formed as a continuous line of dentils, similar to a Greek key pattern, with zig-zags on 

either end. Kurt Erdmann catalogues this kind of script as a variation of “tall-short-tall 

																																																								
41 Ettinghausen, "Kufesque in Byzantine Greece, the Latin West and the Muslim world.” 
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syndrome;” however pseudo-Hebrew seems to be an appropriate analogue language 

based on the consistent squaring of each letter.42 

 In the fourteenth century, the Jews of Palermo formed a vibrant community, 

maintaining their own synagogue and slaughterhouse, although they were frequently 

targeted in attacks. They participated in many aspects of Sicilian economy, and they 

produced and circulated a large number of medical, legal, and religious texts, as described 

by Henri Bresc. It is possible that the artists of the Sala Magna could have had access to 

Hebrew manuscripts, as well as seen it on tombstones or at the many shops along the via 

dei Pisani or via dei Catalani, only steps away from the Steri (Map 1).43 The addition of 

pseudo-Hebrew would suggest a strong willingness on the part of Manfredi to adopt 

protective devices from all available sources.  

 

A Ceiling Sample 

 Until this point in the chapter, pseudo-writing and the Latin inscription of the 

ceiling have been described and analyzed separately, however, they worked together 

within the depths of the coffers, often juxtaposed. A detailed analysis of a selection of 

ceiling coffers, from no. 224 to no. 242 will best demonstrate how the artists created and 

																																																								
42 Ibid., 37. Via personal correspondence, Linda Safran confirmed that "reversed script and other 'magical' 
and interpretive methods are very common in Jewish writing," email message to author, 21 April 2014. In 
her recent book, The Medieval Salento: Art and Identity in Southern Italy (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2014), she elaborates on this aspect of practical and personal piety further. 
43 Giuseppe Mandalà, “The Jews of Palermo from Late Antiquity to the Expulsion (598-1492-93),” in A 
Companion to Medieval Palermo: The History of a Mediterranean City from 600-1500, ed. Annliese Nef, trans. Martin 
Thom, (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 436-485. See also, Ilia Rodov, “Hebrew Script in Christian Art" in Encyclopedia 
of Hebrew Language and Linguistics, vol. 3 (Boston: Brill, 2013), 462-477: “Any representation of Hebrew 
writing in Christian art, irrespective of the legibility of the words and sentences in a particular work, is 
usually charged with symbolic connotations. The symbolism derived from the ambivalent Christian 
perception of the Hebrew language as the sacred tongue of Scripture and the historical people of Israel, the 
biblical Holy Land; as the either exotic or enviable language of Judaism and the Jews; or as a tongue 
possessing magic power,” 462. 
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followed certain criteria to emphasize where lines become letters, whether real or 

imagined (Fig. 11). Not all four coffers between the twelfth and sixteenth joists have 

inscriptions; however, the high concentration in this section best illustrates why, for 

example, the interlocking Greek key pattern— what I cautiously identify as pseudo-

Hebrew— ought to at the very least be considered as pseudo-writing, rather than 

decoration. 

 Each coffer of the ceiling is divided in two by a thin sculpted wooden barrier 

fitted parallel to the central divider; thus, two rectangular coffers are housed between 

each joist that reaches from the wall to the center of the hall. On coffer no. 224, the flat 

frames that surround each set of indented compartments is decorated with six stemma 

(each corner and in the center of the long side). The stemma honor the Chiaramonte, 

Ventimiglia, Speziale, and, possibly, the Peralta families. In the coffer closest to the 

central divider, oblong lozenges are outlined in gold paint and filled with black 

contrasting greatly with the brightly painted texts, which, positioned against the red paint 

of the frame, seem to float in their respective spaces. Between the crests of the families, a 

continuous line of boxy ‘characters’— possibly pseudo-Hebrew— is embellished with 

nodes at the center of each character’s vertical stroke and at opposing ends. This 

calligraphic flourish is used in each of the master painters’ signatures on the ceiling, as 

well, and suggests that the pseudo-words are meant to be ‘read.’ On the other half of the 

coffer, captivating chunks of text, read TABIMURO| LLI MUIDEM REPS| 

NEISNART |METUASUSPI, an inscription discussed at length above. These letters, 

written by a skilled hand in golden paint and outlined in red, feature open-bottomed a-s 
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and finely tapered minims; as with the neighboring pseudo-inscription, the words are 

designed to be read, but offer a significant challenge to the viewer. 

 Continuing eastward in the direction of Piazza Marina, coffer no. 230 offers a 

completely different script in respect to the Latin and pseudo-writing on coffer no. 224, 

although it is easily identifiable as pseudo-kūfic. The inscription offers a number of 

interesting features to consider, specifically the addition of dots and teardrops above or 

between words. Lacking the heraldic central medallions, a continuous line of recognizable 

Arabic letters and word forms sweeps across the coffer. The intertwining lemma and lā, as 

well as the upward curve of a lām, alīf, and final mīm, point to a careful study of Arabic 

calligraphy. In the decorative flourishes, a creative attempt might be made to imitate the 

diacritical markings, notations at verse ending, and counting devices used in the Qurʼān 

and Qurʼānic inscriptions. 

 It is clear from the inscriptions’ arrangement and reflective color scheme that the 

pseudo-writing was styled to capture the viewer's attention. The signature of Master 

Simone provides a particularly playful example (panel no. 194). Instead of using the script 

reserved for the other masters’ signatures, the letters r, s, and t display sharp angles, taking 

their cue from the pseudo-Arabic inscription sharing the coffer (Fig. 3). Creating a textual 

frame around the coffers, the pseudo-inscriptions are designed to be seen and ‘read,’ but 

are perhaps not so easily understood without a fuller appreciation of Sicily's unique 

relationship with Arabic and Hebrew and the general slipping away of these literary 

traditions on the island. On the ceiling, the pseudo-inscriptions offer an 

acknowledgement of the richness of Sicily’s population—the reduced but relatively 

valued Jewish community and their absent Muslims. 
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V. FROM AL-MEDINA TO URBS FELIX 

 Artistic commissions in Sicily between the mid-eleventh and twelfth centuries 

demonstrate conscious and skilled manipulation of text and object to prioritize Arabic 

script and its message across a variety of media. A number of issues discussed in the first 

part of this chapter, such as the tension between legibility and literacy, as well as magic 

and religion, are dealt with in the following section through the close study of objects and 

monuments crafted during the establishment and flourishing of the Norman Kingdom, 

such as numerous lead talismans and architectural friezes, inscribed with kūfic or/and 

pseudo-kūfic. In these Sicilian contexts, Arabic and/or pseudo-Arabic served different 

purposes, much as Greek and Latin were reserved for specific needs of the crown. Sicily’s 

expression and use of Arabic and Arab culture, therefore, is quite different than that of 

artists in the northern peninsula, of Tuscany. Sketching the different avenues traveled by 

the language, in formal and informal contexts, I hope to make the fundamental 

transformation of Arabic, from a functional administrative tool during the Norman 

period to an enigmatic relic of the past by the last decades of the thirteenth century under 

Angevin, followed by Aragonese, rule.  

 Sicily, the largest island in the Mediterranean Sea, attracted a parade of competing 

regimes over the course of the Middle Ages. During the Islamic period (roughly the 

ninth-through eleventh), the Byzantine and Jewish communities that occupied the former 

theme of Sicily paid the jizya tax. Concentrated in the northeastern Val Demone and along 

the eastern coast, they continued to practice their faiths and to contribute to the social 

and economic welfare of island, now managed by autonomous satellite governments of 

the Fatimid caliphate. When Norman mercenaries warred for control of Sicily in the 
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second half of the eleventh century, much of the island’s elite fled for North Africa or the 

Iberian Peninsula. In his nostalgic verses Ibn Hamdis paints the city of Noto, its natural 

treasures, and its romantic nightlife as an unattainable lover, stolen by the sea itself. 

 As diverse a group as the Muslims of Sicily, the Normans had been in southern 

Italy since the early eleventh century, coming to the peninsula as pilgrims, ostensibly, and 

then working for Christians and Muslims alike as mercenaries. With the blessing of the 

Holy See, Count Roger and his brother Duke Robert Guiscard organized an occupation 

of southern Italy and Sicily, capturing Palermo in 1071. Lucia Traviani claims that “[there] 

were at least three or four Norman Italies: Byzantine, Lombard, Muslim, and French-

Norman, each having its own monetary tradition, different from each other and well 

documented in charters and finds.”44 Many of the construction practices and structural 

typologies employed by the Byzantine Christians were adopted or modified in Norman 

building programs, resulting in the expression of Christian space in a multitude of ways. 

The linguistic flexibility of Sicily from the mid-eleventh century to the mid-thirteenth 

century is of significant concern as well. Complicating the beloved description of Sicily’s 

trilingual identify, Benoît Grévin explains that 

Arabic was of course used by the Muslim population, but also by a sizable Jewish 
minority, which had its own forms of writing (own Judaeo-Arabic dialect) and, perhaps 
already by this day, its own dialect. As for Greek, it was employed in court and city alike 
as the language of culture by a composite Christian milieu, no doubt effecting a synthesis 
between autochthonous (Sicilian) elements that were originally Greek-speaking and had 
been more (Western Sicily) or less (Northeastern Sicily) profoundly Arabized during the 
period of Muslim domination, a personnel coming from the perennially Greek-speaking 
mainland zones of the Kingdom of Sicily (Southern Calabria, and the region of Otranto), 
and finally an Arabo-Christian immigration issuing from a wide range of different 
backgrounds, but within which there might be discerned a Syrian elite following the 
Melkite rite and already characterized in the East by a Graeco-Arabic cultural and 
liturgical bilingualism (George of Antioch). The reconstruction of Palermitan 12th 
century linguistic identities on the basis of their textual reflections thus proves from the 

																																																								
44 Lucia Travaini, “The Normans between Byzantium and the Islamic World,” Dumbarton Oaks Papers 55 
(2001): 179. 
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outset to be far more problematic than the cliché of the “Sicily of three languages and 
three religions” would imply.45 

 

To illustrate the complexity of linguistic negotiations he points to one of several surviving 

quadrilingual tombstones, the opus-sectile stone made for Anna, the mother of one of 

Roger II’s priests, Grisandus, made in 1148. Driving home the particular worlds in which 

Latin, Judaeo-Arabic, Arabic, and Greek operated within the court of Roger II, Grévin 

emphasizes geography and diaspora as a key component of the linguistic proximity 

expressed on the stone:  

namely, Latin, the language of formal (and, in particular, written) communication of the 
Continental Romantic emigration, be it south or northern Italy, or else of Atlantic origin 
(the “Anglo-Norman” zone) employing for less solemn forms of communication its 
various Romance idioms; the classical (written, liturgical), middle (pragmatic and 
scientific writings) and dialectal Arabics of the Muslims and of the Arabic-speaking 
Christians; the Greek shared by the residual Greek speakers of the Italian South, and in 
the form of a liturgical and ceremonial language, by the Arabized Christians from the 
Palermitan region, and/or those coming from the more Eastern parts of Sicily, indeed 
form the Mediterranean basin; finally, the Judaeo-Arabic of the Jewish communities who 
also used Hebrew and Aramaic in their guise as sacred languages.46 

 
 As the Normans were establishing themselves in Sicily, developing coin legends 

and growing accustomed to the diwan, an administrative system based on the Fatimid 

court, patrons of art and architecture in Apulia and Basilicata on the mainland used kūfic 

and pseudo-kūfic script in religious contexts. For example, after sailors stole the relics of 

Saint Nicholas from Myra in Asia Minor in 1087, Abbot Elias intervened to have them 

placed in a new basilica of San Nicola. A thick band of kūfic repeating Allah forms the 

boundary of the apse’s semi-circular mosaic pavement, and the abbot’s marble episcopal 

																																																								
45 Benoît Grévin, “Linguistic Cultures and Textual Production in Palermo, from the End of the 11th to the 
End of the 15th Century” in A Companion to Medieval Palermo: The History of a Mediterranean City from 600 to 
1500, ed. Annliese Nef, trans. Thom Martin (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 418. 
46 Ibid., 420. See, also, Dirk Booms and Peter Higgs, Sicily: culture and conquest (London: The British Museum 
Press, 2016), 220-221. 
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throne sits in the center of the apse, surrounded by another mosaic border. 47 Bari served 

as the launching point for pilgrims and crusaders traversing the Mediterranean to the 

Holy Land, and the translation of Nicholas to the city ensured that its port remained one 

of the most important in Italy. The inclusion of the word ‘God’ in a foreign tongue 

within the sacred space of the presbytery must have inspired and reflected pilgrims and 

crusaders’ eastward gaze. The sacred relics provided a window to the living history of 

Holy Lands and wider territories, like Myra, and their incorporation in the basilica and the 

suggestive language framing the presbytery situated the city as a portal to it. 

 Appropriating Arabic, Abbot Elias and the basilica inscribed Bari with the 

geography of the East, while trumpeting the very theft of Saint Nicholas from it. 

Succeeding first as a loosely organized comital state and second as a kingdom that 

encompassed much of the Italian peninsula and island, the Norman rulers surrounded 

themselves with a cosmopolitan entourage that communicated in primarily in Latin, 

Greek, and Arabic.48 Arabic, both spoken and written, facilitated the administrative and 

																																																								
47 Pina Belli D'Elia, La Basilica di S. Nicola a Bari: un monumento nel tempo (Galatina: Congedo, 1985). Including 
pseudo-kūfic on churches, especially in brick work, is not uncommon in the Mediterranean; see 
Kanellopoulos and Tohme, “A True Kūfic Inscription on the Kapnikarea Church?,” Al-Masaq 20.2 (2008): 
133-139  George Carpenter Miles, ‘‘Byzantium and the Arabs: relations in Crete and the Aegean Area,’’ 
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 18 (1964): 1–32. Alicia Walker eloquently argues for the polyvalence of pseudo-
Arabic in the case of Hosias Loukas, for example, identifying its use “as both a sign of Byzantine triumph 
over Muslim foes in that period and as an apotropaic motif that demarcated boundaries and protected the 
sacred spaces of the church…Over time this meaning was partially displaced by another set of associations 
that recognized Arabic as the dominant ‘public text’ of the Holy Land, thereby imbuing pseudo-Arabic with 
a geographic association that carried a different range of religious and political implications;” see "Pseudo-
Arabic ‘Inscriptions’ and the Pilgrim’s Path at Hosios Loukas,” 100. 
48 The use of Arabic in Sicily has been well-documented in scholarship of the Muslim and Norman periods. 
Prolific nineteenth-century Arabist Michele Amari and more recently Alex Metcalfe, Jeremy Johns, Graham 
Loud, and others have uncovered the great importance of Arabic as a literary and official language of the 
island. This bibliography is expensive, and I offer only some key texts: Michele Amari, Le epigrafi arabiche di 
Sicilia, trascritte, tradotte e illustrate (Palermo: Luigi Pedone Lauriel, 1875 [repr.: Palermo 1971]); Amari, Storia 
dei Musulmani di Sicilia, vols. 1-2 (Firenze: Le Monnier, 1854-1858 [repr: 1986]); Jeremy Johns, Arabic 
administration in Norman Sicily: the royal di ̄wa ̄n (Cambridge: University of Cambridge Press, 2002); Alex 
Metcalfe, “De Saracenico In Latinum Transferri: Causes and effects of translation in the fiscal administration of 
Norman Sicily,” al-Masaq 13 (2001): 43-86; Metcalfe, “The Muslims of Sicily under Christian Rule,” in The 
Society of Norman Italy, ed. G.A. Loud and A. Metcalfe (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 309-16; Metcalfe, The Muslims of 
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cultural mechanisms of Norman rule, used as a sign of authority, faith, tradition, and 

education.49 For example, coins manufactured under Aghlabid rule, like the quarter-dīnār, 

better known as the tarì. When King Roger II was still a count (1105-1130), he struck tarì 

that continued to speak in Arabic: an obverse inscription reminds subjects  الثاني بامر  رجار   

(“By the order of Roger II”), and the legend on the reverse asserts the oneness of God, 

 lā ilāha illa llāh waḥdahu lā sharīka lahu, “There is no God but) ال الھ اال هللا وحده ال شریك لھ 

God, and He has no partner”). The tarì circulated well into the thirteenth century, 

maintaining all the while its high value and Arabic legend.50 

 In medieval Palermo, Arabic inscriptions served functional and ecclesiastical 

purposes, adorning a number of twelfth-century Norman palaces and churches,51 as well 

																																																								
medieval Italy (Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh Press, 2009); Metcalfe, Muslims and Christians in Norman 
Sicily: Arabic speakers and the end of Islam (New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2003). For a literary aspect of this 
period in Sicilian history, see Karla Mallette, The Kingdom of Sicily, 1100-1250: A Literary History (University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2005), especially Chapter 2: “An Archaeology of the Sicilian Park," 17-46. 
49 For example, a number of Sicilian church charters from the twelfth century were in written in Arabic. 
Alex Metcalfe and Jeremy Johns have discussed the importance of this linguistic choice to those religious 
communities in subsequent generations. Although the custodians of these institution could not read the 
documents, the fact that they were written in Arabic lent considerable authority to the institution, see 
Jeremy Johns and Alex Metcalfe, “The Mystery at Chu ̀rchuro: Conspiracy or Incompetence in Twelfth-
Century Sicily?,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 62.2 (1999): 226-259. 
50 Maria Amalia De Luca, “Un contributo al dibattito sull’origine del quarto di dīnār e sulla sua possibile 
derivazione da modelli bizantini,” in La Sicile de Byzance à l’Islam (Paris: De Boccard, 2010), 113-130. 
51 For a general appreciation of Siculo-Norman monuments, consult Giuseppe Bellafiore, La Zisa di Palermo 
(Palermo: Flaccovio, 1994); Francesco Basile, L'architettura della Sicilia normanna (Catania: V. Cavallotto, 
1975); Wolfgang Kro ̈nig, The cathedral of Monreale and Norman architecture in Sicily (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1965). 
Many wonderful monographs exploring Sicilian medieval architecture are available, only a few of which will 
be mentioned here. For the Cappella Palatina, see Ernst J. Grube and Jeremy Johns, The painted ceilings of the 
Cappella Palatina [Islamic Art, Supplement I] (Genova and New York: The Bruschettini Foundation for 
Islamic and Asian Art and The East-West Foundation, 2005); Lev Kapitaikin, “The paintings of the aisle-
ceilings of the Cappella Palatina, Palermo,” Ro ̈misches Jahrbuch der Bibliotheca Hertziana 33 (2003/04): 115-148; 
and William Tronzo, The Cultures of His Kingdom: Roger II and the Cappella Palatina in Palermo (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1997. For the cathedral at Cefalù, consult Eve Borsook, Messages in mosaic: The 
royal programmes of Norman Sicily, 1130-1187 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990). For the cathedral at 
Monreale, see Wolfgang Kro ̈nig, The cathedral of Monreale and Norman architecture in Sicily (Palermo: Flaccovio, 
1965); Roberto Salvini, The cloister of Monreale and Romanesque sculpture in Sicily (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1964; and 
Ernst Kitzinger, Mosaics of Monreale (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1960). For Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio (La 
Martorana), see Kitzinger: The Mosaics of St. Mary’s of the Admiral in Palermo (Washington, D.C.: Dumbarton 
Oaks Research Library and Collection, 1991). 
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as serving the Norman and Hohenstaufen courts until Frederick II exiled Sicilian Muslims 

to Lucera in Apulia.52 Enclosed within the Norman Palace, the glittering Cappella Palatina 

underwent numerous embellishments and alterations throughout the twelfth century 

during Roger's reign, as well as throughout that of his son, William I (r. 1154-1166), and 

his grandson, William II (r. 1166-1189). The chapel's compact design incorporates a 

number of artistic traditions, which function together to create a wholly overwhelming 

space. The famous muqarnas ceiling of the Cappella Palatina showcases a list of attributes 

and well-wishes in its honey-comb niches, similar to those on the famed mantle of King 

Roger II, as well as pseudo-Arabic words. The marble frieze of the Cappella Palatina 

dares the visitor to kiss the building, as if it were the Ka'aba.53 Roger II's atelier used gold 

thread to announce in Arabic his prowess, wisdom, and happiness on the so-called 

“Coronation Mantle,” created after the 1130 coronation of the king. Salutary and 

protective language—“good health,” “long life,” “victory,” “blessings”—is woven into 

the very fabric worn by the Norman and Hohenstaufen ruler, a testament to the 

significance of the written word.54 The same might be said about its inclusion in enameled 

																																																								
52 Julie Anne Taylor, “Freedom and bondage among Muslims in southern Italy during the thirteenth 
century,” Journal of Muslim Minority Affairs 27.1 (2007): 71-77. 
53 Jeremy Johns, “Arabic Inscriptions in the Cappella Palatina: Performativity, Audience, Legibility and 
Illegibility,” in Viewing Inscriptions in the Late Antique and Medieval World, ed. Antony Eastmond (New York 
2015), 124-147. 
54 The jewel-encrusted crown of Constance (c. 1220-1222) features a rock crystal baguette inscribed with 
pseudo-Arabic; however, a closer look at the contents of Constance's tomb would answer whether the 
stone featured originally on the cap. Other colorful intagliated stones from Late Antiquity protrude from 
weighty settings, divided into registers by seed pearl borders and enamel details. Fleurs-di-lys blossom along 
the rim of the cap, echoing the stylized palms fixed in the revetment at the Cappella Palatina. From this 
glittering confection pendoulia swing, shining with gold and enamel beads, baguettes, and squares. Claudia 
Guasella considers the construction of the crown in incredible detail, as well as provides a summary of 
fifteenth century— and especially the nineteenth and twentieth-century reconstructions of the crown; see 
"Crown of Constance of Aragon," Nobiles Officinae: perle, filigrane e trame di seta dal Palazzo Reale di Palermo, 
vols. 1-2, ed. Maria Andaloro (Catania: Maimone, 2006), 712-716. According to Dirk and Booms, “This so-
called Crown of Constance has often been thought to have been a Byzantine-style crown for Frederick 
himself, which was subsequently buried with his empress. However, its actual reconstruction is problematic, 
as at the opening of the sarcophagus in 1491 that only surviving parts of the crown were the decorations in 
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coffers from Limoges, Agrigento, and Naples, so often trimmed with delicate pseudo-

kūfic bands that Venetia Porter calls simply the decoration de rigueur.55 As discussed in 

Chapter One, the muqarnas ceiling is carved from cedar, fir, beech, and other wood into 

twenty eight-pointed stars framed within dozens of intricate niched stalactite cells. 

Covered with painted depictions of animals, plants, and dancing or drinking figures these 

decorative hoods bear resemblance to muqarnas fragments in Fustat (Old Cairo) and 

Qayrawan; however, no muqarnas ceiling exists in so complete and elegant a state as that 

of the Cappella Palatina. A ribbon of Arabic outlines each of the stars, celebrating lofty 

attributes and offering well-wishes, such as “health,” “blessing,” “magnificence,” and 

“perfection.”56 

 Royal administrators and other powerful religious figures also contributed 

sumptuous religious complexes to the cityscape. Roger’s admiral, George of Antioch, for 

example, commissioned Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio, colloquially known as La 

Martorana, in 1143. In a well-known mosaic panel situated at the head of the south aisle, 

Roger stands in Byzantine Imperial regalia with his hands raised in an orans position. With 

his right hand, Christ crowns Roger, who identified in Greek letters by his Latin title 

Rogerius rex. In the central dome, a hymn in Arabic is painted in golden letters against a 

																																																								
precious metals and gemstones, and the crown was repaired with new fabric and the decorations 
rearranged. Nevertheless, in the decoration, we find the same enamel techniques and the same types of 
gemstones as in Frederick’s coronations shoes and gloves. It is clear that the khizana was still producing 
high-quality material during the early reign of Frederick II, even if signs of reuse of materials appear, such 
as for the Alb of William II, as was the case for the crown: at its front, a garnet bears the Arabic inscription 
‘In God, Isa ibn Jubayr trusts,’ which has no apparent connection to Constance or the crown,” Dirk Booms 
and Peter Higgs, Sicily: culture and conquest (London: The British Museum Press, 2016), 253. 
55 See, for example, the bibliography in Porter, “The Arabic inscriptions on the Maître Alpais and British 
Museum Ciboria," for further reading on kūfic script in western European contexts. 
33 Tronzo, The Cultures of His Kingdom, 57-62; Ernst J. Grube and Jeremy Johns, The Painted Ceilings of the 
Cappella Palatina (Genova: Bruschettini Foundation for Islamic and Asian Art; New York: East-West 
Foundation, 2005). 
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blue background and fit into the transition zone. Two columns incorporated into the 

porch of Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio in Palermo show the inscription, carved under 

pointed niches, which faces visitors as they enter from the west. 57 

 At the cathedral of Palermo, another similarly carved niche with foliate border 

includes an ayah from Surah al-Araf, 7.54: “He covers the nights with the day, [another 

night] chasing it rapidly; and [He created] the sun, the moon, the stars, subjected by His 

command. Unquestioningly, His is the creation and the command; blessed is Allah, Lord 

of the worlds.”58 In the Kitab Rudjar (Book of Roger) completed around 1154, al-Idrisi 

explained that the Great Mosque of Palermo had been converted from a church and that 

Roger II subsequently converted the mosque into a cathedral. Sharing his admiration of 

the cathedral's ornament, he admits: "It is difficult to imagine how beautiful this 

[monument] is today, owing to the fantasy of the art, the singularity of the work and the 

rare and very new kinds of figures, gilding, colours and calligraphic [decorations]." 59 In 

1184, however, Archbishop Gualtiero Offamilio razed the structure to make way for a 

new cathedral, consecrated the following year. 

 Fragments incorporated into churches elsewhere on the island were documented 

by Michele Amari in the late-nineteenth century, demonstrate the acceptability of such 

inscriptions to the clergy and parishioners. Mouthpieces of the buildings themselves, the 

monumental dedication friezes at La Cuba and La Zisa proclaimed the valor of the king 

																																																								
57 Ibid. See, too, Amari, Le epigrafi arabiche di Sicilia; and Amari, “Iscrizione arabica nella cupola della chiesa 
di Santa Maria dell'Ammiraglio, volgarmente detta chiesa della Martorana,”in Palermo Annuario della Societa ̀ 
Italiana per gli studi orientali I (Rome: 1872). The society itself was founded by Amari in 1872 in Florence, 
Italy with Angelo De Gubernatis, a poet and acclaimed Sanskrit scholar, as the general secretary; see Filipa 
Lowndes Vicente, Altri orientalismi: L'India a Firenze 1860-1900 (Florence: Firenze University Press, 2012), 
48. 
58 Dirk Booms and Peter Higgs, Sicily: culture and conquest (London: The British Museum Press, 2016), 174. 
31 Giuseppe Bellafiore, The Cathedral of Palermo (Palermo: S.F. Flaccovio, 1976), 16. 
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and the delights of his kingdom. On the ground floor of La Zisa, a pleasure palace 

constructed by William I shortly before his death in 1166, an elaborate naskhī inscription, 

sculpted in stucco, belts the facade, skipping past the delightful two-story Fountain Room 

(Fig. 12).60 

 Beyond the realm of royal and administrative commissions, small portable objects 

inscribed with Arabic, although more difficult to date, offer examples of the vast 

circulation of practical apotropaic texts in the Mediterranean. Talismans, for example, 

include text written positively and so were directly legible.61 Featuring Qurʼānic verses and 

protective texts written in Arabic, small protective lead objects have been excavated 

around Agrigento and dated to the Islamic and Norman periods, the composition of 

which demonstrates a uniquely Sicilian typology.62 Maria Amalia de Luca suggests that the 

development of the lead talisman in Sicily, characterized by line of kūfic text framed by a 

decorative border within rectangular matrix, represents a novel transition from fragile 

paper talismans. One Sicilian example, possibly from Agrigento, is stamped on both 

rectangular faces with Qurˀānic verses: on one side, sura 113 (‘The Dawn,’ al-Falaq) 

invokes the protection of God from the different manifestations of evil, including that 

																																																								
60 Ursula Staacke, La Zisa, un palazzo normanno a Palermo: la cultura musulmana negli edifici dei Re (Palermo: 
Comune di Palermo, 1991); Giuseppe Caronia, La Zisa di Palermo: storia e restauro (Roma: Laterza, 1982); 
Bellafiore, La Zisa di Palermo. 
61 Seals, on the other hand, carried formulae cut negatively into metal and polished gems, such as carnelian 
and quartz, for the purposes of stamping, and they may include an attestation of the owner’s faith and 
name; see Maria Amalia De Luca, “La collezione di gemme islamiche del Museo Archeologico di Palermo,” 
in Revue tunisienne d’Archéologie 1 (2013):123-139. 
62 De Luca, “Talismani con iscrizioni arabe rinvenuti in Sicilia,” MEFREM 116.1 (2004): 367-388. I thank 
an anonymous reviewer of my JTMS contribution for recommending this article to me (see note 1). 
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“of sorceresses, spitting on knots;”63 on the other side, sura 114 (‘Humanity,’ al-Nās)64 

proclaims the oneness of God (Fig. 13). Sura 112 may also appear with suras 113 and 114 

(al-Nās), as part of the mu‘awwidhatan, the “two suras of taking refuge from evil.” After 

the revelation of the mu‘awwidhatan, the prophet Muhammad himself exclusively recited 

them and encouraged others to do so repeatedly for protection. Furthermore, Sura 112, 

may be included as part of the mu‘awwidhatan to “ward off evils and mischief that may 

befall the innocent, the unwary, the vulnerable and the unprotected.”65 

 Furthermore, Arabic inscriptions from Sicily and North Africa survive on a 

number of funerary markers and columns that date from the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries, currently housed in Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Interdisciplinare Regionale della 

Sicila (Fig. 14).66 The variety of floriated and foliated kūfic offers a rich vocabulary of 

typographic features, and remains an important body of works to study in themselves, but 

also with which to compare the pseudo-inscriptions on the Steri’s ceiling, as shown 

above. The trefoil lobes capping letters and highly stylized lām-mīm-alīf (لما) groups used in 

these local remains may have inspired the artists, whose intimacy with copying Arabic 

points to manuscript and inscriptions of a smaller scale. 

																																																								
63 “Repeat: ‘I seek refuge with the Lord of dawn,/ from the evil of His Creation,/ from the evil of 
nightgloom when it blots,/ from the evil of sorceresses, spitting on knots,/ and from the evil of the envier 
when he plots.'”  See Shawkat M. Toorawa, "Seeking Refuge from Evil: The Power and Portent of the 
Closing Chapters of the Qur'an," Journal of Qur'anic Studies 4.2 (2002); 54-60. 
64 “Repeat: ‘I seek refuge with the Lord of humanity,/ the King of humanity,/ the God of humanity,/ from 
the evil of the Whisperer, stealthily/ whispering in the hearts of humanity,/ of jinn and humanity, ibid. 
65 Ibid, p. 59, fn. 1. 
66 With the permission of the museum, Dana Katz and I are in the process of cataloguing this collection of 
valuable, but understudied, Islamic funerary objects, which will include RTI studies (Reflectance 
Transformation Imaging). I am profoundly grateful to Evelina De Castro and Salvatore Pagano for 
encouraging this study, allowing me uninhibited access to these remarkable objects, as well as offering their 
friendship to me during my stay in Palermo in 2013-14. A number of these inscriptions have been 
catalogued and edited by Michele Amari in Le epigrafi arabiche di Sicilia. 
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 Norman monumental architecture was in continuous use throughout the 

thirteenth and fourteenth century. The adventus procession of Queen Constance of 

Aragón from the church of San Giorgio la Tonnara to the palace during the War of the 

Sicilian Vespers, discussed in the previous chapter, and the occasional flights of the 

Chiaramonte to the palace when Palermitans rebelled against them are two among many 

examples that demonstrate the enduring role of the palace in the city—even though the 

Aragonese, like the Angevins and Hohenstaufen before them did not hold frequent 

audiences there. Physical traces offer additional evidence of their use by Sicilian families 

in the later medieval period. A niche in the southern hall on the first floor bears the 

stemma of the Chiaramonte family (among others), reminding us that we should not see 

the Norman monuments as static relics of the twelfth century, but built environments 

adopted and re-invented in subsequent centuries (Fig. 15).67 The Arabic inscriptions 

advertising the glory of God and the might of the Norman kings were not foreign to 

baronial families, but served as inspiration for a transformation of a language found in 

fragments and fully-intact inscriptions around the city. 

 Excavations at the Steri itself, situated in the Kalsa district, the former 

administrative seat of the Aghlabid and Kalbid regimes, point to the Chiaramonte’s 

engagement with the city’s past. Recently, archaeologists have uncovered a glass factory, 

active from the tenth through eleventh centuries. Francesca Spatafora and Emanuele 

Canzonieri have determined that the Chiaramonte built an indoor garden, a viridarium, 

																																																								
67 La Zisa remained within the patrimony of the king throughout the thirteenth century. A diploma of King 
Peter from 12 September 1282 names, for example, Nicolò Joppulo as castellan of the royal palace, the 
Cuba, the Favara, and the Zisa. In 1325, Angevin troops plundered the countryside surrounding the palace, 
while in the late 14th century, we see those lands recovered enough for Frederick III to promise its proceeds 
to cavaliere Thomeo di Geremia in 1367; see Bellafiore, La Zisa di Palermo. 
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over the furnaces (Fig. 16).68 Relics from the earlier strata most likely emerged during the 

garden’s construction, offering physical and visually compelling evidence of the city’s 

complex past. From the fourteenth century, when the Chiaramonte family inhabited the 

palace, a rich variety of ceramics had been brought to light, speaking to the eclectic and 

international tastes of the family. Gioacchino Falsone invites the viewer to confront a 

precious selection of the material removed from the Steri for the Venetian exhibition, 

Eredità dell’Islam: Arte islamica in Italia (30 October 1993-30 April 1994).69 The 

Chiaramonte handled ceramics arriving from the trade routes of Syria, as seen in an 

albarello fragment cloaked in a zig-zag pattern with floral motifs and peacock “eyes” (cat. 

no. 102) to the western Mediterranean, represented by a Pula-type ceramic of Valencia 

(cat. no. 103). Dated to the last decades of the fourteenth century, the lusterware bowl is 

rimmed in gold luster from which a cobalt blue framework descends. Thin luster lines 

stitch together, like an illusionistic basket, leading the eye to the depths of the serving 

bowl where a pinwheel sits against a golden luster background. According to Falsone, this 

type of ceramic is used as the bacini that decorates the façade of Sant’Antonio at the Steri. 

The most captivating of these ceramic fragments is the small bowl with which I began the 

chapter. Tentatively dated to the second quarter of the fourteenth century, based on its 

deposit in “a narrow underground passage, partly dug into the rock,” the bowl was found 

in the eastern part of the Steri “related to the first phase of life in the palace” (Fig. 1).70 

																																																								
68 Francesca Spatafora and Emanuele Canzonieri: “Un impianto artigianale per la produzione del vetro nella 
Palermo di età islamica e normanna,” in Il vetro in Italia: testimonianza, produzioni, commerci in età basso medievale, 
Atti delle XV Giornate Nazionali di Studio sul vetro AIHV (Reggio-Calabria: Università della Calabria, 
2012), 259-270. Many thanks to Dana Katz for sharing this reference. 
69 Gioacchino Falsone, “Ceramiche provenienti dallo scavo dello ‘Steri’ a Palermo” in Eredità dell’Islam: Arte 
islamica in Italia, ed. Giovanni Curatola (Comune di Venezia. Assessorato alla Cultura) (Milan: Silvana, 1993), 
208-212. 
70 Ibid., 210. 
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The rose gold clay starkly contrasts with a four-letter inscription painted in black: Hebrew 

letters are used to spell the Arabic word for “word,” katib. Falsone, who began excavating 

the Steri in 1973, notes that “[the] inscription is a unicum in Sicily, apart from another 

inscribed fragment of the same kind (unedited) that was uncovered in the same stratum 

of that dig site.”71 

VI. THE VESTIGES OF THE POPULUS TRILINGIS 

 Frederick II (d. 1250), who, following his youth, infrequently visited Palermo, 

fostered a court culture that celebrated poetry, scientific study, and diplomatic arts. He 

maintained correspondence with contemporary Muslim rulers and men of letters, 

infuriating the papacy, as discussed in the previous chapter. Epigraphers and 

administrators fluent in Arabic accompanied Frederick to Jaffa, where the emperor built a 

citadel and installed two monumental lintel inscriptions, one in Arabic72 and one in Latin, 

which spoke to the specific nature of his mission in the Holy Land as the leader of the 

Sixth Crusade.73 The Arabic inscription includes the translation of the word “incarnation” 

and drops the Hijra date, used by his Norman predecessors.74 Listing the many territories 

under the aegis of Frederick II, the inscription promotes the King of Jerusalem in a novel 

form of naskhī script of varying quality: 

1) [The august Caesar], Emperor of Rome, Fre [derick, the victorious by (the help of God, 
ruler of Germany 

2) and Lombardy, and Tuscany, and Italy, and [Longobardia, and Calabria and Sicily and the 
Syrian kingdom 

																																																								
71 “L’iscrizione è un unicum in Sicilia, a parte un altro frammento iscritto dello stesso tipo (inedito) che fu 
rinvenuto nello strato * dello stesso saggio (cat. N. 1/8.200);” ibid. 
72 Estimated to have been approximately 2 m. long; the fragment measures 0.58 m x 0.35 m x 0.25 m, and is 
now located in the Rockefeller Museum. 
73 Moshe Sharon with Ami Schrager, “Frederick II’s Arabic Inscription from Jaffa (1229),” Crusades (Society 
for the Study of the Crusades and the Latin East) 11.2012: 139-158. 
74 The author’s note that he also drops the indication, but since the inscription is incomplete, it may have 
followed the date. 
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3) of Jerusalem; the fortifier of the imām of Rome, the protector of the Christian 
community, [in the month of February (?) of the year one thousand 

4) two hundred and twenty-nine of the incarnation of our Lord Jesus Christ…75 
 The style points to a sculptor who has come with Frederick II on the mission, 

rather than the hand of a local Mamlūk sculptor. It was probably written in 1229, based 

on epigraphy (e.g. drill holes, style) as well as reasons for Frederick’s journey. At this 

point, the emperor had been excommunicated from the church, leading Moshe Sharon 

and Ami Shrager to suggest that the text in the lintel supports the formulaic titles of 

Frederick, rather than reflect his position in the eyes of the papacy. Frederick’s 

unfortunate status also suggests that the monumental marble inscriptions were not placed 

on the defensive towers of Jaffa, which were strengthened by the patriarch of Jerusalem, 

Gerold of Lausanne, a critic of the censured emperor. Sharon and Shrager find, rather, 

that the most appropriate place given the “practice in Norman Sicily, where multi-lingual 

texts were common,” Frederick would have placed the Arabic and Latin inscription on 

his own citadel.76 

 Throughout the Hohenstaufen period, the court continued to use Arabic to 

proclaim a poetic and rhetorical message to the public; however, Latin was beginning to 

overtake the roles that it played during Norman rule. By the end of middle of the 

following century, the Aragonese kings were forced to acknowledge the competition 

between Romance languages, rather than different systems of writing, although Hebrew 

																																																								
75  Citation adapted from Moshe Sharon with Ami Schrager, “Frederick II’s Arabic Inscription from Jaffa 
(1229),” Crusades (Society for the Study of the Crusades and the Latin East) 2012.11: 139-158; see pp. 144-
147 for the transcription and translation. Sharon and Schrager reconstructed parts of the Arabic inscription 
from a letter by Frederick II to his friend Fakhr al-Dīn Yūsuf b. Ṣadr al-Dīn Shaykh ash-Shuyūkh, dated 
August 1229. The lintel may have read: 
 1)     قیصر المعظم امبر اطور رومیة فردریك المنصوربا> مالك الما- 
 2)  – نیة و لمبردیة و تسقانة  وایطالیة  و انكبردة و قلوریة و صقلیة و مملكة
 3)   الشام القدسیة معز امام رومیة الناصر للملة المسیحیة بشھر فورارو(؟) سنة الف
 4)    و ماتین و عشرین اتجشد سیدنا یسوع المسیح…
76 Ibid., 153. 
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would find an elevated place in the Aragonese court, given its association with apocalyptic 

knowledge. 

 Abundant pictorial evidence suggests that Arabic was an appropriate language to 

adopt within devotional settings elsewhere in late medieval Italy, and many scholars of 

the Middle Ages and Renaissance have devoted books to this phenomenon.77 Wall 

paintings in churches spanning the eleventh through fourteenth-centuries in southern 

Italy and Sicily at Matera, Basilicata; Òtranto, Apulia; and Modica, Sicily elucidate the 

facility with which artists steeped in the arts of multiple confessions in medieval Italy used 

kūfic and other scripts to signal a particular place in the world where Biblical narratives 

occurred. The inscriptions bear witness to the use of pseudo-Arabic, not as an 

islamicizing element, but a clear marker of early and localized Christian history, one 

situated in the Holy Lands and long predating Islam.78 The language itself and allusions to 

Arabic enjoyed wide-spread use in religious contexts in the fourteenth century by 

canonical artists, such as Giotto, who regularly included scripts of both recognizable and 

imaginative Arabic to situate characters and episodes in the Holy Lands and signal such a 

placement to a visually, but perhaps not linguistically informed audience.  

 Studying the prevalence of pseudo-kūfic inscriptions on monumental Tuscan 

crosses, Vera-Simone Schulz has suggested that the port of Pisa provided the commercial 

																																																								
77 Jill Caskey, “Stuccoes from the Early Norman period in Sicily: Figuration, fabrication and integration,” 
Medieval Encounters 17 (2011): 80-119; Nagel, “Twenty-five notes on pseudoscript in Italian art;” Rosamond 
E. Mack And Mohamed Zakariya, “The Pseudo-Arabic on Andrea Del Verrocchio's David,”Artibus et 
Historiae 30.60 (2009): 157-172; Maria Vittoria Fontana, “Byzantine mediation of epigraphic characters of 
Islamic derivation in the wall paintings of some churches,” in Islam and the Italian Renaissance, ed. Charles 
Burnett and Anna Contadini (London: Warburg Institute, University of London, 1999), 61-75; and Linda 
Safran, S. Pietro at Otranto: Byzantine art in South Italy (Rome: Rari Nantes, 1992). 
78 Alicia Walker, “Pseudo-Arabic ‘Inscriptions’ and the Pilgrim’s Path at Hosios Loukas; Ibid., “Meaningful 
mingling: Classicizing imagery and islamicizing script in a Byzantine bowl,” The Art Bulletin 90.1 (2008): 32-
53. 
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means by which textiles were imported as precious objects. She attributes their 

distribution to the appearance of golden Arabic script inspiring much of Giotto’s work in 

the early Trecento, including the Ognisanti Madonna (Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence) and 

Crucifisso (Santa Maria Novella, Firenze). Works such as these, Schultz argues, directly 

confront multitudes of languages imported on panni tartarici, nacchitti, and baldacchini.79 

 Overwhelmingly, pseudo-kūfic inscriptions from the mid-thirteenth century on 

the peninsula appear in paintings of the Madonna and Child. Dozens of painted panels 

hanging in Italian museums feature this creative device. Gilded and intricately stamped 

haloes often included a pseudo-inscription, highlighting the figure’s access to the divine 

through mystical, unintelligible words. In the Diocese Museum of Salerno, the Master of 

the Pietà’s figures in Pietà e Santi (late-fourteenth century) are each framed with thick 

inscribed haloes, each one featuring a different pseudo-script. The Capodimonte Museum 

in Naples hosts a number of works by fourteenth-century Florentine artists stamped with 

pseudo-kūfic halos that encircle the heads of the Virgin and her companions, as well as 

delicately course along the embroidered hem of garments.  In paintings of the Virgin, 

artists active in the mid-fourteenth century, such as Bernardo Daddi, Roberto d'Odorisio, 

and Jacopo del Casentino, imagine her garments enlivened with tiraz– inscribed 

embroidery circulating from the ninth century onward (Figs. 17-18).80 A cultivated 

																																																								
79 Vera-Simone Schultz, “From letter to line: artistic experiments with pseudo-script in late medieval Italian 
painting, preliminary remarks,” in The Power of Line, ed. Marzia Faietti and Gerhard Wolf (Munich: Hirmer, 
2015), 144-161. 
80 In Virgin with Christ Child (inv. Q 31) by Bernardo Daddi, who lived in Florence between 1290-1348, both 
figures are draped in light golden and amber clothing; the elaborate floral pattern of the Virgin’s garment is 
hardly visible, both the pattern and the pseudo-script lining her hemline and that of her Child are painted 
only a few shades darker than the fabric. Roberto d'Odorisio sumptuously articulates the Madonna's mantle 
with an elaborate script in the Madonna of Humility (1340-1345). Jacopo del Casentin’'s Crowned Virgin (c. 
1340; inv. Q 39) features a similar tiraz– inscribed embroideries circulating from the ninth century onward– 
although the script is impressionistic, greatly contrasting with d'Oderiso's careful strokes. Each of these 
works may be found at the Capodimonte in Naples. For a close reading of a tiraz fabic at LACMA, see J. J. 
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audience would recognize that such materials were likely meant to imitate silks circulating 

in the Mediterranean and sought after by the cosmopolitan residents of Venice, Florence, 

and Naples.81 

 The inclusion of pseudo-Arabic became more widespread in the fifteenth-century. 

Andrea del Verrocchio’s David sports tiraz along his garments and the tops of his boots in 

a script approximating thuluth script.82 In Annunciation with Saints John the Baptist and 

Andrew (1483, inv. Q 42) at the Capodimonte, Filippino Lippi includes a delicate golden 

pseudo-Arabic stitch along the flowing hemlines of the Virgin and Joseph’s robes; the 

unmistakable dome of Santa Maria del Fiore rises in the background, just above Mary’s 

lilies. A tondo from Ferrara now in the Houston Museum of Art wonderfully illustrates the 

antiquating potential of pseudo-Arabic. The script, a continuous line of exaggerated 

extenders, encircles The Meeting of Solomon and Sheba, each figure representing the Old Law 

and Pagan Law, respectively (Figs. 19-20). So rather than functioning as a generically 

exoticizing device, pseudo-kūfic helps the viewer to comprehend immediately the 

temporal and geographic specificity of the moment. The script is not randomly selected, 

but, in these cases, a visually striking presentation of the sacred language of holy figures 

and events. Of course, not every instance of pseudo-Arabic must have carried a religious 

association. As far as I know, the fresco fragment in the atrium of Palazzo Davanzati in 

Florence from a razed medieval palace uses Arabic in cartouches as a means of adding 

prestige to the lovely garden scene (Fig. 21).  

																																																								
Kerner, “Embroidering History: A Tiraz Textile From The Reign Of Al-Muqtadir Billah,” Artibus Asiae 
67.1 (2007): 13-24. 
81 E. Jane Burns, “Saracen silk and the Virgin's ‘Chemise’: Cultural crossing in cloth,” Speculum 81. 2 (2006): 
365-397; Sharon Kinoshita, “Almería Silk and the French Feudal Imaginary: Toward a ‘Material’ History of 
the Medieval Mediterranean,” in Medieval fabrications: Dress, textiles, clothwork, and other cultural imaginings, ed. by 
E. Jane Burns (New York: Palgrave MacMillian, 2004), 165-176. 
82 Mack and Zakariya, “The Pseudo-Arabic on Andrea Del Verrocchio's David.” 
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 An example from further afield, in Spain, may shed light on the inclusion of 

pseudo-Arabic inscriptions on a ceiling seen by predominantly Christian audiences. 

Cynthia Robinson has demonstrated that religious devotion in Europe related to Christ’s 

Passion cannot be painted with the same brush; rather, depending on different audience, 

especially those of different faiths, diverse approaches are used in text and image. In the 

case of Castile, she has shown that the Vita Christi of the Franciscan Eixemensis, writing 

at the end of the fourteenth century and carrying great weight through the fifteenth, seeks 

not only to underline the immaculate state of the Virgin at her conception, but does so in 

terms that engage Muslims, rendering the Virgin in terms familiar with the traits of 

Miryam. Robinson argues for an approach to Castile that recognizes the Jewish and 

Muslim communities and the goal of polemicists to convert non-believers.83 In this 

multiconfessional ambiance particular philosophical and mystical concepts are shared in 

order to facilitate communication and eloquently persuade. It seems, too, that visual 

markers of faith and protection are also adopted in architectural contexts. And, so, within 

the dome of the Chapel of St. Jerome at the convent of La Concepción Francisca in 

Toledo, a site renowned for its school of translation and corpus of stunning mosques, 

synagogues, and churches, several devices work together to suit the needs of Gonzalo 

López de la Fuente, a textile merchant, and his wife, María González, when they created 

this chapel in which to rest their bones.  

 Robinson’s analysis of this program, completed in 1422, focuses on the unique 

representation of the Mass of St. Gregory bookended by the Virgin and the Angel of 

																																																								
83 “In order to triumph completely (and a complete triumph, in Castile, meant conversion), the Christian 
Virgin had to convince, and so…her traits had to be carefully calculated with an eye toward 
interconfessional dialogue and polemic,” Cynthia Robinson, Imagining the Passion in a Multiconfessional Castile 
(University Park: Penn State Press, 2013), 159. 
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Annunciation, which she reads as an important source of indulgences, as well as an 

explicit reference to the Incarnation, a major point of contention with challengers of 

Christianity.84 In addition, the dome of the chapel offers insight into the variety of means 

by which the donors’ wishes for a peaceful afterlife are expressed: “The ornamental 

program consists of delicate and stylized vegetal motifs,85 monograms of Christ’s name 

(IHS), hands of Fatima, and phylactery- or amulet-like plaques containing pseudo-kūfic 

inscriptions. Most scholarship places these motifs beneath the implicitly meaningless 

rubric of ‘ornament.’”86 The plaques with Christ’s monogram are positioned in bands 

near the apex of the dome, in which a star is placed, as well as upside down in a band that 

alternates with X-s. The hands of Fatima are set in star-shaped ceramics between the two 

bands of the monogram. The pseudo-kūfic plaques are set around the eight-sides of the 

dome’s drum, and so the program is organized in bands in which multiple registers of 

apotropaic devices are set into the glittering dome set with a single radiant star. According 

to Robinson, this program adopts a visual language that is shared by both Muslims and 

Christians. Apart from the monogram of Christ, whose name alone served the protective 

needs of Christians, the hand of Fatima united the Virgin of the New Testament and 

Maryam of the Qur’an tradition, both recognized for the faith and wisdom – Robinson 

makes a strong point for the specifically “revealed” nature of the Virgin’s wisdom in the 

																																																								
84 “As a result, the Man of Sorrows and, by implication, the body of Christ and the Passion (along with the 
considerable indulgences offered by this image, certainly on the patron’s mind when he ordered the 
frescoes) are effectively enclosed (or perhaps “enfolded,” as Ibn ‘Arabī might have put it) within the very 
moment of the Incarnation. This combination of the Mass of Saint Gregory and the Annunciation is, to my 
knowledge, absolutely unique, and yet it is also without doubt equally deliberate,” Ibid., 155. 
85 Robinson deals with the problem of ornament in much of her research, and she has done much to show 
the intentionality and meaning in vegetal programs, especially in the context of the Iberian Peninsula; see 
Chapter One of this dissertation for further consideration of her approach to medieval architecture and 
ornamental programs.  
86 Ibid., 155. 
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Castilian context—and the hand, the mano de Fátima, continues to be used in Spain on 

account of its apotropaic ability.87 Robinson offers the following solution: “Given the 

funerary purposes of the chapel, it is proper to assume that the patron wanted to assure, 

through the invocation both of indulgences and of the benefits to be derived from 

apotropaic devices and motifs, his and his family’s safe passage form this world into the 

next.”88 

 The examples gathered above are only a handful of instances when Arabic is 

imitated to serve a specific purpose, rather than a disentangled decoration. These uses 

differ, however, from its role on the Sala Magna’s ceiling, on which the Arabic text 

functions alongside the Latin and Italian to engage the reader in an intellectual tradition 

more closely associated with the local monuments of Norman Palermo. The space may 

be a place that inspires wonderment, but Manfredi III does not seem to be interest 

interested in beguiling the viewer into assuming that the Steri is actually a Norman palace. 

In the dedicatory inscription, he clearly celebrates his own contribution: “…[a]nno d[omi]ni 

Mil[lesim]o Trecentesimo Septuag[esimo] Septimo Indictione Q[u]intadecima Magnificus d[omi]n[u]s 

Ma[n]fred[us] de Claromo[ns] presens op[us] fieri mandavit feliciter. Amen.” Any praise for the 

enormous efforts of the painters, therefore, should be directed to Manfredi.  

The pseudo-inscriptions, free of any single meaning, carry multiple significances and 

associations that are amplified by their juxtaposition with the other inscriptions. 89 The 

beautiful way in which the Latin and pseudo-scripts are executed should not be 

disregarded; however, in contradistinction with Levi, who maintains that the decorative 

																																																								
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid., 156. 
89 I thank Renata Holod for discussing this with me. 
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function of the lettering trumps the actual importance of the word, I believe that words 

themselves, including the pseudo-inscriptions, played a central in the function of this 

domestic and diplomatic space, encoding protection and meditation in addition to an 

ornamental role.90  

 Prophylactic texts in both real and imaginative languages had great currency in 

late-medieval Italy. The most misunderstood of these, the pseudo-kūfic inscriptions, are 

studied here primarily within the art and architecture of Sicily to demonstrate the 

fundamentally different exposure enjoyed by the island in distinction to its appearance on 

religious art on the mainland, like Tuscany.  The multitude of pseudo-inscriptions 

stamped on the ceiling could suggest a connection to the Holy Land or Sicily itself, 

inviting the viewer to reflect on the graphic slaying of Muslims by the crusaders. It draws 

upon the multitude of amulets, charms, and inscriptions—a legacy of Arabic writing— in 

Palermo.91 Local and distant, heretical and familiar, mystical and disposable, the material 

objects carrying Arabic and pseudo-Arabic in Sicily are reconfigured on the Sala Magna’s 

ceiling, adopting the prestige and strength found in unutterable words for the benefit of 

those gathered below. 

																																																								
90 “It is evident that the artist values a decorative intent over the expressive value of the word.  Some 
inscriptions present twists and swirls of letters, such that they evoke the Arabic alphabet.  The painters of 
the Steri, who had learned of Arab decorative arts, either directly or indirectly by way of Catalan or Spanish 
models, adopted this feature as a decorative element, and were drawn by this trend in their inspiration to 
bend even the most rigid and angular Gothic characters to the capricious sinuosity of the swirls of 
arabesques;” Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, 88 [my translation]. The original quotation is 
as follows: “È evidente nel pittore la prevalenza della intenzione decorativa sopra il valore espressivo della 
parola.  Alcune iscrizioni presentano intrecci e volute di lettere, tali da ricordare l’alfabeto arabo. I pittori 
dello Steri, che avevano appreso dai decoratori arabi, sia direttamente o sia per via indiretta attraverso 
modelli catalani o spagnoli, questo uso di adoperare le iscrizioni come elemento decorativo, erano tratti da 
questa tendenza della loro ispirazione a piegare persino i più duri ed angolosi caratteri gotici alla capricciosa 
sinuosità delle volute degli arabeschi.”   
91 Don C. Skemer, Binding words: Textual amulets in the Middle Ages (University Park: Penn State Press, 2006). I 
am grateful to Dr. Skemer for discussing his research on amulets and for reviewing some of the texts on the 
ceiling with me at Firestone Library, Princeton University. 
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VII. CONCLUSION: THE GRAND ADMIRAL’S AMULETS 

 The survival of apotropaic texts in various conditions in Italy and the 

Mediterranean demonstrates that cultic verses were not restricted to the merely 

superstitious or less-educated. Uncritical belief in them, however, provided fodder for 

entertaining tales, documented in medieval vernacular texts. In Decameron IX.5, Bruno, a 

painter, makes a love amulet (brieve) for Calandrino. According to Skemer, “Since such 

efforts require certain magic rituals to be effective, Bruno secures a live bat, frankincense, 

and a candle blessed by a priest before preparing the amulet containing characters (con 

alquante cateratte), written with or without a written exemplar, on a small piece of virgin 

parchment.”92 In this tale, Boccaccio comments on the general availability of these 

objects, counting on the reader's familiarity with their purpose and design to provoke a 

laugh at poor Calandrino's expense. The popularity of textual amulets for their presumed 

efficacy, however, cannot be underestimated. Three such amulets from the mid-fifteenth 

century in the Archivio dell'Ospedale Maggiore of Milan include a list of the names of 

God, “a mixture of terms, used as magic words— Latin, Greek, and Hebrew— although 

corrupted and confused (if not a total invention), defined within the so-called Ephesia 

grammata [Ephesian words].” 93 The painters of the Sala Magna, although capable of 

crafting similar fragile amulets, have instead consulted a great variety of handwriting and 

materials in order to plant multiple kinds of textual amulets within the baronial palace of 

the Chiaramonte. 

																																																								
92 Ibid., 178-185. 
93 Paolo M. Galimberti, “Dio te destruga e finalmente te strepa e te disperda: Talismani magico terapeutici medievali 
milanesi,” Aevum 77.2 (2003): 406. 
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 Although primarily described as “secular,” this label does not adequately account 

for the careful selection of religious imagery and the inclusion of meaningful texts— 

prayers, apocrypha, and pseudo-writing—on the ceiling. Questioning whether the 

ceiling's program serves a “secular” or “sacred” purpose prevents a holistic appreciation 

of the conscious addition of apotropaia to the Sala Magna. The importance of this space, 

one that serves in both domestic and official spheres, demands that practical precautions 

be taken to ensure that its occupants, Manfredi, the king's Grand Admiral, his family, and 

guests were safeguarded against misfortune. During the middle and end of the fourteenth 

century, war, plague, and natural disasters continually seized the city; however, the 

Chiaramonte emerged in the 1360s and 70s secure and in possession of a large portion of 

the island. To ensure that the family remained unscathed, Manfredi III acted prudently, 

begging for the Virgin's intervention against evil and marking the heart of the home with 

magical texts. In addition to overwhelming visitors with an encyclopedic quantity of 

chivalric, epic, and Biblical tales, the Sala Magna's painted ceiling extended the promise of 

protection, a vital necessity for a baron seeking to maintain his family's magnificence in 

late-medieval Sicily. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 While most studies of Sicily begin with an acknowledgment of the island's 

strategic position in the Mediterranean Sea, I have chosen to explore the larger role that 

the island played without limiting my inquiry within a single methodological framework, 

particularly that of Mediterranean Studies. This is not because I have not found the field 

valuable; on the contrary, much of my graduate studies included reading works that 

situate themselves within a Mediterranean framework. While it is a wonderful forum for 

the study of long neglected communities, routes of transit, texts, and art, I found that the 

regional limitations that it imposes run the risk of placing unnecessary emphasis on 

proximity rather than evidence. And so, Vittorio Lanza in his essay on the painted 

wooden ceilings of Sicily laments that Ettore Gabrici and Ezio Levi never bother to 

define 'Mudéjar' when they claim that the Steri's painted ceiling is the only such work in 

Sicily and he rejects their suggestion of that the artists were suffering from spagnolismo. 

Instead, Lanza insists that scholars need "a historical foundation that considers the 

repeated trips of the Chiaramonte to the courts of Germany. On the other hand, it is not 

at all clear to us that a Chiaramonte has ever set foot in the lands of Spain."1 

 On account of natural and man-made disasters from earthquakes to Second 

World War bombings, the material and archival remains of the southern peninsula have 

been significantly reduced. To create a larger sense of the cultural backdrop against which 

art and architecture was commissioned and circulated, I engage with a wide variety of 

																																																								
1 Vittorio Lanza, Saggio sui soffitti siciliani dal secolo XII al XVII. Serie IV. Vol 1- Parte III (Palermo: R. 
Accademia di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti di Palermo, 1940), 11-12. 
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written and visual sources, such as romances, songs, inscriptions, laws, and sermons. With 

this in mind, I shaped each chapter to consider the larger issues that faced Sicily in the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries: beginning with the death of the Holy Roman 

Emperor Frederick II, including the so-called 'Sicilian Question' that required constant 

negotiation between England, France, and the Papal States, and addressing the 

complicated game of loyalty placed by the Chiaramonte as they negotiated their position 

between the Angevins, Aragonese, and the papacy. Rather than limit my investigations to 

the confines of the Mediterranean Sea, I sought to understand the historical context of 

the Chiaramonte family itself and to map their relationship to contemporary laws, art, 

poems, and artistic interpretations that they encountered and patronized in the busy port 

city of Palermo and their vast holdings elsewhere on the island —Palma di Montechiareo, 

Agrigento, Favara, Naro, etc. 

 Before introducing the iconographic and contextualized readings of the ceiling's 

paintings, I deconstructed the ceiling and its relationship to other ceilings painted during 

the Middle Ages. I discovered that a number will most likely emerge in the coming 

decades as churches and supervising agencies invest in cleanings and restorations, 

uncovering earlier ceilings hidden by Baroque works or insulating layers. Three interests 

were outlined in Chapter One, including a general appreciation for the many components 

that make a coffered or trussed ceiling, the level of detail required for each of these, and 

the importance shown by later generations to preserve the existing ceilings. The Steri, as I 

noted in the Introduction, essentially functioned as government offices in the fifteenth 

century, and the fortuitous installation of juglar Juan de Valladolid plays a large role in its 

survival today. As a lover of stories himself, he initiated some of the first restoration 
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projects in the Sala Magna, which brought the miniaturist Giovanni de Valladolid to 

palace.  

 Importantly, these later interventions offer evidence of a long tradition of 

repainting, recycling, and reuse of painted wooden ceilings in Sicily —well beyond the 

medieval period. The sculpted flourishes added to the center of each tie beam on the 

truss ceiling in the Cathedral of Agrigento, for example, offers space for to note each 

restoration. Built between 1511-1514 at the behest of Bishop Giuliano Cybo, a relative of 

Pope Leo X of Florence (Giovanni di Lorenzo de' Medici). The vast space required 

numerous interventions to repaint the beams sloping from the ceiling, the panels that 

encase the beams themselves, and the hundreds of individually painted stems and flower 

petals that project from the ceiling's surface. The care and maintenance of these 

structures, therefore, comes in part from a realization of the intricacy of the design and a 

deep appreciation of the figures and stories depicted in brilliant color. 

I offer several conclusions, however, as a means of synthesizing the preceding 

chapters. Perhaps the most important contribution of this study is an insistence upon the 

literary value of the painted ceiling. A tremendous collection of narrative and suggestive 

scenes, the material gathered, organized, and edited by the three maestri and their 

workshops over the course of several years has captured the attention of Italian literary 

historians, such as Ezio Levi and Maria Bendinelli Predelli, who have traced the literary 

analogues and later textual productions. They clearly demonstrate the importance of these 

stories, especially the Cantare di Madonna Elena di Narbonne, for the history of Italian 

medieval literature. My interpretation of these tales sought to insert them within the local 

context, and since many of the paintings represent rare instances of tales in southern 
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Italy, I incorporated the fragmentary remains of Trecento Sicily to provide a fuller picture 

of their appreciation and significance.  

 In Chapter Two, which focused on the artistic representation and historic 

importance of Arthurian tales in Sicily, I sought to include Manfredi and his family in the 

tradition of entertainment that concerned so many authors of vernacular literature. Not 

only does this reading put the family in the center, but it leads to questions about the use 

of the palace — its role as a domestic nucleus for a family that enjoyed many residences 

and fortresses scattered around the island. This not to say that luxuries like dramatic 

performances of tales could not have taken place within the halls of the castle at Favara 

or within the towering heights of the fortress of Mussomeli, but within the vastness of 

the Sala Magna, it seems likely that the paintings would have provided a glorious platform 

with which an uomo di corte could perform for a wealthy noble family. Given the juglar Juan 

Poeta's admiration of the ceiling and the funds spent on its restoration in the mid-

Cinquecento, such a scenario invites us to reflect on the performative aspects of domestic 

paintings. 

Reading the images at face value, warns Licia Buttà, runs the risk of assuming, for 

example, that the presence of violent women on the ceiling signals a kind of celebration 

of woman, and she disagrees that a gender and/or sexuality studies lens offers an accurate 

means of uncovering the paintings' significance. In Chapter Three, however, I traced the 

means by which focusing on the images' violence and the protagonists' gender did, in 

fact, lead to important questions, such as 'How do we reconcile the behavior of Manfredi 

III towards Maria following the death of her father and his king in light of the warrior 

women on the ceiling?' Most scholarship produced on the ceiling emphasizes the 
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collection of paintings as a method of self-representation and self-promotion, and, as in 

the case of Licia Buttà, as an indication of Manfredi III Chiaramonte's investment in 

justice. In my reading of these works, however, I fundamentally question Manfredi's 

participation in a justice system that was highly critical of his behavior as he threatened to 

dismantle the status quo — just as his forebears repeatedly did. These paintings, I argued 

operate within multiple levels of reality: at the level of the story itself, as a potential sign 

of Manfredi's participation within an educated and literature-minded elite, and as a 

distracting or even misdirecting work that covers the misdeeds of a treacherous family. 

 An uncritical understanding of power dynamics in Trecento Sicily has left many 

scholars reading the ceiling as a reflection of the family's strength in Sicily, of their 

unswaying religious faith, and of the unshakable might of Manfredi III Chiaramonte. The 

ceiling, as I argue in Chapter Four, does, indeed, demonstrate the family's understanding 

and engagement with contemporary ethics and moral texts and authors; however, I am 

also deeply concerned with how this superficial front is undone by the Chiaramonte 

family's real efforts to undermine royal authority. This, of course, led to their dramatic 

downfall, especially following the organized kidnapping of the infanta Maria, daughter of 

King Frederick IV, by Manfredi and a cohort of Sicilian barons. 

As a future book project, I envision a volume that provides a critical and inclusive 

entry-point into Sicilian art and socio-political history of the mid-thirteenth and 

fourteenth centuries and that brings together architectural and urban studies with literary 

criticism and detailed iconographic analysis. The corpus of images in the Steri gives us 

valuable information regarding literary and artistic traditions in a society that did not 

typically record romances in inventories and whose government changed dramatically 
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across the fourteenth century. From a strictly art critical perspective, my work illuminates 

a way forward from unsatisfactory labels of "Mudejár" and "bricolage," as I make 

structural comparisons to the Spanish tradition of artesonados. Future research will 

address Catalan and Aragonese artistic efforts to re-invent Norman monuments, such as 

the Cappella Palatina and Palazzo dei Normanni, their establishment of Catalan cities and 

neighborhoods, and the significant of the capital's movement from Palermo to Messina.  

As this project continues to develop, I will also devote more space to the artists 

of the ceiling— Cecco of Naro, Simone of Palermo, and Pellegrino d'Areno-— and 

Manfredi III Chiaramonte's particular choice to use artists from territories in their control 

during a period in which artworks from Naples, Pisa, Florence, especially, were plentiful 

(but usually imported), such as Iacopo da Michele/Gera da Pisa's stunning triptych, Saint 

Anna, the Virgin and Child with Saint John the Evangelist and Saint James the Apostle, for the 

Chiesa dell'Annunziata in Palermo at the end of the Trecento or Antonio di Francesco da 

Venezia/Antonio Veneziano's Roll of the Dead Brothers from S. Nicolò lo Reale, also in 

Palermo. If employed at the Steri, these artists could have rendered the violent narratives 

of the ceiling with realistic flesh-like tones —in greens and blues and cream— or included 

the deceptive architecture and beautiful garden scenes found in the Casa Datini (Prato) or 

the Palazzo Davanzati (Florence). Instead, the three Sicilian artists and their assistants 

used bright colors and heavily outlined figures and ornamentation to present a new mode 

of storytelling in Italy at the end of the Trecento. While the twelfth-century wooden 

ceilings in the cathedral of Cefalù and the Cappella Palatina offer important evidence of 

suggestive narrative 'snapshots,' only on the Sala Magna's ceiling do intricate plots unfold 

at a legible distance for the benefit of a viewer. 
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 My work adds a microhistorical and nuanced portrayal of the world that produced 

the extraordinary collection of paintings, inscriptions, and structures that have managed 

to survive. In looking closely at the painted evidence, however, such as the accusation of 

"stuprum" (Chapter Three) or the petition to the Virgin Mary (Chapter Six), I survey a 

geographical range that reaches far beyond the Mediterranean and involves a historical 

record that extends to the island's earlier period of Islamic rule. The rich variety of 

perspectives published in Antonietta Iolanda Lima's edited volumes, the essays of Licia 

Buttà, and the seminal works of Ezio Levi, Ettore Gabrici, and Ferdinando Bologna have 

provided the iconographic and architectonic foundation upon which I have built my own 

socio-political study of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri and the art and literature of 

fourteenth-century Sicily.  

 Departing from this scholarship, I have built ever larger concentric circles around 

the tales on the Sala Magna ceiling, moving to the palace walls and niches, to the 

domestic and church commissions of the surrounding neighborhood of the Kalsa. 

Mediterranean Studies, too, has greatly informed my scholarship as well as a monographic 

format of art history, in the past two years, I have tried to cast my net wider and to catch 

more distant conversations of popes, English would-be kings, Pisan merchants, and 

German emperors and to engage with larger pools of scholarship— Crusade Studies, 

Gender and Sexuality Studies, and Urban Studies. Throughout the dissertation, however, 

the painted ceiling of the Sala Magna remains an anchor. A great deal of work must still 

be done to place southern Italy and Sicily more firmly in the sphere of Italian art 

historical education and scholarship, where Florentine, Venetian, and Roman 

commissions continue to dominate the discourse. I hope that this project contributes to 
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efforts to shift this understudied region and moment from the edges of medieval studies 

to a more central discussion of Mediterranean art and architecture at the cusp of the 

Renaissance. 
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INTRODUCTION 
ACCOMPANYING IMAGES 

 

 
 

Figure 1. A view eastward, Sala Magna, 1377-1380, Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, Palermo. 
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Figure 2. A view of the western section of the ceiling with the closing dedication running along  
the frieze. Sala Magna, 1377-1380, Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, Palermo. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. A number of popular romances, Biblical tales, and histories cover the wooden beams on the 
eastern half of ceiling. Sala Magna, 1377-1380, Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, Palermo. 
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Figure 4. A view of the western facade of Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri with faces the Piazza Marina. Palermo, 
Sicily. 
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Figure 5. Palazzo Sclafani, Palermo, founded during the first half of fourteenth century. Image from 
Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e l'Architettura siciliana del Trecento, fig. 77. 
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Figure 6. The Sala Magna of Palazzo Sclafani. Note that the modern ceiling imitates the construction of the 
Sala Magna of Lo Steri. The room is approximately twice the length of Chiaramonte’s hall with a stunning 
set of twelve bifurcated windows, each featuring decorative stone tracery punctuating the apex of the arch.  
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Figure 7. In the early-fourteenth century, the Chiaramonte sponsored the construction of San Francesco’s 
portal, leaving their crest ‘pinned’ to a column outside the entrance. 
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Figure 8.  A detail of the portal of San Francesco with the Chiaramonte stemma 'hanging' on a marble 
colonnette. 
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Figure 9. A view of Capo Zaffarano with the bell tower of Santa Maria degli Angeli in the center (Via della 
Salvezza), taken from the unfinished second floor of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, Palermo. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Most of what remains of the medieval decoration of Palazzo Cefala is observed only on the first 
floor of the Via Allora facade (an early medieval street in the Kalsa district) and on a lateral aspect leading 
to the former stables. 
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Figure 11. The palazzetto in Via Protonotaro (Albergheria of Palermo), a street all but destroyed by the 
second world war, has claims of an early Norman foundation, and features a unique set of stacked 
windows—one bifora with the usual colonnette between them and another set of arched windows above. 
Image from Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e l'Architettura siciliana del Trecento, fig. 80. 
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Figure 12. A recent photo (2017) of the palazzetto in Via Protonotaro. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 13. Castello Chiaramonte, Caccamo (near Palermo), Sicily. 
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Figure 14. A view of main reconstructed gateway to Castello Chiaramonte, Caccamo (Palermo), Sicily. 
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Figure 15. Plans and elevation of the Castello dei Chiaramonte in Favara (Agrigento), Sicily. Image from 
Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e l'Architettura siciliana del Trecento, fig. 221-225.  
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Figure 16. Sculpted portal of the chapel at Castello dei Chiaramonte in Favara. Image from Spatrisano’s Lo 
Steri di Palermo e l'Architettura siciliana del Trecento, fig. 228. 
 

 
 
Figure 17. Castello Chiaramonte in Mussomeli (Agrigento), Image from Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e 
l'Architettura siciliana del Trecento, fig. 240. 
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Figure 18. The façade of la Zisa, “the Splendid,” c. 1175, Palermo, and part of the UNESCO Arab-Norman 
Palermo and the Cathedral Churches of Cefalù and Monreale World Heritage Site. 
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Figure 19. La Cuba has been restored over the course of the 20th century. The site has been extensively 
damaged from its days as a rubbish dump, but the remaining water lines on its facades invite knowing 
visitors to imagine a more glorious profile as it once reflected in a surrounding artificial lake. Photo credit: 
David Amodei. 
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Figure 20. A view of the Conca d’Oro with Palermo in the distance from the roof terrane of the cloister of 
Santa Maria di Nuova in Monreale, Sicily. Photo by author. 
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Figure 21. Plans of Lo Steri with all walls and mezzanine levels as found in the late-19th c. juxtaposed with 
the intended plans of the 1960s-1970s restoration. The piano nobile, the focus of this dissertation, has been 
enlarged; the Sala Magna is the largest room on the left side of the plan. From Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo 
Novecento, 112-113. 
 

 
 
Figure 22. The east facade of Lo Steri before restoration. Image from Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo Novecento, 
127. 
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Figure 23. Drawings and photographs present the western facade peppered with added windows of varying 
sizes, especially in the northwest corner, and three portals Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo Novecento, 97. 
 

 
 
Figure 24. L’Osteria dei Ventimiglia, Cefalù, Sicily. Image from Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e l'Architettura 
siciliana del Trecento, fig. 18. 
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Figure 25. Portal of San Giorgio in Agrigento, Sicily. Image from Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e 
l'Architettura siciliana del Trecento, fig. 216. 
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Figure 26. Detail of original inlay surround an arched window on the south facade. Image from Lo Steri di 
Palermo nel secondo Novecento, 122. 
 

 
 
Figure 27. A close-up of the far-right window on the main façade of Lo Steri (facing  
Piazza Marina). 
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Figure 28. The detached chapel dedicated to San Antonio Abate on the grounds of the Palazzo 
Chiaramonte-Steri. 
 

 
 

Figure 29. On the left: A view of the apse, with later paintings, in the Chiaramonte's chapel. On the right: 
Three bays covered with groin vaults rise above the single nave. 
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Figure 30. The fifteenth-century staircase with some glazing intact before its demolition of the walls and 
covered corridor. Image from Lo Steri di Palermo nel secondo Novecento. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 31. The external staircase leads to the Sala Magna on the first floor. 
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Figure 32. Before the intervention, expansive glazed windows filled the interstitial spaces of the loggia's 
arches, including those on the ground floor: the tympanae were filled with windows, allowing air to 
circulate the added mezzanine levels. Image from Spatrisano’s Lo Steri di Palermo e l'Architettura siciliana del 
Trecento, fig. 48. 
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Figure 33. The first-floor loggia following restoration in 2014-2016. 
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Figure 34. On the piano nobile, a large trifurcated window punctuates the wall space, ornamented with three 
dog-toothed arches spanning four columns encompassed within a larger dog-toothed and pointed arch. 
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Figure 35. Directly beneath the Sala Magna, the Sala Terrena, or the Sala delle Armi, had been divided into 
three stories to house prisoners, who painted the walls with religious imagery, such as the Crucifixion, the 
Virgin Mary, and saints 
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Figure 36. A third spacious hall stands above the Sala Magna on the second floor. Although the floor 
remains unfinished, its semi-completion indicates the family’s continued investment in the city until their 
spectacular fall in the later part of the century.  
 

 
 

Figure 37. Two registers of repeating dogtooth archivolts, part of Sicily's architectural vocabulary since the 
Norman period, frame the arched entrance to the Sala delle Capriate, named for the broad unpainted ceiling 
structure covering the hall. 
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CHAPTER ONE  
CEILINGS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN  

AND THE “MUDÈJAR” QUESTION 
ACCOMPANYING IMAGES 

 

 
 

Figure 1. In the short period between 1930 and 1932, James Gamble Rogers built the Hall of Graduate 
Studies following a design reflective of the contemporary taste for neo-gothic architecture, complete with 
stained glass windows, stone and wood carvings, and custom ironwork. Above head, Rogers installed a 
ceiling that was plastered and painted by Arnold Floegel in 1931-32. Photo from “HGS Architectural Tour” 
(http://gsas.yale.edu/gallery/hgs-architectural-tour). Accessed 30 January 2017. 
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Figure 2. A ceiling built a capriate on the second floor of the Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. The word trave (beam) is most often by Italian scholars of Lo Steri to describe each substantial 
horizontal structural element without differentiation between supports. Considering for a moment the 
painted ceiling, joist defines the twenty-four horizontal beams on each half of the ceiling that stretch from 
the wall to the central support, but excludes the wide transverse support itself. 
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Figure 4. It is also possible that the central beam is a hollow frame in which the joists rested and from 
which the painted panel could be slid, as is the case in Great Hall of Carcassone (see “D” in image). Image 
from Bernard Sournia and Jean-Louis Vayssettes, “Trois plafonds montpelliérains du Moyen Âge153. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Each joist of the Sala Magna spans from the hall's long walls to the central divider that 
longitudinally splits the ceiling into two series of twenty-four exposed beams. In the recessed spaces 
between the beams, the carpenters have decided to manipulate the space, creating two rectangular coffers. 
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Figure 6. Italian capriate or trussed ceilings are composed of a reticular system of beams in which horizontal 
tie-beams, the primary and longest element in the construct, known as a catena in Italian (pl. catene), support 
at each end two inclined beams or struts (pl. puntoni), creating a hollow triangle of timber. 
 

 
 
Figure 7. L'impasse de la Notairie in Béziers, dated to the third quarter of the fourteenth century, supports 
painted beams that spring from the complex central joist that spans the ceiling. Elian Gomez, “Quelques 
exemples de plafonds peints médiévaux et tardo- médiévaux à Béziers” in Plafonds peints médiévaux en 
Languedoc, Actes du colloques de Capestang, Narbonne, Lagrasse, 21-23 février 2008, ed. Monique Bourin and 
Philippe Bernardi (Perpignan: Presses Universitaires de Perpignan, 2009), 183. 
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Figure 8. Joél Roure’s digital reconstruction of the covered cloister walkway of the Cathedral of Fréjus 
along the Côte d'Azur first dismantles the cloister and then, layer by layer, restores the supportive brackets 
that support a simple coffered ceiling.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Closoir describes the panels that comprise the border frieze along the walls, as well as those that 
decorate the longitudinal divider, such as the above painting of “Saint George Slaying the Dragon” in the 
Sala Magna. 
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Figure 12. George Hubbard first translated the heavily abbreviated dipinti on the cathedral ceiling to reveal 
the Ventimiglia family's intervention on the a capriate ceiling. 
 

 
 

Figure 13. An eastward view of the coffered ceiling in the north aisle and the central nave with the muqarnas 
ceiling in the Cappella Palatina. Palazzo dei Normanni, Palermo. 
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Figure 10. Detail of the painted ceiling of Cefalù's cathedrl. Image from Vincenzo Scuderi, "Problemi storico-artistico e 
di conservatione relativi al tetto della Cattedrale di Cefalù a alle sue pitture islamiche," p. 121, fig.4. 
 

 
 
Figure 11. Painted panel removed from the ceiling at the Cathedral of Cefalù, and recently on display at the British 
Museum. Photo by author from the Sicily: Culture and Conquest exhibit at the British Museum. 
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Figure 14. Detail of western end of north aisle ceiling (left) and the central muqarnas ceiling of nave. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 15. A fragment from and detail of a twelfth-century ceiling at the Palazzo dei Normanni1, Palermo. 
Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della Sicilia, Palermo, inv. 5223. 
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Figure 16. This magnificent horn was presented in 1030 by a Viking nobleman, Ulf, to the Minster at York, 
UK. According to the label in Yorkminster's musuem, "Ulf's horn was made in southern Italy, probably in 
the important trading port of Amalfi, where craftsmen had easy access to ivory. The animal motifs are 
designs copied from Syrian and Babylonian art." 
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Figure 17. A detail of a carved wooden soffit of portal, twelfth century, Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale 
della Sicilia, Palermo. Inv 5225. 
 

 
 
Figure 18. The right valve of wooden portal of La Martorana (Santa Maria dell'Ammiraglio), carved in 
twelfth century. Palermo. 
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Figure 19. The wooden ceiling in the so-called Salon delle Feste of the Castello La Grua at Carini, fifteenth 
century. Image from Gabrici and Levi, Lo Steri di Palermo e le sue pitture, Tav. XCIII. 
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Figure 20. A ceiling bracket (mensola) possibly from Palazzo Vatticani, Palermo. Fifteenth century? In the 
deposit of Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della Sicilia. No inventory number. 
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Figure 21. A muqarnas hood of uncertain date with traces of stucco. In the deposit of Palazzo Abatellis-
Galleria Regionale della Sicilia. Inv. 175? (green marker on frame). 
 

 
 
Figure 22. Detail of the muqarnas hood from the top, showing the interior construction of wooden wedges. 
In the deposit of Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della Sicilia. 
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Figure 23. Detatched ceiling panels (fourteenth century) from the Chiesa di Sant'Agostino, Trapani. In 
Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria Regionale della Sicilia. Inv. 92-97. 
 

 
 

Figure 24. A set of twenty thin wooden slats are hung together in the museum of Santo Stefano in Bologna. 
Dated to the late fourteenth or early-fifteenth century. 
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Figure 25.  Hidden by a baroque stucco ceiling, the historiated late-Gothic ceiling a capriate of San Nicoló in 
Nicosia has been dated to the late-fourteenth or early-fifteenth century. Image from Giovanni de 
Francesco's Il soffitto dipinto della cattedrale di Nicosia, fig. 78. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 26. The tripartite painted eeiling of Santa María de Mediavilla, the cathedral of Teruel. Photo credit: 
Diego Delso/Wikimedia (Creative Commons Attribution-Sharealike). 
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Figure 27. Detail of the painted wooden ceiling at the cathedral of Santa María de Mediavilla, Teruel. Photo 
credit: paula_gm © All rights reserved. Available on Flicker: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/paulayjesus/4528638067/in/album-72157623752303987/. 
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Figure 28. Mildred Stapley Byne notes that painted panels could be punched from the surrounding 
woodwork, facilitating their easy rearrangement and repositioning. From "Gothic Painted Ceilings from 
Teruel," The Art Bulletin 9.4 (1927), fig. 8. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 29. A detached ceiling panel from the cloister walkway of Santo Domingo de Silos, Spain. Princeton 
University Art Museum. Inv. y1958-19. 
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Fig 29 The silla prioral of the prioress at Santa María de Sijena, commissioned by Blanche of Aragón and 
Anjou Naples, the wife of James II of Aragón, around 1322. ©Artehistoria.com 
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Figure 30. Painted leather set into southern alcoba in the so-called "Hall of Kings" or "Hall of Justice." 
Photo from Courting the Alhambra: Cross-Disciplinary Approaches to the Hall of Justice Ceilings, Ill. 13. 
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Figure 31. Architect Julia Morgan constructed the study of Heast Castle in California in the likeness of a 
medieval Aragonese hall, complete with floor-to-ceiling concrete arches, painted by Camille Solon in 1934-
35 to complement the ceiling that dates the late fourteenth to early fifteenth century. Image from Heart 
Castle website: heartcastle.org. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
DANGEROUS LOVE: IN WHICH TRISTAN AND ISEULT SAIL TO 

SICILY 
ACCOMPANYING FIGURES 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Appearing along three joists (nos. 23, 155, 167), the amorous adventure of Tristan and Iseult is 
painted by (at least) two different artists. The represent three episodes that stem from Tristan's early 
journeys to Ireland and his affair with Iseult the Blonde. On the bottom joist, shown above, Tristan and 
Iseult escape to the Wood of Morois. 
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Figure 2. The well-known chess games and so-called "Tryst beneath the Tree" are juxtaposed with Phyllis 
riding Alexander the Great's tutor, the philosopher, Aristotle. On the B-side of the ceiling, a stag hunt 
occupies riders and dogs alike, and couples pair off a bubbling fountain. Images from Francesco Vergara 
Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 90, fig. 23 and p. 91, fig. 172. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Detail of the "Tryst beneath the Tree" (no. 23). Image from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto 
dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 90, fig. 23. 
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4.A. 

 
4.B. 
 
Figure 4.A: Casket with Scenes from Romances, ivory (ca. 1310–30) Paris, France. Metropolitan Museum 
of Art (Cloisters), Accession: 17.190.173a, b; 1988.16.  
Figure 4.B: Detail showing the Romance of Tristan and Iseult and the Unicorn Hunt, another popular 
motif for ivory carving. A remarkably similar casket is held by the Walters Art Museum, Baltimore 
(accession no. 71.264) and the Bargello, Florence (accession no. 123 C; dated c. 1340-1350). 
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Figure 5. The master painter's second contribution spans the bottom face of the first beam on the B-side of 
the ceiling (panel no. 155), along which the lovers wander through a forest and share a humble picnic 
before arriving at a castle. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Bari, Basilica di San Nicola, Portal of Lions. 
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Figure 7. The pavement (installed 1163-1163) of the Cathedral of Otranto (Apulia, built 1080-1088). In the 
fifteenth century, the Ottomans converted the church into a mosque; the 13th-century frescos were, 
unfortunately, destroyed during that period. 
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Figure 8a-c. Modena, Porta della Pescheria, duomo. 
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Figure 9.  Wienhausen, Klosterverwaltung, Wienhausen I embroidery. Wikimedia. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Detail of fig. 9 above. Wienhausen, Klosterverwaltung, Wienhausen III embroidery. Wikimedia. 
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Figure 11. La Manta in Piedmont (undocumented, dated between 1416-1420). Photo credit: Anne Dumlop, 
Painted Palaces: The Rise of Secular Art in Early Renaissance Italy. 
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Figure 12. The reception hall at La Manta, for example, invites viewers to laugh at the absurdity of older 
people clamoring over each other to arrive at the Fountain of Youth, ensconced within the protective 
sphere of a magical forest. Photo credit: Anne Dumlop, Painted Palaces: The Rise of Secular Art in Early 
Renaissance Italy. 
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Figure 13. Similar romantic gestures unfold at the Fountain of Youth on Lo Steri’s ceiling (Beam IV, no. 
172), painted by the “Tryst beneath the Tree” artist. Edited image from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il 
soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale, p. 90, fig. 23. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 14 and detail. A heart-broken mother is expelling from the court of King Solomon and into a 
medieval joust. 
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Figure 15. A monumental fresco of St. George survives in the Chiaramonte castle in Favara (Agrigento). 
Photo credit: Rosario Nicotra. 
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Figure 16. Oblique view of the wall showing the extent of the loss. Photo credit: Rosario Nicotra. 
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Figure 17. In the Sala Carapezza on the piano nobile, a single surviving painted niche shows St. Margaret 
holding the chain of a conquered dragon on the intrados of the arch. The Virgin and Child look out across 
the room from the back wall of the niche. 
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Figure 18. Sala Carapezza, Palazzo Chiaramonte-Steri, Palermo. 
 

 
 
Figure 19. Detail of wall painting in Schloss Runkelstein, just outside Bolzano, Italy; (c. 1400). Credit: 
DKrieger/Wikimedia (Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike). 
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Figure 20. In the second scene, Tristan's knight is positioned to take the Queen Isolde's queen. For those 
that cannot see the game clearly from the floor of the hall, Isolde points to Tristan, indicating his win of the 
game, as well as her heart. Image from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo 
fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 90, fig. 23. 
 

 
 

Figure 21. Ivory comb (14th century), Bargello. 
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Figure 22. The movement of gazes begins from right to left, with Branwain's pointed finger, pushing 
against the left-right organization of the story; Iseult's confidante, thus, serves as a bookend, centering Mark 
in the formal composition, and leading the gaze leftward, toward Tristan. Edited image from Francesco 
Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 90, fig. 23. 
 

 
 
Figure 23. Adjacent to the "Tryst beneath the Tree," a young Alexander the Great stands on a balcony and 
watches with bemusement as his great tutor, the philosopher Aristotle, crawls on all fours. Like she would a 
domesticated beast, the beautiful Phyllis rides him around the fortress grounds. Image from Francesco 
Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 90, fig. 23. 
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Figure 24. Aquamentile in the Form of Aristotle and Phyllis, c. late 14th or early 15th century, South 
Netherlandish, Metropolitan Museum of Art 1975.1.1416. Bronze. Dimensions: h. 32.5, w. 17.9, l. 39.3. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 25. The Romance of Madonna Elena of Narbonne (Beam III, nos. 19 and 168) occupies two beams; 
Chapter Four of this dissertation discusses her story in detail. 
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Figure 26. On the first joist (no. 155), Queen Iseult places a crown of roses on Tristan's head. She wears a 
gold crown and stands in front of a castle, indicating to the viewer that the lovers are somewhere in the  
vicinity of Tintagel Castle in Cornwall. Image from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di 
Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 85, fig. 154. 

 

 
 

Figure 27. Held captive by the power of the love portion they shared on the ship from Ireland, Tristan and 
Iseult have escaped King Mark's death sentence to find themselves living a decidedly humbler life outside 
the walls of the castle. The artist leads them to pause for a picnic in the woods, generally recognized as the 
Wood of Morois from the French tradition. 
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Figure 28. In the final scene, Tristan and Iseult ride side by side, evidently conscious of their presentation to 
the two men, who ride from a castle to greet them. Image from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello 
Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 85, fig. 154. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 29. Along the central divider, a knight rides a horse covered with a caparison decorated with two 
large Chiaramontan roundels. 
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Figure 30. North wall, Château of Saint-Floret (Auvergne), France. Paintings ca. 1350-60. Photo credit: 
Amanda Luyster, "Time, Space, and Mind." 
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Figure 31. A fragment of the so-called Guicciardini quilt,  held at the Museo Nazionale del Bargello, 
Florence (246 cm x 205 cm). 
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Figure 32. The larger fragment of the quilt is held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London (320 cm x 
287 cm). 
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Figure 33: Sarah Randles offers a tentitive reconstruction of the two fragmented quilts and an idea of the 
completed bed quilt based on medieval Florentine standards. 
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Figure 34. Detail of a message sent from Amor oldo to King Mark demanding tribute. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 35.  The narrative thread of the two quilt fragments placed next to each, following the sequence 
identified by the Bargello. 
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Figure 36. Detail of trapunto on two panels that show Tristano and Amoraldo, who sail to the island of 
Sanza Avventura. From La ‘coperta’ Guicciardini e l’iconografia tristaniana, figs. 43-44. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 37. Amoraldo wearing fleur-de-lys on his armor is presented with a glove by Tristano. The seam on 
the right shows one place where the quilt was reconfigured: the end of the trumpet has been divorced from 
its player, seen playing in the upper right-hand corner of the quilt. From La ‘coperta’ Guicciardini e l’iconografia 
tristaniana. 
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Figure 38. According to Sarah Randles’s study of the quilt and Florentine bed sizes, the two fragments, 
when stitched together and fitted with potentially missing panels would have been read in a variety of 
directions. Image from "One Quilt or Two? A reassessment of the Guicciardini Quilts," fig. 147. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
EMBATTLED LOVE AND DISMEMBERED KINGDOMS:  

QUESTIONING THE “POWER” PARADIGM ON THE SALA 
MAGNA’S CEILING 
ACCOMPANYING IMAGES1 

 
 
 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Palazzo Mergulese-Montalto (c. 1390s), Siracusa, Sicily. Photo credit: Oriana Vella. 
 

																																																								
1 All photos by author unless indicated otherwise. 
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Figure 2. Palazzo del Duca di S. Stefano (14th century), Taormina, Sicily. Photo credit: I, LeZibou (CC 
Attribution). 
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Figure 3. Plans of Palazzo del Duca di S. Stefano. Image from Giuseppe Spatrisano, Lo Steri di Palermo e 
l’architettura siciliana del Trecento, figs. 302-305. 
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Figure 4. An eastern view of historiated joists on Side B of the ceiling. From background to foreground: 
beams III (Madonna Elena of Narbonne), IV (Jason and Medea), and V (Capture of Hesione). 
 
 

  
 
Figure 5. Detail of Jason and Medea flee together on Beam V (no. 31). 
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Figure 6. Looking eastward at Beams IV (no. 25) and V (no. 31) on the A side of the ceiling. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7. The artists carefully interpret Book II of HdT and show sailors gather spring water in barrels and 
wander the shoreline, exploring the port in little boats. 
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Figure 8. The fifth beam (n. 178) repeats the early episodes of Jason and the Argonauts, and it seems that 
the artist participated one of the later restoration campaigns of the cinquecento. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 9. The following sequence on the fourth beam (n. 174) includes seven scenes that begin at a banquet 
beneath which King Aeëtes, Medea, and Jason are named: the viewer has been transported to the city of 
Jaconites on the island of Colchis. 
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Figure 10. While the majority of them are simply didactic—didiscalia—their economy also powerful directs a 
particular reading of the text, in which the characters and some activities are pointedly labelled: “REX 
OETA, MEDEA ET JASO[N. COLLOQU]IUM ET STUPRUM MEDEE. JASON PUGNAT. JASON INCANTACION[ES].  
HIC JASON DEBELLAVIT AUREUM VELL[US]. Image from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di 
Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 91, fig. 174. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 11. King Aeëtes presides over a banquet to welcome Jason and the Argonauts to Colchis. 
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Figure 12. Following her rendezvous with Jason, Medea bestows him with invaluable knowledge and a 
protective unguent, as she promised, during his dangerous quest for the Golden Fleece. 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Madrid, Bibl. Nac. 17805. Adapted from Buchthal, Historia Troiana: Studies in the History of 
Mediaeval Secular Illustration. 
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Figure 14. “Guido manuscript,” Bibl. Bodmeriana, Geneva. Adapted from Buchthal, Historia Troiana: 
Studies in the History of Mediaeval Secular Illustration. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 15. On the fifth beam (n. 31), an inscription that summarizes the end of Book III and the entirely of 
Book IV reads: Recedunt furtim Medea et Jason. Jason et Hercules. Castor et Pollux. Classis Graecorum et Reges urbem 
Troye destruxeru[nt]. 
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Figure 16. Priam's pointed finger indicates his discussion with Paris, but also shifts the viewer to glimpse of 
this divine meal with Mercury at the head of the banquet table and the three goddesses facing the viewer. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 17. Mercury and the goddesses are imagined as crowned angels, with bust-length wings, the elbow 
flexed and slightly curved toward the head. Image from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di 
Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 98, fig. 49. 
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Figure 18. When Helen, captured, arrives in Tenedos, she is greeted with celebration and a formal welcome 
(no. 55). Clasping Paris's shoulders, she makes her way from the ship down the gangway before a massive 
fortified gate. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 19. Before an imaginative structure— the Temple of Pallas — Helen and Paris are married before a 
statue of the god of love “hoisted upon a processional pole" and a priest, dressed in the familiar clothes and 
miter of a Christian bishop, who joins their hands. 
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Figure 20. Crónica Troyana de Alfonso XI (fol. 13v). Adapted from Porto, "Courtliness and its Trujamanes: 
Manufacturing Chivalric Imagery across the Castilian-Grenadine Frontier," Medieval Encounters 14 (2008). 
 

 
 
Figure 21. The inscription begins on the northern wall and wraps around the southern wall: …[A]NNO 
D[OMI]NI MIL[LESIM]O TRECENTESIMO SEPTUAG[ESIMO] SEPTIMO INDICTIONE Q[U]INTADECIMA. 
MAGNI-FICUS D[OMI]N[U]S MA[N]FRED[US] DE CLAROMO[NS] PRESENS OP[US] FIERI MAN-DAVIT FELI-
CITER. AMEN. 
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Figure 22. Magnificus is spilt at the second syllabus, provides a helpful example of the care in which the 
artists' present their patron's commission. Here, the –ni– finishes flush with the side of a decorative 
medallion, which has been sliced diagonally to fit a beautifully undulating corner bracket. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 23. Lile magnificus, the choice of the word feliciter is not accidental, but the epithet of the 
Chiaramonte’s Palermo: felicita panoramus and urbs felix. 
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Figure 24. A brief note, commemorates the work’s completion on 1 July 1380: ANNO D[OMI]NI • 
MILL[ESIM]O • CCC•LXXX PRIMO IULII TERCIE IND[ICTIONE] OPUS COMP[LETUM]. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ELENA OF NARBONNE AND THE ETHICS OF VIOLENCE 

ACCOMPANYING IMAGES2 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Elena of Narbonne chases down Guarnerius on the third beam of the ceiling (no. 168B). 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Elena holds a bloodied sword and the head of Guarnerius; her maid burns in a fire (no. 168B). 

																																																								
2 All photos were taken by the author unless indicated otherwise. 
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Figure 3. From beam III at the top to beam I at the bottom: Judith and Holofernes (no. 18A), Susanna and 
the Elders (no. 12A), and the Judgment of Solomon (no. 6A). 
 

 
 

Figure 4. A detail from beam XVIII (no. 109A) in which Aeneas leaves Carthage and Dido commits 
suicide.  
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Figure 5. Wrapping the second beam are Susanna and the Elders on the downward face (no. 12A) and a 
frieze of the virtues personified as ladies with identifying scrolls (no. 13A).   
 

 
 

Figure 6. In the coffers between the second and fourth beams, well-dressed ladies enjoy the amorous 
attentions of young men (nos. 164B and 170B). 
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Figure 7. Along the central divider, women play instruments in a garden or woodland setting (no. 4A), and 
two young women display an intricately woven or painted fabric with the stemma of the Chiramonte in the 
center (no. 10A). 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Leather Casket with Scenes of Courtly Love, c. 1350-1400, France, Cleveland Museum of Art 1999.21. 
Leather embossed, incised iron mounts; wooden core. Overall h: 10.5, w: 15.2, d: 19. (Information quoted 
from the Cleveland Museum of Art website.) 
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Figure 9. Guarnerius and Rogerius discuss the terms of the bet in the court of Charlemagne, and 
Guarnerius rides off to find evidence of Elena’s disloyalty (panel no. 19A with detail). Images from 
Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), p. 88, fig. 19. 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 10. After seeing Elena’s private garments displayed in the court, Rogerius rides home to murder his 
allegedly unfaithful wife and slaughter his two sons (panel no. 168B with detail). Images from Francesco 
Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale, p. 89, fig. 168. 
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Figure 11. The two panels that end the tales of Elena of Narbonne (no. 168) and Jason’s quest to acquire 
the golden fleece (no.. 174B) show congruence in their didiscalia and their iconographic arrangement. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 12. Guarnerius offers his sons as hostages to Charlemagne, as Rogerius works out the details to their 
bet (no. 19A). 
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Figure 13. With his hands across his heart, Guarnerius rides across the countryside to Elena’s estate, where 
he brides the maid to betray her mistress (no. 19A). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Crossing the central divider, Elena’s story continues: stretched out before Charlemagne are 
Elena’s most private garments. Her husband, Rogerius, holds out his hands in supplication (no. 168B).  
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Figure. 15. Rogerius rides home to murder Elena, raising his sword to her, while she begs for an 
explanation. He tosses her from the castle walls, and she splashes into the moat (no. 168B). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 16. Along a face of the sixth beam (no. 35A), a man leans heavily on the door, listening or peeping 
on his wife and her lover. In the second vignette, he takes his revenge. 
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Figure 17. Workshop of Giovanni Toscani, Cassone with Scenes from Boccaccio’s Decameron, c. 1420-1425, 
(Acc. No. NG 1738; Medium Pine, gesso, gilt, tempera on panel; Size Front painted panel with cusped 
border: 41.90 x 142.00 cm; Cassone: 82.50 x 195.50 x 68.60 cm). Information provided on National Gallery 
of Scotland website. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 18. D[omi]na Helena interfecit Guar[nerium] reads the supertitle above one of the most fantastic scenes 
on the ceiling. Foregoing a lady’s saddle, Elena speeds after the libelous Guarnerius, placing a blow square 
on his face (no. 168A). 
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Figure 19. In the final scene, Elena assumes the duty of her husband, decapitating Guarnerius for losing the 
bet. Her maid pays for her betrayal and prays for forgiveness (no. 168A). 
 

 
 
Figure 20. Wrapping the second beam are Susanna and the Elders on the downward face (no. 12A) and a 
frieze of the virtues personified as ladies with identifying scrolls (no. 13A).   
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Figure 21. A detail of the stoning of the elders (no. 12A). 

 

 
Figure 22. Susanna resists the advances of the two Jewish elders in a manscript illumination by Matteo o di 
Ser Cambio di Bettolo (KHI, Nr. fln0594381z_p, Nummer des KHI Florenz: 594381 (s/w, KB) Signatur: 
Min. Got., Aufn. Fiorucci, Carlo, Zugang: 2009.12.15 (Aufnahme von 1986). Fotoinhalt: Gesamtansicht; 
Matteo di Ser Cambio di Bettolo MiniaturmalerPerugia Datierung, 1377). 
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Figure 23. Susanna is led to her execution. (KHI, Nr. fln0593529z_p, Nummer des KHI Florenz: 593529 
(s/w, 6x6) Signatur: Kunstg. Elfenbein, Aufn. Sigismondi, Roberto, Zugang: 2010.06.15 (Aufnahme von 
2007) Fotoinhalt: Gesamtansicht der Rückseite). 
 

 
 
Figure 24. The elders are stoned to death after Daniel’s examination (KHI, Nr. fln0593529z_p, Nummer 
des KHI Florenz: 593529 (s/w, 6x6) Signatur: Kunstg. Elfenbein, Aufn. Sigismondi, Roberto, Zugang: 
2010.06.15 (Aufnahme von 2007). 
Fotoinhalt: Gesamtansicht der Rückseite) 
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Figure 25. On the eighteenth beam (no. 109A), Dido takes her life as Aeneas sails off to found Rome. 
 

 
 

Figure 26. A detail of panel no. 109A in which Dido kneels before two winged figures. 
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Figure 27. Dido’s first suicide attempt appears in the initial; she watches Aeneas’s ships leave, while piercing 
herself with a sword at the top of the page in a volume of Roman d’Eneas, BNF, Francais 784 fol. 70r.. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 28. A detail from the Roman d’Eneas, BNF, Francais 784 fol. 70r. Available on the digital BNF. 
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Figure 29. Along the central beam, framed by the suicide of Dido on the eighteenth beam and a group of 
female hunters on the nineteenth (no. 113A), perhaps alluding to the fated hunt of Dido and Aeneas, a 
large inscriptions reading AMOR is framed with a kaleidoscopic pattern of stars on panel no. 112A. 
 

 
 

Figure 30. A woman seated in a garden with flowering trees cries out clutching her heart, “O AMOR,” as 
Amor draws back his bow, wings extended (no. 250B). 
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Figure 31. Moving from the oppression to liberation of Bethulia, the story of Judith and Holofernes 
occupies panel no. 18A. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 32. Detail of panel no. 18A on the third beam. 
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Figure 33. Aristotle and Judith stand above King Solomon on the north wall of the Sala delle Udienze in 
the Palazzo Comunale of Lucignano (Arezzo). (Photo Credit: KHI, Nr. fln0382035z_p, Nummer des KHI 
Florenz: 382035 (s/w, 6x6) Signatur: Mal. Ren., Aufn. Artini, Luigi, Zugang: 1981.01.28. Fotoinhalt: 
Teilansicht: ”Gewölbezwickel mit Aristoteles, Judith und König Salomon). 
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Figure 34. A view looking to the southwest in the Sala delle Udienze in the Palazzo Comunale in Lucignano 
(Arezzo). Some of Aristotle and Judith are pictured in the top right of the photograph across from the 
figure of Virgil (bottom), St. Paul (left) and Justinian (right) on the opposing sail of the vault (Photo Credit: 
KHI, Nr. fln0382019z_p, Nummer des KHI Florenz: 382019 (s/w, 6x6) Signatur: Mal. Ren., Aufn. Artini, 
Luigi, Zugang: 1981.01.28. Fotoinhalt: Teilansicht des Raumes: Blick nach Südwesten). 
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Figure 35. Sharing a beam face with the legend of Tristan and Isolde,  a single frame shows Phyllis riding 
Aristotle (no. 23A). Alexander, standing at a balcony, watching  with bemusement as his great tutor, the 
philosopher Aristotle, crawls on all fours on the ground like a harnessed beast while the beautiful Phyllis 
rides him. On the other faces of the fourth beam, the artists include elaborate foliate and geometric patterns 
(no. 24A) and the beginning of the legend of Jason and the Golden Fleece.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONTRA SARACENOS ET INFIDELES ET SCISMATICOS:  

REMEMBERING THE CRUSADES IN SICILY 
ACCOMPANYING IMAGES 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Francesco Hayez, I Vespri Siciliani, 1826-27, oil on canvas, 225 x 300 cm. Rome, Galleria d'Arte 
Moderna.  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Bertel Thorvaldsen, Conradin, 1836, marble. Naples, S. Maria del Carmine. 
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Figure 3. Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. G 60, f.485v. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Detail of Pierpont Morgan Library, Ms. G 60, f.485v. The king’s standard and shield show the red 
cross of the crusaders. The silver appearance of the paint may have occurred as the lead white tarnished. 
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Figure 5. On this stone relief, Saints Theodore and George are depicted slaying a common enemy on a 
stone relief sculpture removed from the thirteenth-century church in Amasya. 0.33x0.44x0.05 m. Athens, 
Benaki Museum, ΓΕ 33630. 

 
 

Figure 6. Detail of muqarnas painting (south side, large unit 15, panel 1). Image from Jeremy Johns, 
“Muslim Artists and Christian Models in the Painted Ceilings of the Cappella Palatina,” in Romanesque and 
the Mediterranean,. 
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Figure 7. Two serpents flank the altar in the presbytery of the Cappella Palatina (pavement plan above), 
designed in stone on the opus sectile pavement and articulated with delicately feathered ‘scales’ (below). 
Priests and others privileged to enter this sacred space, in imitatio Christi, stamp on evil and acknowledge 
Christ’s own thwarting of the devil. Photos: William Tronzo, The Cultures of His Kingdom. 
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Figure 8. “Small icons made of glass paste with dentical representations in relief of St Theodoros the 
dragon-slayer on horseback. Small icons were used as amulets or were inlaid in icon frames and 
ecclesiastical vessels. Made in Byzantium, as well as Venice, they copied Constantinopolitan models. 13th c. 
H. 0.03, W. 0.025 m. (ΓΕ 13522).” Text and object from Athens, Benaki Museum. 
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Figure 9. Carved capital along the southern side (S24Sh73) in the cloister of Santa Maria Nuova in 
Monreale. Photograph is from the Cenobium project, a collaborative initiative between the KHI-Florenz, 
CNR-Pisa, and Soprintendenza per i Beni ambientali Architettonici Storici Pisa Livorno Lucca Massa 
Carrara: http://cenobium.isti.cnr.it/. Accessed 14 April 2017. 

 
 

Figure 10. Detail of capital carving in fig. 9. 
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Figure 11. A carved marble panel, embedded in the eastern wall of the Cappella della Madonna del 
Principio at S. Restituta in Naples, c. late twelfth century-early thirteenth century, possible part of a larger 
liturgical furnishing. 
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Figure 12. Detail of St. George from the lower right-hand corner of the marble panel. 
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Figure 13. Postcard of San Giorgio, Agrigento, 14th century. 
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Figure 14. St. George occupies a place of honor, the lunette above the main entrance. He protects himself 
with a shield bearing the Chiaramonte coat of arms. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Knights defend the castle from the walls as the dragon attacks, one holding a sword and shield 
and another grasps the banner of St. George, shown with colors inverted on panel no. 246 (above). The 
expanded narrative of St. George rescuing the Princess of Trebizond stretches across panel no. 97 (below). 
Images from Francesco Vergara Caffarelli, Il soffitto dello Steri di Palermo: rilievo fotogrammetrico digitale), pp. 114-
115, figs 97 and 246.   
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Figure 16. St. George spears a dragon on panel no. 34. Possibly re-painted in the mid-fifteenth century by 
Giovanni di Valladolid. 
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Figure 17. The restoration of the cappella in the 1970s turned the space into offices. Unfortunately, 
conservators were only able to consolidate a small section of the apse; however, the tell-tale knife wedged in 
the skull of Peter, assures his identification. The position of saints in the fresco is an inversion of the one 
found in the courtyard on the first floor. 
 

 
 

Figure 18. Detail of the apse with Saint Peter Martyr on the left and Saint John the Baptist on the right. At 
center, and much damaged, sit the Virgin and Child. 
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Figure 19. In the courtyard of the palace’s ground floor, St. John the Baptist and St. Peter of Verona 
petition the Virgin. 
 

 
 
 Figure 20. Detail of courtyard fresco, exhibiting recent restoration. 
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Figure 21. A youthful St. George spears the dragon in the sopraporta above the main entrance of the palace. 
Carrying a round shield with the stemma of the Chiaramonte, the rider blurs the distinction between sainted 
figure and chivalric hero. 

 

 
 

Figure 22. Saints flanking an enthroned Madonna and child, fresco, c. 12th-13th century, along the eastern 
wall in the auxiliary room (the so-called “mosque”) entered from the church’s southern portal. Palermo, San 
Giovanni degli Ermiti. 
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Figure 23. Enthroned Madonna and Child, panel painting, located in lower church of the Cappella Palatina 
of the Palazzo dei Normanni, Palermo. 
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Figure 24. Christian crusaders, Muslims, and Wild Men battle in five frames along the central beams that 
divide the ceiling in two sections (panels nos. 175, 169, 163,157, and 151). Part of the dedicatory inscription 
is visible, running along the cornice of the north-east wall. 

 
 
Figure 25. Against a background devoid of scenery on panels no. 169 (left) and no. 163 (right), Christian 
knights monopolize the viewer’s attention, engaging Muslim warriors in a great battle. 
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Figure 26. Saint George slays the dragon (no. 34), while a nearby knight (no. 28) rides a horse protected by 
a caparison decorated with Chiaramonte heraldry, fitted into roundels as seen on the sopraporta image. 
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Figure 27. Jacopo Di Michele, known as Gera, San Giorgio, painting on panel, Palazzo Abatellis-Galleria 
Regionale della Sicilia, inv. 13. 
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Figure 28. Knights defend the castle from the walls as the dragon attacks, one holding a sword and shield 
and another grasps the banner of St. George, shown with colors inverted on panel no. 246.	Photo: 
Ferdinando Bologna, Il Soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 29. St. George slaying the dragon and saving the kneeling princess (to his left) on panel no. 97. 
Photo: Ferdinando Bologna, Il Soffitto della Sala Magna allo Steri di Palermo. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 30. Detail of George attacking the dragon (no. 97). 
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Figure 31. The St. George Banner, a large painted and gilded banner of silk and leather, 420 cm x 280 cm, 
late-13th c. Rome, Palazzo dei Conservatori in the Capitoline Museum, inv. MOB 363. 
 

 
 
Figure 32. Detail of panel no. 169. Photo: Ferdinando Bologna, Il Soffitto della Sala Magna dello Steri di 
Palermo. 
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Figure 33. Panels nos. 157 (left) and 151 (right). 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 34. A detail from the Grandes Chroniques de France (BNF Ms. fr. 2813, f. 119). Use of reproduction is 
covered by French Law n° 78-753. Accessed via Gallica: 
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84472995/f245.item. Accessed 19 June 2014. 
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Figure 35. Anonymous, Tilting at the Quintain, Previously in Paris, Museé du Louvre, current location 
unknown. Image from Cristelle Baskins, "Scenes from a Marriage: Hospitality and Commerce in 
Boccaccio’s Tale of Saladin and Torcello," p. 98, fig. 3. 
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CHAPTER SIX  
TABIMUROLLI MUIDEM REP:  

PSEUDO-KŪFIC AND RETROGRADE LATIN ON THE CEILING  
ACCOMPANYING IMAGES3 

 

 
 

Figure 1. This little majolica piece, fashioned from yellowish clay with pink tinges, still bears traces of its 
ivory glaze, inscribing it within a long tradition of ceramic production in Sicily. At the bottom of a small 
bowl, only 2.7 centimeters deep, short strokes of manganese oxide spell in Hebrew the triconsonantal root, 
K-T-B, with the addition of a vowel in the second position, spelling the Arabic word for “word,” katib. 
Image from Eredità dell'Islam: Arte islamica in Italia. 

																																																								
3 All photos were taken by the author unless stated otherwise. 
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Figure 2. Coffer no. 117 (top) features an angular broken script, imitative of Hebrew letters, in one half of 
the space, while the other half displays an elaborate example of the so-called tall-short-tall syndrome, also seen 
on bracket VI-B. Coffer no. 111 (bottom) shows two kinds of pseudo-Hebrew script contained in lozenges. 
On the left, the broken script bears resemblance to the pseudo-Hebrew script in coffer no. 117 just 
discussed. The neighboring script is also pseudo-Hebrew, but it written in cursive, approaching the look of 
a “Greek key” shape. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3. The pseudo- Arabic script that shares space with the signature of Master Simoni on coffer no. 194 
(top) also shares many letter shapes with the pseudo-inscription of the neighboring coffer no. 200 (bottom). 
Although, the artists render the inscriptions with a different thickness of line, they demonstrate an interest 
in the medial shapes of letters and the aesthetic potential of the space where letter shapes cross. 
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Figure 4. Amuletic brooch, English, 13th century, constructed in gold and semiprecious stones, measures 
9/16 x 5/8 x 1/8 in. (1.5 x 1.6 x 0.3 cm) accession no. 57.1987, The Walters Art Museum. On the left, the 
letters AGLA form an abbreviated prayer: Atha Gebri Leilan Adonai (“Thou art mighty forever, O Lord”). 
On the reverse, the object speaks in an affectionate French voice, lending the A-shape ambiguity: � IO 
FAS AMER E DOZ DE AMER (I am love and a gift of love). 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Pseudo-inscriptions in Arabic and Hebrew occupy nearly one quarter of the coffers, the spaces 
between beams, on the ceiling. Each coffer is divided into two sections, sometimes resulting in the  
juxtaposition of different pseudo-scripts and Latin. This stereogrammetric photograph is adopted and 
edited from Caffarelli (2009), pp. 42-43. 
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Figure 6. Four beams bear a petition to Mary to protect the household from evil: O PATRIS ET PROLIS 
CONCORDIA NEXUS AMORQUE HUIUS (panel no. 287)/ AB AUCTORE SALE MALA CUNTA RETORQUE [JESU]S 
MARIA (panel no. 293)/ SPONSA TUA PROLIS O VIRGO PUERPERAL SOLIS (panel no. 144)/ PRO CUNCTIS 
ORA SE]D PLUS PRO REGE LABORA: JHESUS M[ARIA JOSEPH] (panel no. 138).” 
 
 

 

 
 
Figure 7. A feature of the coffer with the other artists’ signatures, however, is shared with the pseudo-Kūfic 
in coffer no. 230 described above, in which circles and teardrops are interspersed with Arabic words; 
merely, separated by a single beam from the retrograde inscription: tabimurolli muidem rep neisnart metuasuspi. 
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Figure 8. Gold ring, Italian, c. 1300-1400, accession number: 88-1899. © Victoria and Albert Museum, 
London. Accessed via http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O118960/ring-unknown/ (25 July 2014). 
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Figure 9. Golden letters outlined in red read "amamamam/marmamamar" on a bracket no.V-B. The next 
bracket to the right, no. VI-B, figures a highly stylized pseudo-Arabic script, similar to that used on coffer 
no. 117, which shares space with pseudo-Hebrew inscriptions constrained by lozenges.   
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Figure 10. Scrolls displaying pseudo-scripts and Latin grace two ceiling brackets with a possible provenance 
of the fifteenth-century Palazzo Vatticani in Palermo, now in deposit at the Galleria Interdisciplinare 
Regionale della Sicilia/Palazzo Abatellis in Palermo. Photo courtesy of the museum. 
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Figure 11. Perhaps the most illustrative of artists’ engagement with writing, this section of the ceiling spans 
from coffer no. 224, where a pseudo-Hebrew script is juxtaposed with retrograde Latin, to coffer no. 242, 
which features a particularly sensitive example of foliated pseudo-kufic. Between them, on coffer no. 230, 
Latin confronts a string of pseudo-Arabic words, similar to those found in coffers nos. 200 and 206. 
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Figure 12. On the ground floor of La Zisa, a pleasure palace constructed by William I shortly before his 
death in 1166, an elaborate naskhī inscription, sculpted in stucco, belts the facade, skipping past the 
delightful two-story Fountain Room. 
 
 

 
Figure 13. A lead talisman, possibly from the region of Naro (Agrigento) during the twelfth or thirteenth 
century, after De Luca as "B2," p. 371; see bibliography. 
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Figure 14. Carved funerary tombstones and inscribed marble columns from Sicily and North Africa await 
reinstallation. Courtesy of the Galleria Interdisciplinare Regionale della Sicilia/Palazzo Abatellis in Palermo. 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 15. A niche in the southern hall on the first floor bears the stemma of the Chiaramonte family 
(among others), reminding us that we should not see the Norman monuments as static relics of the twelfth 
century, but built environments adopted and re-invented in subsequent centuries. 
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Figure 16. Excavations at Lo Steri reveal early strata from the Aghlabid and Kalbid periods from which a 
glass factory, active from the tenth through eleventh centuries, has been uncovered. Francesca Spatafora 
and Emanuele Canzonieri have determined that the Chiaramonte built an indoor garden, a viridarium, over 
the furnaces. 
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Figure 17. Madonna dell'Umiltà, Roberto d'Oderisio, tempera on panel, 1340-45. Reproduction courtesy of 
the Fototeca della Soprintendenza Speciale, the  P.S.A.E., and the Polo  Museale della Città di Napoli. 
Image by author. 
 

 
 
Figure 18. Detail of the Virgin’s mantle embroidered with golden tiraz. Reproduction courtesy of the 
Fototeca della Soprintendenza Speciale, the  P.S.A.E., and the Polo  Museale della Città di Napoli. Image by 
author. 
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Fig. 19. The Meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, c. 1470–73, tempera and gold leaf on wood, 36 3/8 
inches, The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, The Edith A. and Percy S. Straus Collection. 
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Fig. 20. Detail. The Meeting of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba, c. 1470–73, tempera and gold leaf on wood, 36 
3/8 inches, The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, The Edith A. and Percy S. Straus Collection. 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 21 Above: Detached frescos of fictive curtains and trees from the Palazzo Davanzati, inv. San Marco e 
Comune 1925, n 281. Below: detail of pseudo-writing. 


